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PHILOSOPHIES OF INDIA

EDITOR'S FOREWORD
Dr. Heinrich Zimmer's posthumous chapters for a projected
volume on the philosophies of India were found in various
stages of cotnpletion. "Those on the tneeting of the Orient and
Occident, the Indian philosophy of politics, Jainism, Satikhya
and Yoga, Vedanta, and Buddhahood had served as notes for a
course of lectures delivered at Columbia University in the
spring of •942, while that on the Indian philosophy of duty had
opened the course for the spring of '943· But since hardly five
weeks of the latter term had been completed when Dr. Zimmer
was stricken with his final illness. his materials treating of the
other phases of Indian thought remained in the uneven condition of mere jottings and preliminary drafts. All were found in
a single, orderly file, however, so that the problem of arranging
them was not difficult. Lacunae could he filled from other bundles of manuscript, as well as from recollected conversations.
The editing of most of the chapters, therefore, went rather
smoothly. But toward the end the condition of the notes became
so rough and spotty that the merely indicated frame had to be
filled in with data drawn from other sources.
I have quoted only from authors suggested either in Dr.
Zimmer's outline or in his class assignments, and have named
them all clearly in my footnotes. In the chapter on The Great
Buddhist Kings, which is the first in which this problem arose,
my chief authorities were The Cambridge History of India,
Vol. I; E. B. Havel!, The History of Aryan Rule in India from
v
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the Earliest Times to the Dcdth of Akbar; Ananda K. Coomara·
swamy, Buddhism and the Gospel of Buddhism; T. W. Rhys
Davids, Buddhism, Its History and Literature; S. Radhakrishnan,
India11 Philosophy; Vincent A. Smith, Asoka, The Buddhist
Emperor of India; and L. de Ia Vallee Poussin's article on the
Buddhist Councils and Synods in Hastings' Eucyclopacdia of
Religion and Ethics. The notes for the chapter on Hinayana
and Mahayana Buddhism were quite full, though not yet amplified into a continuously inspired exposition. I simply arranged
them and opened the brief sentences into running prose, bridging two short gaps with quotations from S. Radhakrishnan, as
indicated in my footnotes. I was particularly distressed, however, to lind that the materials for the chapters on The Way of
the Bodhisattva, The Great Delight, and Tantra were very sparse
and only partially developed; for these were themes to which
Dr. Zimmer had been devoting much attention during the latter years of his life, and on which he had been extraordinarily
eloquent in conversation. I could lind only a few additional
bits of paper scattered through the volumes of his library, and
these together with what I remembered of our talks had to
suffice to eke out the notes. The reader should bear in mind
that in these last pages Dr. Zimmer's position may not be quite
correctly represented. I have been able to give only a few brief
but precious fragments, framed in a setting largely quoted from
Swami Nikhilananda's translation of The Gospel of Sri Ra·
makrishna and Sir John Woodroffe's Shakti and Shakta.
Obviously, the history of Indian philosophy here before us is
far from what it would have been had Dr. Zimmer lived. The
broad sweep of the basic structural ideas carries to completion
of itself, however, even where the outlines are no more than in·
dicated, an extraordinary vision not only of the Indian but also
of the Western philosophical development. Hence, though the
work as it stands is visibly but a fragment (a large and awesome
fragment, comparable, one might say, to the unfinished stupa
vi
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at Borobudur) formally it makes a cogent and prodigious statement. The whole is conceived primarily as an intrndunion to
the subject, each chapter leading to the next, and not as a handbook; but I have supplied cross-reference; and Mr. \Villiam
McGuire has prepared a copious index, to serve the reader wishing to study any separate topic. G11idance to furt!1~T n·ading will
be found in the bibliography and in the titles cited in the footnotes.
My profound thanks go to Swami Nikhilanancla for kind pnmission to quote ext('nsivcly from his translation of The Gosju:l
of Sri Riimakrislma, to Dofia Lui&a Coomaraswamy for Plate"
I, II, III, V, IX, X, and XII, Dr. Stella Kramrisdt for PlatL·s
VIII and XI, and Dr. Marguerite Blotk lm !'late Via. The
Metropolitan Museum of Art kindly supplied Plates IV and
VIb, the Morgan Library Plate Vic, and the Asia Institute
Plate VII. I owe much, moreover, to Mrs. \Vallace Ferguson
for assistance in the final editing of the manuscript, to Miss
Elizabeth Sherban for three years of tireless and painstakinqtyping, to Mr. William McGuire for his meticulous editing of the
proofs and for hi" above-mentioned index, and to my wife for
all her hours of listening and for numberless suggestions.

J. c.
New York City
March 20, r95r
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The Consonants
Gutturals:
Palatals:
Linguals:
Dentals:
Labials:
Aspirate:
Visarga:
Arausvara:

k
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H combined with another consonant is alwdys aspirated and
audible; for example, t/1 is pronounted as in boathook, ph as
in haphazard, dh as in madhouse, and bh as in abhor.
The guttural series are the ordinary European k- and g-sounds
and their aspirates (kh and gh), with a nasal i1, which is pro·
nounced as ng in singing.
In the palatal series, c is pronounced about like ch in church
(Sanskrit ch, consequently, sounds like church-house) and i
about as in judge. The nasal, 1i, is like ii in Spanish senor.
(An exception is jiia, which pronounced by a modem Hindu
sounds like gyah, with hard g.) The palatal semi-vowel, y, is about
as in English. and s, the sibilant, approximately sh.
Linguals are gentler sounds than dentals, pronounced with
the tip of the tongue bent back and placed against the roof of
the mouth instead of against the teeth. The r is untrilled. The
~ is a kind of .<h-sound.
xvi
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The dentals and labials are about as in English.
Visarga, Q, is a final h·sound uttered in the articulating position of the preceding vowel. (It is a substitute for a final s or r.)
Anusvara, rh, is a resonant nasal pronounced with open
mouth.

The Vowels

Simple vowels

Diphthongs

rGutturals:
Palatals:
Lahials:
Linguals:
Dentals:

l

(Palatals:
\.Labials:

a

a

u

ii

r
!

f

e

ai
au

0

In general, the vowels arc pronouuced as in Italian; short a,
is a "neutral vowel," like the vuwel-souud of but, son,
or blood. The vowel r ;, an untrilkd r-sound used as a vowel,
as in certain Slavonic languages. The vowel I is an /-sound
similarly uttered.
however~
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PART I
THE HIGHEST GOOD

I. THE MEE11NG OF EAST AND WEST

1.

The Roar of Awakening

W

the Occident arc about to arrive at a crossroads that
was reached by the thinkers of India some seven hundred
years before Christ. This is the real reason why we become both
vexed and stimulated, uneasy yet interested, when confronted
with the conrepts and images of Oriental wisdom. This crossing
is one to which the people of all civilizations come in the typi·
raJ course of the development of their capacity and requirement
for religious experience, and India's teachings force us to realize what its problems are. But we cannot take over the Indian
solutions. We must enter the new period our own way and
solve its questions for ourselves, because though truth, the
radiance of reality, is universally one and the same, it is mirrored variously according to the mediums in which it is reflected.
Truth appears differently in different lands and ages according
to the living materials out of which its symbols are hewn.
Concepts and words are symbols, just as visions, rituals, and
images are; so too are the manners and customs of daily life.
Through all o£ these a transcendent reality is mirrored. They
are so many metaphors reflecting and implying something
t: OF
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which, though thus variously expressed, is ineffable, though
thus rendered multiform, remains inscrutable. Symbols hold
the mind to truth but are not themselves the truth, hence it is
delusory to borrow them. Each civilization, every age, must
bring forth its own.
We shall therefore have to follow the difficult way of our
own e:=xperiences, produce our own reactions, and assimilatt.· our
sufferings and realizations. Only then will the truth that we
bring to manift•station be as much our own flesh and blood as
is the child its mother's; and the mother, in love with the Father,
will then justly delight in her offspring as His duplication.
The ineffable seed must be conceived, gestated, and brought
fonh from our own substance, fed by our blood, if it is to be the
true child through which its mother is reborn: and the Father,
the divine Transcendent Principle, will then also be reborndelivered, that is to say, from the state of non-manifestation,
non-action, apparent non-existence. We cannot borrow God.
We must effect His new incarnation from within ourselves.
Divinity must descend, somehow, into the matter of our own
existence and participate in this peculiar life-process.
According to the mythologies of India. this is a miracle that
will undoubtedly come to pass. For in the ancient Hindu tales
one reads that whenever the creator and sustainer of the world,
Vi~l)u, is implored to appear in a new incarnation, the beseech·
ing forces leave him no peace until he condescends. Nevertheless, the moment he comes down, taking flesh in a blessed
womb, to be again made manifest in the world which itself is
a reflex of his own ineffable being, self-willed demonic forces
set themselves against him; for there are those who hate and
despise the god and have no room for him in their systems of
expansive egoism and domineering rule. These do everything
within their power to hamper his career. Their violence, however, is not as destructive as it seems; it is no more than a nee·
essary force in the historic process. Resistance is a standard pan
I
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in the recurrent cosmic comedy that is enacted whenever a spark
of supernal tt uth, drawn down by the misery of creatures and
the immincnn: of chaos, i~ made rnanifcst on the phenornenal
plane.
'"It is the same with our spirit," states Paul Valery, "as with
our flesh: both hide in mystery what they [eel to be most important. They conceal it !rom themselves. They single it out
and protect it by this prolundity in which they ensconce it.
l•.vcrything that really counts is well veiled; testimony and docunH:nts only render it the more obscure; deeds and WIJrks are
dc~igned

expressly to

mi~reprc!'.lcnt it."

1

The chief aim ol Indian tltuught is to unveil and integrate
into Lonsriousncss what. has hecn thus resisted an(l hidden hv

the forces of life-not to explore and describe the visible world.
The supreme and characteristic achievclllt'l1t oJ the llrf1hman

mind (and this has been decisive, not only for the course of
Indian philosophy, but also for the history of Indian civilization) was its discovery of the Self (Iitman) as an independent,
imperishable entity, underlying the conscious personality and
bodily frame. Everything that we normally know and expn·ss
about ourselves belongs to the sphere of change, the sphere of
time and space, but this Self (alrnan) is forewr changeless, beyond
time, beyond space and the veiling net of causality, beyond
measure, beyond the dominion of the eye. The effort of Indian
philosophy has been, for millenniums, to know this adamantine
Self and make the knowledge effective in human life. And this
enduring concern is what has been responsible for the supreme
morning calm that pervades the terrible histories of the Oriental
1 "11 en est de notre esprit comme de notre chair; ce qu'ils se sentent de
plus important, ils l'envdoppent de mysthc, ils sc lc cachent a eux-memes;
ils le dtsignent et le dCfendcnt par cettc profondeur oil ils le placent.
Tout ce qui compte c~t Lien voilC; lcs temoins et les documents l'obscurcissent; les actes et les oeuvres sont faits expressf>ment pour Je travestir"
(Paul Valery, Variete !, "Au sujct d'Adonis," p. 68).
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world-histories no less tremendous, no less horrifying, than
our own. Through tlw vici.situdes of physical change a spiritual footing is maimaiued in the peace!ul-hlissful ground of
.\unan: eternal. timek5', and impc1ishablc Being.
Indian, like Occidemal, philosophy imparts information concerning the mea&urahk stnu tut e and powers ol the psyche,
analyzes man's intellectual faculties and the operations of his
mind, evaluates various theories of human understanding, establishes the methods and laws o! logic, classifies the senses,
and studies the processes hy which experiences arc apprehended
and assimilated, interpreted and wmpreheudcd. Hindu philosophers, like those of the West, pronounce on ethical values and
moral standards. They study also the visihle traits of phenom·
enal existence, criticizing the data of external experience and
drawing deductions with respect to the supporting principles.
India, that is to say, has had, and still has, its own disciplines
of psycholob'Y• ethics, physics, and metaphysical theory. But th<·
primary concern-in striking mntrast to the interests of the
modern philosophers of the \Vest-has always been, not infor·
mation, but transformation: a radical changing of man's nature
and, therewith, a renovation of his understanding both of the
outer world and of his own existence; a transformation as com~
plete as possible, such as will .unount when successful to a total
conversion or rebirth.
In this respect Indian philosophy sides with religion to a far
greater extent tl1an does the critical, secularized tl1inking of the
modern West. It is on the side of such ancient philosophers as
Pythagoras, Empedocles, Plato, the Stoirs, Epicurus and his
followers, Plotinus, and the Neoplatonic thinkers. We recognize
the point of view a!,'llin in St. Augustine, the medieval mystics
such as Meister Eckhart, and such later mystics as Jakob Bohme
of Silesia. Among the Romantic philosophers it. reappears in
Schopenhauer.
The attitudes toward each other of the Hindu teacher and
4
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the pupil bowing at his feet are determined by the exigencies
of this supn·me task of transformation. Their problem is to
dfcct a kind of alchemical transmutation of the ~oul. Through
the means, nol of a merely intellectual understanding, hut of
a change of heart (a transfonnation that shall touch the core ot
his existence), the pupil is to pass out of bondage, beyond the
limits of human imperfection and ignorance, and transcend
the earthly plane o£ being.
Th<-re is an amusing popular fable which illustrates this
pedag-ogical idea. It is remHkd among the teachings of the
celebrated Hindu saint of the nineteenth centmy, Sti Ramakrishna.' Anecdotes of this childlike J..ind occur continually in
the dismurses of the Oriental sages; they circulate in the common lore of the folk and are known to everyone from infancy.
Th<·y carry the lessons of India's timeless wisdom to the homes
and hearts of the people, coming down through the millenniums as everybody's property. Indced India is one of the great
homelands of the popular fable; during the Middle Ages
many of her tales were carried into Europe. The vividness .md
simple aptness of the images <hive home the points of the teaching; they are like pegs to which can be attached no <·nd of
abstract reasoning. The beast fable is hut one of the many
Oriental devices to make lessons catch hold and remain in the
mind.
The present example is of a tiger rub that had been brought
up among goats, but through the cnlip;htening guidance of a
spiritual teacher was made to realize its own unsuspected na2 Cf. The Gospel of ~ri Rtimakr;~hna, tran ..lated with an introduction by
Swf•mi Nik.hilimamb, Nt•w York, •u p~. pp. 232-233. 259·36o. Sri Ramakridma
(18.!J6-86) wa!!l the perfect t'mbodimcut of the orthodox religious philosophy
o( India. His message first rca<.hf"d America through his pupil. Swami Vive-

kinanda (•863-190.2), who spoke for India at the WorJd's Parliament of
Religions, held in Chicago. 1893· Today the monks of the Rltmakrishna-Vi,·ek3.nanda mission maintain spiritual centers and conduct WUTbt'S of teaching
in most o[ the principal cities of the United States.

5
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ture. Its mother had died in giving it birth. Big with young,
she had been prowling for many days without discovering prey,
when she came upon this herd of ranging wild goats. The tigress
was ravenous at the time, and this fact may account for the
\'iolence of her spring; but in any case, the strain of the leap
brought on the birth throes, and from she<-r exhaustion she expired. Then the goats. who had scattered, returned to the graz·
ing ground and found the little tiger whimpering at its mother's
side. They adopted the feeble creature out of maternal compas~ion, suckled it together with their own offspring, and
watched m·n it fondly. The cub grew and their care was rewarded; for the little tellow learned the language of the goats,
adapted his voice to their gentle way of bleating, and displayed
as much devotion as any kid of the flock. At first he experienced
some difficulty when he tried to nibble thin blades of grass
with his pointed teeth, but somehow he managed. The vegc·
tarian diet kept him very slim and imparted tu his temperament
a remarkable meekness.
One night, when this young tiger among the goats had reached
the age of reason, the herd was anacked again, this time by a
fierce old male tiger, and again they scattered; but the cub re·
mained where he stood, devoid of fear. He was of course surprised. Discovering himself face to face with the terrible jungle
being, he gazed at the apparition in amazement. The first moment passed; then he began to feel self-conscious. Uttering a
forlorn bleat, he plucked a thin leaf of grass and chewed it,
while the other stared.
Suddenly the mighty intruder demanded: "What are you doing here among these goats? What are you chewing there?" The
funny little creature bleated. The old one became really terrifying. He roared, "Why do you make this silly sound?" and before
the other could respond, seized him roughly by the scruff and
shook him, as though to knock him back to his senses. The jungle
tiger then carried the frightened cub to a nearby pond, where
6
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he set him down, compelling him to look into the mirror surface,
which was illuminated by the moon. "Now look at those two
faces. Are they not alike? You have the pot·face of a tiger; it is
like mine. Why do you fancy yourself to be a goat? Why do you
bleat? Why do you nibble grass?"
The little one was unable to reply, but continued to stare,
comparing the two reflections. Then it became uneasy, shifted
its weight from paw to paw, and emitted another troubled,
quavering cry. The fierce old beast seized it again and carried
it off to his den, where he presented it with a bleeding piece
of raw meat remaining from an earlier meal. The cub shuddered with disgust. The jungle tiger, ignoring the weak bleat
of protest, grullly ordered: "Take itl Eat it! Swallow itl" The
cub resisted, but the frightening meat was forced between his
teeth, and the tiger sternly supervised while he tried to chew
and prepared to swallow. The toughness of the morsel was un·
familiar and was causing some difficulty, and he was just about
to make his little noise again, when he began to get the taste of
the blood. He was amazed; he reached with eagerness for the
rest. He began to feel an unfamiliar gratification as the new
food went down his gullet, and the meaty substance came into
his stomach. A strange, glowing strength, staning from there,
went out through his whole organism, and he commenced to
feel elated, intoxicated. Ilis lips smacked; he licked his jowls.
He arose and opened his mouth with a mighty yawn, just as
though he were waking from a night of sleep-a night that had
held him long under its spell, for years and years. Stretching
his form, he arched his back, extending and spreading his paws.
The tail lashed the ground, and suddenly from his throat there
burst the terrifying, triumphant roar of a tiger.
The grim teacher, meanwhile, had been watching closely
and with increasing satisfaction. The transformation had actually taken place. When the roar was finished he demanded
grullly: "Now do you know what you really are?" and to com-
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plctc the initiation of his young disciple into the secret lore
of his own true nature. added: ··come, we ~baH go now foTa hunt
together in the jungle."
The history of Indian thought during the period just pre<cding- th<' birth and mission of the Buddha (c !)6~l--1H~~ u.c.) reveals a gradual intensification of emphasis on this prohJem of
the rediscovery and assimilation o[ the Self. The philosophical
dialog-ues of the Upani~ads indicate that during the eighth century R.c. a critical shiit of weight from the outer universe and
tangible spheres of the body to the inner and the intangible was
rarrying the dang-erous impli< at ion~ of this direction of the
mind to their logical conclw_,ion. A ptocrss of withdrawal from
the normally known world was taking place. The powers of the
marrocosm and corresponding faculties of the microcosm were
being generally dn·aluated and left behind; and with such
fearlessness that the who!r religious system of the previous
period was heing placed in p<'ril of collapse. The kings of the
g-ods, lndra and V.Lrtll)a, and the dh inc priests of the gods, Agni,
Mitra. Brhaspati. were no lon~er receiving th.-ir due of prayer
and s;Krifice. Instead of directing the tniud to these symbolic
guardians ancl models ol the natural and the ~ocial orders, supponing them and keeping them cfTecti,·c through a continuous
sequence of rites and meditations, men were turning all of their
attention itnvarrl, striYing· to attain and hold themselves in a
state of unmitigated Sclf-awarcne~s through sheer thinking,
systematic self-analysis, breath control, and the stern psychological disdplin<·s of yoga.
The antecedents of this radical introjection are already discernible in many of the hymns of the Vedas;' for example, the
3 Editor's r~ole: For tlw r('adcr unfamiliar with the chronology of Indian
documents, it can be stated, briefly, that the four Vedas (13.-g. Yajur, Sarna,
and Ath~rva) contain the hymm anrl magical rhatm~ of those nomadic
Aryan catt1c-1wrding: families who entered India through the northwestern
n10untaim during the sc((md millennium u.c., about the time that the
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following prayer for power, wherein the divine forces variously
manifest in the outer world are conjured to emer the subject,
take up their abode in his body, and vivify his faculties.
"The brilliancy that is in the lim1, the tiger, and the serpent;
in Agni (the god of the sacrificial fire), in the Brahmans, and in
Siirya (the Sun) shall be oms! May the lovely goddess who
bore lndra <·orne to us, ~ndowed with luster!
"The brilliancy that is in the elephant, the palllh<"r, and in
Achaeans (tn whom tln·y \~t<Te wmdtow telatl·d and whmc language rebembJed Vfdk Samlrit} wcJc dcs,cuding jnto Gicece. The Vedic hymns
arc the oldest extant litf'rary and rclif,!;iou'! monument of the so-called
Jndo-Euwpl•an family of hm~uage..,, which compri'ie"S all of the litf"ratures
of the following tradition<;: Cdtk (lrhh, Wcl..,h, ScotLi<sh, etc.), Germanic
(Gennan, Dutch, Env,lic;,h, Nm;c, Gothic, eLL), Italic (Latin, Italian, SpanidJ, Ftcnch. Romanian, t"tc.), Greek, Balto-Sla\·ic (Old Prus'iian, Lettish,
RU!lo!loian. Cll·ch, l'olibh, etc). Anatolic (.\nucnian, Andcnt Phrygian, etc.),
Iranian (Persian, Afghan, etc.), and Indo-Aryan (Sanskrit, Pii.li. and the
modern JanJ..ruagc!l of northern India, !!UC.b as Hindi, Uengali, Sindhi,
Panjabi, and GujaJati-afl well as Romany or Gyp'~~y). Many of the gods,
beliefs, and oho;ervanccs of the VediC' age closely parallel those of the
Homeric. The hymm Sl'Cm to have been fixed in their present fonn ('.
150C>-IOOO B.C.

The term l'erla indudc!t, howevt'I', not only the four hymn collections,
but also a dass of prose compo~;ition appended to thrm and known as
llriihmana, composed in the 'enturies immediateJy fol1owing and repre~enting an age of meticulous theological and liturgical analysis. The
Hrii.hmana'!. C'ontain long. detailed discu~ions of the clements and connota·
tions of the Vedic sacrifiC'e, as well ao; a number o( pricele!.s fragments
of very ancient Aryan myths and legends.
l"olJowing tht- period of the Brfihmanao; ramc that of the Upanisads
(mentioned above), which opened in the eighth century R.c. and culminated
in the rentury of the Buddha (c. 563-48.3 B.c.). Compare the dates of the
Greek age of philosophy, which hogan with Thales of Miletus (64ol-54fi B.c.)
and culminat('(). in the dialogu('s of Plato (127?-347 B.c.) and the works of
Aristotle (384-322 B.c.).
For the ronveni('nce of the reader a brief historical appendix has been
prepared. which contains notices of the dates of most of the topics treated
in the present volume; see Appendix B.
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gold; in the waters, in cattle, and in men shall be ours! May
the lovely goddess who bore Indra come to us, endowed with
luster!
"The brilliancy that is in the chariot, the dice, and the
strength of the bull; in the wind, in Parjanya (Indra as the
lord of rain), and the fire of VaruQa (lord regent of ocean and
of the western quarter) shall be ours! May the lovely goddess
who bore lndra come to us, endowed with Juster!
"The brilliancy that is in the man of royal caste, in the
stretched drum, in the strength of the horse, and in the shout
of men shall be ours! May the lovely goddess who bore Indra
come to us, endowed with luster!" •
The fully developed Adhyitmam-adhidaivam system of the
period of the Upani~ds utilized as a means for arriving at absolute detachment a thorough-going scheme of correspondences
between subjective and objective phenomena.• As an instance:
"The divinities of the world having been created, they said
to Atman (the Self as the Creator): 'Find out for us an abode
wherein we may be established and may eat food.' He led up a
bull to them. They said: 'Verily, this is not sufficient for us.'
He Jed up a horse to them. They said: 'Verily, this not sufficient for us.' He Jed up a person to them. They said: 'Ohl Well
' A tharoa Veda VI. g8. (Translated by Maurice Bloomfield, Sacred Books
of the East. Vol. XLII, pp. 116-117: cf. also, Harvard Oriental Series, Cam·
bridge, Man., 1905. Vol. VII, p. 509·)
''The lovely gndde>s who bore ImiH" is Aditi, mother of the gods ol
the Vedic pantheon. corresponding to Rhea, mother of the Greek Olympians. lndra, the chief and best beloved of her sona, corresponds to the
Greco-Roman lord of the gods, Zeus-Jove, while VanJI)a is comparable to
the Greek Ouranos (heaven), and Siirya to Phoebuo-Apnllo.
'Adhyitmam (ad hi= 11over.,: dtman
"self or !llpirit••): the Supreme
Spirit manifest as the Self of the individual: adhidaivam (daivam, from
deva = ''divinity'"): the Supreme Spirit operating in material objecta.
These two are equated in this system as the dual a.pects of one sole Im~
perishable, known respectively from the subjecthe and the objective
points of view.

=
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donei'-Verily, a person is a thing well done.-He said to them:
'Enter into your respective abodes.' Fire bcc.amc speech, and
entered the mouth. Wind became breath, and entered the nos·
trils. The sun became sight, and entered the eyes. The quarters
of heaven became hearing, and entered the ears. Plants and
trees bec.ame hairs, and entered the skin. The moon became
mind, and entered the heart. Death became the out-breath, and
entered the navel. Waters became semen, and entered the
virile member." 8
The pupil is taught to apply his knowledge o( correspondences of this kind to such meditations as the following: "Just
as a jug dissolves into c·arth, a wave into water, or a bracelet
into gold, even so the universe will dissolve into me. Wonderful
am II Adoration to myself! :For when the woild, from its highest god to its least stem of grass, dissolves, that destruction is
not mine." 1
There is evident here a total disjunction of the phenomenal
self (the naively conscious personality which together with its
world of names and forms will in time be dissolved) from that
other, profoundly hidden, essential yet forgotten, transcendental
Self (atman), which when recollected roars out with its thrilling,
world-annihilating, "Wonderful am II" That other is no created
thing, bnt the substratum of all created things, all objects, all
processes. "Weapons cut it not; fire burns it not; water wets it
not; the wind does not wither it.'' ' The sense-faculties, normally turned outward, seeking, apprehending, and reacting to
their objects, do not come into touch with the sphere of that
permanent reality but only with the transient evolutions of the
perishable transformations of its energy. Will power, leading
• AitaT«rya Upani$ad 1. 1·4· (Translated by Robert Ernest Hume, The
Thirteen Principal Upanisharls, Oxford, 1921, p. 295.)
1 A1Jti'fJakra Samhita 2. 16-II. (Translated by Sw3mi Nitya~wariipinanda.
Mayavati, 1940, pp. ••·•~-)
• Bhagavad Gild •· ·~·
11
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to the achievement of worldly ends, can therefore be of no
great help to man. Neither can the pleasures and experiences
of the senses initiate the consciousness into the secret o£ the
fullness of life.
According to the thinking and experience of India, the knowledge of changing things docs not conduce to a realistic attitude;
for such things lack substantiality, they perish. Neither does it
conduce to an idealistic outlook; for the inmnsist<·ncies of
things in flux continually contradict and refute each other.
Phenomenal forms are by nature delusory and fallarious. The
one who rests on them will he disturbed. They are merely the
particles of a vast universal illusion which is wrought by
the magic of Self-forgetfulness, supported by ignordnce, and
carried forward by the deceived passions. Nal\·e unawareness of
the hidden truth of the Self is the primary cause of all the misplaced emphases, inappropriate altimdcs. and conscqumt selftorments of this auto-intoxicated world.
There is obviously implicit in such an insight the basis for
a transfer of all interest not only from the normal ends and
means of people of the world, hut also from the rites and dogmas of the religion of such deluded beings. The mythological
creator, the Lord of the Universe, is no longer of interest. Only
introverted awareness bent and dt·iven to the depth of the subject's own nature reaches that borderline where the transitory
superimpositions meet their unchanging source. And such
awareness can finally succeed even in bringing consciousness
across the border, to merge-perish and become therewith imperishable-in the omnipresent substratum of all substance.
That is the Self (iitman), the ultimate, enduring, supporting
source of being. That is the giver of all these specialized manifestations, changes of form, and deviations from the true state,
these so-called vikaras: transformations and evolutions of the
cosmic display. Nor is it through praise of and submission •o
the gods, but through knowledge, knowledge of the Self, that
12
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the sage passes from involvement in what is here displayed to
a disco\'ery of its cause.
And such knowledgt' is achined tlnougli either of l\VO technique~: 1. a f't)'~tematic di-.patagement of the whole world a-. illusion, or 2. an equally thoroughgoing realization of the sheer
materiality of it all.s"
This we recognize as precisely the non-theistic, anthropon:ntric position that we ourse]n·s are on the point of reaching
today in the West, if indeed we arc not already there. l;or
where dwel\ the gods to whom we can uplift our hands, send
forth our prayers, and make oblation? Beyond the 1\lilky W.ty
arc only island universes, galaxy beyond galaxy in the infinitudes of space-no realm of angels, no heavenly mansions, no
choirs o[ the l1lesscd surrounding a divine 1hrone of the Father,
revolving in hcatific consciousness ahout the axial mystery of
the Trinity. Js there ;1ny region left in all these great rea{ hes
where the soul on its quest might expect to aniH' .lt the feet
of God, having ln·( omc dive..., ted of its own matcTial roil? Or
must we not now turn I ather inward, ...,cck the di,ine inten ..tlly,
in the deepest \'ault, beneath the floor; hearken within lot the
secret voice that is both commanding and ronsolillg; dtaw
from inside the grace which pasM·th all understanding?
\Ve of the modern Occident are at last prepared to seck atul
ltcar the voice that India ha<; hc:ud. But like the tiger ruh \\T
must hear it not from the teacher but from within ourselves.
Just as in the period of the deflation of the ren·alcd gods of the
Vedic pantheon, so today revealed Christianity has been ricvaluated. The Christian, as 1'\ictzschc says, is a man who behaves like everybody else. Om professions of faith have no
longer any discernible hearing either on our pnh\ir rondnn or
on our private state of hope. The sacraments do not work on
many of us their spiritual transformation: we arr bereft and
~~~.Respectively,

(infra, pp.
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at a loss where to turn. Meanwhile, our academic secular philosophies are concerned rather with information than with
that redemptive transformation which our souls rcq nire. And
this is the reason why a glance at the face of India may assist
us to discover and recover something ot oursclve~.
The basic aim of any serious study of Oriental thought should
be, not merely the gathering and melt-ring of as much detailed
inside information as possible, hut the rereption of some significant influence. And in order that this may come to pass-in
line with the parable of the goat-fosterling who discovered he
was a tiger-we should swallow the meat of the teaching as red
and rare as we can stand it, not too much cooked in the heat
of our ingrained Occidental intellect (and, by no means, from
any philological pkkle jar), but not raw either, because then
it would prove mlpalatable and perhaps indigestible. We must
take it rare, with lots of the red juices gushing, so that we may
really taste it, with a certain sense of surprise. Then we will
join, from our transoceanic distance, in the world-1 ever berating jungle roar of India's wisdom.

2.

The Steely Barb
BEFORE entering upon a study of philosophy one should clear
the mind with the question: What, really, dn I expect from
philosophy? There are many, secretly afraid, who spontaneously
resist its revelations. They find philosophy difficult to enjoyoccasionally exciting, but in the main complex, long-winded,
14
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abstract, and apparently of no !,'T<"at practical value. For such
persons, metaphysics is vague and lofty nonsense, only fit to
give one ve1tigo; its uncoutrolled speculation~ are <·ontrary to
the findings of modern science and ha\'c heen discredited (for
all but the inadt'<[Uatcly informed) hy the publications of the
latest thinkers. Working hypotheses have at last begun to dispel
the mysteries of the uni1 erse and man's existence. By means of
calculations based on sober, controlled experiment, and verified not only in the facts of the laboratory but also through the
applied techniques of everyday life, the traditional mysteries
of the mystks are being ;ystcmatically dissipated. The Eucharist
has been transmuted hack into hread. And so, although philosophy may be allowed it' due in so far as it is subservient to civilization and lollows the usual habits of the modern mind. it
cannot be takt•n seriously if it conflicts with the current formulations of physi<al science or recommends a different mode of
conduct from that today made general by the universal progress
of technology. Metaphysics and such airy meditations as those
of the philosophy of history and religion may be sensitively tolerated as a genteel embellishment of education, but they are not
of any vital use.
Minds of the type represented by this sort of up-to-date apotropaic cerebration teach philosophy as a synthesis of scientific
information. They reject everything that cannot he linked into
this context. They are concerned to control and harmonize the
findings from the various fields of research, outline a comprehensive pattern, and formulate methodical principles, without
encroaching on the authority of the specialist-the research
fellow in direct touch with the microbe, asterism, or conditioned reflex; but as for the methods, goals, and so-called truths
of every other system of thought: these are either rejected or
patronized, as the quaint, outmoded prepossessions of a superseded world.
There is, however, another type of modern thinker, diametri-
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cally opposed and sometimes overtly antagonistic to the first.
11 ho cherishes a hope that contemporary philosophy may some
day utter a word to him somewhat different from the communications continually coming from all departments of the
sprawling scientific workshop. Touring as a searching studt•nt
through the laboratories. peering through the various instruments, tabulating, classifying, and becoming very tired of the
infinitude of minutely specialized responses to questions of detail, he is seeking an answer to some query that the research
fellows seem not to be concerned with and that the comprehensive philosophers are systematically avoiding. Something beyond critical reasoning is what he requires; something that
someone of adequate mind should have realized intuitively as
a Trmh (with a capital T) about man's existence and the nature of the cosmos; something to enter the breast and pierce
the heart with what Baudelaire called "the steely barb of the
infinite," la poi11te adrt'<' dr l'infinie. What he requires is a
philosophy that will confront and resolve the task once performed by religion; and this is a need from which no number
of rol1rgl' t outM.:s on the va1idity of inference ran emancipate
hitn.

Philosophy as the handmaid of empirical research, thought
wearing the blinders of the standards of contemporary science,
and metaphysics open to rational criticism from every quarter
-in short, reason infallible: this is the ideal and n•quirement of
the practical-minded thinker. Whereas the other is simply not
convinc·ed hy all the plausible searching and discovering.
Neith~r is he unwilling to accept the reproach of being somewhat mysterious in his personal demands. He does not ask that
a philosophy should bt' comprehensible to every level-headed
contemporary; what he wants is a response (if only so much as
the him of one) to the primary questions in his mind.
The sages of India side with the second of these two points
of view. They have never intended their teachings to be poputfi
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Jar. Indeed, it is only in recent years that their words have become generally acccssibl<' through printed texts and tramlations
into popular tongues. They in>ist o11 first dctenniuing whether
a candidate applying for admi.siou to the ;anctum ol their
philosophy is endowed with the mu·ssary spiritual <JUalifications. lias he fulfilled th<' preliminary di,dplinesi Is he ripe to
benefit from a contact with the guru? Dm·' h<' dl'scn e to take
a place at the guru's feet? For the solutions ol tlw Indian sages
to the enigmas of life and their approaches to the lll)>tery ol
the universe are worked out along Jines completely dilf<'rent
from those being followed by the lcadcrs of modern research
and education. They neither deny nor apofogi1.c for the !act that
their teachings arc hard to gra•p ami tlwrcforc -ne<essarilyesoteric.

What the specific re<Jnirernenh arc for the Indian pupil
(adhiltnriu) qualified to specialize in one or another of the
traditional departments of learning, we shall pre>ent ly sec;' hut
first, let us imrodurc oursel\('S to this suhjeu by way of two
t:ntC'ltaining anccdotrs about the pu:lilninary trials and tests of
Indian pupils. These will demonstrate that eH·n wlwn a candidatl' has prc>1cd himself and hem ;uccpted "'an adq>t m·ll
entitled to he instructed, h,, must not suppose that he is already
ripe to understand C\en the lint prindples of the wisdom of
reality. His superior character and acmmpli>lnncnts (though of
an order not known to the multitude, or c\'l'n to the pri\'ilegcd
normal minority) are by no means an adequate safeguard against
the pitfalls and curious dangcts of the deceptive way to the concealed goal of truth.
The first talc, which is told of a king who had been accepted
as a pupil by the famous Vcdiintic philosopher Sat\kara (c. 7RH82o or 850 A.D.), is one that will give some idea of the supernal loftiness of the basic conceptions of India's classic philosophy and illustrate their incompatibility with common sense.
•Infra, pp. 51·56.
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They are revelations from "the other shore," from "over Jordan"; or as the Mahayana Buddhist tradition phrases it: they
are clues to the "Transcendemal Wisdom of the Far Bank"
(prajtiii-paramita), rdlections from beyond these broad an•l
wildly turbulent waters of the stream of lif<· which are to be
LTossed in the boat (yana) ol the enlightening ptactice of the
Buddhist virtues. Not the detailed de•cription of our hither
shore, but transport to the shoH' beyond-through transformation-is to be the supreme goal ol human H·searrh, teaching,
and meditation. This is the ideal on which all the great philosophies of India come to arrord. '"
10 Editors note: The Buddha (c. 563-483 n.<:.) did not accept tlte authority of the Vedas; hence the doctriuc that he taught was heterodox
and developed apart trom the orthodox Vt·dic liuc, produdnp, !>dUJOI!! and
1ystems of hs own. Two great divi!lions of Uuddhi!!t thiuk.ing are di.,..
tingui!J1ed. The fir!lt was dt•diratrd tn the ideal of ittdi\'idual sahatiou
and represented the way to this end a'i mona!ltic o;;clf-dirs.<ipline. The second, which secm1 to }Ja\'C matured in noJthetH India during and following the first and second Lenturies A.n. (long aftrr the other hacl been db,seminated as far southward as th<• i!lland of Ceylon). propo::.t>cl the idc<~l
of salvation for all and developed dbcipliut!l of popular devotion and universal t~ecular sen-ire. The ca1Jier h known as the Hinawiua, "the kM>cr
or little (Irina) boat or vl?hide (yiina)," l\hilc the '><·roud jo;; the l\1aluiyii11a,
""the great (mahat) boat or vchide," i.e., the boat in wllilh all lan ticlt~.
Hinayana Buddhism is supported by an extcmi\e body of scripture that
was set down in Pili (an Indo-Aryan dialect of the Buddha's time), l'.
So B.c •• by the monks of C{"ylon (the so-called Piili canon). 'Vhilc the
Mahayana recognized this canon, it pwduccd. in addition, a borly of !luiptures of its own, in Sanskrit (the traditional !!;rued and o,cholarJy language
of Vedic India, which lm!l b('l'n pH':<.('lH'd with little <.hangc to the present
day). Among the chief of th('o;;e Hucldhioit writings in San!!krit are the socalled Prajfli-pii.ramilii. texto;;, mcntionf'd abm•e and di,nw,cd infra, pp.
48S·551. Mahayana Buddhism spread northward into China, Tibet, and
Japan. carrying the .. Trano,cemkntal Wi.,dom nf the Far nank.. to thmc
lando;;; the Hinayana !!Urvhc!! c.hic·Ily in C(•y1on, Burma, and Siam.
M<"anwhile, the Vcdic-Upanisadk tradition did not cease to develop,
but produced its own 'ot'ries o£ rrcativc and syo;;tcmatizjng philosophers.
The most celebrated of these was the brilliant genius SaiJkara c. 788-Bto
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The Vedantic doctrine, as systematized and expounded by
Sankara, sttcsses a rontept whirh is rather puzzling, namely that
of maya." Maya <ienol~s the unsubstantial, phenomenal charac·
ter of the obserH·d and manipulated world, as well as of the
mind itself-the wnsrious and evt'n subconscious stratifications
and powers of the personality. IL is a concept that holds a key
position in Vedantir thought and teaching, and,i£ misunderstood,
may lead the pupil to the< ondusion that the external world and
his C!,'O arc devoid of all tcality whatsoever, mere nonentities,
"like the horns of a hare." This is a mmmon error in the early
stages of instruction, to correct which, by vivid example, is the
purpose of numberless comical anecdotes told of the Indian
adhikarins and their gurus.
The king of the present story, who lll'rame the pupil of the
r'hilosophcr Satikara, was a man of sound and realistic mind
or 850 A.n.) whose conunl'ntazic~ on the ba.,ic orthodox Vedic scriptures
Mand as the supreme monument of the late period of Indian philosophy.

Tl1e term Vedanta (=Veda+anta end: "end of the Veda," i.e., the goal
or lt•nnirml development of Vedic tl1ought) is applied to the works and

comcpts of this late period ol mthodox Hindu scholasticism (d. infra,
PP· 409·46~).
u Editor's note: .1\lii:yii, from the root ma, .,to measure, to form, to build,"
denotes, in the fiiSt plac<', the powrr of a god or demon to produce illu·
sory effects, to change form, and to appear under deceiving masks. Derived
from this is the meaning, "magic.'' the production of an illusion by super·
natural means; and tlren, simply, "the production of an illusion," for
example in warfare, camouflage, etc. (d. ir1{ra, p. 122). Mtiy4 in the Vcdantic
ph:Iosophy is, specifically, "the illusion superimposed upon reality as an
effect of ignorance.. ; for example: ignorant of the nature of a rope seen
lying on the road, one may percch·e a snake. Sailkara describes the entire
visible cosmos as mli'}•ii, an illmion superimposed upon true being by man's
deceitful senses and unilluminated mind (compare Kant, The Critique of
Pure Reason; note ~alo,o that to the modern physirist a minute unit of
matter may appear eith(•r il~ a partide or as a wave of energy, according to
the instrument with which it is oho,ervecl). Cf. Heinrich Zimmer. :Myths
and Symbols in Indian Art and Civiliwtion, The Bollingen Series VI. New
York, 1946, index, under "Maya.""
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llho could not get m·er the 1:1ct of hi.~ own royal splendor and
august personality. When his teacher directed him to regard all
things, induding the exercise of power and enjoyment of kingly
pleasure, as no more than ~qually indifferent reflexes (purely
phenomenal) of the transcendental essence that was the Sci[ not
only of himself but of all things, he felt some 1 csistance. And
when he was told that that one and only Self was made to seem
nmltiple by the deluding-force of his own inborn ignorance, he
determined to put his guru to the test and pro\'e whether ht•
would beha\'e as a person absolutely unconcerned.
The following day, therefore, when the philosopher was coming
along one of the stately approaches to the palan·, to dcliv~r his
ne't kuure to the king, a large and dangerous elephant, maddened by heat. was let looM' at him. sankara turned and fled the
moment he perceived his dan~<'r. and when the animal nearly
reached his heels, disappeared hom view. When he was found,
he was at the top of a lofty palm tree, whic!. he had ascended
with a dexterity more usual among sailors than intellectuals.
The elephant was caught, fettered, and conducted back to the
'tahlt·s, ancl the great Sankara, perspiration breaking from C\'cry
pore, came hdore his pupil.
Politely, th<· king apologifl·<lto the master of cryptic wisdom
for lht' tlllfOltUil.ltc, nc>arly disastrous inc.:irlent; then, with a ~mile
scarcely wncealrd and half pretending great seriousness, he inquired 1rhy the \'enerablc teacher hac! resorted to physical flight,
since he must ha\'e bern aware that the elephant was of a purely
illu,ory, phenomenal character.
The sage replied, "Indeed, in highest truth, the elephant is
non-real. 1\'everthele.s, yon and I are as non-real as that elephant.
Only your ignorance, clouding the truth with this spectacle of
non-real phcnomenality, made you see phenomenal me go up a
11on-rcal tree."
The seconcl anenlotc also turns on the undeniable physical impression made by an elephanl: this time, however, the adhiklirin
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is a very earnest seeker who takes precisely the opposite attitude
to that of the materialistir king. Sri Ramakrishna used o!ten to
recite this tale to illustrate the mystery of maya. It is an apt,
surprising, and memmable t•xample, touched with the gentle
humor characteristic of so many Indian popular narratives.
An old guru-so we hear-was about to conclude the secret
lessons that he had hecn giving to an advanced pupil on the
omnipresence of the divine Spiritual Penon. "Everything," said
the wise old teacher, while his pupil listened, indrawn and full of
the bliss of il'arning, "is God, the Infinite, pure and real, boundless and beyond the pairs ol opposites, de\'Oid of differentiating
qualities all<! limiting distinctions. That is the final meaning of
all the tcachinf,'S of our holy wisdom."
The pupil undcrs10od. "God," he responded, "is the sole reality. That Divine One may be found in everything, unaffected by
sulfering or any fault. F.vrt-y You and I is Its ahode, e\ery form
an obscuring ftguration within which that unique, unarting
Activator dwells." He was elate: a wave of feeling swept through
him tn·mrndou;ly, and he felt luminous ancl immense, like a
cloud which, increasing, has rome to fill the firmament. W'hen
he walked, now, it was nimbly and without weight.
Sublime, like the only cloud, in all-pervading solitude, he was
walking, keeping to the middle of the road, when a huge elephant came from the opposite din·ction. The mahout, or driver,
riding on the nt'ck, shouted, "Clear the way," and the numerous
tinkling bells of the net-covering of the great animal rang with
a silvery peal to the rhythm of its soft inaudible tread. The selfexalted student of the scienre o£ Vedanta, though full of divine
feeling, yet heard and saw the coming of the elephant. And he
said to himself, "Why should I make way for that elephant? I
am God. The elephant is God. Should God be afraid of God?"
And so, fearlessly and with faith, he continued in the middle of
the road. But when God came to God, the elephant swung its
trunk around the waist of the thinker and tossed him out of the
21
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way. He landed hard and was a little hurt, but more greatly
shocked. Covered with dust, limping, bruised, and unsettled in
his mind, he rt"lurncd to the teacher and recounted his confusing
experience. The guru listen~d serenely, and when the tale was
told, simply replied, ''Indeed, you are God. So is the ekphant.
But why did you not listen to God's voice calling to you from
the mahout, who is also God, to clear the way?"
To some extent, real philosophical thinking must always be
difficult to grasp in the whole range of its implications. Even
though exprt'ssed with mter clarity and the most precise logical
consistency, it yet remains elusive. If the words ol Plato and Aristotle, for example, had been finally mastered by their interpreters
during the centuries that have elapsed since their first inspired
expression, they would certainly not be the vital topics of ever·
renewed, passionate debate and research that thq· remain to this
very moment. A profound truth, e\ en though cmnprehcndcd by
the most penetrating intellect and expressed in accurate tenns,
will be read in conflicting fashions during subsequent periods.
Apparently assimilated and integrated, it will yet continue to be
a source of new and startling discoveries for generations to come.
Antiquity possessed the whole text of Heraclitus, not m~rely the
few scanty fragments and stray references that have survived to
us, and yet he was known even then as the "obscure one." He is
nevertheless the first master in Western literature of the trenchant sentence and the succinct, crystal-clear aphorism.
It is said that Hegel, that most lofty and powerful of the
Romantic philosophers-at once clear and cryptic, abstract and
realistic-was being comforted by one of his pupils when he was
lying on his deathbed in 1831, prematurely stricken by cholera.
The comforter was one of his most intimate friends and distinguished followers; and he was seeking to reassure the master by
telling him that, should he he taken away before completing his
encyclopedic, gigantic work, there would remain his faithful
pupils to carry on. Hegel, serene as the antarctic silence, on the
II
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vcrypointofdeath,only raised his head a little. "I had one pupil
who understood me," he was heard to mutter; and while everyone present became alert to hear the venerated teacher pronounce
the name, his head relaxed again to the pillow. "One pupil," he
went on, "who understood-and he misunderstood."
Such cutting anecdotes need not be literally true. In a kind of
mocking pictorial script, nevertheless, they usually mirror something of the truth. The biographies in Plutarch's Lives are largely
fables of this sort, told of the famous men of the ancient world.
Like the Hindu tales, they sharpen the point of what is true.
Occidental philosophy, as developed through the long and
stately series of its distinguished masters, from Pythagoras to
Empedocles and Plato, from Plotinus and the Neoplatonic thinkers to the mystics of the Middle Ages, and again in Spinoza and
Hegel, deals with problems beyond the sphere of common sense,
such as can be expressed only in cryptic difficult formulae, and by
paradox. Indian philosophy does the same. The Oriental thinkers are as fully aware as the Western of the fact that the means
offered by the mind and the powers of reason arc not adequate
to the problem of grasping and expressing truth. Thinking is
limited by language. Thinking is a kind of soundless interior
talk. What cannot be formulated in the current words or symbols of the given tradition does not exist in current thinking.
And it requires, therefore, a specific creative effort on the part
of a bold, fervent mind to break through to what is not being
said-to view it at all; and then another effort to bring it back
into the field of language by coining a term. Unknown, unnamed,
non-existing as it were, and yet existing verily, the truth must
be won to, found, and carried back through the brain into speech
-where, inevitably, it will again be immediately mislaid.
The possibilities for thought, practical or otherwise, at any
period, are thus rigidly limited by the range and wealth of the
available linguistic coinage: the number and scope of the noum,
verbs, adjectives, and connectives. The totality of this currency
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is called, in Indian philosophy, niiman (Latin nomen, our word
"name"). The very substance on and by which the mind operates when thinking consists of this name-treasury of notions.
Naman is the internal realm of concepts, which corresponds to
the external realm of perceived "forms," the Sanskrit term for
th~ latter being riipa, "form," ''shap~." "color" (for there are no
shapes or forms without color). R11pa is the outer counterpart
of rdiman; niiman the interior of riipa. Niima-riipa d1erefore
denotes, on the one hand, man, the experiencing, thinking individual, man as endowed with mind and senses, and on the other,
all the means and objects of thought and perception. Namariipa is the whole world, subjective and objective, as observed
and known.
Now, all of the schools of Indian philosophy, though greatly
diverging in their formulations of the essence of ultimate truth
or basic reality, are unanimous in asserting that the ultimate object of thought and final goal of knowledge lies beyond the range
of narna-ri•pa. Both Vediintic Hinduism and Mahayana Buddhism constantly insist on the inadequacy of language and logical
thought for the expression and comprehension of their systems.
According to the classical Vedantic formula, the fundamental
factor responsible for the character and problems of onr normal
day-world consciousness, the forn· that builds the ego and leads
it to mistake itself and its experiences for reality, is "ignorance,
nescience" (avidyii). This ignoranre is to be described neither as
"being or existent" (.<at), nor as "non-being, non-existent" (a-sat),
but as "int>ffahle, inexplicahle, indescribable" (a-niroacaniya).
For if it were uunrea1, non-exislent"-so the argument runs-it
would not be of force snllirirnt to bind consciousness to the limitations of the individual and shroud from man's inner eye the
realization of the immediate reality of the Self, which is the only
Being. But on the other hand, if it were "real," of absolute indestructibility, then it could not be so readily dispelled by knowledge (vidya); the Self (iitman) would never have been discovered
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as the ultimate substratum of all existences, and there would
be no doctrine of Vedanta capable of guiding the intellect to
enlightenment. "Ignorance" cannot be said to be, because it
changes. Transiency is its very character-and this the seeker rec·
ognizes the moment he transcends its deluding spell. Its form is
"the form of becoming·· (bhtiva·rilj>a)-ephemrral, perishable,
conquerable. And yet this "ignorance" itself differs from the specific transient phenomena within its pale, because it has existed
-though ever changing-from time immemorial. Indeed, it is the
root, the very rause and substance, of time. And the paradox is
that though without beginning it ran have an end. For the indi·
vidual, bound by it to the everlasting round-of-rebirth, and sub·
ject to what is popularly called the law of the transmigration of
the life-monad or soul, can become aware of the whole sphere of
"ignorance" as an existence of no final reality-simply by an act
of interior awareness (anubhava), or a moment of the uncompli·
cated realization, "I am nescient"" (a ham ajiia).
Indian philosophy insists that the sphere of logical thought is
far t·xceeded by that of tht• mind's possible experiences of real·
ity. To express and communicate knowlrdge gained in moments
of grammar-transcending insight mNaphors must be used, similes
and allegories. These arc then not mere embellishments, dispen·
sable accessories, hut the very ,·ehicles of the meaning, which
could not be rendered, and could never have been attained,
through the logical fonnulae o[ normal verbal thought. Signifi·
cant images can comprehend and make manifest with clarity and
pictorial consistency the paradoxical charact<T of the realit}
known to the sage: a translogkal reality, which, expressed in the
abstract language of normal thought, would seem inconsistent,
self-contradictory, or even absolutely meaningless. Indian philosophy, therefore, frankly avails itself of the symbols and images
of myth, and is not finally at variance with the patterns and sense
of mythological belief.
The Greek critical philosophers before Socrates, the pre·
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Socratic thinkers and the Sophists, practically destroyed their
native mythological tradition. Their new approach to the solution of the enigmas of the universe and of man's nature and
destiny conformed to the logic of the rising natural sciencesmathematics, physics, and astronomy. Under their powerful influence the older mythological symbols degenerated into mere
elegant and amusing themes for novels, little better than society
gossip about the complicated love-affairs and quarrels of the
celestial upper class. Contrariwise in India, however: there my·
thology never ceased to support and facilitate the expression of
philosophic thought. The rich pictorial script of the epic tradition, the features of the dil'inities whose incarnations and exploits constituted the myth, the symbols of religion, popular as
well as esoteric, loaned themse!Yes, again and again, to the purpose of the tearhers, becoming the receptacles of their truthrent·wing experi<·nce and tlu- vehicles of their communication.
In this way a ro-operation of the latest and the oldest, the highest
and the lowt·st, a wonderful friend•hip of mythology and philosophy, was effected: and this has been smtained with such tesult
that the whole edifice of Indian cidlization is imbued with spiritttal meaning. The close interdependence and perfect hatmoni7ation of the two serve to counteract the natural tendency of
Indian philosophy to become recondite and esoteric, removed
from life and the task of the education of society. In the Hindu
world, the folklore and popular mythology carry the truths and
teachings of the philosophers to the masses. In this symbolic form.
the ideas do not have to he watered down to be popularized.
The vivid, perfectly appropriate pictorial script preserves the
doctrines without the slightest damage to thc·ir sense.
Indian philosophy is basically skeptical of words, skeptical of
their adequacy to render the main topic of philosophical thought,
and therefore very cautious about trying to bring into a purely
intellectual formula the answer to the riddle of the universe and
man's existence. "What is all this around me, this world in which
a6
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I find myself? What is this process carrying me on, together with
the earth? Whence has it all proceeded? Whither is it tending?
And what is to be my role, my duty, my goal, amidst this bewildering breath-taking drama in which I lind myself involved?"
That is the basic problem in the mind of men when they start
philosophizing and before they reduce their aspirations toquestions of methodology and the criticism of their own mental and
sensual faculties. "All this around me, and my own being": that
is the net of entanglement railed maya, the world creative power.
Maya manifests its force through the rolling universe and evolving forms of individuals. To understand that secret, to know how
it works, and to transcend, if possible, its cosmic spell-breaking
outward through the layers o[ tangible and visible appearance,
and simultaneously inward through all the intellectual and emotional stratifications of the psyche-this is the pursuit conceived
by Indian philosophy to be the primary, and finally undeniable,
human task.

The Claims of Science
WHEN I was a student, the term "Indian philosophy" was
usually regarded as self-contradictory, a contradictio in ad·
jecto, comparable to such an absurdity as "wooden steel."
"Indian philosophy" was something that simply did not exist,
like a "mare's nest," or, as Hindu logicians say, like the "horns
of a hare" or the "son of a barren woman." Among all the pro·
fessors holding permanent chairs in philosophy at that time
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there was but one lone enthusiast, a follower of Schopcnhauer,
old Paul Deusscn, who regularly delivered lectures in Indian
philosophy. Of course, to some extent, the orientalist' were pro·
viding information by redacting texts-assisted perhaps by some
solitary pupil; but they never troubled to investigate the prob·
Jem of whether there was such a thing as "Indian philosophy."
\Vhatever they encountered in their documents they interpreted
on a philological ba•is, and then they moved along to the following line. Meanwhile the philosophy professors were agreeing
unanimously-some politely, some impolitely-that such a thing
as philosophy, in the proper sense of the term, simply did not
exist outside of Europe. And as we shall presently sec, this was
an attitude not without a certain tedmical justification.
But on the other hand, another group of historians was developing at that time a broader and more inspiring view of the
history of ideas and the evolution of the human mind. Foremost
among these was \Vilhelm Diltlll'v. Surh men felt the necessity,
though they Jacked the ability, to incorporate the philosophies
of India and China, at least in any work pr<"tcnding to be a universal history of human thought. They argued-as has been gl"llerally admitted since-that if a thinker of the order of I Iobbes
is to be admitted to your list of significant minds, then you cannot disregard Confucius on education, state policy, government,
and ethics. Or if Machiavelli is to be treated as the first modern
political thinker, something must he said about the Hindu system represented in the Artha.({ufra." Similarly, if St. Augustine,
St. Thomas Aquinas, and Pascal arc to he called religious philosophers, then the great Hindu divines like Sari.kara and Ramanuja 19-who, with a fully fledged srholastic technique, expounded
the philosophic foundations of orthodox Vedantic theology-cannot be left aside. And the moment you recO!,'llize Plotinus or
Meister Eckhart as a philosopher, Lao-tse cannot be ignored, nor
Infra, pp. 55-58 and 87-159·
"Infra, pp. 4141f.; 458-459.
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the masters of Hindu and Buddhist Y"b"'· References to China
and India, therefore, wen· added to our Western histories of
thought, as footnotes, side·glances, or preliminary chapters, em·
bellishing the story of "real" philosophy, which began with the
Ionian Greeks, Thales, Anaximander, and I Jeraditus, in the sixth
and fifth centuries B.c."
In spite of the influence of this point of view, many remained
reluctant, even in the first years of the present century, to confer
on Hindu thought the dignifying title "philosophy." "Philoso·
phy,"they claimed, was a Greek term, denoting something unique
and particularly noble, which had sprung into existence among
the Greeks and been carried on only by Western civilization.
To support this contention, they could refer to the authority of
the giant Hegel, who, a full century before them, with a masterly
intuition and thorough command o£ the information tl1en available, had discussed India and China in his Philosophy of Reli·
gion and Philosophy of History. Hegel coined certain formulae
that are still unsurpassed for the study of history, and have been
corroborated by our most recent knowledge of facts and sources
(which is vastly more than what was available to him). Second
to none in his intuitive grasp, he yet banished India and China,
together with their philosophies, from the principal chapters
of his thought, regarding the achievements of those almost
unknown civilizations as a kind of prelude to the rise of the
curtain on "real" history, which began in the Near East, and
"real" philosophy, which was an invention of the Greeks. Hegel's
argument-and it is still the argument of those who entertain
u Georg Misch, a pupil of Dilthcy and the editor of his mounds of
posthumous manuscripts, who is now [1942] in Cambridge, England, has

compared the steps and stages of Greek philosophy during the period
before Plato with parallel developments in Chinese and Indian history.
He has brought together from each of the three traditions texts dra1ing
with o;imilar problems, and has presented these in a st'I'it's of choiC<' [Grrmarq
translations, tog("(her with commentaries. (Georg Misch. Dr.r We~ i11 de,

Philosophie, Leipzig, 1916.)
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the old reluctance to confer the title "philosopher" upon the
immortal thinkers of India and China-is that something is missing from the Oriental systems. When they are compared with
Western philosophy, as developed in antiquity and in modern
times, what is obviously lacking is the ever renewed, fructifying,
close contact with the progressive natural sciences-their improving critical methods and their increasingly secular, non-theological, practically antireligious. outlook on man and tl1e world. This
is enough, we are asked to agree, to justify the West<·rn restriction of its classic term.
Here, it must be admitted, the Old Guard are quite correct.
A close and continuous interrelationship with rational science
has been a distinguishing trait of Western philosophy; consider,
for instance, the role of applied mathematics in Gret•k astrouomy,
mechanics, and physks, or the approach to zoology and botany
of such thinkers as Aristotle and Thcophrastus-methodiral, and
unclouded by any theological or mythical conceptions. It has
been argued that Indian thought, at its best, may be compared
not with the great line of Western philosophy, but only witl1 the
Christian thinking of the Middle Ages, from the Fathers to St.
Thomas Aquinas, when philosophical speculation was kept subservient to the claims of the "revealed" faith and compelled to
enact the part of helpmate or handmaid of theology (ancilla
theologiae), and was never permitted to challenge or analyze the
dogmatic foundations laid down and interpreted by the decrees
of the popes and maintained by the persecution of all heretics
and freethinkers. Greek philosophy, and then likewise modern
philosophy-as represented by Giordano Bruno (who perished
at the stake) and Descartes-has invariably brought intellectual
revolution in its wake, effecting a radical and ever increasing disentanglement of thought from the meshes of religious traditionalism. Already in the middle of the fifth century B.c. Anaxagoras
was banished from Athens for declaring that the sun was not the
sun-god Helios but an incandescent celestial sphere. Among the
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crimes of which Socrates was accused, and for which he had to
drain the deadly cup, was a lack of faith in the established religion, that of the local tutelary deities of Athens. \Vhile from the
days of Bruno and Galileo on, our modern sciences and philos·
ophy have arrived at their present maturity only by battling at
every step tl1e doctrines of man and nature that were the tradition and established treasure of the Church. Nothing comparable,
or at least nothing of such a revolutionizing and explosive magnitude, has ever shown itself in the traditional East.
Western philosophy has become the guardian angel of right
(i.e., unprejudiced, critical) thinking. It has earned this position
through its repeated wntacts with, and unwavering loyalty to,
the progressive methods of thought in the sciences. And it will
support its champion even though the end may be the destruction of all traditional values whatsoever, in society, religion, and
philosophy. The nineteenth·century thinkers who declined to
accept Indian philosophy on the par level did so because thev
felt responsible to the truth of the modern sciences. This had
been established by experiment and criticism. And philosophy,
as they conceived it, was to expound the methods of such rational progress, while safeguarding them against dilettantism,
wishful thinking, and the ingrained prepossessions of any undisciplined speculation conducted along the discredited Jines of
archaic man.
There is, on the other hand, an attitude of hallowed traditionalism conspicuous in most of the great documents of Eastern
thought, a readiness to submit to the authoritative utterances of
inspired teachers claiming direct contact with transcendental
truth. This would seem to indicate an incorrigible preference
for vision, intuition, and metaphysical experience rather than
experiment, laboratory work, and the reduction of the exact data
of the senses to mathematical formulae. There was never in India
any such close affinity between natural science and philosophy
as to bring about a significant cross-fertilization. Nothing in
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Hindu physics, botany, or roology can compare with the mature
achievements of Aristotle, Theophrastus, Eratosthenes, and the
scientists in Hellenistic Alexandria. Indian reasoning has remained uninfluenced by such criticism, new raw material, and
inspiration as the Occidental thinkers have continually received
from sources of this kind. And if the Indian natural sciences
cannot be said ever to have equaled those known to Europe even
in the time of the Greeks, how much greater is the inequality
today!
Under the impact of the sweeping achievements of our laboratm ies, modem philosophy has completely refashioned its conception of its problems. \Vithout the development of a modern
mathematics, physics, and astronomy, through the work of Galilro, Tot tie<· IIi, and their lOtltl'lllporaries, the new way of thought
reprcsemed by Descartes and Spinoza would ne,·er have been
found. Spinoza earned his livelihood as an optician, making
lenses-a modern, advanced tool of the newest sciences. The
\'ersatil<" lilework ol Lcilmitz exhibited most ronspicuously the
close interrelationship, nay fusion, of mathematics and physics
with ;t·venteenth-Lentury philosophy. And one cannot study Kant
without becoming aware of Newton. During the nineteenth century, science found its counterpart in the posith istic, empiristic
philosophies of Comte, Mill, and Spencer. lmkrd, the whole
course of modern Western thought has bern established by the
pan·makiug, relentless pro~o,rrcss of our secularized, rational sciences, from the day of Francis Bacon and the rise of the New
Learning, even to the present moment, when the staggering theories of Eimtl'in, Heisenberg, Planck, Eddington, and Dirac.
on the structure of the atom and the universe, have projected
the new task for the philosophers not only of today hut of generations to come.
Absolutely nothing of this kind will be found in the history
of India, though in cbssical antiquity a corresponding situation
is marked by the grand seq ucnce from Thales to Democritus,
3~
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and through Plato and Aristotle to Lucretius. Not a few of the
pre-Socratics were distinguished in mathematics, physics, and
astronomy, as well as in philosophical speculation. Thalcs won
more fame when he predicted an eclipse of the sun by means of
mathematics applied to problems of cosmology than he ever
gained among his contemporaries by declaring water to be the
primary element of the universe-an idea that had been common
to various earlier mythologies. Pythagoras, similarly, is celebrated
as the discoverer of certain basic principles of acoustics. Aristotle
writes of the followers of Pythagoras that they "applied themselves to the study of mathematics and were the first to advance
that science."" Regarding the principles of number as the first
principles of all existing things, Pythagoras, by experiment, discovered the dependence of the musical intervals on certain arithmetical ratios of lengths of string at the same tension; and the
laws of harmony thus discovered he applied to the interpretation
of the whole structure of the cosmos. Thus in ancient Greece, as
in Europe today, philosophical speculation concerning the structure and forces of the universe, the nature of all things, and the
e-ssential character of man was already largely actuated by a spirit
of scientific inquiry; and the result was a dissolution of the archaic, established, mythological and theological ideas about man
and the world. Traditionalism based on revelation and timehonored visions became discredited. A series of intellectual revolutions followed, which were in part the cause and spiritual
prototype of the collapse, centuries later, of our established social systems--from the French Revolution in 1789 to the Russian
and Central European revolutions of the present century, and.
last but not least, the recent upheavals in Mexico, South America, and China.
Indian philosophy, on the contrary, has remained traditional.
Supported and refreshed not by outward-directed experiment,
but by the inward-turned experiences of yoga-practice, it has in" Aristotle, The Metaphysics I. v. (Loeb Classical Library. Vol. I. p. ~~)
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terpreted rather than destroyed inherited belief, and in tum been
both interpreted and corrected by the forces of religion. Philosophy and religion differ in India on certain points; but there has
never been a dissolving, over-all attack from the representatives
of pure criticism against the immemorial stronghold of popular
belief. In the end, the two establishments have reinforced each
other, so that in each may be found characteristics which in Europe we should attribute only to its opposite. This is why the
professors in our universities who for so long were reluctant to
dignify Indian thinking about our everlasting human problems
with the Greek and Western title "philosophy" were far from
being unjustified. Nevertheless-and this is what I hope to be
able to show-there exists and has existed in India what is indeed
a real philosophy, as bold and breath-taking an adventure as anything ever hazarded in the \\'estern world. Only, it emerges from
an Eastern situation and pattern of culture, aims at ends that are
comparatively unfamiliar to the modem academic schools, and
avails itself of alien methods-the ends or goals being precisely
those that inspired Plotinus, Scotus Erigena, and Meister Eckhart, as well as the philosophic flights of such thinkers of the
period before Socrates as Parmenides, Empedocles, Pythagoras,
and Heraclitus.

4.
The FQUr Aims of Life
THE FACT remains: there is no one word in Sanskrit to
cover and include everything in the Indian literary tradition that
we should be disposed to term philosophical. The Hindus have
34
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several ways of classifying the thoughts which they regard as
worth learning and handing down, but no single heading under
which to comprehend all of their basic generalizations about
reality, human nature, and conduct. The first and most important of their systems of classification is that of the four aims, or
ends, or areas, of human life.
I. Artha, the first aim, is material possessions. The arts that
serve this aitn are those of economics and politics, the techniques
of surviving in the struggle for existence against jealousy and
competition, calumny and blackmail, the bullying tyranny of
despots, and the violenre of reckless neighbors. Literally, the
word artha means "thing, object, substance," and comprises the
whole range of the tangible objects that can be possessed, enjoyed, and lost, and which we require in daily life for the upkeep
of a household, raising of a family, and discharge of religious
duties, i.e., for the virtuous fulfillment of life's obligations.'" Objects contribute also to senswHts enjoyment," gratification of the
feelings, and satisfaction of the legitimate requirement o[ hun1an
nature: love, beautiful works of art, flowers, jewels, fme clothing,
comfortable housing, and the pleasures of the table. The word
artha thus connotes "the attainment of riches and wordly prosperity, advantage, profit, wealth," also, "result"; in commercial
life: "business-n1attcr, business-affair, work, price"; and in law:
"plaint, action, petition." With reference to the external world,
artha, in its widest connotation, signifies "that whid1 can he
perceived, an object of the senses'"; with reference to the interior
111 Religious and ~ocial duties are rcgardrd in India as a debt contracted
through coming into existence in the community and remaining in it as
a member. The dl:'bt is to be paid to the gods who protect and favor us.
the ancestors to whom we owe our existence, and our fellow creatures,
with whom we share life's joys and sorrows. The virtuom. fulfillment o{
one's life-role (dharma) will be discussed below (pp. 10-41 and 151-t77),
as the third of the Four Aims.
n Pleasure (ktima) is another of the Four Aims; d. infra, pp. 38-41 and

14o-150·
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world of the psyche: "end and aim, purpose, object, wish, desire,
rnotive, cause, reason, interest, use, want, and concern"; and as
the last member of a compound, -arlha: "for the sake of, on behalf of, for, intended for." The term thus bundles together all
the meanings of 1. the object of human pursuit, 2. the means
of this pursuit, and 3· the needs and the desire suggesting this
pursuit.
There exists in India a special literature on the subject wherein
the field of the inquiry is narrowed to the specific an·a of politics:
the politics of the individual in everyday life, and the politics
of the gaining, ex<Tcise, and maintenance of power and wealth
as a king. This art is illustrated by the beast fable-a most remarkable vehicle for th<· pn·sentation of a r~alistic philosophy
of life. Case histories from the animal realm develop and illuminate a ruthless science of survival. a completely unsentimental
craft of prospering in the face of the constant danger that must
e\er lmk in the clandestine and open struggle of beings for life
and supremacy. Like all Indian doctrines, this one is highly specialized and designed to impart a skill. It is not confused or
basically modified by moral inhibitions; the techniques are presented chemically pure. The textbooks arc dry, witty, merciless,
and cynical, reflecting on the human plane the pitiless laws of
the animal conflict. Beings devouring each other, thriving on
each other, maintaining themselves against each other, inspire
the patterns of the thought. The basic principles are those of
the deep sea; hence the doctrine is named Mat.<ya-nyli.ya, "The
Principle or Law (nyiiya) of the Fishes (malsyn)"-which is to say,
"the big ones eat the little ones." The teaching is also called
ArthiiSastra, "The Authoritative Handbook (;astra) of the Science
of Wealth (artha)," wherein are to be found all the timeless laws
of politics, economy, diplomacy, and war.
The literature of the subject thus comprises, on the one hand,
beast fables, and on the other, systematic and aphoristic treatises.
Of the former, the two best known are the Paiicatantra, "The
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Five (jialica) Looms or Warps (tantra)," i.e., "The Five Treatise;,""
and the Hitojiadda, "Instruction (uj>adda) in What Is Advan·
tageous and Beneficial (hita)." Of the systematic treatises, by far
the most important is an encytlopcdic work known as the
Kautiliya Arthtdiistra, named attn and traditionally attributed
to Cii1.1akya Kaurilya, the legendary chancellor of Candragupta
Maurya, who !louri&hed at the end o[ the fourth century B.c. At
the time of Alexander the Great"s raid into northwestern India,
326 B.c., the northeastern provinres w<·re governed by the N anda
dynasty: some live years following the raid, Candragupta, whose
father may have been a Nanda, but whose· mother was a woman
of inferior birth, overthrew this house and founded the empire
of the Mauryas, one of the most powerful of Indian history. The
political handbook attributed to the wise and crafty Brahman
who is supposed to have ad,·ised and supported him in his enterprise gives an extensive, cl<-tailcd, and vivid pictme of the style
and techniques of Hindu gmcrnment, staterraft, warfare, and
public life·, in the pc·riod iu <Jucstion.u· :\ much brkfer treatise,
the so-railed Bii1lwsjmlya Artha.\ii.lltn, is a compact collection of
aphorisms supposed to have l><·en H'\ caled hy the divinity
Brhaspati, the mythical chancellor, house-priest, and chief ~d
viser in world politics of Indta, king of the gods." Still another
summary is Kamandaki's Nili>iira, "The Extract,.J uice,or Essence
(sara) of Government, or Proper Conduct (nitz)."'" This is a
11 Kautiliya ArthaJiistra, edited by R. Shamasastry, Mysore, 1909; 2nd
edition, revised, 1919. A translation by the same band was published in
nangalore. l!JI5: 2nd edition, 192~.
lD Biirhaspatya Arlha.ftistra, edited and translated by F. W. Thoma~. Pun·
jab Sanskrit Series, Labore, 1921. For Brhaspati, d. infra, pp. 76-77·
2° Kiimamlaki-ya 1\TJO.(iiffl, tramlat<'d by 1\f. N. Dutt. Wealth of lnrlia
S('rics, Calnllta, 18g6. The verb r~i means '"to lead, convey. conduct,
guide, govern, direct," and the noun niti: "direction, guidance, management; behavior, propriety, decorum: course of action, policy; prudence.
political wisdom, statesmanship." Nitisdra then•fore is a synonym for
artha.ftistra.
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much later work than Kawilya's, composed, sometimes delightfully, in didactic verse, and claiming to contain the extract or
essence of the earlier compilation. Valuable materials appear also
in many of the didactic dialogues, tales and fables of the great
national epic, the Mahiibhiirata-stray bits and fragments from
treatises now lost, coming down from the Indian feudal age of
the eighth and seventh centuries B.c. And we have some other
minor works in which the science is modified, occasionally, to
accord somewhat with the claims of ethics and religion."
Front such sources a vigorous, rcsourccfu], and absolutely real·

istic philosophy of practical life is to he extracted, as well as a
theory of diplomacy and government that is certainly compa·
rablc to the statecraft of 1\lachiavelli and Hobbes. The Indian
A rtha.<astra bears comparison aud shares many features, also,
with Plato's Republic and Laws, and Aristotle's Politics.
2. Kiima, the second of the four ends of life, is pleasure and
love. In Indian mythology, Kama is the counterpart of Cupid.
He is the I Iindu god of love, who, with flower-how and five
flower-arrows, sends desire quivering to the heart. Kama is desire incarnate, and, as such, lord and master of the earth, as well
as of the lower celestial spheres.
The principal surviving classic of India's Kama teaching is
Vatsyii} ana's celebrated Kiimasiilra." This work has earned India
an ambiguous reputation for sensuality that is rather misleading; for the subject is presented on an entirely secularized and
technical level, more or less as a textbook for lovers and courtesans. The dominant attitude of the Hindu, in actuality, is aus21 A review of the literature and di!!CU~\ion o{ the whole topic will be
found in M. Wintcrnitz, Gesrhirhte der indisrhen Litteratur# Leipzig,
I !I"''· Rd. III, PP· 504-536.
22 Siitra, a thread, Mring of rules, aphorisms (compare Latin .sulura,

Engli~h

"suture" and

"~cw'').

A siitra is a handbook, or book of rules.

There arc sU.tralt for e• ery department of Indian life. The great period
of compmition of these aphori,tic summaries was c. soo-aoo o.c.
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one of the essays and aphorisms of such French litterateurpsychologists as La Bruyere, La Rochefoucauld, Chamfort, and
Vauvenargucs-revivers of the Greek tradition of Theophrastus,
who in his tum had been inspired by the Greek art of the stage.
;. Dharma, the third of the four aims, comprises the whole
context of religious and moral duties. This too is personified as
a deity, but he is one of comparatively abstract character.
The texts are the Dharm/JSiistras and Dharmasittras, or Books
of the Law. Some are attributed to mythical personages such as
Manu, forefather of man, others to certain eminent Brahman
saints and teachers of antiquity. The style of the most ancientfor example. that ol Gautama. o[ Apastamba, and of Baudhayana, who belong to the fifth and following centuries n.c. 23
-resembles that of the later Vedic prose tradition. These earlier
works are filled with social, ritual, and religious prescriptions
intended for one or another of the Vedic schools. But the later
law books-and most notably the great compendium assigned to
Manu "-reach out to cover the whole context of orthodox Hindu
life. The rituals and numerous social regulations of the three
upper castes, Brahman (priest), K~atriya (noble), Vaisya (merthant and agriculturalist), are meticulously formulated on the
ba•is of immemorial practices ascribed to the teaching of the
Creator himself. Not the king or the millionaire, but the sage,
the saint, the Mahatma (literally"magnanimous": "great (mahat)
Self or Spirit (lUman)"), receives the highest place and honor in
this system. As the seer, the tongue or mouthpiece of the timeless truth, he is the one from whom all society derives its order.
The king is, properly, but the administrator of that order; agriculturalists and merchants supply the materials that give embodiment to the form; and the workers (.l!ldras) are those who
contribute the necessary physical labor. Thus all are co-ordinated
23 TJan~Jatf'd hy G. BUhler in the Sacred Books of the East, Vol. II
(.\pa,.amba and Gautama) and Vol. XIV (Raudhiiyana).
24 Mtinava Dharmaftistra, translated by Biihler in ib., Vol. XXV.
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to the revelation, preservation, and experience of the one great
divinely-intended image. Dharma is the doctrine of the duties
and rights of each in the ideal society, and as such the law or
mirror of all moral action.
4· Mo~a, apavarga, 71irvrtti, or nivrtti, the fourth of the Four
Aims, is redemption, or spiritual release. This is regarded as the
ultimate aim, the final human good, and as such is set over and
against the former thrc·e.
Artha, Kama, and Dharma, known as the trivarga, the "'group
of three," are the pursuits of the world; each implies its own
orientation or "'life philosophy,"' and to each a special literature
is dedicated. But by far the greatest measure of Indian thought,
research, teaching, and writing has been concerned with the supreme spiritual theme of liberation from ignorance and from the
passions of the world's general illusion. M o~a, from the root
muc, "to loose, set free, let go, release, liberate, deliver; to leave,
abandon, quit," means "liberation, escape, freedom, release;
rescue, deliverance; final emancipation of the soul." Apavarga,
from the wrb afJavrj, '"to avert, destroy, dissipate; l!·ar off, pull
out, take out," means '"throwing, discharging (a missile), abandonment; completion, end; and the fulfillment, or accomplishment of an action."' Nirvrtti is "disappearance, destruction, rest,

tranquility, completion, accomplishment, liberation from worldly
existence, satisfaction, happiness, bliss"; and nivrtti: .. cessation,
termination, disappearance; abstinence from activity or work;
Ieavingolf,desistingfrom, resignation; discontinuance of worldly
acts or emotions; quietism, separation from the world; rest, repose, felicity." All of which dictionary terms taken together suggest something of the highest end of man as conceived by the
Indian sage.
India's paramartha-"paramount (parama) object (artha)"-is
nothing less than the basic reality which underlies the phenomenal realm. This is apprehended when the mere impressions conveyed by the physical senses to a nervous brain in the service
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of the passions and emotions of an ego no longer delude. One is
then "dis-illusioned." l'aramiirtha-vid, "he who knows (vid) the
paramount object (paramiirtha)," is consequently the Sanskrit
word that the dictionary roughly translates "philosopher."

5.
Release and Progress

THE GIST of any system of philosophy can best be grasped in
the condensed form of its principal terms. An elementary <'X·
position must be concerned, therefore, with presenting and interpreting the words through which the main ideas have to be
conceived. Indian thought is excellently adapted to such an ap·
proach; for all of its terms belong to Sanskrit and have long
served in the everyday language of poetry and romance as well
as in such t<·chnicalliteratures as that of medicine. They are not
terms confined to the strange and unfamiliar atmosphere of the
specialized schools and doctrines. The nouns, for example,
which constitute the bulk of the philosophic terminology, stand
side by side with verbs that have been derived from the same
roots and denote activities or processes expressive of the same
content. One can always come to the basic meaning through a
study of the common uses of the word in daily life and by this
means ascertain not only its implied shades and values, but also
its suggested metaphors and connotations. All of which is in
striking contrast with the situation in the contemporary West,
where by far the greater number of our philosophical terms
have been borrowed from Greek and Latin, stand detached
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from actual life, and thus suffer from an inevitable lack of vividness and clarity. The word "idea" means very different things,
for example, according to whether it is Plato, Locke, the modern history of ideas, psychology, or everyday talk that one is
trying to understand. Each case, each authority for the term,
every author, period, and school, must be taken by itself. But
the Indian vocabulary is so closely connected with the general
usage of the civilization that it can always be interpreted
through the way of the general understanding.
By reviewing the whole range of values covered by any Sanskrit term one can watch Indian thought at work, as it were
from within. This technique corrects the unavoidable misinterpretations that arise, even in the best intended translations,
as a result of the vastly differing range of associations of our
European terms. Actually, we have no precise verbal equivalents for translations from Sanskrit, but only misleading approximations resounding with Occidental associations that are
necessarily very different from those of the Indian world. This
fact has led the \Vest to all sorts of false deductions as to the
nature, ends, and means of Oriental thought. Even the most
faithful interpreter finds himself spreading misinformation simply because his words slip into a European context the moment
they leave his lips. It is only by referring continually to the
Sanskrit dictionary that one can begin to perceive something
of the broader backgrounds of the phrases that for centuries
have served to carry the living burden of Indian thought.
For example, the emphasis placed by the ascetic philosophies
on the paramount ideal and end of mok~a. and the consequent
mass of literature on the subject, leads the Western student to
an extremely one-sided view of Indian civilization. The true
force of the ideal cannot be understood out of context-and that
context is the traditional Indian, not the modem industrial,
world. MokJa is a force that has impressed itself on every feature, every trait and discipline, of Indian life and has shaped
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the entire scale of values. It is to be understood, not as a refutation, but as the final flowering, of the success of the successful
man. Briefly: the greater part of Indian philosophy proper is
concerned with guiding the indi\'idual during the second, not
the first, portion of his life. Not before but after one has accomplished the normal worldly aims of the individual career, after
one's duties have been served as a moral member and supporter
of the family and community, one turns to the tasks of the final
human adventure. According to the Hindu dharma, a man's
lifetime is to be divided into four strictly differentiated stages
(asrama). The first is that of the student, "he who is to be
taught" (sirya), "he who attends, waits upon, and serves his
guru" (anlcvasin). The second is that of the householder
(grhastha), which is the great period of a man's maturity and
enactment of his due role in the world. The third is that of retirement to the forest for meditation (vanaprastlza). And the
fourth is that of the mendicant wandering sage (bhik~u). Mok~a
is for the latter two; not for the first or second.
Griirna, "the village," and vana, "the forest": these stand as
opposit<·s. For griima, men have been given the "b>Toup of three"
(lrivargn), and the handbooks of the normal aims and ends of
worldly life; hut for \'ana-the forest, the hermitage, the work
of getting rid of this earthly burden of objects, desires, duties,
and all the rest-a man will require the other disciplines, the
other way, the other, quite opposite, ideals, techniques, and
experiences of "release." Business, family, secular life, like the
beauties and hopes of youth and the successes of maturity, have
now been left behind; eternity alone remains. And so it is to
that-not to the tasks and worries of this life, already gone,
which came and passed like a dream-that the mind is turned.
Mo~a looks beyond the stars, not to the village street. Mok~a
is the practical discipline of metaphysics. Its aim is not to establish the foundations of the sciences, evolve a valid theory of
knowledge, or control and refine methods of scientific approach
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to either the spectacle of nature or the documents of human

history, but to rend the tangible veil. Mokta is a technique of
transcending the senses in order to discover, know, and dwell at
one with the timeless reality which underlies the dream of life
in the world. Nature and man, in so far as they are visible,
tangible, open to experience, the sage cognizes and interprets,
but only to step through them to his ultimate metaphysical
good.
On the other hand, in the Occident, we have had no metaphysics-practical or otherwise-since the middle of the eighteenth century. In diametric contrast to the dominant Oriental
view of the insubstantiality of the world of change and decay,
our materialistic minds have develop<·d and favored an optimistic
view of evolution and, togrther with this, a fervent faith in the
perfectibility of human affairs through better planning, technology, a wider spread of education, and the opening of opportunities for all. Whereas the Hindu feels himself to be utterly
at the mercy of the destructive forces of death (disrases, plagues,
warfare, human tyranny and injustice), and the inevitable victim of the relentless flow of time (which swallows individuals,
wipes out the bloom of realms and towns, and crumbles even
the ruins to dust), we feel the power of human genius to invent
and organize, the sovereign strength of man to achieve collective discipline, and both the urge and the capacity to control
the moving forces of nature. We are the ones who work changes;
nature remains ever the same. And this nature, conquered by
scientific analysis, can be compelled to submit to the harness of
the triumphant chariot of our human advance. Europe's eight·
eenth-century thinkers believed in progressive collective enlightenment: wisdom as a dispeller of darkness, making society
perfect, noble, and pure. The nineteenth century believed in
collective material and social progress: the conquest of nature's
forces, the abolition of violence, slavery, and injustice, and the
victory over not only suffering but even premature death. And
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now the twentieth century feels that only by intense and extensive planning and organization can our human civilization
hope to be saved.
The frailty of human life dues not really obsess us, as it did
our ancestors in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. We feel
more sheltered than did they against vicissitudes, better insured
against setbacks; decay and decline do not fill us with such
despair and resignation. We believe that it is we ourselves who
constitute our providence-as we all press onward in the historic human battle to dominate the earth and its elements, to
colltrol its mineral, vegetable, animal, and even sub-atomic
kin!(c.loms. The secret forces of existenrc, the complex chemistry and organic alchemy of the life process, whether in our
own psyches and physiques or in the world around, we are now
gradually unveiling. No longer do we feel caught in the meshes
of au unconquerable cosmic web. And so, accordingly, wr have
our logic of science, experimental methods, and psychology,
hut no metaphysics.
The airy flights do not really interest us any more. We do not
found our lives on fascinating or consoling total interpretations
of life and the universe, along lines such as those of traditional
theology or meditative speculation; rather, we have all these
questions of detail in our numerous systematic sciences. Instead
of an attitude of acceptance, resignation, and contemplation,
we cultivate a life of rdentless movement, causing changes at
every tum, bettering things, planning things, subduing to
schedule the spontaneous wild growths of the world. In place
of the archaic aim of understanding life and the cosmos as a
whole, by means of general speculation, we have for our thought
the ideal of a multifarious. rver more refined activity of highly
specialized understandings, and the mastery of concrete details.
Religion and philosophy have become transformed into science,
technology, and political economics. Since this is so, and since
the main object of Indian philosophy, on the other hand, is
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mok~a.

we may weU ask whether we have any qualifications at
all for the understanding of that remote doctrine-fixed as we
are to our pursuit of artha, kama, and dharma. and feeling fully
satisfied to be this way.
And so here we hit upon another of the fundamental differences between the philosophies of the modem West and the
tradidonal East. Vi<·wcd from the standpoints of the Hindu and
Buddhist disciplines, our purely intellectual approach to all
theoretical matters that are not directly concerned with the tri''arga would seem dilettante and superficial. Through the course
of its evolution during comparatively modem times, Western
thought has become completely exoteric. It is supposed to be
open to the approach and accredited investigation of every intellectual who can meet the general requirements of a) a
basic education, and b) some specialized intellectual training
to enable him to keep up with the argument. But this was not
the way in Plato's ancient time. MTt5tl.c; aytW!lETQTtt~ ei<J!tro E!ll\V
<JtEYr1v: "Nobody nntrain<'d in mathematics may cross this my
threshold." " Plato is said to have inscribed this warning
above his door in homage to Pythagoras and the contemporary
revolutionary mathematicians o[ Sicily-such men as Arehytas
of Tarentum; whereas in modem times, a high-school education
and four years of college are supposed to open an access to the
sanctum sanctorum of ultimate Truth. India, in this respect, is
where Plato was; and that is another of the reasons why the
professors of the European and American universities were
justified in refusing to admit Indian thought to their temple of
"philosophy."
,. Tzetzes, Chiliad<.• 8. 973·
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II. THE FOUNDATIONS OF INDIAN
PHILOSOPHY

1.

Philosophy as" Way of Ufe
IN ANCIENT India each department of learning was associated
with a highly specialized skill and corresponding way of life.
The knowledge was not to be culled from books primarily, or
from lectures, discussions, and conversation, but to be mastered
through apprenticeship to a competent teacher. It required the
wholehearted surrender of a malleable pupil to the authority of
the guru, its elementary prerequisites being obedience (.lu.l~ii)
and implicit faith (Sraddhii). Susri4ii is the fervent desire to
hear, to obey, and to retain what is being h<"ard; it implies
dutifulness, reverence, and service. Sraddhii is trust and com·
posure of mind; it demands the total absence of every kind of
independent thought and criticism on the part of the pupil;
and here again there is reverence, as well as strong and vehement desire. The Sanskrit word means also "the longing of a
pregnant woman."
The pupil in whom the sought truth dwells as the jungletiger dwelt within the cub 1 submits without reserve to his gnru,
1 Supra, pp. 5-8.
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paying him reverence as an embodiment of the divine learning
to be imparted. For the teacher is a mouthpiece of the higher
knowledge and a master of the special skill. The pupil in his
religious worship must become devoted to the presiding divin·
ity of the department of skill and wisdom that is to be the informing principle, henceforward, of his career. He must share
the household of the teacher for years, serve him in the home
and assist him in his work-whether the craft be that of priest,
magician, ascetic, physician, or potter. The techniques must be
learned by constant practice, while the theory is being taught
through oral instruction supplemented by a thoroughgoing
study of the basic textbooks. And most important of all, a psychological "transference" between the master and pupil has to
be effected; for a kind of transformation is to be brought to
pass. The malleable metal of the pupil is to be worked into the
pattern of the model teacher, and this with respect not only to
matters of knowledge and skill but also, much more deeply, to
the whole personal attitude. As for the life and morals of the
guru himself: it is required that there should be an identityan absolute, point-for·point correspondence-between his teachings and his way of life; the sort of identity that we should expect to find in the West only in a monk or priest.
No criticism, but a gradual growing into the mold of the
discipline, is what is demanded. The training is accepted and
followed, as it were, blindfold; but in the course of time, when
the pupil's grasp of his subject increases, understanding comes
of its own accord. Such blind acceptance and subsequent intuitive comprehension of a truth through the enactment of its
c·orrcsponding attitude is known to Europe primarily in the practice of the Roman Catholic church. In one of the novels, for
example, of Flaubert, Bouvard et Pecuchet, the case is desrrib<'d of two freethinkers, disappointed with their way of
life, who, following an attempt at suicide, become reconverted
to the faith of their childhood and early peasant environment.
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They turn to the priest and assail him with unsettled doubts
and •keptidsm, but he replies merely, "l'mtiqucz tl'tiiJOrd."
That is to say: "Take up and practice first the orthodox, established way of the ritualistic duties-attending mass regularly,
praying, going to confession and communion. Then gradually
you will understand, and your doubts will vanish like mist in
sunshine. You need not fathom the great depths of the dogma
of the Trinity, nor the other mysteries, but you must indeed
profess and feel an implicit faith that ultimately, somehow,
these must be trur. Then abide with the hope that their meaning may dawn upon you with the increasing operation within
you of supematural grace."
Precisely in this way, Oriental philosophy is accompanied
and supported hy the practice of a way of life-monastic seclu~ion. asccth i~m, meditation, prayer, yoga-exercises, and daily devotional hours of worship. The function of the worship is to
imbue the devotee with the divine essence of the truth; this
being made manifest under the symbolic thought-directing forms
of divinities or other superhuman holy figures, as well as
through the teacher himself, who, standing for truth incarnate,
reveals truth continually, both through his teaching and in his
way o[ daily li[e. In this respect lmlian philosophy is as closely
linked with religion, sacraments, initiations, and the forms of
de\'otional ptactice as is our modern Western philosophy with
the natural sciences and their methods of research.
This Indian view of the identity of personality and conduct
with teaching is well rendered in the apt comment of a Hindu
friend of mine in criticism of a certain popular book on Oriental philosophy. "After all," said he, "real attainment is only
what finds confirmation in one's own life. The worth of a man's
writing depends on the degree to which his life is itself an example of his teaching."

THE QUALIFIED PUPIL

2.

The Qualified Pupil
TnE AITITUDE of the Indian pupil toward his subject, no mat·
ter what it may be, is conveniently illustrated in the speciallidd
of orthodox Brahman philosophy by the first few pages of a
liltle treatise for beginners, dating from the middle of the fifteenth century A.D., known as the Vediintasiira, "The Essence
(sara) of the Doctrines of Vedanta." • Of course one may read
this translated text precisely as one reads any essay of Locke,
J-lume, or Kant; but it should be borne in mind that the stanzas
were not intended to be assimilated this way. In fact we are
warned at the very outset by being confronted with a discussion
of the preliminary ques1ion: "Who is competent, and consequently entitled, to study the Vedanta in order to realize the
truth?" The question may be readily answered, so far as we
ourselves are concerned: "Not we 'W('sterners. Not intellectuals." This much will soon be ver~ clear.
The "competent student" (adhikiirin), when approaching the
study of Vedanta, should feel an attitude not of criticism or
curiosity, but of utter faith (sraddha) that in the formulae of
Vedanta, as they are about to be communicated to him, he shall
discover the truth. • He must furthennore be filled with a yearning for freedom from the encumbrances of worldly life, an earnest longing for release from the bondage of his existence as an
individual caught in the vortex of ignorance. This is known as
2

Jlediiuta.v6.ra of Sadtinanda, translated with introduction, text, and
Uy Swami Nikhilananda, Mayavati, 19!JI. For "Vedanta," see

comm~nts

supra, p. 18, Editor's note.
• Yedlintasdra 24.
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mumui<Jutva, or mok~a-icchii: "the desire for release." • Just

as a man carrying on his head a load of wood that has caught
lire would go rushing to a pond to quench the flames, even so
should the adhikarin, scorched with the mad pains of the fire of
life in the world, its birth, its death, its self-deluding futility, go
rushing to a guru leamed in the Vedas, who, himself having
reached the goal of Vedanta, now abides serene in uninterrupted consciousness of the essence of imperishable being. The
adhikarin is to come to this guru bearing presents in his hand,
ready to serve, and prepared to obey in every way.
'"The competent student is an a.<pirant, who, through having studied in accordance with the prescrib<·d method the Four
Vedas and their 'limbs' (vedal1ga),' has already a general comprehension of Vedic lore. He must also have already been
cleansed of all sins clinging to him from either this or previous
existences, through having abstained from all rituals for the
fulfillment of worldly desires and the causing of injury to
others, while performing faithfully the orthodox daily devotions and the special obligatory rites for such occasions as the
birth of a child. He must, moreover, have practiced the special
austerities that conduce to the expiation of sin,• and all of the
usual orthodox meditations designed to conduce to the concentration of the mind.' Whereas the daily, special, and peni•lb. 15.
D Auxiliary textbooks on phonetics, rituals, grammar, etymology, prosody, and astronomy.
8 Viz. reducing the diet graduaJiy with the waning of the moon, until,

at the night of no moon, no food is eaten; then increasing the quantity

by a fourteenth each day, until, at full moon, the n .lnnal diet is again
attained (ctindrQyana). Such austerities are described in the "Laws of
Manu"; M t'inava DharmaSQ.stra 11.a 17.
'Exercises of meditation on the worshiper•s spedal tutelary divinity
(illadevatii), which is an "aspect-provided-with-qualities" (sa-gu~a) of the
highest essence (brahman). Brahman in itself is absolutely devoid of
qualifications (nir·gu~a), and consequently beyond the reach of the powen
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tential "rites" above described are for the mind's purification,
the "meditations" are intended to bring it to a state of "singlepointedness-" 8
According to the traditional belief, the fulfillment of these
prescribed rites and devotions will bring the devotee after death
to either the "heaven of the ancestors" (pitr-loka) or the higher
"sphere of truth" (satya-loka). But such pleasurable results arc
not regarded by the adept of Vedanta as important or even desirable; they arc the mere by-products of the discipline, stopping-stations along the way, in which he is no longer interested.
They are still within the worlds of birth, and represent no
more than a continuance of the round of being (smhsiira),
though indeed an extremely blissful episode of the round, enduring, it is said, for innumerable millenniums. Rather than
the beatitudes of heaven, what the Vcdantist desires is to see
through and past the illusory character of all existence what·
soever, no less that of the higher spheres than that of the gross
terrestrial plane. He has sacrificed completely all thought of the
enjoyment of the fruits of his good d~eds; any rewards that may
be accruing to him as a result of his perfect devotion he surrenders to the personal divinity that he serves. For he knows
that it is not himself who acts, but the Spiritual Person dwelling
omniprcsem within himscll and all things, and to whom he,
as worshiper, is devoted utterly-the God who is the Self (iitmau)
within his heart.
The necessary means for the transrcnding of illusion which
the student must be competent to bring to hear arc, first of all,
"discrimination between the permanent and things transient"
of the nonnal human mind. The various iJtadevatiis, images and personi·
fications, consequently, are only preliminary helps, guides, or accommodations, which serve to prepare the ~<.pirit of the worsJ1ipcr for its final, formtranscending realization.
8 Vedlintasara 6-15.
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(nitya-anitya-vastu-viveka).' "Brahman alone," we read, "is the
permanent substance, everything else is transient." 10 All objects in this world that are pleasant to the senses, garlands of
flowers, perfumes, beautiful women, gratifications of every
kind, arc merely transient; they come as the result of our actions
(karma). But the pleasures of the next world too are non-eternal
and the mere result of acts.
An unwa,·ering disregard for all such illusoriness, once it has
been recognized as such, is the scrond requisite of the student
of Vedanta. He must renounce, sincerely and dlicaciously, every
possible fruit of his virtuous acts. This is true renunciation:
ihamutrarthaphalabhogaviriigab, "indifference (viriiga/.1) to the
enjoyment (bhoga) of the fruits (/1hala) of action (artha) whether
here (iha) or in the world to mmc (amutra)." 11
The third of the necessary means is concentration, and this
is discussed under the heading of ''The Six Treasures," the f1rst
of which is sama, "mental quietness, pacification of the pas·
sions."" Sarna is the attitude, or mode of hehavior, I hat k<-eps
the mind from being troubled by sense objects-the only sense
activity permitted to the student of philosophy being that of
listening eagerly to the words of his guru. The second treasure,
dama, stands for a second stage of self-restraint, "the subjuga·
'lb.15.
10Jb.J6.

11Jb.I7•
Renunciation of the fruiu. of action is the basic formula of Karma
Yog-a, the way of Jclca!oc through ac.tion, whic-h has rc<:civcd its classic
~tau·mt>nt in Dltaga11arl Gilii 3· All attiom are to he petlormed a'i pertaining to one':, duty (dharma). enactrd as the role of an actor on the
11oLagc of life. They b<·long to the play (/ilii), not to the actor'!!. real SeU
(rllman). "Thcrc1orc always do without altac.hmcnt the work you have to
do; fur a man who doc!. his wot k without attachment attains the supn:mc"

(Bhagavad Gila g. 19). Cl. infra, pp. g86-g8g.
t:~ J!etliintascira 18-Jg.
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tion of the senses." " According to the classical Hindu science of
the mind, man has five perceiving faculties (hearing, touch, sight,
taste, smell), five acting faculties (speech, grasping, locomotion,
evacuation, generation), and a controlling "inner organ" (anta(•·
kararJa) which is made manifest as ego (ahailltii.ra), memory
(cittam), understanding (buddhi), and cogitation (mauas).•·•
Dama refers to the decisive turning away of this entire system
from the outer world. The next treasure, uparati, is "complete
cessation" of the activity of d1e perceiving and acting sensefaculties." The fourth, titik,<a, "endurance, patience," represents the power to endure without the slightest discomposure
extremes of heat and cold, weal and woe, honor and abuse, loss
and gain, and of all the other "pairs of opposites" (dvandva).' 8
The pupil is now in a position to bring his mind past the distractions of the world. The fifth of the treasures, then·fore, becomes now attainable: samii.dhana, "constant concentration of
the mind." The pupil is able to keep his attention fixed on the
teachings of the gum, and can dwell without interruption on
the holy texts, or on the symbols and ineffable themes of his
intense meditations." Sam-ii-dhii. means "to put together, unite,
compose, collect; to concentrate, to fix, to apply intently (as the
eye or the mind)." Samii.dhii.na is the state attained as well as
the activity itself. It is a fixing of the mind on something
in absolutely undisturbed-and undisturbable-contemplation:
"deep meditation, steadiness, composure, peace of mind, perfect
absorption of all thought in the one object." After this the sixth
treasure can be achieved, which is perfect faith.'•
Discrimination. renunciation, the usix treasures," and a
liJb.

20.

are discussed infra, pp. 314-331·
u Yedantasiira 21.
16/b. 22.
1'1'/b.l!,. lb.
for faith (kradd!Ui), cf. supra, pp. 48-5o.
1f These

•s;
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yearning for release (mumuk,<utva),•• are the very means by
which the Indian philosopher comes to his goal of understanding. The neophyte must be competent to command them. His
bean and mind must already have been cleansed by the preliminary rituals and austerities of the orthodox religious practices of his community. He must be sufficiently trained in the
Holy Scriptures. And he must then be able to bring himself to
gain possession of these "necessary means" for the transcending
of illusion. "Such an aspirant," we read, "is a qualified stu·
dent." 10

3.

Philosophy as Power
IN THE Orient, philosophic wisdom does not come under the
head of general infonnation. It is a specialized learning directed to the attainment of a higher state of being. The philosopher is one whose nature has been transformed, re-fonned to
a pattern of really superhuman stature, as a result of being
pervaded by the magic power of truth. That is why the prospective pupil must be carefully tested. The word adhik.arin
means, literally, as adjective, "entitled to, having a right to, pos·
sessed of authority, possessed of power, qualified, authorized, fit
for"; also, "belonging to, owned by"; and as noun, "an officer, a
functionary, head, director, rightful claimant, master, owner, a
personage qualified to perform some sacrifice or holy work."
Philosophy is but one of many kinds of wisdom or knowl·
u, Supra, pp. 51·52.
211 Vediintastira 26.
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edge (vidyii), each leading to some practical end. As the other
vidyas lead to such attainments as belong to the special masterships of the craftsman, priest, magician. poet, or dancer, so
philosophy ends in the attainment of a divine state both here
and hereafter. Every kind of wisdom brings to its possessor its
specific power, and this comes inevitably in consequence of the
mastery of the respective materials. The doctor is the master of
diseases and drugs, the carpenter the master of wood and other
building materials, the priest ot demons and even of gods by
virtue of his charms, incantations, and rituals of offering and
propitiation. Correspondingly, the yogi-philosopher is the master of his own mind and body, his passions, his reactions, and
his meditations. He is one who has transcended the illusions of
wishful thinking and of all other kinds of normal human
thought. He feels no challenge or defeat in misfortune. He is
absolutely beyond the touch of destiny.
Wisdom, in the Orient, no matter what its kind, is to be
guarded jealously and communicated sparingly, and then only
to one capable of becoming its perfect receptacle; for besides
representing a certain skill, every departmellt of learning carries
with it a power that can atnount almost to magic, a power to
bring to pass what without it would seem a miracle. Teaching
not intended to communicate such a power is simply of no
consequence, and the cmnmunication to one unfit to wield the
power properly would he disastrous. Furthermore, the possession of the wisdom and its special potencies was in ancient
times regarded as one of the most valuable portions of the
family heritage. Like a treasure, it was handed down with all
care, according to the patrilineal order of descent. Charms,
spells, the techniques of the various crafts and professions, and,
finally, philosophy itself originally were communicated only in
this way. Son followed father. For the growing generation there
was little leniency of choice. This is how the instruments of
family prestige were kept from slipping away.

.
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And so it is that the Vedic hymns originally belonged exclusively to certain great family lines. Of the ten books of the
I;lg-vcda (which is the oldest of the Vedas and indeed the oldest
extant document of any of the Indo-European traditions) 11
the second and those following it are the so-called "Family
Books."" They contain groups of potent verses which formerly
were the guarded property of the ancient families of priests.
st·et s, and holy singers. The ancestors of the various clans com~
posed the stanzas in order to conjure gods to the sacrifice, propitiate them, and win their favor-the hymns having been revealed to those ancestral singers during their intercourse (in
vision) with the gods themsel\"es. The owners then occasionally
marked their property, either by letting their names appear
somewhere in the verses or, as was more frequently the case, by
a characteristic dosing stam.a, which would be generally recogniz<·d as an earmark . .Just as the ranging herds of the catdehn·eding )\ryan famili<·s in Vedic times were distinguished by
sonu· hr;.md or cut on the car, flank, or elsewhere, so likewise
the hymns-and with the same aristocratic sense of the force,
and consequent preciousness, of property.
For if the wisdom that produces a special an and mastery is
to be guarded jealously, then the higher the powers involved
the more careful the guardianship must be-and this particularly when dte powers are the gods d1emselves, the moving
forces of nature and the cosmos. Cautious, complex rituals
designed to conjure them and link them to human purposes
occupied in Vedic (as also in Homeric) antiquity precisely the
place held today by such sciences as physics, chemistry, medicine, and bacteriology. A potelll hymn was as precious for those
people as the secret of a new super-bomber is for us, or the
blueprint of die latest device for a submarine. Such iliings were
valuable not only for the art of war but also for the commercial
competition of the times of peace.
21

Cf. supra, p. 8, Editor"s note.
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The early as well as later history of India was characterized
by a state o[ practically continuous battle, invasions from without as well as strife for supremacy among the feudal barons and
the later kingly despots. In the mi<ht of all this uumoil the
religious formulae of the Vedic Hrahmans were regarded and
utilized as a most precious st·cret weapon-comparable to that
of the tribes of Israel, when they enteJt·d Canaan under their
chieftain Joshua and destroyed the walls of .Jericho with a magic
blast of their ram's horns. It was because of superior wisdom
that the Aryan invaders of India were able to ddeat the nati\'e
pre-Aryan populations, maintain th('tnSd\CS in 1he land, and
ultimately spread their dominion o\'er the sub-rontinent. The
conquered taces tlll·n were classified as the fourth, non-t'>r)an.
<aste of the Sil<lra, <·xtlnded ruthlessly f10111 the rights and
power-giving wisdom of th<· sodcty of the conquerors, and forbidden to acquire even an inkling of the techniques o[ the
Vedic religion. We read in the early Dharma.lii>lras that if a
Siidra chances to overhear the recitation of a Vedic hymn, he i~
to be punished by having his •·ars lillcd with molten lc<:d."
Those sacred formulae were for th•· llt ahmans (the priests.
wizards, and guatdians of &aCIT<I powe1 ), the K!atriyas (kings,
feudal chieftains, and warriors), and the Vaisyas (peasants,
craftsmen, and burghers of Aryan lineagc)-and for them alone.
This pattern of archaic secrecy and exclusion has maintained
itself through all the periods and in all departments of Indian
life. It is characteristic of most of the sacred traditions from
which the greater part of the elements o[ Indian philosophy
have h<'en deri' ed-partkularly those of Aryan origin, but also,
in many important details, c\·en those outside the pale of ,\tyanHr:ihman control. The non-Vedic traditions-Buddhism, Jain·
ism, Sal1khya. and Yoga-lack the caste and familial rt·suictions
22
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peculiar to the Vedic lines; 23 nevertheless they demand of any·
one who would approach their mysteries such an utter surrender to the authority ot the spiritual teacher that any return to
the Conner field of life is rendered impossible. Before a student
ol one of these non-Aryan Indian disciplines can enter the inner
temple and really attain the b"'al of the doctrine, he must put off
entirely his inherited family, with all of its ways of life, and
become reborn as a member of the order.
2s Editor's note: Like Buddhism (cC. supra, p. 18, Editor's note), Jainism,
S3.nkhya, and Yoga Uu not aLccpt the authoricy of tlte Vedas, and are
therefore rcdoucd a'!l hetcroclox, i.('., doctrine.!. outside of the orthodox
Brahman tradition of the Vedas, Upanisads, and Vedanta. It was Dr.
Zimmer's contention that the!te heterodox sytatenu represent the thinking
of the nmh\rpn people.!. o£ India, who \\CIC ovcn.omc and desphcd by
the Brabmam., but nrvcrtheles~ c.ould boast of extremely subtle traditions
of their own.
Dr. Zimmer regarded Jainism as the olde:,t of the non-Aryan group, in
contrast to most Occidental authoritic!l, who consider Mahivira, a contemporary of the Buddha, to have been its founder instead of, as the
Jainas themselves (and Dr. Zimmer) daim. only the la:,t of a long line of
Jaina teachers. Dr. Zimmer believed that there is truth in the Jaina idea
that their religion goes back to a remote antiquity, the antiquity in question being that of the pre-Aryan. !tO-called Dravidian period, which bas
rec-ently been dramaticaiJy Hluminated by the discovery of a series of
great Late Stone Age cities in the Intlus VaHey. dating from the third and
pcrhdps even fourth miUcnnium n.c:. (cf. Ernc:,t Mackay. Tht: Indus
Cwilization, London, l!J:{5: also Zimmer, Myths and SymiJOh ;n bulian Arl
and Civilization. pp. 93ff.).
S3.ilkhya and Yoga repre!tcnted a latl'r, P'~T<hological 5ophi..,tication of
the principles prc!tcrvcd in .Jainism, and prepared rhe ground for the
forceful, anti-Brahman statement of the Buddha. Sankhya and Yoga belong togc·ther. as the theory ami the practice o{ a ,;in~,l<' phHo!oOphy.
Kapila. the reputed found-. of Siiilkhya (d. infra, pp. 2R 1 1). may have been
a contemporary of the lTpanisildic thinkers, and !of"(•tm to have givcu his
name to the city in which the Buddha wa.'i born. Kapilavastu.
In general, the non-Aryan. heterodox philmophic.., arr not exclusive in
the same sense that the Brahman philosophies are; for they are not
reserved to members of the three upper castes.
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The main ideas ol the Brahman

S('(..:ret

doctrine, as devel¥

oped and formulated at the end of the Vedic period (c. eighth
century B.c.), arc preserved in the Upani!ads. These represent
a sort of highly specialized post-postgraduate training which
the teacher was free either to impart or to withhold. The pupil
had to be truly an adhikarin to receive such esoteric lore, truly
mature and perfectly fit to bear the revealed wisdom. In the pe·
riod when the books were first conceived the restrictions im·
posed were even more severe than they came to be in the later
ages. One of the main Upani~ads contains the warning that its
teaching is to be handed down, not simply from father to son,
but only to the eldest son, which is to say, to the father's youthful double, his reborn alter ego, "but to no one else, whoever
he may be." 24 And in the somewhat later stratification of the
metrical Upani!ads we read: "This most mysterious secret shall
be imparted to none who is not a son or a pupil, and who has
not yet attained tranquility." 20 It must be borne in mind that
the equivalent term by which the word ujJani~ad is everywhere
described is 'rahasyamJ " a secret, a Inystery." For this is a hidden, secret doctrine that discloses satyasya satyam, "the truth of
truth."
This same ancient character of secrecy, aloofness, and exclusion is preserved in the works even of the most recent great
period of Hindu philosophy and teaching, namely that of the
Tantras. These represent a development of the medieval period, the Tantric literature in its present form belonging mainly
to the centuries following 300 A.D. 26 The texts, generally, are
~

....
2"

Chiindogya Upani~ad 3·

211

Maitri Upani$ad 6. 29. Compare SvettiSvatara Upani$ad 6.

11.

5-6. Compare Brha.dtirattyaka Upanisad 6.
12.

2e Editor's note: The orthodox sacred books (fdstras) of India are
classed in four categories: 1. Sruti ("what is heard"), the Vedas and certain
Upanisads, which are regarded as direct revelation; 2. Smrti ("what is
rcmembcrC'd"). the teachings of the ancient saints and sages, also law
books (dharmastitras) and works dealing with household ceremonies and
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supposed to represent secret conversations held between Siva,
the supreme God, and his .\akti or spouse, the supreme Goddess; fin.t one listening as pupil, then the other; each lwarkening
with all attention as the tmth of the world-creating. -preserving.
and -guiding sc<·ret essence of the other is made known in
mighty verses; each teaching the way 10 hreak lhe spell of misknowing that holds individual consriousn~ss hound to phcuomenality_ The Tantric texts insist on the secret character ol
their contents, and arc not to be made known to unbelievers or
minor sacrifkc.!i (grhya~iitros); 3· Puriina ("ancient; ancient lore"), compendious anthologieo;, comparable in character to the Uiblc. containing
cmmogonic myth'i. ancient lcgt•nds, theological, a~trmwmital, and uatun·
hue; 4· Tantra ("loom, warp, sptcm, ritual. doctrine"). a body ol Hlnl·
parativcly recent texts, regarded as directly revealed by Siva to he the
spcdfic scripture of the Kali Yuga, the fourth or prc.!lcnt age of the world.
The Tantras arc called ..The Fifth Veda," and their rilual!> and con<.cplS
ha'e actually supplanted the now quite archaic Vedic sptcm of sacrifice
3!> the supporting warp of Indian life.
Typical of the T3.ntric system is the concept of Jakti: tlle ft'malc as the
proj<'cted ''energy" (.ta/dr) of the male (compare the Biblical metaphor of
E"c as Adam's rib). Male and female, God and Goddess, arc the polar
manifestations (pa~sive and active, respectively} of a single tranM:cndent
P' inciple and, as such, in Cisence one, though in appearance two. The
male is identified with eternity, the female with time, and their embrace
with the mystery of creation.
The cult of Sakti, the Goddc~. plays an immense role in modern
Hinduism, in contrast to the patriarchal emphasis of the Vedic, strictly
Aryan tradition, and suggc11ts that the Tantra may have its roots in the
non-Aryan, pre-Aryan, Dravidian soil (cf. supra, p. 6o, Editor's note).
!\otrworthy is the fact that Siva, the Univenal God, and con<Jort of the
Goddess (standing to her as Eternity to Time), is also the supreme Lord
of Yoga-which is a non-Vedic diKipline (d. su.pra, loc. cit.). Caste, moreover, is not a prerequisite to Tintric initiation. Dr. Zimmer suggests
(infra, pp. 6o1·601) that the Tintric tradition represents a creative synthc.!.i~ of the Aryan and native Indian philosophies. It has exercised a
prndigiou~& influence on Mahayana Buddhism. Furthennore. its profound
p.~oychological insight and bold spiritual techniques give it a peculiar
intere~&t to the modern analytical psychologist.
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even to believers who are uninitiated into the innermost circles
of the adq>t.
In the West, on the other hand, the pride of philosophy is
that it is open to the understanding and criticism of all. Our
thought is exoteric, and that i• regarded as one of the signs and
proofs of its universal validity. Western philosophy has no secret
doctrine, but challenges all to scrutinize her arguments, demanding no more than intelligence and an open-minded fairness in discussion. By this general appeal she has won her
ascendency over the wisdom and teaching of the Church-which
required that certain thinb'S should be taken for granted as once
and for all established by divine revelation, and unquestionably
settled by the interpretations o[ the inspired fathers, popes, and
councils. Our popular modern philosophy, sailing in the broad
wake of the natural sciences, recognizes no other authority than
proof by experiment and prett·ncls to rest upon no other assumptions than those rationally drawn a~ the logical theoretical result of critically and methodically digested data derived through
sense-cxperit•ncc, registered and controlled by the mind aud
the faultless apparatus of the laboratories.
I wonder to what extent we feel in our civilization that the
man who takes up the profession of the philosopher becomes
mysteriously powerful. The business people controlling our economics, social I if<·, internal politics. and foreign affairs generally
feel suspicious of philosophers. Absorbed with lofty notions not
easily applicable to current emergencies, the "professors" tend
only to complicate issues with their abstract approach-and besides, they are not conspicuously fortunate themselves as breadwinners or practical managers. Plato, we know, once tried his
hand at government. He attempted to assist a tyrant of Sicily
who had invited him to come and establish a model government
along the highest philosophic lines. Butt he two soon qu"rrekd,
and the tyrant ended by arresting the philosopher, offering him
for sale in the slave-market of the very capital that was to have
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been the birthplace of a golden age and the model city of a
righteous order, highly philosophical and representative of a
definitely satisfactory stale of human affairs. Plato was bought
immediately by a friend who set him free, and returned to his
homeland-liberal, democratic Athens, whose corrupt, muddling government had always utterly disgusted him. There he
availed himself of the one escape and consolation that is always
open to the intellectual. He wrote a book, his immortal
Republic, which was to be followed later by the Laws. Through
these, the apparently powerless, stranded philosopher made
his impression-secret at the time, yet in every sense immeasurable-on the centuries, indeed on the millenniums, yet to
come.
Or again: when Hegel suddenly died of the cholera in 18!P
his philosophy publicly collapsed; and it was ridiculed for the
next eight decades by the philosophy professors of his country.
In his own University of Berlin, as late as 1911 when I was a
student there sitting at the feet of his fourth successor, Alois
Riehl-a noble-minded, channing man, ranking supreme among
the interpreters of Hume's and Kant's theories of the criticism
of human understanding-we had to I isten to a series of mere
jokes the moment the professor embarked on a review of
Hegel's philosophy. And yet, that same Hegel was on the point
of being rediscovered by my own generation-following the inspiring leadership of old Wilhelm Dilthey, who had just resigned his chair to Riehl and retired from teaching. The NeoHegelians sprang into existence, and the philosopher won the
official, academic recognition that was his due.
But meanwhile, outside the universities, outside the channels
of official doctrine, Hegel's ideas had been exerting an influence
on the course of world events, beside which the importance of
the academic seal of appro\'al dwindles to nothingness. Even
the faithful Hegelianism of G. J.P. J. Bolland and his followers,
in the Netherlands, which continued and developed after the
64
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philosopher's reputation had collapsed in Gennany, and the Hegelian tradition in southern Italy, which culminated in the work
of Benedetto Croce, seem insignificant in comparison with the
weight of Hegel's influence on modern world affairs. For Hegel's
system was the inspiration of Karl Marx; his dialectical thinking
inspired the political and psychological strategy of Lenin. Also,
his thinking was the inspiration of Pareto, the intellectual
father of Fascism. Thus the practical impact of Hegel's ideas
upon the non-democratic powers of Europe-and that means,
of course, on the affairs of the whole modern world-is perhaps
second to none. At the present moment it is comparable in
magnitude to the power of the lasting authority of the philosophy of Confucius in China-which shaped the history of
that land from the third century B.C. to the revolution of Sun
Yat-sen; or to the force of Aristotle's thought in the Middle
Ages and (by virtue of the influence of the Jesuits) in modern
times. Though philosophers, to their neighbors, almost invariably seem to be hannlrss stay-at-homes, unaggressive, per·
haps even shipwrecked academic teachers, despicable to the
hard-headed man of action-sometimes they are far from being
so. Ghostlike, rather, and invisible, they are leading the bat·
talions and nations of the future on battlefields of revolution,
soaked with blood.
India, dreamy India, philosophical, unpractical, and hopelessly unsuccessful in the maintenance of her political freedom,
has always stood for the idea that wisdom can be power if (and
this is an "if" that must be kept in mind) the wisdom permeates,
transforms, controls, and molds the whole of the personality.
The sage is not to be a library of philosophy stalking about
on two legs, an encyclopedia with a human voice. Thought it·
self is to be converted in him into life, into flesh, into being,
into a skill in act. And then the higher his realization, the
greater will be his power. The magic of Mahlittna Gandhi is
to be understood, for example, in this way. The force of his
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model presence on the Hindu masses derives from the fact that
in him is expressed an identity of ascetic wisdom (as a style of
existence) with politics (as an effective attitude toward worldly
issues, whether of daily life or of national policy). His spiritual
stature is expressed and honored in the title bestowed upon
him: Mahatma: "whose essence of being is great," "he in whom
the supra-personal, supra-individual, divine essence, which pervades the whole universe and dwells within the microcosm of
the human heart as the animating grace of God (tilman), has
grown to such magnitude as to have become utterly predominant (mahat)." The Spiritual Person has swallowed and dissolved in him all traces of ego, all the limitations proper to pt"rsonal individuation, all those limiting. fettering qualities and
propensities that belong to the normal human state, and even
every trace remaining from ego-motivated deeds (karma),
whether good or evil, whether derived from this life or from
deeds in former births. Such traces of personality bias and distort a man's outlook on worldly affairs and prevent his approach to divine truth. But the Mahatma is the man who has
become transformed in his being through wisdom; and the
power of such a presence to work magic we may yet live to
see•.:~r

4.
"The Dyi11g round the Holy Power'
THE SAGE is both worshiped and feared because of the miraculous soul-force that he radiates into the world. A man of
~Editor's

note: This lecture was delivered in 1942.
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learning who has transformed himsdf through wisdom is more
like a primitive medi( ine man than like the usual Doctor of
Philosophy; or like a \'edit priest or sorcerer-magician. Or
again, he is like an Indian ascetic who through self-inflicted
austerities has ovtTcomc hi~ human litnits and acquired such
powers that even the gud~ gon..rning the fotces and spheres of
the universe stand und<"r hi~ control. In most of the Vedic texts
predse statements arc gi\ en oi the spcri(i(. miraculous rewards
or magic powers that ont· ran expect to derive from the various
~orts o[ learning communicated. l'o evam veda, ·'who knows
thus," is a formula continually encountered. "\Vho knows thus
-assimilates into himself the superlunnan powers of which he
has come to understand the St'cret dficacy and es~encc through
his study and practice of this lesson."
\Vc may select from the vast storc one illustration which will
sufficiently show what worship was paid to cvt't)' kiud ol' know I~
edge, and to the possessor of the knowledge. This is a text that is
at once a document of metaphysics and a curious power~rcci pe,
a terrible secret Wl'apon of the anha~;t~tra, the t-\·isdom of politics." It has survived to ns hom the feudal battlefields of the
deep Indo~~\ryan past-the chivalrous age that is H·flccted tn
the disastrous war of the Mahribhiiu1la. 20 This war, which has
"Cl. supra, pp. 35-38.
~n• Editor's note: The most t('l('bratC'd examples of India's vast body of
Purima (d. supra, p. fit. Editm\ nott') ate the two folk c.·pith kuown as
the Riimliyana and Maluibhiirata (the latter ih eight times as long as the
Odyssey and Iliad combined), which appear to have assumed their present
fonn during the years between 400 n.c. and 400 A.o. (d. M. Winternitz,
Geschichte der indi.Khen Lillcratur, Vol. .1, pp. 403 and 439-440). This
interval-one of immense transfOTmations in India (d. infra, pp. 494-507)
-stretches as a bridge between two Golden Ages; the first, the period of
the Indo-Aryan political and spiritual conquest o{ the Indu!1., Jumna, and
Gangetic plain (c. J50o-5oo ILc.), was marked by the Vedas, Brahmanas,
and Upani~ads, and culminated in the period of the Buddha; the second,
the age of the Gupta dynasty (320-647 A.n.), represents India's dassic statement of her synthesized Hindu-Buddhist civilization, and is the highest
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become so famous in the annals of Indian civilization, took
place in a period when the prose writings of the BriihmaQ.a texts
of an impressive series of summits of medieval Indian creativity, which
are known to bi.btory by the na.mcs of the various imperial houses in different parts of India under which they aro.~~e; for example: the Early
Ciluk.ya dynasty in the western Dcccau (55~5S A.D.), and the dynasty

of the Ri$trakiitas who &ucceeded them; the Pallava dynasty in South
India (third to ninth centuries A.D.), and their colonial branches in Java
and Cambodia; the R3:jput kingdom of Kanauj in the northwest (ninth to
eleventh ccnturic.!l A.n.); the dyna:,ty of the Later C3.lukyas, who in their
turn unseated the Ristrakiita.!l and remained in power until the end of
the twelfth century; the Colas, who suC"reeded the Pallavas in the south
(c. Bso-1087 A.n.); the lloy,ala dynasty in Mysore (zenith. twelfth and
thirteenth centuries A.r>.); and the little oasis of the Riya dynasty at
Vijayanagar (c. I37G-I565)• which ·was the last nucleus of Hindu civiliza·
tion to survive the !landstorm of the Mohammedan invasion.
In contrast to the numcrom, architeuural and literary remains o{ these
imperial ages, tangible monuments from the fi.r.!.t GoJden Age are almo.!.t
non-exi!!.tcnt; for the early Indo-Aryans, like the early Greeks, neither built
in stone nor committed their traditions to l\Titing. The Vedas, BrilhmaiJas,
and Upanisads, as well as the teachings of the Buddha and his contemporaries, were preserved orally, until rendered into writing sometime
following the third century B.c. Evt·rything not regarded as worthy of a
special school of remcmbercrs was therefore lost, either totally or in part.
The earliest Purinic compositions-the cpks, romances, and heroic lays
of the Indo-Aryan feudal agr-haH .111 dmos disappeared. The Rdmiiyana
and MahQ.bhtirata, as well a'S the twt·nty-odd other extant Purinas of the
late period, preserve only fragments of the older heroic compositions.
mingled with oceans of miscellaneous folklore, ascetic moralizing and
learning, popular religious tales, and the sentiments of a comparatively
late period of religiosity in which Visnu-who was a rather unimportant
deity in the Vedic period-is the suprt>me personification of the absolute.
The Bhagavad Glta, which is introduced in Book VI of the Mahabhtirata
and announced as the teaching of Visnu incarnate in the hero KJ11)a, is so
late that it can bring together in one rounded statement the doctrines of
the Siilkhya and Upanisads. and thu-s prepare the ground (as Dr. Zimmer
shows, infra, pp. 578-409) for the final, full-fledged syntheses of the
Vedinta and the Tantra.
Nevertheless the conM!mus of scholarly opinion places the epic battle
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and early Upani~ds were being fixed in the forms in which
they are preserved to the present day. Our example of meta·
physical magic, therefore, may w<·II have been employed by one
or more of the actual comendcrs. lL is preserved in an exegetic
prose compilation belongin~ to the tradition of the ~{g-veda,
known as the Aitareya Brtihma(IU, and is called "The Dying
round the Holy Power.'"""
described in the M ahizbhinala in the early years o{ thC' Aryan con~
qucltt of India, c.. 1100 n.c. (~ef', {or example, Cambrid~t· Hbtory of
India~ Vol. I. p. 276). The field of the battle, Kuruk.setra, lies in a region
between the SutJcj and the Jumna. which was the tenter o{ Indo-Aryan
culture in the period o[ the Br3.hmanas, while the <haracter of the fighting
is continually suggestive of the iliad. What mul>l onc.e have been a com~
paratively brief and brilliant dih·alrouo; epk drew to ihclf, in the course
of the centuries, all tl1e lore and wonder-tales of the various worlds of
Indian life, growing like an avalanche until it em. .ompa-:;~;ed, and i.n tutn
became the supreme in!.piration of, the whole civili1ation of "the land
of the Bharatas." For the pa~t fifteen hundrt'd yean. this prodigious folkepic, in its present form, ha"' supplif'd the prayf'rs and meditations, popular plays, pdnccly entertainment~. moral admonition~. fables, romances,
puppet plays, paintings, !!.Ongs, poetic images, yogi-aphori~1115, nightly
dreams, and patterns for daily wndu't of the hundrt'ds of millions
dwelling between the Vale of Ka~hmir anti the tropical hie of Bali. As
they say in India today: "If you do not find it in the l\fa}uibhiirata you
will not find it in the world."
•o Aitareya Brdhmana 8 . . 28. (Translated by Arthur Berriedale Keith in

The Rigveda Briihmanas, Harvard Oriental Series, Vol. XXV, Cambridge,
Ma~s., 1920.) This work i.!. a tonvcnient introduction to, and specimen of,
the fonns of Brihmana theology and ritual. See especially the remarkable
story of the Brahman youth Sunahf..cp:t, through whom human sacrifices
were abolished (A it. Brahm. 7· 13 ff.). The story is rendered in an exceiJent
prose. (Hymns a~rribed to .SunaMepa in l;lg-veda 1. 24-30. by the way, con·
tain no allusion to the predicament depicted in this legend.) These Brih·
m&JJ.a tales are the oldest spedmrns o£ prose in any Indo-Aryan language;
they arc presented in a mixture o[ prose and verse such as we find again in
ancient Celtic poetry and in the Buddhist legend., of the ]iitaka.
A brit>fer version of "The Dying round the Holy Power"" appears in
Taittr""riya Upani1ad 5·
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"Now comes the dying round the holy power (brahmana[!
parimara!1). He who knows the dying round the holy power,
round him the rivals that vie with and hate him die.
''He who blows here [i.e., the wind, the all-pervading, ever·
moving life-breath of the macrocosm, the vital bn·ath (prii7Ja)
of the universe] is the Holy Power (brahman). [That brahman
is the secret life-essenn· of nerything. "Who knows thus," yo
evam veda, participat<·s in that vital principle's relentless
strength, and in his own rc·strirted sphere can enact its over·
whelming role.] Round him [who hlows here] die these five
deities: the lightning. the rain, the moon, the sun, the fire.
The lightning aher lightening enters into the rain [\·anishes into

the rain, disappears, dissolves. dies in the rain]; it is conccakd;
then men do not perceive it."
That is the basic statement of the charm; now the paralic·!
for the human sphere: "When a man dies, then he is concealed,
then men do not perceive him."
And on the basis of this macromic rocosmic corresponcl('nn·

we learn the following technique: "He [who practices the charm
or ritual of the dying round the holy power, this magic per·
formance (karma) which constitutes part of the "way of ritual
deeds" (karma-miirga) for the attainment of a superhuman
status] should say at the death of lightning [i.e., the moment the
flash is seen to disappear into the rain]: 'Let my cn<"my die, let
him be concealed, may they not perceive him!' [That is the
curse put on the enemy, a charm of destruction by analogy,
working at a distance.] Swiftly they [i.e., the friends of the vic·
tim, other people] perceive him not."
And now we proceed to the next stage of the charm:
"The rain having rained enters into the moon [for the moon
is regarded as the receptacle and main source of the all-enliven·
ing life-sap of the cosmic waters; these in the fonn of rain feed
the vegetable and animal kingdoms, but when the rain ceases
the power re-enters the source from which it became manifest,
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i.e., disappears and dies into King Moon, the vessel of all the
waters of immortal life]; it is concealed; then men do not perceive it."
Now again: "When a man dies, then he is concealed, then
men do not perceive him. He [the practicer of the charm]
should say at the death of the rain: 'Let my enemy die, Jet him
be concealed, may they not p<'rceive himl' Swiftly they perceive
him not.
"The moon at the conjunction enters into the sun; it is concealed; then men do not perceive it. When a man dies, then he
is t·oncealt-d, then men do not perceive him. He should say
at the death of the moon: 'Let my enemy die, let him be concealed, may they not perceive himl' Swiftly they perceive him
not.

"The sun on selling enters into the fire [the sacrificial and
household fire which is kept burning by every family father
and worshiped as the main presiding and tutelary divinity of
the Vedic household; Agni ("fire") is the messenger of the
gods; into his mouth are poured the offerings; on the rising
flame and smoke he then flies with the offerings to the invisible
celestial abodes, where he feeds his brother divinities from his
mouth, as a bird its young]; it is concealed; then men do not
perceive him." The murderous charm is again projected against
the enemy. He shall die as the sun dies every night when its
light and heat are reabsorbed into the fire. The sacrificial fire
keeps burning from sunset to dawn, and the light that in the
morning becomes manifest with the sun is regarded as derived
from it. Fire is thus of greater power than the sun.
"The fire, breathing forth and upward, enters into the wind."
The wind is air, the highest holy power of the universe, />railman, the life-force o[ the world; [or the wind persists in its
blowing when all the other powers of the body of the universe
have temporarily cea~d to exist, when they are no longer manifest but have melted into each other in their regular sequence.
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Anyone worshiping one of these minor powers as though it were
the highest shares in its weakness and must succumb to him
whose superior knowledge of the more comprehensive force
has gained unequaled strength for him. ''It [the fire] is concealed [in the wind]; men do not perceive it...."
The curse of death is then pronounced for the last time, and
this ends the first phase of the charm. But now begins the taSk
of controlling the reverse process:
"Tht·nce are these deities born again; from the wind is born
the fire [fire being churned by means of a stick twirled in a hole
nicked in a board; the stick is of hard wood, the board of
softer; the little flame of fire alights on the board-as it were,
out of the air]; for from breath (prii.IJa) it is born, being kindled
by strength. [The wind in the form of the life-breath-energy
(JtYEVfUl, sjJiritus, pra7_1a) within man, joined to bodily strength
(bala) through man's exertion during the process of churning,
actually produces the fire.]
"Having seen it, he should say: 'Let the fire be born; let not
my enemy be horn; far hence may he hasten away.'"
Then the effect: "Far hence he hastens away.
"From the fire the sun is horn; having seen it, he should
say: 'Let the sun be born; let not my enemy be born; far hence
may he hasten away.' Far hence he hastens away.
"From the sun the moon is horn .... " and when the moon
becomes visible, the operator is to pronounce the same charm.
"From the moon the rain is born.... " The worker of magic
watches the lightning as it appears, and again puts the curse
upon his rival: " 'Let not my enemy be born; far hence may he
hasten away.' Far hence he hastens away.
"This is the dying round the holy power. [Its effectiveness
is guaranteed by its origin and success; as follows:] Maitreya
Kau~rava proclaimed this dying round the holy power to
Sutvan Kairisi Bhargayat;~a. [The first was a priest, the latter d
king.] Round him died five king<; then Sutvan attained great-
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ness (mahat)." He became, that is to say, a maharaja, having
reduced all other rajas to vassalage ur lorced allegiance.
There is a special obscrvan<.e or vow (vrata) that acco1npanies
this magic ritual, and this must be kept by the one who performs it. "lie should not sit down before the foe; if he think
him to be standing, he should stand also. Nor should he lie
down before the foe; if he think him to he sitting, he should sit
also. Nor should he go to slt-cp before the foe; if he think him
awake, he should keep awake also.''
Then at last, the result of all these painstaking observances:
"Even if his enemy has a head of stone, swiftly he lays him low
-lays him low.''
This is a vivid specimen of the magic of him "who knows
thus," yo evam veda. In so far as it depends on knowledge-the
knowledge of brahman-it is an archaic example of jfiiina-rniirga,
the "way of knowledge," but in so far as it can be successful
only when accompanied by a performance of the special observance or vow (vrala), it belongs also to karma-miirga, the "way
of ritual action," the main thing being that it is to be practin·d
without fail on the fi,·e occasions of the birth and death of the
five cosmic powers.
Anyone undertaking such an enterprise of magic for the
gaining of supremacy over unfriendly neighbors-rival feudal
chieftains, perhaps one's own cousins (as in the Mnhabhiirala)
or step-brothers (as in the rase of the constant battle for cosmic
supremacy between the gods and the anti-gods or titans)-will
have a complicated task. It will keep him busy all the while,
what with the fire, the sun rising and setting, and the moon appearing and again disappearing. Particularly during thunderstorms the man will have to be on the alert-the rain starting
and ceasing and the lightning now flashing and immediately
vanishing. He will have to be quick to mutter his curses at precisely the correct instant if he is to cast his spells at the distant
enemy with any hope of success. And with all this business of
7~
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remaining on one's feet, not lying down while the enemy is
sitting, and not going to sleep before the rival, the one practicing the charm must have had much the look of a neurotic
caught by a strange obsession. Yet, obviously, all would be well
worth the trouble if the secret weapon got rid of the ring of
enemies and opened to him, yo evam veda, the dominion of
paramount royal rule.
This is a sample of magic arthHa.stra 11 from as terrible an
age of internecine warfare as any period in Indian history: for
that matter, any period in the history of the world. It was an
age that ended with the mutual slaughter, the self-extcnnination, of the whole of Indian chivalry, tenninating the older
style of Aryan feudal kingship. The great blood-bath depicted
in the Mahabhiirata marked at once the climax and the close
of the Vedir-,\ryan feudal age. In the following period, which
was that of the Upani~ds, the Sanskrit term fur '"hero," vira,
was no longer applied primarily to the man of action but instead
to the saint-the sage who harl become the master, not of others,
not of the surrounding kingdoms of the world, but of himself.

5.
Brahman
THE TERM brahman, which in the translation above is rendered "holy power" (brahmana/.! parimara/.!, "the dying round
11 Note that this term (cf. supra, p. s6) refers both to the literature of
the science in general and to a particular volume on the subject written

by C".inakya Kau\ilya.
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the holy power"), has been from Vedic times to the present day
the most important single conct·pt of Hindu religion and philosophy. As we proceed in our present study, the meaning of
brahman will open out and become clear; it is not a word that
one ran simply translate into English. Nevertheless, we may
prepare the ground by a brief preliminary investigation, conducted along lines that have been held in high esteem in Vedic
theology, and in the later Hindu sciences, as a technique for
disrowring not only the meaning or a term (niiman) but also tht·
rs.cntial natme of the denoted object (riipa); by a review,
that is to say, or the etymology of the vocables in question.
Tal.ing the phrase, /Jmlnnana(z tmrimaralz: the root mar, "LO
die," is rt'latcd to "mona]," and the prefix f>ari corresponds to
the c;n·ek JTF(.JI, ''around" (viz. jJeri·meLcr, "mt'asurement around,
i.e., 'irnnnlerrncc"; jJl!Ti·sfopc. "an instrmnent for looking
around"). The ending -a(z, whirh is added to the root, forms a
\rrhal noun. And so we n·ad this tcnn parimaralz "the dyin!{
around."
As a translation of brahman in the above context, Profesmr
Keith's rendering, "the holy power," seems to me an apt and
happy choke-a circumscription of the term that fits very well
the special case o[ the magic text. ln the noun brah-man, brahis the stem, -71WI! the ending (the fonn -manalz, of the text, is
the genitive). This ending -man will be recognized in at-man,
kar-man, nii-man; its force is the formation of a noun of action
(nomina actimzis). For example, til-man, from the root an, "to
breathe" (some believe, rather, from at, "to go") is the principle
of Ill rathing (or of going). which is life. Similarly, kar-man,
frmn the root kr, "to make," is "work, action, rite, perform·
ance''; and nii.-man, from the root jii.ii, "to know," means
"name."
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Now the stem brah- occurs in a shorter, weaker form as brh-;
a2 Naman is the form of the stem, ntima the fonn of the nominative
singular; so also, karman, karma; the nominative of dtman is litmd. Com·
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and both formations appear in the alternate names of the Vedic
deity Brhas-pati, called also Brahmat;~as-pati, who is the housepriest and guru of Indra, king of the gods. Just as every human
l..ing has as guru a Brahman house-priest who serves also as
court-magician-defending the king from demons, diseases, and
the black magic of his enemies, while working counter-magic
in tum, to make the king paramount, a maharaja-so too was
Indra served by this divine Brhaspati, the enactor of the traditional role of th~ king-god's spiritual and political adviser. It
was, indeed, by virtue of the power-wisdom of B~haspati that
Indra conquered the anti-gods or titans (asuras) and held them
at bay in their subt,~rrancan mansions.
Brhaspati is the heavenly ardll·type of the caste of the Brahmans- a di' inc pe1~onilication o£ ritual skill and inventiveness,
unfailing in cunning devices, embodying the very quintessence
of the highly developed intellectual faculties of the Hindu
genius. He is reg-arded as the first of the divine priestly ancestors of one of the two most ancient Vedic priestly families, the
Angiras, whose descendants, in close friendship with the
heavenly powers during tl1e dim ages at the beginnings of time,
beheld the gods in visions and gave expression to their visions
in the potent stanzas (rc, rg) of the .flg-veda.•• That is why the
wisdom-power of these stanzas is capable of conjuring gods to
sacrificial rites, gaining their good will, and winning their assistance for the ends of man-or rather, for the ends of the
particular family in control of the Vedic hymn. The Sanskrit
ending -pati of the word Brhas-fJati means "lord" (compare the
Greek n6m;, "hushand, spouse," fern. :n:Otvw, "mistress, queen").

Literally then, Brhas-pati is "the Pot-ent One," the one with the
pare yogin, )'og'i. Scholars have not been consistent in their selection of
the form in which tu carry over these Sanskrit nouns. For example,
i~ more commonly "f'Cn than ilmQ, karma than karman.
11 The Sanskril word ailgira.f is related to the Gref'k ciyyd.o;, whence
"angel."
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power of wielding brh or brah. And so what is brah1 As we shall
•cc-it is something far from "intellect."
Brh occurs as a verb of which only the present participle
survives, this being employed as an adjective: the commonly
encountered brh-ant, meaning "great." Furthermore, there is a
derivative form (with an inserted nasal: brmh) which appears in
the verb brmh-ayati, "to make brh, to render bfh," i.e., "to make
or n·ndet great"; for brh means "to grow, to increase" and.
when referring to sounds, "to roar." Brmhita, which, as we have
just seen, signifies "made great," when referring to sounds denotes "the roaring of an elephant"-that mighty trumpeting
which, whether angry or triumphant, is the greatest of all animal noises. Brh-the word itself-has a highly sonorous ring.
Brmhayati in classic Hindu medicine denotes the art of increasing the life·strength in weak people; the art of making
fat. The doctor "fattens" (brmhayati) those who are thin. Similarly, divinities become b'(7hhita, "fattened, swollen, puffed up,"
by hymns and praises; and men, in return, by blessings. There
is a prayer pronounced over one setting forth on a journey:
Ari~.tam TJrnja fJanthanam mad-anudhyiina-brmhitii: "Proceed
along your path, and may it be free of obstacles and harm. You
arc increased (brmhilil) by my soul-force, which accompanies
you in the form of my inward vision." To which is pronounced
the reply: Tejo-rdha-brmhital;l: "These (enemies) I shall slay,
being swollen or increased, by the half of your fiery lifestrength.""
Brmhayati means "increase, strengthen, fortify, intensify," and
tbe Vedic noun barha7Jd, from the same root, denotes "power,
strength." Thus it appears that, in the Vedic vocabulary, brahman corresponded exactly to what the Hinduism of subsequent
centuries terms sakti: "energy, force, power, potency."" A
a4 Editor-s note: I have not been able to locate the source of this quotation.
aG Editor's note: It has become customary in the Occident to designate

the orthodoxy of the first great Indo-Aryan period (the religion of the
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person who is .lak-ta is "potent to do something." Indra, king of
the gods, is sak-ra, "the potent one," tlle one endowed with
strength;•• and his queen, lndriiJ.Ii, is correspondingly saci, "the
potent female." Professor Keith, therefore, was being quite
exact when he chose the term "'holy power" to render brahman,
in his translation of the old Vedic charm.
Power, the supreme aim and instrumeut of magic, was in
fact the great and determinative dement in all Vedic priestcraft.
As we have seen, he who knows and can avail himself o[ the
highest power in the universe is all-powerful himself. The
power is to be found everywhtte and assumes many forms,
many manifestations. It abides with man-not in tl1e outermost
stratifications of his nature, but at the very core, in the innermost sanctum of his life. From there it wells up. 1t increases,
floods into man's body and brain. And it can be made to grow,
so that it takes form and bursts into the mind as a vision, or to
the tongue in the lasting form of the powerful magic spell, the
potent stanza. The word brahman in the Vedic hymns simply
means, in many cases, "this stanza, this vcne, this line." l''or
example: "By this stanza (aneua brahma!Jii) I make you free
from disease."

111

Btahman as the cha1m, or saned magic formula, is the crystallized, frozen form (the convenient, handy fonn, as it were) ol
the highest divine energy. This energy is perennially latent in
man, dormant, yet capable of being stirred to creative wakeful·
ness through concentration. By brooding upon it, hatching it,
Veda~. Br3.hmana~. and Upani!.ads) by Lhe name "Br3.hmani&m," and that
of the pmt-Buddhistic period and modern India (the religion of the
Bhagavad Gilil, and of the Vcdantic, Puranic, and T3ntric teachers) by
the name "Hinduhm." For the tenn lakti, d. supra, p. 6J, Editor's note.
ao Snk-ra, "endowed with lnk"; compare dhi-ra, "endowed with dhi,"
i.e., with the virtue of clh)•iina, profound religious meditation. Dhira means
"steady, steadfru.t, &trong-minded, courageous, calm, energetic, wise, deep.
agreeable, gentle"'; but then also. "'lazy, dull, headstrong. bold."'
1'

A.tharva Veda., passim.
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the wizard priest makes it available to his mind and purpose,
bringing it to crystallization in the charm. Not yet so crystallized, in its unprecipitated, liquid or ethereal state, it is the
powerful urge and surge that rises from man's unconscious
being. Brahman, in other words, is that through which we live
and act, the fundamental spontaneity of our nature. Proteuslike, it is capable of assuming the form of any specific emotion,
vision, impulse, or thought. It moves our conscious personality
by premonitions, flashes of advice, and bursts of desire, but its
source is hidden in the depth, outside the pale of sense·
experience and the mind-process. Brahman transcends these,
hence is "transcendental" (what in modern psychology we term
"unconscious"). Brahman properly is that which lies beyond the
sphere and reach of intellectual consciousness, in the dark, great,
unmeasured zone of height beyond height, depth beyond depth.
Brahman, then, the highest, deepest, final, transcendental
power inhabiting the visible, tangible levels of our nature,
transcends both the so-called "gross body" (sthula-1arira) and
the inner world of forms and experiences-the notions, ideas,
thoughts, emotions, visions, fantasies, etc.-of the "subtle body"
(suk,<ma-sarira). As the power that turns into and animate•
everything in the microcosm as well as in the outer world, it is
the divine inmate of the mortal coil and is identical with the
Self (litman)-the higher aspect of that which we in the West
style (indiscriminately) the "soul."
For in our Occidental concept of the "soul" we have mixed
up, on the one hand, elements that belong to the mutable
sphere of the psyche (thoughts, emotions, and similar elements
of ego-consciousness), and ou the other, what is heyond, behind,
or above these: the indestructible ground of our existence,
which is the anonymous Self (Self with a capital S; by no means
the bounded ego), far aloof from the trials and history of the
personality. This invisible source of life is not to be confused
with the tangible matter, nerves and organs, receptacles and
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vehicles, of the manifest life-process, which constitute the gross
body; neither with any of the various highly individualized
faculties, states of reasoning, emotions, feelings, or perceptions
that go to make up the subtle body. The true Self (i.itman;
brahman) is wrapped within, and not to be confused with, all
the '"spiritual" and '"material" stratifications of its perishable
covering.
Brahman-cosmic power, in the supreme sense of the termis the essence of all that we are and know. All things have been
precipitated wonderfully out of its omnipresent all-transcending
omnipotence. All things bring it into manifestation-but only
the holy wisdom of the competent wizard-sage deserves its name;
for this sage is the one being in the universe devoted to making
conscious in himself, and corzsciously manifest in action, that
which in all else is deeply hidden. Brhas-pati, Brahmal).as-pati,
is the potent knower and bringer into form of every kind of
sign and instrument of sacred wisdom: charms, hymns, and
rites, as well as exegetical interpretations and elucidations. In
him the bubbling waters from the hidden source (which is the
divine power in us all) flow freely, abundantly, and with unremitting force. To tap and live by those waters, fed by their
inexhaustible force, is the alpha and omega of his priestly role.
And he is able to maintain himself in that role because of the
yoga technique that has always attended, gnided, and constituted one of the great disciplines of Indian philosophy.
Every being dwells on the very brink of the infinite ocean of
the force of life. We all carry it within us: supreme strengththr plenitude of wisdom. It is never bamed and cannot be done
away, yet is hidden deep. It is down in the darkest, profoundest
vault of the castle of our being, in the forgotten well-house, the
deep cistern. What if one should discover it again, and then draw
from it unceasingly? That is the leading thought of Indian philosophy. And since all the Indian spiritual exercises are devoted
seriously to this practical aim-not to a merely fanciful contem8o
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plation or discussion of lofty and profound ideas-they may well
he regarded as representing one of the most realistic, rna ttcr-offact, practical-minded systems of thought and training ever set
up hy the human mind. How to come to Brahman and remain in touch with it; how to become identified with Brahman,
living out of it; how to become divine while still on earth-transformed, reborn adamantine while on the earthly plane; that is
the quest that has inspired and deified the spirit of man in
India through the ages.
Still, we cannot say that this is exclusively an Indian objective; for it is reflected in many myths throughout the world.
The ancient Mesopotamian hero Gilgamesh set forth to seek
the \Vatercress of Immortality. The Arthurian knight Owein
found the Fountain of Life; Parsifal, the Holy Grail. So likewise, Hcrakles overcame the guardian monster-dog of the realm
of death, and after numerous deeds of valor ascended in the
flame of the funeral pyre to a seat of immortality among the
~ods. Jason and the Greek heroes of his day, in their stout vessel Argo, gained the Golden Fleere. Orpheus sought Eurydice,
his cherished soul, hoping to bring her back from among the
shadows. And the Chinese emperor Shih Huan~ sent forth an
expedition (which never returned) imo the vast Eastern Sea, to
secure the Plant o[ Immortality hom the Isles o[ the Blest.
Such tales represent in the universally known pkture·language
of mythology the one primal and final, everlasting human quest.
The adventure was continued in medieval Europe in the secret
laboratories of the mysterious alchemists, who were concerned
with the transmutation of vile matter into imperishable gold
and the production of the philosophers' stone-that materialized
Brahman, containing a supreme power over all phenomena,
which should be potent to change everything into anything.
Throughollt the world we find men striving for this summum
IJOnum: the gold, the pearl, the watercress of deathlessness.
Maui, the trickster-hero of Pnlynesia, lost his life attempting
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to win immortality for mankind by diving down the throat of
J.is anrestress llinc-nui-tc-po. The search has been pursued in
many ways. We of the West are continuing it, even today,
through the science of our doctors of medicine. The unique thing
about the quest as conducted in India is its formulation and purwit in tenm of thought. Indian philosophy, therefore, does not
('Ontradict, but rather elucidates and rorrohorates the universally
J..nownmythologiral symbols. It is a practical mental and physical
discipline for their realization in life through an awakening and
adjustment of the mind.
llefon· embarking, however, on our study of the Indian
terhniques for this perennial human adventure, we must h"'in
some sense of the general state of Indian human affairs. This
can he done by tracing in brief outline India's thre<· philosophies of worldly life-those of the so-called trivarga:'" the politi< al '''"'trines of the arthasiistra, psychological of the kama;;;stra, and ethical nf the dharmasastra. For what men have to
transform into divine essence are precisely the vicissitudes that
affiict their tangible personalities-the bandages of their desires
and sufferings, possessions (artha), delights (kiima), and virtues
(dharma). It is to these, which are the very life of the Old Adam,
that the hero-adventurer dies when he passes from the known
and familiar to what is beyond and undemcath it. omnipresent
but normally out of reach. Rebinh, release, means to go beyond what is known.
One cannot but feel that such a sublime flight as India's into
the transcendental realm would never have been attempted had
the conditions of life been the least bit less hopeless. Release
(mok~a) can become the main preoccupation of thought only
when what binds human beings to their secular nortnal exist·
ences affords absolutely no hope-represenLS only duties, burdens, and obligations, proposing no promising tasks or aims that
88 Cf. supra~ p. 41; the [ourth sphere of philosophy, mok$a, "release,"
is to be the topic of Part I II.
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stimulate and justify mature ambitions on the plane of earth.
India's propensity for transcendental pursuit and the misery
of India's history arc, most certainly, intimately related to each
other; they must not be regarded separately. The ruthless philosophy of politics and the superhuman achievements in meta·
physics r<"prcsent the two sides of a single experience of life.

PART I I
THE PHILOSOPHIES OF TIME

I. THE PHILOSOPHY OF SUCCESS

1.

The World at War
in August 1939, I read of the German-Russian nonW aggression
pact, which just preceded the opening of the
HEN,

present war,' I was as much surprised as many who were supposed to understand more than Indologists about political affairs and who might have known better. Yet as soon as I learned
of this startling alliance between two powers that had been
thought to be natural enemies, professing conHicting interests
and ideals of life, I was reminded of a Hindu tale, a beast fable
figuring in the epicMa/uibltiirala-that unique and inexhaustible
treasury of spiritual and secular wisdom. It was the parable of
a cat and a mouse. And its t(·aching was that two sworn and
deadly enemies, such as Hitler's Gennany and Stalin's Russia,
might very well enter in to an alliance and present a united front,
if such an arrangement suited the temporary interests of both.
Once upon a time-so runs this timely tale '-there Jived a
wildcat and a mouse; and they inhabited the same tree in the
• Editor's note: The lectures of this chapter were delivered in the spring
of •94•·
t Mahtlbhtirata 1 a. 1 1J8.
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jungle, the mouse dwelling in a hole at its root, and the wild
tomcat up in the branches, where it lived on bird's eggs and
inexperienced fledglings. The cat enjoyed eating mice also; but
the mouse of tl1e tale had managed to keep out of reach of its
paw.
Now one day a trapper placed a cunning net beneath the
tree, and the cat tltat night became entangled in the meshes.
The mouse, delighted, came out of its hole and took conspicu·
ous pleasure in walking around the trap, nibbling at the bait,
and generally making the most of the misfortune. When lol
it became aware that two other enemies had arrived. Overhead,
in the dark foliage of the tree, perched an owl with sparkling
eyes, who was just about to pounce, while on the ground a
stalking mongoose was approaching. The mouse, in a sudden
quandary, decided quickly on a surprising stratagem. It drew
in close to the cat and declared that if it were permitted to slip
into the net and take shelter in the eat's bosom it would repay
its host by gnawing through the meshes. The other agreed.
And the little animal, having delayed only long enough to re·
ceive the promise, gladly darted in.
But if the cat expected a prompt release it was disappointed;
for the mouse nestled comfortably in against its body, hiding
as deeply as possible in the fur in order to disappear from the
sight of the two watchful enemies without, and then, safely
sheltered, decided to have a quiet nap. The cat protested. The
mouse declared there was no hurry. It knew that it could slip
from the trap in an instant, and that its disgruntled host would
simply have to be patient, with the hope of getting free. So it
frankly told its natural enemy that it thought it would wait
until the trapper appeared; the cat, then threatened in its turn,
would not be able to take advantage of its freedom by catching
and devouring its deliverer. There was nothing the larger ani·
mal could do. Its little guest took a nap between its very paws.
The mouse peacefully waited for the coming of the hunter,
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and then, when the man could be seen approaching to inspect
his traps, safely fulfilled its pledge by quickly gnawing through
the net and darting into its hole, while the cat, with a desperate
leap, broke free, got up into the branches, and escaped the
death at hand.
This is a typical example from the vast treasure store of
India's beast fables of political wisdom. It gives an idea of the
cold-blooded cynical realism and sophistication that is the very
life-sap and flavor of the ancient Indian style of political theory
and casuistry. The quick-witted mouse, completely unpreju·
diced in his forming of alliances to stave off danger, was, besides
being bold, a master of the art of timing. But the episode of
the net was not the end of this affair. The further course of the
talc presents the particular point intended for the instruction
of the Hindu kings and their chancellors.
Following the departure of the disappointed huntsman from
the scene with his shattered net, the cat came down from the
branches and, approaching the mousehole, called in sweetly to
tlte mouse. He invited it to come up and rejoin its old com·
panion. The common predicament of the night just past (so
the cat maintained) and the assistance that the two had so loy·
ally given to each other in their common struggle for survival
had forged a lasting bond that expunged their former differ·
ences. Henceforward the two should be friends forever, and
trust each other implicitly. But the mouse demurred. It remained cold to the tomcat's rhetoric, stoutly refusing to come
out of its secure abode. The paradoxical situation that had
thrown the two together in a queer temporary co-operation
having passed, no words could induce the canny little creature
to draw near again to its natural enemy. The mouse brought
forth in justification of its rejection of the other's insidious
kindly sentiments the formula that is intended to be the moral
of the tale, which is, frankly and simply, that on the battleground of politics there is no such thing as lasting friendship.
8g
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There can be no traditional bond, no cordial alliance, no
sticking together in the future because of common experiences,
perils, and victories in the past. In the course of the unremitting struggle of political powers-whirh is like that of beasts
in the wildemess, p•eying and feeding upon each other, each
devouring what it can-friendships and alliances are but temporary expedients and attitudes, enforced by common interests and suggested by need and desire. The moment the actual occasion for mutual assistance has passed, the reason for as
well as the safet)' of the companionship has also passed. For
what governs politirs is never friendship, but only temporary
ro-opet·ation and as;istance, inspired by common threats or by
parallel hopes of gain. and supported by the natural selfishness
of each of the allies. There is no such thing as an altruistic alliance. Loyalties do not exist. And where friendship is pleaded,
that is only a mask. There must be no "Union Now."
So it was that .Japan, at the beginning of the present century,
wooed and !(ain<·d the support of Britain to weaken Russia in
Persia, in the 1'\ear fast. and at the Dardanelles. Then, in the
first \Vorld \\'ar, Japan became the ally of England and Russia,
together with France, in ordl'r to drive Germany out of China
(Kiaochow) and take possession of Germany's Pacific islands.
Whereas in the present struggle, Japan has become the ally of
Germany, has conquered France in Indo-China, and seems to
be seriously threatening the colonial empire of England. Apparently the ancient Hindu political wisdom of the first millennium B.C. is still a good key to the political thinking of
Asiatic peoples.
It is a remarkably good key, also, to international politics
throughout the world; for its utterly unmoral. premoral point
of view brings out, and formulates with the role! precision of a
kind of political algebra. certain fundamental natural laws that
govern political life, no matter where. England, for example,
before the first 'Vorld War, discovered that she had to ally her-
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self with Russia to check the rise of Germany-even though
Russian and British imperialism w<"Te themselves at odds and
had been in collision throughout the better part of the nineteenth century. From 1933 to 1938, on the other hand, following Hitler's coming into power and until the ;\Iuuich cnllapse
of the appeasement policy, England tolerated and even favored
the rise of Nazism as a possible ""feguard against the danger of
the spread of Communism over Middle Europe. After 1\Iunich,
England again sought alignment with Russia-against what was
now the Nazi peril. And so today [MaH·h, 19-12] we have liberal,
democratic, capitalistic England hand in haucl with Communist
Russia ag-Jinst a common foe.
Such fluctuations in our mode111 international situation indicate that the theories of politics evolved in Indian antiquity
may be by no means out of date. They have remained unnoticed, largely because overshadowed hy the world-wide reputation of India's great metaphysical and religious philo~ophies
of release-Buddhism, V<·danta, and the rest; hut this does not
mean that they could be of no usc or interest to the modern
mind. It is only in the past few decades that these hard-headed
political doctrines have been brought to our attention, as a result of the recent editions and translations by scholarly specialists. And it appears that they really might figure usefully among
the required studies of the modern foreign service offices. Composed by astnte Brahmans trained in the complex formalities and
perilous rituals of commerce with the superhuman powers, they
were intended for use in a very real, intricate, and ruthless political game. Specifically, they were composed for the guidance
of chancellors and ministers. These, mostly of Brahman extraction, were the advisers of the Hindu rlespots in secular life as
well as in their spiritual affairs. They are textbooks, that is to
say, written for and by professionals, and, as such, are as technical and thoroughgoing as the handbooks, or siitras,• of any of
• Cf. supra} p. 38, note 22.
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the other Indian crafts: carpentry, medicine, witchcraft, priestcraft, or the dance.
The popular Hindu tradition of the beast fables, which runs
parallel in doctrine to the more technical professional treatises,
became known to the Occident centuries ago. The vivid case
histories-presenting, under the entertaining guises of the animal kingdom, the perplexing situations and issues of policy that
everywhere confront kings, states, and private individuals, both
in the great struggle for survival and in the lesser emergencies
of everyday life-have been the delight of many generations in
the West. But their value for the interpretation of current situations, and for the understanding of international politics in
general, has not yet been realized. To the Hindu mind, on the
other hand, the pertinence of the beast fable to the high art of
intrigue and defense has always been apparent.
The best known collection, the Pancatantra, entered Europe
as early as the thirteenth century A.D. through the medium of
Semitic translations (Arabic and Hebrew), and finally became
known, as La Fontaine phrases it, "en toutes les langues." 4 But
the systematic Artha.lastra of Cat_lakya Kautilya was not made
available until 1909. I can still remember vividly what a surprising discovery this was for all concerned-the rather restricted
• The Directorium humanae vitae, c. 1270, was a Latin translation
made by the Jew, John of Capua, from a Hebrew version, which in turn
had been tram.latcd from an Arabic translation o{ a Persian translation
from the Sanskrit. An Old Spanish rendering had appeared in 1251,
taken from the same Arabic version. John of Capua's Latin was translated
into German in the fifteenth century (Das buch der byspel der alien
wysen~ c. 1481), and into Italian in the sixteenth (A. F. Doni, La moral
filosophia~ Venice, 1552). Sir Thomas North translated the Italian into
English (The Morall Philosophie of DoniJ London, 1570). and in the
seventeenth century numerous printed versions appeared in many tongues.
La Fontaine drew most of the subjects of his second volume of Fables
from the Paiicatantra-which he describes in his preface as •1es fables de
Pilpay, sage indien.''
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circle, that is to say, of scholarly specialists in Europe, the
United States, and India. The caustic and sententious style,
literary facility, and intellectual genius displayed do high credit
to the master of political devices who composed this amazing
treatise. Much of the material was quarried {rom old<T sources,
the work being founded on a rich tradition of earlier political
teachings, whid1 it superseded, but which is still reflected
through its quotations and aphorisms; and yet the study as a
whole ronveys the impn·ssion of being the production of a single, greatly superior mind. We know little-or perhaps nothing
-of the author. The rise of Candragupta, the founder of the
Maurya dynasty, to paramount kingship over northern India
in the third century B.c., and the important role of his dynasty
during the following centuries, have contributed a practically
impenetrable glow ollcgcnd to the lame of the fabled chancellor,
Kautilya, whose art is supposed to ha\e brought the whole
historical period into being.•

2.
The Tyra11t State
WHEN we review the theories and devices of the Hindu master statesman, we behold the ancient style of despotism in all its
power and weakness, and begin to undt'rstand something of the

• Cf. supra, p. 87• and Appendix B. For a history of this period, cf. Sir
George I>unbar, A History of India, from the earliest times to the prrsent

day, 2nd edition, London, '939· pp. 85·57· "The Maurya Empire."
Kautilya is one of the very few historical individuals who have been
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smtster backgrounds of the Indian political scene: the everrecurrent tragedy, the constant perils of the individual, the
total lack of S<'rurity, and the ahsence of all those rights whirh
we cherish today as pertaining to our basic human freedom.
The world depicted was that of the lonely monarch-dictator,
supported by a vast and costly military machine and a monstrous
system of secret espionage and police-which included informants, prostitutes, sycophants, thugs, sham ascetics, and professional poisoners; a terrihl(· organimtion of despotism similar to
that described by the Greek historians in their accounts of the
llasileus of ancient Persia, "the King of Kings."
For it was the empire of Persia-as established by Cyrus the
Great (550---529 B.C.), and as carried on magnificently until its
sudden collapse when Darius Ill (336-330) was defeated by
Alexander the Great-tl.at set the model for the monarchies in
neighboring India.• Persia was the first state in history to bring
kingship to an absolute, unquestionable, and overwhelming
position of power through sheer military might. Within three
generations-from Cyrus through Cambyses to Darius I (521-t86)-the armies of the Persians shattered all of the known andent kingcloms in e\l·ry rlirertion (civilizations of highly divergent characte1 ), so that the tyrant's control soon extended from
the Black Sea and the Caucasus in the north, soutilward to the
mouth of the Tigris and Euphrates and even into Egypt, and
from Syria and Asia Minor in the west, eastward through
Afghanistan to the Tnrlns Vall<"y and into India proper. No such
immortalized in Indian poetry. He apprars in thf' Mudriiriiklasa, a play
of S<''\'c'n acto; by ViS3k.hadatta (of the fifth, eighth, or ninth century A.n.),

the subject of which is the rooting out of the Nanda dynasty by Kautilya,
and his winning over of the Nanda chancellor, Riksasa, to the cause of
his own royal pmtep,e, Candragupta. There is an English translation by
H. H. Wilson, lVorks-, London, 1871, Vol. XII, pp. 125ff.
11 Note that the period about to be described is that following the early
Indo-Aryan feudal age of the Vedas, Brihmanas, the Upan~ads. Cf. supra,
p. 8, Editor's note, and Appendix B.
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forcible unification of peoples had ever been achieved before.
An astounding variety of independently flourishing populations
was conquered and forcibly knit into that single, mighty, brutal
system. The army, which was second to none in the world, laid
low whatever stood in its way, until it came against the rugged
Scythians north of the Dardanelles and the stout Greeks fight·
ing in the heart of their homeland. All the other domains
within reach were reduced to the status of mere provinces under
the hard control of the single Basileus.
This frightening super-king, dwelling in his sunlike, glorious capital, Perscpolis, was described as having his "eyes and
ears everywhere"-which meant simply that his unnumbered
spies and secret agents were on the alert throughout the empire,
to watch and infonn upon the enslaved populations (peoples of
numerous faiths, languages, and races, 1nultitudinous, and di~
\'ided among themselves). A complex, effirient system of informants, denouncers, and plain-clothes men-making use also of
the demimonde and the underworld-covered the conquered
provinces with a close and inescapable network. The frontiers
and roads of entry were controlled by a passport service, while
all travelers and political ambassadors within the realm were
strictly supervised. Vigilance of this kind was absolutely neccs·
sary to uphold the achievements won through sheer violence;
the forced unification of the whole of Near Eastern Asia could
be maintained only by a crushing. suspicious, ruthless administration. Secret agents were delegated to shadow even the high
officials of the government.
All of which sounds ominously familiar; for today we arc
being reintroduced to such things by the reports that are com·
ing steadily from within the new tyrant states of Europe and
Asia. Indeed, anyone who may wish to visualize and understand the actual historical model on which the philosophy of
Kautilya's Arthalastra was based would do well to study the
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world-picture of the modern day-as well as that ancient Persian
prototype, of which the dynasties in India (rising, spreading
and collapsing, towering and vanishing into dust) were the
faithful copies. Furthermore, such a consideration would facilitate one's understanding of the basic tendency of escape from
secular life which characterizes the tradition of classic Indian
thought-the holy way of mok~a '-the serious search for release
from the perils and pains of earthly bondage, through the attainment of some kind of metaphysical equanimity.
The records of the Buddhists and Jainas make it possible to
study the state of India in the sixth and fifth centuries B.C. At
that time the political structun·s of the Aryan feudal period
were disintegrating, thus leaving the way open for the development of the harsher Persian style. The pattern can be compared
to that of the late and declining medievalism of the fifteenth
century in Italy and Germany: a flowering chaos of petty principalities and free cities, all vying with each other jealously,
desperately fighting for survival and struggling for ascendancy,
most of them doomed to become absorbed or subordinated in
the end by larger, rising states, governed by uncontrollable
monarchs. In the petiod immediately preceding the day of
Kau~ilya, this stage of enforced unification seems to have been
practically completed-at least for the northern part of Indiaunder the Nanda dynasty, which it was to be his great achievement to overthrow. The model of the Persian techniques for
the reduction of extensive areas of formerly independent peoples and the shaping of them into helpless provinces, the sowing
of suspicion and mutual distrust among them, disarmament of
the conquered populations and the induction of their manhood
into the tyrant's arn1y to serve in distant fields, all had already
become fundamental to the new Indian conception of statecraft and social discipline. The much older, native Indian ideal
1

For a discussion of this term, d. supra, p. 41.
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of the "divine world-emperor" (cakravartin) • was to be girded,
so to say, with the up-to-date instruments of aggressive militarism, and coarsely parodied through the crushing administration
of conquered lands.
The official art of Kau~ilya's Maurya dynasty, as represented
by the monuments of King Asoka's reign (2n-232 n.c.), bears
witness to the influence of tlte Persian style (Plate /). Such an
art, in spite of its iconology, has no real flavor of the rcli·
gious; it is an art of pomp, secular display, and succeS>. For in
terms of the new Persian type of Indian despotism, kingship
lacked the idea of sanctity, the idea of a divine mandate bestowed
by the gods on the bearer of the crown; rather, the state was a
demonstration and reflex of the personal power of the king him·
self-a prodigious unification of disparate regions by a steel-hard
central tyranny, in perpetual danger of disinteh>Tation. What it
required-and all that it required-to survive was a kind of super·
man in the seat of control, a superdemon, who, by superior talent,
intellect, and cunning, could keep the whole impossibly intricate machine running at the peak of power.
This remained the post-feudal Indian view, even though in
Persia a new touch was added hy Darius I (521-4Rfi B.c.), when
he restored the dynasty after Cambyses' death and the conspiracy
of Pseudo-Smerdis and the Magians, in the year 521. Darius made
bold to claim a divine mandate for himself and his reign. He is
represented in an inscription carved on a cliff at Behistun standing triumphant over his enemies and receiving the divine sup·
port of the highest Persian god, Ahma·Mazda. This was bold, and
yet not quite a new thing either; for it followed the precedent
of an ageless, practically universal world tradition. The Chines~
emperor, for example, had for centuries been styled "The Son
of Heaven" (t'ien-tse), and was supposed to embody not only the
•Infra, pp. 127-139· Cf. also Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, Spiritual Author·
ity and Temporal Power in the Indian Theory of GotJernment, New Haven,

'94•·
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royal but also the priestly principle. He was the mediator between
heaven and earth. And should his dominion suffer from defeat,
famine, or corruption and himsdf be overthrown, his fall was to
be interpt etecl as a sign that heaven (l'ien) had withdrawn its
mandate, dissatisfied because of some personal deficien~-y in the
higher virtues. The usurper who then managed to establish the
new dynasty obviously drew to his own house the heavenly favor
and bore the Hea,enly 1\landate (l'ien ming) on his victorious
brow.
The heads of the later Hindu kings lacked this light of glory.
Not the supreme Lord of the W"orld but only the goddess of
fortune, Fortuna, Sri Lak~mi, a fickle and comparatively weak
divinity, was rt·garded as their guarantor of succes.• and continued
rule. And she forsook her favorite the moment fate (daivam) left
him in the lurch. Temporarily she was incarnate in the king's
supreme queen, so long as any reason for the connection lasted,
but if he dallied away his prosperity in self-indulgence, or fell
victim to some mightier rival, she withdrew-reluctantly and in
tears-to besrow her favors on her next crowned fondling. Sri
Lak~mi had nothing to do with virtue, but only with politics and
the turn of the wheel of time. The philosophy of life of the
Hindu kings and chancellors was fatalistic, skeptical, and unregenerately realistic.

3.
Valor against Time
THERE is an age-long argument that comes down through the
Hindu literature of all eras, from the feudal period, as represented in the Mahiibharata, to the works of comparatively modg8

VALOR AGAINST TlMF.

ern Hinduism. Which (it is asked) is the more potent, the fmally
decisive factor in life's ceaseless struggle for survival and success,
personal valor or the simple, fatal turn of time? • Those who
speak for the former-virya, that dauntless prowess and endur·
ance of the hero who never yields but battles through and out·
lives all reversals, never is downed but has the fortitude to rise
again, and thus ultimately masters stubborn, stony, merciless fate
-maimain that \'alor in the end prevails; and this argument is
used against the weakling who bccom<·s disheartened, life's exile
who gives in, the craven who resigns and abandons the game. \Ve
detect in this view of life and destiny something of the British
bulldog attitude, though without the Christian belief tllat the
right cause will prevail, and that a humble acceptance of one's
own sufferings as punishment for shortcomings and faults will
have redeeming power.
The opposite argument is one of blank fatalism, based on sad
and long experience. Many of the most valorous fighters in the
course of history, it is declared, have failed, time and time again.
Brave men have Iought in vain, to the last stroke, against ri•ing
tides that have swept all away, while men of comparatively lit tie
valor, delighted by all the blandishments of Fortune, have sat
proudly and safely in the seat of the hero. For in history there
are times and tides. There are mounting periods, when everything
supports the hero-conqueror. He rides the wave. His very faults
and deficiencies turn to his advantage. No reversal can break his
career. And his enemies, though great with valor and backed by
superior resources, struggle in vain to halt his triumphant march.
"Time" (kala), the supreme power, favors him-that is all. But
time proceeds in cycles, now expanding, now contracting. The
hero's career only happens to coincide with a period of increase.
The gods-so runs this hopeless argument-in their battle witlt
the anti-gods, gained tlte victory, not because of valor, not by
cunning or by the craft of their all-knowing Brahman-priest ad·
e Cf. Mahdbharata u. 25; I!J. 6; and passim.
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visers, but only because time favored them. The moment arrived
for the gods to crush their enemies and gain the dominion of the
universe, and this carried them to their lofty seats. But time revolves, and they will in time be swept away. Borne from glory
into exile, they will then be the ones filled with impotent rage,
while the demons, triumphant now, set up their own ungodly
rule.
No one can battle time. Its tides are mysterious. One must
learn to accept them and submit to their unalterable rhythm. So
it was that when divine KnQa became incarnate on earth and
gave support to his kingly human friend Arjuna, the latter was
filled with superhuman power and seemed a hero whom no one
could overcome. But the moment the divine friend mysteriously
withdrew,returning from this human plane to his supermundane
abode, then everything changed in the history of the king. No
valor availed. A mere tribe of wild herdsmen, non-Aryan outcasts and forest-dwellers, armed with nothing more than wooden
dubs and clods of clay, carried off the widowed queens of Kr~Qa,
entrusted to Arjuna's care, and the once invincible warrior was
unable to stop the rape and defilement of the noble ladies. Time
(kiila) had turned-that mysterious stream from the waters of
which all things appear, and on whose surface they ride until
engulfed again, to be swept away in an unfeeling, reeling, indiscriminate flood.
Thus runs this classic argument. No decision has been reached
in India between the champions of d1e two sides-those who accept the decrees of time or destiny with a fatalistic mysticism,
and those who stand for the effectuality of valor. Both agree,
however, that the gods are in no better position with respect to
these two determinative forces than the kings of men, or than
individuals in general.
Daivam, the Sanskrit word for "fate," is an adjective that has
become a noun, meaning properly "that which pertains to, that
which is related to, the gods (deva)." It denotes a sexless, anony100
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mons power or factor that is divine; a neuter; the "godly essence"
which is a transcendent force antecedent both to such mythical
personifications as the gods themselves and to all god-wrought
events. Daivam, "fate," cannot be personified, brought down to
the scale of the human imagination; neither can it be reached
by prayer, oblation, or magic spelL Daivam is that stony face of
life whiclt must be confronted when the comforting illusion of
the magic mythological tradition, the consolation of devotional
religion, has been outgrown; when at last it is realized what a
little day is that of the victory of human arms. An acceptance,
sober and brave,of man's position against this mighty background
is then required, there heing no longer any screening, comfort·
ing ideals: neither gods strong enough to defend us, nor satisfying
illusions about the nature of the community-illusions, for eX·
ample, of the nation surviving through the sacrifice and surren·
der of the individual, or through the sacrifice of a generation, or
such flattering notions as those of supremely valuable institutions
and ideals that will outlive the doom of the period and the personal disaster of the individual sacrificed for their survivaL
A lonely beast of prey, a wounded lion in its den, forsaken by
fortune and his fellows, the Hindu king, no matter what his for·
tune, is doomed to die an exile in the jungle. Fame will scarcely
outlive his brief career. His life-spark, his personal soul (jiva)
will go on, in the vortex o[ rebirth, to subsequent embodiments,
in the heavens or hells-most likely hells; and after the interlude
of that yonder-life he will be born again, as man or beast. He
may aspire to kingship again, go through the same struggle, the
same cycle, thrilled in turn by the anxieties and the merciless
triumphs, shaken by foreboding, submitting finally to doomrising like a rocket, falling like a star, and all the while oblivious
of the fact that he has experienced this thing many times before.
He will empty once again this cup of life to the last drop, in
gluttony and disgust, in surfeit and misery, without understanding the elementary trick-namely that it was himself who mixed
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the ingredients through his deeds and desires in former existences, and that now ag-ain he is preparing his own future.
The situation of the Hindu despot forsak<·n by Fortune (sri),
crushed by Fate (dnivnm), engulled by Time (hiila), is like that of
Napoleon on the rocks at Saint Helena. And there is an apposite
remark of the Little Corsican un destiny and fortune, which
voices an attitude strikingly similar to that of the Hindu. At the
period of the climax of his rocketlike career, in I!llo, when he
was still on tolerable terms with Russia, there was held a congress of kings and princes in the heart of Germany, at Erfurt in
the Duchy uf \Veimar, over which Napoleon presided. The glamour of the gathering was reflected in a remark that his master of
ceremonies, the Count Segur, one day used as an excuse for arriving late to a meeting of his emperor's privy council: he had had
difficulties making his way through tlw antichamber, he declared,
for it was >O crowded with kings: "II y nvnit tant de roi.<!" At
the conclusion of the conb'Tess, when Napoleon was departing
from this spectacular pageant, his host, the Duke of Saxe-V.'eimar, brave Charles Augustus, the friend and protector of Goethe.
was standing at the door of the imperial carriage to sec the emperor away. And when the host wished good luck to his departing
overlord, whom he heartily disliked, Napoleon, now inside the
carriage, practically rebuked him for his levity by replying that
in the career of a man of destiny, like himself, there was a tim~
when nothing could stop his rise, hut then, unawares, there might
come a turn when all was changed, whereupon a straw tossed by
a child would suffice for his fall. This was a haughty rejection
of the concept of an accidental, personal "luck" (the power of
Fortuna, fortune, .lri) for such men as he, and a cryptic pronouncement pointing to the vast impersonal destiny of the stars."
10

This idea of the stars or ..the star•• that presides over the hero-career

is one that has been common in the Weal since the Renaissance. The
humanists of that progressive- time revived Grero-Roman astro1ogy for the

sake of those freethinkers who had just discarded the authority of the
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No doubt Napoleon's hint of the stars was only a metaphor
suggesting Fate-not referring, specifitally, to the questionable
matter of stellar influence; in which case the words of the great
·•dv~nLurcr and man ol destiny would seem to be !airly consistent
with the Hindu view of the tides and cycles that bear the strong
to victory and then turn to disaster. One must remark, however,
a certain important difference. The political genius or master
gambler in the West feels himself to be an instrument of some·
thing higher, during those moments when he seems to be figur·
ing as a fatal force in history. He is incarnate Fate, a carrier of
the powers that govern the growth of civilization and effect its
epochal changes. He is the protagonist of certain social forct·s, or
the chief representative of the spirit and ideals of a new and
better age, carrying imo history high principles for which earlier
martyrs have suffered, Fought, and died: such principles, for example, as those of liberty, democracy, and the rationalization of
human affairs, which inspired the seizure of power by the Third
Estate in the Frenth Revolution. Apparently the Western man
of action has to regard himsdf as the noble instrument of a mysterious plan for tlw history of mankind, the arm of the universal
spirit, working changes and dri,·ing forward evolution. In this
respect, even such an unbelint•r and atheist as Napoleon-who
had no belief but in his own "star," his own genius-directly sides
with those who remain em bedded in some established faith and
fight "God's \Var" in their rnolutions-men such as Cromwell,
who humbly regarded himself as God's chosen vessel and the
instrument elect of Providence, upholding true Christianity
against popery, the Inquisition, the Jesuits, and whatever else
Church and Revelation and were now being ..modern" after the Roman
fashion of the pE"riod of Horace and Tiberius. Astrology was introduced
into Rome at the time of the first emperors, as a fascinating fad of
Sumero-BabyJonian origin. It has never pJayed any great role in shaping
the Indian philosophy o£ fate-the fate of kings and despots--even though
there is much horo::,copc·casting in India and a daily use of astrology.
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he chose to consider to be the devilish distortion (as he was not)
of Christ's true message. Napoleon was carrying into effect forcibly the mandate of modem thought, as created by Lock.e, Montesquieu, Voltaire, and Rousseau, and as sounded forth in the
"Eroica" of Beethoven. He was the deputy of the New Age. So
we regard him, and so we value him, in our Western view of the
progress (through ourselves) of the destiny of man.
No such mandate (rom Providence, history, or mankind descends to form a wreath around the head of the Hindu despot.
He is the actual temporary holder of despotic power, but not
home on by the mission of a new idea, some new dream of human
affairs with which his age is pregnant and which he fancies himself as chosen to bring into the world. He stands merely for
himself-himself and those whom he can pay or bribe, gain with
favor, or threaten and bully into his service. And when he falls,
it is simply he who falls-together with those who depended on
his rule or misrule. Thus in India kingship lacks the prestige of
divine right by which it has been supported elsewhere, both in
Asia and in Europe. Sanctity such as pertains to the Chinese Son
of Heaven, the Mikado of Japan, the Pharaoh of Egypt, and the
ro'Yal head of the Anglican church, is attributed in India not to
the members of the ~triya caste-warriors, kings, aristocratadventurers, and conquerors-but to the Brahmans: the priests,
the sages, the knowers and conjurers of the transcendental Brahman. For millenniums the summit of the Hindu social pyramid
has been occupied by those born inheritors of the secret wisdom
of the Holy Power. They, the living repositories of tradition, the
professional wizards and teachers, are the depersonalized intermediators between the divine zones of power and the human
world. But as for kings (il y avait tant de rois!): their valor, their
fate, their agony, is their own.
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The Function of Treachery
KINGS, from the beginning of Hindu history, as we learn from
the Vedic records and all the records since, have always ranked
below the caste of the Brahmans. During the Vedic period and
the ensuing feudal age represented in the Mahiibharata they
stemmed largely from the waJTior clans, the families of K~atriya
caste, but following the disintegration o£ feudal society in the
seventh and sixth centuries B.C., when the strength of the Aryan
K~atriyas was greatly diminished as a result of incessant internecine warfare and their power over northern India broken,
there came the dark age that we have been describing, during
which men of various extractions came into power-both the
scions of some of tl1e surviving pre-Aryan regal families, and soldiers of fortune of inferior birth. We know, for example, that
Candragupta was an adherent of a non-Vedic creed (that of the
Jainas), the roots of which go back to pre-Aryan beliefs in northwestern India which had never been quite eradicated by the
Brahmans." And many of the founders of new dynasties were
little better, apparently, than desperadoes. The Brahman records
complain in no uncertain terms that adventurers of the lowest
origin were to be found holding thrones in the new age of
disorder, and that there were kings who did not support the
Brahmans, the Aryan religion, or even the Aryan style of life.
Kingship had forfeited the splendor of the Vedic past when the
rulers had been lavish in their subservience to the priest-caste
and had received in tum the reflection of orthodox approval.
But kingship lacked also the glory of the still more remote days
11 Cf. supra, p. 6o, Editor's note, and infra, pp. 181tf.
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of the half mythical pre-Aryan, Dravidian period, when the royal
clans of the land had claimed descent from gods and were said
to be of the "solar" dynasty or of the "lunar" dynasty. 12 Kingship
in the new, dark, miserable, evil age of the so-called Kali Yuga,
the last and worst of the four World Ages of the present cycle
of time," had assumed the vulgar traits of common despotism.
Wllatner once had been its spiritual dignity was gone. The
power abided only with the strong, the cunning, the daring, and
the reckless-those able to inspire greed and fear.
In post-feudal India the weakness of the ruling house derived
from the fact that the king and his dynasty were not firmly rooted
in the people, as are the kings of England or the mikados of
Japan, or as the emperors of Austria formerly were. The prin·
ciple of kingship in itself, as an institution, was never questioned.
It was an unchallengeable constituent of the divine plan of ere·
ation, no less an integral portion of the revealed social order than
were the moral and religious laws, the caste system, and the tra·
ditional sequence of the four stages of life." The institution it·
self was in accordance with dharma, its function being to serve
as the instrument of dharma. The king was to supervise man·
kind and see that all fulfilled their ordered duties and life-tasks
according to the orthodox prescriptions for caste, age, and sex.
But though the principle itself, thus, was unquestionable12 As we know from the tombs of ancient Sumer and of Egypt, kings
in the archaic civilizations of the fourth to second millenniums B.c. were
regarded as in earn ate gods. This was the period, in India, of the Dravidian
civilization. The principle of divine kingVtip survived into later Indian hi!r
tory in the genealogies of tile non-Aryan royal houses, where descent was
traced from the Sun God and from the Moon God. Compare Japan.
where the Mikado is regarded as descended from the Sun Goddess,
Amaterasu; and compare supra~ p. 104.
18 For the Hindu theory of the ages of the world, see Zimmer, M'ths
and Symbols in Indian A.,., and CiviliMtion, pp. u-•9·
11 The four stages in the biography of the individual: t. brahmactirin,
•· grhastha, 5· vanaprostha, 4· sanny.isin. Cf. supra, p. 44; infra, pp. 155·16o.
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unquestionable as a basic law of nature (the notion of a democratic, self-governing republic simply being outside the available
assortment of ideas)-the actual individual or family enacting the
royal part might be overthrown by a rival and then· would be
few to care. Some neighboring king of equal rank might invade
the realm, or some adventurous upstart seize the throne, or perhaps the chancellor would grow weary of the crowned puppet
he was leading hy the strinb'" and decide to take to himself the
symbols of the power that he was already to a large extent actually wielding. No one would be profoundly concerned unless
himself involved in the dynastic collapse. All that the population
clung to was the institution. And so the individual king, like
the kingly lion among the other beasts of prey in the jungle, had
to look out for himself.
Like the military emperors of Rome in its period of decline,
or the despots of Byzantium throughout their dramatic history,
the Indian kings had to he constantly on the alert for attacks
from both within and without, relying largely on their military
strength, personal \alor, and cunning. Their principal trust had
to he in the efficiency and loyalty of the officers whom they elevated to commanding positions; for any form of government by
the mandate of the people was unknown. People were only
subjects, busy with their private struggles for life, divided into
groups and kept apart from each other by their rules of caste,
their numerous religious denominations, and the racial taboos
of various origin (taboos against intermarriage and even contact;
for to some degree, one way or another, the members of the differing castes were almost all mutually "untouchable"). There
was no established, constitutional, representative body, either to
check the executive power and guard through legislation against
encroachments on the people's privileges by willful kings, or to
support by general action those kings of whom the people approved. Theoretically. the Indian ruler was supposed to heed the
advice of the Brahmans and old people of the community; these
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were regarded as the voice of the traditional order. But there
was no power that could stop him if he chose to disregard them.
If he so wished, he could be a wasteful, ruthless, selfish bully,
overtaxing and overburdening his tormented folk. And by the
same token, he could expect no effective support from them, no
matter how magnanimous he chose to be. His sole trust was his
own mighty arm, his wit, his royal wealth, and his self-interested
troops.
The mercenaries had to be lavishly paid to fight the king's
wars, and would desert him as soon as his fortune failed. One lost
battle in ancient Indian history generally meant a kingdom lost,
a dynasty overthrown. lntrigm·, conspiracy, distrust, treachery,
were therefore the vrry atmosphere of the royal court. "Lucky
those kings who at night enjoy a quiet, happy slumber." The
more efficient and powerful the favored offirers. the less were
they to be trusted; for they were the ones who knew the king's
weaknesses and resources; they were the holders of the keys. And
so it was that high favor and sudden disgrace, intimacy and suspicion, were inextricably joined.
The able minister lived in an everlasting dilemma. He had
on the one hand continually to demonstrate his efficiency, but on
the other to secure his position against the very monarch he
served. He had to be on the alert against calumny bred of envy
and the slightest failure on his own part, but also (and this was
always an acute danger) against rendering himself superftuous
through doing all too well. For if he was too zealous in his work,
eradicating without remainder the internal threats to the do·
minion of his tyrant-those "thorns" (ka'l).lakas), as they are railed
in the Hindu works on politics, the annoyances that prick the
king and discompose his royal ease-then he well might find that,
having made himself dispensable, he was disposed of.-This
is the theme of the following instructive beast fable of the lion.
the mouse, and the cat. 10
11
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A certain miserable tomcat, expelled by the villagers and roaming the fields on the brink of starvation, gaunt and helpless, was
encountered and rescued from its predicament by a lion; the
kingly beast invited the wretched one to share his cave and feed
on the lea\•ings of his majestic m('a)s. But this was not an invitation inspired by altruism or any sense of racial loyalty, it was
simply that the lion was being annoyed in his cave by a mouse
that lived in a hole somewhere; when he took his naps, the mouse
would come out and nibble at his mane. Mighty lions are unable to catch mice; nimble c.ats however can; here therefore was
the basis for a sound and possibly agreeable friendship.
The mere presence ot the cat in the cave sufficed to keep the
mouse at bay, and so the lion took his naps in peace. Not even
the squeaks of the little nuisance were heard, for the cat was
continually on the alert. The lion rewarded him with lavish
courses, and the efficient minister grew fat. But then one day the
mouse made a sound, and the cat committed the elementary
error of catching and eating it. The mouse vanished; the favor
of the lion vanished too. Already tired of the tomcat's company,
the king of beasts ungratefully turned his competent officer back
into the fields and the jungle, where he had to face again the
peril of starvation.
The lesson is summari7.ed in the concluding maxim: "Do your
job, but always let something remain to be done. Through this
remainder you will remain indispensable."
Here is one of the many secrets of the secret police of every
land-one of those witty "secrets that cannot be told." This ironic
tale, addressed to the astute ministers and other loyal servants of
the fickle Indian dc·spots, reveals the circumstance of the dictator
in the clutches of his own Gestapo. Though terribly efficient at
tracking down the lurking enemies, the officers manage nevertheless to keep a goodly number always in reserv<', and thus ensure
both the security of their dictator and the continued importance
of themselves. This is a perfectly natural thing for them to do,
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the world being what it is; and it has the interesting effect of
keeping alive under the protection of the monarch whose "eyes
and ears arc everywhere" an insidious, self-supporting, crossfertilizing process, by whid1 a cominuous mutual regeneration
of antagonists, "asking lor each other," is maintained. The secret
police become the principal support and protection of the un
dcrground revolutionaries whom it is their function to suppress.
Indeed, they are not on! y the protection of the opposition but
even its cause; for the tyrannical system that has to rely for continuance on a crushing, omnipresent secret police inevitably
breeds, through its brutal pressures, new enemies from within,
every day. And the><· subversive clements, often highly idealistic,
are in turn under the illu•ion that they arc less visible than they
really ar<·. When the ruling power breaks, it sometimes happens
that the revolutionaries lind themselves justified in tht·ir hope
that some day their cause should prevail-this much we know
from history; but meanwhile, unconsciously, through their sheer
Ludding into existence, they have been warranting the precious
indispensability of the <'at to the lion. \Vithout mi<'e, the ofliren
of the Gestapo and Ogpu would be at a loss to keep themselves
so terribly important. And so here again we find that the view
of political intrigue represented in the Hindu philosophy of
statecraft hears a remarkable pertinence to contemporary affairs.
The archaic teachings have a curiously modern ring. In Hindu
foreign policy, for example, surprise by treacherous assault and
sudden onslaught was regarded as one of the best means of success£ul foreign action, deep secrecy and perfect concealment forming the proper atmosphere for the ripening of schemes and the
achievement of perfect preparations. In the political treatises we
find the maxim: "Carry your enemy on your shoulder until you
have got from him what you want, then throw him off-throw
him off and shatter him, like an eanhen jar against a rock."'"
Or again: "Whoever, pursuing his own advantage, intends to
ta
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crush somebody, sh6uld follow a Gtutious and deliberate procedure. When he lifts his hand, ready to strike his enemy, he
should accost him in a friendly way. [That would be Mr. Nomura, in the conversational prelude to Pearl Harborl) He should
address him even more gently while delivering the deadly blow.
[That would be Mr. Kurusul) And when he has cut off his enemy's head, he should pity and bewail him." 11
The documents of Indian history contain many examples of
the successful prartice of this maxim. There is the account, for
instance, of a crown prince who proceeded from the capital in a
so\cmn nlaTch with his anny to welcome his aged father, who was
returning crowned with Yictory following the defeat of a powerful neighbor whose possessions he had seized. An impromptu
town with gorgeous tents was erected out on the plain to comfort
the victor after the hardships of his campaign, and an elaborate
triumphal edifice was set up, in which he was to celebrate his
victory. But while the king was reposing under its massive beams,
and while the dutiful son, surrounded by his own strongly armed
bodyguard, was parading a large company of war-elephants before him, the stately structure collapsed, and the father, with all
his attendants, was buried in the ruin. 18
The lulling of an intended victim to sleep is recommended
not only for inner policy (at the court of the despot, or in the
conclaves of the groups or parties where the members wielding
power are purginp; rivals) but also for foreign affairs (where it is
a weapon second to none). It is known as miiyii, "the creation of
an illusion." We may study it best in the political history of the
present day. Nazi policy, for example. in preparation for the overthrow of Poland, first inspired confidence by the non-aggression
pact concluded with Marshal Pilsudski in '933- With that, Poland was taken away from her natural ally, France, and became
17
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isolated. Next the Poles were flattered by being allowed to share
the spoils of crippled Czechoslovakia, in the fall of 1931l,following
the Munich crisis. This was nothing but the still more friendly
approach, preceding and screening the deadly blow-whid1 fell
like a thunderbolt within a year.
So too the modem techniques for dealing with enemies that
have been overcome; these were already known to the ancient
Hindu masters. The modem conquered territories left to famine,
plague, and rapine-like Poland, the Ukraine, Greece, Norway,
under the Nazi occupation-illustrate the general law. "A sur·
viving remnant of the enemy," we read, "is like a remnant of
smoldering fire or of unpaid debt; all three are bound to increase with time."" The defcatt·d force is therefore to be liquidated: communists in Italy and Nazi Germany, the bourgeoisie
in Russia. Inconvenient party chiefs and generals are purged
everywhere; leftists and rightists crowd the prisons of the world.
This is a merciless natural princi pie abundantly exemplified,
whether in the history of India, the history of bygone Byzantium
and the Russia of Boris Gorlunov and the false Dimitri, or in
the comparatively up-to-date shooting of the last Czar with his
wife, son, and four daughters, in a cellar, when they were supposed to be on their way to confinement.
Ancient Indian affairs were pervaded by an atmosphere of
danger, suspicion, and threat. There was waged a kind of continuous white war of nerves. Pr<'risely the same situation is described in the biographies of the Roman emperors by Tacitus
and Suetonius, or in Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire, as well as in the Greek accounts of the Achaemenids of
ancient Persia, the Moslem records of the caliphates at Bagdad.
Cairo, and elsewhere, and the histories of Ottoman power in
Constantinople. It is the atmosphere that is general today, particularly in the sphere controll<-rl hy the totalitarian states, as it
was in that of their numerous forerunners and collaborators
"Mahtlbhlirata u. 140. 58.
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from 1918 on: King Alexander's Yugoslavia, Voldemaras' Lithuania, Pilsudski's Poland, Kemal Ataturk's Turkey, and the
Greece of the general-dictators. Everyone feels always endangered. Every king-utterly vulnerable though armed to the teeth
-is watching constantly to forestall surprise. No one is fully
master of any situation for any length o[ time. Sudden changes
bring death or disgrace. Intrigues and murder from within,
intrigues and aggression from without, threats of surprise. upset
the strong. Direct, crushing blows annihilate the weak. Maya,
fratricide, poison, and the dagger constitute the order of the day-

5.
Political Geometry
BRITAIN's balance of power policy will serve to introduce another of the basic principles of the Indian A rtha.iii.stra, that of
the mm.u;lala, or political circles of neighbors. British statesmen
have always and everywhere exhibited tact and skill in their manipulation of this weapon o[ the game. In order to maintain the
balance of Europe, when Louis XIV threatened to disturb the
political equilibrium by putting his grandson on the throne of
Spain, Marlborough (whose life, by the way, supplies several fine
examples of the subject of our last discussion) brought England
into an alliance with the Netherlands, a number of the German
states, Portugal, Denmark, and the house of Hapsburg, waging
the War of the Spanish Succession (1701-14) against the threat
of the rising empire of France. Shortly after, in the Seven Years'
War (1756-63), when France had combined with Austria, Russia, Sweden, and Saxony against the Prussia of Frederick the
Great, the British threw their weight on the side of Prussia, and
came off so well in the gamble that they shattered the French
11~
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world-empire and fixed the foundations of their own by winning control o! both Canada and India. Then once again Britain joined forces against France when Napoleon's campaigns
were the threat, assisting Portugal and Spain in the Peninsular
War (t804-14). as well as Russia, Austria, Prmsia, and the
Netherlands at W'aterloo. But the Crimean War (t854-56) saw
England united with Franc.e (for the !irst time in some two
hundred years), together with Turkey and Samy, to counterbalance Russia, whidt now was pt cssing dangerously to the Dardanelles. Britain supported Japan to weaken Russia in 1903-04,
but in the ftrst \\lorld War was at the side of Ru.•ia-as well as of
France again-against the combination of Germany and Austria.
This remarkable game of weights and coulllcrwcights is one
that was taken very seriously by the ancient kings and princes of
India. There the battlefield of the contending powers was th<•
vast landscape of a subcontinent about the si1.c of Europe but
much less broken by difficult mountain ranges. Though interspersed with treacherous jungles and deset ts, India's variou'
parts were linked by broad rivers and far-stretching plains; '"most every kingdom was surrounded by enemy neighbors and
open to attack from every side. Tlwre prevailed, consequently, a
situation of perpetual distrust, such as we know, for example,
on the much smaller stage of the Balkans.
The principal Hindu formula for the arrangement of foreign
alliances and coalitions is based on a pattern of concentric rings
of natural enemies and allies. Each kin)( is to regard his own
realm as located at the center of a kind of target, surrounded by
"rings" (ma~(lalas) which represent, alternately, his natural enemies and his natural allies. The enemies are represented by th~
first surrounding ring; these arc his immediate neighbors, all
alert to pounce. The second ring then is that of his natural
friends, i.e., the kings just to the rear of his neighbors, who
threaten them in tum through the very fact of being neighbors.
Then beyond is a ring of remoter danger, interesting primarily
as supplying reinforcement to the enemies directly at hand. Fur114
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thermore. within each ring arc suUdhisions signifying mutual
natural animosities; lor since each kingdom has its ownmaQ<.Iala,
an exceedingly complicated set of stresses and cross-strcS!>es must
be understood to exist. Such a plan of mutual encirclement is to
he cast, carefully weighed, and then used as a basis for action. It
delineates and brings into manifestation a certain balance and
tension of natural powers, as well as touching off periodic, terrific
outbursts of widely spreading conflict. Taken for granted as a
universal social principle is the propensity of neighbors to be
unfriendly, jealom, and aggressive, each biding his hour of surprise and treacherous assault.""
This somewhat formal pattern may look to us a bit theoretical
and over-sophisticated, yet it well reflects the geographical conditions of the Indian subcontinent. Also it is amply warranted
by the modern history of Europe. It is the basic figure of a kind
of political geometry that can he applied with few adjustments
10
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to the practical reckoning of the stresses in almost any historical
scene-a really wonderful achievement of that Hindu genius
which so loves to indulge in highly abstract intellectual exercises,
yet at the same time has a conspicuous gift for intuitive insight,
symbolic expression, and the pictorial language of the parable
and the myth.
When applied to the map of Europe the ancient Indian
maQt;!ala supplies a perfect pattern for the issues and vicissitudes,
understandings and seeming misunderstandings, that have un·
derlain our almost incessant wars. At the opening of the modern
period, in the sixteenth century, France found herself threatened
with encirclement when Spain and the German Empire became
united under the dynasty of the I Iapsburgs. The subsequent
>truggle for hegemony between the French kings and the em·
perors in Vienna-from the time of Francis I (1515-47) and
Charles V ( l!i19-56)-rontinued until the dismemberment of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire in the Treaty of Versailles in 1919.
Louis XIV (16.j3-1715)-that "mo•t Christian king," who perse·
cuted the Calvinist Huguenots and expelled them from his realm
-secured the support of the 1\Tohammedan Turks in the rear of
tlw Hapsburg dominions in eastern Europe, and these then in·
vaded the enetny territories from what is now Yugoslavia, and
through Hungary, while the armies ol France fought the German
Imperial forces in Flanders and along the Rhine.
The neighbor to the rear, or at the Hank, of one's own neigh·
bor and rival is the born ally: that is the supreme principle.
Moral and religious considerations, matters of ideology, and
common spiritual tradition do not have the force of this simple
geometrical fact. The Christian king did not hesitate to betray
and endanger the Christian rivili7ation of Europe by inspiring
and supporting an invasion hy the very power that had been the
primary common foe of Christendom fort he past thousand years.
In precisely the same way, Nazi Germany today betrays the
common cause of Europe, i.e., the White Man's colonial empire
and civilization, by its co-operation with Japan's attempt to con-
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quer the Far East and the Pacific. And both of these betrayals of
the Christian, \Vestern cause for sellish ends have a remarkable
precedent and n10dcl in an arraugcmcnt concl udcd with the
Grand Turk by a pope. Anxious to prestT\'c the political independence of the territory of the Holy See, Alexander VI, su·
prcme shepherd of the Christian flock, vicar of Christ on earth,
and the very tongue of the Holy Ghost, joined hands, in '494·
with the sultan Bayazid II, to defeat the imperial ambitions of
Charles Vlll of France. Half a century later, Snlciman the Magnificent became allied with the French king, Francis I, against
the Holy Roman Emperor, Charles V; and the subsequent Mos·
Jcm advatuc into tJ)tcrn Europe (a forerunner ol the one in
the time of Louis XIV) even enjoyed the tacit approval of Pope
Paul III.
In the French mat.I(lala of alliances, when the power o{ Turkey began to decline, that of rising Russia took its place, as the
natural ally at the back of the immediate neighbor to the cast.
Napoleon in 1805 and 1H10 acwrdingly made friends with the
emperor of Russi.1, in order to cht'ck Prussia and Austria (the
Russian arn1ies having previously fought for years side by side
with the Austrians, in Switn-rland and along the Riviera. in
their common campaign agajnst the French Revolution and
Republic). Napoleon also r~surrcct<"d Poland, as a second ally
for himself at the hack of Germany, by restoring those portions
that had fallen to the share of Austria and Prussia in the partitions of Poland het,vcen those powers and Russia at the close
of the eighteenth century. And following the same absolutely
dependable logic of the manc;lala, France ab.-ain won the cooperation of Russia in her policy of encirclement just before
the first \Vorld \Var-a classic pinter movement on the chessboard
of the powers that would compel her immediate neighbor to fight
a war on two fronts. France at the same time supported Serbia
against Austria, :1s the allv at Austria's rear,21 and then Romania.
u Russia, too. support('d Serbia agaimt Amtria-another pincer movement.
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as a dagger in the back at the crucial hour when Germany had
failed in the Baltic of Verdun and was suffering defeat along the
Sonnnc sector of the Western Front. \'Vith the Treaty of Vcr·
sailles a comprehensive mal).gala policy was inaugurated by
Ftance LO hold the crnslu·d enemy in c:lu·ck. A ring ol Slavic
powers, from Poland and Czechoslovakia to Romania and Yugoslavia, was brought into being, th1·eatening the rear of Germany
.111d what was left of Austria. The new allies wet e provided with
loans for armament and development. To which the reply of
Germany was the Rapallo Treaty, in 1922, with Russia-a
natural ally now, to the rear of Polan<\ and Cterhoslovakia.
Following the rise of the l'la1.is to power, thnc came a quick
series of clever moves on the maQ(L1la chesshoard, which ended
in a total breakdown of the subtle structure that had been designed to guarantee France's hegemony on the rominent. The
tnomcnt Poland agreed to sih)")l the tc·n~year non-a!-{gH:~sion pact.
in 1933, the ring was ,·irtually undone. Step by •tep, then, the
Eastern allies of Franre berame estranged, aud at laM even Bel·
gium withdrew from the plan lor immediate and automatic co·
operation with France again;~ Germany. And so all was ripe for
the new break for power.
The next arrangement of the m.llt<.lala will make itself
apparent in due time.

6.
The Seve1z Ways to APProach 11 Neigbbor
Nili, the Sanskrit term for policy, means, literally, "proper
wndun." The policy of the king sets the outstanding model in
the community for successful conduct amidst the perils of the
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world. Though he is supreme in the realm, he is nevertheless
the most in danger, in his lofty, enviable, and precarious state of
splendor. Neighboring kings, his own ambitious ministers and
all too successful generals, even the members of his own family
-aspiring sons and princes, scheming queens-are on the alert
for his throne. And last but not least, the people, often harassed
and overtaxed. may at any time he secretly stirred to revolt hy
some enemy king or some personage of lower lineage ambitious
to usurp. In such an atmosphere of threat, dread, and sudden
moves, the matsya-nyaya prevails, "the law of the fish":" the law
of life unmitigated by moral decency, as it prevails in the merci·
less deep.
This is a law no less well known to the West than to India. It
is phrased in the popular proverb of old standing, "The big ones
eat the little ones," which Pieter Breughel, the sixteenth·<Tntury
Flemish artist, vh·idly illustrated in a number of his lively and
humorous masterpieces. One sees in these works a multitude of
fish of every sort and size, the little swallowed by the big and
these caught in turn by fishermen. The bellies of the larger,
ripped open by the men, pour out the smaller, and there is an inscription underneath this that gives the proverb. Brt>ughc!
painted these canvases in a period when the whole of Europe
was being made a sea of turmoil by the struggle of Hapsburg,
Flanders, world-ruling Spain, and the German Empire to restrain
the rising power of France, which was trying to break free from
the encirclement of that colossal coalition. It was an age when
new weapons (gunpowder and cannon) as well as a new style of
warfare (the deploying of large companies of mercenary infantry
instead of the combat of knights on horseback) were spreading
havoc and terror-just as the new weapons of modern techno]·
ogy are doing today. Breughel's pictorial proverbs display the life
of the watery realm of cold-blooded voraciousness as an apt ex·
pression of the idea that in the sphere of politics each is out for
''ArthaSGstra 1. 4· g: d. also Mahtibhtirata 12. 67. 16·17, and 12. Sg. 21.
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himself and feeding greedily on as many of the others as he can.
The idea is that politics is, and forever must be, an enterprise
of battle, not a decent, orderly courtroom affair, wherein each
nation, group, or race is reasonably assigned its due share of the
world, according to its size, its contributions to civilization, and
its abilities.
In conformity to this same pessimistic way of understanding
the problem of life's war for survival, the means and devices proposed in the Indian books of politics arc without conscience or
regard for mercy. The four chief "means" (upiiya)" of approach
to an enemy, for example, are the following:
1. Silman, "conciliation or negotiation." This is the way of
appeasement, soothing, or charming.
The snake-charmer appeases the serpent by playing a melody
on a pipe; this soothes the dangerous animal. Similarly, the socalled "wrathful" or "terrible" aspect of a divinity (who is
always ambivalent and may he dangerous) is charmed, soothed,
appeased, or propitiated by the magic melodies on the wings
of which thf! holy incantations of magic stanzas mount to his invisible abode. Our English "charm" is from the Latin carmen,
··magic song to win the grace of a superhuman being." And in
the same spirit, the Sanskrit siiman literally means "melody."
Siiman denotes a special branch of priestly learning in the Vedic
tradition of rituals, which treats of the melodies to which the
various stanzas (rc) of the l].g-veda must be sung. This is a lore
loaded with magic, certain parts of it being so dangerous that
they may not be imparted inside the village boundary; the master
and pupil withdraw to some remote and lonely spot in the wilderness. By singing magic charms of this kind while holding in
his hands some of the remainders of the Cosmic Egg after it had
opened at the beginning of the world (the upper half of the egg
having ascended to become the heavens, while the lower descended and became the earth), Brahma, the creator, conjured
n

Upayo,

from the verb

up.-i,

"to approacb."
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forth eight celestial elephants, which then were assigned to the
four quarters of the world and the four points between, to stand
as supports for the upper firmament. Elephants are called, therefore, siimodvhava, "produced by sam an."
We use sfJ:marl every day in meeting p~oplc-whcn we say,
"IIellol" "How do you dol" "So nice to meet ~oul" and then:
"Good-bye!" "Do come see us soon!"' Suman in this social context the Sanskrit dictionary renders: "gentle words, mildness,
gentleness." Siiman applied to politics is translated: "conciliatory
or mild means, conciliatory conduct." This would refer in modern practice to such devices as non-aggression pacts, the preliminary talks about them, the defmition of respective spheres of
influence and exploitation, and the pooling of resources.
2. The opposite pattern of approach i' callnl da11cla, the rod
of punishment-in the hand of the judg(', or of a doorman dmsing beggars and street-boys. JJa~l(la nwans ''chastisement, punishment, attack, assault, violence; a cudgd, stick, staff; an army;

control, subjection, restraint." "The king should always keep
the rod of punishmellt (da(l(ia) uplifted in his hand," declares
the Mahabhiirata." And we read in the book of Manu: "For
the increasing of a kingrlom, jii111an and da~l(la are the two
chief means." " Briefly: Da~l.(la is aggression of whatever kind,
whether outright and shameless, or hypocritically justified as
punishment for insult or for a threatening attitude. It is an un·
bc:arable insult, (or example, if an intended victim proceeds to
armament, or strikes an alliance with some stronger neighbor.
3· Diina (Latin don urn, English "donation"), "givi"R• present,
gift," is the third recommended approach. In politics this is simply "bribery." Dtlna includes anangcme1Hs for the division of
UJ\fahiibhiirala 12. 120.93 and again, 12. qo. 7· "A king should di~play
severity in making aU his subjects observe their respective duties. If this
is not done, they will prowl like wolves, devouring one another" (lb.
12. 142. 28.). Cf. also the political play MudnirCik$asa 1. 15.
211
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the spoils of war, as well as presents, decorations, etc., for the
neighbor's generals, ministers, and secret agents.
4· Bheda, "splitting, dividing, breach, rupture, disturbance,
sowing dissension in an enemy's party, treachery, treason." This
is the technique of divide and conquer, of boring from within.
These are the four chief means, to which are added:
5· Mayii, "deceit, trick, the display of an illusion."
The god lndra displayed his maya when he assumed the form
of an inoffensive Brahman and appeared among the anti-gods
or titans. These enemies of the gods had built a lire-altar in the
form of a pyramid hy which they were mounting 10 heaven to
seize command of the universe. The harmless Brahman removed a few brid.s from the lowest level of the towering structure, and all the demons were droppccl back to the wound."
Another Vedic myth tells how the same god, when pursued by
a company of the titans who had just defeated his forces in
battle, suddenly assumed the shape of a horsehair and thus disappeared from view.
Mayti means "deceit, fraud, any art ol trickery or magic, a
diplomatic feat." Mr. Kurusu's diplomatic mission to Washington, apparently for app<·a>ement, while the .Japanese bombers
were on 1heir way to Pearl Harbor, was not an utterly unfair,
unpre<edt·mcd pia), according to the compktdy unmoral code
of Indian and Far Eastern policy, lmt a classic stratagem. The
fishes always attack and swallow earh other without warning.
Mayti, in diplomacy, would also include the wearing of the
mask of moral probity, religious righteousness, and civilized
indignation, whirh has proven itself a powerful weapon in the
recent history of the \Vest, where the war leaders have had to
draw support from populations bred to philosophies rather of
moral duty than of unashamed attack.
6. Upek,<a, a second minor devire or means, is that of "over" gntnpntha Brahmana •·

1. •·

I3·t6 (Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XU,

PP· o86-287).
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looking, taking no notice, taking no account of, neglecting, ignoring." England's atLitude when .Japan seized .Manchuria,
1\lussolini Ethiopia, and llitln Amll'ia wa• that of uJu:k,lii:
pretending to be unmnct'med because one cannot make up
one's mind to become involved in the affair.
7- lndrajal11, "the '"'' (jfi/a) of lndra," means "conjm ing,
jugglery, magic trick; stratagem or trick in war." This de-notes
the creation of an appearance of things that do not exist; for
example, the building of a line of fonifkations made only of
dummies, or the simulation of an attack, say, on the British
Isles, while actually an invasion of Rus.•ia is being prepa~cd.
lndrajii.la invoh·cs the- spreading of false information and cn·ation of false belief, and might b<' said to be a special form of
application of the principl<- of maya to the techniques of war.
These, then, arc the seven ways to approach a neighbor in
this unsentimental ocean of the fish. I wonder whether we haw
textbooks of politi<S in the We>t that cover the subject with
more simplicity and clarity.
We may conclude this inttocluction 10 the ancient Indian
handbooks of success by glancing at a lew typical maxims. The
following are taken from the Mahii/Jiuirala, Book XII.
"Both kinds of wisdom, straight and crooked, should be
within call of the king." ••
21 Mallilbhiirata 12. 100. 5·
Throughout most of the Maluibluirata the tea£.hing is of the "straight"
wisdom. Only , ..·hen hard pn•.. .,cd by the umclenting qm~stiom. of the
noble Ymlhisthira w;t'> the grt•at gmu ol warrion., Hhi~m:t. brought to r<."V<::II
the dark secrets of the "rrookcd" way.
"Yudhi!Pthira said: '\Vhat rourltc nf £.onduct :,hould be adopt<..'<l by a
king shorn o( frieud~. having many cnemiP!!, po\.\Cssed of an cxhau~ted
treasury, and destitute of tronpf., whrn h(' i:t !iurroundcd by wi(_k.ed ministers, when his coun!ieh are all divulged, and wht>n he docs not sec his
way dearly before him ...?'
"Bhisma said: 'Conversant as thou art with duties, thou ha'it, 0 bull
of Bharata's r.t.ce, asked me a question that touches on a mystery. Without
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uThc last word of social wisdom is, never trust." 28
"As clouds change form from moment to moment, just so
thine enemy of today becomes, ewn today, thy friend." "
"\Vhocver desires success in this world must be prepared to
make deep bows, swear love and friendship, speak humbly, and
pretend to shed and wipe away tears.'" "
"Do not fear the results of karma, rely on your strength. No
one has ever seen in this world what the fruits are of a good or
of an evil dn·d. Let HS tht·n aspire to he strong; because all
things belong to the man who is strong." 31
"!\fight is above right; right proceeds from might; right has
its support in might, as living beings in the soil. As smoke the
wind, so right must follow might. Right in itself is devoid of
command; it leans on ntight as the rreLApcr on the tret".
"Right is in the hands of the strong: nothing is impossible to
the strong. Everything is pure that comes from the strong.''"
"Be a heron in calculating thine own advantage, a lion when
thou dost attack, a wolf when thou dost prey, a hare when thou
takest flight.'' "
"\Vhen thou findest thyself in a low state, try to lift thyself
up, resorting to pious as well as to cruel actions. Before practicing morality, wait until thou art strong." 34
being que~tioucd, 0 Yudhi11thira, I (Ould not \'enturc to discourse upon
thjs duty. Morality i\ \'rry subtle. ... Listen th<·rcforc, 0 Bh3.rata, to the
mc>ans that king<; may employ during st>aMJniJ of di&tress. From the standpoint of true morality, however, I would not call these means righteous''
(ib. ,._ 130- 1·8).
28

/b.

12.

So. n.

29 /b. 12, 1,38. 154·

lb.
.n lb.
"lb.
II /b.
14 lb.
80

12. 140- 1712. 1 .34· 2-g.
,._ 1 34· 5·7·
12. 140. ~5•
12. 140.

sS; d. also u.

141. 61.
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"If thou art not prepared to be cruel and to kill men as the
fisher kills the fish, abandon every hope of great success." "
"If men think thee soft, they will despise thee. When it is,
therefore, time to be cruel, be cruel; and when it is time to be
soft, be soft.'" "
A few selections from Kau~ilya's ArthaJristra will suffice to
communicate a sense of the atmosphere within the palace."
"He [the king) should construct his residential palace after
the model of his treasure house; or he may have his residential
abode in the center of a delusive chamber (mohanagrha), pro·
vided with secret passages built into the walls; or in an under·
ground chamber concealed hy the figures of goddesses and altars
(caitya) carved on the wooden door·frame and connected with
many underground passages for exit; or in an upper storey,
provided with a staircase hidden in a wall, with a passage for
exit made in a hollow pillar-the whole building being so constructed with mechanical contrivances that it may be caused to
fall down when necessary." "
"When in the interior of the harem, the king shall see the
queen only when her personal integrity is guaranteed by an
old maid·servant. He shall not touch any woman (unless he is
assured of her personal integrity); for, hidden in the queen's
chamber, his own brother slew king Bhadrasena; hiding beneath the bed of his mother, the son killed king Karii5a; mixing fried rice with poison, as though with honey, his own queen
poisoned Kasiraja; by means of an anklet painted with poison,
his own queen killed Vairantya; with a gem of her zone, bedaubed with poison, his own queen killed Sauvira; with a lookaa lb.

12. 15. 14; again, 12. 140. 50.
st1; again, u. 102. 33: 12.

••lb. u. 56.

tog. 33; u. 140. 65; u. 142. 32;
and pa.uim.
liT Chdnakva Kautilya~s Arthafiistra. translat('d by R. Shamasastry, with an
introduction by D. J. F. Fleet, Bangalore, 1915, tnd edition, 1923.
as lb. 1. 20. 4o; transl., p. 45·
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ing-glass painted with poison, his own queen killed Jaliitha;
and with a weapon hidden under the knot of her hair, his own
queen slew Vidiiratha. Hence the king should always be watch·
ful for such lurking dangers. He should keep his wives away
from ascetics with shaven head or braided hair, as well as from
buffoons and prostitutes. Nor shall women of high birth have
occasion to see his wives, unless they be appointed midwives."'"
"'Every person in the harem shall live in the place assigned to
him, and shall never move to a place assigned to others. No one
in the harem shall at any time keep company with an outsider.
The passage of commodities of any kind from or into the harem
shall be controlled, and only ob.iects marked with a seal (mudrii)
after careful inspection shall be allowed to reach their destination." .. o

•

"'The king shall partake of fresh dishes only after making an
oblation out of them, first to the fire and then to the birds. Fire,
birds, the food, and the ser\"allls will betray the presence of
poison by various reactions, symptoms, and manners of behavior." 41
"'All undertakings depend upon finance. Hence foremost atauJb.
40 lb.

1. 20. 41;

1. 20. 42;

transl., p. 46.
traml., p. 47·

41/b. 1. u. 43; transl., p. 48.

Robert Graves, in I, Claudius (a novel o[ the life of the emperor
Claudius, based on Suctoniu'i and Taritus), tells how Augustus, fearing
lest he should be poisoned by Livia, took only figs that he plucked himself. But Livia then had the figs on the trees of the imperial vma-garden
coated with poison, and thus the aged Augustus ffi('t his death. Claudius
was served a plate of mushrooms, his favorite dish, by his wife, Agrippina
the younger. The largest mushroom, on the top of the portion, wali
poisoned. The queen lovingly put the poi~om•d mushroom on his plate
herself, while taking some of the sma1lcr ones from the same dh,h to
keep him confident. We remember, also, that the cupbearers of medieval
monarchs had to guarantee the drink they served their sovereign by first
pouring a small quantity into the shallow lid o£ the cup and emptying it
before the monarch's eyes with a drink to his health.
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tention shall be paid to the treasury .... There arc about forty
ways of embezzlement. [These are described in detail.] Just as
it is impossible not to taste honey or poison when it is on the
tip of the tongue, so is it impossible for a government servant
not to eat up at least a bit of the king's revenue . .Just as fish
moving under water cannot possibly be detected either as drinking or as not drinking water, so government servants employed
in their government work cannot he found out while taking
money.
"It is possible to mark the movements of birds flying high in
the sky, but it is not equally possible to ascertain the movement of government servants of hidden purpose." "

7.
The Universal King
THE BLANK pessimism of the Indian philosophy of politics.
untouched as it is by any hope or ideal of progress and improvement, harmonizes with the Indian view of time (kii.la), as
also with the early and medieval Christian notions of the corrupt character of the "world." Indian ethics (dharma) recognize that the rule of the fish must be outlawed as far as possible
within human society; indeed, within each unit of society it is
absolutely outlawed-that is to say, within the province of each
king.•• Ideally, the science of government, as reviewed in the
f- 2 Arthafiistra 2. 8. 65, 66, 6g; transl., pp. 73· 75· 79-So.
ta "The king should always bear himself toward his subjects as a mother
toward the child of her womb. As the mother, disregarding those objects
that are most cherished by her, seeks the good of her child alone, even so
should kings conduct themselves" (Mahiibluirata 12. 56. 41-45).
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ArthaJastra, stands for the daQ<;Ia of dharma. The king is the

chief policeman of dharma within the realm that he controls,
being the maintainer and staff (da7J{Ia) of the revealed ritualis·
tic order of civil life. Mutual good will, forbearance, and co·
operation among the individuals, groups, trades, and castes
are demanded within each state, just as within the fold of a
family; but there is no hope, according to the Indian conception, that this peaceful pattern of well-controJied, harmonious
human decency should ever become transferred to the larger
field of the nations. Between these fiercely antagonistic superindividuals, since they are unamenable to the control of any
higher power, the primeval law of nature remains in operation,
uncontrolled.
And yet there is an ancient mythical ideal-an idyllic compensatory dream, born of the longing for stability and peacewhich represents a universal, world-wide empire of enduring
tranquillity under a just and virtuous world-monarch, the
cakmvartin, "owner of the cakravarta," who should put an end
to the perpetual struggle of the contending states. Cakra is
"wheel," a noun related etymologically to the Greek "~•
Latin circus and circttlus, and Anglo-Saxon hweol. Cakravarta
refers to the circumference of the mighty mountain-range that
surrounds the world, out beyond the enveloping world-ocean,
like a rim. The Cakravartin conducts his army to the farthest
horizon. His war-elephants quench tht"ir thirst and bathe in the
deep seas at the four quarters. The kings of the rival realms
throughout the concentric circles of his maQ9ala bow in acknowledgment of his unchallengeable supremacy, the diamonds
of their jeweled tiaras and diadems being reftected in the mirrorlike nails of his toes as they pay obeisance at the platform
of the raised throne of his supreme command. For by virtue of
his moral supremacy the passage of his army is irresistible. The
Cakravartin is the great man, the superman (mahiifJuf'Uia),
among kings; and he is preceded on his march by a luminous
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apparition in the firmament in the form of a wheel (cakra)-a
duplication of the neolithic symbol of the sun-wheel. The day
when this first appeared to him, coming before his pure vision
in the concentration of his morning prayer and meditation, it
stood as the sign that he was to undertake the campaign of unifying the whole earthly realm. He arose and followed the symbol, which now moves before him as he marches. In this way he
makes it "turn and revolve" on his path. Hence he is called the
cakra-vartin-the root vrt meaning "to turn, to revolve.'' Cakram,
vartayati: "he sets the sacred wheel (of the world-pacifyin~
monarchy) in motion."
This conception of the mahapur~a cakravartin, "the superman turning the wheel," goes back not only to the earliest
Vedic, but also to the pre-Vedic, pre-Aryan traditions of India,
being reflected in various Buddhist and Jaina writings as well
as in the Hindu Purat:~as." According to the Buddhist conception, the Universal Monarch is the secular counterpart of tht•
"Editor's note: As stated supra, p. 6o, note, Dr. Zimmer regardedJainism,
Siiilkhya, Yoga, and Buddhism (which are heterodox teachings, i.e., tea1 hings rejecting the authority of the Vedas) as representing a non-Ved1c,
non-Aryan stream of tradition, coming down (with modifications) from
pre-Aryan, Dravidian times.
The best description of the Cakravartin appears in the Buddhist P3.1i
canon of Ceylon, in ..The Longer Sennons or Dialogues" (Digha·nikiiya).
translated by T. W. and C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Dialo~ues of the Buddha, Voh.
II, III (Sacred Books of the Buddhists, Vols. III, IV). London, 191 o and 1921;
see especially no. 17, Mahii-sudassana-sutta and no. 26, Cakkavatti-sihaniidasutta. The Mahii-sudassana-sutta treats of Sudassana, a legendary Cakravartin to whom the Buddha repeatedly refers in the course of these dialogues (see also, for example, the Mahii-parinibbiina·suttanta, "The Great
Text of the Final Extinction," ib. 16. 5· 15). The Cakkavatti-sihaniidnsutta ("The Lion's Roar of the World Empt'ror'") describes the career of
the legendary Cakravartin Drdha-nemi (P3li: Dalha-nemt), ..He, the feJly
of wboae wheel (nem•) is firm (drdha, dalha), i.e., indestructible.'' The attributes of a Cakravartin are described in Digha-nikaya III, Ambatthasuttanta 1. 5·
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Buddha, the "Enlightened One," who himself is said to have
"set in motion the wheel of the sacred doctrine." Like the
Cakravartin, the Buddha is the master, not of a national or
otherwise limited communion, but of the world. His wheel, the
Buddhist dharma, is not reserved lor the privileged castes, like
the dhanna ol the Brahmans, but is for the whole universe; a
doctrine of release intended to bring peace to all living beings
without exception. The Buddha and the Cakravartin, that is to
say, manifest the same universal principle, one on the spiritual,
the other on the secular plane; and both hear on their bodies,
already at bit th, certain characteristic auspicious signs in token
of their mission: the thirty·two great marks (mahii.vy11iijaua),
and the numerous additional secondary marks (anuvya•ijarta).
These having been examined hy the soolhsayers and astrologerphysiognomisas shortly following the hour of the nativity, it is announced what destiny awaits the miraculous babe."
The seven great symbols that come to the Cakravartin when
the moment arrives for him to fulfill his mission are the following:
1. The Sacred Wheel (cakra), denoting universality. The
Cakravartin himself is the hub of the universe; toward him all
things tend. like the spokes of a wheel. He is the Polar Star
about which everything revolves with the order and harmony
of the hosts of the celestial lights.
2. The Divine White Elephant (hastimtna, "elephant-treasure"). Swift as thought, this divine animal carries the monarch
on his world-inspection tours across the firmament. The white
elephant was the ancient sacred mount of the pre-Aryan kings.
3· The Milk-white Horse, the valorous sun-steed (a.lvaratna,
"horse-treasure"). The horse was the mount and chariot animal
+a Tho!te Mahapuruifas who at birth are close enough to final enlighten·
ment to brcome Buddhas have the choice of becoming either Cakravartins
or Buddhas. the latter alternative requiring the rejection of secular power
and enjoyment (or the flinty path of austerity q.nd absolute renunciation.
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ul the Aryan invaders. This milk-white animal performs the
same service for the Cakravanin as the Divine White Elephant.
4· The Magic Jewel (cintrimn(li, ''thuught·jewel'"), i.e., the
wishing-stone that turns night into day and fnlli\\s every desire
the moment the wish is uttered.
5· The Perfect Queen·Consort (striratnn, "treasure of a wife"):
the ideal woman, faultless in beauty, as in virtue. Her body has
a cooling toudt during the hot season and a warming touch
during the cold.
6. The Perfect Minister of Finance (p;chaf>nti, p;rhaj>ati.
"householder"). Because of his able and blameil'ss administra·
tion, he is never short of funds for the ptll poses of lavish
generosity; charity is dispensed throughout the univctse, to alleviate the sufferings of widows, orphans, the aged, and the sick.
7· The Perfect General-in.Chicf (j>ari(uiyalw, "the leader").
These seven symbols are shown on Buddhist altars, together
with a few additional emblems, to represent the spiritual emperorship of the Enlightened One. A pair of fish also appear
frequently-not standing for the matsya·nyaya, this time, hut for
life-abundance. For the fish typifies the breeding force of the
sea, the fecundity of the waters out of which come organistns
without number, ptocreativc and self-engendering. The fish
provides sustenanre for all; hence it is used symbolically with
the same meaning as the cornucopia, the vessel ftlled with lotus
flowers, and the bowl full of jewels or of gold.
A Buddhist representation of the secular Cakravartin with
the seven symbols has been preserved on a stone slab that once
formed part of a relic mound (sll1jm)" at Jaggayape,a, just east
of Hyderabad and not far from the celebrated stiipa of Amaravati. The building itself has disappeared; possibly parts of it
were incorporated in the later structure of Amaravatl. The date
•o The relic mound, or stiipa, is perhaps the most characteristic and
striking type of Buddhist edifice. For a discussion, cf. Zimmer, Myths and
Symbols in Indian Art and Civilization? pp. 199·201.
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is certainly not later than the first century A.D., and with reasonable assurance may be assigned even to the second or third
century B.C. The style betrays no trace of the Hellenistic influence of Gandhara, nor any Bactrian or Ku~ii.l)a characteristics. It is definitely Hindu, pre-Mathura, and more archaic than
the lively work of nearby Amaravati. 41 This is the earliest rep., Editor's note: Indo-Aryan art (as distinct from the pre-Aryan, Dravidian remains of the Indus Valley civilization; cf. supra, p. 6o, Editor"s note)
is almost undocumented before the third century B.c., when it appears
suddenly in an abundanre of forms, some crude, some relined. Conspicuous among the remains are a number of Greek. coins bearing portraits
of the Alexandrian t-mperors of Bactria. as well as the works of a postAlexandrian school of craftsmen in the Punjab and Afghanistan (Gandhira) who produced Buddhist statuary in a Hellenistic style. Occidental
historians have been zealous to detect the influence of these Greek colonial
forms throughout the Orient, and some have gone so far as to assert that
all Oriental art whatsoever stems from the influence of the Greek genius.
Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, however, has pointed out (History of Indian
and Indonesian Art, New York, Leipzig. London. 1907. pp. solf.) that the
art of Gandhara cannot be dated as early as its first champions supposed.
it being impossible to establish any of its sculpture earlier than the first
century A.D., and that though its sentimental btyle is Hellenistic, its iconog·
raphy and themes are Indian, copying motifs already represented in works
of the Maurya period some three to four centuries earlier. Moreover, the
vigorous Buddhist and Jaina st.ulpture that was being produced in the
same century in Mathuri (modern J\Juttra, on the Jumna, between Delhi
and Agra) "cannot be derived from any known class of images in Can·
dhira" (ib., p. 57• quoting J. Ph. Vogel. "The Mathuri School of Sculpture," Archaeological Survey of India, Annual Reports, 1!)09-IO, p. 66).
One of the most curious facts about Gandhira is that its Hellenistic art
did not come to Hower while the Greeks were governing that region. As
we shall see (infra, PP· sos-so6). the Greeks were expelled, c. 75 B.C., by a
group of invading Scythians, or Sakas, and these in turn, c:. 50 A.D., by a
tribe of Mongolian nomads known as the Yueh~chi, or KU$inas. The earli·
est possible dating of any known GandhUan wort is in the aaka period,
while the culmination of the style took place under the protection of the
Ku!ina emperor Kanif)ta (c:. 78-us A.D.). Under this emperor the vigorous
native Indian school of Mathuri flourished also.
Contemporaneous with these developments in the north was the growth
lJII
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resentation extant of the native Indian ideal and vision of the
universal king (Plate 11).
In "The Ctcat Text on the Final Extinction of the Buddha," 48
the teacher, at the moment of his departure from the world,
was question<'d hy his< OU1'lin and fa,·orite pupil, Ananda. What
u:remonies, Auanda wished to know, were to be performed
after his drmise? The Enlightened One replied that the disciples should not trouble themselves about it, because there
were enough believers in the highest classes of society to honor
\he remains of the Tathflgata:" '"They will not 1.,;1 to honor
the remains of the Tath;•gata," he said, "in the same way one
honors the remains of a Cakravartin"; that is to say, in the noblest
manner possible. And then he described w ,\nanda the ceremonies traditionally performed after the death of a Cakravartin.
The Buddha added that there were four kinds of men worthy
of a stiipa: 1. a Tathagata likr himself, who had turned the
wheel of the law and taught the uni,·ersal doctrine, 2. a Pratyeka
Ruddha, i.t>., one who, having found Enlightenment, had not
returned to the world to teach,~- the pupil of a Tathiigata, and
4- a secular Cakravartin. This Jist docs not belong to the earliest
ol a more gentle and graceful style in the Deccan, in the coastal region
gm:crncrl by the native Andhra dyna!>ty, between the Godavari and the
Kistna. The dcstroyl'd stiipa at Jaggayapcta (which belongs to this movement) seems to have been built during or before the fm,t century A.n., since
the much more sophistiratcd and exquisite work o( nearby Amar:Lvati"thc most voluptuous and the most ddicatc flower of Indian sculpture,"

it is called by Coomaraswamy (ib., p. 71)-certainly belongs to the second.
Dr. Zimmer's example of the Cakravartin comes, therefore, from one of
the earliest known monuments of native Indian art.
48 Digha-nikOya XVI. Maha-parinibbQ.na-suttanta 5· 10-12; H. Kern, Mannual of Indian BuddhiJm (Grundriss der Indo-Arischen Philologie, Band
III, Helt 8), Strassburg, 18g6, pp. 43-44; also Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha,
Vol. Ill, pp. '54-156.
49 "Who has come (iigata) in truth (tathii)." Tathii, ••such·ness"; the indescribable way or state that can be expressed only by tathii, which means
simply .. lhus, such manner," or ..yes." The Tath:igata is the Buddha.
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stratification of the Buddhist tradition but is a reflection of
the fart, apparently, that thl're were stiipas in existence to the
memoric·s of :\Iahapuru~as of thcS<· four kinds.
As we haYc said, the ideal of the UniYersal 1\lonarch goes
back to prc-.\rvan times in India (third and fourth milll'llnium<
B.c.). But traits ha,·e been added from a second, equivalent
ideal, associated rather with the horse than with the native Indian elephant, which must have hem de' eloped hy the .\ryan
semi-nomads before they moYcd into India proper from Afghanistan through the Khyber Pass. At that distant period the
steppe-domains of the various chieftains were sontc\\'hat flexible

as to boundaries; power and the possc.,ion of lands being understood in terms of claims to certain graTing an·as. The ranging herds of cattle and horses were accompanied by armed
riders, .\r)an cowboys, who went as defenders of their chieftains' c Iaims to both the animals and the !,'TOtlllds on which they
grazed. '\phr:n a king, in those remote titncs, wi~hed to annonnct•
himself as paramount so,·ereign, he would do so by letting loose
to graze a pnfcct specimen of a horse-one fit to be offered in
the most solemn rite of the horse-sacrifice (a>vamedha). This
beast was to he allowed to go where it liked, followt'd by an
elite-guard of young warriors, ready and fit to overthrow anyone who should attempt to drive the horse from his own grazing
grounds, or to make it capti\C. When this stately animal, in
imitation of the horselike sun, had wandered over the earth for
the full cyde of a year, extending its adventurous stroll of conquest as far as it pkased awl whcre\er it chose, it was then
escorted home again to he slaughtered sacrificially with the most
elaborate and solemn rites. This royal sacrifice elevated the
king who owned the animal to the supreme position over all
his neighbors; for he had demonstrated that he could St'nd his
herds to graze as far as they pleased; the world was his grazing
ground; no one would dare to interfere. II is property, the valor
1 34
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of his knights, and therewith his own supremacy, had been
demonstrated and accepted.
The asvamedha rite is dcscrib<·d to the last detail in the texts
ol \"<•dir I" i<·M·Imc (llrfthma~;ms and Srauta-siitras)," 0 and has
bet•n pnformed soll'mnly by the Hindu emperors even of comparatively recent period~>-for example, by the emperors of the
Cupta dynasty, who gowrned all of northern India lrom 320
to 480 A.D." Samudragupta, the second of this line, ordered cut
in stone a pancgyriL wmpo;ed by his court-poet llari~el)a, p!Oclaiming that he had extended his control oYer an empire at
least equal to that ol the l\fauryas under King A;oka in the
third cemury B.c. The panegyric was cut on a pillar that already
bore the cdkts of King Aroka-the point being that Samudragupta was an orthodox Hindu, whereas King Moka had been a
Buddhist. The Hindu world-monarch (cakravartin), pacifying
mankind by incorporating under his sole sovereignty all the
kingdoms round about-the "great king" (maharaja), "king
abm·e kings" (riijilllhiriija; compare the Persian: shiihii>~am sl1ah,
"shah of shahs")-was to be proclaimed equal in rank tu those
worlcl-rcdccming Buddhas who, through their doctrines, set in
motion til!' wheel. Samudragupta confirmed and celebrated his
position with tlw supreme ceremonial of the asvamedha, the
primary rite of th<· \"cdic Hindu tradition-and this specifically
was the deed that he recorded in his inscription on the stone.
Tlw sun-wheel as the Cakravartin's symbol indicates that this
universal shepherd-king is as it were the sun-the life-giYer and
universal eye, the lord and St<stainer of the world. The same
sun-disk is borne hy the Hindu divinity Vigm: it is the discus
in his hand, called Sudar.fa11a, "beautiful to see, auspicious to
behold"; it gi,·es light and life. The sun-wheel as Vi~1,1u's
11o Srauta: ..relating to Sruti,"' i.e.. to the Veda. For gruti, d. supra, p. 61,
Editor's note: for sfnra. cf. .mfJra. p. 38, note 22.
&1 Cf. supra, p. 67, Editor's note, and Dunbar, op. cit .. chapter 8· pp.
68·751 35
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weapon, as the Cakravartin's symbol, and as the Law set in motion by the Buddha is derived in turn from an immensely old
and far-spread solar symbolism. Louis XIV of France parodied
the formula when he styled himsel£ the Solar King, le Roi Solcil.
The sun, the light and life of the world, shines on all alike,
without distinction; so too shines the true Cakravartin. His
power is that of nature's supreme and culminating manifesta·
lion, the enlightenment of 1\lan the King-balanced perfectly
in reason, justice, mercy. and understanding.
But what mockeries of this ideal have been the dynasties of
the pretenders to the solar virtue! Their roads to victory have
all been soaked with blood. For sh<·er extent, the rich domains
of the north Indian Gupta conquerors of the fourth century
A.D. might well have qualified those kings for the majestic title
that they proudly took unto themselves; but their dynasties
were supported by the crafty and ,·iolent art of 11iti. Being themseh·es nothing if not a manifestation of the primeval matsya·
rl)tiya doctrine, they did not tran>mute the base ocean waters
into gold. :\or can anything better be said for that sdf-styled
Roi Soh•il whose nco~Pcrsian conct:pt of the absolute monarch
prepan·d the so< ial atmu>pher<' of Fram.e for the downfall of
hi> \ain dynasty. Ctomwcll in England, at the wry mom<·nt of
Louis' apogee, was laying the foundations of Anglo-Saxon,
Protestant democracy across the Channel-also in a sea of blood.
The first royal head had already fallen. With the French Revo·
lution the new age released its fury to the downfall of many
kings and emperors throughout the world. But where, to this
day, is the boon of everlasting peace?
In the recent Occident (during the last two decades of the
Western world dominion, 191R-38) a generous attempt was
initiated to make come true the millennia! dream. Self-control,
co-operation, and mutual good will were to prevail against the
primeval law. Steps were taken to make effective in the sphere
of international competition the laws of human decency that
I!J6
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throughout history have prevailed within the individual communities: the moral order of the human family. The League of
Nations and the Kellogg-Briand Pact renouncing war made it
almost appear, for a moment, as though the day of the Cakravartin were at hand. But the brave attempt broke and the law
of the fish prevails again without disguise. What is more, within
the totalitarian portion o[ the world that law is now supreme
within the communities themselves, dissolving dharma (civil
liberties, religious freedom, the rights of man) to an extent
such as never was known in the history of Hindu India.
When the philosophy of the Artha.liistra first became known
to the little circle of Western philologians who published and
commented upon the documents, our civilization had still some
years to go before the outbreak o[ the first World War. The elder
generation of scholars, in those comparatively innocent years,
expressed their Christian opinion that we were here confronted
with a very interesting document of the Hindu genius, a highly
sophisticated, curious, yet characteristic specimen of thought.
belonging to a definitely bygone stage of human history-an
archaic dvili7ation far away that had never known the blessings of the basic ideals of Europe. The Hindu theories seemed
to those good men to he imbued with a pagan wickedness quite
their own, to which almost nothing in the Christian West<'l'Il
tradition could be compared. Not even Machiavelli could be
compared to them; for he was an Occidental, after all, with a
Christian mind.
Machiavelli's The Prince (ll Principe), with its cynical political advice and point of view, was composed in the cruel period
of transition from the Middle Ages to modern times. Machiavelli
had distilled his worldly wisdom from his personal experiences
and observations as foreign ~ecretary to a town-republic caught
in the terrible turmoil of fifteenth-century Italian historv: and
he had added what he could dedure from studying Livy and the
classics. His intention was to prepare the way for the political
1 !17
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hero-savior, who, as he earnestly hoped and prayed, should soon
appear on the troubled stage of his Italy, to set things right,
expel from his native soil the cruel invaders (France and Germany), make an end to their devastating r.tids and crushing
tyrannies, and finally quell even the internecine wars of those
upstarts and tyrant-ad\'cnturers who were tearing the muntry
to pieces, wrecking all hope for such unification as had he<·n
achie,·ed for France in the days of Louis XI. Machiavelli's pages
thus are inspired by a fen·ent patriotism, the like of which cannot be detected in the Hindu doctrines; these lack completely
that modern idm and feeling. And so it seemed to the scholars
who compared the two works that Machiavdli's seemingly cynical doctrine. ice-cold and immoral though it was, nevertheless glowed with a redeeming sacred fire which was lacking to
the heathen-that, namely, of the author's love fur a modern
Christian folk. But this very love is the power that keeps the
law of the fishes operating at its full force in the modern world.
The author of ll Principe had been the first strictly scientific
W<·stern author on politics and the art of government; his work
was an nnsm·pas.ed classic, highly specialized, unbiased by
popular tmism~ and prejudices, dear-sighted, accurate, unsentimental. and courageous. The Hindu theories, on the other
hand, lacking the .acred fire, and going back to the unbaptized
age of Alexander the Great-in part, to centuries even earlierwere judged by their critics to have not the slightest trace of
moral worth and decent human sentiment. They seemed to the
scholar. of those days hefore the first World War to mirror tlw
primiti\'e, though highly sophisticated, state of human affairs in a
pagan ci\'ilization-a state superseded, once and for all, by the
rise of the Christian society, the humanitarian achievements of
modern enlightenment, and the whole tendency of what has
heen called "progress." Pessimists, like Schopenhauer, Nietzsche,
and the Swiss historian Jakoh Burckhardt, had already questioned and slightly shaken the complacency of those self-con138
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gratulatory times, but not enough to have made any conspicuous impression on the gt·neral hdid in human melioration
and perfeuibility. Moot ol the sdmlars could look with only
pity and disgust o11 Mllh documents as Kantilya's Artha.iastra,
which confnmc<l lor them everything they had ever belit'\ eel
about the need f01 Christian light in the unregenerate land>
of the heathen.
Today, howewr, when we peruse this document handed
down to us tin ough more than two thousand year>, history
forces us to the sad and wiuy comment of Hamlet when he
n·alizcd that the tintc was out of joint: "This was sonletiml.' a
paradox, but now the timt· gives it proo£." What is going on
today in a large portion of the world would seem, in the light
of this book, to amoum to a total Asiatization of politital affairs, both international and domestic. And the law> ar<" seen
again to he what thq were in ages past. One feels indincd to
bestow a new and deep rcsp<Tt on the genius who at that early
pctiod recognill·rl and ducidated the basic forces and situathns
that were to 1emain p<"rcnnial in the human political field. The
same style of Indian thought that invented the game of chess
grasped with prolnund insight the rules of this larger game of
power. And thc·se are rules that cannot be disregarded hy anyone seriously preparing to enter the field of political action,
whether for moth·es o[ rugged individualism or in order to take
the world in his hands and see whether it may not be he who is
destint•rl to become the Cakravartin-that blessed one who is to
lift the sufferings that han· always and everywhere marked our
sorry history under the go\'l'rnment of the sharks.
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11. THE PHILOSOPHY OF PLEASURE
K.AMA·llE\'A, the Hindu god of love, is no little son of mother
Venus, no putto-chubby, t<'nder infant-but a brilliant, dexterous youth. His glamorous mate is Rati, "Lust and Sensual
Delight." And like the divine Eros of Hesiod, celebrated by
Phaedrus in Plato's dialogue, Kama was the first-born of the
gods.
Fir;t Chao< came, and then broad-bosomed Earth,
The everlasting seat of all that is,
And Love.'
This dangerous youth's divine military commander-in-chief is
Vasanta, "Spring." With a fragrant wind from the south Vasanta
brings the landscape into blossom and softens all creatures for
the sweet, piercing, irresistible attack of the god of love.
Kama carries a bow entwined with flowers, and five arrows
the points of which arc fragrant blossoms. The bow and arrow,
it must be borne in mind, were once to be taken very seriously.
They were always the classic weapon of Indian warfare, from
the remote centuries of the Vedic period, through the age of
Epic chivalry, and even through the subsequent period of the
contending tyrant-kings, until the Moslem invasions introduced
the Chinese-Western invention of gunpowder, cannon, guns,
and bullets. Kama is called Pu~pa-biJ')a, "whose arrows are
Rowers," and Parica-sayaka, "endowed with five arrows." He
1 Hesiod, Theogony tt6ff.; Plato, Sympo.rium 178 B.
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carries also a noose or lasso (pii>a) with which to catch and fetter
his victim from afar, as well as a hook with which to drag the
victim m·ar. These four instrum<"nts of the invincible godthe arrow, the bow, the noose, and the book-arc associated in
the magic rituals and diagrams of the medieval Tantric schools '
with the four great spellbinding commands that produce love
and surrender. These arc, tc•pcctivcly, the commands "Open
up!" (jambha), symbolized by the arrows; "Confuse, drive mad!"
(moha), the bow; "Paralyze, stupefy, make rigid and immovable!" (stambha), the noose; and "Humble, tame, subdue!"
(va.la), the hook.
It is told that Kama once presumed to take his aim at §iv 3
(the master yogi and archetypal ascetic-solitary of the Hindu
pantheon), having been commanded to do oo by tbe king of
the gods, Jndra, in order to break Siva's meditation and fill him
with love for the goddess Parvati, di,·ine daughter of the mountain king Himalaya. Parvati was an incarnation of the supreme
goddess of the world, Kali-Durga-Sati', siva's eternal femalecounterpart and projected energy, whom the god, for the wellbeing of the universe, was to be brought to recognize and know.•
But when the first flower-shaft found its mark and Siva was
aroused from the timeless contemplation of his own innermost
supernal luminosity. a lightning !lash of anger broke from his
third or middle eye, at the point between the brows, and the
body of Kama, the very vision of Charm Irresistible, was reduced to ashes. Rati', the desolated spous~. pn·t·ailed on siva
to bring her consort hark from non-entity, but though the spirit
returned. the beautiful bodv ('OU!d not he produced again.
Therefore Kama is called Anmign, "bodiless." He hovers abm·e
and between lovers intangibly. invisibly forcing them to each
other's embrace.
• Cf. supra, p. 61, Editor's note, and infra, pp. 56off.
:~ Cf. Hdnrirh Zimmer, The King tmd the Corpu, The Botlingc.•n
XI. Nrw Ynrk, 1948, Part II.
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Kama-loka, "the realm (loka) of desires and their fulfillments
(kama)," is the god of love's beautiful paradise of joys, where
men and animals dwell spellbound by objects of the senses.
Thus allured, the Self-forgetful beings remain fixed to the universal wheel of the round of time, doomed to he born again on
earth, in the heavens, or in the purgatories of pain, according
to the character of their thoughts and desires. For the fruit of
desire is destiny, and so the activated individual, linked to the
causal round hy the delicate hut tough and durable filaments
of his own desire, goes on from existence to existence-earthly,
celestial, and infernal-now as 1nan, now as beast, now as a god,
unable to break away and into tht· peac<· beyond.
Kama-loka comprises in its lower levels the hells or purgawries of pain, as well as the ghostly region of specters (pretas).
the region of giant-monsters that devour beasts and men
(•ilk,msas), the region of the anti-g-ods or titans (a.111111.1), that ol
the goblins (kumiJhii!•(ias), the kingdom of the serpcntlike
water-gods (niigas), and the domain of the household-deities
()ak$as: fertility-gods surviving from the nrchaic pre-.\ryan
civilization, who now serve as attendanl< of the deities Kubera
ond siva). The middle realm of men and hcasts is on the earthly
plane, while above, still ruled by Kama (th<· supreme personification of the allure of the transient world). arc the kingdom of
the winged birdlike ~ods of the atmosphere (garu(la.<) and the
paradise of the celestial musicians (gandharva,)-thc last named
being men reborn to the sensual pleasures of the lower heavens,
where they enjoy the companionship and love of heavenly damsels (apsaraus). The progressively rarefied spheres of the gods
are represented as superimposed, one upon another, up the
terraced slopes of Mount Sumeru, the great central mountain of
the world, which, lik<· a gigantic Babylonian ziggurat-a natural,
cosmic tower of BabP!-lifts its summit into the loftiest spheres of
celestial bliss, and then soars beyond. What lies beyond is
Brahma-loka, the realm of formless being and purely spiritual
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bliss. But the power of Kama reaches even there. For the universe is the production of the divine will (icchii) or desire
(kama)-the wish of the One to be many. All spheres of being
stand generated and supported by that first creative impulse.
On the carnal plane it operates through the mystery of sex; on
the highest, it is the will of the Creator. Kama therefore is "the
first of the gods"-but the youngest too, as born again every day
in the meeting and mating of creatures throughout the course
of time. Kama is the power and process whereby the One begets
Itself as man, beast, or plant, and thus carries forward the con·
tinued creation of the universe. Kama is the conjunction of
eternity and time, through which that abundance becomes this
abundance, and the non-manifest is made manifest in all the
beings of the cosmos, from Brahma down to the blade of grass.
In Buddhist (as distinguished from Hindu) iconography
three created realms (lokas), or ranging-grounds into which
beings may desrmd to be reborn (avacaras), are described. The
first and lowest is Kama-loka, "the world of desires"; the next
is Riipa-loka, "the world of pure forms (beyond desire)'"; while
the highest is A-riipa-loka, "the world without forms, the formles.• realm." TI1ese conceptions represent and are based on the
common experiences of yoga. As the process of introvert absorption deepens and the sphere of extroven experiences drops
away, higher. deeper, more rarefied spheres of experienre are
attained. And these are themselves then found to be subdivided
into many stratifications, each inhabited by a class of subtle
celestial beings.
According to the early Buddhist legends, when Gautama
§akyamuni was seated under the Bo Tree, on the point of
breaking past all forms and realms whatsoever into the timele01
infinite of the Void, Kama appeared to him in the form of a
youth carrying a lute, and sought to tempt him from his world·
transcending task. One of the names applied to Kama in these
Buddhist texts is that of an old Vedic demon, Namuci, a word
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commonly interpreted as "he who does not (na) let go (muc)."
By suppl)ing every creature with something of the joys of
life Kama as Namuci holds all spellbound, so that the produced beings fall prey, again and again, to death. Hence he is
also called "The Evil One" (piifJiyim), or simply "Death"
(mii111).' Kama and Mara, the joy of life and the grip of death,
are respectively the bait and the hook-the delights of the loaded
table and the price to be paid-the dinner and tlw check, which
here is mortality. suffering. and tears; la douloureusc. "the painful hour of payment," ends the carousel. Thus the supreme
seducer, oldest of the gods and supportt•r of the world, has for
all beings a dual aspect-as have all the gods and all the forces
of life. They are at once attractive and destructive, merciful
and merciless, desirable and appalling. In the picture-languages
of the Buddhist and Hindu iconographies, all superhuman beings and presences are ambh·alent and ambiguous in this way.
Life in the world is described as an excruciating paradox-the
more alive, the more difficult to bear: a sea of suffering, delusory delights, deceitful promises, and dismaying realizations:
the sea, indeed, of the fecund, self-sustaining, self-consuming
madness of the fish.
The Buddha, so the legend tells us, broke the power of the
god of death and desire (on whose banner is displayed the emblem of the fish) and passed beyond. The dual delusion dissolved from him, and his released consciousness united with the
Reality of the Void. All men are destined for that transcendent
end. As we shall see, the whole concern of the major portion
of Indian philosophy is the way to such release (mok~a) from
the world-bounding, binding power of the divine being "who
does not let go," the cosmic magician, Namuci.• And throughout
• ft,fiirn. literally "he who kiJis, or mal.rs 'die' (mtJTf'; compare the Latin
mors, mor·tis, and mor-tal, mor-tality.
• N4-muci and mO.I:$4 both are derived from the root muc: "Jet go. release'"; the form('r with the nrgative prefix na·.
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the traditional literature on the subject, the first step to this
goal of goals is descrihed as the refusal of Kama's bait, his
tempting table, the aoundance of the world. This, however,
does not prevent the great rnajority-in India, as everywhere
in this \'ast "grazing ground"-from devoting themselves exclusively to the pursuit of the bitter-sweet delusion.
The Hindu handbooks of the art of love, composed for those
who are still dedicated to the work of rontinuing the creation,
.rrictly disregard the discouraging insights and devastating ascetic prescriptions of those who have broken free-except in
so far as sophisticated reflections about the transiency of delight may add to love and life a certain exquisite thrill. The case
is similar to that of the Hindu handbooks of the science of politics, where all the principles of virtue are disregarded except
in so far as a mask of morality may serve the purpose of the
power specialist. Fundamentally. the doctrine and technique
of Klima go back to primitive antiquity. They belong to that
science and art of love-magic (the lore of charms, spells, and
love-philters) which is a dominant concern of ali primitive
traditions. In that sense they are definitely pre-Buddhistic, preVedantic,• and are innocent of, rather than antagonistic to, the
developed monastic ideal and techniques of renunciation.
Kiima, the Sanskrit noun, denotes the whole range of possible experience within the sphere of love, sex, sensual gratification, ancl delight. Klima is "wish, desire, carnal gratification,
lust, low, and affection." The earliest Indian documents on
the subject appear in the most antique stratifications of Vedic
popular priestcraft and witchcraft; charms of love being numerous and conspicuons, for example, in the text of the Atharua·
veda. Love-life here means primarily family life, married life,
and the principal and original aim of the doctrine was simply
to make this love-life a success. i.e., to produce a happy. harmonious family: a happy husband, happy wife and mother, and
• Cf. supra, pp. 8 and 18, Editor's notes.
1
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numerous healthy, promising children, preferably sons. For
sons are indispensable for continuing the lineage and ensuring
the unbroken maintenance of the family cult of ancestor·
offerings by which the souls of the deceased "Fathers" are supported in the "Realm of the Fathers" (pitr-loka). Daughters, on
the other hand, are expensive and delicate bUTdcns. One has w
arrange and proYide for a suitable marriage, with due regard to
the requirements of caste and social position; and then one
ne,·er knows quite what to expect of the son-in-law who has thus
been so troublesomely acquired. The house prospers inevitably
with sons; whereas with daughters, there is generally anxiety
and expense. The hints we have of the earliest Kama tradition
include recipes and rituals for begetting male children, keeping
onesel£ youthful and healthy, becoming and remaining attractive, and making married love-life a success.
A brief review of the list of charms in the Atharva-vrda devoted to the work of Kama will suffice to indicate the scope and
character of the problems as they were understood and approached in that time. This old Vedic material has never been
studied and treated in comparison with the much later formulae
preserved to us in such works as Vatsyayana's Kamasiltra, yet it
discloses the originally sacred and authoritative character of the
doctrine that appears in the later works in a rather secularized,
worldly form-as a kind of ars ammuli for courtesans and gentlemen-about-town. Roughly, a thirl<·entb part of the wholt• of
the ancient A tharva-veda (41 items out of the 536 hymns, prayers, incantations, and charms-not an overwhelming, but certainly a significant and wholesome, portion of the total compilation) is devoted to the magic of this basic and immensely
important human subjt•ct. The following list will give a notion
of the scope of the early hymns and charms: 7
1 The titles are those given by the tran\lators, \Villiam I>wight Whitney
and Charlc11 Rockwell Lanman, in their Atharva-Vrda, Harvard Oriental
Series, Vols. VII and VIII, Cambridge, Mas'i., 1905. The numbers in parcn-
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For successful childbirth {II}
Imprecation of spinsterhood on a woman ( 14)
A love spdl, with a •wcct herb (34)
To secure a woman's love (72)
To get a husband lor a woman (8I)
Against a rival wile, with a plant {II7)
For fecundity {I27)
To command a woman's love (I30)
For reco\'l'ry of virility, with a plant (149)
(The incantation of the lover entering the gi1l's home by
night:) To put the huuseholrl to sleep {I51)
For sucres•ful conception (265)
Two charms, to win a woman's love (287)
For birth of sons (288)
Against premature hirth (293)
Against jealousy (293)
For winning a spouse (:J25)
For matrimonial happine<S (339)
For successful prcgnanry, with an amulet (34I)
To obtain a wife (3-12)
To win affection (347)
For \'irile power (354)
To win a woman (355)
Two rharms, to win a man's love (379)
To compel a man's love (380)
For progeny (401)
Against a rh·a) woman ( p 1)
Husband and wife to one another (,pI}
The wifr to the husband (4I2}
To win and fix a man's )0\·e, with a plant {4I2)
To cure j<·alousy {4I6)
To destroy one's virile power (454}
theses refer to the pages of the \Vhitncy-Lanman \'olumcs: pages l·tio arc in

Vol. VII, 471-1050 in VIII.
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Against a woman rival, with a plant (467)
To guard a pregnam woman from demons (493)
To Kama (521)
l\lagic stanzas [or marriage ceremonies (7-tD-753)
Of and to Desire (Kama) (985)
The worries and difficulti<·s of married life in Vedic times,
apparently. were much the same as those that we know in the
world today. And the rcm!'dies offered by the Kama-material
of the Athan•II-I•rda an· the dassic ones o[ all ages: medical
treatment in the form of herbs, plants, and philters; suggestion
and persuasion. enhanced by magic objerts (amulets); eugenics;
mental and <"motional hygicne-attunement, adjustment; all
couched in t enm of magic. and administered by the priestmagician medidne man-archaic archet)•pe of those modern
wizards of the psyche, the consulting psychoanalyst and the
family doctor. On the other hand, some of the charms are simply houscholrl-medicinc, used by man or wife without the
assistance of the priest-wizard: lm·e-charms against rivals, etc.
Kama i~ of the es-;cnce of tnagic. magic of the essence of love;
for among nature's own spells and charms that of love and sex
is pre-eminent. This is the witrhcraft that compels life to progT<'SS from one generation to the next, the spell that binds all
neatures to the cycle of existences, through deaths and births.
It would be impossible to imagine a compendium of magic lore
without its due assortment of love-charms. The Latin mTmen,
"magic priestly song (conjuring up the powers, warding demons
away)," our Fnglish "charm" (which meant, originally, "magic
stanza, the conjuring sing-song that works a spell"), and such
kindred tenns as "incantation," "enchantment," "enchanting,"
"enchanter," all point hack to the magic song or spell; likewise
the French enchante, dt'srnchantr, and charme. A singer, a
soprano, uue canlnlricr, i, an enchantress: so too the tenor who
"puts a spell" upon the audience. Love, song, and the divine
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intoxicating potion that brings the god himself threading
through the veins have for millenniums been associated with
each other, not only blithely, in the dreams of youth, but also
desperately, in the black rites ot the witch's art.
The early Indian magic lore of low seems to have been
known and preS<'rVl'd in esoteric doctrines by the warrior-dans
uutsid<· the prie•tly lamilies themselves. The tteatrnem of the
subject was profoundly impired by a •eme of the holy mystery
ol Iii<'. whereas in the highly tcdmical later handhool.s on the
art of pleasure it is mmparati\ ely cut and dried. The famous
B1~ihman

Svt"taketu !-.eems to ha\t been

Olll'

ol th<" lint redac~

tors of handhool.s o\ this kind.! It is describ<·d in the •ixth hook
ol thr C:hiindog)'ll l.!jJiwi,llul as receiving from hi• father,\ 1ddalaka ,\rm.Ji, the kc·y to all knowledge, in the form of the Vedic
··~rmt formula" (mlllui-valtya), "Thou -\rt That" (tat tvam asi).
Elsewhere he is n·lchrated as the modd Brahman of that classic,
somt·what om·-sided type that wr know !rum many orthodox
sources. He was in perfect command of the sacred lore, but,
apparently, not equally at homr in the sphere ol secular philosophy. l\o doubt it was through such hands as his that the
archaic Kama-wisdom lost its scope and depth. The richness of
the topic as it wa• understood in later \'edic times, when it constituted one of the departmems of household wisdom, has been
drained away, as the result of much epitomizing and reducing.
l'rom this later literature· on the art of love there is little to be
t·xtrarfl'd by way of mctaphl'sic·s or philosophy.
The major text is the justly cdrhrated Kamasutra' of the
Brahman Vatsyayana, composed in the third or fourth century
A.D. This is a masterly yet very much condensed and all too
abbreviated version of the materials of the earlier tradition.
A few later and minor treatises composed in verse, which in
part show a more archaic character than the classic Kitmtl.nitm,
wmmunirate a greater sense of what the larger dor11 ine must
e "The aphorisms (sittn:a) of the technique of making love (kama)."
1
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have been. Among these may be named l'aiicasiiyaka, "The God
with the Five Arrows," composed some time alter the eleventh
century A.D.; Ratimfla.rya, ''Tlw Secret Doctrine of Love's Delt!;ht.'' whkh is somewhat earlier than the thirteenth century;
and A 11al•garmiga, "The Stage of the llodiless God," dating
probably from the sixtecmh ~entury A.D. Occasional fragments
preserved in the l1 pani~ads also serve to indicate the rich, profound. and holy awe in which the sacred act was held, through
which the God of gods continued his creation, pressing it on
through the generations of the great Brahmanic and the great
kingly houses. The knowleclge o! that erotic practical philosophy is for the present all but lost.•
0 Editor's note: Here Ur. Zimmer'!! noH''I on thi., "'ubje<t hrcak off. Hi~ jutcntiou was to nmlinue hi~ o;tudv wirh <m aualy"i" nf till' tt-:,tbl)oks of arting
(d. supra, pp. 39-40), and to an;plily hi!t trc.atm<"nt of the earlier tradition
Ly rc\'iewing the pcllinent JM"'~·•gt'\ in the Upanh~u.h. The thapt('J a' giH·n

dho\C rcpre.!!enb lmt

f.l

pH·Imuu.uy l)kl'hh.

III. THE PHILOSOPHY OF DUTY

1.

Caste and the FouT Life-Stages
IN INDIA everybody wears the tokens of the department of life
to which he belongs. He is recognizable at first glance by his
dress and ornaments and the marks of his caste and trade class.
Every man has the symbol o£ his tutelary deity painted on his
forehead, by which sign he is placed and kept under the god's
protection. Maiden, matricd won1an, widow: each wears a dis.
tinctive costume. And to each pertains a clear-cut set of standards and taboos, meticulously defined, srrupulously followed.
What to eat and what not to eat, what to approach and what
to shun, with whom to converse, ;hare meals, and intermarry:
such personal affairs are minutely regulated, with severe and
exacting penalties (or accidental as well as for intentional
infringement. The idea is to preserve without pollution-bycontact the specific spiritual force on which one's efficacy a• a
member of a particular social species depends.
For in so far as the individual is a functioning component
of the complex social organism. his concern must be to become
identified with the tasks and interests of his social role, and
even to shape to this his public and private character. The
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whole group takes precedence over any of its components. All
self-expression, as we know and care for it, is therefore ruled
out, the precondition to participation in the group consisting
not in cultivating, but in dissolving, personal tendencies and
idiosyncrasies. The supreme virtue is to become assimilatedwholeheartedh• and without residue-to the timeless, imme·
moria!, absolu;ely impersonal mask of the classic role into which
one has been brought by birth (jiitl}. The individual is thus
compelled to become anonymous. And this is regarded, furthermore, as a process not of self-dissolution but of self-discovery;
for the key to the realization of one's present incarnation lies
in the virtues of one's present caste.
Caste is regarded as forming an innate part of character. The
divine moral order (dharma) by which the social structure is
knit together and sustained is the same as that which gives continuity to the lives of the individual; and just as the present
is to be understood as a natural consequence of the past, so in
accordance with the manner in which the present role i• played
will the caste of the future be determin<·d. :-lot only one's raste
and trade, furthermore, but also all the things that happen to
one (even though apparently through the slightest chance),
are determined by, and exac!ly appropriate to, one's nature and
profoundest requirement. The vital, malleable episod<' at hand
points back to former lives; it is their resnlt-thc nat ural effect
of bygone causal factors operating on the plane of ethical values,
human virtues, and personal qualities, in accordance with universal natural laws of elective attrartion and spontaneous repulsion. "'hat a penon is and what he experiences are n•garded
as stric!ly commensurate, like the inside am! the outside of a vase.
The correct manner of dealing with every life prohlem that
arises, therdore, is indicated bv the laws (dharma) of the raste
(vaYf}a) to which one belongs. and of the particular stage-of-life
(iihama) that is proper to one's age. One is not free to choose;
one belongs to a species-a family, guild and craft, a group, a
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denomination. And since this circumstance not only determines
to the last detail the regulations for one's public and private
conduct, but also represents (according to this all-inclusive and
pervasive, unyielding pattern ol integration) the real ideal of
one's presem naunal character, one's concern as a judging and
acting entity must be only to meet every life problem in a
manner befitting the role one plays. Whereupon the two aspects of the temporal event-the subjective and the objectivewill be joined exactly, and the individual eliminated as a third,
imrusive factor. lie will then bring into manifestation not
the Lemporal accident of his own personality, but Lhe vast, im~
perwnal, cosmic law, and so will be, uot a faulty, but a perfect
glass: anonymous ;md sell-effacing. For by the rigorous practice
of prescribed virtues one actually can efface oneself, dissolving
c\entually the last quirk of impulse and personal resistancethus gaining release from the little boundary of the personality
and absorption in the boundlessness of universal being. Dharma
is therefore fraught with power. It is the burning point of the
whole present, past, and future, as well as the way through
which to pass into the transcendemal consciousness and bliss of
the purest spiritual Self-existence.
Ewrybody is born to his own place (sva-dharma) in the
phantasmagoric display of creati,·e power that is the world, and
his first duty is to show it, to live up to it, to make known by
both his appearanre and his actions just what part of the spectac lc he is. Every feminine being is a manifestation on earth of
the uni\'crsal Jllother, a personification of the productive, alluring aspect of the holy mystery that supports and continually
creates the world. The married woman is to be all decency; the
harlot is to pride herself on her ability to k.eep her allurements
eff<·ctive and sell her charms. The mother and housewife is to
breed sons without cease, and to worship her husband as the
human embodiment of all the gods. Husband and wife are to
approach each other as two di\'inities; for he, through her, is
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reborn in his sons, just as the Creator is made manifest in the
forms and creatures of the world through the magical operation
of his own power, his sakti, personified in his goddess. And as
the male member of the community is co-ordinated to the whole
through the particular religious devotions and services proper
to his social position, so the wife is co-ordinated to society as the
sakti of her spouse. Her service to him is her religion, just as
his religion is the service to his "Fathers" and the deities of his
vocation. Thus the whole of life is lived as, and understood to
be, a sen·ice to the Divine, all things being known as images of
the one and universal Lord.
Every prokssion has its special tutelary divinity, who embodies and personifies the very skill of the trade, and wields or
exhibits its tools as his distinguishing attributes. The tutelary
divinity of "riters, poets, intellectuals, and priests, for example,
is the goddess Sarasvati \'iic: the goddess of riverlike, streaming
speech. And the patroness of magic priestcraft, Brahmanhood,
is Savitri: not the human princess, daughter of King Asvapati,
who, according to the legend, rescued her husband, Prince
Satyavan, from the dominion of King Death, but the female
counterpart and divine energy, sakti, of Savitar-Brahma, tlu·
Creator of the world; she is the all-moving. all-inspiring, divine
principle of creation. Kama, the Hindu Cupid, is the tutelary
divinity of courtesans, and of those who stand in net-d of the
lessons of the kamasastra, the authorized code of traditional
Tt'Vealed wisdom in the lore of love and sex.' While ViSvakarman, the divine "Fxpcrt of All Crafts," the carpenter, architcct,
and master crafwnan of the gods, is the patron deity of workmen, artisans. and artists.

Each of these, representing the principle and sum total of a
certain highly specialized department of knowledge and skill,
is a jealous and exclusive god and master. The human creature
called by birth to the deity's service is to dedicate all of his
1

Cf.supra. pp. J4o-150.
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powers and devotion to worship; the slightest failure can entail
disaster. Like a mistress, charming and generous if faithfully
and exclusively served, but baleful, wrathful, terrific, if not
duly paid her whole requirement, the god blossoms like a flower,
yielding sweetness, fragrance, and fruit abundantly fm the
devotee of perfect concentration, hut otherwise is touchy andrevengefuL India's static, departmentalized, and mutually cooperative hierarchy of the crafts and professions, that is to say,
demands and inculcates the most extreme one-sidedness. There
is to be no choice, no floundering around, no sowing of wild
oats. From the very first breath of life, the individual's energies
arc mastered, trained into !'hannels, and co-ordinated to the
gt·neral work ol the superindividual who is the holy society
itself.
This depersonalizing principle of specialization is pressed
t•ven further by the subdivision of the idral life-course of the
individual into four stages (ii.lmma). The first stage, that of the
pupil (antr1•asiu), is ruled exdusivdy by obedience and submission. The pupil, eager to receil·e, under the magic spell of
the spiritual t.-achcr. th.- whole charg.-, the total transference, of
the divine knowlcdg•· and magir craft of his vocation, seeks to
be nothing hut the sacred vessel into which that precious essence flows. Symbolically, hy the spiritual umbilical cord of the
"sacred thread" with which he is solemnly invested, he is linked
to his guru as to the one and only, all-sufficient human embodiment and source (for him) of superhuman spiritual nourishment. Strict chastity (bralmwcarya) is enjoined; and if through
any experience with the other sex he violates this interdict,
thereby breaking the continuity of the life-generating, lifebegetting intimacy and identification with the gum, the most
severe and complex punishments descend upon him. This is the
period for lraddhii (hlind faith in the master-technician who
knows the path), and .lu.lrii,<ii (the will and desire to "hear"
(.lru) and to learn by heart; to hear, to obey, and to conform).
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This is the period when the mere natural man, the human animal, is to be absolutely sacrificed, and the life of man in the
spirit, the supranormal wisdom-power of the "twice-born," to
be made effective in the flesh.
Then, abruptly, when the stage of pupilship is finishl'<l, and
without any transitional period, the youth, now a man, is transferred-one might say, hurled-into married life, the stage ol
householdership (grhastha). Taking over the paternal nalt,
business, or profession, he re~eiws a wife (chosen for him by his
parems), begets sons, supports th<· family, and docs his be;t to
identify himself with all the tasJ..s and ideal rol<-s of the traditional /Jfllrr familias, member of the guild. etc. The young Ia
ther id<·ntifies himself with the delights and worries of married
life (kiima\. as well as with the das.ic interests and problem; ol
prope11y and wealth (artha), so that he may have the mean' at
his di;posal, not only to support his growing family acmrding
to the standards proper to his birth or human specic·s (jtili), hnt
also to meet the more or less costly demands of the orthmlox
sanamental ~ycle of rituals. For the house-priest. the 1\rahmanguru, whon1 he now must en1ploy and lu·ed-cven as Indra JJHISI
employ and heed the divine Brhaspati 2 -blt-sses and as.•ists the
family on every possible on·asion, as a combination spiritual
adviser and ronfcssor, family doc-tor. ron~ulling prarti1·al p..,,.
c·hologist, exorcist, conjuror, and wizard. And these professional
men charge their fees: that i• part of the cause of the real ef.
f~rtiveness of their cryptic, holy. psychotherapeutic dc·alings. The
gurus. linking themselves with full surrender (like everyone·
else in the community) to the privileges and duties of thc·ir own
immemorial role, serve as ronrluits of supernatural wisdom and
holy power (brahman), like m·n•es of consc.iousness throughout
the social body.
The guru tends to become petrified into an idol-just as everyone tends to berome petrified, clehumani7{'(], stabili7t•d, and
• Cf. supra, pp. 76·77-
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purged of spontaneous individuality-in proportion to the
degree of perfection he achieves in the intensely styli7erl enactment of his timeless role. In the second half of the individual's life cycle, therefore, these brittle roles are to he put aside.
Having identified himself wholly with the functions of his social personality (his social actor's mask, or persona), he must
now as radically step away from that-throw off poS>essiom and
all the wncerns of wealth (artha), break from the desires and
anxieties of his now flowered and variously fruitful life-inmarriage (luium), turn eV<'n from the duties of society (dl1arma)
which haYc linked him to the universal manifestation of lm·
pr·rishahle llein~ throu~h the stable archetypes of the human
tragicomedy. II is sons are now bearing the joys and burdens of
the world; himself, in late middle life, may step away. And so
he enters upon the third aSrama, that of the "departure to the
forest" (1•mwjnastha). For we are not only social, professional
masks, rq>n·scming ageless roles in the shadow-world of time,
but also something substantial; namely, a Self. \Vc belong, cannot hut belong, to the world, yet are not adequately de>cribed
by our caste mat ks and costumr, not fathomed to our essence
hy secular and moral functions. Our rssenre transcends this
manifested nature and CYeryt hing that he· longs to it, our property, delights, our rights and duties. and our relationship to the
ancestors and the gods. To seek to rcarh that unnatncd essence
is to entn upon the path of the quest for the Self; and this is
the aim and end of the third of the four life-stages.
The man and wife in the period of the retreat. to the forest
put off the cares. duties, joys. and interests that linked them to
the world and begin the difficult inward quest. And yet, not
even this idyl of the life of holiness in the forest can mark the
end of their adventure; for, like the first period-that of studenthood-this is only a preparation. In the fourth and last asrarnathat of the wandering holy beggar (bhik,w)-no longer linked to
any exercise, no longer linked to any place, but "taking no
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thought of the future and looking with indifference upon the
present," • the homeless wanderer "lives identified with the eternal Self and beholds nothing else." • "He no more cares whether
his body, spun of tlte threads of karma, falls or remains, than
docs a cow what becomes of the garland that someone has hung
around her neck; for the faculties of his mind are now at rest in
the Holy Power (l1rahman), the essence of bliss." •
Originally, Jaina saints went about "clothed in space"
t.dif!.nmbnra), i.e., stark naked, as a sign that they did not belong
to any recogni7cd group, sect, trade, or community. They had
rliscarded all dewrmining marks; for determination is negation
bv specialization.' In the same spirit, the wandering Buddhist
monks were instructed to go clarl in rags, or else in an ochrecolored garment-the latter being traditionally the garb of the
criminal ejcctccl from society and condemned to death. The
monks donncrl this disgraceful raiment as a sign that they too
were dead to the social hier;nchy. They had been handed over
to death ancl were beyond the boundaries of life. They had
stepped away from the world's limitations, out of all the bond·
ages of belonging to something. They were renegades. Likewise,
the Brahman pilgrim-mendicant has always been likened to the
wild goose or swan (/unhsa), "hi<h has no fixed home but wan·
ders, migrating with the rain-clouds north to the Himalayas and
back south again, at home on every Jake or sheet of water, as
also in the infinite, unbounded reaches of the sky.
Religion is supposed finally to release us from the desires and
fears, ambitions and commitments of secular life-the delusions of
3

Sankara, Vivekacildiimani 432; compare Luke

12: 11~50·

'lb. 457·
'lb. 4•6.
8 Larer on, as a C.fHICf''>'>ion, the Jaina holy men donned the white
garment and became \vrtiimiJara, "clothed in white." This was the mmt
non-<.ommittal drc!IS that they could find. (See, however, infra, p. ato,
Editor's note.)
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our social, professional, and family interests; for religion claims
the soul. But then religion is necessarily a community affair, and
so itself is an instrument of bondage, tying us more subtly, by
less gross and therewith more insinuative delusions. Anyone seeking to transcend the tight complacencies of his community must
break away from the religious congregation. One of the classic
ways of doing this is by becoming a monk-joining, that is to say,
still another institution, this time dedicated to isolation [rom,
and insurance against, the ordinary human bondages. Or people
take the step into the forest, becoming hermit-solitaries-tied now
to the gentle idyl of the hermitage and the innocent details of
its primitive li£c-ritual. Where in all the world can one be totally
free?
What is a man really, behind and beyond all the marks, cos·
tumes, implem<'l1ts, and activities that denote his civil and re·
ligious status? What being is it that underlies, supports, and
animates all the states and changes of his life's shadowlike be·
coming? The anonymities of the forces of nature that operate
within him; the curious performances. succcssfu] or unsuccessful,

upon which his social character depends; the landscape and life
incidental to his time and place of birth; the materials that pass
through and wnstiturc for a time his body, charm his fancy, ancl
animate his imagination: none of these can be said to be the Sell.
The craving for (()mpletc release from limitations, whkh is
identical with the craving for absolute anonymity, one may seek
to fulfill by turning homeless beggar-mendicant, with no fixed
place to lay one's head, no regular road, no goal, no belongings.
But then-one is still rarrying oneseH around. All those strati·
fications of the body and psyrhe that correspond to the demands
and offerings of the environment and link one to the world
wherever one may be are present. active still. To reach the Absolute Man (puru~a) that is sought, one must somehow discard
those garbs and obscuring sheaths. From the skin, down through
the intellect and emotions, the memory of things past and the
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deep-rooted habits of reaction-those acquired spontaneities, the
cheiished automatisms of one's profoundly rooted likes and dislikes-all must be cast aside; for these are not the Self but "super·
impositions," "colorings," "besmcarings" (aiijaua), of its intrinsic
radiance and purity. That is why befon· emering upon the fourth
asrama, that of the wandering noncmity, the Hindu practices
the psychological exercises of the third, that of the idyl of the
forest. He must put off himself to come to the adamantine Self.
And that is the work of yoga. Yoga, Self-discovery, and then the
absolutely unconditional identification of oneself with the anonymous. ubiquitous, .md impe1 hhable ground o[ all existence, con·
stitute the proper end ol the second half of the cycle of the
orthodox biography. This is the time for wiping off the actor'•
paint that one wore on the universal stage, the time [or tlw
recollection and release of the unaffcrted and uninvolved, yet
all-sustaining and enacting, living Person who was always then·.

2.
Satya
"BETTER is one'& own dharma, though imperfectly performed,
than the dharma of another well performed. Better is death in
the performance of one's own dharma: the dharma of another is
fraught with peril."' There exists in India an anrient belief that
the one who has enacted his own dharma without a single fault
throughout the whole of his life can work magic by the simple
act of calling that fact to witness. This is known as making an

'Rhagavad Gitii 3·35·
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"Act of Truth." The dharma need not be that of the highest
Brahman caste or even of the decent and respectable classes of
the human community. ln every dharma, Brahman, the Holy
Power, is present.
The story is told, lor example, of a time when the righteous
~ing Asoka, greatest of the great North Indian dynasty of the
Mauryas,' "stood in the city of Pa1alipntra, surrounded by city
folk and country folk, by his ministers and his army and his councilors, with the Ganges flowing by, filled up by freshets, level
with the banks, full to the brim, five hundred leagues in length,
a league in breadth. Beholding the river, he said to his ministers, 'Is there any one who can make this mighty Ganges flow
back upstream?" To which the ministers replied, 'That is a
bard matter, your Majesty.'
"Now there stood on that very river bank an old courtesan
named Bindumati, and when she heard the king's question she
said, 'As for me, I am a courtesan in the city of Pataliputra. I
live by my beauty; my means of subsistence is the lowest. Let the
king but behold my Act of Truth.' And she performed an Act of
Truth. The instant she performed her Act of Truth that mighty
Ganges flowed back upstream with a roar, in the sight of all that
mighty throng.
"'Vhen the king heard the roar caused by the movement of
the whirlpools and the waves of the mighty Ganges, he was astonished, and filled with wonder and amazement. Said he to his ministers, 'How comes it that this mighty Ganges is flowing back
upstream?' 'Your Majesty, the courtesan Bindumati heard your
words. and performed an Act of Truth. It is because of her Act
of Truth that the mighty Ganges is flowing backwards.'
"His heart palpitating with excitement, the king himself went
posthaste and asked thr courtesan, 'Is it trnr, as they say, that
you, by an Act of Truth, have made this river Ganges flow back
upstream?' 'Yes, your Majesty.'-Said the king, 'You have power
1

Cf. supra, p. 37·
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to do such a thing as this! Who, indeed, unless he were stark
mad, would pay any attention to what you say? By what power
have you caused this mighty Ganges to flow back upstream?' Said
the courtesan, 'By the Pow<·r of Truth, your Majesty, have I
caused this mighty Ganges to flow bark upstream.'
"Said the king, 'You possess the Power of Truth! You, a thief,
a cheat, corrupt, cleft in twain, \'icious, a wicked old sinner who
have broken the bounds of morality and live on the plunder of
fools!' 'It is true, your Majesty; 1 am what you say. But even I.
wicked woman that I am, possess an Act of Truth by means of
which, should I so desiH·. I could tum the world of men and the
worlds of the gods upside down.' Said the king, 'But what is this
Act of Truth? Pray enlighten me.'
"'Your Majesty, whosoe\er gh·cs me money, be he a K~atriya
or a Brahman or a \'ai,ya or a Siidra or of any other caste soever.
I treat them all exactly alike. If he be a K~atriya, I make no distinction in his fa\'Or. If he be a Siidra, I despise him not. Fre<'
alike from fawning and contempt, I S<'rve the owner of the money.
This, your Majesty, is the Act of Truth hv which I <·aused the
mighty Ganges to flow back upstream.'"'
Just as day and night alternate. each maintaining its own form,
and support by their oppmitiou the character of the processes of
time, so in the sphere of the social order C\-rq·onc sustains the
totality by adhering to his own dharma. The sun in India withers Yegetation, hut the moon restores it, sending the revivifying
dew; similarly, throughout the universe the numerous mutually
antagonistic elements co-operate by working against each other.
The rules of the castes and professions are regarded as reOections
in the human sphere of the laws of this natural order; hence,
when adhering to those rules the various classes are felt to be
• Milindapailha 119·125. (Citecl and translated by Eugene Watsnn Burlingame, "The Act n£ Truth (Saccaldriya): A Hindu Spell and Its Employ·
ment u a Psychic ll!o<if in Hindu Fiction.'' journal of the Royal Asialic
Soeiety of Great Britain and Ireland, 1917, pp. 4!9·441-)
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collaborating, even when apparently in conflict. Each race or
estate following its proper righteousness, all together du the work
uf the cosmos. 'I his is the service l>y which the individual is lilted
beyond tilt' limitations ol his p('rsonal idiosyncrasies and converted into a living conduit ul t.osmic force.

The Sanskrit noun dharma, from the root dlq, "to hold, to
bear, to carry" (Latin fero; d. Anglo·Saxon faran, "to travel, to
fare"; cf. also, ··terry"), mean> ''that which holds together, sup·
ports, upholds." 10 Dharma, as we have seen, relcrs not only to the
who1c context of law and custom (religion, usage, statute, cast~
or sect obser\'ance, manner, mode of behavior, duty, ethics, good
works, virtue, religious or moral merit, justice, piety, impartial-

ity), but also to the essential nature, character, or quality of the
individual, as a r('sult of which his duty, social function, vocation,

or moral standard is what it is. Dharma is to fail just before the
t•nd of the. world, hut will cndute as long as the uni\·erse endures;

and each panicipatcs in its power as long as he plays his role. The
word implies not only a univ{Tsal law Ly which the cosmos is
governed and su>tained, but also particular laws, or inflections of
"the law," which are natural to each special species or modifica~
tion of existence. llie1archy, specialization, one~sidcdness, tradi·

tional obligations, arc thus of the essence of the system. But there
is no class struggle; for one cannot strive to be something other
than what one is. One either "is" (sat) or one "is not" (a·sal), and
one's dharma is the form

one

or

the manifestation in time of what

is. Dharma is ideal justice made alive; any man or thing with·

out its dharma is an inconsistency. There are dean and unclean

professions, but all participate in the Holy Power. Hence"virtue"
is ron1mensuratc with perfection in one's given role.

The turbaned queen-so runs another tale-longing to greet
the sage, her husband's brother, hade farewell to the king, her
husband, and at eventide took the following \'Ow: "At early morn,
10 The noun dhar-ti, '"she who bears," denotes the earth; the noun
dhar·aft,am is "prop, stay, support."
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accompanied by my retinue, I will greet the sage Soma and provide him with food and drink; only then will I eat."
But betwem the city and the forest there was a river; and in
the night thcrt· was a freshet; and the river rose and swept along,
both strong and deep. Disturbed by this, when morning came,
the queen asked her beloved husband, "How <an I fulfill this
my desire today?''
Said the king. "0 queen, he not thus distressed, for this is
simple to do. (:o, easy in mind, with your retinue, to the hither
bank; and, standing there, first invoke the goddess of the river,
and then, with hands both joined, and with a pure heart, utter
these words: '0 rher-goddess, if from the day my husband's
brother took his vow, my husband has lived chaste, then straightway gi' e me passage.' "
Hearing this, the queen was astonished, and thought, "\\"hat
manner of thing is this? The king speaks incoherently. That from
the day of his brother's \'OW the king has begotten progeny of
sons on me, all this signifies that I have pt•rformed to him my
\OW as a wife. But after all, why doubt? Is physical contact in
this case the meaning intended? Besides, women who are loyal
to their husbands should not doubt their husbands' words. For
it is said: A wife who hesitates to obey her husband's command,
a soldier who he~itates at his king's command, a pupil who lwsitates at his father's command, such a one breaks his own vow.''
Pleased at this thought, the queen, accompanied by her retinue
in ceremonial attire, went to the hank of the river, and standing on the shore did worship, and with a pure heart utten·d
distinctly the proclamation of truth recited by her husband.
And of a sudden the river, tossing its waters to the left and to
the right, became shallow and gave passage. The queen went to
the farther shore, and there, bowing hefore the sage according
to form. received his blessing. deeming herself a happy woman.
The sage then asked the woman how she had hecn able to cross
the river, and she related the whole story. Having so done, she
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asked the prince of sages, "Bow can it be possible, how can it
be imagined, that my husband lives chaste?"
The sage replied, "Hear me, good woman. From the moment
when I took my vow, the king's soul was free from attachment
and vehemently did he long to take a vow. For no such man as
he could patiently endure to bear the yoke of sovereignty. Therefore he bears sway from a sense of duty, but his heart is not in
what he docs. Moreover it is said, 'A woman who loves another
man follows her husband. So also a yogi attached to the essence
of things remains with the round of existences.' Precisely so the
chastity of the king is possible, even though he is living the life
of a householder, because his heart is free from sin, just as the
purity of the lotus is not stained, even though it grow in the mud.''
The queen bowed before the sage, and then, experiencing supreme satisfaction, went to a certain place in the forest and set
up her ahode. Having caused a meal to be prepared for her
retinue, she provided food and drink for the sage. Then, her
vow fulfilled, she herself ate and drank.
When the queen went to take leave of the sage she asked him
once more. "How can I cross the river now?" The sage replied,
"\\'oman of tranquil speech, you must thus address the goddess
of the river: 'If this sage, even to the end of his vow, shall always
abide fasting. then grant me passage.' "
Amazed once more, the queen went to the bank of the river,
proclaimed the words of the sage, crossed the rh·er, and went
home. After relating the whole story to the king, she asked him,
"How can the sage be fasting, when I myself caused him to break
the fast?"
The king said, "0 queen, yon are confused in mind; you do
not understand in what true religion consists. Tranquil in heart,
noble in soul is he, whether in eating or in fasting. Therefore:
even though a sage eat, for the sake of religion, food which is
pure, which he has neither himself prepared, nor caused another
165
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to prepare, such eating is called the fruit of a perpetual fast.
Thought is the root, words are the trunk, deeds arc the spreading branches of religion's tree. Let its roots be strong and ftnn,
and the whole tree will bear fruit." u
The visible forms of the bodies that arc the vehicles of the
manifestation of dhanua rome and go; they are like the falling
drops of rain, which, ever passing, bring into sight and support
the presence of the rainbow. \Vhat "is" (sat) is that radiance ol
heing which shines through the man or woman enacting perfectlv the part of dharma. What "is not" (asat) is that which onn·
was not and soon will not be; namely, the mere phenomenon
that seems to the organs of S<'nse to be an independent body, and
therewith disturbs our repose by arousing reactions-of fear, desire, pity. jealousy, pride, submission, or aggression-reactions addressed, not to what is made manifest, but to its vehicle. The
Sanskrit sat is the present participle of the verbal root as, "to he.
to exist. to live"; as means "to belong to, to be in the possession
of, to fall to the share of"; also "to happen to or to befall any om·,
to arise, spring out. occur"; as 1neans "to suffice," also uto tend
to, to tum out or prove to he; to stay, reside, dwell; to be in a
particular relation, to he affected." Therefore sat, the present
participle, means, literally, "being. existing. existent"; also "true,
essential, real." 'Vith reference to human beings, sat means"good,
virtuous, chaste, nohlc, worthy; venerable, respectable; learned,
wise." Sat means also "right, proper, best, and excellent," as well
as "handsome, beautiful." Employed as a masculine noun, it denotes "a good or virtuous man, a sage"; as a neuter noun, "thai
which really exists, en tit~·. existence, essen< c; reality, the really
existent truth; the Good"; and "Brahman, the Holy Power, tlw
Supreme Self." The feminine form of the noun, sati, means "a
good and virtuous wife" and "a female ascetic." Sati was the
name assumed by the universal Goddess when •he became incar·
11

PtirJvantitha-raritra 3· 255-283: Burlingame, loc. cit., pp. 442·413·
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nate as the daughter of the old divinity Dak~ in order to become
the perfect wife of Siva." And sati, furthermore, is the Sanskrit
original form of the word that in English now is "suttee," denoting the self-immolation of the Hindu widow on her husband's
funer.ll pyre-an act consummating the perfect identification of
the individual with her role, as a living image of the romantic
Hindu ideal of the wife. She is the goddess Sati herself, reincarnate; the bkti, or projected life-energy, ot her spouse. Her lord,
her enlivening principle, having passed away, her remaining body
can be only a-sat, non-sat: "unreal, non-existent, false, untrue,
improper; not answering its purpose; bad, wicked, evil, vile."
Asat, as a noun, means .. non-cxhtencc, non-entity; untruth, false·
hood; an evil," and in its feminine form, asati, "an unchaste
wife."
The tale of the queen, the saint, and the king tead1es that
Truth (sat-,·n: "is-ness") must be rooted in the heart. The Act of
Truth has to build out from there. And consequently, though
dharma, the fulfillment of one's inherited role in life, is the traditional basis of this Hindu feat of virtue, nevertheless, a heartfelt truth ol any order has its force. Even a shameful truth is
better than a decent falsehood-as we shall learn from the following witty Buddhist tale.
The youth Yaiiiiadatta had been bitten by a poisonous snake.
His parents carried him to l11e feet of an ascetic, laid him down,
and said, "Reverend sir, monks know simples and charms; heal
our son."
"I know no simples; I am not a physician."
"But you are a monk; therefore out of charity for this youth
perform an Act of Truth."
The ascetic replied, "Very wdl, I will perform an Act of
Tntth." He laid his hand on Ya1iiiadatta's head and recited the
following stanza:
"Cf. Zimmer, The King and the Corpse, pp. 264·•85.
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For but a week I lived the holy life
With tranquil heart in quest of merit.
The life I"\·e lived for fifty years
Sinre then, I've lhed against my will.
By this truth, health!
Poiron is struck down! Let Yaiifiadatta live!
Immediately the poison came out of Yafi.fiadatta's breast and
sank into the ground.
The father then laid his hand on Yafitiadatta's breast and recited the following stanza:
Ne\·cr did I Jike to see a stranger
Come to stay. I never cared to give.

But my dislike, the monks and Brahmans
Never knew, all learned as they were.
By this truth, health!
Poison is struck down! Let Yafifiadatta Jive!
Immediately the poison came out of the small of Yafiiiadatta's
back and sank into the ground.
The father bade the mother perform an Act of Truth, but the
mother replied, "I have a Truth, but I cannot recite it in your
presence."
The father answered, "Make my son whole anyhow!" So thl"
mother recited the following stanza:
No mm e, my son, do I now hate this snake malignant
That out of a crevice came and bit you, than I do your father!
By this truth, health!
Poison is struck down! Let Yaiiiiadatta live!
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Immediately the rest of the poison sank into the b>Tound, and
Yaiiiiadatta got up and began to frisk about."
This is a tale that could be taken as a text for psychoanalysis.
The opening up of the repressed truth, deeply hidden beneath
the years of lies and dead actions that have killed the son (i.e.,
have killed the future, the life, of this miserable, hypocritical,
self-deceiving household), suffices, like magic, to dear the venom
from the poor, paralyzed body, and then all of that deadness
(asat), "non-existence," is truly non-existent. Life breaks forth
anew, in strength, and the living is spliced back to what was
living. The night of nonentity between is gone.

3.
S.tyiigrah11
THIS PRINCIPLE of the power of truth, which we all recognize
in our personal histories as well as in what we have been able
to fathom of the private histories of our friends, Mahatma Gandhi is applying, in contemporary India, to the field and problems of international politics." Mahatma Gandhi"s program of
satyiigraha, "holding (iigraha) to the truth (satya)," is an attempt
to carry this ancient Indo-Aryan idea into play against what would
seem to the eye to be the vastly superior powers of the highly
mechanized, industrially supported, military and political equipment of the Anglo-Saxon's victorious machine of universal empire. For when Great Britain, at the opening of the first World
Jataka 44· Burlingame, loc. cit .. pp. 4•17"448.
1c Editors note: Thir. lecture was delivered in the spring of 1945•
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War, promised freedom to India in exchange for co-operation in
the European battle to prevent Germany and Austria from breaking the iron ring of their mai;tc;lala, she committed herself to
something which, when the hour of her extremity had passed, she
simply brushed aside as inconvenient to her own prosperity. By
that failure in truthfulness, the government of India immediately
became a-sat, .. non-existent, evil, not answering its purpose; a
nonentity," in other words, tyrannical, monstrous, contrary to
nature. English mle in India thereby became cut off from the
divine vital sources o£ true being that sustain all earthly phenomena, and was as much as dead: something large that still
might cling, like a dead thing, but could be sloughed off by the
operation of a higher principle.
The higher principle is Truth, as manifest in dharma, "law:
that which holds together, supports, upholds." Government,
"law," hased on "untruth" is an anomaly-according to Mahatma
Gandhi's archaic, pre-Persian. native Indo-Aryan point of view.
Great Britain's perennial puniti\'C aggressions to put down the
"lawlessness" of those who challenged the jurisdiction of her
"laws" based on lawlessness were to be countered, following
Gandhi's program, not in lind. but by the soul force that would
automatically come into play as a result of a steadfast communal
holding (iigraha) to truth (satya). The grip of the tyrant nation
would disintegrate. The play of its own lawlessness throughout
the world would be its own undoing; one had only to wait until
it took itself apart. Meanwhile, in piety, decency, and the faultless practice-with faith (.iraddhd)-of its own ageless dharma, the
land of India must remain with its passions of violence rightly
curbed, firm in that power which is the mother of power, namely
Truth.
"Whatever Sovereign," we read in Kautilya'sArtha.iastra, "even
one whose dominion extends to the ends of the earth, is of perverted disposition and ungoverned senses, must quickly perish.
The whole of this science has to do with a victory over the pow170
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ers of perception and action." •• That is the other, the secret, side
of matsya-nyaya, the principle of the fish. To us of the West,
such a statement in a work ot the kind that we have discussed in
our former lectures may seem an insincere simulation of political "idealism." But Kaurilya's work is absolutely devoid of such
pretensions. Hypocrisy is taught as a political device, not <·mployed as an excuse for teaching. To understand how such a
realist as the first chancellor of the Maurya dynasty could have
intended the above statement to be taken seriously, the Western
reader must bear in mind that always, in India, the Holy Power
has been taken seriously. The Brahmans, able to control and deploy it by means of their magic fonnulac, were indispensable
advisers and assistants to the kings; the Holy Power could be a
secret weapon in their hands. They did not think of the law of
the fish as something contrary to the law of spiritual self-mastery.
Might wins, they knew, and might makes right. But, according
to th<"ir view, there are many kinds of might, and the mightiest
might of all is that of the Holy Power. This, furthermore, is also
"right"; for it is nothing Jess than the essence and manifestation
of Truth itself."
.1hiJitsii, "non-violenct•, non-killing," is the first principle in
the dharma of the saint and sage-the first step to the self-mastery
by which the gn·at yogis lift themselves out of the range of
normal human action. They attain through it to such a state of
power that when and if the saint steps again into the world, he
is literally a supnman. We have heard of this ideal also in the
West; 17 but we have yet to see a whole continent attempt to
u Artha.tdstra 1. 6.
u ..As regard,; Unrighteousne~s. it may be said that, even when of great
proportions, it is incapable of so much ao; touching Righteousness, which
is always protected by Time, and shines like a blazing fire" (Malulblulrala

•S· •64· 7)·

1'1 "But I say unto you, That ye resist not evil: but whosoever shall
smite thee on thy right cheek, turn to him the other also. And if any
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bring the principle into action, seriously, in the world-that is
to say, in the world that seems to us the really serious one, the
world of international affairs. Gandhi's program of satyagraha,
his national "firm grasping o! truth,"' in strict adherence to the
first principle of India's yoga mastery, ahimsiJ, "non-killing, non·
violence,"' is a serious, wry brave, and potentially vastly powerful
modern experiment in the am·icnt Hindu science of transcending
the sphere of lower powers by entering that of higher. Gandhi
is ronfroming Great Britain's untruth (asatya) with India's truth
(satya); British compromise with Hindu holy dharma. This is a
wizard priest-baule, waged on the colossal, modern scale, and
according to principles derived from the textbooks, not of the
Royal Military College, but of Brahman.

4.
The Palace of Wisdom
THE souL-POWER brought into action by such a technique, and
such a thorough system of anonymous identification, as that
which characterizes and supports the orthodox Hindu way of life
is derived from levels of the deep unconscious that are normally
sealed to the self-conscious individual operating in terms of rational values consciously asrertained. Th<· psychological inflation,
the feeling of supranormal, suprapersonal significance, that we
man will sue thee at the law, and take away thy coat, let him have thy
doke also. And whosoever shall compel thee to go a mile, go with him
twain. Give to him that as.keth thee, and from him that would borrow of
thee turn not thou away" (Matthew 5: ~!1'4•)·
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of the modern world can sometimes feel when, in moments of
special solemnity, we lind oun.elvcs enactiug one of those great
archetypal roles that it has been the destiny of mankind to keep
in play throughout the millenniums (the bride, the madonna, the
marching warrior, the judge, the teaching sage), the civilization
of India has rendered permanent and normal. The accidents of
the individual personality are systematically disregarded: the individual is asked, always, to identify himself with one or another
of the timeless, permanent roles that constitute the whole pattern
and fabric of society. Traits of personality of course remain and
are readily perceptible, but always in strict subordination to the
demands of the part. All of life, all the time, has the quality,
conscq uently, of a great play, long known and loved, with its
standard moments of joy and tragedy, through which the individuals move both as actors and as audience. All is radiant with
the poetry of epic timelessness.
But the other face of the picture-of this wonderful mood and
mode of general inflation-is, of course, deflation, hell: the utter
wreck and hopelessness of the one who, through no matter what
fault, goes off the road. The wife who has failed to keep immaculate her representation of the role of Sati; the field marshal
conspicuously incompetent in his duty to the king; the Brahman
who has been unable to resist a lure of love outside the taboobarriers of his caste: such failures represent threats to the stability of the structure. Should such actions become general, the entire piece would disintegrate. And so these mere individuals,
as a group. are simply hurled into outer darkness, where there
is weeping and gnashing of teeth. They are nothing (a-sat), outcast. Their art was their own; their tragedy is their own. Nobody
knows what their state has now come to be, nobody cares. This is
the kind of failure that in .Japan is the proper cause for hara-kiri.
The antithesis of the general dream of life is thus the personal
shipwreck (it cannot be called even tragedy) of the individual
who has been a failure in his part.
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"The road of excess," writes \Villiam Blake, "leads to the palace
of wisdom."'" Only when prc>sed to excess does anything gcn·
crate its opposite. And so we find that in India, where the pattern
of identification with the social roles is carried to such an cxtrenll'
that the whole content of the wllecthe unconscious is emptied
into the >pherc of action during the first half of the individual's
lifetime, when the peliod of the first two asramas has been ful·
filled a violent countermovemeut in the psyche transports the
individual to the extrenw of the other pole, and he rests, anonyntous as ever, but in the.~ antarctic, now, of absolute non-identification. We all, in the \\'c;t as well as in the Orient, have to
identify, if we arc to participate at all in the life of our society,
the murse of history, and the general work of the world. One
has always to be something-student, father, nlothl·r~ enginceL
But in the Hindu system n·spc< 1 for this necessity has bet·n carried to such ex<e>S that the "·hole of Iik has become petrified in
a rigid icon based on principle; beyond that, ouu;ide the social
frame, is the ,·oid of the unmanifc!o,L, to which one can pass when
the lesson of the first half of life has been learned-the lesson of
the gods; and to whi< h one then passes antomatirally, compulsively, as though dri\'en b) the whole weight of a counterdrive
of commensurate reaction. "I would thou wert cold or hot. So
th<·n heraust·thou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor hot, I will
spue thee out of Ill) mouth." 19 Only because all has heen gi\'cn
is the individual free to enter at last into the sphere beyond
possession and belief.
We all ha\·c to identify ourscl\'<'S with something and "belong"
-but cannot and should not try to seck fulfillment in this attitude. For the recognition of distinctions between things, the
differentiation of this from that, which is implicit in and basic
to this natural effort, pertains to the sphere of mere appearance,
the realm of birth and death (samsiira). India's popular deifica-

1' The
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Marriage of Heaven and Ht'!Il, .. Proverb~ of HcJI."

Revelations: 15-16.
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tion of everything, every style of being, is no less absurd, finally,
than the Western scientific irreligiosity, which, with its "nothing
but," pretends to reduce all to the sphere ofrational and relativt·
understanding-the power of the sun as well as the momentum
of love. Relativism and absolutism equally, when total, are perwrse-bccause convenient. They oversimplify for the purposes
of fruitful action. They are not concerned with truth, but with
results. So long as one docs not comprehend that everything indudes everything else, or at least that it is also other than it
seems, and that such antinomies as the opposites of good and
evil, true and false, this and that, profane and holy, may extend as
far as to the boundaries of thought but do not belong beyond, one
is bound still to the dustbin of sathsara, subject to the nescience
that retains the consciousness within the worlds of rebirth. So
long as one makes distinctions and excludes or excommunicates,
one is the servant and agent of error.
"Ohol I am Consciousness itself. The world is like a juggler's
show. So how and where can there be any thought in me of
acceptance and rejection?
"From Brahma down to the dump of grass, I verily am all:
one who knows this for certain becomes free from conflict, pure,
peaceful, and indifferent to what is attained and not attained.
"Completely give up such distinction as 'I am He' and 'I am
not this.' Consider all as the Self and be desireless and happy.""
Exclusion. the rejection of anything, is sin and self-deception,
is the subjection of the whole to a part, is violence enacted against
the omnipresent trnth and essence, the finite superordinating it·
self to the infinite. And whoever thus presumes (that is to say,
whoever is still behaving like a civilized human being) cripples
and abridges the revealed realiry, and therewith himself. His
punishment fits his crime, the sin itself being its own penalty;
for the commission is at once the penalty and expression of the
sinner's own inadequacy. "Therefore," as we are wisely warned,
,. Alltivokr• Sam~ita 7-5: ••-7: •5·•5·
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"when thou doest thine alms, do not sound a trumpet before thee,
as the hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets, that
they may have glory of men. Verily I say unto you, They have
their reward."" Herein lies the secret practical joke of reality,
working itself out like a chain-effect, world without end-the cruel
point of the gods' Olympian laughter.
But, on the other hand. anyone who, in order to be closed to
nothing, takrs in all without distinction is equally fooled and
guilty; for then it is the distinction between things that is being
disregarded, and the hierarchy of values. The intoxicating, devastating "All is God" of the Bhagavad Gitti, though it recognizes
that there exists a difference in the degrees of divine manifestation, yet so insists upon the colossal fact of the divinity of
all things that in contrast the distinctions may too easily seem
negligible.
There has never been found any definitive, general theoretical
solution to this world dilemma, with which one might safely rest.
Truth, validity, actuality, subsist only in actu: in the unremit·
ting play of enlightened consciousness on the facts of daily life
as expressed in the decisions made from moment to moment, the
crises of sacrifice and laying hold, the acts of Yea and Nay: only
in the work, that is to say, wrought by a being in whom Enlight·
enmrnt is continuously alive as a present force." And the first
step to the attainment of such rrdemptive alertness is to leave
behind, with an irrevoca hie decision, the way, the gods, and the
ideals of the onhodox, institutionalized dharma.
So it was that Jesus while treading the soil of Palestine seemed
a temperamental, whimsical savior, in his violent repudiation of
the petrified sanctimoniousness, hard-hearted ritualism, and in·
31 Matthew 6: 2.
1: This idea is represented in Mahiyina Buddhism by the ideal of the
Bodhisattva, the ••one whose quick is Enlightenment," and in Hinduism
by the Jivanmu~ta, the "One released in life." (Cf. infra, pp. 441·455• 534·

559·)
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tellectual callousness of the Pharisees. Equally shocking today to
a congregation in our dignifi('d churches would seem the bum·
ing words recorded of him in the gospel according to Matthew:
"Verily 1 say unto you, That the publicans and the harlots go
into the kingdom of God before you."" The point of this rebuke
would be lost, however, in India, where harlotry is strictly institutional, and where the gods and the blessed in heaven, as well
as the courtesan, are reb'llrded as linked to the virtue (dharma),
delights (kiima), and attainments (artha), of the prodigious round
of the created world. There, if one is to escape from the dreadful
pall of the self-complacent, sanctified community, the sole recourse is to plunge even below the below, beyond the beyond, to
break the mask even of the highest god. This is the work of
"release" (mok~a). the task of the naked sage.
:.:~

1\lauhew 21: 51.
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PART III
THE PHILOSOPHIES OF ETERNITY

1. J.dlNJSM

I.

Piirsva
"AT

mere tncntion of the name of the Lord ParSva dis·
cease, the sight (darsmw) of him destroys the
fear of rebirths, and his worship removes the guilt of sin." 1
THE

fi turbances

One should make images of Parsya and pay them homage for
the effect of his darsana, not because of any hope that the great
being himself might condescend to assist a worshiper; for the
Jaina saviors-the "Makers of the River-Crossing" (t!rtlwilkaras)
as they arc called-dwell in a supernal zone at the ceiling of the
universe, beyond the reach of prayer; there is no possibility of
their assistance descending from that high and luminous place
to the clouded sphere of human effort. In the popular phases of
the Jaina household cult the usual Hindu gods are implored for
minor boons (prosperity, long life, male offspring, etc.), but the
l Editor·.~ note: I have not been able to locate the t{'\.t mcd by Dr. Zimmer
for his version of the Life of P3rSvan3.tha and so cannot give references for
the quotations in the present chapter. The version of the Life in Bhiivadevasilri's PiirSvandtha Caritra (edited by Shravak Pandit Har~ovinddas and

Shravak Pandit Bechardas, Henarcs, 1912: sLimmarizcd by Maurice Bloomfield, The Life and Stories of the ]a ina Savior PiirrvanQtha, Baltimore, 1919)
agrees in the main, btu differs in many minor details.
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supreme objeu~ of Jaina cuntt'lllf'lation, the rfJrtharikaras, have
passed beyond the g'odly govcrnms of the natural order. Jainism,
that is to say, is not atheistic; it is transtheistic. Its rrlnhaitkaras
-who n:prescut the proper goal of all human heings, the goal in
Ltct of all living entities in this li\ing universe of r<'incarnating
munacls-:ne "cut oil" (kcvala) from the pro\inn·s of creation,
pn·sl·natiotl,and destrtKticm, wl1ich arc the concenls atld spheresof-operation of the gods. The ~takers of the Ri\'cr-Crossing arc
ht'yond co~mic l'\ cnt as well as the problcn1s of biography; they
art· tran.o,cTtH!cut, llcaued of tempor.ility, omniscient, actionlc..,s,
alld absolute!) at pc.H e. The lOlltcmplation of their state as repn·.,cutnl in thl'ir nniou~ly atte..,ting imag('s, coupled '\Vith the
g1adecl. progre".si' dy 1igurous cxtTt'i<;c~ oiJaina aM t:tic discipline,
In in g.'! the i11di\ id11al t l11 ough t lie loursc of many lilet imcs graduall) p.tst tl1c nn:d,., and ;!ll'\.ictics ol human pra)cl', pa.'!t CH.'ll the
deities who H'"pond to }Jl<\)Cl, awl hnond thl· bli.,.~fnl hea\ ens in
which those gods and their wm.'!hipcrs ahide, into the remote,
transcendent, "nn-nfi'' 701H' of pure, uninfkc ted t•xistencc to
whiLh the Crossing-;\laJ...<·I~, the Titthatlkatas, haH' dca\'cd the
way.
The foundation of .Jainism has been attribmcd hy Occidental
historians to \'ardhau1;ma ;\.lah;n ira, a contemporary of the Buddha, who died c. !)~(J n.c. 'I he Jainas themselves, however, n·gard
1\fahJ.vira not as tile first hut as tile last ot th('ir long series of
Tirthaiik;uas. ~I'he tradiLioual number of these is twcnty+four,
and their line is supposed to have descended through the centuries from prehistoric timt's.~ -rhc catlicr of them undoubtedly
are mythological, and mythology has bem poured abundantly
into the biobrraphies of the rTst. nevertheless it is becoming
increasingly evidcnt that there lliiiSt be some truth in the Jaina
tradition o[ the great antiquity of their religion. At least with
respect to Pftr~va, Lhc Tirtilaftkara just preceding 1\1ahavlra, we
2

Cf.

supra~

p. 6o, Editor's note, and Appendix B.
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have grounds for believing that he actually lived and taught, and
was a Jaina.
Parsvanatha, "the Lord Padra," is supposed lO have attained
liberation about two hundred and forty-six years before Vardham5.na Mah5vlra, the hi~toric "founder" of the Jaina religion. If
526 n.c. be taken as the year of the Lord Mahavira's gaining of
nirvaJ:ta,a 772 B.c. may then he said to he that of Par~vanatha's.
According to the legend, he dwelt in the world exanly one hundr('d years, having left home a\ the ap;c oE thirty to become an
asu:tit; from which it n1ay be concluded that he was horn about
872 n.c. and left his palace around 842.' Pariranatha is reckoned
as the twenty-third in the legendary series of the Tirth;uikaras,
having entered the world eighty-four thousand years after the
nirvana of Bhagavan Ari~!anemi, the twenty-second of this loll~
spiritual line. His life, or rather Jives, following as they do the
pattern typical for the orthodox biographies of .Jaina saints, will
sen·<.· as our introduttion to the ttials and \'ictories of the last
and supreme of the four aims of Indian life, that of spiritual release (moksa). Thl' saint's biography is ollen·d as a mudd for all
those who would put of! the heavy load of earthly hir·th.
Ht' had ht:l'll dw<'lling: and ruling as an Indra in the thirteenth
s The term nirv(ina b<·loHg'> IJ) uo mcam c-:-.du ... i\'l'l)' to Buddhist tradition. The metaphm i~ derived !rom the image of the flame. Nir-Fa
means "tn blow out: to cca!r.C to draw !Jr<'ath." Nirr.fiina is "blown out":

the fire of desire. [(Jr want of fuel. is quendwd and pacified.
"One hundred lunar years is rcgardc<l a~ the ideal length of lire. The
flawless saint and man of virtue is cndmred with perlcct health by H'<l'iOII
of his pure, ascetic coru.Tuct; and by reason of his meritorious deeds in
former lives he is bles'icd with a bright karma. The latt<'r rc'iults in a well-

balanced constitution of UJJSurpasscd 1-tn·ngth. Though one hundred )'ear~
may be an ovcrstatcml'llt, P3rSva probably reached, as did the Buddha and
many other famous Indian ascetics. a tcmarkably old age. It may he,
therefore, that the Jaina tradition of his hundred years of life is not far

from the mark.
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heaven • when his time to rr-enrer the world of men arrived and
he dest·ended ro the womb of Queen Varna, the beautiful consort
of King Asvasena. All who beheld the child as he grew to manhood were amazed by his beauty and strength, but particularly
by his indifference to the concems, delights, and temptations of
the palace. Neither his father's noble throne nor female loveliness could hold his interest; all that he ever desired was to
renounce the world. Unwillingly the family consented to the
departure of the prince, and the gods at that moment descended
to celebrate the "Great Renunciation." They transported him in
a heavenly palanquin to the forest, where he took his vow of
smmyasa: complete renunciation of the world-the sign of his
irrevocable decision to annihilate his mortal nature. Years passed;
and then the gmh again descended-for Padvanatha now bad
achieved omniscience, having annihilated his karma. Thereafter,
as a Tirthaiikara, a living savior, he taught and moved among
mankind. And when he had fulfilled his earthly mission, being
then one hundred years of age, his life-monad became separated
6 Editor.~ note: The Vedic Aryans, like the Homeric Greeks. offered sacrifin·o; to deities in lmman fonn but of a superhuman order. Indra, like
Zeu'i, wa!l the lord of rain, the hurler of the thunderbolt, and the king of
gods; no human being could hope to become either Zcuo; or Indra. The
non Aryan. Dravidian peoples of India, on the other hand (cf. .fupra, p.
6o, Editor's note), for whom reincarnation ·was a basic law, regarded deities
simply as beings (formerly human or animal) who had merited blibs. When
the merit expired their high seats were vacated to othe-r candidates and
they desrended again into human, anima), or even demonic forms.
Following the Vedic period a synthesis of these two beliefs-the Aryan
and the non·Aryan-yielded a generally recognized Indian system (recognized by Buddhio;m and Jainism as well as by orthodox Hinduism) in
which the names and roles of the Vedic gods represented the high posi·
tiom to which virtuous souls attained. Moreover, since in the non-Aryan
rosmoo; there had been a multitude of heavem, lndras (i.e.. the kings of
the various godly realm-;) were heaped one above the other. storey above
storey. Hence we read that the saint Pi.rtvani.tba ""had been dwelling and

ruling as an Indra in the thirteenth heaven."
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from its earthly coil and rose w the ceiling ol the universe, where
it now abides forever.
That, brielly, is the talc ol tltc probable life of this ancient
teacher-embellished with a few mythological details. But in
India, the homeland ol tcincaruation, one biography is not
enough; the lives of saints and saviors arc provided with preludes
-infinitely expansible-ul earlier saintly cxistcn<:c3, which fol·
low, in general, a consistent pattern. Showing the spiritual hero
first on lower, even animal, planes of existence and experience,
enacting his characteristic part ol tht tuagnanitnous being, they
follow his gradual progress (witl1 its bli"lul intetlutlcs between
lives, spent in one or another ol the traditional heavens, reaping
the rewards of earthly virtue), until, haviug progressed through
many levels of experience, he at last arrin:s at that supreme state
of emlwdietl spirituality which distingui;hed his actual, historical biography. Volumes of su< h eat!ier births have been provided
for the Buddha, and pious legend has invented a lung series also
for Parsvanhha.
One of the most striking feat urcs of these tales of the earlier
lives of ParSvanatha is the emphasis throughout on the ruthless
opposition of a dark brother whose development is the very antithesis of that of the savior. Par~van5.tha increases in virtue, but
his dark brother, simultaneously, in evil, until the principle of
light represented in the Tirthaitkara finally wins, and the brother
himself is saved.' The enmity between the two is represented as
11 Editor's nolt": This clean-cut dualism, if Dr. Zimmer's Yiew of the antiquity of the .Jaina tradition is correct, throws ;1 new light on the prob:em
of the backgrounds and nature of the "rcform11" of the Persian prophet
Zoroa!.tcr. It has been customary to regard these, with their rigorous moral
emphasis and strictly !.ystcmati7rd dualism, as reprc11enting the spiritual
innovation of a single, great, prophetic personality. If Dr. Zimmer's view
is corn·ct, however, the pre-Aryan, DrJvidian religion was rigoromly
moral and systematically duali:,tic years before the birth of Zoroaster. This
would seem to subrgest that in Zoroastrianism a resurgence of pre-Aryan
factors in Iran, following a period of Aryan supremacy, may be represented
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having begun in their ninth incarnation before the last. They
had been born, that time, as the sons ol \'isvabhiiti, the prime
mini.,ter of a u·uain prl'hi~torir king na1ucd Aravinda. And it
so happ<·ned that their father, on<' da) thinking: "Transitory
>Urdy is this wotld," went away on the path of emancipation,
k;n ing his wife behind with the two ~uns and a great store oL
n·eahh. 1,he t:lder son. Katnarha, \\as passionate and crafty,
whereas the younger, !\.Iarubhftti. was ctninently virtuous (the
latter. of courS{-', bt·ing tht· one who is to be ParSvanatha in their
final birth).' and so when thdr king om· time had to leave his
kingdmn on a campaign ag.tinM .1 distant enemy. he comruiued
tiH.' ~.d<.·t\ of the pala(c not to the elder brother but to tht~ ){Hmgcr,
i\larubhiui: and the elder, in sinfnl anger, then seduced his brother's wik. The aduhet'} bring diMmTn·d, the king when hereturned asked :\lalllhhiui what the punishment should he. The
future Tirthatik;na advisl'd lorgiveness. Ilnt the king, wmmanding that the aduht•J<•r's face should h<' painted black. had him
seated, facing barkwards, on an a.,,, (onductcd through the cap·
ita!, and expelled from the n·alm.
Deprived thn> of honor. hmm·. pwpcrt). and family. Kamatlu
_,ouu·thing comp.u.thlc tn tht· lknidian

H'.,UJgl'HCe

in India iu the forms

of Jaini~m ;md Hutldhi ..tn. 01 "iguihciiH<' in tlli'i comH•<Iion j., th(' fact
that thC' Pl'ISian '\l.ul hwtht·r'' tht' l\J.lllt l,l.lhhflk (or '\7hi nahnka)-i ...
rcprcstnted, like Pftr~\iltlfttha (.H'e Plait> ri). with SE'Tpcnts springing from

h h ~houldcn.
In the folklore and mytholog' of the ~ntitJU(', pn·-,\ry:tn ddli7atiom
of the Old \Vorhl tiH' motif of the cmllnuy hrotht•rs i .. by no mf'ans unmmmon. One ha., only to recall th<· Old T<'J:otamcnt lcgendo; of Cain and
.\be], E..au and Jac.ob; awl cunoug the mo"t ancient Egyptian talc!t pre\{'ncd 10 m t.. "The Story of the Two Rrother!t" (lf. G. Maspcro, Popular
fiitorif>'> of Antienl F.&rypt, :l':(·w York and London, I!P5· pp. 1-20), where
\\C' fuuJ not only a strict oppmition of good and cvi1, but ah.o a startling
~l·rk'l of magical rebirth~.
7 l.ikcwhc in the Hiblira.l kgends of Cain and Abel, and Esau and
.Jacob, a<J well as in the Egyptian "Story o£ the Two Brothers" (d. Editor·s
nc.tc. sup1a), the evil brother is the elder and the good the younger.
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devoted himself in the wilde10e;s to the mo.,t extreme austerities, not in a humble spirit of renunciation w tontrilion, but
with the intent to acquir(' supcrhutnau, denwnic powers with
which to win revenge. \Vheu l\Iarubhiiti was appti>ed ol thcs<·
penances, h<· thought that his hrotht·r had at last he< ome purified,
and therefore, in spite of the warning• of the kin~. paid him a
visit, thinking to invite him home. He discovered Kamatha standing-as had been his custom day and night-holdi113 on his upstretched hands a great slab of stone, owrwming by that painful
exercise the normal state~ of human wcakncs~. But when the
future Tirthankara bowed in obeisance at his I eel, the terrible
hermit, beholding this gt·sturc ol umdliation, was so filled with
rage that he flung down the grmt •tone on ~larubhiiti's head,
killing him as he bowed. The aS<ctirs ol the pt·nancc-grovc, from
whom the monster had learned his techniques of self-affliction,
expelled him imnl<'diately from their company. and he sought
refuge among a wild tribe of Bhils. He h<·came a highwayman
and murderer. and in due course died, following a life of crime.
This grotesque story sets the •tage for a long and complicated
series of encounters, full of surprist·s-a l)pically Indian affair of
deaths and reappearances, illmnatiug tiH' moral theory of rebirth. The wick('(] Kamatha passe' through a number of forms
paralleling those of his virtuous. gradually maturing brother, reappearing time and again to repeat hh sin of aggression, while
1\farubhiiti, the future Tirthatikara, ht·coming more and more
harmonious within. gains the power to accept his recurrent death
with equanimity. Thus the dark brother of this .Jain a legend actnally serves the light-even as Judas, in the Christian, serves the
cause of .Jesus.' And just as .Judas' legendary suicide by hanging
parallels the crucifixion of his Lord, so the descents of Kamatha
into one or another of the many subterranean Indian hells
parallel the complementary ascents of his future savior into the
«Judas. indeed,

jo;

n·prrscnted in a numb('r of medieval

elder brother of Jesus.

kgc·nd~
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storeys of the heavens. It must be noted, however, that in India
the concepts of hell and heaven differ from those of Christianity; for the indi,·idual's residence in them is not eternal. They
are, rather, purg-atorial stations, representing degrees of t·ealization experienced on the way to the ultimate transcendence of
all qualitative existence whatsoever. Hence the dark brother is
not, like Judas, etemally damned for his service to the Lord,
bnt in the end h redeemed from his bondage in the spheres of
ignorance and pain.
According to our serial o[ tales, then, though both Kamaf.ha
and Marubhftti ha,•e died. this death is not to be the end of
their adventure. The good king At·avinda, whom Marubhiiti
had served as minister, was moved, following the death of his
officer, to abandon the world and take up the life of a hermit;
the cause of his decision being a comparatively insignificant incident. Always pious, he was planning to build a Jaina sanctuary. when one day he beheld floating in the sky a cloud that
looked like a majestic, slowly moving temple. Watching this
with rapt attention, he became inspired with the idea of constructing his place of worship in just that form. So he sent in
haste for brushes and paints with whirh to set it down; but
when he turned again, the form had already changed. A weird
thought then occurred to him. "Is the world," he mused, "but
a series of surh pa<sing states? Why then should I call anything
my own? 'Vhat is the good of continuing in this career of king?"
He summoned his son, installed him on thr throne, and departed from the kingdom, became an aimless mendicant, and
wandered from one wilderness to the next.
And so he chanced, one day, upon a g1·eat assemblage of saints
in the depths of a certain forest, engaged in various forms of
meditation. He joined their company, and had not been long
among them when a mighty elephant, nmning mad, entered
the grove-a dangerous event that sent most of the hermits to
the four directions. Aravinda, however, remained standing
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rigidly, in a profound state of contemplation. The elephant,
rushing about, prescmly rame din'ft ly before the meditating
king, but instead of trampling him, became suddenly calm
when it perceived his absolute immobility. Lowering its trunk
it wem down on its great front km·cs in obeisance. "'Vhy are
you continuing in acts of injury?" the voice of Aravinda then
was heard to ask. "There is no greater sin than that of injuring
other beings. Your incarnation in this form is the result of
demerits acquit·ed at the moment of your violent death. Give
up these sinful arts; begin to practice vows; a happy state will
then stand in store for you."
The clarified vision of the mntcmplative had perceived that
the elephant was his former minister, l\faruhhflti. Owing to the
violence of the death and the distrc.sing thoughts that had been
harbored in the instant of pain, the fonm·rly pious man was
now in this inferior and rabid incarnation. His name was Vajragho~a. "Thundering Voice of th<~ Lightning," and his mate
was the former wife of his adulterous brother. Hearing the
voice of the king whom he had served, he recalled his recent human life, took the vows of a hermit, received religious instruction
at the feet of Aradnda, and determined to commit no further
acts of nuisance. Thenceforward the mighty beast ate but a modicum of grass-only enough to keep its hody and soul together;
and this saintly diet, together with a program of austerities,
brought it down so much in weight that it became very quiet
and emaciated. N everthcless, it never re !axed, even for a moment, from its devout contemplation of the Tirthalikaras, those
"Exalted Ones" (param<',<!hin.<) now serene at the zenith of the
univene.
Vajragho~~. from time to time, wonld go to the bank of a
nearby river to quench his thirst, and on one of these occasions
was killed by an immense serpent. This was his former brother,
the perennial antagonist of his career, who, having expired in
deep iniquity, had been reincarnated in this malignant form.
J8g
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The very sight of the saintly pachyderm proceeding piously to
the river stirred the old spirit of re\·enge, and the serpent
struck. Its deadly poison ran like fire through the loose and
hea,·y skin. But in spite of terrific pain, Vajragho~a did not for·
get his hermit vows. He died the death called "the peaceful
death of absolute renunciation," and was born immediately in
the twelfth heaven as the god Sasi-prabhii, "Splendor of the
Moon."
This completes a little cycle of three saintly lives (human,
animal, and heavenly). matched by three of the antagonist (human, animal, and infernal), everything about tht• brothers having been in contrast, even their asceticism. For the rigorous
practices of the re,·engdul Kamatha had been undertaken not
to transcend, but to guarall!ec, the projects ol ego, whereas
those of the pious Vajragho~a represented a spirit of absolute
self-abnegation. Vajragho~a. it should be ohserved, was here the
model of the pious de\Ot<'<' in the earlier stages of religious ex·
periencc-he was what in Christianity would be termed one of
God's •lwep. The ideal in India, howr,er, is to begin but not
to remain in this simpk de\ otional plane; and so the livt>s of
the future Tlrthaitkara roll on.
"Splendor of the Moon," the happy deity, dwelt amidst the
abundant pleasurt>s of his heaven for sixteen orrans (sagaras)
of time, yet did not relapse t·ven there from the regular practice
of pious acts. lie was reborn, therefore, as a fortunate prince
named Agnivega ("Strength of Fire"), who, on the death of his
father, ascended the throne of his domain.
One day a homeless sah'~' appeared, asking to converse with
the young king, and he discoursed on th<' way of liberation.
Immediately Agnivcga experienced an awakening of the religious sense, and the world ahmptly lost its charm for him. He
joined his teacher'& monastic following and through the regular
practice of graduated penances diminished within himself both
his attachment and his aversion to worldly things, until at last
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all was supplanted by a sublime indifference. Then he retired
to a cave in the high Himalayas and there, steeped in the pro·
foundcst contemplation, lost all consciousness of the rxtrrnal
world-but while in this stale was again sharply bitten by a
snake. The poison burned; but he did not lose his peaceful
equilibrium. He wdconwd death, and expired in a spiriwal at·
titude of sublime submission.
l~hc serpent, ol' couts(·, \vas again the usual enemy, who, following his murder of the elephant, had descended to the fifth
hell where the sufferings for a period of sixteen oceans of time
had been indescribable. Then he had returned to the eanh, still
in the fortn of a snake, and at the sight of Agnin·ga committed
again his characteristic sin. The hermit-king. at the \{'ry mo
mcnt o£ his death, was elevated to the Slatus of a god-this time
for a period of twenty-two oceans of years; but the serpent descended to the sixth hell, where its torments were even g-reater
than in the fifth.
Once again a cycle has heen completed; this time cOI11j1rising
one earthly life and one hea,·enly·and·infernal interlude. The
pattern of three in the early cycle gave stress to the earthly transformation of an individual whose center of spiritual gravity
had just been shifted from material to spiritual things. For
Marubhiiti, the virtuous brother and the trusted minister of the
king, was a man of noble disposition in thr St'n·ice of the state,
whereas Vajragho~a stood at the beginning of a career specihcally saintly. Though apparently on a lower plane than the
king's minister, the elephant was aelually on the first step of a
higher series: the sudden death of the man of affairs and the
birth, then, of the childlike, wild but tractable lamb-elephant
of God symbolizing precisl'ly the crisis of one who has under·
gone a religious conversion. This crisis begins the series of the
soul's mighty strides to the height. the first step being that of
spiritual realization-as in the life, just reported, of the kingly
hermit, Agnivega; the second that of the Cakravartin, bringer
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of peace on earth; the third a lifetime of miraculous holiness;
and the last the step ul the Tirthalikara, breaking the way to the
transcendental ceiling of the world.
And so this tale of transformations goes on now to recount,
with another sudden shilt of circmnstance, how Queen Lai<Jmivati, the pure and lovely consort of a certain king named
\'ajravirya ("Having the Hero-Power of the Thunderbolt"),
dreamt in one night five auspicious dreams, from which her
husband deduced that some god was about to descend to become his son. Within the year she gave birth to a boy, and on
his beautiful little body were found the sixty-four auspicious
signs of the Cakravartin. He was named Vajranli.bha ("Diamond
Navel"), became proficient in every branch of learning, and in
due time bq,'<ln to rule the realm. The world wheel (cakra) '
lay among the weapons in his royal treasury in the form of a
discus of irresistible force; and he conquered the four quarters
of the earth with this wt·apon, mmpelling all other kings to
bow their hmds before his throne. He also acquired the fourteen supernatural jewels that are the marks of the glory of the
Cakravartin. And yet, surrounded though he was by supreme
splendor, he did not forget for so much as a day the precepts of
morality, but continued in his worship of the Tirthailkaras and
of the living Jaina preceptors-fasting, praying, prarticing vows,
and performing numerous ans of mercy. A hermit whose name
was ~cmalikara therefore came to court; and the Cakravartin,
hearing the holy man'sdclcctahleword•. was released from his last
attachment to the world. He renounced his throne and wealth,
and departed to practice holy penances in the wilderness, absolutely fearless of the howls of the elephants, jackals, and forest
goblins.
But his old enemy hac! returned to the world, this time as a
Bhil, a wile! tribesman of the jungle. And in due course the
savage hunter chanced upon the place of the meditating former
'Cf. supra, pp. uB-150.
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Cakravartin. The sight of the saintly being in meditation
aroused again the ancient hatred. The Bhil remembered his
last human incarnation, became fired with a passion for revenge, notched his keenest arrow to the bowstring, aimed, and
let fly. Vajranabha died peacefully-absolutely unperturbed.
And so he ascended to one of the very highest celestial spheresthe so-called Madlzyagraiveyaka heaven, which is situated in the
middle (madhya) of the neck (grivii) of the human-shaped wmldorganism "-and there he became an Ahath-lndra ("I am
Indra"); 11 whereas the Bhil, when he died, since he was full of
vile and sinful thoughts, descended to the seventh hell-again
for a period of indcs<Tibable pain.
The next appearance of the future Tirthankara was in the
person of a prince of the Ik~vaku family (the ruling house of
Ayodhya), and his name was Anandakumara. Remaining always
a perfect .Jaina and fervent worshiper of the Tirthat'lkaras, he
became the King of Kings over an extensive empire. Years
passed. Then while standing one day before his looking-glass,
he perceived that one of his hairs had turned gray. Immediately,
he completed arrangements to have his son assume the throne
and himself initiated into the order of the Jaina ascetics, and
so he quit the world. His preceptor, this time, was a great sage
named 5agaradatta, under whom (and thanks to an unflagging
practice of all the prescribed austerities) he became possessed
of superhuman powers. \Vherever he went, the trees bent with
the weight of fruits, there was no grief or sorrow, the tanks
were filled with blooming lotuses and clearest water, and the
lions frolicked harmlessly with the fawns. Anandakumiira passed
his time in meditation, the atmosphere for miles around him
being full of peace. The birds and animals flocked about him
without fear. But then one day the royal saint was set upon by
an unquelled lion (the old enemy) who tore him to pieces and
"This Wt11 be discussed infra, pp. 141-248.
11 Cf. mpra1 p. 184, Editor'• note.
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ate him up completely. The death was met, however, with perfect caln1. He was reborn in the thirteenth heaven as its lndra,
the supreme king of gods.
The future savior remained up there for twenty oceans of
years, far aloft among the heavenly mansions, yet always restrained himself like a true Jaina, practicing moral acts with
uninterrupted concentration. His detachment frotn the senses
and their pleasures had matured to such a degree that he could
withstand even the temptation of the most subtle heavenly delights. He worshiped the Tirthankaras, who were still far above
him, and gave example to the gods of the light of the true faith.
He was, indeed, n1ore like their spiritual teacher and savior
than their king. And so it was evident that he was now prepared
to enact the su prcmc role of a savior of gods and men. Only
once again should he ever descend to earth; this time for that
final incarnation which was to mark the culmination of his
progress through the round of birth and death.
It is recorded that the lndra of the Hall Sudharma (the celestial storey nearest the earth) addressed Kubera, the lord of
goblins, who nmtrols all the treasures of jewels and precious
stones hidden in the mountains: "The Indra of the thirteenth
heaven, high above me, soon will descend to earth and become
incarnate as the son of the king of Benares. He will be the
twenty-third Tirthankara of India. Be pleased, therefore, to
rain down the Five Wonders on the kingdom of Benares and on
the pious monarch and the faithful queen who are to become
the parents of the Tirthaitkara."
Thus was announced the beginning of that incarnation (in
the main perhaps historical) which we considered briefly at the
opening of our present chapta. Kubera, the goblin king, prepared to execute the command, and as a result of his activities
there came down from the sky every day, during the six months
preceding the descent of the savior Parsvanatha to the womb of
the queen, no less than thirty-five millions of diamond-pieces,
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flowers lrom the wish-fulfilling trel's in the u:lcstial gardens of
the gods, showers ol dear water ul the sweetest iragrance,
eli due sounds trom the great drums of the must auspicious rainclouds, aud tlte sweet ntusic o[ the singing ol the deities of the
;ky.Thc splendor of lknares increa;cd a thousand fold and the
joy of the people knew no bounds. For such are the portents
that always ~ignal the beginning oi the (OMnir saucd ceremonies that celebrate the appearan<·c on earth of a Tlrthat"tkara. The entire worl<ltejoiLes and partiLipates, with the gods.
as chorus, glorifying cadt sublime event in this great culmination of the life-monad's career to pcr[crtion, omniscience, and
release.
Ou a ~uptcmely auspicious night, the lovely Queen \';un:t
dreamt fntn tl'en auspicious dreams, and the tnoment King :\;vasena was infunned of then1 ht· understood that his son would
he a savior-either a Cakravartin or a Tirthailkara. The pure
monad came down to the royal womb of its last earthly mother
in the auspicious spring month kno\\'11 as VaiSakha, 1 :: descend~
ing amidst celestial celebrations, and the moment it imparted
life to the embryo, wllirh had already been three months in the
womb (this being the momellt of its reception of its own life),
the thrones of all the lndras trembled in the heavens and the
expectant mother experienced the first motion of her child.
The deities came down in palatial aerial cars, and, entering the
royal city, celebrated the First Kalyat)a, "the salutary event of
the enlivening of the embryo through the descent of the lifemonad into its material body" (garbha-kal)'ii~w). Seating the
king and queen on thrones, they joyfully pourerl sacred water on
them from a golden pitcher, offering prayers to the great being
within rhe womb; and Bcnarcs resounded with divine mus~r.
The foremost goddesses of hca\·en were delcgatcrl to care for the
pregnant lady; and to please her they would converse with her
on various entertaining themes. For example, they would play12

A lunar monlh corresponding partly to April, partly to May.
1
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fully propose difficult questions for her to answer: but the
queen could always reply immediately; for she had within her
no less a personage than the conq neror of omniscience. Moreover, throughout the period of her blessed pregnancy, she was
undisturbed by pain.
\Vhen the son was born the thrones of all the Indras trembled, and the gods understood that the Lord had seen the light
of day. With pomp they descended for the celebration of the
Second Kalyii1.1a, "the salutary event of the Savior's birth"
(janma-kalya(!a). The child was of a beautiful blue-black complexion," grew rapidly in beauty and young strength, and, as a
boy, enjoyed tra\eling from place to place on horseback and
on the mighty backs of the great royal elephants. He frequently
sported in the water with the water-gods and in the forest with
the gods of the trees and hills. But in all this childlike playthough he indulged in it with the greatest spirit-there was
manifest the pure moral sweetness of his extraordinary nature.
He assumed and began to practice the twelve basic vows of the
adult .Jaina householder when he reached the age of eight."
Now Par,, a's maternal grandfather was a king named Mahipala, who, when his wife died, bl'came so disconsolate that he
renounced his throne and retired to the wilderness to practice
the severest disciplines known to the penitential groves. There
13 He was a scion, that is to say, of the non-Aryan, aboriginal stock of
India.
u The Jaina householder, J. mu'it not destroy life, 2. must not tell a lie,
8· must not make unpermitted use of another man's property, 4· must be
chaste, 5· must limit his possc!l.sions. 6. muo;t make a perpetual and a daily
vow to go only in certain directions and certain distance&, 7· must avoid
useless talk and action, 8. mu\t avoid thouAht of sinful things, g. must
limit the articles of his diet and ('njoymcnt for the day, 10. must worship
at fixed times, morning, noon. and evening, 1 1. must fast on certain days,
and 12. mu"it give charity in the wa} o£ knowledge, money, etc., every day.
(Tattt,drth6dhigama SUtra, translated with commentary by J. L. Jaini,

Sacred Book• of the Jainas, Arralt, no date, Vol. II, pp. •4•·•1S·)
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was, however, no real spirit of renunciation in this passionate
man. He was an example of that archaic type of cruel asceticism-self-centered though rli1 ected to lofty ends-which the
.Jaina ideal of compassion and sdf-rcnundation was intended
to supersede. \Vith matted locks and a deerskiu loinc1oth,
full of passion and the dark11ess of ignorance, storing tremendous
energies through self-inflicted sufferings. Mahipala moved from
forest to forest, until one day he was in the neighborhood of
Benares, practicing a particularly arduous spiritual exercise
known as the penance of the "Five Fires.""' It was loere that he
was accidentally encountered by his grandson, the beautiful
child of his lovely daughter Varna.
The boy carne riding on an elephant, snrrounded by the
playmates with whom he had entered the jungle; and when the
lively company broke upon the grim solitude of the passionridden old hermit among the fires, Mahipala was beside him·
self. He cried out to the prince, whom he immediately recognized: "Am 1 not your mother's [ather? Was 1 not borr. o[ an
illustrious family, and ha\'c 1 not given up all to betake myself
to the wilderness? Am I not an anchorite, practicing here the
severest possible penances? What a proud little fellow you are,
not to greet me with a proper salutation!"
Parsva and the company halted in amazement.
The old man then got up and seized an ax. which he prepared
to bring down on a huge piece of tim her-no douht to work off
something of his temper, but ostensibly to rut fuel for his great
system of fires. But the boy shouted to make him stop; then explained: "There are dwelling- in that log- a serpent and his mate:
do not murder them for nothing."
Mahipala's state of mind was not improved by this peremptory advice. He turned and demanded with searing scorn: "And
111 Four great blazes are kindled dose around the penitent, one in each
of the four directions. while the heat of the Indian sun (the "fifth fire")
throbs down from above.
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who are you? Braluna? Vi~t.m? siva? ' 0 I perceive that you can
see everything. uo matter where." He raised his ax and deliberately brought it clown. The log was split. And there were the

two serpents, cut in half.
The boy's heart hied when he beheld the writhing, dying
creatures. "Do you not kl'l wmpassion?" he demanded of the
old man. "Grandfather. wu arc withom knowledge. These austerities of yours ar<' absolutely worthless."
1\fahipala, at that, lost all control. "I see. I see, I see!" he
cried. "You arr a sage, a very great sage. But I am your grandfather. Beside<. I am a he1n1it. I prarti<ethc penance of the Five
Fires. I stand for days on one leg with lifted arms. I suffer hunger; thirst; break ""' fast only with dry leaves. Surely it is
prnpt·r that a young-~tcr, such as you. should call the austerities
"f his !{randfathcr fruitle~s and unwise!"

The little prince am1wrcd finn ly, hut in a sweet and wonderfully gentle tone. "Th<' spirit of envy," he said. "infects all
of your practices; and you arc killing animals here every day
with your fires. To injure others, evrn if only a little. is to be
guilty of a great sin; but great sufft·ring is the consequence even
of a little sin. Such practices as yours, divorrf'rl as they an· from
right knowledge, are a< barren as chaff s<'parated from grain.
Ghe up this meaningless self-torture; follow the way of the
Tirthaitkaras and perform right acts, in right faith and right
knowledge: for that is the only road to emancipation."
The Lord Par>va then chanted a hymn to the dying serpents
and th!'y expired in his presence t·ahnly. He returned to his
pal.u e and thq-following such a meritorious death-were
immediately reborn in the underworld: the male was now
Dharaw·ndra, "Lord of tlw Eanh" (the cosmic snake, se~a. who
lr. The ba'iic Hindu go<.h ate c..nmruon to all the gTC"at religions of India,
Buddhi~m

and Jainism as weJI as the Hindu sects; cf. supra, p. 184, Edi·

tor's note.
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supports the earth on his head), and the female, Padmavati (the
goddess Lak~mi). They enjoyed unbounded delight.
Crotchety old 1\fahipala, it must now he told, was none other
than the wi<·ked brother. As a lion, he had slain and eaten the
savior at the end of his previous incarnation, and iu consequence had been hurled to the sufferings of the fifth hell, where
he had ren1ained for a period of seventeen oceans oE time.
After that, lor a perio<l of three oceans of time, he had passed
through a number of incarnations in the forms of quadrupeds,
during the last of which he performed certain meritorious acts,
and in reward he was reborn as this old ruffian. But the words
of the grandson bore no fruit. The hermit continued in his unproductive practices. and at last expired.
The prince g-tcw to young man110od, and when he arrived
at the age of sixteen his tathcr wished to procure for him a
bride, but the youth rejected the idea. "My life," he said, "is
not to be as long as that of the first 'Tirthaitkala, thc Lord
~~~abha·. for I am \o lin.· to b(· only mw hnn(lred. Si.,.._teen o[ my
short years haw already l>l·en while-d aw"'y in boyi>h play,
whereas in my thirtieth I am to enter the Order. Should I marry
for a period so brief, in the hope of knowing a few pleasures,
which, after aiJ, arc but imperfect?"
The king nndn;tooc\. His son was preparing for the Great
Renunciation; all efforts to rotrain hitn would he in vain.
The young man thought with in his heart, whilh now was
filled with the spirit of renunciation: "For many long years I
enjoyed the status of an Indra; yet the lust for pleasure was rot
abated. Of what use will a few drops o[ earthly water he to one
whose thirst was not quenched by an ambrosial ocean? The
desire for pleasure is only heightened by enjoyment, as the
virulence of fire by the addition of fuel. Pleasnres at the mo·
ment are undoubtedly pleasurable, but their consequences are
had; for to satisfy the cravings of the senses, one is forced to
range in the realms of pain, paying no heed to moral injunc199
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tions and indulging in the worst vices. Hence the soul is compelled to migrate from birth to birth, entering even into the
kingdom of the beasts and passing through the spheres of the
sufferings of hell. Therefore, I shall waste no more of my years
in the vain pursuits of pleasure."
The future Tirthailkara thereupon entered 1he "Twelve
1\kditations" and perceived that the chain of existences is without beginning, as well as painful and impure, and that the self
is its own only friend. The thrones of all the Indras trembled
in the heavens, and the gods clesrended to celebrate the Third
Kalyftt.ta: "the salutary evC'nt t)f the Renunciation" (mun)'ti:wkalwi(ta). Thry addtessed themselves to the young s:n·ior, "'The

world," they said, "sleeps heavily, enveloped in a cloud of illu·
sian. This is the slrep that will nut be dispelled rxcq>t by the
clarion-call of your teaching. You, the Enlightened, the waker
of the infatuated soul, are the Savior, the great Snn before
whom the lamplike words of mere gods, such as ourselves, are
insignificant. You are to do now what you have come to do:
namely, assume the vows, annihilate the karma-foe, dispel the
darkness of unknowing, and open the road to bliss." They
scattered heavenly flowers at his feet.
Four lndras descended, together with their retinues; celestial
trumpets blew; the nymphs of heaven began to sing and dance;
deities cried out, "Victory to the Lord!" and the Indra of the
Suclharma-heavcn conducted Parsva to a throne, which bad
miraculously appeared . .Just as a king, at the culminating moment of the ceremonial of the "King's Quickening" (rajasuya),
is consecrated by an aspersion of water, so was Padva by an
elixir from the divine Milky Ocean, which was poured from a
pitch~r of gold. His body being then adorned with celestial
ornam~nts, he returned to his parents to take his leave of them,
and he consoled them with grntle words. The gods thereafter
conducted him in a heavenly palanquin to the forest.
The company halted beneath a certain tree, and Piidva, de100
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scending from the palanquin, took hi< •tand upon a stone slab.
The tumult of the multitude subsided as, with his own hands,
he began to remove his ornaments and garments, one by one.
When he was cnrnpletely naked, renunciation filled his heart.
He faced the north, and with folded hands Lowed in honor of
the Emancipated Ones, having divested himself of desire. Plucking from his head live hairs, ht· bestowed them on Indra. The
god accepted these, and, returning to his heaven, reverently
tossed them to the Milky Ocean. Thus during the first quarter
of the clevl'nth hright day of the moon of th!' month of Pan~>
(December-January), the savior assumed his final vows. Standing in a rigid posture, fasting with absolute !'ndurance, and ob·
serving with perfect care the twenty-eight primary and the
ninety-four secondary rules of the Order, Par5va became possessed of what is termed the manal;paryaya knowledge: the
knowledge of others' thoughts. Lions and fawns played together
about him, while in every part of the forest was a reign of peace.
The great goal, however, was not to be attained without further event; for the antagonist had yet to deal his final stroke.
One day, while the Savior was standing perfectly still, erect, ab·
sorbed in meditation, the car of a god of the luminary order,
Sarilvara by name," was stopped abruptly in its airy coursefor not even a god ran cut through the radiance of a saint of
Par5va's magnitude, absorbed in meditation. Sariwara, since he
had clairvoyant knowledge, realized what had occurred; but
then, suddenly, he knew that the saint was Plidvanatha.
Now the personage in the chariot was the antagonist againthis time in the form of a minor deity, in consequence of powers
gained by the penances of old 1\fahipiila. The annoyed god determined, therefore, to resume his ancient battle, making use
this time of the supernatural forces that he commanded. And
so he brought down a dense and terrible darkness and conjured
u Called also Meghamilin, viz. in Bhivadevasi'lri'~; Piirft,antitha CaTitra
op. cit., pp. 117-118).

(cf. Bloomfield,
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up a howling cyclone. Trees splintered and hurtled through
the air. The earth was rent, opening with a roar, and the high
peaks fell, shattering to dust; a torrential rain descended. Yet
the saint remained unmo\"ed, serene, absolutely lost in his meditation. The god, exceedingly wrathful, became as hideous as he
could: fare black. mouth vomiting fire, and he was like the
god of death. garlamkd with a necklace of human heads. When
he rushed at Piiriva, gleaming in the night, he fiercely shouted,
"Kiill Kill!" but the saint never stirred.
The whole subterranean domain of the serpent supporting
the earth began to tremble, and the great Dharar;tendra, "King
of F.arth," said to his consort, the goddess Padmavati: "That
compassionate Lord to whose sweet teachings at the time of our
death we owe our present splendor is in danger." The two
came up, made obdsance to the Lord, who remained unaware
of the arrival, and stationing themselves at either side of him,
lifting their prodigious forms, spread out their hoods, so that
not a drop of the torrent touched his body. The apparitions
were so large and terrifying that the god Sathvara turned in his
chariot and fled."
Pariva then broke the fetters of his karma one by one, and
became absorbed in the White Contemplation, by which even
the last and slightest traces of the human desire for advantage
ts Or, according to another version: When the Lord Piriva placed himbeneath an a§oka tree, detennined to gain cnlightment. an asura
named l\J~ham3.lin attacked him in the form of a lion, and then sent
a stonn of rain to drown him. But the serpent king Dharana wrapped
his body around him and covered him with his hood. "Then the asura,
l;eeing such great firmnt'SS in the Lord, was smitten in his mind with
great astoni~~~ohmrnt and his pride was calmed. He made obeisance to
the victoriom onf' and went to his own place. Dharana also, seeing that
the danger v.-ao;, gone. returned to his place·· (Devendra's commentary to
Uttatiidlt-ya·vana Stifra 23. published and translated by Jar! Charpentier, ZeilschTift der Deutschen Morgenliindischen Gesellschaft, LXIX, 1915,
p. 856).
~clf
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are dissolved. During the auspicious fourteenth day of the
waning moon in the tnonth ol Caiua (March-April), the last of
the sixty-three ties aswtiated with the four modes of destructive
karma broke, and the universal savior gained pure omniscience.
He had entered the thirtcemh stag<· oi l"ychical development:
he was "emancipatt·d though embodied." From that instant,
every particle of the universe was within the purview of his
mind.
His chief apostle, Sva).tmhhu, prayed ~t·sp<·ctfully that the
Tirthatikara should tearh the world, and the gods prepared
an assembly hall of twelve pan,, whkh was named the "Flockitlg ·rogcthcr" (sawnvasmm.w). in w1ti(h there was an alloued
place for every species of bdng. 'I he multitudes that came were
trctuendous. And to all without distinction- quite in contrast
to the way of the Bralunaus-thc t·ompa;sionate Lord Parsva
gave his purifying instruction. IIi; \Oite was a my>Leriously
divine sound. The higlll'sl lndta dc;ired him to preach the
true religion ewn to the most di;tanl parts of India, and he
consented to do so. \Vhere\CT he went a "Flocking Together"
was ercctctl, and it was inuucdiately filled.
Smilvara thought: "Is the Lord then truly ;uch an unfailing
source of happines; and peace?" lie came to one of the vast
halls and listened. Piirsva was teaching. And all at once the
spirit of hostility that had persisted through the inramations
was appeased. Ovrnvhelmed with remorse, Satilvara flung himself at the feet of Parsvanfitha with any. And the Tirthatikara,
inexhaustible in his kindnt·ss, gave consolation to the one who
from birth to birth had been his foe. Satitvara's mind, hy his
brother's grace, opened to right vision; he was placed on thr
way to liberation. Along with him, seven hundred and fifty
asn·tics who had been stiff-m·rked in thl'ir dcmtion to cruel
penancl's-which, acmrding to the Jaina view. arc uselessgave up their futile practicl's and adopted the faith of the
Tirthaiikara.
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Parivanatha taught for sixty-nine years and eleven months,
and finally, having preached throughout the lands of India,
tame to tht' S.tmmt'da hill. 19 II<· had been in the second stage of
contemplation up to this time. He now passed to the third stage.
A month elapsed, and he remained absorbed.
The p<·riod of the human life of the Tirthailkara was about
to end. When no more of it remained than would have sufficed
for the utterance of the ftve vowels, Padvanatha passed into the
fourth stage of contemplation. Seventy years before, his destructi ve karmas had been destroyed; now the eighty-five ties
associated with the four modes of non-destructive karma were
annihilated. This took place in the seventh day of the waxing
moon of srava1,1a Quly-August), and the Lord Parsva passed
immediately to his final liberation. His life-monad rose to
Siddha-sila, the peaceful region of eternal bliss at the summit
of the universe, while his corpse reposed on the summit of the
sacred hill.
With their various lndras in the lead, the gods came down to
celebrate the Fifth and Last Kaly3.1,1a: "the salutary event of
the Liberation" (mok~a-kalyiir;za). They took up the mortal remains on a diamond palanquin, worshiping them reverently,
poured sweet-scented substances on the sacred body, and bowed
in obeisance. Then from the head of the god Agni-kumara
("The Youthful Prince Fire") a blaze shot forth of heavenly
flame, and the body was consumed. The gods, following this
cremation, rubbed the sacred ashes on their heads and breasts,
and marched to their celestial places with triumphant songs
and dances.
To this day Mount Sammeda is known as the Hill of Padvaniitha, reminding the people thus of the twenty-third Jama
Tirthailkara, who there attained his liberation, and thence departed to Siddha-sila, never to return.
1• RC'catnC' nf the numemu111 ~aint• and sages who have attained Enlight~
enment here. this place is sacred to the Jainas.
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z.

]aina Images
TamRE ARE a number ol doS<e cot respondences between thiS
legend of the last life of Parsvanatha and the biography of the
Lord Buddha. Moreover, certain images of the Buddha, show·
ing him protected by a serpent, can hardly be distinguished
from those of the Jaina Tirthaitkara (Plates IV and V). Unques·
tionably the two religions share a common tradition. The births

of the two saviors are 1nuch the sanw; so too arc the anecdotes

of the marvelous knowledge they displayed as children. Sooth·
sayers foretold lor each the career either of a Cakravartin or ol
a World Redeemer. Both b'~'<'W up as princes, but departed from
their fathers' palaces to the forest to engage in similar enterprises
of ascetic self-realization. And in the culminating episodes of
the biographies-the attainment of fullillment-Saril.vara's attack
on Par5vanatha corresponds to that of Mara, the god of desire
and death, on the meditating Gautama Sakyamuni.
For, as we are told, when the Future Buddha had taken his
place beneath the Bo Tree, on the Immovable Spot, the god
whose name is both Mara ("Death") and Kama ("Desire")"
<hallenged him, seeking to move him from his state of con1·en·
tration. In the character of Kama, he deployed the world's su·
preme distraction before the meditating savior, in the form of
three tempting goddesses together with their retinues, and when
these failed to produce the usual effect, resorted to his terrible
form of Mara. With a mighty host he attempted to terrify and
even slay the Buddha-causing mighty storms of wind, showen
of rain, flaming rocks, weapons,Iive coals, hot ashes, sand, boiling
10

Cf. mpra, pp.

14~·•45·
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mud, and finally a great darkness to assail him. But the Future
Buddha was not moved. The missiles became flowers as tht"y
entered the field o[ his concentration. Mara hurled a keen discus,
lmt it changed into a canopy of blossoms. Then the god chal·
lenged the right of the Blessed One to be sitting there, beneath
the Bo Tree, on the Immovable Spot; whereupon the Future
Buddha only touched the earth with the tips of the fingers of his
t'ight hand and the earth thundered, testifying: "I bear you
witness!" with a hundred, a thousand, a hundred thousand roars.
Mara's army dispersed, and all the gods of the heavens descended
with garlands, perfumes, and other offering~ in their hands.
That night, while the Bo Tree beneath which he sat rained
down red blossoms, the Savior acquired in the first watch the
knowledge of his previous existences, in the middle watch the
divine eye, and in the last the understanding of dependent
origination. He was now the Buddha. The ten thousand worlds
quaked twelve times, as far as to the ocean shores. Flags and
banners broke from every quarter. Lotuses bloomed on every
tree. And the system of the ten thousand worlds was like a
bouquet of flowers sent whirling through the air."
Obviously this final victory rlosely resembles that of Parsvanatha, except that the serpent, "Lord of the Earth," has not
yet appeared. Instead, the Earth herself defends the hero. However, the Buddha legend goes on to relate that the Blessed One
sat cross-legged seven days at the foot of the Bo Tree, following
this achievement, enjoying the bliss of emancipation, then
moved to the Banyan Tree of the Goatherd, where he sat another seven days, and next moved to the so-called 1\f ucalinda
Tree. Now Mucalinda was the name of a great serpent, and his
abode was among the roots of this very tree. While the Buddha
was experiencing there the beatitude of enlightenment, there
21 ]atalta J. 68. (Reduced from the translation by Henry C1arke Warren,
Buddhism in TTanslations~ Harvard Oriental Series, Vol. III, Cambridge,

Mass.,

1922,

pp. 76-83.)
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appeared a mighty thunderhead out of season, a cold wind
blew, and the rain began to pour. "Then issued Mucalinda, the
serpent-king, from his abode, and enveloping the body of the
Blessed One seven times with his folds. spread his great hood
above his head, saying, 'Let neither cold nor heat, nor gnats,
flies, wind, sunshine, nor creeping creatures come near the
Blessed One!" Then, when seven days had elapsed, and Mucalinda, the serpent-king, knew that the storm had broken up.
and that the clouds had gone. he unwound his coils from the
body of the Blessed One. And changing his natural appearance
into that of a young man, he stood before the Blessed One, and
with his joined hands to his forehead did reverence to the
Blessed One." ••
The precise relationship of the .Jaina and the Buddhist vey·.
sions cannot be reconstructed. Both may have originated from
the simple circumstance that when the wealthy lay folk of the
two denominations began employing craftsmen to fashion
images of their saviors, the principal models for the new works
of art had to be supplied by older Indian prototypes, chief
among which were the yak$a and the naga-patterns of the wise
supeTlmman being endow<·d with miraculous insight and power
that had figured prominently in the household cult of India from
time immemorial. These were popularly regarded as protecting
genii and bringers of prosperity. Their forms appear on every
doorpost and on most local shrines. Yak$aS (the earth and fertility
spirits) are represented as robust standing figures in human
form. whereas nagas (the semi-human serpent genii), though
generally depicted in h nman shape also, frequently have the
head protected by a giant serpent hood as in Plate Ill. 23
12 MahdrJagga, opening sections, from the translation by Warren, op.
cit., pp. Bg-86.
n Other naga forms are the serpent, the serpent with numerous hcad111,
and the human torso with serpent tail. Cf. Zimmer, Myths and Symbols
in Indian Art and Civilization, pp. 5glf.
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When the artist-craftsmen who for centuries had been supplying images for the general needs of Indian household worship
added to their catalogue the figures of the sectarian saviors,
Par8va and the Buddha, they based their conceptions on the
older forms, and sometimes suppressed, but sometimes also retained, the superhuman serpent attributes. These characteristic
signs of the supernatural being seem to have supplied the model
for the later Buddhist halo (compare Plate X); and it is by
no means improbable that the special legends of Dhara1,1endra
and Mucalinda c.ame into existence simply as later explanatiom
of the combination of the ligures of the serpent and the savior
in .Jaina and Buddhist images.
The .Jaina ,·ersion of the legend is more dramatic than th~
Buddhist and gives the serpent a more important role. More
striking still are thos<' .Jaina images of Parsvanatha that represent
him with two serpents sprouting from his shoulders (Plate VIa):
these point to a connection of som<' kind with ancient Mesopotamian art (!'late VIr), and suggest something of the great antiquity of the symbols inrorporal<'d in the Jaina cult. In the Ncar
East, following the p<'riod of the teaching of Zoroaster (first part
of the first millennium n.c.), when the Persian pantheon was systematized in terms of good (heavenly) versus evil (earthly)
powers, the serpent became classified among the latter. As such,
we lind him not only in the Hebrew Bible in the role of Satan,
hut also in late Persian art and legend as the I;>ai)l,Jak-the great
tyrant-Yillain of Firrlausis medieval Persian epic. Shahniimah
(1010 A.n.). In the latter role, the figure is represented in human
form with serpents springing from his shoulders (Plate Vlb),••
looking much like an evil or frightful brother of Parivanatha.
The first of the twenty-four Jaina Tirthankaras, ~~bhanatha,
24 An earlier fonn of this Persian figure is preserved in the Armenian
tradition, where Azhdahak (= Avestan Azhi Dahika > Pahlavi Dahik >
Modem Persian J;>ahhik), the dragon lord, is represented in human form
with serpents springing from his shouldcn. Azbdahak is conquered by
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who is supposed to have lived and taught in the remotest prehistoric past, is shown in Plate VII: a typical .J aina vision of
the perfected saint, completely detached from worldly bondage
because absolutely purified of the clements of karma that color
and deform our normal human lives. This piece of sculpture
belongs to the eleventh, twelfth, or thirteenth century A.D., and
is carved of alabaster-the prekrred material for the represcntat ion of the clarified state of the Tirthankara; for it well suggests the sublime translureD('}' of a body purified of the dross of
tangible matter. By means of prolonged penances and abstentions the .Jaina saint systematically purges himself not only of
his egotistical reactions but also of his biological physicality.
And so it is said of him that his body is "of a miraculous beauty
and of a miraculously pure fragrance. It is not subject to disease,
and is devoid of perspiration as well as of all the uncleanliness
originating from the processes of digestion." " It is a body akin
to those of the gods, who do not feed on gross food, do not perspire, and never know fatigue. "The breath of the Tirthankaras is like the fragrance of water lilies; their blood is white,
like milk fresh from the row." Hence they are of the hue of
alabaster-not yellow, rosy, or darkish, like people whose veins
are filled with blood that is red. "And their flesh is devoid of
the smell of flesh."
This is what is expressed through both the material and the
posture of this Jaina statue of the first savior. The stone is milkwhite, shining as with a milky glow of divine light, while the
rigid symmetry and utter immobility of the stance render a
statement of spiritual aloofness. A Tirthankara is represented,
preferably, if not seated in yoga posture, then standing in this
Vahagn, iust as the Vedic Ahi (or Vrtra) by lndra, Avestan Athi Dahaka by
Atar (the Fire God, son of Ahura Ma7da), and the Serpent of the Garden
ol Eden by the Son ol Mary.
u Helmuth von Glascnapp, Der ]ainismus, Eine indische ErlOsungs·
rt'ligion, Berlin, 1915, p. 151.
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attitude of "dismissing the body" (l<ayotsarga)-rigid, erect, and
immobile, wilh arms held stiffiy down, knees straiglu, and the toes
directly forward. The ideal physique of such a superman is compared to the body of a lion: powerful chest and shoulders, no hips,
slim feline buttocks, a tall pillarlike abdomen, and strong toes
and fingers, elongated and well formed. The chest, broad and
smooth from shoulder to shoulder, fully expanded and without the least hollowness, shows the effect of prolonged breathing exercises, practiced according to the rules of yoga. Such an
ascetic is termed a "hero" (vim), for he has achieved the supreme
human victory: this is the sense of the title llfahiivira, "the
great (mailat) hero (vim)," which was bestowed on the Buddha's
contemporary, Vardhamana, the twenty-fourth Tirthaitkara.
The saint is termed also ]ina, the "victor," and his disciples,
therefore, ]ai11as, the "followers, or sons, of the victor."
In ancient times the Jaina monks went about completely
naked, having put away all those caste marks and particularizing
tokens that are of the essence of Indian costume and symbolize
the wearer's involvement in the web of human bondage. Later
on, in Mahavira's period, many assumed a white garment as a
<Oncession to decency and termed themselves Svetiiml>ara,
"those whose garment (ambara) is white (sveta)." This raiment
denoted their ideal of alabaster-like purity, and so was not too
great a departure from the heroic mode of the conservati\ es,
who continued to style tl1emselvcs Digambara, "those whose
!,>arment (ambara) is the element that fills the four quarters of
space (dig)." •• The Tirthaitkaras are therefore sometimes de2tl At the time of Alexander the Great"s raid across the Indus (327-326
B.c.), the Digambara were stil1 numerous enough to attract the notice of
the Greeks. who called them gymnosophists, "naked philosophers:• a
most appropriate name. They continued to flouri!lb ~ide by side with the
Svet3.mbara until after 1000 A.D., when, through Moslem rule, they were
forced to put on clothes.
Editor's note: Dr. Zimmer's view of the relationship of those "'clothed
in space" to those "clothed in white" differs from that of the Svetimbaras,
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pictcd naked, and sometimes clad in white. l:(.~abhanli.tha, in tlw
alabaster monument under di~cussion, wears a thin silken robe,
covering his hips and legs.
But there is a special problem that arises in Jaina iconog·
raphy as a result of the drastic purity of the ideal of the Tirthat\kara. The sculptor cannot be allowed to damage the sense
of his represcnt;ttion hy modifying in any way the perfect isola~
tion and non-pat t icularity of the released beings. The pristine
life-monads ate to be represented without fault. How, then, is
the worship('r to distinguish one of these "victon." from an·
other, since all----having transcended the sphere of time, change,
and specification- are as alike as so many certified eggs? The
solution to the difficulty was the simple one of providing every
irnage with an emblem that should refer either to the name or
to some distinctive detail of the legend of the Tirthaiikara intended. This is why the statue of ~sabhanatha-literally "I.ord
(niitha) Bull (rsnhlw)"'-shows a little zebu-bull beneath the
savior's feet. The effect of su<"h a juxtaposition is that in dramatic ronna~t to tl1ese accompanying figures, which are H'tniniscent of the world anrl life from which the Tirthaiikara has
withdrawn, the majestic aloofness of the perfected, balanced,
absolutely self-contained figure of the saint becomes emphasized
in its triumphant isolation. The image of the released one
seems to be neither animate nor inanimate, but pervaded by a
strange and timeless calm. It is human in shape and feature, yet
who regard them~ch•cs as representing the original Jaina practice ami
ho1d that a schism in the year 83 A.D. gave 1 he to the Digambaras. The
evidence of the Gre('b, however, speakr.. for the existence of gyrnnosophists at ]east as <·arly as the fourth century n.c., and tends to support
the claim of the Digambaras that it is they ,~,.·ho have preserved the earlier
practice. According to the Digambara theory of the schi . . m, a sect of lax
principles arose under Bhadrabahu, the eighth successor of 1\.Iaha\'ira,
which in So A.n. developed into the pre!'>ent community of the Svet~mllxua"
(cf. Hermann Jacobi, "Digambaras," in Hastings, Encyclopaf'dia of Reli·
gimz and Ethics, Vol. IV. p. 704).
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as inhuman as an icicle; and thus expresses perfectly the idea
of surressful withdrawal from the round of life and death, personal cares, individual destiny, desires, suff~rings, and events.
Like a pillar of some supraterr~strial, unearthly substance, the
Tirthalikara, the "Crossing-Maker," the breaker of the path
across the stream of time to the final release and bliss of the other
shore, stands supernally motionl~ss, absolutely unconcerned
about tbe worshiping, jubilant crowds that throng around his
feet.
At Sraval)a Re!go!a, Hasan District, Mysore, is a colossal figure
(Plate VIII) of this kind that was t•rerted about 983 A.D. by
Climm:u;larftya, the minister of King Rajamalla of the Ganga
dynasty. It is hewn from a \ertical rock needle, a procligions
monolith, on a hilltop four humh ~d feet above the town. The
image measures fifty-six and one-half feet in height and thirt~~n
feet around the hips, and is thus one of the lar:~est free-standing
figures in the world; the feet are placed on a low platform.
The savior represented is indicated hy vines clambering up his
body, which refer to an episode in the biography of Gomma!a
(also called Rahiibali, "strong of arm"), the son of the first Tirthaiikara, ~~abhanatha. He is •upposed to have stood unflinchingly for a year in his yoga posture. The vines rrept up to his
arms and shoulders; anthills arose about his feet; he was like
a tree or rock of the wilderness. To this day the entire surface
of this statue is anointed t·vcry twcnty-fi,·e years with melted
butter, as a result of which it still looks fresh and clean.
There is a legend to the effect that the image goes bark to a
date much earlier than 983 A.D., and that for ages it was forgotten, the memory of its location being completely lost. Rharata,
the first of India's mythical Cakravartins," is supposed, accord21 For the legend of the birth of Bharata, see K3lid3sa"s celebrated
plav, .~akuntalii (Everyman's Library, No. 629). Rharata was the ance'itor
of the dan!t of the MahO.bhiirala. The land of India itself is ca1led Bhitrata
("descended from Bharata"), as are aho its inhabitants.
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ing to this account, to have erected it; Ravana, the fabulous
chicltaiu of the demons ol Ceylon, paid it worship; and when it
passed, thereafter, from the memory of man, it became covered
with earth. The old leg<·nd tells us that Camm)~laraya was in·
formed of its existence by a traveling merchant and so made
a pilgrimage to the sactcd pla<c with his mother and a few companiom. When the part) aniH"d, a kmal<- eanh-divinity, the
yak~ini Ku~mar.u;ll, who had b<·•·n an attendant of the Tirthatikara Ari~~anemi, manil'cm·d herself and pointed out the hidden
site. Then, with a goldt·n ;mow, Canmr.1~laraya split the hill
and the colossal figure wuld be seen. The earth was cleared
away and craltsnu·n \-W:re brought to cleanse the ilnagc and
tcston· it. 28
The emblems of the Tirthaltkaras are as follows: r. ~~ahha,
hull, 2. Ajita, depham. 3· Sarnhhava, hor•e. 1· Abhinandana,
ape. 5· Sumati, heron, 6. l'admaprahha, red lotus, 7· Suparsva,
swastika. R. Candraprahha. nwon, g. Suvidhi, dolphin, 10. Sitala. srlvat.ta (a sign on the breast), I r. Sreyathsa, rhinoceros,
12. Vasupiijya, buffalo, 13. Vimala, hog, 14. Ananta, hawk, 15.
Dharma, thunderholt, t6. Siinti, antelope, •7· Kunthu, goat,
tR. Ara, nauclviivarta (a diagram), tg. Malli, jar, 20. Suvrata,
torloisc, 2 r. Nami. him· lotus, 22. Ari~tanemi, conch shell,29
" Gla.>enapp. op. Cit., pp. 392-393· Armrding to another legend (also
noted by Glasenapp). Camundar3.ya had thi~ image made after the pattern
of an invisible model o[ Bharata, in Potanapura.
There is a statue o[ Gummata. twenty feet high, on a hill fifteen miles
southwest of the city of 1\fysor<>. Another was ererted in 1431 by Prince
Virapflndya of Kflrkala, South Kanara. Madras. And in 1604, in the same
district, in Vanur (\'enur). ~liB another, thirty·!!C\'<:'11 feet high, was set up
by Timma Raja, who may have been a dcsrcndant of Cimundari.ya.
Some of these ligures arc '!oUppmrd 1o have wmc into existence without
human effort. Others were made by the saints of ancient l<'J.,rcnds and then,
like the colossus of Camundariya, as described above, n·discovered by
miracle.
tt Ari$tanemi, or Ncminfltha, I,ft.rS\'a's immediate predecessor, is related,

through his half-legendary biography, to Krsna, the prophet of the Hindu
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23. Parsva, serpent, 24. Mahiivira, lion. The standing attitude
in which they are commonly shown exhibits a characteristic,
puppetlile Jigidity that comes of-and denotes-inner absorption. The posture is called '"dismissing the body"' (kiiyotsarga).
The modeling avoids details and yet is not flat or incorporeal;
for the savior is without weight, without throbbing life or any
promise o[ delight, yt·t is a body-an ethereal reality with
milk in its veins imtead of blood. The empty spaces left be·
tween the arms and the trunk, and bctwr!"n the legs, ate ron·
sciously intended to emphasite the splendid isolation of the
unearthly apparition. There is no striking contour, no intt·rest·
ing trait of indiddnality, no cutting profile breaking into space,
but a mystic c.llm, an anonymous serenity, which we ate not
even invited to share. And the nakedness is as far removed as
the stars, or as bare rork, fron1 sensuality; for in Indian art
nakedness is not imcnded to suggest either sensuous charm (as
it is in the Greek images of the nymphs and Aphrodites) or an
ideal of perfect bodily and spiritual manhood, developed
through competitive sport (as in the Greek statues of the
youthful athletes who triumphed in the sacred contests at
Olympia and elsewhere). The nakedness of Indian goddesses is
that of the fertile, indifferent mother earth, while that of the
stark Tirtharikaras is ethereal. Composed of some substance
that docs not derive from, or link one to, the circuit of life,
the truly "'sky-clad"" (digaml1ara) Jaina statue expresses the perfect isolation of the one who has stripped off every bond. His is
an absolute "'abiding in itself,"" a strange but perfect aloofness,
a nudity of chilling majesty, in its stony simplicity, rigid contours, and abstraction.
The form of the image of the Tirtharikara is like a bubble:
at first sight seemingly a bit primitive in its inexpressive attiBhagflVad (;;tii. Krsua belongs to the cpical period of the Mahtlbhtirata,
which marks the conclusion of the Aryan feudal age (d. supra, p. 67. Editor's
note).
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tude-simply standing on its two legs-but actually highly
conscious and rather sophisticated in its avoidance of all the
dynamic, glamorous, and triumphant achievements of the contemporary llindu art 30 -the wonderful, vital sculpture of Eliira,
Badami, and elsewhere. lly the Jaina saint-and artist-the restJess vitality both of the I lindu gods and of their mythical cosmic
display is ignored deliberately, as though in protest. Through a
translucent alabaster silence the great Passage-breaking doctrine
is revealed of the Jaina way of escape from that universal manifold of enticement and rlelusion.81
For it is important to bear in mind that the Tirthatikaras and
their images belong to a totally different sphere from that of the
orthodox Hindu devotions. The Hindu gods, dwelling in the
heavens that Piidvanatha transcended, still are accessible to
human prayer, whereas the supreme release attained by the
Tirtharikaras places them beyond all earthly solicitude. They
can never be moved from their eternal isolation. Superficially,
their cult may resemble that of the Hindu deities, who not only
graciously heed the prayers of man but even condescend to come
down into the lifeless t<'mple images-as to a throne or seat
(Pitha) 12-in response to consecrating rituals of conjuration and
" For examples of Hindu and Jluddhist art, compare Plates I, II, Ill, IV,
IX, X, XI, XII.
11 The Jaina'i in their temple buildin~. on the other hand. usually followed the structural tradition of the Hindu sects. The Jaina temples
o£ Rijputflna and Gujarit belong to the same period to which we owe
the magnificent Hindu monuments of Upper India, which were con·
structed just before the Moslem inva'iions of the tenth to thirteenth centuries

A.D. At that time the Ganga kings errcted the Sikhara ("tower") temples
o( Ori~sa. and the tower temples at Khajur3.ho were constructed. The
.Jaina phase of this rich p('riod begins with the structures of Pilitina (g6o
A.o.) and closes with the Tejahpala temple at Mount .Abil (us• A.D.). Two
notable monuments are Vimala Sha•s temple at Mount AbU (c. •OS•)
and the temple at Dabhoi, in Gujariit (c. 1254)· Cf. Ananda K. Coomara·
swamy. Histnry of Indian and IndonniDn Art.
•• Cf. in(Ttl, PP· ss•·sSB·
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invitation; for the .Jainas pay profound respect to the statues of
their Tirthaii.karas and t·ecount Jeg<·nds of their miraculous
origin. N<·verthcless the attitude is not precisely that of worship.
The following story, told of the Lord Parsva in his next to last
earthly life, gives the clue to the special character of the Jaina
attitude.
The savior's name then, it will be remembered, was King
Anandakumara. 33 \Vhen he had defeated the rulers of tht" surrounding nations and berome a Cakravartin, his minister suggested that he should hold a religious cl'lebration in honor of
the Tirthaii.kara Ari~tanemi; but when the king entl'red the
temple to worship he was disturbed by a doubt. "What is the
use," he thought, "of howing before an image, for an image is
unconscious?" There was a saint in the temple at the time, however, named Vipulamati, and he remm·ed this doubt. "An irn·
age," he told the king, "affects the mind. If one holds a red
flower before a glass the glass will be red; if one holcls up a dark
blue flower the glass will he dark blue . .Just so, the mind is
changed by the presence of an imag<'. Contemplating the form
of the passionless Lord in a Jaina temple, the mind becomes filled
automatically with a sentiment of renunciation; whereas at the
sight of a courtesan it becomes restless. No one can regard the
peaceful, absolute form of th<· Lord without recalling the noble
qualities of the Lord: and this influence is the more forceful
if one worships. The mind straightway becomes purified. But
given purity of mind, one is already on the way to final bliss."
The sage Vipulamati then illustrated his Jesson for the king
with a metaphor that has many counterparts in the various tra·
ditions of lnclia, non-.Jaina as well as .Jaina. "In a certain town,"
he said, "there was a beautiful public woman who died, and her
body was brought to the cremation ground. A certain licentious
man who chanced to be there looked upon her beauty and
thought how fortunate he would have deemed himself could
"cr. supra, p. '93· See also, p. ,g,, note 1.
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he, but 011ce in his lifetime, have had the opportunity of enjoyin~
her. Simultaneously a dog that was there, seeing the corpse
going into the fire, thought what dainty meals it would have
made for him had they not determined to waste it in the flames.
But a saint, also present, thought how regrettable that anyone
endowed with such a body should have neglected to make use
of it in difficult yoga exercises.
"There was hut one corpse in that place," said Vipulamati,
"and yet it produced three sorts of fcding in three different
witnesses. An external thing will thus have its effect according
to the nature and purity of the mind. The mind," he concluded,
"is purified by the wntemplation and worship of the Tirthan·
karas. Images of the Tirthat"tkaras make one fit, therefore, to
enjoy the pleasures of hca\'cn after de at h-and can even prepare
ont''s mind to experience uin·Iit:J.a."

3.
The Makers of the Crosshtf!.
.JAil,tSM denies the authority of the Vedas anrl the orthodox
trarlitions of Hinduism. Therefore it is reckoned as a heterodox
Indian religion. It docs not rlerivc from Brahman-,'\ryan sources.
but reflects the cosmology and anthropology of a much older,
pre-Aryan upper class of northeastern India-being rooted in
the same subsoil of archaic metaphysical speculation as Yoga.
Sankhya. and Buddhism, the other non-Vedic Indian systems."
a• Cf. supra, p. 6o, F.ditor's note. and Appendix B. Yoga, Saitkhya, and
Ruddhism wiH be discussed infra, Chapters II and IV.
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The Aryan invasion, which overwhelmed the northwestern and
north central provinces of the sub-continent in the second millennium B.c., did not extend the full weight of its impact beyond the middk of the Ganb'<'S valley; the pre-Aryan nobility of
the northeastern states, therefore, were not all swept off their
thrones. Many of the families survived, and when the dynasties
of the invading race began to show symptoms of exhaustion, the
scions of these earlier native lines were able to assert themselves
again.
Candragupta Maury a, for example," stemmed from a family
of this kind. So did the Buddha. Ik!vftku, the mythical ancestor
of the legendary Solar Dynasty to which Rama, hero of the
Riimiiya(lll, belonged, has a name that points rather to the tropical plant-world of India than to the steppes from which the
conquerors descended: i/lJviiku means "sugar cane," and suggests a background of aboriginal plam-totemism. Even Knt).a,
the divine inrarnation celebrated in the Mahiibhiirata, whose
synthesis of ,\ryan and rne-Aryan tcad1ings is epitomized in the
Bhagavad Gilii,'" was born not of a Brahman but of a K!;atriya
line-the Hari clan-the a.sociations of which are far from orthodox. K~1_1a's religion comprises many elements that were not
originally constituents of the Vedic system of thought; and in
the celebrated legend of his lifting 1\lount Govardhan he is actually represented as rhallenging Indra, the Vedic-Aryan king of
the gods, and even putting him to shame. 31 1\foreover, Kn1_1a's father, Vasudeva, was the brother of the father of the twentysecond of the Jaina Tirthankaras, the Lord Ari~tanemi, and so
must have been a recent ronvert to the orthodox community.
As we shall see in the following chapter., the history of Indian philosophy has been characterized largely by a series of
•• Cf. supra, p- 37•• Discussed infra, PP- 378-4og.
ar Cf. Sister Nivedita and Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, Myths of thtJ
llindus and Buddhists, New York, 1914, pp. 23o-•s•218
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trises ol interaction between the invasive Vedi<:-Aryan and the
non-Aryan, earlier, Dravidian styles of thought and spiritual
experience. The Brahmans were the principal represematives
of the former, while the latter was preserved, and finally reasserted, by the surviving princely houses of the native Indian,
dark-skinned, pre-Aryan population. Since .Jainism retains the
Dravidian structure more purely than the other major Indian
traditions-and is conO<"quently a relatively simple, unsophisticated, clean-cut, and direct manifestation of the pessimistit
dualism that underlies not only Satikhya, Yoga, and early Buddhistic thought, but also much of the reasoning of the Upani~ads, and even the so-called "nondualism" of the Vedftnta-we
shall treat it first, in the present chapter, and then proceed, in
Chapter II, to the closely kindred Satikhya and Yoga. Chapter
III will be devoted to the majestic Brahman development,
which constitutes the main line of Indian orthodoxy and is the
backbone of Indian life and learning, while Buddhism will be
discussed in Chapter IV-first as a vigorous and devastating protest against the supremacy of the Brahmans, but in the end as a
teaching not radically different from that of the orthodox Brahman schools. Finally, in Chapter V, we shall introduce and
briefly review the subject of Tamra: an extraordinarily sophisticated psychological application of the principles of the AryanDravidian synthesis, which shaped both the Buddhist and the
Brahman philosophies and practices of the medieval period, and
to this day inspires not only the whole texture of the religious
life of India but also much of the popular and esoteric teaching
of the great Buddhist nations, Tihrt, China, Korea, and Japan.
To return, howe,·er, to the Tirthatikaras: as already stated,
they r<'prescnt, in the most vivid manner possible, the life-searing
victory of the transcendent principle over the forces of the flesh.
Padva and those other colossi whose towering forms, carved in
alabaster, point like arrows to the heavens, broke free from the
spheres of human fear and desire to pass to a realm remote from
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the conditions, the victories, and the vicissitudes of time. Standing in their posture of "dismissing the body," or seated in the
inturned "lotus posture" of the concentrated yogi, they represent an ideal very different indeed from that of the roaring,
world-affirmative, Vedic "Dying round the Holy Power." ••
Twenty-two o( these life-negating .Jaina Tirthankaras belong
to the ancient, semi-mythical Solar Dynasty, from which the
Hindu savior Rama is supposed to have descended and which
is far from Aryan in its backgrounds. while the other two belong to the Hari clan, the family of the hlue-hlack popular hero
KJll,la. All of these figures, Kr~1.1a and Rama as well as the
Tirthankaras, represent the resurgence o( a world view totally
different from that of the triumphant cattle-herders and warlike
horsemen who had entered India from the trans-Himalayan
plains and whose way of life had swept all before it for nearly
a thousand years. The \'cdas, like the hymns of the Homeric
Greeks, were the productions of a mnsciousness dedicated to
the spheres of action, whereas the ligures of the Tirthankaras
stand as the most vivid expressions in all art of the ideal of the
world-negating, absolute refusal of life's lure. Here is no bending of the cosmic forces to the will of man, but on the contrary,
a relentless shelling off of cosmic forces, whether those of the
external universe, or those that pulse in the running of the
blood.
Padva, the twenty-third Tirthankara, is the first of the long
series whom we can fairly visualize in a historical setting:
Ari~tancmi, the one just before him, whose brother, Vasudeva,
was the father of the popular Hindu savior KJll,la, is only very
dimly perceptible. And yet, even in the biography of Piidva the
element of legend is so strong that one can scarcely sense an
actually living, breathing human being. The situation is different, however, in the case of the last Tirthankara, Vardhamana Mahavira; for he lived and taught in the comparatively
•• Cf. supra, pp. 66·74·
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well-documented period ol the Buddha. \Vt· can readily visuatiJe him moving among tlw numeroll,!, monls and teachers of
that age ol intellecwal fcmtent. Reflections of his presence and
influence can be caught !rom the Buddhist as well as irom the
Jaina texts.
Like all the earlier Tinhalikaras, and like his contemporary
the Buddha, Mahiivira was of non-Aryan stock, not related t•ven
remotely to those semi-divine seers, sages, singers, and wizards
who were the ancestors of the Brahman families and the source
of the wisdom of the orthodox Vedic tradition. He was a K~a
triya of the ] 1iata dan (hem·e called .J Iiata-putra, "a son of
.Jtiata"), born in Km.u;lagrama "' (ku~•(la, "a hole in the ground for
keeping water"; grtima, "a village"), whirh was a suburb of the
flourishing rity of VaiS:ili (modern llasarh, some twenty-seven
miles north of Patna, in the northeastern prm·inre of Bihar), and
his parents, Siddhartha and Trisala, were pious .Jainas hefore
him, worshipers of the Lord Parsva. Mahavira was their second
son; and they named him Vardhamana, "Growing, Increasing."
He married, in due time, a young woman of their choice, Yasoda.
;md had by her a daughter, Al)ojja. When his parents died in his
thirtieth year, and his elder brother. Nandivardhana. succeeded
in the direction of the household, Vardhamana asked and received the permission of his brother to carry out his long-cherished resolve to become a .Jaina monk. The monastic authorities
also favored his request, and he joined the Order with the usual
.Jaina rites. Then followed twelve years of severe self-mortification. After the first thirtt•en months he discarded his clothes,
and at the end of a long ordeal achieved the state of "isolationintegration" (kevnla), which implies omniscience and release
from earthly bondage-corresponding to the "enlightenment"
(bodhi) of the Buddhas. And he lived on earth forty-two years
II

A town rul('d by northeast Indian feudal chieftain!', known also from

(.•arty Buddhist records o! the Buddha's itinerary (cf. Malui-pmiuibbtina-mttanta).
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more, preaching the doctrine genetally and instructing his eleven
principal disciples-the so-called ga7Jadharas, "keepers of the
hosts (of the followers)." When he died at Pava, attaining thus the
final release (t~in•iitw), he was in the seventy-second year of his
age. The date is placed by the Svetamhara sect (as the beginning of their era) in 527 B.c., by the Digambaras in 509, and by
the modern Western scholars (since Mahavira passed away only
a few years before the Buddha) ahout 480.'"
A dialogue recorded in the sacred writings of the Svetiimhara
sect ., states that in essence the teachings of Par5va and 1\fahavira are the same. Ke~i, an adherent of ParSva, is shown asking
questions of Sudharma-Gautama, one of the followers of the
newer teacher, l\1ahavira; and to all his questions he receives
what seem to him to be the wrong answers. lie therefore presses
his argument. "According to Piirkanatha the Great Vows are
hut four in number; why then," he demands, "did Vardhamana
speak of them as ftve?" To which Gautama replies: "Padvanatha
understood the •pirit of the time and realized that the enumeration of the Great Vows as four would suit the people of his age;
Mahavira gave the same four vows as ftve in order to make the
.Jaina doctrine more acceptable to the people of his time. There
is no essential difference in the t!'achings of the two Tirthalikaras."
The fifth vow. which Kdi, the adherent of the teaching of
Parsva, was calling into question. was the one about the clothes,
and is what led to the schism; for it involved a number of revisions of attitude and conduct. The consen•ati\•es not only insisted on r~maining sky-clad, hut also rejected all the other
reforms of Mahavira. Women. for example, were permitted by
" 0 This biography is based upon, and follows doscly, the account given
by Jac-obi, "Jainism," in Hasting-:, Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethirs~
Vol. VII. pp. 466-467.
"Uttariidhyayana Siltro 2~ (Sacred Books of the East. Vol. XLV, pp.
1 •glf). The authenticity of this text is denied by the Digambaras.
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Mabavira to take ascetic vows, whereas by the sky-clad sect they
were debarred from doing so, having to wait for a later, masculine incarnation. Nevertheless, it is certain that Mahavira
preached nothing absolutely new; he only modified and developed what had already been taught by Padvanatha-and no
doubt by numerous even earlier saints and sages.••
The writings of the Jainas mention as contemporaries of
Mahavira the same kings of northeastern India as those who
according to Buddhist sources reigned during the Buddha's ca·
reer. The canonical texts of the Buddhists, dating from the first
centuries B.c., mention the Jaina frequently under their old
name of Nirgrantlza;ta "without knot, tic, or string.'' i.e., "tht'

unfettered ones"; and refer to them as a rival sect, but nowhere
as one newly founded. Their leader is called J11ataputra Vardhamana ("Vardhamana, son of the .JiUita clan"), Mahavira (the
"Great Hero"), and ]ina (the ''Victor"), and, in contrast to the
Buddha, is never described a> having first become a disciple of
42 Edito~.s note: The reader may experience some difficulty in fol1(ming
Dr. Zimmer's argument, since in the text to which he refers (Uttariidhya·
yana SUtra 2g,. 29) the ~tatcmcnt about the clothes is precisely the reverse
of what he would lead one to expect. ''The law taught by Vardhamima, ..

we read, "forbids clothes, hut that of the great sage Piriva allows an
under and upper garment." I confess that I do not know how Dr. Zimmer
planned to deal with this inconsistency; for he left no pertinent notes,
and I do not recall his having discu~t>d the point. His manuscript (or
this ponion of his history of Jainism is incomplete. However, since he
stresses the Iact that "the authenticity of this text is denied by the Digam·
baras" (footnote supra), it may be that he intended to suggest that the
.Svetimbaras inverted the historical situation to give to their own rustoms
the prestige of the earlier master. Thi!l would make the Digambaras seem
to be the followers of a later and merely temporary ruling1 whereas it
was the contention of the Digamharas that the Svetflmbaras represented
the later form. As noted above (p. 110, Editor's note), Dr. Zimmer adheres
to the Digambara version of the historical sequence of the sky·clad and
the white-clad modes.
•• Nirgrantha is Sanskrit; the Pili word, in the Buddhist texts, is
Nigaf.ltha.
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teachers whose doctrines failed to satisfy him. Mahavira remained faithful to the tradition into which he had been born
and which he embran·d fully when he became a Jaina monk.
Jly attaining to the highest goal envisioned in this traditiona very rare achievement-he did not refute it, but only gained
new fame for the ancient way.
Again in contrast to the Buddha, Mahavira is never declared
to have received through his enlightenment the understanding
of any new philosophical principle or any special insight not
already familiar to his pt•riod. He was not the founder of a new
ascetic community but the reformer of an old one. He was not
the teacher of a new doctrine, but is represented as having
gained at the time of his illumination tht· perfect knowledge ol
something which both he and his community had known before
only imperfectly and in part. He simply entered an existing.
time-honored order and some twelve years latt•r attained fulfillment. Thus he realized to the full extent what had been promised-what his tradition had always indicated as the ultimate
reference of its sacred, romplex. and most detailed system of
representing the nature of ntan and the universe.
The Buddhist historical r~cords, then, would seem to support the traditional .Jaina represcutation of 1\lahavira as the last
-not the first, as \Vestcrn scholars until recently have insistedof the .Jaina "C1 os.,ing-1\fakers through the torrent of rebirth to
the yonder shore." And there i> go<xl reason, as we have seen, to
concede that the Crossing-Maker just preceding him, Parsvanatha, may also have been an actual historical personage. But
before Piir8vanatha stands Ari~!anemi (or Neminatha), the
twenty-second Tirtharikara of the present so-called "descending"
(avasarpinr) phase of the unh•ers.al cycle of cosmic time," whose
" 4 The cycle of time continually revolves, acrording to the Jainas. The
pre!)ent "dc'ic('nding"' (avasarp;ni) period was preceded and will be fo1lowed by an ''asct"nding" (utsarpini). Sarpini suggests the creeping movement of a "rerpcnt" ('ia1fJin); ava- means "down" and ut- means ..up:' The
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distinguishing emblem is the Hindu battle-trumpet, the conchshell, and whose iconographic color is black." His existence is
not substantiated through historical records, bnt only reflected
through legendary accounts, which link him with the heroes of
that feudal period of Indo-Aryan chivalry depicted in the
Mahiibhiirata and the Kn!)a legend. He is described as a first
cousin of Kn!)a; his father, Samudravijaya ("Conqueror of the
Whole Earth, as far as to the Shores of the Oceans"'), having been
the brother of Kn!)a's father, Vasudeva. Since he is heterodox,"
he is ignored by the Hindu Kn!)a cycle, which, in spite of its
own heterodox traits, has become incorporated in the great
body of orthodox legend; but the Jainas claim that Neminatha
was far superior to Kn!)a both in physical prowess and in intellectual attainments. His unostentatious, mild disposition, as
well as his rejection of luxury and adoption of the ascetic life,
are depicted in such a way as to show him to have been exactly
the reverse of Kn!)a. His full name, AriHanemi, is an epithet of
the sun-wheel or the sun-chariot, "the felly of whose wheel
(nemi) is undamaged (arieta), i.e. indestructible," and thus sug·
gcsts that he belonged to the ancient Solar Dynasty."
With this Tirthankara, Jaina tradition breaks beyond the
bounds of recorded history into the reaches of the mythological
past. And yet it does not follow that the historian would be
justified in saying that some great renewer and teacher of the
Jaina faith-perhaps named Ari~;anemi-did not precede Parsvanatha. 'We are simply not in a position to know how far back
serpent-cycle of thne (the world-bounding !.erpent, biting its own tail)
will go on revolving through these alternating "as('cnding" and "descending"
periods forever.
•~~ Just as each of the identical Tirthailkaras has a distinguishing em~
l>km (cf. supra. p. 213). so also a color. That of Mah3.vira, whose animal
is the lion, is golden; that of ParSvanatha, blue (cf. Jacobi, lac. cit., p . .f66).
•o Cf. supra. p. 6o, Editor's note.

" Cf. supra, p. 106.
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the imagination should be permitted to go in following tbe line
of the Tirthankaras. Obviously, however, the dates assigned by
Jaina tradition have to be rejected once we pass beyond
Parsvanatha; for Ariganemi is said to have lived eighty-four
thousand years before Parsvanatha, which would place us back
somewhere in the Lower Paleolithic, while the preceding Tirthar\kara, Nami (whose emblem is the blue lotus and whose
color is golden), is supposed to have died fifty thousand years
before AriHanemi-back, that is to say, in the Eolithic; Suvrata,
the twentieth (whose animal is the tortoise and whose color is
black), is dated eleven hundred thousand years before that.
\Vith Malli, the nineteenth (whose emblem is the jar and whose
color is blue) we pass well into the pre-human geologic ages,
while Ara, Kunthu, ~anti, Dharma, Ananta, Vimala, etc., trans·
port us beyond the reaches even of geological calculation.
The long series of these semi-mythological saviors, stretching
back, period beyond period, each illuminating the world according to the requirements of the age yet in strict adherence
to the one doctrine, points to the belief that the Jaina religion
is eternal. Again and again it has been revealed and refreshed,
in each of the endlessly successive ages, not merely by the
twenty-four Tirthankaras of the present "descending" series,
but by an endless number, world without end. The length of
life and the stature of the Tirthankaras themselves in the most
favorable phases of the ever-revolving cycles (the first periods
of the descending and the last of the ascending series) are fabulously great; for in the good old days the bodily size and
strength as well as the virtue of mankind far exceeded anything
that we know today. That is why the images of the Tirthankaras
are colossal. The dwarfish proportions of the men and heroes
of the inferior ages are the result and reflex of a diminution of
moral stamina. Today we are no longer giants; indeed, we are
so small, both physically and spiritually, that the religion of the
Jainas has become too difficult, and there will be no more
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Tlrtharikaras in the prcSl'llt cycle. Moreover, as time moves on
to the conclusion of our present descending age, the scale of
humanity will decline still further, the religion of the Jaina;
will disappear, and the earth, finally, will he an unspeakable
morass of violem:e, bestiality, and grief.
This is a philosophy of the profoundest pessimism. The round
of rebirths in the world is endless, full of suffering, and of no
avail. Of and in itself it can yield no release, no divine redeem·
ing grace; the very gods are subject to its deluding spell. There·
fore, ascent to heaven is no less a mere phase or stage of dclu~
sion than descent to the purgatorial hells. As a result of
meritorious conduu, one is reborn a god among the gods; as a
result of evil conduct, a being among the beings of hell or an
animal among the beasts; hut there is no escape, either way,
from this perennial circulation. One will continue to revolve
forever through the various spheres of inconsequential pleas·
ures and unbearable pains unless one can manage somehow to
release oneself. But this can he accomplished only by heroic
effort-a long, really dreadful ordeal of austerities and progres·
sive self-abnegation.

4.
The Qualities of Matter
AccoRDING to Jaina cosmology, the universe is a living organism, made animate throughout by life-monads which circulate through its limbs and spheres; and this organism will
never die. \Ve ourselves, furthermore-i.e., the life-monads contained within and constituting the very substance of the imper·
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ishable great body-are imperishable too. We ascend and deSCl'nd through various l!ltates ul being, now human, now divine,
now animal; the bodies seem to die and to be born, but the
chain is continuous, the transformations endless, and all we do
is pass [rom one state to the next. The manner in which the
indestructible life-monads circulate is disclosed to the inward
eye of the enlightened Jaina saint and seer.
The life-monads enjoying the highest states of being, i.e.,
those tcmpor.uily human or divine, are possessed of live sense
faculties, as well as of a thinking [acuity (manas) and span of
life (ayus), physical strength (kaya-liala), power of speech
(vacana-lmla), and the power of respiration (.iviisocchvasa-bala)
In the classic Indian philosophies of Sankhya, Yoga, and Ve
danta, the same live sense [acuities appear as in the J aina for
mula (namely tourh, smell, taste, hearing, and sight); however,
there have been added the so-railed "live faculties of action."
These begin with speech (vac, corresponding to the Jaina vacana·
bala), but then go on to grasping (fJtitti, the hand), locomotion
(pada, the feet), evacuation (piiyu, the anus), and reproduction
(lljJastha, the organ of generation). Mauas (the thinking faculty)
is retained, but is linked to funher functions of the psyche,
namely lmddhi (intuitive intelligence) and ahaitluira (ego-consciousness). Also added arc the five pTiit,Jas, or "life breaths." ••
Apparently the Jaina categories represent a comparatively primitive, archaic analysis and description of human nature, many
of the details of which underlie and remain incorporated in the
later, classic Indian view.
UThcse dassic categories are discussed infra, pp. :P7·3,32. In Jainism
the term fmina is used in the sense not o{ "life breath" but of "bodily
power," and refer~ to the ten fa<'ultics above noted. Dr. Zimmer is sug·
ge1tting that the analysio; of the psyche that prevailed in the classic period
of Indian philmophy, in the syntheo;is of the so-called "Six Systems," was
originally not a Brfthman rontribution but non·Aryan, having come in
through Sank.hya and Yoga, and that it" categories are prefigured in the
Jaina view. For the Six Systems. cf. Appendix A.
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Frogs, fish, and other animals not born from the womb arc
without a thinking faculty (manas)-thcy arc called, therefore,
a-sa1ijiiin ("insensible"); whereas elephants, lions, tigers, goats,
cows, and the rest of the mammals, since they have a thinking
faculty, are saiijiiin. The various beings in the hells, and the
lower gods, as well as human beings, also are smijiiin.
In contrast to those views that rc·present the soul as being minute, like an atom (a!IU), or of the size of a thumb, and dwelling
in the heart, Jainism regards the life-monad (jiva) as pervading
the whole organism; the body constitutes, as it were, its garb;
the life-monad is the body's animating principle. And the subtle
substance of this life-monad is mingled with particles of karma,
like water with milk, or like fire with iron in a red-hot, glowing
iron ball. Moreover, the karmic matter comnnmicates colors
(le.iyii) to the life-monad; and these colors are six in number.
Hence there are said to be six types of life-monad, in ascending
s!'Ties, each with its color, smell, taste, and quality of tangibility,'" as follows:
6. white (Jul</a)
5· )'CIIow, or rn.c (/•fldma. like a lotus)

4· flaming red (tejas)
3· dove-grey (kapota)

•· dark blue (nila)
1. black (kTI!14)
These six types fall into three grou~ of two, each pair corresponding precisely to one of the three gu!la.<, or "natural qualities," of the classic Satikhya and Vedantic writings." The Jaina
" 8 It is not particularly difficult even for us to imagine a smelly or sour
life.monad, or a sweet and fragrant one.
ao Editor's note: Here again Dr. Zimmer is pointing to the prefigurement
in Jainism of the clas.'iic Indian categories. An extensive discussion of the
gul)aS will be found infra, pp. 295·•97; the reader unfann1iar with the
concept would do well to return to the present paragraph following his
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ldyas 1 and 2 arc dark; they correspond to the gut:ta tamas,
"darkness." Lesya 3 is smoky grey while 4 is of the red of flame;
both pertain to lire, and thus correspond to the gut:ta rajas (lire=
rajas, "red color""; cf. talij, "to tinge red"; rakta, "red'"). Lesyas 5
and 6, finally, are clear and luminous, being states of comparative
purity, and thus are the Jaina counterparts of the classic gut:ta
sattva: ''virtue, goodness, excellence, clarity; ideal being; the supreme state of matter." In sum, the six Jaina ldyiis seem to rep·
resent some system of archaic prototypes from which the basic
elements of the vastly influential later theory of the gut:tas was
evolved.
Black is the characteristic color of merciless, cruel, raw people,
who harm and torture other beings. Dark-blue characters arc
roguish and venal, co\'etous, greedy, sensual, and fickle. DoV<"·
grey typifies the reckless, thoughtless, uncontrolled, and irascible;
whereas the prudent, honest, magnanimous, and devout are fiery
red. Yellow shows compassion, consideration, unselfishness, nonviolence, and self-control; while the white souls are dispassionate,
absolutely disinterested, and impartial.
As water flows into a pond through channels, so karmic matter
of the six colors flows into the monad through the physical organs.
Sinful all• cause an "influx of evil karma" (papa-ilsrava), and
this increases the dark matter in the monad; virtuous acts, on
the other hand. bring an "influx of good or holy karma" (put;~ya
iisrava), which tends to make the monad white. But even this holv
completion of that section. In advance, however, it can be stated that
according to the classic Indian view, matter (prakrtt) is characterized
by the three qualities (gu~as) of inertia (lamas), activity (raja.f), and tension or harmony (sattva). Th(''ie are not merely qualities, but the very
substance of the matter of the uni\'C'f'iC, which is said to he con'itituted of
the gunas, as a rope of three twi"'U'd 'itrands-tamas guna being, as it were,
black, rajas red, and sativa white. A predominance of tamas guna in an
individual's disposition makco; him dull, sluggish, and re'lentful, rajas
makes him aggressive, heroic, and proud, while sattva conduceo; 1o illuminated repose, benignity, and understanding.
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karma keeps the life-monad linked to the world." By increasing
the yellow and white karmic matter, virtuous acts produce the
gentler, more savory tics-but these are ties, even so; they do not
suffice to consummate release. "Influx" (iiJrava) of every type has
to be blocked if nirva1.1a is to be attained, and this arrestment of
life can be affected only by abstention from action-all action
whatsoever, whether good or bad."
A basic fact generally disregarded by those who "go in" for
Indian wisdom is this one of the total rejection of every last value
of humanity by the Indian teachers and winners of redemption
from the bandages of the world. "Humanity" (the phenomenon
IH

Compare Bhagavad Gitii 14. 5-9. ·'The gunas-sattva, rajas, and tamas

-which are born of matter, bind the immortal dweller-in-the-body fast in
the body. Sauva, being stainless, is luminous and of the nature of peace
and serenity: it binds by creating attachment to happiness and to knowlt-dgc. Rajas. the cs!\encc of passion, i~ the cause o( thirst and fascination;
it binds the dweller-in-the-body by attachment to al.tion. Tamas, finally,
io; born of ignorance, and bewilders all embodied beings; it binds by

inadvertence, indolence, and sleep. Thus, while tamas darkens judgment and atta(.hcs to tniscomprcheusion, rajas attadtcb to action, and
sattva to happiness."
a:. The Jaina Tirthai:tkara, by virtue of his boundless intuition, or omnh.cicnce, which is ba11ed on the crystal purity and infinite radiance of
the life-monad released from its karmic matter, directly perceives, in the
case of each and all, the precir,e color, taste, fragrance, and quality of
the matter infecting the life-monad; he knows exactly the degree of pollution, ob~iicurity, or brightness of e\·ery individual that he sees. For the luminobity of the monad pervades the whole organism, and is thought of as
emanating even beyond the strict circum{erence of the bodily frame, in
such a way as to form around it a subtle halo, invisible to the average
monal but clearly perceptible to the enlightened saint. Here we have the
archaic background of the halo-the "aura' of the Theosophists-which encompasses every living Conn, and which, through its shadings, darkncs.lil,
or radiance, betrays the status of the soul, showing whether one is steeped
in obscuring animal passions and bedimming ego-propensities, or advanced along the path toward purification and release from the bondages
of universal matter.
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of the human being, the ideal of its perfection, and the ideal of
the perfected human society) was the paramount concern of
Greek idealism, as it is today of Western Christianity in its modem form; but for the Indian sages and ascetics, the Mahatmas
and enlightened Saviors, "humanity" was no more than the shell
to be pierced, shattered, and dismissed. For perfe.:t non-activity,
in thought, speech, and deed, is possible only when one has bemme dead to every concern of life: dead to pain and enjoyment
as well as to every impulse to power, dead to the interests of intellectual pursuit, dead to all social and political affairs-deeply,
absolutely, and immovably uninterested in one's character as a
human being. The sublime and gentle final fetter, virtue, is thus
itself something to be severed. It cannot be regarded as the goal,
but only as the beginning of the great spit·itual adventure of the
"Crossing-Maker," a >~epping place to the superhuman sphere.
That sphere, moreover, is not only superhuman but even superdivine-beyond the gods, their heavens, their delights, and their
cosmic powers. "Humanity," consequently, whether in the individual or in the collective aspen, can no longer be of concern to
anyone seriously striving for perfection along the way of the ultimate Indian wisdom. Humanity and its problems belong to the
philosophies of life that we di>cuss(•d above: the philosophies of
success (artha), pleasure (kama), and duty (dharma); these can be
of no interest to one who has literally died to time-for whom life
is death. "Let the dead bury their dead":" that is the thought.
This is something that makes it very difficult for us of the modem Christian West to appreciate and assimilate the traditional
message of India.
The sentimental or heroic divinization of man along the lines
of the classic and modern humanitarian ideals is something totally foreign to the Indian mind. From the Indian point of view,
the special dignity of the human being consists solely in the fact
that he is capable of becoming enlightened, free from bondage,
" Matthew 8:ot.
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and therewith competent, ultimately, for the role of the supreme
teacher and savior of all beings, including the beasts and the gods.
The life-monad mature enough for this super-godly task descends
to earth from the high realm of heavenly beatitude, as did the
monad of the Jaina Savior, Parsvanatha," the temporary delights
and powers of the gods having become meaningless for his ripened
insight. And then, in a final existence antong n1en. the savior
himself achieves perfect enlightenment and therewith release,
and by his teaching renews the timeless doctrine of the way to
reach this goal.
This amazing ideal, expressed in the legendary biographies of
the Buddhas and Tirthankaras, was taken seriously and literally
as an ideal for all. It was actually regarded as open to man, and
steps were taken to realize it. Apparently, it was a non-Brahman,
pre-..\ ryan vision of man's role in the cosmos native to the Indian
sub-continent. The way of perfectibility taught was that of yogic
asceticism and self-abnegation, while the image constantly held
before the mind's eye was that of the human savior as the redeemer even of the gods.
In the West such thinking has been suppressed systematically
as heresy-a heresy of titanism. Already for the Greeks, it was the
classic fault of the suffering hero, the t\~Qt,; of the anti-gods or
titans, while in the Christian Church such presumption has been
mocked as simply incredible." Nevertheless, in our modern Western Christian poetry there can be pointed out at least one great
instance of the idea of the coming of a human being to the rescue
of God. For when Parsifal, in the third act of Wagner's opera,
brings hack the holy spear, cures Amfortas, the sick guardian of
the holy grail, and restores the grail itself to its beneficent func"Supra, pp. '94"'95·
"'"'See, for example, the accounts of Simon Magus given by Justin
Martyr (Dial. cum Tryph. cxx. 16), Tertullian (De Idol. 9· de Fuga, 12,
de Anima, g4, Apol. 1g). and Origen (C. Ce/sum, i. 57· vi. u), or any
modern Christian missionary's account of Indian belief.
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tion, the voices of the angels sing out from on high: "Redemption
to the Redeemer." The sacred blood of Christ, that is to say, has
been redeemed from the curse or spell that was nullifying its
operation. And again, in Wagner's cycle of the Ring of the Ni·
be lung, a pagan parallel to this motif is developed in almost identical terms. Briinnhilde quiets Wotan's sufferings, putting to rest
the All-Father of the universe, when she returns the Ring to the
prime\·al waters and sings to "Wotan: "Ruhe nun, ruhe, du Gott!"
-"Rest now, rest, thou God!" The enlightened individual, perfected through suffering, all-knowing through compassion, selfdetached through having conquered ego, redeems the divine principle, which is incapable, alone, of disengaging itself from its
own fascination with the cosmic play. 06

5.
The Mask of the Personality
ULYSSES, in the Homeric epic, descended to the netherworld
to seek counsel of the departed, and there found, in the murky
twilight land of Pluto and Persephone, the shades of his former
companions and friends who had been killed at the siege of Troy
or had passed away during the years following the conquest of
the town. They were but shadows in that dim realm; yet each
could be ITcognized immediately, for all preserved the features
that had been theirs on earth. Achilles declared that he would
prefer the hard and joyless life of an obscure peasant in the broad
daylight of the living to the melancholy monotony of his present

"Cf. Zimmer, The King and the Corpse, pp. 51·5•·
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half-existence as the greatest of the heroes among the dead; nevertheless, he was still perfectly himself. The physiognomy, the mask
of the personality, had survived the separation from the hody and
the long exile from the human sphere on the surface of the land.
Nowhere in the Greek epic do we find the idea of the dead
hero being divested of his idemity with his former, temporal
being. The possibility ollosing one's personality through death,
the slow dissolution, melting away, and final fading out of the
historic individuality, was something not considered by the
Greeks of Homer's time. :-.1 or did it dawn on the medieval Christian mind. Dante, like Ulysses, was a wayfarer in the world beyond the grave; conducted by Virgil through the circles of hell
and purgatory, he ascended to the spheres; and everywhere,
throughout the length of his journt:y, he beheld and conversed
with personal friends and enemies, mythical heroes, and the great
figures of history. All were recognizable immediately, and all
satisfied his insatiable curiosity by recounting their biographies,
dwelling at great length, iu spun-out ta1rs and arguments, upon
the minute details of their trifling, short-lived individual existences. Their personalities of yore seem to have been only too well
preserved through the long wandering in the vastness of eternity.
Though definitely and forever severed from the brief moments
of their lifetimes on earth, they were still preoccupied with the
problems and vexations of their biographies and haunted by their
guilt, which clung to them in the symbolic forms of their peculiar punishments. Personality held all in its clutches-the glorified
saints in heaven as well as the tortured, suffering inmates of hell;
for personality, according to the medieval Christians, was not to
be lost in death, or purged away by the after-death experiences.
Rather, life beyond the grave was to he but a second manifestation and experience of the very essence of the personality, only
realized on a broader scale and in a freer style, and with a more
striking display of the nature and implications of the virtues and
the vices.
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For the Western mind, the personality is eternal. It is indestructible, not to be dissolved. This is the basic idea in the Christian doctrine of the resurrection of the body, the resurrection
being our regaining of our cherished personality in a purified
form, worthy to fare before the majesty of the Almighty. That
personality is thought to go on forever-even though, by a curi·
ous inconsistency, it is not believed to have l·xistcd anywhere, in
any state or form, previous to the carnal birth ol the mortal individual. The personality did not exi>t in extra-human spheres,
from all eternity. before its temporal earth I)' manifestation. It is
declared to have come into bcin~ '"'ith the mortal act of procreation, and yet is supposed to go on ahcr the demise of the
procreated mortal frame: temporal in its beginning, immortal
in its end.
The term "personality" is derin-cl from the Latin persona.
Persona, literally, means the mask that is worn over the face by
the actor on the Greek or Roman stage; the n1ask "through"
(per) which he "sounds' (.wnat) his part. The mask is what bears
the features or make-up of the rolr, the traits of hero or heroine,
servant or n1essengcr, while the actor himself behind it remains
anonymous, an unknown being intrin~ically aloof from the play,
constitutionally unconcerned with the enacted sufferings and passions. Originally, the term jJcrsollfl in the sense of "personality"
must have implied that people are only impersonating what they
seem to he. The word connotes that the personality is hut the
mask of one's part in the comedy or tragedy of life and not to be
identified with the actor. It is not a manifestation of his true
nature, but a veil. And yet the \Vestrrn outlook-which originated with the Greeks themselves and was then developed in
Christian philosophy-has annulled the distinction, implied in
the term, between the mask and the actor whose face it hides.
The two have become, as it were, identical. When the play is
over the persona cannot he taken off; it clings through death and
into the life beyond. The Occidental actor, having wholly iden-
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tified himself with the enacted personality during his moment on
the stage of the world, is unable to take it off when the time comes
for departure, and so keeps it on indefinitely, for millenniumseven eternities-after the play is over. To lose his persona would
mean for him to lose every hope for a future beyond death. The
mask has become for him fused, and confused, with his essence.
Indian philosophy, on the other hand, insists upon the difference, stressing the distinction uetween the actor and the role. It
continually emphasizes the contrast between the displayed existence of the individual and the 1 eal being of the anonymous actor,
toncealed, shrouded, aiHl vei kd in the costun1es of the play. In~
deed, one of the dominant endeavors of Indian thought throughout the ages has been to cl<-velop a dependable technique for
keeping the line dear between the two. A meticulous defining of
their interrelationships and their modes of collaboration, as
well as a practical, systematic, am! courageously enforced effort to
break from the confines of the one into the unfathomcd reaches
of the other, has been carried on for ages-primarily through the
numerous introspective processes of yoga. Piercing and dissolving
all the layers of the manifest personality, the relentlessly introverted consciousness cuts through the mask, and, at last discarding it in all of its stratifications, arrives at the anonymous and
strangely unconcerned actor of our life.
Although in the Hindu and Buddhist texts vivid descriptions
of the traditional hells or purgatories arc to he found, where appalling details are dwelt upon minutely, never is the situation
quite the same as that of the afterworlds of Dante and Ulysses,
filled with celebrities long dead who still retain all of the characteristics of their personal masks. For in the Oriental hells, though
multitudes of suffering bring~ are depicted in their agonies, none
retain the traits of their earthly individualities. Some can remember having once been elsewhere and know what the deed was
through which the present punishment was incurred, nevertheless, in general, all are steeped and lost in their present misery.
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Just as any dog is absorbed in the state of being precisely whatever dog it happens to be, fascinated hy the details of its present
life-and as we ourselves are in general spellbound by our present personal existences-so are the beings in the Hindu, Jaina,
and Buddhist hells. They are unable to remember any former
state, any costume worn in a previous existence, but identify
themselves exdusively with that which they now are. And this.
of course, is why they arr in helL
Once this Indian idea has struck the mind, then the question
immediately presents itself: Why am I bound to be what I am?
Why have I to wear the mask of this personality, which I think
and feel myself to he? Why must I end me its destiny, the limitations, delusions, ,md ambitions of this peculiar part that I am
being dri,·en to enact? Or why, if I have left one mask behind
me, am I now back ag-ain in the limelight in another, enacting
another role and in a different setting? What is compelling me
to go on this way, being always something particular-an incli~
vidual, with all of these particular shortcomings and experiences?
\Vhere and how am I c·ver to attain to another state-that of not
being something particular, beset by limitations and qualities
that obstruct my pure, unbounded being?
Can one grow into something devoid of any specificity of shade
and color, undefined by shape, unlimited by qualities: something
unspecific and therefore not liabk to any specific life?
These are the questions that lead to the experiment of asceticism and yoga practice. They arise out of a melancholy weariness
of the will to live-the will grown tired, as it were, of the prospect of this endless before and after, as though an actor should
become suddenly bored with his career. The doom of this timelrss course of transmigration: forgotten past and aimless future!
\Vhy do I bother being what I am: man, woman, peasant, artist,
rich or poor? Since I have impersonated, without remembering,
all of the possible attitudes and roles-time and time again, in
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the lost past, in the worlds that have dissolved-why do I keep
going on?
One might very well come to loathe the hackneyed comedy of
life if one were no longer hlinded, fascinated, and deluded hy
the details of one's own speril•c part. If one were no longer spell·
bound by the plot of the play in which one happened to he
caught for the present, one might very well decide to resign-gh e
up the mask, the costume, the lines, and the whole affair. It is
not difficult to imagine why, for some, it might become simply
a bore to go on with this permanent engagement, enacting character after charactt•r in this interminable stock company of lik.
\Vhen the feeling comes of b<"ing bored with it or nauseated (as
it has come, time and time again, in the long history of India)
then life revolts, rebels against its own most elementary task or
duty of automatically carrying on. Growing from an individual
to a collective urge, this leads to the founding of ascetic orders,
such as those of the Jaina and the Buddhist communities of
homeless monks: troops of renegade actors, heroic deserters, footloose and self-exiled from the universal farce of the force of life.
The argument-if the renegades would bother to justify themselves-would run like this:
"Why should we care what we are? What real concern have we
with all those parts that people are continually forced to play?
Not to know that one has alrearly enacted every sort of role, time
and time again-beggar, king, animal, god-and that the actor's
career is no better in one than in another, is truly a pitiable state
of mind; for the most obvious fact about the timeless engagement is that all the objects and situations of the plot have been
offered and endured in endless repetition through the millenniums. People must be completely blind to go on submitting to
the spell of the same old allurements; enthralled by the deluding
enticements that have seduced every being that ever lived; hailing with expectation, as a new and thrilling adventure, the same
trite deceptions of desire as have been experienced endlessly;
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clinging now to this, now to that illusion-all resulting only in
the fact that the actor goes on acting roles, each seemingly new
yet already rendered many times, though in slightly differing costumes and with other casts. Obviously, this is a ridiculous impasse. The mind has been bewitched, trapped by the pressures of
a blind life-force that whirls creatures along in a cycling, neverending stream. And why? Who or what is doing this? Who is the
fool that keeps this dim-witted entertainment on the hoards?"
The answer that would have to be given to you should you be
unable to find it for yourself would he simply-Man: Man himself: each individual. And the answer is obvious. For each goes
on doing what has always been clone. continually imagining himself to be doing something different. His brain, his tongue, his
organs of action, arc incorrigibly possessed by a drive to be doing
something-and he docs it. That is how he builds up new tasks
for himself, contaminating him•elf every minute with new par·
tides of karmic matter, which enter into his nature, flow into his
life-monad, sully its essence, and bedim its light. These involvements fetter him to an existence murky with desire and ignorance; and here he treasures his transitory personality as though
it were something substantial-clings to the short spell of confused life which is the only thing of which he is aware, cherishes
the brief passage of individual existence between birth and the
funeral pyre-and thus unconsciously prolongs the period of his
own bondage indefinitely into the future. By being active in the
pursuit of what he conceives to be his own or someone else's welfare and happiness, he only makes his own bonds, as well as everyone else's, the tighter.

THE COSMIC MAN

6.
T be Cosmic Man
TnA·r Gon has a human form was a prevailing tenet of the
pre-Christian Near East. The Hebrews, for example, though forbidden to produce graven images of their deity, nevertheless conceived of him as antlnopomorphic. Jehovah made the first man
alter his own likeness, and we are all in human form, as descendants of Adam, because Jehovah has that form. Jehovah is the
FIRST MAN, divine and eternal, wher~as Adam is only the
first man-made in the image of Jehovah, but of earth and con~equently perishable. Jesus, fmally, is the second man, or the
MAN'S son, who came down to restore the perfection of the created image.
In contrast to these Near Eastem conceptions, which are of
Sumero-Scmitic origin, the aboriginal, pre-Aryan Indian tradition-which is what is represented in the religion of the Jainasregards as the FIRST MAN not God (God distinct from matter,
creating the universe out of matter as out of a second principle
different from his own essence) but the organism of the universe
itself. The entire cosmos, according to this belief, has a human
form, ne\'er had a beginning, and will never end. Not "spirit"
distinct from "matter," but "spiritual matter," "materialized
spirit," is the FIRST MAN. The philosophy of Jainism, in this
respect, is monistic.
In its analysis of the psychology and destiny of man, on the
other hand, .Jain ism is dualistic. The life-monad (jiva) is regarded
as absolutely different from the "karmic matter" (a-jiva, "nonjiva") of the six colorings," by which it is bound down and with., Cf. •upra, p. ug.
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hdd from liberation. This is a Yicw th;Lt .Jainism shares with the
S;irikhya philosophy, which is likewi;e non-,\ryan. non-Vedic, and
rooted in the world view of aboriginal India;" for in the Sarikhya.
the life-monads (there called puru~as) are strictly distinguished
from lifeless matter (there called prahrti), and the goal of man's
spiritual effort is conceived of as the realization of the separation of the two.
This radical dualism of the early Jaina and Sar'!khya views is
in striking contrast to the well-known "nondualism" of classic
Brahmanism, as developed in the Upanisads and Bhagavad Gila
and supremely stated in the Vedanta: r.:, for according w the
Vedantic teaching, matter (jnak1ti) is matcriali1ed energy (j1rii7Ja,
.{akti), which, in turn, is the temport~l manifestation of that in·
corporeal, supra-spiritual, eternal essenc c which is the innermost
Self (at man) of all things. The Self (iitnum) both evolves the phenomenal realm o[ matter (jJTalq-ti) and simultaneously enters into
it under the form of the life-monads, or individual selves (jivas,
puru~as). In other words, all things. in all their aspects. arc hut
reflexes of that one eternal Self-r\tmanwBrahman-whidt is in
essence beyond all definition, name and fonn. 110
"The non-existent, verily. \cas here in the beginning," we read,
for example, in one of the basic Brahmanic texts. 111 That "nonw
existent" is not to be regarded simply as a nothing; for then one
would not ha\'e declared that it "was." Hence the text goes on
58 Cf. supra, p. 6o, Editor's note.
l'.io Editors note: This subject wiH be discm<;cd at length, infra, pp. ~55·
4fi3. Dr. Zimmer's present point will be ~imph that though the JainaSankhya view is dualistic and the Vcdic-Vcdfmtic nondualistic with

respect to the relationship of the lif<.:.monad (Jil'a. Jnnuw.) to matter

(karma, prakrti), both traditiom r('prc .. cnt the Co . .mic Man as identical
with the uni\'<'f"('-not a'i an external God-Creator of something absolutely
separate from him-self.

"cr. sujlra. PP· 74-83.
61
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to ask: "What was this non-existent?., 'I'o \\>hich it gives the an·
swer: "Life energy (fJriitJa)."
Now the seven life energies (pra'Jas) spoke together:" "Truly,
in the state in which we now find ourselves," they said, "we shall
never be able to bring forth. Let us make, therefore, out of these
seven men p.e., themselves], one man. They made those seven
men [themselves] into one man . ... He it was who became the
Lord of Progeny.
"And this MAN, the Lord of Progeny, felt the desire within
himself: '1 would be more! 1 would bring forth!' He travailed
and neatcd heat within. When he had travailed and created heat,
he brought forth from himself, as his first creation, Holy Power,
that is, the 'threefold wisdom' [the Vedas]. This threefold wisdom became a solid 'standing place' on which he was able to
stand firm . . . .
"On this solid place he then firmly stood and glowed within.
lie brought forth the waters, out of himself, out of speech (viic),
to be the world. Speech indeed was his; it was brought forth from
him. It filled everything here, whatever is here it filled."
This is an exampk of a mythological rendition of the classical
Brahmanic \'icw of the procession of all creation, in all its aspects,
from the One. Speech (viic, i.e., the \Von!, Myo•) and the waters
(compare Genesis 1: 2) are here the self-duplication of the one
unqualified Reality-its self-manifestation as the multifariously
qualified. The world of names and forms (niimanipa)."' and of
the subject-object polarity, has been produced; the state of the
pairs-of-opposites (viz. "spirit" and "matter") ha,.been created as
an emanation, or self-splitting. of the nondual FIRST MAN.
All partakes of, and participates in, his h<'ing. What would seem
62 Priina. "life breath": the seven (w;u,tlh fiw·) prima~ constitute the vital
encrgirs in every crealUrc; their departure marh the death of the individual being; d. infra, pp. 318"~pg. In the present text they are personified
as seven holy sa1-;c:-.. or B-~is.
11s Cf. supra, pp. 23-24.
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to the eye to be a sphere of dual principles has proceeded from
that unique Reality and is that one Reality. The Brahmans in
their meditation, therefore, seek to resolve all back again to that
"one without a second"-whereas the Jainas, in theirs, separate
(within the confines of that one FIRST MAN) the element of
spirit (the life-monad, jiva) from that of matter (karma, ajiva).
Nevertheless in both cases-both according to the non-Aryan
Jainasandaccordingto the Indo-Aryan llrahmans-the Universal
God (who is at the same time the universe) is himself both
"matter" and "spirit." This cosmic monism sets these beliefs far
apart from the orthodox Judeo-Christian view.
The Christian notion of God as a giant human form is ren·
dered by the Swedenborgians, however, in a figure that somewhat
suggests the cosmic MAN of the .Jainas. F.manucl Swedenborg
(1688-1772) experiencl'd in his \'isions the whole of heaven in
this anthropomorphic way. His work, Hcm•c·n and Its Wondc•rs,
the World of Spirits, arul Hrll: from Things Heard and Seen,"
states: "That heaven as one whole represents one man, is an
arcanum not yet known in the world, hut n·ry well known in
the heavens." 83 "The angels;' Sweden borg continues, .. do not,
indeed, see all heaven, collectin-ly. in such a lorm, for the whole
of heaven is too vast to be grasped hy the >ight of any angel; but
they occasionally sre distant societies, consisting of many thou·
sands of angels, as one objen in such a form; and from a society,
as a part, they form thrir conclusion respecting the whole, which
is heaven."'' "Such bdng th<· form of heawn, it is also governed
by the Lord as ope man. and thus as one whole." 07
In the same great Yisionary's A ngrlir Tl'i.<dom courerning the
Divine Love and thr Divinr Wi<dom 11763), whrre the heavens
84

First publi<Jhed in Latin, London, 1758. Tramlation by the Rev.

Sa mud Nohk, New Vorlc.. 1883 .
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are again described as a human organism, we read: "The heavens
are divided into two kingdoms, one called celestial, the other
spiritual; in the celestial kingdom love to the Lord reigns, in the
spiritual kingdom wisdom from that love. The kingdom where
love reigns is called heaven's cardiac kingdom, the one where wisdom reigns is called its pulmonic kingdom. Be it known, that the
whole angelic heaven in its aggregate represents a man, and before the Lord app<·ars as a man; consequently its heart makes one
kingdom and its lunb'S another. For there is a general cardiac and
pulmonic movement throughout heaven, and a particular movement therctrom in each angel. The general cardiac and pulmonic
movement is from the Lord alone, because love and wisdom are
from Him alone'";"" i.e., heaven has the form of a giant man, and
this form is enlivened through the cardiac movement which is
divine love, incessantly proceeding from God, as well as by the
pulmonic, or respiratory, which is divine reason. God is not identical with the giant anthropomorphic organism formed of all the
stratifications of heaven, yet pervades it with his love and wisdom, and these, in turn, p<·n·ade the organism, as the blood from
the heart and the air from the lungs per\"ade the human frame.
The most significant difference between this Western and the
Indian Cosmic Man is that whereas in Sweden borg's vision only
heaven is shaped according to the divine human image (which is
a likeness of the archetypal form of God himself), in Jainism the
whole universe, including even its infrahuman stratifications, is
comprised in the divine anthropomorphic organism-beasts and
plants, which are devoid of man's higher faculties of love, wisdom, and spirituality, and also inorganic matter and the mute
elements. This accords with the universal scope of India's doctrines of perfection, transformation, and redemption: not only
human beings, but all existences arc included. Though steeped
in darkness, the beasts and even the atoms are looking for salva" Published by the American Sweden borg and Publishing Society, New
York, 1911, §381.
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tion. They are meant to be taught and guided by the universal
saviors, enlightened and redeemed; for they arc members of the
all-comprehending brotherhood of life-monads. Their destiny is
to ascend, at last, beyond the bandages of the karma of the six
colorings.
"Because God is a Man," we read again in Swedenborg's Divine
Love and Wise/om (and here it becomes clear that the human
shape of the heavem can he identified with God himself), "the
whole angelic hca\en in the ab'g' cgate resembles a single man, and
is divided into regions and provinces according to the members.
viscera, and organs of man. Thus there are societies of heaven
wl1ich constitute the prm ince of all things of the brain, of all
things of the facial organs, and of all things of the viscera of the
body; and these provinces are separated from each other, just as
those organs are separated in man; moreover, the angels know
in what province of man they are. The whole heaven has this
resemblance to man, because God is a Man. God is also heaven,
because the angels, who constitute heaven, are recipients of Jove
and wisdom from the Lord, recipients are images." •• The coral·
lary, of course, is that the human organism is a reflection of heav·
ens: "The multitude of these little glands [which constitute the
human brain] may also be compared to the multitude of angelic
societies in the heavens, which also are countless, and, I have been
told, are in the same order as the glands." ' 0
"It has not been granted me to see of what fonn hell is in the
whole: it has only been told me, that as the universal heaven,
viewed collectively, is as one man, so the universal hell, viewed
collectively, is as one devil, and may also be exhibited to view in
the shape of one devil." 11 "It has hitherto been supposed in the
world, that there is a certain indh·idual devil who rules over the
hells; and that he was created an angel of light, but afterwards
Jb., § 288. The itaHn are Dr. Zimmer's.
lb.,§ !J66. The italic~ again arc Dr. Zimmer's.
Tl Swedenborg, Hea1.1cn and Its Wonders and Hell,§ 55!1·
H9
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became a rebel, and was cast, with his crew, into hell. The reason
that such a belief has prevailed is, because mention occurs in the
\Vord of the devil and Satan, and also of Lucifer, and the Word
has been understood in those passages, according to the literal
sense: whereas the truth is, that by the devil and Satan is there
signified hell; by the devil being meant that hell which is at the
back, and which is inhabited by the worst sort of spirits, who
are called evil genii; and by Satan, the hell which is in front, the
inhabitants of which are not so malignant, and who are called
evil spirits: whilst by Lucifer arc signified snch as belong to Babel
or Babylon, who are those who pretend to extend their authority
over heaven itself." 12
··In the Grand Man, who is heaven, they that arc stationed in
the head, are in the enjoyment of every good above all others:
for they are in the enjoyment of love, peace, innocence, wisdom,
and intelligence; and thence of joy and happiness. These have an
influx into the head, and into whatever appertains to the head,
with man, and corresponds thereto. In the Grand Man, who is
heaven, they that are stationed in the breast, are in the enjoy·
ment of the good of charity and faith .... In the Grand Man,
or heaven, they that are stationed in the loins, and in the organs
belonging to generation therewith connected, are they who are
eminently grounded in conjugal love. They who are stationed in
the feet, are grounded in the lowest good of heaven, which is
called spirituaJ.natural good. They who are in the arms and
hands, are in the power of truth derived from good. They who
are in the eyes, are those eminent for understanding. They who
are in the ears, are in attention and obedience. They in the nos·
trils, are those distinguished for perception. They in the mouth
and tongue, are such as excel in discoursing from understanding
and perception. They in the kidneys, are such as are grounded
in truth of a searching, distinguishing. and castigatory character.
They in the liver, pancreas, and spleen, arc grounded in the puri·
Ufb., § 544•
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fication of good and truth by various methods. So with those in
the other ml'mbers and organs. All have an influx into the similar
parts of man, and correspond to them. The influx of heaven takes
place into the functions and uses of the members; and their uses,
being from the spiritual world, invest themselves with forms by
means of such materials as are found in the natural world, and
so present themselves in effects. Hence there is a correspondence
between them."" "In general, the supreme or third heaven composes the head, as far as the neck; the middle or second heaven
composes the breast or body. to the loins and knees; the lowest or
first heaven composes the legs and feet down to the soles; as also,
the arms down to the fingers; for the arms and hands are parts
belonging to the lowest organs of man, although at the sides.""
The astonishingly close relationship of this anthropormorphic
image to the Cosmic Man of Jaina belief will appear in the course
of the following exposition of the Jaina way of ascending to the
topmost cranial vacancy of that Grand Man which is their uni·
verse.

7.
The Jaina Doctrine of Bondage
EvERY thought and act, according to the pessimistic philosophy
of the .Jainas, entails an accumulation of fresh karmic substance.
u lb., § g6. Compare the Indian idea of the microcosm as a settlemf'nl
of divine forces enacting th(' roles o[ seme and the other faculties; as.
for instance, in the hymn from the Atharva Veda quoted supra, pp. g-11.
"I b.,§ 65.
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To go on living means to go on being active-in speech, in body,
or in mind; it means to go on doing something every day. And
this results in the storing up involuntarily of the "seeds" of fu·
ture action, which grow and ripen into the "fruits" of our coming
sufferings, joys, situations, and existences. Such "seeds" are represented as entering and lodging in the life-monad, where, in due
time, they become transformed into the circumstances of life,
producing success and calamity and weaving the mask-the physi·
ognomy and character-of a developing individual. The process
of life itself consumes the karmic substance, burning it up like
fuel, but at the same time attrarts fresh material to the burning
center of vital operations. Thus the life-monad is reinfected by
karma. New seeds of future fruits pour in. Two contradictory yet
exa<·tiy complementary processes ar<' kept, in this way, in operation. The seeds, the karmic materials, are being exhausted rapidly
all the time through the unconscious as wei I as the conscious actions of the psychosomatic system, and yet through those identical
actions the karmic storage bins are being continually re-stocked.
Hence the conflagration that is one's life goes crackling on.
This self-supporting, continuous, dual process (the karmic seedsubstance of the six colorings" burning itself out into events that
themselves replenish it) is regarded as taking place-in a very
literal, physical sense-in the subtle sphere or body of the lifemonad (jiva). 76 The continuous influx (iisrava) 77 of subtle matter
into the life-monad is pictured as a kind of pouring in of liquid
colorings, which then tinge it; for the Ji[e-monad is a subtle crystal, which, in its pristine state, untinged by karmic matter, is
stainless, devoid of color, and perfectly transparent; the flow entering the clear body darkens it, infecting it with the color (lesya)
corresponding to the moral character of the committed act. Virtuous acts and the lighter, venial offenses impart comparatively
,. Cf. mpra, P· 129·
•• Cf. mpra, PP· ••7·129·
" Cf. mpra, p. 150.
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light, less obscuring lesyas (mild whitish shades, through yellow
and violem red, down to smoky tunes-as we have already seen)
whereas major sins bring in much <larker stains (dark blue and
black). The worst offense possible, according to the Jaina view,
is the killing or injuring of a living being: himsii, "the intent to
kill" (from the verbal mot han, ''to kill"). Ahimsii, "non-injury,"
correspondingly (i.e., the in!liction of no harm on any creature),
is the primary .J aina rule of virtue.
This dean-cut principle is based on the belief that all lifemonads are fundamentally fellow creatures-and by"all" is meant
not only human beings, but also animals and plants, and even
the indwelling molecules or atoms of matter. The killing evrn
accidentally of such a fellow being darkens the crystal of the life.
monad with a dye of deepest hue. That is why animals of prey,
which feed on creatures that they have killed, are always in·
fected with ldyas very dark in shade. So also men who engage in
killing professionally-butchers, hunters, warriors, etc.: their life·
monads are completely without light.
The color of the monad-crystal indicates the realm of the uni·
wrse, whether high or low, which the individual is to inhabit.
Gods and celestial beings arc of the brighter hues; animals and
the tortnred inmates of hell are dark. And during the course of
a lifetime the color of the crystal continually changes accotding
tn the moral conduct of the living being. In merciful, unselfish
people, inclined toward purity, self-abnegation, enlightenment,
and release, the crystal continually brightens, the lighter color·
ings coming fmallv to prevail, whereas in the selfish, heedless, and
reckless-those doomed to sink in their following birth either to
the tortures of hell or to the lower realms of the animal world
where they will feed upon each other-the darkness of the crystal
thickens into black. And according to its color, the life-monad
ascends or falls (quite literally) in the body of the Universal Being.
This literal-minded, gentle doctrine of universal vice and vir·
tue was evolved by an ascetic, self-denying, saintly group of ren·
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cgades from the struggle for life, and accepted by a peaceful,
Yegetarian bourgeoisie-merchants, moncyvdealcrs, and artisans.
Apparently, it goes back to the deepest Indian past. The theory
of the karmic colors (lesyas) is not peculiar to the Jainas, but
seems to have been pan of the general prc-?Hyan inheritance
I hat was preserved in Magad!J;t (nonheaslern India), and the• c
restated in the fifth century B.c. hy a number of non-Brahman
teachers. It is an archaic hit of naively materialistic psychology
diametrically opposed to the main tenets of the Vedic tradition.
And yet, the vivid metaphor of the tainted crystal has been carried on in the composite stream of classical Indian teaching. which
clevcloped when t.he ancient Brillrman orthodoxy and the no less
ancient non-Aryan ttaditions at last became synthesized. In the
Sat':Jkhya system it figures conspicuously, whC'rc it is used to illustrate the relationship between the life-monad and the context of
bondage in which the monad is held until discriminating knowleclge finally dawns and the bonds are dissolved. From the Saitkhya
it passed then into Buddhist and Brahman thought.
As 1 epresented by the Jainas, the advance of the individual
toward perfection and emancipation is the result of an actual
physical process of cleansing taking place in the sphere of subtle
matter-literally, a cleansing of the crystal-like life-monad. When
the latter is freed completely of all coloring karmic contamination it literally shines with a transparent lucidity; for the crystal
of the life-monad, in itself, is absolutely diaphanous. Moreover,
when made clean it is immediately capable of mirroring the highest truth of man and the universe, reflecting reality as it really
is. The instant the karmic darkening substance of the six colorings is removed, therefore,non·knowing too is gone. Omniscience,
that is to say, is co-existent with the supreme state of the absolute
clarity of the life-monad, and this, precisely, is release. No longer
is the monad dimmed with beclouding passions, but open-free
-unlimited by the particularizing qualities _that constitute indi251
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viduality. No longer is there felt the otherwise universal compulsion to keep on wearing the mask of some bewildered personality,
the mask of man, beast, tortured soul, or god.

8.

Tbe ]ailra Doctriue of Release
THE TRANSCENDENTAL wisdom that confers, and is identical
with, release from the round of rebirths is regarded as a secret
doctrine in the Brahmanic tradition. into which it was introduced
as a new disclosure in the comparatively late period of the Upani~ads. The Aryan sages of the Vedic Age knew nothing of transmigration; nor was the doctrine alluded to in the complete course
of orthodox Vedic studies that was communicated centuries later
by the Brahman sage AruQi to his son ~vetaketu.7 8 The idea of
the sorrowful round really belongs to the non-Aryan, aboriginal
inheritance of those noble clans that in Mahavira's and the Buddha's time were challenging the somewhat narrow views of Brahman orthodoxy; and it was imparted freely to spiritually qualified
Brahmans when those haughty conquerors finally condescended
to ask for it. For the wisdom of the non-Aryan sages had never
been exclusive in quite the same way as that of the Vedic Brii.hmans. The .Jaina, Buddhist, and other related heterodox Indian
teachings 79 are not kept secret like the powerful formulae of the
Brahman families. They are regarded as belonging to all-the
" Chiindogya Upanisad 6; cf. infra, pp. SS5·SS7·

ro For the meaning of the terms ''orthodox" and '"heterodox'" in this
context, d. supra, p. 6o, Editor's note.
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only prerequisite to their communication being that the candidate should have adopted an ascetic way of life after fulfilling
the preliminary disciplines of his normal secular duties; that is
to say, they are exclusive only in a spiritual, not in a genealogical
way.eo
In Vedic Brahmanism the domestic cult serves the departed
Fathers sent ahead to the Father-world, who require ancestral
offerings lest destruction in the form of absolute dissolution
(nivrtti) should overtake them. The cult, in other words, serves
the end of continued life, defending the dead against the terrible "dying again" (jnmar-mrtyu) through which their existence
would be brought to its final term. This is in diametrical contrast to the chief concern of aboriginal, pre-Aryan India, which
was, as we have seen, lest life in its painful round should not
end. The rituals of the secular cult here were practiced not for
the continuance, but for the amelioration, of existence-the
averting of ill-fortune and sufferings during the present life, as
well as the avoidance of descent to the painful purgatories or
rebirth in the kingdom of the beasts. Celestial bliss was desired
as infinitely preferable to the agonies of the lower realms, but
beyond that, there was the still higher good known to the one
who would never again be involved in any form at all.
Omnis determinatio est negatio: all determination of the lifemonad through the karmic influx that makes for individualization detracts from its infinite power and negates its highest
possibilities. Hence the proper goal is re.<titutio in integrum,
restitution of the life-monad to its innate ideal state. This is
what is known in Sanskrit as kaival) 0, "integration," the rcstora·
tion of the faculties that have been temporarily lost through
being obscured. All entities as we see them in the world are in
varying degrees imperfect, yet rapahle of perfection through
proper effort and the consequent insight. All beings are intended to he omniscient, omnipotent, unlimited, and unfet•• Cf. supra, pp. 59-60.
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tered; that is what constitutes their secret veiled dignity. l'otentially tlu·y partake of the plenitude of life, which is divine;
essentially they are constituents of the abundance and fullness
of blissful energy. And yet they dwell in sorrow. The aim ol
men must be to make manifest the power that is latent within
them by removing whatever hindrances may he standing in th<·
way.
Although this conception was certainly not native to the
Aryan religion uf the \'edic gods, and was in fact diametrically
opposed to its conception of the nature and destiny uf man, it
became fused with it during the first millennum B.c.., and
since that time has stood as one of the basic doctrines of
classical Indian philosophy. It pen·ades the whole tcxttnc ol
Brahmanic thought throughout the period of the Upani~·"''·
where the realization of the cli,·ine Sdf within is proclaimed '"
the sole pursuit wortl1y of one endowed with human birth. And
yet it is important to note that between the Jaina view and that
of the Brahmanic development of the first millennium (as n·p1 esented, typically, in the Upaui~ads) there is no less difference
than resemblance: also the Buddhist doctrine is very different;
for whereas the Jaina philosophy is characterized by a strictly
mechanical materialism with respect to the subtle substantiality
of the life-monad and the karmic inllux, as well as with respect
to the state of the released, both in the Upani~ads and in the
Buddhistic writings an immaterial. psychological outlook on the
same questions is presented. And this fundamental difference
touches every detail, not only of the cosmologies and meta'physirs in question, but also of the related moral codes.
For example, if a .Jaina monk swallows a morsel of meat inadvertently while eating the food that has collected in his almsbowl during his daily begging-tour (at the doors of whatever
town or village he may happen to be traversing in the rourse of
his aimless, homeless pilgrimage), the crystal of his life-monad
bemmes automatically stained by a dark influx, in mechanical
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consequence of the fact that he has shared in the flesh of some
slaughtered being. And wherever the Jaina ascetic walks, he has
to sweep the way before his feet with a little broom, so that no
minute living thing may be crushed by his heel. The Buddhist
monk, on the contrary, goes without a broom. He is taught to
he constantly watchful not so much of where he steps as of his
feelings and intentions. He is to be "fully conscious and full of
self-control" (smrtimtml samprajanan), mindful, attentive, and
with his sense of responsibility constantly alert. With respect
to meat, he is guilty only if he longs for it, or if the animal has
been killed expressly for him and he knows it. Should he merely
happen to receive some scraps along with the rice that he is
offered, he can swallow these with the rest of the dish without
becoming polluted.
The Buddhist idea of tl1e progress to purity, self-detachment,
and final enlightenment is based on a principle of basically
moral watchfulness over one's feelings and propensities. Not the
fact but the attitude toward it is the thing that counts. The
Buddhist way, in other words, is a discipline of psychological
control; and so there will be found no theories about either tlle
subtle karmic influx or the subtle imperishable crystal of tlle
life-monad in the Buddhist doctrine. Both of these ideas are
discarded as materialistic errors, caused by primitive ignorance
and not verified by inner experience. They are regarded as belonging to that vast morass of abstract metaphysical and biological lore which serves only to involve and trap the human
mind-notions that rather fetter one to, than release one from,
the spheres of pain and birth. For the outlook on psychic reality of the practicing Buddhist is based on the actual experiences of his own yoga-practice (the techniques of dismissing or
doing away with every kind of fixed notion and attitude of
mind), and these lead inevitably to a complete spiritualization
not only of the idea of release bnt also of that of bondage. The
accomplished Buddhist clings, in the end, to no notion what-
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soever, not even that of the Buddha, that of the path of the
doctrine, or that of the goal to be attained.
Jainism, on the other hand, is naively materialistic in its di·
rect and simple view of the universe, the hosts of monads that
fill matter as its elementary living mokcules, and the problem
of gaining release. The aystal of the life-monad, according to
this system of archaic positivism, is actually (i.e., physically)
stained and darkened by the v:n iuus colors of the karmic influx;
and this, moreover, bas been its t·ondition since intmemorial
times. To bring the monad to its proper state, every door
through whid1 new kannic substance might enter into it must
be tightly closed and kept that way, so that the process of the
automatic "influx of the six rolorings" (iisrava) will be blocked.
To dose the gates means to abstain from action, action of every
sort. The beclouding matter already present within will then
slowly dwindle, transforming itself automatically into the nat·
ural events of the biological life-process." The present karmic
seeds will grow and yield their inevitable fruits in the form of
sufferings and physical experiences, and so the discoloration will
gradually disappear. Then at last, if no fresh particles are permitted to enter, the translucent purity of the life-monad will be
automatically attained.
The .Jaina monk does not permit himself to respond in any
manner whatsoever to the events that affiin his person or take
place within his ken. He subjects his physique and psyche to a
terrific training in ascetic aloofness, and actually becomes unassailably indifferent to pleasure and pain, and to all objects,
whether desirable, repugnant, or even dangerous. An inrrssant
rleansing process is kt·pt in operation. a severe and difficult
physical and mental discipline of interior concentration, which
burns up with its heat (tap11S) the karmic S<·eds already present.
Thus the lifr-monad gradually clears, and attains its intrinsic
crystal clarity, while the actor obdurately refuses to participate
" Cf. supra, pp. •48-249.
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any longer in the play on the stage of life. His goal is to achieve
a state of intentional psychic paralysis. Rejecting every kind of
mask and holding with a sublime stubbornness to his invincible
state of non-co-operation, finally he wins. The busy host of
players who fill the universe, still enchanted by their roles and
eager to go on contending with each other for the limelight,
changing masks and lines from life to life, enacting all the
sufferings, achievements, and surprises of their biographies, simply turn from him and let him go. He has escaped. So far as the
world is concerned, he is a useless fool.
The final state to which the ]aina monk thus wins is termed,
as we have said, kaivalya, "is~latiun," "completeness through
intcgration"-which means absolute release; for when every
particle of karmic substance has been burnt out, no influx of
new seeds having been permitted, there remains no longer any
possibility of matming a new experience. Even the danger of
becoming a celestial being has been overcome-a king of gods,
an lndra, wielding the thunderbolt and enjoying in domains
of heavenly bliss, for periods of numerous oceans of time, the
delectable fruits of virtuous conduct in former lives. All the
ties that ever fettered the life-monad, whether to higher or to
lower realms of being, have been dissolved away. No coloring
remains as a hue of kinship to prompt one to assume the garb
of some element, plant, animal, human or superhuman being;
no hue of ignorance to make one move. And though the body
may remain intact for a few more days, until its metabolism has
completely ceased, the center of attraction of the life-monad has
already lifted far beyond this mortal coil.
For karmic matter, subtle though it is, is a weight that pulls
the monad down, retaining it in one or another of the spheres
of ignorant action, the precise placement of the monad in these
spheres being dependent upon its density or specific gravitywhich is indicated by its hue. The darker ldyas-deep blue or
black-hold the monad in the lower storeys of the universe, the
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subterranean chambers of hell or the worlds of mineral and
plant existence, whereas when the hue brightens the monad is
relieved somewhat of weight and mounts to one or another of
the more eleYated spheres, ascending perhaps to the human
kingdom-which is situated on the surface of the eanh, the
middle plane of the numerously stratified universe-or even to
the higher, supernal abodes of the godly beings. \Vhen, however, the supreme state of isolation (kaivalya) has been attained
and the monad has been purged absolutely, relieved of every
ounce of karmic ballast, then it lifts itself with unresisted buoyancy beyond all the strata of the six colors to the zenith, like
a bubble of air, destitute of weight. There it abides above the
cycling flow of the currents of life that agitate, one way or another, all the realms below. It has left permanently behind the
active theater of the continually changing masks.
The metaphor of the bubble is one that is used frequently in
the Jaina texts. The life-monad rises, passing through the celestial regions of the gods where radiant beings still burdened by
the weight of virtuous karma enjoy the fruits of former lives of
benignant thought and action. Self-luminous, transparent, the
balloon ascends to the dome of the world-that highest sphere,
called "slightly inclined" (i~al-priigbhiira), which is whiter than
milk and pearls, more resplendent than gold and crystal, and
has the shape of a divine umbrella. Another metaphor compares
the life-monad to a gourd that has been made into a flask or
bottle; its marrow has been removed and its surface covered
with layers of clay to render it the more solid. Such an empty
vessel if placed in the water will sink to the bottom because of
the weight of the clay; but as the covering slowly dissolves, the
gourd regains its natural lightness, and since it is filled with air
it becomes lighter than the water, rising automatically from the
bottom to the surface of the pond. With just such an automatic
movement, the life-monad, once rid of karmic substance, rises
from the depths of its imprisonment-this submarine world of
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the coating layers and masks of individual existence. Divested
of the characteriHic features of this or that particular existenceform-the nature of this or that man, woman. animal, or divine
Leing-it becomes anonymous, absolutely buoyant, and absolutely free.
The universe through which the bubble or gourd ascends is
pictured in the form of a colossal human being: a prodigious
male or female..·, \Vhose macrocosmic organism romprises the
celestial, earthly, and infernal regions, all of which are peopled
by innumerable beings." The male colossus appeals to the
manly ascetitism of the Jaina monks and saints, while the fe·
male reflects an old pre-Aryan concept of the Universal Mother.
The cult of the Mother Goddess goes back to the Neolithic Age.
when it was distributed throughout western Asia and the lands
surrounding the Mediterranean. Images of this goddess have
heen found ncn from the Paleolithic period. And to this day
her worship surdves in popular Hinduism. The .Jaina conception is of apt odigious hHman form, male or female, the hounds of
which constitute the limits of the universe. The surface of the
earth, the playground of the human race, is regarded as situated
at the level of the waist. The regions of the hells are beneath this
plane, in the pelvic cavity, thighs, legs, and feet, while those of
celestial beatitude, stratified one above the other, fill the chest,
shoulders, neck, and head." The region of supreme isolation
(kaivalva) is at the nown of the dome inside the hollow of the
skull."
82

Compare the vision of Swedenborg, .wpra, pp. 244-248.

~a There i~. for "'ample, a class of exalted divine beings ca11ed ((rfli-

ve')'aka, "bdonging to or dwelling in the neck (grivii)." Cf. supra, p. tgg.
A4 Thc.,e spheres within th(' hndy of the macrocosmic being are approxi-

mately paralleled (though Tlf)t <'X<ictly) by the "crntrr'l" (cakra) of the
human body as described in Hatha Yoga and Kundalint Yoga (cf. infra.
pp. 581-58,1)). The techniques of yoga go back, like the doctrines of the
Jaina'l, to prc-A.ryt~n Indian antiquity. They arc not included among the
original Vedic tt•achings of Briihman-Aryan orthodoxy.
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After its pilgrimage of innumerable existen"es in the various
inferior stratifications, the lite-monad rises to the cranial wne
of the macrocosmic being, purged of Lilt' weight of the subtle
karmic particles that formerly held it down. Nothing can happen to it any more; lor it has put aside the traits of ignorance,
those heavy veils of individuality that are the precipitating
causes of biographical event. Decisively, once and {or all, it has
broken free from the vortex. It is now deathless, birthless, suspended beyond the cydic law of kam1k causation, like a distilled drop o! water clinging to a ceiling or to the underside of
the lid of a boiling pot. There, among all the other released
life-monads clinging to the interior o! the dome of the divine
World Being, it remains forever-and the monads in that state,
of course, are all as alike as so many drops. For they are pure
particles, serene existences, purged of those impt·rfections that
make for individuality. The masks, the former personal features, were distilled away, together with the seed-stuff that
would have ripened into future exp<"Tienccs. Sterilized of coloring, flavor, and weight, the sublime crystals now are absolutely
pure-like the drops of rain that descend from a clear sky, tasteless and immaculate.
:Furthermore, since they have been relieved of the faculties
of sensation that are inhcrellt in all organisms (those that
render sound, sight, smell, taste, and touch), the released lifemonads are beyond the hounds of conditioned understanding
which determine the modes of being of the various human,
animal, plant, and even inorganic species. They neither perceive nor think, but are aware of everything directly. They
know Truth precisely as it is. They are omniscient, as the sheer
life-force itself would he if it could he relit•ved of the modifying clarknesses of specific organisms, t·ach with its limited range
of sense and thinking faculties. For tht· moment the limitations
that make particular experiences possible are eliminated, the
perfect intuition of everything knowable is immediately at26o
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tained. The need of experienrc is dissolved in infinite know!·
cdg£'.-This is the }Josilive meaning of the tenn and state of
kaivalya.
One is reminded of the pwtest of the modern French poet
and philosopher, Paul Valery, in his novel, Monsieur Teste.
"There are people," he writes, "who fed that their organs of
sense are cutting them off from reality and essence. This feeling
then poisons all their semc perceptions. What I see blinds me.
What I hear makes me deal. What I know makes me unknowing. In so far and inasmuch as I know, I am ignorant. This
light before me is no more than a kind of blindfold and conceals either a darkness or a light that is more.... More what?
Here the t·ircle closes with a strange reversal: knowledge, a
doud obscuring the esscncr of being; the shining moon, like
darkness or a cataract on the eye! Take it all away, so that I may
see!" " This outcry, together with the modern theory of knowledge from which it arises, is remarkably close to the old idea
to which .Jain ism holds: that of the limiting force of our various
faculties of human understanding.
But the Tirthaiikaras ha\'e lost even the faculty of feeling;
for this too belongs but to the tt'Xturc of the flesh, the suffering
garment of blood and nerves. Henre they are completely indifferent to what goes on in the stratified worlds that they have
left beneath them. They are not touched by any prayer, nor
moved by any act of worship. Neither do they ever descend to
~~~ "Jl

de

y a des pcrsonnages qui sen tent que leurs sens les sCparcnt du reel,
Cc scns en <:ux inferte leurs autres srns.

l'~tre.

"C:e que jC' "oi~ m'avcuglc. Ce que j'entends m'assourdit. Ce en quoi je
sais, ccla me r<'!Hl ignorant. fignore en tant et pour autant que je sais.
Cette illumination dcvant moi est un bandeau et recouvre ou une nuit
ou une IumiCre plus . . . . Plus quoi? lei le cerde se ferme, de cet ~trange
renversemcnt: Ia connaissance, comme une nuage sur l'~tre; le mond
brillant. commc une taie et opacit~.
"Ote1 tome chose que YY voie." (Paul Valery, Monsieur Teste, nouvelle

edition, Paris, 1946, pp. 6o·61.)
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intervene in the course o[ the Universal Round as does, for example, the supreme divinity of the Hindus, Vi~l).u, when he
;ends down periodically a particle of his transcendent essenre
as an Incarnation to restore the divine order of the universe upset by reckless tyrants and selfish demons-" The .Jaina Tirthankaras are absolutely cut off. Nevertheless, the Jaina devotee pays
them unceasing worship, concentrating his pious attention upon
their images, as a means to his own progress in inner purification. And they are sometimes even celebrated side by side with
the popular Hindu household and village gods; but never in
the same spirit. For what the gods provide is temporal wellbeing, warding away the demons of diS<·asc and disaster,
whereas the worship of the Tirthankaras-the "Victors," the
""Heroes," the "Makers of the Cro.. in~"-moves the mind to its
highest good, which is eternal prarc beyond the joys as wdl a.
the sorrows of the universal round.

9.
The Doctrine of Maskariu Gosiila
THF. Indian ascetic carries a staff: mll!lkara, da!l(la. Vcdii.ntic
monks are sometimes called, therefore, eka-da!'t/.in, "those bearing one staff"; but also hamsa, "wild goose or swan"-because
they arc wanderers, like the great birds that migrate from the
jungles of the south to the lakes of the II imalayas, at home in
the lofty sky as well as on the water-surfaces of the earthly plane.
lin Zimmer,

Mythr and Symbols in Indian Art and

s.v. "Vi'lhnu: avatan of."

Civilization~
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IJa~l(lin, "hearing- a staff," denotes, in genera], the pilgrim
ascetic (salln'}r{J.\iu), whether of the Brahman or of the Jaina or-

ders. BuddhiM monh.s also carry a staff, but theirs is named.
kltahhhara~· for it i~ prm .ided with a set of rings that produce a
monotonou~ clattering (hlwk), which announces the approach of
the otherwise sik111 mendi<.ant as he walks along- the street nr
cmnes with hi~ begging howl for his daily meal. Tlte Buddhist
nwnk never a~k~ lor alms hut halts in ~ileJH.e on the threshold,
waiting to know whether hr is to be given smncthing; and when
1 he bowl is filled he departs-again without a word. Only the
~ound of his khakkhata is heard. And this is the saruc as the
sound of the staff ol the Hodhi~attva named K~iti-garUha, "lie
whose wmnb was tile t'arth" or ''Born ftom the earth." Ktiitigarbha, with his khakkllaJa, wanders eternally through the
sphe1cs ol hell, nmdottiug the tortured beings and rescuing
them Irom da1 kncss by his \cry pre~ctHe, indeed by the very
sound of his staff.~j
:\Ia~Ltrin (~o~~tla ('"l~os3.1a or the pilgrim staff'') was a ('01\lCH\poraJ y of :\fahJvlr:a and !11(' Buddha. Ilis encyclopedic systemat.ilat ion of the univc1 Sl' "as akin to the tradition olthe Jainas. Appal c·ntly the two dO( 11 ill('~ \\'Crc related, being derived frmn son1c
main 11acliti(m of p1c-.\ryau natural science and psychology.
Judging from the c\'idence available, this must have been a nwst
clabotatc, !tighly das-ifiratory survey of all the divisions of the
natural world. Gos.:ila's interpretation of the teaching can be re<onHructed in its main outlines, and in some of its details, frotn
the reports and criticisms contained in the early Buddhist and
Jaina texts.
The followers of this much-abused and freely slandered
teacher were the so-called iijivika-those professing the doctrine
tctmcrl ri-jiva. ]iva is the life-monad. The prefix ii- here sit,mifies
s1 The concept of the Bodhisattva will be discussed at length, infra,
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"as long as." The reference seems to be to Gosala's striking doctrine that "as long as the life-monad" (a-jiva) has not completed
the normal course of its evolution (running through a fixed
number of inevitable births) there can be no realization. The
natural biological advance cannot be hurried by means of virtue and asceticism, or delayed because of vice; for the process
takes place in its own good time. Apparently Gosala at first
collaborated with :Maha,•ira. They were the joint leaders of a
single community for many years. But they presently disagreed
over certain rnajor points of discipline and doctrine, quarreled,
and separated, Gos.'ila leading a mo\'ement of secession. His
following seems to have been numnous and to have represented
a considerable force in the religious life of India for many
yean." Their existence and importance as late as the third century B.C. is rendered certain by a royal dedicatory inscription on
the walls of three ruck-cut caves of a monastery on the Nagarjuna Hill." They were regarded as very dangerous by both the
Buddhists and the Jainas.
Even while he was alive 1\faskarin Gosala's enemies spared no
words in their attacks upon him. The Buddha himself is quoted
as having declared this imposing antagonist's teaching to be the
very worst of all the contemporary erroneous doctrines. The
Buddha compares it to a hempen garment-which not only is
disagreeable to the skin but yields no protection against either
ss There is an alternate interpretation of the origin and meaning of
the name tijivika, which points to this quarrel of the sects. Among the
various rules against defilement of the ~aintly life, as defined by the Jainas,
there is one called djiva, which forbid<i the monk to earn his livelihood in
any way. It is said that because the followcn of Gosiila took to working
for their living, disregarding this tijiva rule, they came to be styled by the
Jainas O.jivilcas.
11 Cf. G. Biihler, "The Baribar and Ni.girjuni Hi11 Cave Inscriptions
of Molr.a and Dasaratha," The Indian Antiquary, XX (t8gt), pp. !6tlf.
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the cold of winter or the heat o! summer.'" That is to say, the
garment (the doctrine) is simply useless. The Buddha's reference, specifically, is to the determinism of Gosala's principal
tenet, which allowed no place for voluntary human effort.
For the Ajlvika doctrint: that no amount o{ moral or ascetic
exertion would shorten the series of rebirths offered no hope
for a speedy release from the fields of ignorance through saintly
exercises. On the contrary. a vast and cmuprehensive review of
all the kingdoms and departments of nature let it appear that
each life-monad was to fMSs, in a series of precisely eighty-four
thousand births, through the whole gamut of the varieties of
being, starting among the elemental atoms of ether, air, fire,
water, and earth, pro~ressing through the graduated spheres of
the various geological, botanical, and zoological forms of existence, and coming finally into the kingdom of man, each birth
being linked to the oth<rs in conformity to a precise and minutely
graduated order of evolution. All the life-monads in the universe
were passing lahoriouslv along this one inevitable way.
The living body of the atom, according to this system, is the
most primitive organism in the cosmos, being provided with
but one sense-faculty, that of touch, i.e., the sensation of weight
and pressure. This is the state in which carh life-monad (jiva)
takes its start. As it then prog-resses, bodies come to it endowed
with more sense-faculties and with higher powers of intellect
and feeling. Rising naturally and of itself, it passes through the
long slow course of transmigrations into the various conditions
of the vegetables, the lower and then the higher stages of animal
life, and the numerous levels of the human sphere. When the
time at last arrives, and the final term of the series of eighty-four
thousand existences has been attained, release simply happens,
just as everything else has happened-of itself.
eo Anguttara Nikiiya i. 286. (Translated by T. W. Rbys Davids, The
Gradual Dialogues of the Buddha, Pali Text Society, Translation Series
no. 22, London, 1932, p. 265.)
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The destiny of man is framed by a rigid law, that of the evolution of the life-monad. Gosiila compares the long automatic
ascent to the course of a ball of thread thrown through the air
which runs out to its very last bit: the curve ends only when
the thread is entirely unwound. No divine grace or human
zeal can interrupt or interfere with this unalterable principle
of bondage, evolution, and release. It is a law that knits all life,
links apparently lifeless elemental matter to the kingdoms of the
insects and of man, runs through all things, puts on and lays
aside the whole wardrobe of the masks or garbs of incarnation,
and will not be forced, hurried, cheated, or denied.
This is a vision of an all-embracing, gloomy grandeur, a cool
scientific outlook on the universe and its creatures, impressive
through its utter self-consistency. The melancholy of the realm
of nature is tempered by no ray of redeeming light. On the contrary, this stupendous cosmic view depresses the spirit through
the merciless coherence of its complete disregard for the hopes
intrinsic to the human soul. Absolutely no concession is made
to man's wishful thinking, absolutely no adjustment to our inborn awareness of a possible freedom.
Jainism and Buddhism, on the other hand, the successful
contemporary rivals, agree in stressing the possibility of an accelerated release from the cycle as a consequence of effort. Both
protest equally against the mechanistic inflexibility of Gosiila's
law of evolution, in so far as it touches the sphere of human
will. The Buddha, for example, is most emphatic. "There exists."
says he, "a 'heroic effort' (viryam) in man; there exists the possibility of a 'successful exertion' (utsiiha) aimed at the disengaging of man from the vortex of rebirths-provided he strives
wholeheartedly for this end." 01 Gosala's solemn scientific panorama, excluding as it does all freedom of the will, converts the
•1

Editor"s note: Many statements in praise of effort and exertion appear

in the Buddhist scriptures. I have not located, however, the passage cited
here by Dr. Zimmer.
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whole universe into a vast purgatory of numerous long-lasting
stages. Creation becomes a kind ol cosmic laboratory in which
innumerable monads, hy a long, slow, alchemical process
of transformation, bewme gradually relined, cnri<-hed, and
cleansed; pa&sing from darker, lower modes o( being to higherpassing through sufferings ever renewed-until at last they stand
endowed with moral diso imination and spiritual insight, in
human form, at the thre&hold of release.
One can understand why such a philosophy vanished from
the historical scene after a lew centuries. It proved to be unbearable. Tl·aching a fatalistic patience in a virtually endless
bondage, demanding resii:Vlation wltlmtll con1pensation, conceding nothing to moral and spiritual will-power, it simply offered
no answer to the burning questions ol the scd.ing, empty human soul. It lelt no place for the p•actice of virtue with the normal human aim of winning some reward, offered no field for
the exercise of will-power, and no n·ason lor making life-plans,
ga\'e no hope (or compensation, the only source of purification
being the natural process of c\"olution; and that simply took
time-eons of time-proceeding slowly and automatically, rr·
b.-:trdless of man's inward effort, likr a biothemical process.
And yet, according to this "hempen shirt" doctrine of Goslila,
man's moral conduct is not without significance; for every living
being, through its characteristic pattem of reactions to the environment, betrays its entire multibiographical history, to·
get her with all that it has yet to learn. Its acts are not the t-ause
of the influx (asra11a) of fresh karmic substance, as in the .Jain.l
view, but only reveal its position or classification in the general
hierarchy, showing how deeply entangled or close to release it
happens to be. Our words and deeds, that is to say, announce
to ourselves-and to the world-every minute, just what milestone we have come to. Thus perfect asceticism, though it has
no causative, has yet a symptomatic value: it is the characteristic
mode of life of a being who is on the point of reaching the goal
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of isolation (kaivalya); and conversely, those who are not readily
drawn to it are comparatively low in the human scale. Any pro·
nounced inability to conform to the most advanced ascetic
standards simply proclaims how woefully far one stands from
the summit of the cosmic social climb.
Pious acts, then, arc not the causes, but the effects; they do
not bring, but they foretell release. The perfect ascetic shows
through the detached austerity of his conduct that he is the
being nearest to the exit. He shows that he has all but com·
pleted the long course and is now absolutely unwavering in his
exalted unconcern both for himself and for the world-indifferent alike to what the world thinks of him, to what he is, and to
what he is about to be.
It is not difficult to imagine what a state of impotent selfannoyance this philosophy would cause in those human beings
somewhat below the supreme condition, still ambitions for the
world's supreme regard.

10.
Man against Nature
JAINISM agrees completely with Gosala as to the masklike
character of the personality. Whether in the shape of element,
plant, animal, man, celestial being, or tormented inmate of hell,
the visible form is but the temporary garb of an inhabiting life,
which is working its way through the stages of existence toward a goal of release from the whole affair. Apparently this depiction of the transient forms of life as so many masks taken on
a68
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and laid aside by an innumerable host of individual life-monads
-the monads themselves constituliug the very matter of the univetsc-was o11e ul the major tenets of the pre-Aryan philos-

ophy ol India. It is basic to the Sa1ikhya psychology as wdl as
to Pataiijali's Yoga, and was the starting point of the Buddhist
tearhings. 0 ~ Absorbed into the Brahman tradition, it became
blended with other ideas; so that even today in India it remains
.ts one of the fundamental figures of all philosophical, religious.
and metaphysical thought. Jainism and the doctrine of Gosala
thus may be regarded as specimens of the way in which the
Indian mind, outside the pale of Brahman orthodoxy, and ac·
cording to the patterns of an archaic mode of thought rooted in
the Indian soil, has from time immemorial experienced the phellomenon of personality. In rontrast to the Occidental idea of
the e\-crlasting individual, as conceived by the Greeks and
passed on to Christianity and modern man, in the land of the
Buddha the personality has always been regarded as a transitory
mask.
But .Jainism, like Buddhism, disab'Tees with Gosala's fatalistic
interpretation of the graduated roles of the play, asserting that
each human individual is free to make his own escape. By a sustained an of self-renunciation one can elude this melantholy
bonr\ag<·-which is equivalent practically to an eternal punishment and is out of all proportion to whatever guilt can possibly
appertain to the mere fact of being alive. Gosala's strictly evo·
lutionary interpretation is rejected on the grounds of the rc·
peated experience of actual release by perfected holy men
throughout the ages. Those masterly teachers began, like Ma·
havlra, by joining the saintly order of the .Jaina monks, and
ended as the models of salvation. They offer us in their own
lives our prime guarantee of the possibility of release, as well
as an example of how the narrow exit is to be passed. Instead
02 Cf. supra. p. flo. Editor's notf'. and discussions infra, Chapters II
and IV.
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of Gosiila's mechanistic biological order, slowly but automatically working tbrough the eighty-four tbousand incarnations,
Jainism thus asserts the power and value ol the morale of the
individual: tbe force of thoughts, words, and deeds, which, it
virtuous, stainless, and unselfish, lead the lile-monad to ,-nlightenment, but if bad, egocentric, and unconsidered, fling it
back into the darker, more primitive conditions, dooming it to
an existence in the animal kingdom or to lives among the tortured inmates of the hells.
Nevertbeless, Jainism, too, represents a scientific, practically
atheistic, interpn·tation of existence. For the gods are nothiug
but life-monads, wearing temporarily favorable masks in supremely fortunate surroundings, whereas the material univer;e
is uncreated and everlasting. The universe is composed of six
constituents, as follows:
1. ]iva: the aggregate of the countless life-monads. Each is
uncreated and imperishable, by nature omniscient, endowed
with inlinite energy, and full of bliss. Intrinsically the lifemonads are all absolutely alike, but they have been modified,
diminished, and tainted in their perfection, tbrough the perpetual influx of the second and opposite constituent of the
universe, namely:
2. Ajiva: "all that is not (a-) the life-monad (jiva)."" Ajivtl
is, firstly, space (iikiiia). This is regarded as an all-comprehending container, enclosing not only the universe (loka), but also
the non-universe (aloka). The latter is what lies beyond the
contours of tbe colossal Macrocosmic Man or Woman." Ajiva
comprises, moreover, countless space-units (pTade.ia), and is in·
destructible. Besides being space, however, ajiva is also manifest
as all four of the following constituents of the world, which arc
81 This elementary dichotomy of jiva-ajitta i!i carried on in the sank.hya
philosophy under the catcgorieo; puruva-prakrti. Prakrti i'J the matter of
the universe, the psychic-and-physical material that enwraps punqa.

•• Cf. supra, p. 159·
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distinguished as the several aspects of this single antagonist to
the jiva.
3· Dharma: the medium Lhrough which movement is possible. Dharma is compared to water, through and by which fish
are able to move. 1u1
1· Adharma: the medium that makes rest and immobility
possible. A dharma is compared to earth, on which creatures lie
and stand.
5· Kala: time; that which makes changes possible.
G. l'udgnla: matter, composed of minute atoms (paramiir;u).
Pudgala is endued with odor, color, taste, and tangibility.
Matter exists, according to the Jainas, in six degrees of density: a) "subtle·subtle" (sii.k~ma-silk~ma), which is the invisible
substance of the atoms; b) "subtle" (sii.k~ma), invisible also, and
the substance of the ingredients of karma; c) "subtle-gross"
(sii.k~mn-stlulla), invisible and yet experienced, constituting the
material of sounds, smells, touch (e.g., of the wind), and flavors;
d) "gross-subtle" (sth iila-sii.k~ma), which is visible yet impossible
to grasp-e.g., sunshine, darkness, shadow; c) "gToss" (sthida),
which is both visible and tangible but liquid, as water, oil, and
melted butter; and f) "gross-gross" (sthii.la-sthii.la): the material
objects that have distinct and separate existences, such as metal,
wood, and stone.
Karmic matter clings to the jiva, as dust to a body anointed
with oil. Or it pervades and tinges the jiva, as heat a red-hot
iron ball. It is described as of eight kinds, according to its effects.
a) The karma that enwraps or screens true knowledge (jiiii.naiivarar;a-karma). Like a veil or cloth over the image of a divinity,
this karma comes between the mind and the truth, taking away,
as it were, inborn omniscience. b) The karma that enwraps or
s<Tecns true perception (dar.lana-iivarar;a-karma). Like a doorkeeper warding people from the presence of the king in his
u This specifically Jaina use of the term dharma is, of course, not to be
confused with that discussed supra, pp. 151-177.
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audience-hall, this karma interferes with the perception of the
processes of the universe, making it difficult or impossible to see
what is going on; thus it Vt'ils its own operation on the ]iva.
c) The karma that creates pleasant and unpleasant feelings
(vedaniya-karma). This is compared to the edge of a keen swordblade smeared with honey and put into the mouth- Because of
this karma all our experiences of life are compounded of pleasure and pain. d) The karma that causes delusion and confusion
(mohani)'a-karma). Like liquor, this karma dulls and dazzles the
faculties of discrimination between good and evil. (The kevalin,
the "isolated one," cannot be intoxicated. Perfect enlightenment is a state of supreme and sublime sobriety.) e) The karma
that determines the length of the individual life (iiyu,<-karma).
Like a rope that prevents an animal from going on indefinitely
beyond the peg to which it is tied, this karma fixes the number
of one's days. It determines the life-capital, the life-strength, to
be spent during the present incarnation. f) The karma that establishes individuality (nama-karma). This is the determinant
of the "name" (uaman), which denotes, in the "subtle-gross" form
of sound, the mental-spiritual principle, or essential idea, of the
thing. The name is the mental counterpart of the visible, tangible form (nipa) 96-that is why magic can be worked with
names and verbal spells. This is the karma that determines to
the last detail both the outward appearance and the inward
character of the object, animal, or person. It is the fashioner of
the present perishable mask. Its work is so comprehensive that
the .Jainas have analyzed it into ninety-three subdivisions.
Whether one's next incarnation is to be in the heavens, among
men or animals, or in the purgatories; whether one is to be endowed with five or with fewer receptive senses; whether one is
to belong to some class of beings with charming, dignified gait
and carriage (such as bulls, elephants, and geese) or with ugly
(such as camels and asses), with movable ears and eyes, or with
•• Cf. supra, pp. ts-•4·
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immovable; whether one is to be beautiful or ugly of one's
kind, commanding sympathy or inspiring disgust, winning
honor and fame or suffering ill-repute: all of these details are
determined by this "karma of the proper name." Nama-karma
is like the painter ftlling in with his brush the distinguishing
features of a portrait, making the figure recognizable and quite
particular. g) The kanna that establishes the family into which
the individual is to be born (gotra-karma). This, properly,
should be a subdivision of the above, but owing to the enormous importance of the circumstance of caste in India it has
been given the weight of a special category. Destiny and all the
prospects of life are limited greatly by the house into which
one is born. h) The karma that produces obstacles (antarayakanna). Within this category a number of subdivisions are described. i. Dillla-antariiya-karma: this prevents us from being as
self-detached and munificent in the bestowal of alms on holy
pt·ople and the poor as we should like to be. ii. Liibha-antarayakarma: this keeps us from receiving alms-a particularly nasty
karma, since holy men depend on gifts, as do all religious institutions. (In the West, for example, a university afllicted with
this bad influence would be forced to close for Jack of funds.)
iii. Bhoga-antaraya-karma: this keeps us from enjoying events.
We arrive late for the party. Or while we are eating the cake
we keep wishing that we could keep it too. iv. UjJaiJIIOgaantariiya-karma: as a result of this frustration we are unable to
enjoy the pleasurable objects that are continually around-our
houses, gardens, fine clothes, and women. v. Virya-antariiyakarma: as a result of which we cannot hring ourselves to act:
there is a paralysis of the will.
In all, exactly one hundred and forty-eight varieties and
effects of kam1a arc described, and these work, in sum, in two
directions. 1. Ghiiti-karma ("striking, wounding, killing karma")
subtracts from the infinite powers of the life-monad, and 2.
aghiiti-karma ("non-striking karma") adds limiting qualities
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which do not properly belong to it. All of these karmic difli·
culties have been alllicting jiva from eternity. The Jaina system
requires no explanation of the beginning of it all, since there
is no notion o[ a time when time was nut: the world has always
existed. The concnn, !urthcrn10re, is not the beginning o[ the
muddle, but the determination of its nature and the application
of a technique to clear it up.
Bondage consists in the union of jiva with ajiva, salvation in
the dissolution of the combination. This problem of conjunction and disjunction is expressed by the Jainas in a statement
o[ seven tal/vas or "principles."
1. ]iva, and 2. Ajiva: these have already been discussed. Ajiva
includes categories 2-6 of the Six Constitutents that we have just
reviewed.
3· A.•rava: "inllnx," the pouring of karmic matter into the
life-monad. This takes place through forty-two channels, among
which arc the five recipient sense-faculties, the three activities
of mind, speech, physical action, the four passions of wrath,
pride, guile, and g1 eed, and the six "non-passions" known as
mirth, pleasure, distr('ss, grief, fear, and disgust.o7

4· Bandha: "bondage," the fettering and smothering of jiva
by karmic matter.
5· Sariwara: "stoppage," the checking o[ the inHux.
6. Nirjarii: "shedding," the elimination of karmic matter by
means of cleansing austerities, burning it out with the internal
heat of ascetic practices (tapas), as by a sweating cure.
91 These six, together with two others-resolution and wonder-are the
ba.o;ic moods or ..flavors" (rasd) of Hindu poetry, dance, and acting. They
are all exhibited by Siva, the Highest God, in the various situations of his
mythical manifestations, and thus are sanctified in devotional Hinduism
as aspects of the Lord's ..cosmic play," revelations of his divine energy
under various modes. According to Jainism, on the other hand, they are
to be suppressed, since they attract and increase the store of karmic matter
and thereby distract one from the perfect indifference that conduces to

the purification of the life-monad.
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7· Mokja: "release."
"]iva and non-jiva together constitute the universe," we read
in a Jaina text. "If they are separate, nothing more is needed.
If they are united, as they are found to be in the world, the
stoppage and the gradual and then final destruction of the
union are the only possib1e ways of considering them." "
The Jaina universe itself is indestructible, not subject to
periodical dissolutions like that of the Hindu cosmology... Fur·
thermore, there is no hint of that primal, worlrl generative
sacred marriage of Father Heaven and Mother !· .1rth which
constitutes a major theme in the tradition of the Vedas. In the
great Horse Sacrifice (aivamrr/ha) of the ancient Indo-A.ryans,
when the chief queen as representative of 1\lother Earth, the
spouse of the world-monarch (cakravartin), lay down in the
sacrificial pit beside the slaughtered animal that was symbolic
of heaven's solar fone (the horse having just ended its triumphant solar year of untrammeled wandering),'"' that act of
the queen was the mystical reconstitution of the sacred cosmic
marriage. But in Jainism the primal male (or the primal female)
is the universe. There is no history of a gestatory coming into
existence, no "golden germ" (hiral}yagarbha), no cosmic egg
which divides into the upper and lower half-shells of heaven
and earth, no sacrificed and dismembered primeval being
(puru~a), whose limbs, blood, hair, etc., become transformed
into the constituents of the world; in short, no myth of crea·
tion, for the universe has always been. The Jaina universe is
sterile, patterned on an ascetic doctrine. It is an all-containing
world-mother without a mate, or a lonely man-giant without
female consort; and this primeval person is forever whole
and alive. The so-called "up-going" and "down-going" world11 ~

TalttJirthidldgama-siltra 4· (Sacred Books of the Jainas, Vol. II, p. 7.)

"cr. Zimmer, Myths and Symbols, pp. s-u.
.,. cr. supra, pp. •54-•55·
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cycles 1 u1 are the tides of this being's life-process, continuous and
everlasting. We arc all the particles of that gigantic body, and
for each the task is to keep from being carried down to the infernal regions ot the lower body, but, on the contrary, to
ascend as speedily as possible to the supreme bliss of the peaceful dome of the prodigious skull.
This is an idea obviously rontrary to the cosmic vision of the
llr;ilnnan seers, and yet it G.llnc to play a great role in later
Hinduism ""-specifically, in the myths of Vi~1,1u Anantasayin,
the g·iant divine dreamer of the world, who bears the universe
in his belly, lets it flower as a lotus from his navel, and takes it
back again into his CH'rla;ting substance.'"' Equally prominent
is the Hindu female counterpart, the all-containing Goddess
I\.fother, who brings all beings forth frmn her universal womb,
nourishes them, and, devouring them again, takes everything
h;u k. 104 These figures have hren adapted in Hinrluism to the
Vedic myth of the Cosmic 1\!arriagt·, but the inwmpatibility of
the two sets of symbols still i; evident; for though the world of
creatures is described as being horn, it is also described as constituting the body of the divine being. whereas in the Jaina
vision there is no such incongruity since the jivas are the atoms
of life that circulate through the rosmic organism. An omniscient
all-seeing seer and saint (kevalin) can actually watch the process
of unending metabolism taking place throughout the frame,
observing the cells in their continual transmutations; for his
individual consciousness has been broadened to such a degree
that it corresponds to the infinite consciousness of the giant universal being. With his inward spiritual eye he beholds the lifeatoms, infinite in number, circulating continually, each enP· 224, note 44·
For the tenn "Hindnio:;.m," as distinct from "Brahmanism," cf. supra,
p. 77- note 35·
toH Zimmer, Myths and Symbols, pp. .35·53·
lOt. lb., PP· J8g-2t6.
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dowed with its own life-duration, bodily strength, and breathing
power, as it goes about 1x·rpetually inhaliug and exhaling.
The life-monads on the elemental le' <"I of cxist<·nn· (in the
states of ether, air, fire, water, and earth) arc provided with the
faculty of touch (spar.la-it~driya). All kel and respond to pressure, being themselves provided with minute extension, and
they are known therefore as ekendri)'"• "providcd with one
(eka) sense-faculty (it~driya)." The atoms of the vegetables also
arc endowed with one sense-faculty (the •ense of tout h), though
with four life-breaths (they lack speech-power). Surh mute, onesense existences are no less the masks or garbs of ji\'as than the
more complex forms of the animal, human, and celestial kingdoms. This the kevalin knows and sees by virtue of his universal
consciousness. He also knows and sees that the faculties of the
higher beings are ten: 1. life-force or dur•tion (tiyus), 2. bodily
strength, substance, weight, tension, and resilience (kiiya-ba/ll).
3· speech-power, the power to make a sound (vacana-bala), 4·
reasoning power (manobala), 5· breathing power (iinapat~a
pra7Ja, 5vtisocchvtisa-prii7Ja), and 6.-10. the five receptive senses
of touch (spar.lendriya), taste (rasendriya). smell (ghriittendriya),
sight (ca~urindriya), and hearing (.\ravawndriya). Some vegetables, such as trees, are provided with a collectivity of jivas.
They impart separate jivas to their branches, twigs, and fruits;
for you can plant a fruit, or slip a cutting, and it will grow into
an individual being. Others, such as onions, have a single jiva
common to a number of separate stems. Minute animals, worms,
insects, and crustacea, which represent the next level of developed living organization, ha\·e, besides life-duration, borlilv
strength, breathing power and the sense of touch, speechpower or the power to make a sound (vacana-bala), and the
sense of taste (rasendriya). Their life-duration falls within the
span of twelve yean, whereas that of the preceding classes greatly
varies. That of the fire-atom, for example, may be a moment
{samaya) or seventy-two houn; that of a water-atom, a couple of
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moments (one to forty-eight) or seven thousand years; that of
an air-atom, one mmnent or three thousand years.
This elaborate systematization of the forms of life, which the
Jainas share with Gosala, is based on the distribution of the ten
faculties among the various beings, from the living elemental
atoms to the organisms of men and gods. The systematization is
anything but primitive. It is quaint and archaic indeed, yet
pedantic and extremely subtle, and represents a fundamentally
scientific conception of the world. In fact one is awed by the
glimpse that it gives of the long history of human thought-a
view much longer and more imposing than the one that is cherished by our \Vestcrn humanists and academic historians with
their little story about the Greeks and the Renaissance. The
twenty-fourth .Jaina Tirthankara, 1\lahavira, was roughly a contemporary of Thales and Anaxagoras, the earliest of the standard line of Greek philosophers; and yet the subtle, complex,
thoroughgoing analysis and classification of the features of nature which Mahavira's teaching took for granted and upon
which it played was already centuries (perhaps even millenniums) old. It was a systematization that had long done away
with the hosts of powerful gods and the wizard-magic of the
still earlier priestly tradition-which itself had been as far above
the really primitive level of human culture as are the arts of
agriculture, herding, and dairying above those of hunting and
fishing, root and berry gathering. The world was already old,
very wise and very learned, when the speculations of the Greeks
produced the texts that are studied in our universities as the first
chapters of philosophy.
According to the archaic science the whole cosmos was alive,
and the basic laws of its life were constant throughout. One
should therefore practice "non-violence" (ahirhsii) even upon
the smallest, mutest, least conscious living being. The Jaina
monk, for example, avoids as far as possible the squeezing or
touching of the atoms of the elements. He cannot cease breath-
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ing, but to avoid giving possible harm he should wear a veil
before his mouth: this softens the impact of the air against the
inside of the throat. And he must not snap his fingers or fan
the wind; for that disturbs and causes damage. If wicked people
on a ferryboat should for some reason throw a Jaina monk
overboard, he must not try to make for shore with violent, flailing strokes, like a valiant swimmer, but should gently drift,
like a log, and permit the currents to bring him gradually to
land: he must not upset and injure the water-atoms. And he
should then permit the moisture to drip or evaporate from his
skin, never wipe it off or shake it away with a violent commotion of his limbs.
Non-violence (ahirilsii) is thus carried to an extreme. The
Jaina sect survives as a sort of extremely fundamentalist vestige
in a civilization that has gone through many changes since the
remote age when this universal piety and universal science of
the world of nature and of escape from it came into existence.
Even J aina lay folk must be watchful lest they cause unnecessary inconvenience to their fellow beings. They must, for example, not drink water after dark; for some small insect may
be swallowed. They must not cat meat of any kind, or kill bugs
that Ry about and annoy; credit may be gained, indeed, by allowing the bugs to settle and have their fill. All of which has
led to the following most bizarre popular custom, which may
be observed even today in the metropolitan streets of Bombay.
Two men come along carrying between them a light cot or
bed alive with bedbugs. Th.-y stop before the door of a Jaina
household, and cry: "Who will feed the bugs? Who will feed the
bugs?" If some devout lady tosses a coin from a window, one of
the criers places himself carefully in the bed and offers himself
as a living grazing ground to his fellow beings. Whereby the lady
o£ the house gains the credit, anrl the hero of the cot the coin.

II. SANKHYA AND YOGA

1.
Kt~pilt~

11nd Pt~lt~iijt~li

Now LET us proceed to Sankhya and Yoga. These two are regarded in India as twins, the two aspects of a single discipline.
Sankhya provides a basic theoretical exposition of human nature, enumerating and defining its elements, analyzing their
manner of co-operation in the state of bondage (bandha), and
describing their state of disentanglement or separation in re·
lease (mok$a), while Yoga treats specifically of the dynamics of
the process of the disentanglement, and outlines practical techniques for the gaining of release, or "isolation-integration"
(kaivalya). As we read in the Bhagavad Gitti: "Puerile and un·
learned people speak of 'enumerating knowledge' (sankhya) and
the 'practice of introvert concentration' (yoga) as distinct from
each other, yet anyone firmly established in either gains the
fruit of both. The state attained by the followers of the path
of enumerating knowledge is attained also through the exercises
of introvert concentration. He truly sees who regards as one
the intellectual attitude of enumerating knowledge and the
practice of concentration." 1 The two systems, in other words,
supplement each other and conduce to the identical goal.
1

Bhagavad Glti 5· 4-5.
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The main conceptions of this dual system are: 1. that the
universe is founded on an irresoluble dichotomy of "life-monads"
(puru$a) and lifeless "matter" (prakrti), 2. that "matter" (prakrti),
though fundamentally simple and uncompounded, nevertheless
exfoliates, or manifests itself, under three distinctly differentiated aspects (the so-called gut•as), which are comparable to the
three strands of a rope, and 3· that every one of the "life-monads"
(pur~a) associated with "matter" (prakrti) is involved in the
bondage of an endless "round of transmigration" (samsiira).
These ideas do not belong to the original stock of the Vedic
Brahmanic tradition. Nor, on the other hand, do we find among
the basic teachings of Sailkhya and Yoga any hint of such a
pantheon of divine Olympians, beyond the vicissitudes of earthly
bondage, as that of the Vedic gods. The two ideologies are of
different origin, Siiiikhya and Yoga being related to the mechanical system of the Jainas, which, as we have seen, ran be
traced back, in a partly historical, partly legendary way, through
the long series of the Tirthailkaras, to a remote, aboriginal,
non-Vedic, Indian antiquity. The fundamental ideas of Sailkhya
and Yoga, tl1erefore, must be immensely old. And yet they do
not appear in any of the orthodox Indian texts until comparatively late-specifically, in the younger stratifications of the
llpani~ads and in the Bhagavad Gitii, where they are already
blended and harmonized with the fundamental ideas of the
Vedic philosophy. Following a long history of rigid resistance,
the exclusive and esoteric Brahman mind of the Aryan invaders
opened up, at last, and received suggestions and influences from
the native civilization. The result was a coalescence of tl1e two
traditions. And this is what produced, in time, the majestic
harmonizing systems of medieval and contemporary Indian
thought.
Sat'tkhya is said to have been founded by a semi-mythical holy
man, Kapila, who stands outside the traditional assembly of
the Vedic saints and sages, as an Enlightened One in his own
a81
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right. Though he plays no such conspicuous role in Indian myth
and legend as do many of the other great philosophers, never·
theless, his miraculous power is recognized in a celebrated epi·
sode of the Mahabharata. • There we read that the sixty thou·
sand sons of a certain Cakravartin named "Ocean" (sagara) were
riding as the armed guard of their father's sacrificial horse while
it wandered over the kingdoms of the land, during its symboli·
cal solar year of victorious freedom.• Suddenly, to their pro·
found distress, the animal vanished from before their very eyes.
They set to work digging where it had disappeared and came
upon it, finally, deep in the earth, down in the underworld,
with a saint sitting beside it in meditation. Over-eager to re·
capture their sacred Lharge, the young warriors disregarded the
saint-who was none other than Kapila-and omitted to pay
him the homage traditionally due to a holy man. Whereupon,
with a flash of his eye, he burnt them all to ashes.
The solar power of the sage is evident in this adventure. His
name, Kapila, meaning the "Red One," is an epithet of the
sun, as well as of Vi~f.IU. Judging from his influence in the period of Mahlivira and the Buddha, he must have lived before
the sixth century B.c., and yet the classic texts of the philosoph·
ical system that he is said to have founded belong to a much
later date. The important Sankhyarkiirika of ISvaraknf.l3 was
composed in the middle of the fifth century A.D., while the
Sankhya-siUras, the work ascribed traditionally to the hand of
Kapila himself, cannot he dated earlier than t38o-1450 A.D.•
As for Yoga, the dating of the classic Yoga-siltras of Patai\jali
is extremely controversial. Though the first three books of this
basic treatise may belong to the second century B.c., the fourth
is apparently later; for it contains material that seems to refer
Mahiibhdrat• 5· '07·
• Cf. supr•, pp. IS4·1S5·
• Cf. Richard Garbe, Die Siirhkhy•·Phi!osophie, 2nd edition, Leipzig,
1917, pp. 85·84, 95·100.
1
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to late Buddhistic thought. This final book has been assigned,
therefore, to the fifth century A.D.; but the argument is not yet
closed. In any case, the four books of Pataiijali's Yogo-sutras, together with their ancient commentary (the Yoga-bha,ya, which
is attributed to Vyasa, the legendary poet-sage of the Mahiibharata), must be reckoned among the most astounding works of
philosophical prose in the literature of the world. They are remarkable not only for the subject matter, but also, and particularly, for their wonderful sobriety, clarity, succinctness, and
elasticity of expression.
We possess little information concerning Pataiijali himself,
and this little is legendary and replete with contradictions. For
example, he is both identified with and distinguished from the
grammarian-also named Pataiijali-who composed the so-called
"Great Commentary" (Mahabhii,rya) to Klityayana's "Critical
Gloss" (Varttika) on Pal)ini's Sanskrit Grammar. He is regarded,
moreover as an incarnation of the serpent-king Se~a. who surrounds and supports the universe in the form of the Cosmic
Ocean. Occidental scholars have assigned him to the second
century B.C., and yet the system that he is reputed to have
founded certainly existed centuries before that time.

2-

Introvert-Concentration
WHEN AMBITION, success, and the game of life (artha), as well
as sex and the enjoyments of the senses (kama), no longer produce any novel and surprising turns, holding nothing more in
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store, and when, furthermore, the virtuous fulfillment of the
tasks of a dec~nt. normal, human career (dharma) begins to pall,
having become a stale routine, there remains, still, the lure of
the spiritual adventure-the quest for whatever may lie within
(beneath the mask of the conscious personality) and without
(behind the visible panorama of the exterior world). What is
the secret of this ego, this "I," with whom we have been on such
intimate.· terms all these worn-out years, and who is yet a stranger, full of curious quirks, odd whims, and puzzling impulses
of aggression and 1 elap;e? And what has been lurking, mean·
while, behind these external phenomena that no longer intrigue
us, producing all these surprises that are not surprises any morei
The possibility of discovering the secret of the workings of th~
cosmic theater itself, after its effl'cts have become only an intolerable bore, remains as the final fascination, challenge, and ad·
venture of the human n1ind.
\Ve read at the opening of the Yoga-siitras:

Yoga.S cittavrtti-nirodhya!l.
"Yoga consists in the (intentional) stopping of the spontane·
(IUS ani vi ties of the mind-stuff." r.
The mind, by natur<·, is in constant agitation. According to
the Hindu theory, it is continually transforming itself into the
shapes of the objects of which it becomes aware. Its subtle substance assumes the forms and colors of everything offered to it
by the senses, imagination, rnemory, and emotions. It is en·
dowed, in other words, with a power of transformation, or meta·
morphosis, which is boundless and never put at rest. 6
6

Pautarijali, Yoga-siitras

J. 1-2.

6 The protean, ever-moving character of the mind, as described both
in Sankhya and in Yoga, is comparable to Swedenborg's idea that ..recipients are images," i.e .. that the receptive organs assume on the spiritual
plane the form and nature of whatever objects they receive and contain.
(Cf. Sweden borg. Divine Love and Wisdom,§ aSS.)
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The mind is thus in a continuous ripple, like the surface of
a pond beneath a breeze, shimmering with broken, ever-changing, self-scattering reflections. Left to itself it would never stand
like a perfect mirror, crystal clear, in its "own state," unruffierl
and reHecting the inner man; for, in order that this should take
placc, all the sense impressions coming from without (which
are like the waters of entering rivulets, turbulent and disturbing to the translucent substance) would have to be stoppcd, a~
well as the impulses from within: memories, emotional pressun-s, and the incitements of the imagination (which arc like
internal springs). Yoga, however, stills the mind. And the moment this quieting is accomplished, the inner man, the lifemonad, stands n·vealed-like a jewel at the bottom of a quieted
pond.
According to the Slb:ikhya (and the view of Yoga is the same)
the life-monad (called puru,•a, "man," iitman, "sclf," or fmrils,
"man") is the living entity concealed behind and within all the
metamorphoses of our life in bondage. Just as in Jainism, so
also here, the number of the life-monads in the universe is supposed to he infinite, and their "proper nature" (svarilpa) is regarded as totally different from that of the li[eless "matter"
(j>rahrti) in which they are engulfed. They arc termed "spiritual" (dl, citi, cetana, caitanya), and are said to be "of the nature
of sheer, self-effulgent light" (prabhiisa). Within each individual,
the self-luminous puru~. atman, or purils illuminates all the
processes of gross and subtle matter-the processes, that is to say,
of hoth life and consciousness-as these develop within the
organism; yet this life-monad iuelf is without form or content. It is devoid of qualitics and peculiarities, such specifications being but properties of the masking realm of matter. It is
without beginning. without end, eternal and everlasting, and
without parts or divisions; for what is compounded is subject to
destruction. It was regarded originally as of atomic size, but
later as all-pervading and infinite, without activity, changeless,
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and beyond the sphere of movements, "at the top, the summit'
(kiitastha). The monad is unattached and without contact, absolutely indifferent, unconcerned, and uninvolved, and therefore
never actually in bondage, never really released, but eternally
free; for release would imply a previous state of bondage,
whereas no such bondage can be said to touch the inner man.
Man's problem is, simply, that his permanent, ever-present ac·
tual freedom is not realized because of the turbulent, ignorant,
distracted condition of his mind.
Here, obviously, we have begun to step away from the Jaina
doctrine, with its 1ht·ory of an actual contamination of the lifemonad (jiva) by the karmic matter (a-jiva) of the six colors.'
According to the Saiikhya anc! Yoga view, the monad is an immaterial entity. which-in contradistinction to the atman of
Vec!anta-is neither possessed o( bliss nor endowed with
the power of acting as the material or efficient cause of anything. It is a knowledge of nothing. It is uncreative and does
not expand, transform itself. or bring anything to pass. It does
not participate in any way in human pains, possessions, or feelings, but is by nature "absolutely isolated" (kevala), even though
It appears to be involved in life because of its apparent association with the "conditioning, limiting attributes" (upiidhis)which are the constituents, not of the life-monad itself, but of
the subtle and gross material bodies through which it is reflected in the sphere of space and time. Puru~a. because of these
upadhis, appears as jiva, the "living one," and seems to be endowed with receptivity and spontaneity, breathing, and all the
other processes of the organism; whereas, in and by itself, "it
is not able to bend a leaf of grass."
By its mere inactive, yet luminous, presence the monad thus
seems to be the activator, and in this hallucinatory role is known
as the "Lord" or "Supervisor" (sviimin, adhi,<!hlitar). It does not
actually command or control. The conditioning attributes
'Cf. supra, pp. 217·•3•: 248-•s•-
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(upiidhis) work of themselves, automatically and blindly; the
real center and governor, control and head, of their life-process
being the so-called "inner organ" (anta?l-kara7Ja). But the puru~a.
by virtue of its effulgence, illuminates and seems to be reflected
in the process. Moreover, this is an association that never had
any beginning and has existed from all eternity. It is comparable
to the relationship of the uninvolved yet omnipotent Hindu
housepriest to the king of whom he is the spiritual guide. The
priest is served by the king, as well as by all the officers of the
realm, and yet remains inactive and unconcerned. Or the association can be compared to that in the Hindu game of chess,
where the role of puru~a is represented by the "king," while the
"king's" omnipresent "general" (seniipati)-who is equivalent
to the "queen" in our Western game-is in the powerful, serving
yet commanding, position of the "inner organ." Again, the relationship resembles the effect of the sun on the earth and its
vegetation. The sun suffers no alteration as a consequence of
the heat's pervasion of the earth and of the earth's living forms.
The self-effulgence of the uninvolved life-monad (pu•wa), by
suffusing the unconscious material of the realm and processes of
lifeless matter (Prakrti), creates, as it were, both the life and the
consciousness of the individual: what appears to be the sun's
activity belongs really to the sphere of matter. Or it is precisely
as though an unmoving personag<", reflected in a moving mirror,
should be thought to move.
Briefly then, according to the Sankhya philosophy, the lifemonad is associated in a special sort of "apparent engagement"
(samyoga-viAe~a) with the living individual, as a natural conse-quence of the reflection of its own self-effulgence in the protean,
ever-moving, subtle matter of the mind. True insight, "discriminating knowledge" (viveka), can be achieved only by bringing
this mind to a state of rest. Then the life-monad (puru~a) is perceived unobscured by the qualities of agitated matter (Prakrll),
and in this state its secret nature is suddenly and simply revealed.
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It is beheld at rest, which is the way it actually and always is:
aloof from the natural processes that are taking place continu·
ally round about, in the mind-stuff, in the senses, in the organs
of action, and in the animated outer world.
Truth is to be attained only through the recognition of the
fact that, whatever happens, nothing affects or stains the life·
monad. It remains detached, completely so, even though it may
seem to be carrying on individual life-processes, through the
round of rebirths and in the present life. Our normal view attributes all the states and transformations of life to the life·
monad; they seem to be taking place within it, coloring it, and
changing it for better or worse. Nevertheless, this illusion is
merely an effect of nescience. The lif<·-monad is not the leas!
affected. In our fiery true Self we remain, forever, serene.
According to the Satikhya-Yoga analysis, the spontaneous ac·
tivities of the mind-stuff, which have to be suppressed before
the true nature of the life-monad can be realized, are live:
1. right notions, derived from arrurate perception (jmllllti(>a);
2. erroneous notions, derived from misapprehension (vijmryaya):
3· fantasy or fancy (vikalpa); ·1· slerp (nidrii); and 5· memory
(smrti).' When these five have been suppressed, the disappearance of desire, and of all other mental activitic.•s of an emotional
character, automatically follows.
1. Right notions arc based on, a) right perception, b) right
inference. and c) right testimony."
a) Right perception. The thinking principle, i.e., the mind,
assumes the shapes of its perreptions through the functioning
of the senses. It can he compared to an ever-burning f1re, con·
centrated into tips in its flamc·s and rmching its objects through
these foremost points. The foremost point of the thinking principle, when meeting objects through the senses, assumes their
form. Because of this the process of perception is one of pera Pataiijali,
0 /b. J. 7

Yoga~siltras 1.

6.
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petual self-transformation. The mind-stuff is compared, therefore, to melted copper, which when poured into a crucible
assumes its form precisely. The substance of the mind spontaneously takes on both the shape and the texture of its immediate
experience.
One effect of this process is a broken, continually changing
reflection of the light of the life-monad in the ever-active thinking function, which brings about the illusion that the lifemonad is what is undergoing all the transformations. It appears
to he taking on, not only the shapes of our various perceptions,
but also the emotions and other reactions that we experience
in relation to them. Hence we imagine that it is we ourselves
who are unremittingly following and responding to whatever
affects the flexible tip of the mind-pleasure and displeasure,
sufferings without end, changes of every kind. The mind, ac·
cording to its natural propensity, runs on, transforming itself
through all the experiences and accompanying emotional re·
sponses of an avid, troubled, or enjoyable life in the world, and
this disturbance then is believed to be the biography of the
life-monad. Our innate serenity is always overshadowed, tinged,
and colored in this way, by the varying shapes and hues of the
susceptible thinking principle. Perceptions, however, belong to
the sphere of matter. When two material perceptions do not
contradict each other, they are regarded as true or right. Nevertheless, even "true" or "right" perceptions are in essence false.
and to be suppressed, since they, no less than the "wrong," produce the conception of an "identity of form" (slinlpya) between
consciousness-as-mind-stuff and the life-monad.
b) Right inference. Inference is that function of the thinking
principle, or activity of the mind, which is concerned with the
attribution of characteristics to the objects that seem to bear
them. Right inference is inference that can be supported by
right perception.
c) Right testimony is derived from the traditional sacred
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writings and authorities. It is based on the right understanding
of a word or text. It corroborates right perception and inference.
2. Erroneous notions through misconception arise as a con·
sequence of some defect in either the object or the perceiving
organ.
3· Fancy dwells on purely imaginary ideas, unwarranted by
perception; mythical monsters, for example, or the notion that
the life-monad itself is endowed with the traits of the thinking·
principle, and hence experiences what happens to be taking
place in the mind-stuff. The difference between a fancy and a
misconception is that the former is not removable by careful
observation of the object.
4· In sleep the spontaneous activity of the mind-stuff con·
tinues. This is proven by an experience of pleasure that is normally derived from sleep, and which gives rise to such ideas as
"I slept soundly and delightfully." Yoga is concerned with the
suppression of sleep, as well as of the activities of the mind
awake.
5· Memory is an activity of the mind-stuff that is occasioned
by a residuum, or "latent impression" (sariuluira), of some former experience undergone either in the present or in a bygone
life. Such impressions tend to become activated. They manifest
themselves as propensities to action, i.e., tendencies to behave
according to patterns established by reactions in the past.••

•

•

•

"In case there are invitations from those in high places," we
read in Patafijali's Yoga-satras, "these should not arouse attach1o This review o[ the spontaneous activities of the mind ia based on
Vijfiinabhik$u, YogafnTa-sailgraha. Vijftinabhiqu lived in the second half
of the sixteenth century A.D. Resides writing the Yogasdra-saitgraha ("'Summary of the Essence of Yoga") and a commentary on the Yoga-siitra.s,
called the Yoga-vdrttika, he condensed the Siil.khya doctrine in his Stirikhyosar& and composed an interpretation of the S4nkhylwillros, along the
line. of Vedinta and popular BrihmanimJ, in his S4nkh7•PrtJV4c&n&·
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ment or pride; for then the undesired consequences will
recur:· 11
"Those in high places" are the gods. They are not omnipotent, according to the view of Yoga, but are in fact inferior to
the accomplished yogi. They are merely highly favored beings.
themselves involved in delights-the delights of their supremely
favorable, celestial circumstances. The meaning of this curious
aphorism is that the temptation of the prospect of heaven is not
to be allowed to distract the serious practitioner of Yoga from
his effort to transcend the allurements of all the worlds of form.
In the commentary on this passage it is stated that there are
four degrees of yogic accomplishment and, correspondingly, four
types of yogi:
'- There is the so-called "observant of practice," for whom
light is just beginning to dawn.
2. There is the practitioner with "truth-bearing insight."
3- There is the one who has subjugated the organs and the
elements and is consequently provided with the means to retain his gains (e.g., the insights of the various super-reflective
states). He has means commensurate, that is to say, both with
what has been cultivated and with what is yet to be cultivated.
He has the means to go on to perfection.
4- There is the one who has passed beyond what can be cultivated, whose sole aim now is to resolve the mind into its primary
cause.
"The purity of the harmonious consciousness of the Brahman
who has directly experienced the second or so-called 'Honeyed
Stage' is observed by those in high places, and they seek to tempt
him by means of their high places: 'Sir,' they say, 'will you sit
bhil'ya. According to the view of Vijfi3nabhiksu, all of the orthodox systems
of Indian philosophy (of which Saitkhya and Yoga are two) contain the
highest truth, though leading to it from diverse and apparently antagonistic starting points.
11 Yoga-.ril:tnzs
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here? Will you rest here? This pleasure might prove attractive.
This heavenly maiden might prove attractive. This elixir keeps
off old age and death. This chariot passes through the air.
Yonder stand the Wishing Trees, which gram the fruits of all
desire, and the Stream of Heaven, which confers blessedness.
These personages arc pcrfc<.:t sages. These nymphs are incomparable, and not prudish. Eyes and cars here bcrome supernal;
rlw body becomes like a diamond. Because of your distinctive
vinues, Venerable Sir, all of these things have been won by you.
Enter into this high place, therefore, which is unfading, ageless,
deathless, and dear to the gods!'
''Thus addressed," continues the commentator, "Jet the yogi
ponder upon the defects of pleasure: 'Broiled on the horrible
coals of the round of rebirths and writhing in the darkness of
birth and death, I have only this minute found the lamp of
yoga, which n1akcs an end of the obscurations of the hindrances.
the "impairments" (kle.\a). The lust-born gusts of sensual thing•
are the enemies of this lamp. How then may it be that I, who
have seen its light, should be led astray by these phenomena of
sense-this mere mirage-and make fuel of myself for that same
old fire again of the round of rebirths, as it flares anew? Fare
ye well, 0 ye sensual things, deceitful as dreams, and to be de·
sired only by the vile!'
"Determined thus in purpose," the commentary continues,
"let the yogi cultivate concentration. Giving up all attachments
for things of sense, let him not take pride even in thinking that
it is he who is being thus urgent] y desired even by the gods. If
such a one in his pride deems himself secure, he will cease to
feel that he is one whom Death has gripped hy the hair. [He
will become a victim, that is to say, of a heavenly inflation. J
And therewith Heedlessness-which is always on the lookout for
weak points and mistakes, and must he carefully watched-will
have found its opening and will arouse the hindrances (klda).
As a result, the undesired consequences will recur.
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"But, on the other hand, he who does not become interested,
or feel the urge of pride, will attain the secure fulfillment of
the purpose that he has cultivated within, and he will immediatl'ly find himsell lace to face with the still higher purpose
rhat Ire has yet to cultivate.""
This absolute goal is described in the concluding siitra ol
Book Three: "Wiwn the purity of contemplation (sattva) equals
the purity of the lif<·-monad (p11rU$a), there is isolation (kaivalyt~)." 11

Commenrary: "When the 'contemplative power' (sattva) of
rhc rhinking substance is freed from tire defilement of the
'active power' (rajas) and the 'force of inertia' (lamas), and has
110 furrhrr task than that invoh·ed in transcending the pre"·mecl idea of the difference between itself (saliva) and the lifemonad (/mru,lfl)," and when the interior seeds of hindrances
(kldt~) have all been burned, then the 'contemplative power'
(sattrm) enters into a state of purity equal to that of the lifemonad.
"This purity is neither more nor less than the cessation of
the false artribution of cxperienre to the life-monad." That is
12 l'oga-siitm~ 3· 51, Commentary. (Based on the tram.]ation by Jame-,
Houghton 'Voods. The Yoga-S)1Sit'm of Pataiijali, Harvard Oriental
SE-ries. Vol. XVII. Cambridge, Mass., 1927, pp. 285·286.)
11 Yoga-siltras 3· 55·
u Satiua, rajas, and tama.r: the!ae are the gunas, or "three qualities of
matter" (d. s11pra, p. 229 and infra, pp. 2!)5·297)· Since the thinking substance is material, it is compounded of the gunas. The goal of Yoga is to
purge it of rajas and lamas, so that only satttJlJ remains. This is dear and
unagitated. and so reflects the purusa without distortion. When the puru,a
is so refle-cted, only one act remains {or the attainment of release, namely
that of recognizing that the reflection is not the purusa.
16 That is to say, it is realized that the reflection of the purusa in the
sphere of matter is not the purusa itself. This rea1ization is comparable
to the recognition that one has been identifying oneself with one's own
reflection in a mirror. One is thereupon released from absorption in the
context of the mirror.
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the life-monad's 'isolation.' Then the puruJa, having its light
within itself, becomes undefiled and isolated." "

3.
The Hindrances
Klda, a common word in everyday Indian speech, is derived
from the root kliS, "to be tormented or afflicted, to suffer, to feel
pain or distress." The participle klista is used as an adjective
meaning "distressed; suffering pain or misery; faded, wearied,
injured, hurt; worn out, in bad condition, marred, impaired,
disordered, dimmed, or made faint." A garland, when the Bowers are withering, is kli,ta; the splendor of the moon is kliSta,
when obscured by a veil of clouds; a garn1ent worn out, or
spoiled hy stains, is klista; and a human being, when the inborn
splendor of his nature has bl'Cn subdued by fatiguing business
affairs and cumbersome ol>ligations, is klista. In the usage of
the Yogn·s>ifras, kle.in denotes anything which, adhering to
man's nature, rrstricts or impairs its manifestation of its true
essence. Patafijali's Yoga is a technique to get rid of such impairments and thereby reconstitute the inherent perfection of
the essential person.
What are the impairments?
The answer to this question is one that is confusing to the
Occidental mind, for it reveals the breach that separates our
usual view of the inherent values of the human personality from
the Indian. Five impairments are enumerated:
1'

Yoga-sUtras S· 55; Commentary. Woods,
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Avidya: nescience, ignorance, not-knowing-better; unawareness of the truth that transcends the perceptions of the
mind and senses in their nom1al functioning. A!l a consequence
of this impairment we are bound by the prejudices and habiu
of naive consciousness. Avidya is the root of all our so-called
conscious thought.
2. Asmita (asmi = "I am'"): the sensation, and crude notion,
"I am I; cogito ergo sum; this obvious ego, supporting my experience, is the real essence and foundation of my being."
3· Raja: attachment, sympathy, interest; affection of every
kind.
4· Dve~a: the feeling contrary to raja: disinclination, distaste,
dislike, repugnance, and hatred.
Raja and dve~a. sympathy and antipathy, are at the root of all
the pairs of opposites (dvandva) in the sphere of human emotions, reactions, and opinion. They tear the soul unremittingly
this way and that, upsetting its balance and agitating the Jakelike, mirrorlike surface, thus rendering it incapable of reflecting
without distortion the perfect image of purU$a.
5· Abhiniveia: clinging to life as to a process that should go
on without end; i.e., the will to live.
These five hindrances, or impairments, are to he regarded as
so many perversions, troubling consciousness and concealing
the essential state of serenity of our true nature. They are generated involuntarily and continuously, welling in an uninterrupted eftluence from the hidden source of our phenomenal
existence. They give strength to the substance of ego, and ceaselessly build up its illusory frame.
The source of all this confusion is the natural interplay of the
gm;tas, those three "constitnents, powers, or qualities" of prakrti
at which we glanced in our study of the ldyas of the .Jainas; "
namely, sattva, rajas, and tamas.
1. Sattva is a noun built on the participle sat (or sant), from
1.

"Supra, pp. ug-•5•·
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as, the verb "to be." " Sat means "being; as it should be; good,
well, perfect,"' and sauva, accordingly, "the ideal state of being;
goodness, perfection, crystal purity, immaculate clarity, and
utter quiet." The quality of sattva predominates in gods and
heavenly beings, unselfish people, and men bent on purely
spiritual pursuits. This is the gul)a that facilitates enlightenment. Therefore, the first aim of the Yoga taught in Pataiijali's
Yoga·sutras is to increase sattva, and thus gradually purge man's
nature of rajas and tam as.
:. The noun rajas means, literally, "impurity"; in reference
to the physiology of the female body, "menstruation"; and more
generally, "dust." The word is related to raiij, rakta, "redness,
color," as well as to raga, "passion." The dust referred to is that
continually stirred up by wind in a land where no rain falls for
at least ten months a year; for in India, except in the rainy season, there is nothing but the nightly dew to quench the thirst
of the ground. The dry soil is continually whirling into the air,
dimming the serenity of the sky and coming down over every·
thing. In the rainy period, on the other hand, all this dust is
settled. And during the beautiful autumnal season that follows
the rains, wh<'n the sun has dispelled the heavy clouds, the sky is
spotlessly clear.•• The Sanskrit word for "autumnal," .larada,
(from the noun .iarad="autumn"), consequently,connotes"fresh,
young, new, recent," and vi-Jarada ("characteri7.cd by a greatness
or abundance of .larada") means "clever, skillful, proficient,
versed in, conversant with, learned, wise." The intellect of the
wise, that is to say, is characterized by the far visibility of the
autumnal firmament, which is translucent, untainted, and utterly
clear, whereas the intellect of the fool is filled with rajas, the
ruddv dust of passion.
Rajas dims the outlook on all things, obscuring the view not
HI

Compare English present., absent (sant); also, e.uenct', euential {af).

The Hindu autumn, in this respect, is comparable to the Indian
Summer of New England and New York.
11t
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only of the universe but of oneself. Thus it produces both intellectual and moral darkness. Among mythological beings rajas predominates in the titans, those anti-gods or demons who represent
the Will for Power in its full force, reckless in its pursuit of
supremacy and splendor, puffed with ambition, vanity, and boastful egotism. Rajas is evident everywhere among men, as the motivating force of our struggle for existence. It is what inspires
our desires, likes and dislikes, competition, and will for the enjoyments of the world. It compels both men and beasts to strive
for the goods of life, regardless of the needs and sufferings of
others.
3· Tamas (cf. Latin lene-brae, French l<lne-bres)-literally,
"darkness, black, dark-blue"; spiritually, "blindness"-connotes
the unconsciousness that predominates in the animal, vegetable,
and mineral kingdoms. Tamas is the basis of all lark of feeling,
dullness, ruthlessness, insensibility, and inertia. It causes mental
gloom, ignorance, error, and illusion. The stolidity of seemingly
lifeless matter, the mute and merciless strife among the plants for
soil, moisture, and air, the insensible greed of animals in their
search for food and their ruthless devouring of tht>ir prey, are
among the primary manifestations of this universal principle. On
the human level, tamas is made manifest in the dull stupidity of
the more self-centered and self-satisfied-those who acquiesce in
whatever happens as long as their personal slumber, safety, or
interests are not disturbed. Tamas is the power that holds the
frame of the universe together, the frame of every society, and
the character of the individual, counterbalancing the danger of
self-explosion that perpetually attends the restless dynamism of
the principle of rajas.
The first of the five impairments, avidya, lark of true insight,
is the main support of the unending play and interplay of these
three gul)as. Avidya permits the blind onrush of life to go on,
both lured and tortured by its own principles. The other four
impairments (asmitft, the crude notion "I am I"; raja, attach-
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ment; dve(lll, repugnance; and abhinivda, the will to live) are but
so many transformations or inflections of this primary cause, this
persistent delusion that, somehow, the perishable, transitory values of earthly and celestial existence may yet become a source of
unmixed and everlasting happiness. Avidya is the common doom
of all living beings. Among men, it casts its spell over the reasoning faculty, impelling it to false predictions and wrong deductions. In spite of the fact that the goods of life are intrinsically
impure, and necessarily the causes of suffering because finally devoid of substance, we insist on reboarding and discussing them as
though they were absolutely real. People believe that the earth
is everlasting, that the firmament with the stars and moon is
imperishable, that the gods dwelling in celestial mansions are
immortal-whereas nothing of the kind is true. In fact, the truth
is precisely the contrary of these popular beliefs.
It is to be noted that, whereas, according to the essentially
materialistic view of the Jainas, the primary and aU-inclusive
opposite to jiva was a-jiva,'" here, where the problem of release
is regarded from a psychological point of view, the crucial principle to be combatted is a-vidyii. A constant trend of wishful
wrong-thinking is what supplies the motivating force of existence,
producing a vigorous, life-supporting manifold of wrong beliefs.
Each phenomenal entity, wanting to go on forever, avoids the
thought of its own transitory character, and resists observing the
many symptoms round about of the liability of all things to death.
The Yoga-siltras, therefore, direct attention to the instability of
the backgrounds of life: the universe; the celestial bodies, which,
by their cireling, measure and mark the passages of time; and the
divine beings themselves, "those in high places,'' who are the
governors of the round. The undeniable fact that it is in the
nature of even these great and apparently long-enduring presences to pass, guarantees the transitory, fleeting, and miragelike character of all the rest.
., Cf. sufml, p. 170.
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The five impairments together distort every object of perception, thus provoking fresh misunderstandings every moment. But
the yogi, in the course of his training, systematically attacks them
at the root. And they actually fade away, vanishing step by step,
with his gradual conquest of that ignorance (avidyii) whence they
all derive. They become Irs. and less effective, and at last disappear. For whenever he enters into his yogic state of introverted
absorption, they are lulled into temporary slumber, and during
these moments, while they are inoperative, his mind becomes
aware of new insights-whereas in the so-called "normal" states
of consciousness, which are the only source of our experience, the
five impairments constitute the •cry bounds of knowledge, holding the whole of the universe under a tyrannical spell of helpless fascination.
From the Occidental point of view, the entire category of
the "impairments" (klda) might be summed up in the term,
"perwnality." They are the bundle of life-forces that constitute
the individual and implicate him in the surrounding world. Our
clinging to our ego, and our usual concrete conception of what
our ego is; our spontaneous self-surrender to d1e likes and dislikes that guide us daily on our way and which, more or less
unconsciously, are the most cherished ingtedients of our nature-these arc the impairments. And through all runs that
primitive craving of the living creature, which is common to
both men and worms: abhinivesa, the compulsion to keep the
present existence going. From the depths of the nature of every
phenomenal being comes the universal cry: "May I not cease to
exist! May I go on increasing!"" Face to face with death, this is
the ultimate desire "even in the wise." And such a will to live is
strong enough, according to the Indian theory of rebirth, to carry
an individual across the gulf of death into a new incarnation,
compelling him to reach out again for a new body, another mask,
another costume, in which to carry on. Moreover, the craving
11

Yoga~siUras

•· g; Commentary, Woods, o/J. cit., p. 117.
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wells up spontaneously, of itself; it is not an effect of thought.
For why should a creature just born, and without any experience
of death, shrink back from death? "
This elemct1Lal cry and cr.tving to expand, even to multiply in
new forms in order to circumvent the inevitable doom of individual death, is rendered vividly in the pictorial script of one of
the great llinrln myths of the Brahmal)a period (c. goo-Goo n.c.).
in which we are told of the first, world-creative impulse of Prajiipati, the "Lord of Creatures." This ancient god-creator was not
an abstract divine spirit, like the one in the first chapters of the
Old Testament, who, floating in the pure void, beyond and aloof
from the confused welter of the dark world of matter, created
the universe by the sheer magic of the commands of his holy
voice, summoning all things into being by the mere utterance
of their names. Prajapati, rather, was a personification of the allcontaining life-matter and life-force itself, yearning to develop
into teeming worlds. And he was impelled to create, we are told,
by a twofold impulse. On the one hand, he felt lonely, destitute,
and fearful, and so brought forth the universe to surround himself with company; but on the other hand, he also felt a longing
to let his substance overflow, wherefore he said to himself: "May
I give increase; may I bring forth creatures!""
This double attitude of destitution and longing, at once forlorn amid the utter Nought and surging to put forth the creative
life-strength within, represents in mythical form the whole meaning of the primal, universal cry. The Hindu god-creator is a personification of the dual tendency that inhabits all living things,
everywhere. A timorous shrinking from possible dissolution, with,
at the same time, the valiant impulse to increase, to multiply
indefinitely and thus become a complete universe through prog22 C£. ib.,p.t18.
"Satapatha Brahma~a •· •· 4; 6. 1. t.g;
dra~'aka Upanilad 1. 1, •"7 and 1. 4· •·5·
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eny, are the two complementary aspects of the one fundamental
impulse to keep going on and on.
The live kle8as, then, comprise that heritage of tendencies on
which creatures thrive, and on which they have always thrived.
These ''impairments" are involuntary, unconscious propensities,
effective within every living creature, which sweep it along
through life. According to the Indian view, moreover, they are
inherited from former existences. They are the very forces that
have brought about our present birth. Hence the first work of
Yoga is to annihilate them, root and branch.
This requires a resolute dissolving, not only of the conscious
human personality, but also of the unconscious animal drive that
supports that personality-the blind life-force, present "both in
the worm and in the wise," that avidly clings to existence. For
only when these two spheres of natural resistance (the moral and
the biological) have been broken can the yogi experience, as the
core of his being, that puru1a which is aloof from the cries of
life and the constant flow of change. The serene substratum is
reached, released, and made known to consciousness, only as
a result o[ the most severe and thoroughgoing yogic process of
disentanglement and introversion. To which end, three Jines
or ways of yogic discipline have been developed: 1. asceticism,
2. "learning in the holy teaching," and 3· complete surrender
to the will and grace of God.
1. Asceticism is a preliminary exercise to purge away the impurities that stain our intrinsic nature. These dim all experience
and expression by impregnating everything with the traces of
former acts of the body and mind. The obscuring traces are like
scars; they have been cut by passion (rajas) and spiritual inertia
(tamas), the two forces of the animal portion of our nature. Ascetic exercises heal us of such wounds. Ascetic practices dispel
the impairments, just as a wind dispels the clouds that hide the
sky. Then the crystalline limpidity of tbe inner firmament of the
soul-that mirror-calm of the deep inner sea, unstirred by emo301
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tiona! gales, unfurrowed by feeling-illuminates the consciousness. This is the releasing. trans*human ilhnnination which is
the goal ol all the cruel, and otherwise inexplicable, practices of
Yoga.
2. "Learning in the holy teaching'" means, first, getting the
sarn·d texts by heart, and then, keeping them alive in the
memory through a methodical recitation of holy prayers, sentences, formulae, and the various symbolical syllables of the religious tradition. This practice imbues the mind lvith the essence
of the teaching, and so draws it away from worldly things, steeping it in a pious atmosphere of religious detach1nent.
:l· Complete surrender to the will and grace of God is the adop·
tion by the whole personality of an attilllde of devotion toward
the tasks and events of daily life. Evrry act of one's diurnal routine is to be performed with disimerest, in a detached way, and
without concern for its dfect upon, or relationship to, one's conscious ego. It should be performed as a service to God, prompted
as it were by God's will, executed for the sake of God, and carried through by God's own energy, which is the life-energy of
the devotee. By regarding duties in this light, one gradually eliminates egoism and selfishness both flom one's actions and from
their results. Every task becomes part of a sacred ritual, ceremo·
niously fulfilled for its own sake, with no regard to the profit
that might redound to the individual. This type of preliminary
"devotion" (bhakti) is taught in tlw Bhngnvnrl Gitii and in many
of the later, classical texts of Hinduism. It is a practical exercise,
or technique, of spiritual development, based on the device ol
regarding all work as done through God, and then offering it to
Him, together with its results, as an oblation.
The Yoga-siitras teach that through a life perfectly conducted
according to these principles, one can attain to a state where the
five impairments-that is to say, the whole human personality, together with the unconscious and animal layers that are its foundation and ever-welling source-are reduced to practically nothing.
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One can "bum the seeds" of future individual ignonmt existences
"in the fire of asceticism." The seeds have been accumulated and
stored as a result of actions, both voluntary and involuntary,
during this and former existences; if not demolished they will
sprout into new growths of entanglement, yielding the fruits of
still another destiny of delusory performances and rewards. By
means of Yoga, however, the human being, congenitally impaired
though he is in mind and character, can acquire a sublime, re·
lined understanding, which then opens for him the way to release
and enlightenmmt. Cleansed of the whirling dust of passion that
normally bedims the inner atmosphere, as well as of the dulling
weight of darkness that besets all phenomenal existence, the material of nature and its innate vital force (prakrti) becomes entirely sattva: calm, transparent, a mirror unobscured by film, a
lake without a ripple, luminous in its LTystalline repose. The
impairments (klc.ia) having been removed, which normally break
and blacken out the view, illumination unfolds automatically to
the mind, and the living consciousness realizes that it is identical
with light.
Thus the yogic "'reduction diet" systematically starves the personality to death. It gives no quarter to that naive egotism which
is generally regarded as the healthy selfishness of creatures, the
force that enables men and animals, as well as plants, to survive
and succeed in the struggle for existence. It is a "'reduction diet"
that eradicates even the basic, unconscious plant and animal tendencies of our biological character. And the benefit is that when
all this rajas and tamas has been destroyed and sattva alone remains-isolated, pure, and rendered fit to reflect the true nature
of our undistorted being-a nucleus (puru~a) comes to view that
is detached from the realm of the gul).as and distinct from all that
once seemed to constitute the personality: a sublime inhabitant
and onlooker, transcending the spheres of the fortner consciousunconscious system, aloofly unconcerned with the tendencies that
~0~
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fonnerly supported the individual biography." This anonymow
"diamond being" is not at all what we were cherishing as our
character and cultivating as our faculties, inclinations, virtues, and
ideals; for it transcends every horizon of unclarified and partly
clarified consciousness. It was enwrapped within the sheaths of
the body and personality; yet the dark, turbid, thick gul)as could
not disclose its image. Only the translucent essence of clarified
sattva pem1its it to become visible-as through a glass, or in a
quiet pond. And then, the moment it is recognized, its manifesta·
tion bestows an immediate knowledge that this is our true identity. The life-monad is remembered and greeted, even though it
is distinct from everything in this phenomenal composite of a
body and psyche, which, under the delusion caused by our usual
ignorance and undiscriminating consciousness (avidya), we had
crudely mistaken for the real and lasting essence of our being.
"Discriminative insight" (viveka) is the enemy of avidya and
therefore the chief instrument to disentangle us from the force
of the gtiQas. It cuts through tamas and rajas like a knife, open·
ing the way to the realization that the core of our identity is sep·
aratcd by a wide gulf from the continuous ebb and flow of the
tendencies that capture the attention of the usual individual and
are everywhere regarded as pertaining, one way or another, to
the Self. Through "discriminative insight" (viveka) an abiding
state of supreme "isolation" (kaivalya) from the living-processes
is discerned and attained. This state is an earthly counterpart of
that of the transcendent monad itself-which is then disclosed to
the inner consciousness of the absolutely quieted yogi. by virtue
of its clear reflection in the translucent, unself·assertive sattvic
mirror of his mind. That self-luminous, abiding point amidst the
whirlpool of the transient feelings, emotions, delusions, and
miragelike superimpositions-that inmost, basic nucleus of na·
ture, crystalline, the very spark of being-stands brilliantly revealed and is known immediately as both the fundament and the
HCf.mpM, pp. 19!·•94· and fooiDotes 14 and 15.
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pinnacle of existence. Moreover, once a firm position has been
taken on that point, never will it be abandoned; for it is above
the whirl of hath outer and inner changes, and beyond all event.
Thence can be witnessed the life-processes going on in the body
and soul-just as from the summit of a high mountain, bright in
the sunshine above the welter of a storm, clouds can be witnessed
shifting down a valley.

4.
Integrity and Integration
THE STATE of supreme isolation that is intrinsic to the lifemonad (puru~a)-aloof from all the self-continuing processes of
matter (prakrtz), which are the very life of the body and soul-is
called kaivalya, a term that has a double sense. Kaivalya is the
state of one who is kevala-an adjective meaning "peculiar, exclusive, isolated, alone; pure, simple, unmingled, unattended by
anything else; bare, uncovered (as ground)"; and at the same
time, "whole, entire, absolute, and perfect" (kevala-jiiiina, for example, means "absolute knowledge"). Kaivalya, consequently, is
"perfect isolation, final emancipation, exclusiveness, and detachment," and at the same time, "perfection, omniscience, and beatitude." The noun kevalin, furthermore, is a term used specifically
to denote the .J aina saint or Tirthatikara. Cleansed of karmic
matter, and thereby detached from bondage, this perfected one
ascends in complete isolation tn the summit of the universe.
Yet, though isolated, he is all-pervading and endowed with omniscience; for since his essence has been relieved of qualifying,
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individualizing features, it is absolutely unlimited. Referring to
the Tirthailkara and his rondition, the word kt-valin thus expresses the two meanings of "isolated, exclusive, alone," and
"whole, entire, absolute," bodt being ideas pertaining to the
sphere of beatitude in perfection.
The Sailkhya·Yoga system shares, as we have seen, many features with the ancient pre·Aryan philosophy preserved in the beliefs of the Jainas. In both contexts the gods are reduced to the
rank of celestial supermen; they enjoy the prerogatives of their
high position only for a time, then they are reborn among the
creatures of the lower kingdoms. Moreover, in both systems,
matter (prakrti: composed of the guQas, according to SailkhyaYoga; composed of karma of the six colorings, according to the
.Jainas)" is an absolutely indissoluble principle; so that the world,
together with its visible, tangible creatures, is understood to be
utterly real. It is not a mere production of nescience (uvitlyii), as
it is according to the orthodox Vediintic view. Besides, the lifemonads (/wru~a.<, jivas) also arc real. They are separate entities
distinct from matter, and they are innumerable. This idea, too,
is contrary to the Vedantic teaching.
For the Vedanta is nondualistic. Instead of founding the universe on a legion of eternal spiritual entities (jiva.<, puru$as),
embedded in, yet intrinsically antithetical to, the substance of an
eternal material sphere (ajiva, f'rakrtr), the Aryan teachers held
that there is, finally and fundamentally, bur one essence, Brahman, and that this unfolds into the world-mirage of the visibl('
multitude of beings. F.very creature appears to be, and regard•
itself as, a distinct individual. and yet, fundamentally, there is
nothing bnt Brahman. Brahman is the one-without-a·second,
all-comprehending, the only "thing" that there is, in spite of the
fact that earh individual experiences Brahman separately, in
its micrornsmic, psvchological aspect, as the Self.
In the Ynga-siltms the term kair,nlya has the same double mean.. Cf. supra, pp. 22!)-03'·
~o6
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ing as in the philosophy ol the jainas, notwithstanding that the
problem of bondage and release is now regarded from a psychological point of view, which approaches, in a certain way, the
psychological illusionism ol Vedfmta. The term kaivalya still denotes both "isolation" aml "perlenion." The yogi who has got
rid of the impairments (klda) that in normal life diminish the
perfection of being is expt·cted to experience fulflllment in his
own omniscient isolation-just as did the Jaina kevalin or
Tirthatikara; he does not Jose himself in the universal Brahman.
as does the Vedantic sage. Unlike· the .Jaina, however, the yogi
achieves kaivalya, not by cleansing himself literally of contaminating karma, but by a simplr (yet supremely difficult) act of
comprehending that he is, in [act and essence, in spite of all ap·
pearances, unimplicated in the spheres of change and toil. Untouched, unaltered by the processes of the natural activities of
the gulps, the P'""'" (in contrast to the .J;tina jiva) is never impaired or soiled, but uernally free and self-contained-even in
the case of bdngs of the lowest orders, and in spite of the dismal
fact that most creatures will never know (never will integrate into
<·onsciousrwss the realization) that they arc in essence kcvala:
"serene, supreme, omniscient, and alone."

The recollection of this tnuh about oneself, which comes with
the disappearance of the impairments, leads simultaneously to
the attainment of supernormal powers. That is to say, these powers seem to be supernormal from the point of view of our naive
and worldly, "normal" life; but when one reads the texts in which
they are described, it is impossible not to feel that they should
perhaps be regarded not as supernormal at all, bm as attributes
of the pristine reality of our nature that in the course of yoga
become restored to us. They arc not extras-miraculous additions
bestowed on the perfected saint-but man's original property.
They are portions of the human heritage, withheld from us as
long as we dwell under the pall of the impairments. To read
about these powers is to gain a sense of what we are being de-
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prived of by the kldas; for when the yogi wins access to them,
he comes into possession like someone taking title to rights and
faculties that always had belonged to him in his character as Man
(puru~a. titmar~, pums).
Tht· traditional simile is that of the "King's Son" (rajaputra)
who did not know that he was of royal blood and by rights a
king. That is to say, there is no bondage fundamentally, no release; we are by nature free. It is only an illusion that we are
bound. When the yogi attains to knowledge, no fundamental
change takes place in his essence; only his outlook undergoes the
change-his understanding of what is "real." He dismisses the
superimposed wrong notions about the underlying reality of himself and everything else, and with that comes into possession of
all that he in essence is: riijaputravat, "like the King's Son.""
The reference of the simile is to the following symbolic talc.
"There was a king's son, once upon a time, who, having been
born under an unlucky star, was removed from the capital while
still a babe, and reared by a primitive tribesman, a mountaineer,
outside the pale of the Brahman civilization [i.e., as an outcaste,
uneducated, ritually unclean]. He therefore lived for many years
under the false notion: 'I am a mountaineer.' In due time, however, the old king died. And since there was nobody eligible to
assume the throne, a certain minister of state, ascertaining that
the boy that had been cast away into the wilderness some years
before was still alive, went out, searched the wilderness, traced
the youth, and, having found him, instructed him: 'Thou art not
a mountaineer; thou art the King's Son.' Immediately, the youth
abandoned the notion that he was an outcaste and took to himself his royal nature. He said to himself: 'I am a king.'
"So likewise," the text continues, "following the instruction of
a merciful being {the gurul, who declares: 'Thou didst originate
from the Primal Man (iidipuru$a), that universal divine lifemonad which manifests itself through pure consciousness and is
.. Sanlh,....n;mu 4· •·
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spiritually all-embracing and self-coutained; thou art a portion
of that,' an intelligent person abandons the mistake of supposing
himself to be a manifestation or product of prakrti, and cleaves
to his own intrinsic being (svasvarupam ). He then says to himself: 'Since I am the son of Brahman, I am myself Brahman. I
am not something different I rom Brahman, even though caught
in this bondage of the rouud ol birth and death.' "27
In this version of the andcnt tale the figure is expressed according to the uondual formula of Vedanta: Thou art That (tat
tvam asi). "Thou art the universal, only Sdf, though unaware of
it.'' This is the Buddhist message too: "'All things are Buddhathings.'' " Samsara, the realm of birth and death, is but a vast,
spread-out illusion, a cosmic dream from which one must awake.
Cast away, therefore, this state of ignorance, be rid of the notion
that thou art au outcastc in the wilderness. Mount thy proper
throne. This is also the lesson of Siili.khya and Yoga-but here, as
we have already seen, the puru~a is not identified with the "First
Puru~" (iidifJUrrt,<a), the Primal Man, the World Ground (Brahman), but is detached, isolated, and omnipotent, because alone.
The King's Son becomes aware of what he has always been unconsciously. Nothing changes in the sphere of facts; only consciousness, his notion of what he is, becomes transformed. The
instant he acquires "discriminating knowledge" (viveka) a distinction is revealed between his true nature and the accidental
mask that h<" took on as a member of his wild and outcaste hunting tribe-like the realization experienced by the tiger-fosterling
among the gnats." Accepting the reality of his character as now
perceived, the King's Son recovers himself and becomes isolated
(kaivalya) from the earlier biography and all that it contained,
tT

Compare CalderOn's seventeenth-century Spanish version of the story

of the King's Son in his celebrated play. La Yida es Sueifo, •'Life Is a
Dream:•
"Vafracehedilr.ii •9· Cf. infra, pp. 545·546.
" Cf. supra, pp. 5-8.
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discarding the mask of that apparent personality. And the past
simply falls away. The King's Son rises from his former life as
from a dream, and in the broad daylight of his new realization
really feels that he is a king's son, possessing royal powers and
prerogatives. He is united, at last. with the hidden fullness of his
own true nature (kah·alya), and is never again to be touched by
the crude disfigurements that shrouded his supreme perfection
throughout his earlier career.
The relationship ol this Indian illustration of a spiritual principle to the modern Western science of psychoanalysis is obvious.
:Following the dis.ipation of the repressing factor ("impairment,"
"ftxation"), sdf-rcmllcnion is autmnatic. A single deep-rooted
mistake having hecn dc>troycd, a whole rontcxt of beclouding
ignorance dissohcs, and the life is changed. Su<h an awakening
completely and immediatdy transforms both one's own fare and
the appearance of the world.
In this Indian talc it is not expressly stated that the prince
killed his father, and yet the parallel to the tragedy of Oedipus
is apparent. The Oriental prince, we arc told, was delivered into
exile becaus<· he was a threat to his father's reign and realm;
which is as much as to say, a threat to his father's life. In Indian
history, as everywhere else, the regency of despotic father-kings
was always endangered by the birth of a son. Kaufilya, in his
treatise on the science of politics, the Artha>a.rtra, discussed this
danger as a classic problem. In Book I, Chapters XVII-XVIII,
h~ summarized exhaustiYely the classic techniques for dealing
with it. We have already noted the case of the son who killed his
father from a hiding place beneath his mother's bed." Oriental
history abounds in family romances of this kind.
The great King Bimbisara, in his old age, was blinded by his
son Ajatasatru, who then k<"pt him captive in a dungeon to avoid
1he capital crime of p:u ricide. And in the Moslem period (according to an account by ibn-Batuta), the sturdy old Shah Ghiyasao Supra~

p.
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ud-din Tughlak, on his return to Tughlakabad, the capital that
he had built for himself south of Delhi, and to his big treasure·
house there, was killed by the fall of a roof treacherously planned
by his son, Ulugh Khan, who had already (during the Warang-dl
expedition) shown flagrant disloyalty to his sire. Thus, in 1325,
Ulugh Khan ascended the throne of Delhi, with the title Mohammed Tughlak, over the corpse of his murdered father. 31 The
celebrated Mughul emperor Shah .Jahan, the builder of the Taj
Mahal, was dethroned hy Aurangzeb, his son, in 1658, and kept a
prisoner until his death in 1666.•• And we know that King Asoka.
following the quick advice of his incomparable minister Kaurilya,
forestalled a like danger by having his son Kunala placed under
guard in a frontier fortress, where the young prince was deprived
of his eyesight. In this particular instance, apparently, as no
doubt in many others of the kind, the catastrophe was the result
of an intrigue by the queen-much like the one described in the
classic legend of Phacdra and Hippolytos. The youth had re·
jected his stepmother's love, which presumably would have en·
tailed the murder of his father and his own assumption of the
throne with the queen as consort; then, when he had been cast
into a cell, the queen sent the guard an ambiguous order, which
was read as a command to deprive the young prisoner of his
sight."
What the science of psychoanalysis treats as the basic pattern
of an ambivalent father-son relationship, relegated more or less
to the unconscious but discoverable in dreams and other spon·
taneous manifestations, has through the ages been a practically
"Cl. supra, p. 111 (ibn·Batuta, Vol. III, pp. 212·115}·
•• Encyclopaedia of Islam, 1934. Vol. IV, p. 257·
"Aloktivadana 2. 8· 1. (Translated by J. Przyluski, La legende de I'em·
pereur Aroka, dans les textt>s indiens et chinois, Annales du Ml~Re
Guimct. bibliotMque d'~tudes, tome
Paris. 1925, pp. 2Biff.) Cf. also
Vincent A. Smith, Atoka, The Buddhist Emperor of India, Oxford, 1go1,
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perpetual pattern of kingly life. It is found amply illustrated in
Greek mythology, where it is a reflection of the early, pre-,\ryan
history of the Pelasgian dynasties, and in Roman history too, as
rendered in the volumes of Tacitus, Suetonius, and Gibbon. The
God Zeus renounced the goddess Thetis when he understood that
a son of hers was to do away with him, as he had done away with
his own father, Kronos; and the aged king of Argos, Acrisius,
confined his daughter Danae to a tower, when an oracle declared
that her son (as yet not even conceived) would kill him.
The motif is a basic one, known to all humanity. And the phi·
losophers have utilized it, practically everywhere, as a telling figure for the individual's coming into his own. The physical father
and the sphere of his heritage (i.e., the whole domain of the phys·
ical senses and organs of reason, as well as the inherited customs
and prejudices of one"s race) must be put aside before one can
enter into the full possession of one's intrinsic self. In the parable
of the King's Son, as in that of the tiger among the herd of goats,
this metaphor is softened, but at the same time rendered even
more vivid, by a representation of the life to be transcended as
that of a foster parent, while the royal and tiger natures remain
as symbols of the reality to be reassumed. This is a common trans·
fer and amelioration of the traditional metaphor." The symbol·
ized meaning is that in order to become integrated, isolated,
realized, and fully mature (kevala), a candidate for wisdom must
break the spell of simply everything that his mind and feelings
have ever imagined to be his own.
For the ultimate and real task of philosophy, according to In·
dian thought, and to such classical Occidental philosophers as
Plato, transcends the power and task of reason. Access to truth
demands a passage beyond the compass of ordered thought. And
by the same token: the teaching of transcendent truth cannot be
•• For a multitude of eloquent examples, d. Otto Rank, The M71h of
lhe Birlh of lhe Hero, Nervous and Mental Disease Monograph Series,
No. 18, New York, '9'4·
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by logic, but only by p• egnant paradox and by symbol and image.
Where a carefully reasoning thinker, progressing step by step,
would be forced to halt (out of breath, as it were, at the confines
of the stratosphere, panting for Jack of oxygen, swooning with
pulmonary and cardiac distress) the mind can still go on. The
mind can soar and enter the supernal sphere on the wings of
S)lnboh, which n·present the Truth-he}ond-the-pairs-of-opposites, eluding by those wing~ the bird-net of the basic principle
of ~anhbound human logic, the pedestrian principle of the
incompatibility of opposites. For what "transcendent" means is
lhe transcending (among other things) of the bounding and
basic logical laws of 1he human mind.
"Transcendent" means that a principle is in effect that comprt•hends the identity of apparently incompatible elements, representing a union of things which on the logical level exclude
each other. Transc('lldent truth comprehends an ever-recurrent
"mincidcnre of opposites" (coincidentia oppositorum) and is
characterized, tlwrdore, by an everlasting dialectical process. The
secret identity of incompatibles is mockingly disclosed through
a constant transformation of things into their antitheses-antago·
nism being but the screen of a cryptic identity. Behind the screen
the contending forces are in harmony, the world-dynamism quiescent, and the paradox of a union of contrary traits and forces
stands realized in toto; for where the One and the Many are
identical. eternal Being is known. which is at once the source
and the force of the abundant diversity of the world's perpetual
Becoming.
Though called the true and only Being (.•at), this Transcendent
is known also as non-Being (asat); for it is that ineffable point
"wherefrom words turn back, together with the mind, not having
attained" "-as birds flying to reach the sun are compelled to return. And yet, on the other hand: "He who knows that bliss of
Brahman has no fear of anything at all. Such a one, verily, the
" Taillirrya UpaniJad •· g; d. Hume, p. o8g.
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thought does not torment: 'Why did I not do the right? Why did I
do evil?' He who knows thus, extric-ates himself from both of these
questions, and secures the Self for himself by setting it free.""

5.
Siinkhya Psychology
IN THE I'OR.\1 of Sat1lhya and Yoga the pre-Aryan, dualisticrealistic philosophy and cosmology of the life-monads versus the
life-matter of the universe became acceptable, eventually, to
Brahman orthodoxy. It even came to constitute one of the most
important portions of tbe comprehensive classic Hindu philo·
sophical tradition. Nevertheless, Kapil a, the mythical founder of
the Sankhya doctrine, was at first regarded as heterodox, and the
names of no Brahman teachers of the Vedic line appear among
the earlier expounders of Satikhya and Yoga. In fact, the basic
incompatibility of the nondual idealism of Vedanta with the
dualistic-pluralistic realism of Satikhya and Yoga can still be felt
-even in the Bhagavatl Gitii; though indeed one of the main
features of that great synthesizing scripture is its employment,
side by side, of the languages of the two contrary traditions, to
make the point that they are not intrinsically at variance. In the
fifteenth century, in the Vediintasiira," and ag-din in the sixteenth,
in the writings of Vijiianabhik~u." the two philosophies are pre~ented simultaneously, on the theory that they represent the one
:~o lb.~

continuation.

"Cf. rupra, pp. s•-56; infra, pp. 4t5ff.
as Cf. supra, p. 190, note 10.
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truth from two points of view. In fact, the protagonists of the
two schools have collaborated in India for <:enturies, borrowing
major conceptions from each other fur the purpose of expound·
ing the mysteries of the way to their common goal of mok~a."
It would hardly have been possible for the masters of the ortho·
dox Brahman tradition to accept and assimilate the teachings of
the non-Vedic aboriginal lore without this Sat\khya-Yoga spiritualization of the conception of the relationship between life-matter
and the life-monads. .Jainism, as we have seen, viewed the inter·
action of tlw two principles in terms of a kind of subtle chemis·
try. as a ntatcrial p1on·ss of pervasion and suffusion, a tingeing of

the crystal of the life-monad by contamination with a subtk
karmic substance; hut in the Yoga-siltras no such concrete process
is descri!J<"d. Here, rather, is a kind of optiral effect-a psycholo!,rical illusion-which makes it appear that the life-monad is
in bondage, tJ apped in karmic meshes, caught in the unceasing
activities of the 'arious a!oopccts of matter (the guvas), 40 whcr<•as,
actually, it is ever free. Bondage is but an illusion, which our
limited and limiting minds entertain concerning the condition
of our transcendent, changeless, and untainted Self.
Sailkhya and Yoga, however, in contrast to the orthodox Brahman view, regard the activit} of the gm:ms as no Jess real, no less
self-sustaining, than the transcendent repose of the life-monad.
Matter (prakrti, which is composed of the guvas) really shrouds
the life-monad: it is no mere illusory. miragelike superimposition. The activities of the gm:oas arc transitory in so far as their
changing details are concerned, but enduring in thdr continuous
passage itself. Nevertheless, within the sphere of eaclt individual,
the effects of the gu1.1as can be brought to a state ol "cessation"
aD The principal Jink. between the two traditions, at least from the
period of the Upani<Jads and JJhagar1ad Gitti, has been the doctrine that
self-surrender (bhakt,). should be practiced aq, a preliminary step to sel£detachment.
"Cf. supra. pp. •95·•97·
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(nirodha): in consequence of a kind of optical readjustment, a
realization can be attained of the remoteness ot the life-monad
from all that appears to be entering into it and giving it color;
for though matter and its activities (prakrti and the 1!,11(11/S) arc
real, the involvement of the life-monad (puru~a) in them is illusory, like the presence of a man within the frame and mauer of
a mirror. The purufa is separated from the shifting play of the
guJ;Ias by a gulf of heterogeneity not to be bridged, <·ven though
the purufil and the guQas arc equally real. This is a theory sub>tamially at \'ariance with the nondualism of the Vcdantir view."
Yoga can be defined as a diS<·ipline designed to yield au experience of the sovereign aloofness and isolation of the suprapcr.oual
nucleus of our being, by stilling the spontaneous acti\ iti<·s of
matter, whicl1, in the form of the bodily and psychic shell. normally overlie the life-monad. Yoga is founded on, and demonstrates, a doctrine of psychological fmu·tionalism. It creat<·s and
then transcends and dissolves various plant·s. or worlds, of experience, and thus makes known the relativity of all states of reality;
for when the inner world is scm to he bm a function of the
inner psychic organs, then the outer, visible and tangible universe can be understood, by analogy. to he but the consequence
of an operation outward of the enerb>ies of the outer organs. By
permitting energies to flow through those organs, and by then
withdrawing the same energies to inner spheres, no less immediate and "real," the external world is experienced as something
that can be contacted at will, and therewith built up, or cut off
by yogic effort, and therewith dissolved. All depends on whether
one's sense-faculties are addressed to, or withdrawn from, their
usual "planes of projection" (iiyatann).
A sovereign independence [rom all the pairs of opposites
(dvandva) that assail and seduce man from without is prerequisite
to the control and experience of this functionalism. Only by an
accomplished yogi, in perfect control of the microcosm of him·
01 Cl.

infra, pp. 409ft.
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self, can the entities belonging to the macrocosmic realm of name
and form be dissolved and summoned back again at will. For the
human mind, with its contents and wisdom, is conditioned, in
every specific case, by the peculiar balance of the gul).as within
the character and disposition of the given individual. His ideas,
beliefs, and insights, and even the things that he sees around him,
arc, finally, but the functions or reflexes of his particular manner
of not-knowing-better. This avidya is the bird-net in which he
is at once caught and supported as a personality. And even his
aft~r-death experiences will be determined by this limitation,
which intangibly bounds and binds his being.••
According to the analysis of the psyche rendered by the
Sai1khya, and taken for granted in the disciplines of Yoga, man
is '"active"' (kartar) through the five '"organs of action'" and '"re·
ceptive" (bhoktar) through the five '"organs of perception." These
two sets of five are the vehicles, respectively, of his spontaneity
and receptivity. They are known as the '"faculties working out·
ward" (bahyeudriya) and function as so many gates and doors,
while "intellect" (ma11as), '"egoity" (ahankara), and '"judgment"
(buddh1) stand as the doorkeepers. The latter three, taken to·
gether, constitute the so-called "inner organ" (antal!kara~;~a); they
are the powers that open and close the gates-inspecting, control·
ling, and registering whatever is carried through.
The body is described as a town or kingly palace in which the
king dwells inactive (according to the Oriental style) amidst the
activities of his staff. The outer sense-faculties are compared to
village chieftains, levying taxes on the householders, collecting
and handing the taxes over to the local governor. He, in his
turn, hands them to the finance minister; whereupon the latter
presents them to the chancellor of the king. The experiences of
the senses, that is to say, are collected and registered through
n Swedenborg"s idea of life and death is an exact counterpart of this
karma theory of Sank.hya and Yoga.
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mauas, appropriated by ahmikiira, and then delivered to buddhi,

the "chancellor" of the king fmru~a.
The various sense-faculties are mutually antagonistic, yet they
co-operate automatically-like the Harne, the wick, and the oil ol
a lamp in dispelling darkn<·ss and giving light to the shapes and
mlors round about. The ten "faculties worl.ing outward''
(biihyeudriya) are classed, as we have seen, in two groups:
1. that of the five "faculties of receptivity or apprehending"
(jfiiineudriya), which are, namely. seeing, hearing, smelling,
Lasting, and touch, and 2. that of the live "faculties of spontaneity or action" (kllrmendriya)-spccch, b'1'asping, walking, evacuating, and procreating." The faculties themselves are of subtle
matter bnt the organs in which they have their scats are of g1 oss;
the faculties (as distinguhhed from the orgam) being not pcrccp
tible, yet inferable from their activities. Rajas gnl)a prevails in
those of action, while in those of perception, sam·a gur:ta prevails.
Since the "intellect" (manlls) co-operates directly with the ten
faculties, it is reckoned as numher eleven and is termed "the
inner sense" (autar-indriya). A• we have said, it is comparable to
the local goYernor who collects the cxpt·rienn·s of the outer
senses and p• esents them to the finance minister (ahailkiira, the
ego function), whence they go to the chancellor (lmddhi, the faculty of judgment). Manas, ahni1kiira, and lmddhi together constitute the "inner organ" (antn(J-kOra1Ja), which is declared to b<·
of "medium si1e" (madhyama-fJnrimii1Ja), neither small nor immense. And from this threefold organ proceed the activities of
the "vital airs," which are known through the following five
manifestations: 44 1. prii1Ja, the "forward breathing," or exhaling
air, which pervades the whole organism, from the tip of the big
toe through the navel and heart to the tip of the nose; 2. apiina,
the "opposite or downward breathing," the inhaling air, which
"'Cf. supra, p. 228.
•• N.R. These five vital airs are not "gro,,·· but "'subtle,•• and not to he
confused with the breathing o£ the pulmonary system.
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prevails in the throat, back ribs, intestinal canal, sex organs, and
legs; 3· samiina, the '"equalizing breath,'" which digests and assimilates, and is centered in the digestive organs, the heart, the
navel, and all the joints: 4· udiina, the '"ascending breath,"
which is in the heart, throat, palate, and skull, and between the
cvcbrows: and 5· vyiina, the '"pervading breath," which is elfec·
tive in the circulation, perspiration, and disu ibution of the life
saps, and is diffused throughout the whole physique. These five
priil)as build up and maintain the system of the body, but are
competent to do so only by virtue of the kingly presence of
puru~a.

Ahalikara, the ego-function, causes us to believe that we feel
like acting, that we are suffering, etc.: whereas actually our real
being, the puru~a. is devoid of such modifications. Ahankara is
the <•'Iller and prime motivatiug force of '"delusion" (abhimiina).
Ahalikiira is the misconception, conceit, supposition, or belief
that refers all objects and acts of consciousness to an "I" (aham).
Ahaizktira-'"the making (kara) of the utterance 'I' (aham)"accompanies all psychic processes, producing the misleading
notion "I am hearing; I am seeing: I am rich and mighty; I am
enjoying: I am about to suffer," etc., etc. It is thus the prime
cause of the critical '"wrong mnccption" that dogs all phe·
nomenal experience; the idea, namely, that the life-monad
(puru~a) is implicated in, nay is identical with, the processes of
living matter (prakrti). One is continually appropriating to
oneself, as a result of ahankara, everything that comes to pass in
the realms of the physique and psyche, superimposing perpetually the false notion (and apparent experience) of a subject (an
"I") of all the deeds and sorrows. Ahankara is characterized by a
predominance of rajas gul)a, since it is concerned, primarily,
with doing.
Buddhi, on the other hand, is predominantly siittvic (char·
acterized by a predominance of sattva guQa); for it is the faculty
of awareness. Buddhi is termed mahat, "the great principle or
!119
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primary substance"; also mahan, "The Great One." The verbal
root budh means "'to wake, to rise from sleep, to come to one's
senses or regain consciousness; to perceive, to notice, to
recognize, to mark; to know, understand, or comprehend; to
deem, consider; to regard, esteem; to think, to reflect." Buddhi
then (the gerund) means "returning to consciousness, recovering from a swoon"; also, "presence of mind, readiness of wit,
intention, purpose, design; perception, comprehension; impression, belief, idea, feeling, opinion; intellect, understanding,
intelligence, talent; information, knowledge; discrimination,
judgment, and discernment."
According to the Sailkhya, buddhi is the faculty of what is
known as adhyavasiiya, i.e., "determination, resolution, mental
effort; awareness, feeling, opinion, belief, knowledge, discrimination, and decision." All of these spiritual processes take place
within man, yet are not at his disposal according to his conscious
will. One is not free to feel, to know, and to think precisely as
one chooses. This means that buddhi precedes ahm'lkara both in
rank and in power. The modes of judgment and experience, ac·
cording to which we react to impressions, control us more than
we them; we are not in a position to take or leave them. They
appear from within, as manifestations of the subtle substance of
our own character; they are the very constitution of that character. Hence it is that, though when making a dec·ision we may
suppose ourselves to be free and following reason, actually
what we are following is the lead of buddhi, our own "unconscious'' nature.

Buddhi comprises the totality of our emotional and intellectual possibilities. These stand in store-beyond, and as the background of, our ego-function. They constitute that total nature
which is continually becoming conscious (i.e., manifest to our
ego) through all the acts denoted by the term buddhi. As a great
reservoir of the permanent raw-materials of our nature, which
are continually presented to consciousness and the ego-func820
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Lion from within, buddhi is manifold in its products and utterances, wonderful in its all-inclusiveness; that is why it is termed
"The Great One," mahan_ Furthermore, through the synonyms
for buddhi in popular literature, the amplitude of its suprapersonal abundance is again declared; for these give expression
to the various aspects under which it becomes manifest. Buddhi
is popularly known as manas:" "mind, understanding, intelligence, perception, and cognition"; also as mat: "knowledge,
judgment, resolution, determination; intention, purpose, design;
esteem, regard: counsel, advice; remembrance, recollection.''
Within this great storehouse of our psychic potentialities, our
intellectual, volitional, emotional, and intuitive faculties are
assembled side by side. Hence "The Great One" (mahan) is
known also as prajfta, "wisdom, discernment"; dhi, "intuition,
visualization, imagination, fancy"; khyati, "knowledge, the
power of distinguishing objects by appropriate names"; smrti,
"remembrance, memory"; and prajiifma-santati, "the continuity
of knowing." Buddhi renders the unconscious manifest-through
every possible kind of creative and analytical psychic process;
and these processes are activated from within. That is why we
become aware of the sum total of our own nature only a posteriori, through its manifestations and reactions in the forms of
feelings, recollections, intuitions, ideas, and the choices that we
make through the intellect or will.
Still another common synonym for buddhi is citta. Citta, the
participle of the verb cintjcit, "to think," denotes whatever is
experienced or enacted through the mind. Citta comprises 1.
observing, 2. thinking, and 3· desiring or intending; that is to
say, the functions of both the reasoning faculty and the heart.
For, normally, the two behave as one, closely knit in the soulsubstance of our nature. Thought, when it surges to the mind,
is both directed and colored by our emotional biases and trends;
and this to such a degree that a considerable discipline of criti4a The tenn which properly refen to "intellect"; d. sufwa, p. !JI8.
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cism and concentration is required before one can learn to separate reasoning (for example, in scienre) from the movements
of the heart.
Buddhi is compounded of the three gm.1as, but by means of
Yoga sattva gm_la is made to prevail." Yogic training purges
buddhi of its original inheritance of tamas and rajas. With the
remoYal of the ftrst, darkness is removed, and the subtle matter
of buddhi becomes translucent, like the waters of a mountain
lake. With the removal of the second, agitation is removed, and
the rippling of the restless surfare then is stilled, so that the
waters, already cleared, become a steady mirror. Buddhi then
reveals the puru~a in its serene unconcern, aloof from the busy,
rippling sphere of prakrti.
Buddhi both contains and is the spontaneity of our nature;
the other faculties (ahailkara, manas, and the ten indriyas) are
"like bees, which follow the advice of their kings."" Yet to all
appearances the influence runs in the opposite direction: the
outer senses come in contact with their environment; their experiences arc digested by manas; the product of manas is brought
through ahatikara into relation to one's individuality; and then
buddhi decides what is to be done. The primacy of huddhi thus
is heavily obscured. Only with the removal of rajas and tamas
does the vci1 become transparent; for the powers lhat then pour
into the human organism are the "supranorrnal" ones of the
King's Son, and buddhi is revealed in its innate strength. Before such an effect can be attained, however, t11e apparent connection of the life-monad with suffering must be broken. The
illusion of a connection is caused, as we have seen, by an absence
of discrimination, a failure to recognize the distinction between
puru~a and prakj'ti-particularly between puru~a and that most
subtle of the products of prakrti, the inner organ and the ten
faculties of sense. Since this lack of "discriminative knowledge"
"Cf. supra, pp. 301-305.
' 1 There is no queen bee according to the nature lore of the Hindus.
s~~
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(viveka) is the cause, obviously a sufficicnry will be the end of
the experience of suffering. Viveka makes it possible for the individual to distinguish betw<-c-n his own life-principle and tlw
indifferent matter that llows around it.
The matter stops being active, furthermore, the moment one
becomes identified with puru~a; therefore prakrti in action
through the gur.1as is compared to a dancing girl of the •eraglio,
who ceases dandng the mmnent the onlooker loses interest.
She withdraws from the presence of the king when he becomes
bored with her exhibition of the world's delights and pains.
Working through the gm;.as. prakrti exhibits the wonders that
we know and Jove, or feel as suffering, but the eye that gives
energy to the spectadc is the all-illuminating eye of puru~a. and
the moment this returns to itself, the world-scene disappears.
Because the subtle matter of the inner organ assumes all the
forms presented to it by the senses, objects tend to give to the
mind a shape or character and to !rave on it an impression, or
"memory," more or Jess permanent. Not only the shape of the
object itself, but also the associated feelings and thoughts, as
well as the will and determination to act that it aroused, remain as vestiges, and these may be reanimated at a later date
by the impingement of something new. In this way memories
are excited, images of rerolkction aroused, and continuities of
life-desire, fear. and manners of conduct founded. The psychological process is understood in Sar\khya and Yoga, that is to
say. in strictly mechanical terms. The unceasing agitation ol
transformation brought to pass in the inner orp;an through per<e-ption, emotion, thought, and will is not different in kind
from the changes observable in the outer world. The transformations are material in both sph<·res, purely mechanical processes taking place in mattet, the sole difference being that in
the outer world (which includes, of courS<·, the body of the subje-ct) the matter is gross whereas in the inner it is subtle.
This mechanistic formula is of the essence of the Siir\khya,
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and not only underlies its system of psychology but also gives
the key to its interpretation of the mystery of metempsychosis.
Within the gross body, which suffers dissolution after death,
every living being possesses an inner subtle body, which is
formed of the sense-faculties, vital breaths, and inner organ.
This is the body that goes on and on, from birth to birth, as the
basis and vehicle of the reincarnated personality.•• It departs
from the sheath of the gross body at the time of death, and then
determines the nature of the new existence; for within it are
left the traces-like scars or furrows-of all the perceptions, acts,
desires, and movements of will of the past, all the propensities
and trends, the heritage of habits and inclinations, and the pe·
culiar readinesses to react this way or that, or not to react at all.
The technical terms used to denote these reminders of the
past arc viisanii and sariukiira. The former word (from the root
vas, "to dwell in, to abide") can be used to refer to tiJC smell
that clings to a cloth that has been perfumed with fragrant
smoke. A vessel of unbaked clay retains the smell of whatever
it first contained, and in the same way the subtle body is per·
vaded by the viisanas ("fragrances, perfumes, the subtle resi·
dues") of all its earlier karma. These viisanas tend to cause sa1i1s·
kiiras, permanent scars that go [rom life to life.
The noun samskiira, signil)ing "impression, influence, operation, form, and mold," is one of the basic terms of Indian philosophy. It is derived from the verbal root kr, "to make."
Samskr means "to make ready, to fashion to some use, to change
or transform"; the opposite idea being pra-kr-cf. prakrti:
matter as it is at hand, presented in its raw or virgin state.
68 This reincarnating subtle body deserves the name of "soul" much
more than the life-monad, though the latter is what bas been constantly
translated ..soul" {by Garbe and others). And yet ••soul"' is not quite cor-

rect here either; for the material of the subtle body is essentially lifeless,
senseless (jada); it is rather a body than a souL-Better. when translating
&om the Sanskrit, not to use our animistic Occidental term.
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Prakrti is primal virgin matter, on which no change, transformation, or evolution has yet been brought to pass. Conversely,
sarhs~kr means "to transform something, to adorn, to grace. to
decorate." The vernacular speech of the uneducated is known
as prakrta (Engl. "Prakrit") while samskrta (Engl. "Sanskrit")
is the classic language of the rules of established, correct grammar, based on the holy tradition of the priestly language of the
Vedas-which in turn was a reflection of the language of the
gods, and so a natural vehicle of divine truth. The verb
sarhskr means "to purify a person by means of script ural ceremonies," i. e., to change him from an ordinary person, a mere
human being, into a member of the sacramental, magic com·
munity, divested of his former crude impurities, and made
eligible to participate in traditional ceremonials. Samskiira
therefore is "purification, purity; investiture with the sacred
thread of the twice-born,"" or, in general, any purificatory rite
or sacred ceremony; but also "cooking, the dressing of food (to
make it more palatable and attractive, depriving it of its natural,
unappetizing, indigestible 'raw nature,' prakrti), the polishing
of a stone or .iewel; education, cultivation, training, embellishment, decoration, ornament, and make· up" (the Jack of make·up
is permissible for housework, labor, and rustic toil, but not for
meeting people; for it would indicate a lack of respect and selfesteem). Sarhskiira, thus, is a rich and highly suggestive term.
Its connotations cluster ahout the concept of "that which has
been wrought, cultivated, brought to form." But this, in the
case of the individual, is the personality-with all its characteristic adornments, scars, and quirks-which for years, indeed for
lifer imes, has been in the process of concoction.
Prakrti, undeveloped, primitive matter, if left to itself, would
u The members of the three upper castes are the ••twice-born."' The
ritual of investiture with the sacred thread, performed at puberty, symbolizes the transformation which in the Christian tradition is associated
with the baptismal font.
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be characterized by a perfect equilibrium of the gut)as. In this
state there would be no play of transformation; there would be
no world. Tamas (heaviness, sloth, obstruction), rajas (movement, excitation. pain), and sattva (lightness, illumination, joy)
would then not work upon earh other but lie in perfect balance and remain at rest. According to the Sii.ilkhya, the. world
is not the result of any act of a Creator. It had no beginning in
time. It is the result, rather, of an unceasing influence on
prakrti, deriving from infinitely numerous individual puru~as.
These puru~as are not themselves active; they only contemplate,
as spectators, the movement of which they are the perpetual
stimulation. Nor do they exert their influence by consciously
willing. Their mere presence is what excites prakrti to moveas a maguet excites iron. "By virtue of its nearness" the lifemonad illuminates the field and processes of the gut)as. By its
mere radiance, it creates a lind of consciousness in the subtle
body. "As fire in a red-hot iron ball, so is consciousness in the
material of life."
This dualism is fundamental to Sailkhya. The two principles
-prakrti (composed of the gut)as) and puru~a (the collectivity
of irradiant but inactive Iife-monads)-are accepted as eternal
and real on the basis of the fact that in all acts and theories
of knowledge a distinction exists between subjert and object,
no explanation of experience being possible without the recognition of a knowing self as well as of an object known. Accepting this duality as basic and axiomatic, Sailkhya then proceeds
to develop an "exhaustive analytical enumeration" (parisankhyii.na) of the "principles or categories" (tattva: "thatnesses")
of nature, as these have been evolved in the unceasing developments and combinations of inert matter under the uninterrupted influence of the brilliance radiating from the life-monads
and producing consciousness. Briefly, this evolution of the
tattvas may be summarized in the following way:
s~6
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Tan-miitra: "merely (mtitra) that (tan)," "mere trifle."'
The formation of the gross elements from the subtle is described as
follows: "By dividing each subtle element into two equal parts, and subM
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The tattvas emerge from each other gradually. This emergence is
the natural process of the unfolding, or evolution, of the "normal" waking state of consciousness from the primal, undilferentiated, quiescent state of prakrti. By yoga the transformations, or
tattvas, are dissolved back again, this reverse movement representing a process of involution. The former process, namely
that of the evolution of the tattvas from the subtle (s!lk,tma) to
the gross (sthula), is marked by a continuous increase of tamas
gul}a, whereas with the return sattva gul}a comes to prevail.
However, puru~a. the life-monad, remains uninvolved, no matter which way the process runs, and no matter how refined the
state of sattva gul}a that is attained. Puru~a is beyond the system
of the gul}as absolutely, whether the latter be in evolution or in
involution. Self-radiant, self-subsistent, aloof, it never changes,
whereas prakrti will go on changing forever.
Puru~a is defined as "pure spirit" (caitanya), in token of the
fact that it is non-matter, and yet it is far from every Western
concept of spirituality-for all of the conditions of what we term
the "soul" arc effects of the realm of subtle matter, according
dividing the fin.t half of each into four equal parts, and then adding
to the unsulxHvided half of each element one subdivision of each of the
remaining four, each element becomes five in one" (PaiicadtUi 1 • .-7)·
The.c <.nmpounds are what are known as the gross elements. They are
named according to whether the preponderant portion is ether, air, fire,
water, or earth.
air
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ether
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air
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Since ether is experi~nced as sound, air as touch, 6re as color and shape,
water as ftavor, and earth as smell, each gross element (being a compound

of all five) affects all the senses.
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to the Sankhya, coming to pass in the subtle body. Such a body
is not to be identified, in any sense, with the life-monad. About
the life-monad nothing can be said (beyond the statement that
it is) except in negative terms: it is without attributes, without
qualities, without parts, without motion-imperishable, inac·
tive and impassive; it is unaffected by pains and by pleasures,
devoid of feelings and emotions, completely indifferent to sensations. It abides outside the categories of the world. Purusa is
comparable to a seer when he is seeing nothing, or to a mirror
in which nothing is reflected. Nothing comes to it in that sphere
except itself-even though all things this side of it are illumi·
nated, activated, and given consciousness by its pure, untroubled, undeluded radiance.
When perfect knowledge of the puru~ has been attained, one
does not give up one's gross and subtle body immediately; life
lingers on for a considerable time. Just as the potter's wheel
continues to revolve after the completion of the pot, in conse·
quence of the initial impulses, so the body of the kevalin goes
on with all its subtle and gross natural processes, even though
the Knower himself, aloof from them, is simply watching with
sublime indifference; for the present life is a result of works.
the fruit of seeds that were planted before the attainment of
emancipation, and these must mature to the fullness of their
days. On the other hand, the germinal force of all the seeds
that have not yet sprouted is broken and consumed. The
Knower knows that there can be no future life or lives for him,
because he has withdrawn his impulses from the process. The
process is running down. Henceforward, therefore, he simply
endures the events of his existence without committing himself
to anything new, until finally, when the forces of the works
already bearing fruit are exhausted, death overtakes him and
there can be no retum. The gross body dissolves. The subtle
body also dissolves. The inner organ, with its sathskaras, which
329
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have gone on from birth to birth, dissolves. The gm;tas are released from their agitation in this vortex, and the disturbance
of this individual dissolves.
But the life-monad continues to exist-just as an individual
continues to exist when his rellection has disappeared from a
shattered glass. Self-consciousness is gone-because the material
basis necessary for the processes of knowledge, feeling, and experience now is missing-but the life-monad endures, as an individual entity in and for and by itself. Without the apparatus
of the gross and the subtle body, punt~a is completely out of
contact with the sphere of the gur;tas; it is not to be reaclu·d by
anything, it is unattainable, absolutely removed.
This is real "isolation."
Here is apparent the parallel of Siitikhya with the Jaina and
Aji\'ika teachings, as well as its contrast with Vedanta. The idea
of a pluralism of life-monads belongs, apparently, to tlte andent, native Indian, pre-Aryan philosophy; so too, the theory
that the sphere of matter (prakrli) is in itself substantial, not a
mere reflex, or mirage, or trick of maya." N everthcless there is
one aspect of the Salikhya teaching that seems to differ as much
from the Jaina notion of release as from the Vedantic; for in its
final state of separation from the instruments of consciousness,
the puru~a abides in eternal unconscioumess. During life the
same condition was attained temporarily in deep, dreamless
sleep, in swoons, and in the state of perfect abstraction that is
achieved through disciplined yoga practice. But this is not the
state described for tbe omniscient Jaina Tirthatikara. Whereas
Vedanta, precisely to stress the idea that the perfect state is one
of pure consciousness, speaks of a stage or sphere beyond those
of the Gross Body (Waking Consciousness), the Subtle Body
(Dream Consciousness), and the Causal Body (Deep Sleep),
which it calls the "Fourth" (turiya)." With tltis Vedantic Brah112

11

supra, p. 19.
C£. infra, pp. 86t-B6t and 87•lf.
Cf.
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man insight, the psychological Sati.khyic-Yogic isolation in unconsciousness becomes as archaic as the physical isolation of the
Jaina T!rthati.karas.
The supreme contribmion of Sat\khya and Yoga to Hindu
philosophy !irs in their strictly psychological interpretation of
('Xisten(c. 'J'heir analyses of the micromacrocosm, as well as of
the whole range of human problems, arc presented in terms of a
sort of proto-scientific psychological functionalism, which is
comparable, in its tncticulousness and sober positivism, to the
comprehensive system and theory of biological evolution that
we discussed in connection with the .Jainas and Gosala. Here
the primitive mythical image of the rise of a universe out of the
cosmic waters and cosmic t'gg is reinterpreted and revivified in
terms of stages of human consciousness, as these can he observed
in the subjective experiences of yoga. From the primal state of
self~absorption, or involution, which amounts practically to
quiescence and resembles non-being, a state of intuitive inner
awareness (buddhi) is evolved; this is antecedent to the notion
of "!" (ahankiira), which is the following transformation; and
through intellect (manas), consciousness then proceeds to an experience of (and to action upon) the outer world through exterior senses. The cosmogonic process thus is read, in terms of
psychological experience, as the unfoldment of a perceived
environment from an innermost, all-perceiving center. The
naive myth becomes immediately significantly structuralized:
the world is understood as unfolding from a quiescent state of
inward absorption; and introspection therewith becomes the
key to the riddle of the sphinx.
Finally, it should be observed that the following four features
of Sati.khya appear in Buddhism as well: an insistence that all
life is, necessarily, suffering; an indi!Iercnce to theism and to
Vedic sacrificial ritualism; a denunciation of ascetic extravagances (as represented, for example, in Jainism); and a be331
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lief in parit;ziima-nityatva, "the constant becoming of the
world." ..
tt-

Sank.hya is referred to in the Buddhist Pali canon, and Buddhist

legends mention Kapila as one of the predecessors of the Buddha. •"There
are some recluses and Brahmans who are eternalists," we read in the
BrahmajGlasuttan~a

(Digha-niluiya 1. 30, 34; translated by T. W. Rhy~
Davids, Sacred Booka of the Buddhists, Vol. II, Oxford, 1899, pp. •7·•g);
"they are addicted to logic and reallloning and give utterance to the follow-

ing conclusions of their own: eternal is the soul and the world, giving
birth to nothing new, it is steadfast as a mountain peak, as a pillar firmly
fixed; and the living creatures, though they pass from birth to birth, fall
from one state of exi:ttcnce and t~pring up in another, yet they exist forever and ever."
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Ill. BRAHMANISM

1.

Veda
l:\'I>IAN orthodox phi1osophy arose from the ancient Aryan
religion of the Veda. Originally the Vedic pantheon with its
host of gods depicted the universe as filled with the projections
of n1an's experiences and ideas about himsell. The h.·aturcs of
human birth, growth, and death, and of the process of genera~
tion, were proje<:ted on the course of nature. Cosn1ic forces and
phenomena were personalized. The lights of the heavens, the
varieties and aspects of clouds and storm, forests, mountain
masses and river courses, the properties of the soil, and the
mysteries of the underworld were understood and dealt with in
terms of the lives and commerce of divine beings who themselves reflected the human world. These gods were supermen
endowed with cosmic powers and could be invited as gnests to
feast on oblations. They were invoked, flattered, propitiated,
and pleased.
In Greece this ancient stage of Aryan belief was representecl
in the mythology of the Homeric age. which was continued in
the tragedy of the Athenian theater. However, with the appear·
ance of Greek philosophical criticism in Ionian Asia Minor
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and its developmclll by philosophers and sophists from Thales
to Socrates (supported then by the advance of the natural
sciences. with rational astronomy-i.e., cosmology bas(·d on
mathematics-in the lead), the primitive, dteamhke, anthropomorphic projections were withdrawn from the natural scene.
Myth was no longer accepted as a valid interpretation o[ the
processes of nature. The hunran features and biographies of the
gods were rejected, even satiriL.ed; the archaic mythology and
religion collapsed; the brilliant community of the Olympians
fdl. And this ddwle was lollowed, shortly, by the mllapse ol
the (;u:ek city-3t<HC's thcm))elves, in the period ot Alexander the
Great.
No such Twilight of the Gods ot:currnl in the sphere of the
ancient l{indn tltittkcts. 'I'IH: guatdian dcit i~s olthc world wtTI.'
not overthrown, but incorporated in ,m amplified and deepened
vision, like local puppet-kings within the empire of a mightier
lord. The One Pre>ence, which was experienced as the Self
(allnan), or Holy Power (lnalnna11), within and beyond the
many, took to itsel£ the whole charge of the Indian libido, ab·
sorbed its entire interest; and this universal spiritual monarchy
seriously threatened the rei~n of the gods, greatly reducing
thent in significance and prcsligc. Nc\enhdcss, as viceroys and
special etnissaries, transcendentally invested, as it were, with
their powers and insignia of ollice, the deities remained in their
high seats, only serving a new function. They were recognized
as themselves manifestations of that omnipresent, supporting
inner Power. to which all serious attention was being turned.
This universal ground was understood to be identical within
all things-unchanged through the changing forms. It abides
supreme within the unfolding shapes of the phenomenal universe, whether in the grosser spheres of normal human experience or in the more rarified of the empyrean. Moreover, it
transcends them all, and is infinitely beyond. Gradually, with
the development of this type of Brii.hmanical speculative
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thought, the complex polytheistic ritual of the earlier stages of
the Vedic tradition fell into disuse, and a way of worship came
into favor that was at once less elaborate, more intimate, and
more profound.
"Orn! Now. there was S\'Ctaketu Arur;teya. To him his father
said: 'Live the life of a student of sacred knowledge. Verily, my
dear, from our family there is no one unlearned in the Vedas, a
Brahman by connection as it were.' He then, having become a
pupil at the age of twelve, having studied all the Vedas, retumed at the age of twenty-lour, conceited. thinking himself
learned, proud.
"Then his father saicl to him: ·svetaketu, my dear, since now
you are conceited, think yourself leamed, and are proud, did
you also ask for that teaching whereby what has not been heard
of becomes beard of, what has not been thought of becomes
thought of, what has not been understood becomes under·
stood?'
" 'How, pray, Sir, is that teaching?'
"'Just as, my dear, by one piece of clay everything made of
clay may be known (the modification is merely a verbal distinc·
tion. a name; the reality is just "clay")'-just as, my dear, by
one copper ornament everything made of copper may be known
(the modification is merely a ''erbal distinction, a name; the
reality is just "ropper")-just as, my dear, by one nail-scissors
everything made of iron may be known (the modification is
merely a verbal distinction, a name; the reality is just "iron");
so, my dear, is that teaching.'
" 'Verily, those honored men did not know this; for, if they
had known it, why would they not have told me? But do you,
Sir, tell me it.'
" 'So he it, my dear...• Bring hither a fig from there.'
1 Or:
"every modification being but an effort of speeeb, a
name, and the clay the only reality abont it" (vdclirambhaMm vil!Jira
nlimadhi"J'Im-mrttilc-ely tJTJG satyam).
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"'Here it is, Sir.'
"'Divide it.'
" 'It is divided, Sir.'
" '\\'hat do you sec then·?'
·· 'Thest• rather fine seeds, Sir."
"'Of these, please, di,·ide one.'
"'It is divided, Sir.'
•· "What do you sec then·?"
·· 'Nothing at all, Sir.'
"Then Ill" said to him: ·verily. my dear, that finest essen«
which you do not pnc<·ivc-\crily, my dear, from that fine~t
essence this great sacred fig tree tlms arises. Believe me, m~
dear,' said he, 'that which is the finest essence-this whole world
has that a; its selL That is Reality. That is Atman. That art
thou (tat tmm rui), Svetaketu.'
" 'Do you, Sir, cause me to understand even n1ore:
" 'So be it, my dear,' said he. 'Place this salt in the water. In
the morning cmne unto me.'
"Then he did so.
"Then h<: said to him: 'That salt you placed in the water last
evening-please, bring it hither.'
"Then he grasped for it, but did not find it, as it was com·
pletcly di.solved.
"'Please take a sip of it from this end,' said he. 'How is it>'
"'Salt.'
" 'Take a sip from the middle,' said he. 'How is it?'
"'Salt.'
" 'Take a sip from that end,' said he. 'How is it?'
"'Salt.'
" 'Set it aside. Then come unto me.'
"He did so, sa~ing, 'It is always the same.'
"Then he said to him: 'Verily, indeed, my dear, you do not
perceive Being here. Verily, indeed, it is here. That which is
sg6
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the finest essence-this whole world has that as its self. That is
Reality. That is Alman. That art thou, Svetaketu.' " 2
Whereas from the dualistic point of view of Sat'lkhya and
Yoga, and the more materialistic non·Aryan philosophies of the
Jainas and Gosala, the universe is interpreted on the basis of
two antagonistic eternal principles, puru1a and prakrti (or jiva
and non-jlva), according to the transcendental nondualism of the
Vedic tradition all such oppositions are to be regarded as merely
phenomenal. The Brahmans were not deterred from further
thinking by the obvious incompatibility of contradictory func·
lions. On the contrary, they recognized precisely in this di·
lemma their clue to the natme and meaning of that which is
transcendent and therefore divine.
The sage Arut)i's instruction of his son demonstrated by
analogy that the supreme principle transcends the sphere of
"names and forms" (uiimariijJa), yet is all·penctrating, like the
salt. Brahman is as subtle as the seed of the seed within the
fruit; it is inherent in all bein~s. as the potentiality of their
unfolding life. And yet, though this invisible entity transforms
itself, or at least appears to do so, through all the shapes and
processes of the world-as copper and clay are transformed into
all the pots and pans in the kitchen-nevertheless, these visible,
tangible forms are "mere transformations" (vikiira); one should
not confine one's attention to the spectacle of their configura·
Lions. The names and forms are accidental and ephemeral; in
the final analysis, "the reality is just 'clay.'"
According to this Brahmanical formula, the dialectic of the
universe is a tnanifcstation of a transcendent, nondual, trans·
dual, yet immanent principle, which both giYes {orth the world of
names and forms (niimarupa) and inhabits it as its animatin<;
principle. The dualism of natura naturans (prakrti) and the
:& Chiindogya Upani$ad 6. 1; 6. u-ts. (Translated by Robert Ernest Hume,
The Thirteen Principal Upatzishads, Oxford, 1921, pp. 240·241, 247-248.)
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transcendent immaterial monad (purU§a) is thus itself trancended.
The chief motivation of Vedic philosophy, from the period
of even the earliest philosophic hymns (which are preserved in
the later portions of the ~g-Ved.t), has been, without change,
the search lor a basic unity underlying the manifold of the
universe. Brahmanical thinking was centered, from the beginning. around the paradox of the simultaneous antagonism-yetidentity of the manifest forces and forms of the phenomenal
world. the goal being to know and actually to control the hidden power behind. within, and preen lent to all things, as their
hidden source. This search, or inquiry, was ronducted, furthermore. along two main lines. which amounted, fundamentally,
to the same. The first-answcriug the question, "What is the oue
and only es>cnce that has become diversificd?"-sought the
highest power he hind the fm mations of the outer world, while
the second, directing the galL' inward, asked, "What is the
source from which the fotces and organs of my own life have
procccderl?" The self-analysis of man was thus developed as a
parallel disciplim·, correlative and contributive to the speculative evaluation of external powets and effects.
In contrast to its transitory products or manifestations, the
micromacrocosmir essence itself was early regardt~d as inexhanstihlc. <hangdess, and undccaving; for it was experienced
inwardly as a well of holy power. To know it, therefore, to gain
atcess to it thronJ.(h knowledge litiiina), meant actually to participate in its fl'ari<'ssness, bliss, immortality, and boundless
slrcngth. 1\fnreovcr, to attain to these meant to transcend, in
some measure, the threat of death and the miseries of lifewhich was a pressing, very serious, general concern in those ancient times of incessant war, during and just subsequent to the
great migration of the Aryan tribesmen into the subcontinent
of India, when the struggle of the feudal chieftains for supremacy was in full career, and the world was beset with enemies and
3!18
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demons. From those remote days of nomadic and feudal strife,
Vedic inquiry into the secret background ol the diversities of
the cosmos evolved gradually and without a break, until, in th<·
later centuries of the Upani~ads. the pictographic reasonings of
mythology and theology Jwl l>een Jch far behind for the ab·
stract devin·s of metaphysics. But throughout, through all the
transformations of Indian dvili1ation, the Brahmankal obses·
sion, whether in the comparatively primitive form of early
Aryan magi< or in the sup> eme rdinements of the later thought,
remained the same; namely, fixed on the problem of the nature
of the force that continually and everywhere prescllls itself to
man under new disguises.
The task of fathoming this mystery was approached first in
the spirit of an archaic natural science. Through comparison
and identification diverse phenomena were discovered to stem
from the same root, and thus to be basically one. Speculative
insight, pem·trating the wmtant metamorphoses, thus recog·
nized a ubiquitous power of seU·transmutation, which was
termed nui)'ii (from the \-erbal root mii, "to prepare, to fonn, to
build") • and understood to he one of the characteristic facul·
tics of the supra· and infrahuman world-directing gods ancl
demons. The function of tlwology then became that of identi·
fying and comprehending the whole series of masks that each
divine power could assume, and labeling these correctly, with
correct "nan1cs. •• 1:'he names were grouped into invocations and
litanies, the function of the sacrificial code being to conjure the
named forces litanywise. by means of their proper formulae, and
thus harness them to the projects of the human will.
A vivid instance of this variety of inquiry is to be found in
the Vedic thcolof,')' of Agni, the god of fire. All Vedic sacrifice
centered around this dh·inity, into whose mouth (the fire of the
altar) the oblations were poured. As messenger of the gods, he
carried sacrifices along his trail of flame and smoke up to heaven,
• Cf. supra, p. 1 g. note 11.
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where he fed the celestial beings like a bird its young. Fire in
its earthly form, as the presiding power of every ,\ryan hearth
;:nd hmne, lras "Agni Vai.S,·anara," the divine being "existint-{
with all (vHve) men (nara)." The same deity in heaven, as the
heat of the sun, was the solar Agni, while in the world-sphere
between (autarik,<a), where lire abides with the clouds and ap·
pears as lightning, he was viewed as the child of the atmospheric
waters. Two more important forms of Agni were known here
on earth-that associated with wood, and that with the heat of
the living cell. Fire was made by the twirling of a stick of hard
wood in a hole notched into a softer plank. The rotation produced heat and presently a spark. That was comparable to the
process of generation: the twirling spindle and the plank w<·re
the fire's parents, respectively male and female; therefore Agni
was the son of wood. However, the wood grew and was nourished on water, and so A!,'lli was the "grandchild of the water"
(apiuil-napiit), e\'en though also the water's chi'cl, born as lightning from the watery womb of the clouds. Fire abides, furthermore, within all living beings-men, quadrupeds, and birdsas one can tell from the temperature of the body. This temperature is perceptible to touch, it is in the skin. Later on, heat was
declared to be the cause of digestion-the heat of the bodily
juices "cooked" the food in the intestines-and the digestive
bile was therefore identified as the principal manifestation in
the microcosm of the macrocosmic fire.
A knowledge of such affinities and interrelationships constirutrd an important department of the earliest Aryan priestly
wisdom. It might be described as a kind of intuitive and speculative natmal science. Furthermore, _just as the speculative
sciences of our day give a theoretical background and basis for
applied technologies, so did the ancient wisdom of the Vedic
priests support an applied technology of practical magic. Magic
was the primitive counterpart of modern practical science, and
the cogitations of the priests the antecedent of the pure science
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of our theoretical astronomy, biology, and physics. The archaic
Jlrahmanical inquiry and application resulted in a far-reaching
identification with each other of diverse phenomena in widely
differing spheres of the universe. (A) The elements of the mac·
rocosm were identified with (ll) the faculties, organs, and limbs
of the microcosm (man's organism), and both with (C) the de·
tails of the inherited and traditional sacrilicial ritual. The ritual
was the principal instrument through which the forces of the
universe were rontacted and brought under control, harnessed
to man's need and desire. It gradually vanished imo the background, hmwver, as the "path o[ knowledge" (j•ifma-rnarga) superseded the "path o[ ritualistic activity" (karrna-marga)-that
is to say, as the abstract philosophy of the Upani$ads became dis·
engaged from the web of ritualistic magic. This development
took place among th<.> Vedic divines, in circles devoted to esolt:ric discussions, nlt'ditalions, and initiations. Therewith the
problem o[ the equivalences, or parallel structures, of (A) the
universe and (B) man's nature became the sole significant key
to understanding; the problem of the details of the sacriftce
(C) simply dropping away. And so an extraordinary period of
speculative researrh opened, in which the secret identity of the
faculties and forrcs of the human body with specific powers of
th<" outer world was exhaustively studied, from every possible
angle, as a basis [or a total interpretation of human nature, an
understanding of its position in the universe, and a reading
therewith of the riddle of our common human fate.
This curious, long-continued comparative study resulted in
numerous attempts to smn up the main constituents of the
rnicromacrocosm in cn·ordinating lists. or sets of equations;'
• These can be readily compared in Hume's translation of the Upani,ads

(op. cit., p. 520) by turning to his index, under "correlation. or corre~opondence-of

things rosmic and personal:-of the sacrifice and the liturgy
with life and the world:-of the C"Xi .. ttntial and the intelligential elements.••
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For example, in the Taittiriya Upani~ad we find that the three
elements, earth, lire, and water, correspond to the human
breath, sight, and skin, and again, that atmosphere, heaven, the
four quarters, and the four intermediate quarters correspond
on the onl' hand to wind, sun, moon, and stars, and on the
other to hearing, mind, spec·ch, and touch; while plants, trees,
space, and one's body are matched by flesh, muscle, bone, and
marrow.• Not a few of the identifications were tentative and
arbitrary, excessively schematic, and did not prove convincing
to posterity. But the practical efiect o[ the movement as a whole
was to depersonali1e the uui\'Cr•c. progt essively, and undemtine
the prestige of the car lier Vedic gods.
As we have said, however, the gods were ncwr dethroned in
India. They were not disintegrated and dissolved by criticism
and natural science, as were the deities ol the Greeks in the age
of the Sophists, Anaxagoras, Dcmocritus, Aristotlt-, and the rest.
The gods of Homer became laughable, and were mocked because of thc·ir all-too-human love a!Iairs and excesses of wrath,
which were regarded as inmmpatibk- with the more spiritual
and ethical, later concept of divinity. A late and literal-minded
style of moral criticism was oiiended hy such symbolic images
of the earlier mythical imagination as those of the philanderings
of Zeus and the family quancl> of Olympus. India, on the other
hand, retained its anthropomorphic personifications of the cosmic forces as vivid ma>ks, magnificent celestial personae, which
could serve, in an optional way, to assist the mind in its attempt
to comprehend what was regarded as manifested through them.
They remained as useful symbols, full of meaning and interest,
through which the ever present powers could be conceived of
and dealt with. They served as guides; and they could still be
reached, moreover, by means of the ancient sacrificial rites with
their unalterable texts, as well as through the private practices
• Taittiriya Upani1ad 1. 7· (Cf. Hume, op. cit., p. 179); cf. supra, pp.
9"11.
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of emotional devotion (bhakti) where the "I" addresses itself
reflectively to a divine "Thou." What is expressed through the
personal masks was understood to transcend them, and yet the
garb of the divine personae was never actually removed. By this
tolerant, cherishing attitude a solution of the theological ptob·
!em was attained that preserved the personal character of the
divine powers for all the purposes of worship and daily life
while permitting an abstract, supreme and transcendent concept
to dominate for the more lofty, supraritualistic stages of insight and speculation.
Whatever is expressed in divine personae-or, for that matter,
in any tangible, visible, or imaginable form-must be regarded
as but a sign, a pointer, directing the intellect to what is hidden,
something mightier, more comprehensive and less transitory
than anything with which the eyes or emotions can become fa.
miliar. Likewise, concepts and ideas defined and circumscribed
by the intellect must also be regarded as merely helpful signs,
pointing to what cannot be defined or bounded by name. For
both the realm of forms (T1ipa) and that of names (niiman)both the tangible and the conceptual spheres-are merely reflexes. If they are to he understood they must be recognized as
manifestations of something higher than themselves, something
infinite, which defies all definition-whether through the formulae of an early, wonder-filled theology or in the hypotheses
of a later, practical-minded science.
In India the quest for the primal force reached, in soaring
flight, the plane of a reality whence everything proceeds as a
merely temporal, phenomenal manifestation. This ultimate
power in the universe, and in man, transcends both the sensual
and the conceptual spheres; it is, therefore, nrti neti, "neither
thus (net!) nor thus (neti)." • It is that "wherefrom words turn
a This is the great formula of Y3.jfiavalkya. the paramount thinker of
the Upanisadic tradition. For its numerous occurrences in the texts, cf.
Hume's index under "neti, neti•• (op. cit., P· 511).
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back, together with the mind, not having attained."' Yet there
is no dichotomy; there is no antagonism between ''real" and
"unreal" in this strictly nondualistic realization; for the transc~ndent supreme Rraliry and its mundane manifestations
(whether these he visible or verhal-conreptnal) are in <'s.<ence
one.
There is, nc\'ertheless, a hierarchy, or b'Tadation, of the manifestations, states, or transformations of the all-comprehensive,
aii-C\'olving essence, according to the differing degrees of tl1eir
intensities and powers. And this philosophical principle tallies,
furthermore, with the principle of ordt·r intrinsic to the earlier
mythological hierarchy, where the \'arious gods were graded
according to the extent of their power-spheres. Some of the gods,
such as lndra, Soma, and VaruJ;Ja, ruled as kings; others, like
Agni, were endowed with the insignia and faculties of priestly
power; many more, such as the wind-gods (the Maruts), of a
much lower order, filled the ranks of the divine warrior hosts.
Pantheons reflect, always, the local social hierarchies of the family and tribe, and likewise the local social ronflicts; groups and
generations of divine beings displace and supersedt· each other,
reflecting the crises in civilization and in the ideals of their
devotees. Younger gnds gain ascendancy over older, as Indra
did over VaruJ;Ja, and as VarulJa, in an earlier age, had superseded the great father Dyaus, Father Heaven. The crucial problem for a theologian is to make contact with the right divinities
for the purposes of the time, and to ascertain, if possible, which
among the gods is the most powerful in general. But this corresponds to the problem of the latrr, more philosophic quest of
the jiiana-marga, where again the goal is to single out and establish effective contact with the paramount, all-controlling
principle-only now by the way (miirga) of knowledge (jiiiina)
rather than that of rite. The highest principle is to be discov' Taittiriya Upani>ad •· 4· (Cf. Hume, op. cit.• p. 285): cf. supra, pp.
74-85-
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ercd and mastered through wisdom. The individual is to make
himself a part of it through abstract means. And he will then
share in its potency. just as a priest in the power of his god.
He will become both omnipotent and immortal; he will stand
beyond change and all fear, beyond the common doom; and be
will be a master of the plenitudes both of earthly life and of the
life to come.
As we have seen, the Br;tlnnanical search proceeded along the
two ways of the Inacrocosm.ic and the microcosmic quests. An
early stage of the former is illustrated in the following hymn
from the so-called Black Yajumeda, where the highest principle
manifests itself as food (a>wam).' Food is announced as the
soun_c and substance of a11 things. llrahntan, the divine essence,
makes itself known to the priestly seer in the following impressin", awe-inspiring stanzas:
I am the first-born of the divine essence.
Before the gods sprang into existence. I was.
I am the navel fthe rcntrr and the !)Ource] of immortality.
Wl10ever bestows me on others-thereby keeps me to himself.
I am FOOD. I feed on food and on its feeder.•

The divine material out of which the living universe and its
creatures are composed is revealed here as food, which is matter and force combined. This life-sap builds up and constitutes
all the forms of life. Changing its forms it remains nevertheless
indestructible. The creatures thrive by feeding on each otherfeeding on each other. devouring. and hcgctting-hnt the divine
substance itself lives on, without interruption, through the
ceaseless interruptions of the lives of all the living beings. Thus
we find verified in this solemn hymn, verified and experienced
s This concept persists as a central theme in the later period of the
Upanisads. For instances, cf. Hume's index, under "food" (op. cit.~ p. 523).
" Taittiriya Briihmar:za 2. 8. 8.
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in the aspect of its holy mystery, the primary Jaw of the terrible

Artha.lastra: the ruthless struggle for life that prevails in innocence in the realm of nature.'"
This food is stored [the hymn continues] in the highest of
the upper worlds.
All the gods and the dece,..ecl ance>lOI'S arc the guardians
of this food.
Whatever is eaten, or spilt or scattered as an offering.
Is altogether but a hundredth part of my whole body.

The two great vessels, Hea\'en and Earth, ha\C both been
filled

By the spotted cow with the milk of but one milking,
Pious people, drinking of it, cannot diminish it.
It becomes neither more nor

Jes.~.

The life-substance filling the hody of the universe circnlates
through its creatures in a swift, perpetual flow, as they fall prey
to each other, becoming to each other both the food and the
feeder. The portion made visible in this way is but the hundredth part of the total essence, a mere negligible indication of
the totality, by far the greater part of it being hidden from the
eye. For it is stored in the highest dominion of the universe,
where it is guarded both by the gods and by the deceased ancestors who share the celestial abode. The very nature of that
divine store is abundance; the portion manifested as the world
is but the yield of a single milking of the sublime source, the
great spotted cow. Through the continuous tranformation into
the energy and substance of the world the infinite store suffers
not the least decrease. The cow suffers no diminution, either of
life-substance or of productive vigor, in the yield of a single
milking.
to Cl. •uf>ra, pp. 56 and
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The ancient hymn goes on:
FOOD i\ the exhaling breath; FOOD is the inhaling breath
of life;
FOOl), they call death; the same FOOD, they call life.
FOOD, the Brahmans <all growing old [decaying];
FOOD, lhcy al.<.oo call the btgetting of oflspring.

Food governs all vital processes. It provides energy for the
lifelong breathing process. It produces decay and old age, whidt
end in death and destruction; but it also moves to the begetting
of offspring, and it builds up the body of the growing child.
The Joolhh man obtain" meles~ food.

I declare the truth: it will be his death,
Because he does not feed either friend or companion.

By keeping his [ood to himseU alone, he becomes
guilty when eating it.
1-the FOOD-am the c1oml, thundering and raining.

They [the beings] feed on ME.-1 feed on everything.
I am the real essence of the universe, immortal.
By my force all the suns in heaven are aglow.

The same divine milk that circulates through creatures here
on earth sets aglow the suns-all the suns of the galaxy. It condenses also into the forms of the clouds. It pours down as rain
and feeds the earth, the vegetation, and the animals that thrive
on the vegetation. The individual initiated into this secret cannot be avaricious for any portion of the abundant food that
may come to him. He will share it willingly with his companions. He will not wish to break the circuit by hoarding the substance to himself. And by the same token, anyone keeping food
withdraws himself from the animating passage of the life-force
which supports the remainder of the universe-all the creatures
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of the earth, all the douds in their courses, and the sun. Such a
niggardly hoarder cuts himself off from the divine metabolism
of the living world. His food avails him nothing: when he cats,
he eats his own death.
The command of the hymn, the solemn proclamation made
through its stanzas by the holy substance, amounts to a kind ol
<·o~mic

Connnunistl\iauifcsto-with respect at kast to foocl. Food
i, to remain common to all hcings. Soletnnly, the hymn summons the Truth to witness in the phrase ''I cledart• the Truth";
wherewith a cosmir curse is pill upon the hcacl of any rugged
indh·idualist who >honld he concerned to look out only for
him>elf. "It will be his death," the hymn declares; till' nourish·
ing substance in his mouth will turn to poi>on.
The gods arc older than men. much older, yet they too were
born; they arc not eternal or self-existent. They arc but the first
offspring of the cosmic force-mhstancc whkh is food, the ear·
liest self-manifestation of that transrendem primary power. And
since they were born they must also die. There can be no such
thing as t'temity for created, individuali1ed forms. But if not
for the gods, then how for lesser beings? Inhaling ancl exhaling
the breath of lil'c, heg<·tting offspring and withering away. the
numberless organisms of all the spheres ol t·xistence support the
phases of a single, rhythmic, inevitable process of passage. They
make manifest and suffer the metamorphoses of what is intrinsically, in itself. an everlasting frc•hness-a tireless immortality.
Feeding on the di\'inc substance in the form of the others and
becoming in turn their food, each is hut a moment in a mag·
nitudinons universal play of transformations, a lively shifting·
about of masks; for such wild abandonment as characterizes
this game of feeding belongs to the state of being a mask. What
the masks conreal is everywhere the same: "the source," "the
center," the anonymous divine lifc-forre which has no face yet
wears the masks of all the faces of life.
The individual's consolation lies in knowing that behind and
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within his doom is the Imperishahk-which is his own very
seed and essence. Release from the doom consists in feeling
identical not with the mask but with its ail-pervading, cvt'TIiving substance. To be identified with that through wisdom
means to conform to its reality by taking the proper attitude
with respect to food and feeders. The mystery of the oneness of
all in the divine being will tht·n he made manifest in practice.
Disregardin~ differentiating. discritninatury notions-which set
ronfticting individuals apart, each ego clinging avidly to itscH in
isolation, giving battle, according to the way of the fishes, in a
selfish sheer maintenance ot it~clt-one no longer feels bound in

by thl' hide of one"s personal pnishability. All and everything is
looked upon as the manifestation o[ one \ariously inflected yet
permanent essence, of whi(_ h one's own life is but a passing
configuration. Su<·h a rcalintion transforms like magic the view
of the seemingly lll<'rciless comse of life, and b('stows immediately a boon of peace.
The I-Iymn of Food thus ~ivcs voice to the same "World Yea••
that, centuries later. is to disLingnish Tfmtrism, with its great
formula: ''Who seeks Nir\'al).a?" 11 The tangible realm of maya,
which is the veil that occludes Truth, is at the same time the
self-revelation of Truth. Everything is a mask, a gesture of the
self-revelation. The dark aspects of life (death. bereavement,
and sorrow) muntcJ balance the bright (fulfillment and de·
light); the two sides check each other, like the celestial and infernal forces in the structure of the universe, the bc•nignity of
the gods. and the self-centered, disrnptive, ruthless ambitions of
the demons. If the kaleidoscopically changing. fleeting aspects
of the world are ever to be endured, an acceptance of the totality is necessary; which means, it is necessary to break down the
all-too-natural egoistic claim that life and the unh·erse should
ronform to the shortsighted, asthmatic constitution of a selfcentered member of the whole. who excludes from his considu Cf. infra. pp. 56off.; also mpra, p. 61, Editor's notC', and Appendix B
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eration everything beyond the range of his own limited personal
vision.
Nescience might be called the short-leggcdness of man-in
rontrast to the n·ach of the divine Cosmic Man, Vi~I}u, who
with three gigantic strides created Earth, Atmosphere, and
Firmament, simply by setting clown the sole of his foot, at each
stride, in what was empty space. The cosmic dynamism of which
we ourselves arc minute manifestations cannot be fitted to the
dim<·nsions of our brain, any more than to the hrains of ants;
lor the universe is the holy revelation of an absolutely transcendent essence. \\'c can be glad to understand it even a little,
in terms appropriate to the range of our egocentric sensual and
mental faculties. Though characterized every moment by perishahlenr~~. the universal whirling process in itself is everlasting, even as is the hidden power from which it derives. It is
everlasting. indeed, through the very transiency of its continually appearing and vanishing phenomena-all these evanescent
forms. And precisely because these break, it is everlasting. The
doud-shadows of death and bereavement darken the face of the
world every second; these race across Lhr n1oonlit, sunlit scene
-but they c!o not onthalance the light, the fulfillment of life's
joy in the perpetual begetting of new forms. The world, in spite
of its pain, is as it were enraptured by itself, and does not count
the hurts that go with the procedure: as though lovers in their
rapture should mind whether the kisses hurt, or a child eagerly
swallowing irr cream whether the chill was a little painful.
E\·erything depends on where one puts the emphasis. That of
the Hymn of Food is on the dionysiac aspect o£ the world. A
continuous blending and transformation of opposites through
a relentless vital dynamism-even asking for pains, to balance
and enhance the intensity of delight-goes spontaneously, pow·
•·rfully, and joyously with this terrific Oriental acceptance of the
whole dimension of the universe. And this wild affirmative is
one that is eminently characteristic, as we shall find, of Hinduism.
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Siva, the cosmic dancer, the divine lord of destruction, is de~
scribed at once as the model of ascetic fervor and as the type ol
the frantic lover and faithful spouse!' The Alexandrian Greeks
recognized in him the Hindu form of Dionysos, and in their
typical Western way depicted their own god as having triumphantly entered and conq ucred India. But we know that
the Brahmans had been giving praise to the dynamic, dionysiac
aspen of the universe long before the vine-wreathed, Thracian
"Twice-born" entered the vales of Greece with his wild bandto the consternation and scandal of the world-directing, sober
personalities of the orthodox Greek Olympus.
The devotee of such a god is asked to adore, not the names
and forms (niimariipa), but the dynamism-this torrential cosmic stream of lleeting evolutions, which is continually producing and wiping out individual existences (this Niagara, of which
we are the drops), as it seethes in a roaring. tremendous foam.
Such is the attitude that comes to the fore decisively in the
Tfmtric period of Indian thought: the mortal individual identifies his mind with the principle that brought him into existence, that hurls him along and is to wipe him out, feeling himself to be a part of that supreme force as its manifestation, a
part of its veil and play. One submits to the totality. One attunes one's ears to the dissonant as well as to the consonant
strains of the cosmic symphony, regarding oneself as a brief
passage, a momentary melody, now raised, but soon to fade and
be heard no more. Thus comprei:cnding his part and function
in the everlasting, joyful-woeful song of life, the individual is
not melancholy at the prospect of the pains of death aud birth,
or because of the frustrations of his personal expectations. Life
is no longer evaluated by him in terms of sorrow. Both the
sorrows and the joys of the round are transcended in ecstasy.
"Who seeks Nirva1,1a?" The comprehension of the life-patterns that unfold with varying degrees of intensity from the
12

Cf. Zimmer, The King and the Corpse, pp. 264·!Jl6.
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primal, one and only, innermost Self and Core of all existences,
the "Holy l'ower"-Brahman-Atman-cannot be achieved by
means of logic; (or logic rejects as absurd, and therefore impossible, whatever goes against the rules of reason. For example,
1 plus 1 logically is 2, never :1 or 5, and can never shrink to 1.
Yet things arc not that way in the field of the vital processes of
nature, where the most alogical developments take place every
day, on every side, as a matter of course. The rules of life are
n•Jt those of logic but of dialectics; the reasonings of nature not
like those of the mind, but rather like those of our illogical
belly, our procreative faculty, the vegetable-animal aspect of our
microcosm. In this sphere, the sphere of biological dialectics,
the illogical sphere o( nature and life's forces, 1 plus 1 is usually
far from remaining merely 2 for very long.
Suppose, for example, that the one 1 is a male and the other
1 a female. \Vhcn they first meet, they are but the 1-plus-1 that
is 2; when they fall in love with each other, however, and throw
their destinies together, then they become the 1-plus-1 that is 1,
"for better or for worse." The holy sacrament-at least in its
more solemn, ancient, and magical form. as pr(.'scncd in the
Roman Catholic ritual-insists emphatically on the idea that
now the two are "made one flesh" (uua caro facta t•st). This very
union, in fact, is what takes away the llaw, the suspicion or
tinge of sin, which attaches to every kind of carnal interrelationship between the sexes, according to the ascetic Christian
belief. The fact that the two have been transformed into one
through the performance of the sacrament makes the married
couple exempt from concupiscerttia, sinfulness; hallows their
sexual union. Thus through a magical transmutation, 1 plus 1
emphatically coalesces into 1, the sacramental formula only
stating what is actually the basic experience of all true lovers
when they have found each other and become joined with an
attachment that projects happily the single prospect of their
two lives' duration.
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The alchemy of nature, melting the two hearts in a mutual
fire, reduces the 1-plus-1 to the 1-made-out-of-2. But nature's
alchemy does not stop there. Instead of the normal multiplication table, which we learn in school and use in business and
practical-minded calculations, nature follows a witches' or wizards' multiplication table-a Hexeneinmaleins, as Goethe calls
it in his Faust. After a hrief delay, when 1 plus 1 has become 1,
the married couple normally evolves into a triad; the first child
is born. And if this evolution is not ch<"cked by prudent pbnning, an uncontrollable series evolves. The 1 that had been
made of 1 plus 1 grows imo .j, 5, 6-in fact goes on in a virtually
indefinite ~et ies; the odd fact being, furthermore, that each
additional unit contains potentially, and hands down into the
future, tlw plenitude of the biological inheritance of the first
fertile unit, for it shows forth features that were latent in both
terms of that original 1 made of 1 plus 1.
Mythical thou~ht, when evolving a manifold of godly forces
and figures out of the one primal source or essence, proceeds
according to this dialectical rationale. And Brahmanical thought,
in its brilliant formulae of psychological self-analysis, which
were developed in the U pani~adic period, traces the same kind
of dialectical evolution in man's consciousness; as follows. Deep
sleep (susufJti), when rc~arded from the point of view either of
waking consciousness (vai.~viirwrn) or of consciousness in the web
of dream (taijasa), would seem to be a state of sheer non-being
(a-sat); nevertheless, it is from this sheer blank that the dreams
emerge, like clouds condensing out of the void of the firmament; and from this same unconsciousness, moreover, the waking state suddenly bursts into being. Furthermore, it is back
into this emptiness that the little cosmos of man's waking consciousness dissolves and disappears in sleep." Thus it can be said
that the emanation of dreams and the passage of consciousness
from sleep to waking are two stages, or two varieties, of a con·
"C£. infra, PP· s6•-s6a and 37.ti.
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stantly recurrent, daily repeated little cosmogony, or process of
world-creation, within the microcosm. Just as the colossal universe e\"olves from some transrendental secret source-the essence beyond name and form, which remains unaffected by the
process of torrential Howing forth-so likewise, the mysterious
dream-ego, which in dreams evolves its own landscapes and adventures as well as the visible, tangible individual, who becomes
conscious of himself when waking-these temporarily emerge
from that innermost secret essence which is called the Self, the
bedrock of all human life and experience. In other words, the
macrocosmir Self (brahman) and the microcosmic (iitman) work
parallel effects. They are one and the same, only viewed under
two aspects. So that when the individual makes contact with
the Self that he holds within, he comes into possession of divine
cosmic power and stands centered beyond all anxiety, strife, and
change. The attainment of this goal is the one and only end
of Vedic and Vedantic thought.
What we have here is a philosophy of life-matter and lifeforce, a philosophy of the life-process and body, rather than of
the mind and spirit. Hence the reasonings of the Brahmanic
tradition were readily compatible with the earlier mythology
of the Vedas, which in its turn had been a pictorial representation of the same vital principles and situations. And in so far
as we are not sheer mind, sheer disembodied spirit, we are all
naturally concerned with this kind of philosophizing. Its main
task is to determine and define the true essence of our apparent
life; to locate that aspect of our dynamic totality with which we
must identify ourselves if we are to come to terms with the
problem of existence. Are we identical with our bodily frame?
Or is our essence to be sought, perhaps, by way of the purest
emotional and spiritual virtues of that intangible entity that
we call our soul? Or again, can it be that there is something
beyond not only the tangible body but also the apprehended
features and processes of the intangible soul, which abides with
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us as the source and silently guiding force that animates both
the body and the soul? What are we? What can we realistically
hope for?
These pressing questions raunnt be solved by ontological analysis. Metaphysical argument• end in no solution. The root
that undL"rlil'.) aud ghcs existence to the analyziug, arguin!.{
mind as well as to the body that supports it must be touched.
The mind itsdl h inadequate for this task (d. Kant, C!iliquc of
Pure Rc•a>oll) and has to he put at rest.
In the early Vedic age the work of transcending mind was
accomplished by the "way of de\otion" (bhakli-nuirga); wholehearted dedication, that is to say, to the symbolic personalities
of the gods and the absorbing rituals of their perpetual worship.
During the following centuries the concentration of the philosophers became introverted and the goal was •ought along an
inner path. But dther way, the boon of life's hounti!ul power
was won. A rooted, absolutely finn position was atlained, where
the dynamism of the phenomenal spectacle and the permanence
of the animating principle could be experienced simultaneously
as one and the same great mystery-the mystery o[ that "hsolutely transcendent, serene being which is immanent, and made
partially manifest, in the phenomenal becoming of the world.

2.

THE CREATIVE philosophers of the period of the Upani~ads,
examining the problem of the itman, were the pioneer intellectuals and freethinkers of their age. They stepped beyond
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the traditional priestly view of the cosmos. Yet, as we have seen,
they went beyond it without di~solving or even criticizing it;
for the sphere in which they del\·cd was not the same as that
which the priests had monopolin·d. They turned their backs
on the external univcrsc~the rcahn intcrptct.ed in the myths
and controlled by the complicated rituals of the sacrifice-because they were discoYering something- more interesting. 'I'hcy
had found the interior world, the inward universe of man him~
self, and within that the mystcT) ol the SelL This transported
them far frmn the empire of the numerous anthropomorphic
deities who were the vested governors of both the macrocosm
and the sense functions of the microcosmic organism. The in~
trovrrted Briihtt1anic philosopl1ers WtTe therefore spared tltat

head-on collision with the priests and with the past which
Democritus, Anaxagoras, and the other sdcntist-philosophcls
of Greece experienced when their scientific interpretations of
the celestial bodies and other phenomena ol the universe began
to controvert the ideas held h) the priests and supported by the
gods. The sun rould not be both a divine. anthropomorphic
being named Hclios and a glowing· sphere of incandescent matter; one had to St'ttle for one \·iew or the other. \Vhcn a philosopher's focus, on the other hand (as was the rase in India),
is on a mystery the rotlllt<Tpait of which in the established
theology is but a metaphysical, anonymous mnception, well
above and be·yond the anthropomorphized powers, and revered
simply as the indescribable fountainhead of tl1c cosmos (an ens
entis with which the polytheistic, more concrete, popular ritual
cannot be directly concerned), then there ran he neither an oc·
casion nor a possibility for any outright theological-philosophical collision.
The new direction of thought nevertheless brought about a
really dangerous devaluation hoth of the ritualistic theology and
of the visible universe with which that theology was concerned;
for instead of devoting attention to the gods and the outer
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world, the new breneration was turning its whole considcratiou
to that all-transcending, truly supernatural principle from which
the forces, phenomena, and divine directors of the natural world
proceeded: furthermore, these creative freethinkers were actu·
ally finding and making rontacl with that principle within
themselves. Consequently, such imellectual energy as had formerly been devoted to the study and development of a machinery for the mastery of the demonic and divine forces of the
rosmos-through an elaborat<: ~ystcm of sacrificial propitiation
and appeasing incantation-was being diverted inward, where
it had just made contact with the supreme life-force itself. The
cosmic enert,ry was being taken al its fountainhead, where it
came at its maximum of strength and abundance. As a result,
all those secondary, merely derivative streams of energy, which
had been dammed, canalized, and put to human use through
the magic machinery of priestly ritual, were being left behind.
In Indian thought, not only the gods hut the whole outer world
was dwindling in importance.
'"Yftji1avalkya," we read, "the great sage, one day came to
.Janaka, the magnificent emperor of Videha. And the sage
thought that he would not reveal anything [he only wished to
procure a donation]. However, this same .Janaka and Yajiiavalkya
had talked together on a former occasion, and the sage at that
time had granted the emperor a boon. Janaka had begged the
liberty of asking, in the future, any question he liked, and
Yajfiavalkya had acceded to the request. Therefore when the
sage now entered upon his audience, Janaka immediately challenged him with a question.
"'Yajnavalkya,' said the emperor, 'what is the light by which

man is served?'
"'The light of the sun, 0 Emperor,' said the sage [still intent
on revealing as little as possible]; 'for it is by the light of th<
sun that man sits down, goes out, works, and comes hack home.'
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" 'Quite so. But when the sun has set, 0 Yajiiavalkya, what
then is the light by which man is served?'
"The sage [as though to tantali1e his royal pupil] answered:
'The moon then beromes his light: for it is then by the light of
the moon that he sits down, goes out, works, and comes back
home.'
" 'That is so,' said Janaka; 'but when both the sun and the
moon are down. what then, 0 Yajiiavalkya, is the light by which
man is served?'
"'The fire becomes his light,' replied Yajiiavalkya; 'for it is
then by firelight that he sits down, goes out, works, and comes
back home.'"
The emperor again agreed ... '0 Yajiiavalkya, that is true;
but when the sun and moon ha,-e set and the fire has gone out,
what then is the light by whid• man is served?' "
The sage contimwd to retreat. "'Sound,' he said, 'then serves
as light; for it is with the ,·oice as his light that he then sits
down. goes out. works. and com<·s back home. 0 Emperor, when
it is so dark that one cannot sc:e one's own hand before one's
face, if a sound is utten·d. then one can follow the sound.'
" 'That indeed is trn<·,' said the Emperor patiently; 'but, 0
Y:ijiiavalkya, when the sun and moon have set, and the fire has
gone out, and there is not a sound-what is then the light by
which man is served?' "
The sage was drh en to the wall. "'Atman, the Self,' he declared, 'becomes his light; for it is hy the light of the Self that
he sits down, goes ont, wm ks. and com("s hack h01ne.' "
The emperor was plea5t·d; yet the discussion had still to come
to his point. "'That is true, 0 Yajtiavalkya, hut of the many
principles within man, whi<h is the Self?'"
Only when this question had been asked did the sage at last
begin to teach the king."
The Self taught by Yajiiavalkya to King .Janaka was the same
•• Brhadlira11yoka Upanilad 4- 5- •-7-
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as that being taught by all the other great masters of the new
wisdom-some notion of which can be gained by a brief review
of a number of typical Brahmanic similes and metaphors, culled
at random from the U pani~ads of that prolific period.
Gha!asarhvrtam tilddmh niyamiine ghate yathii,
gha!o niyeta ruikii.\am tathii jivo nabhopamalt.

"Space is enclosed by earthen jars. Just as space is not carried
along with the jar when this is removed [from one place to
another), so Jiva [i.e., the Self when contained in the vessel of
the subtle and gross body], like infinite space [remains unmoved
and unaffected]." "
It matters not to Space whether it be inside or outside of a
jar. The Self, similarly, does not suffer when a body goes to
pieces:
Ghatanad nividhiihiirain bhidyamiJnain puna/;! puna/;!,
tad bhagnnrh na ra jfiniiti sa jiiniiti ca nityaSaQ.

"The various forms, like earthen jars, going to pieces again
and again, He does not know them to be broken; and yet He
knows eternally.""
The Self does not become aware of bodies. They can be
broken, they can be whole. The Self is the knower of Its own
undifferentiated plenitude, beyond form, just as the element
ether is beyond form. And just as the element ether, being the
first-born of the five elements," contains potentially all the
qualities of the other four, as well as everything that ca~ emerge
from them (all the objects and figures of sensual expenence), so
HI Amrtabindu Upanisad 13.
18/b. '4·
11 Air, fire, water, and earth are supposed to have emanated, in that
order, from ether.
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likewise the Self, which, being the sole reality, is the source of
all.
Yalha nadyal.z syandamanab samudre
astafit gacclzanti ndmanlpe

vihtiya~

Iaiita vidvan niimarupiid vimuklab
pariitpararh puru\mm upaiti divyam.

"As flowing rivers go to rest in the ocean and there leave
behind them name and form, so likewise the Knower, released
from name and form, goes to that divine Man (punt~a), who is
beyond the beyond (pariitpara•h: higher than the highest, tran·
scending the transcendent)." "
Descriptive metaphors were multiplied to form a string of
classic images, surrounding like a garland the mystery of the
Self. "Divide the fig"; "Placc· this salt in water"; "Just as, my
dear, by one piece of clay everything made of clay may be
known." "The various forms going to pieces, he does not know
them to be broken." "This whole world has that as its soul; that
is Reality; that is Atman; that art thou, Svctakrtu." 19
"That art thou" (tat tvam asi), this word of the old Brahman
Arm.ti to his son, which became the "great formula" (malul·
viikya) of Vedantic truth, reduced the entire spectacle of nature
to its single, all-pervading. most subtle, absolutely intangible,
hidden essence. Svctakctu was taught. by his ksson, to look
beyond the \'isible principle celebrated in the Vedic Hymn of
Food; for the idea that food in its various manifestations, visible
and tangible, wa• the highest essence of the universe, had long
since been outgrown. The life-essence was now to be conceived
of as invisible (like the void within the seed of the fig), all suf·
fusing (like the salt in the pan of water), intangible, yet the
final substance of all phenomena. It could be ascertained hut
not grasped, like the dissolved salt-and was extremely subtle,
like the presence within the seed. Therefore, one was not to re·
ta Mu~:~daha
10

Upani/ad S· •· 8.
Chandogya Upanisad 6. Cf. supra, pp. 335·337·
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gar<! oneself as the gross and tangible individual; not even as the
subtle personality; but as the principle out of which those bad
emanated. All manifested things whatsoever were to be known
to be Its "transformations" (vikiira). The forms were accidental.
Furthermore, the forms were fragile: pottery breaks, but clay remains. Tat lvam asi means: "thou art to be aware of the identity
of thine innwst essence with the invisible substance of all and
everything"-which represents an extreme withdrawal from the
differentiated sphere of individualized appearances. The gross
and subtle forms of the world therewith were relegated, in the
hierarchy of the gradations of reality, to a radically lower rank
than that of the formless void.
Dve TJiiua brahmano riipe mUrtam ciimiirtam ca,

atha yarJ tnUrtan tad asatyam yad amUrtam tat satyam,
tad brahma ynd bmhma tnj jyotil_l.

"There arc, assuredly, two forms of Brahman: the formed and
the formless. Now, that which is formed is unreal (asatyam), while
that which is formless is real (satyam), is Brahman, is light.
"Light," the text goes on, "that is the sun, and even it [the
sun] has this syllable Ol\f as its Self." 20
It required time to evolve and press to its conclusion the conception of the absolutely formless. The quest for the "really real"
rested for a time, therefore, with such phenomena as the sun in
the macrocosm (as the primary source of light), the life-breath
(priir;w) in the microcosm (as the primary source of life), and tbe
ritual syllable OM. These remain in the texts, and still serve as
preliminary holds. But in the end the courageous step was taken,
and the goal of absolute transcendence attained.
Three stages, or levels, in the sphere of human consciousness
were easily recognized:
1. the waking state, where the sense faculties are turned outward, and the field of cognition is that of the gross body;
,. Maitrl Upani$ad 6. 5· For satya and asatya, c£. supra, pp. J66-167.
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the dreaming state, where the field is that of subtle bodies,
self-luminous and magically lluid; and
3· the blissful state of dreamless deep sleep.
2.

The second of these three was understood to be a glimpse into
the subtle, supra· and infraterrestrial spheres of the gods and
demons, which are within, as well as without; " a world no less
unsatisfactory, however, than that of waking consciousness, because equally fraught with terror, suffering, delusory forms, and
incessant change. There was little temptation, consequently, to
identify this sphere with that of perfect being. The blissful state
of dreamless sleep, however, was different; for it was untroubled
by the vicissitudes of consciousness and seemed to represent a
perfect return of the life-force to its intrinsic state of "aloofness
and isolation" (kaivalya), existence in and by itself. This appears
to have been the conception of the goal held in the Siilikhya."
And yet, discussions inevitably arose as to whether this state,
which involves an abasement, or even complete annihilation, of
consciousness, could Teally TepTescnt the ultimate ideal and condition of spiritual life."
The sage Yii.jfiavalk ya, in a celebrated dialogue with his beloved
wife Maitreyi, states that for the released and perfect knower
there is no consciousness following death, because all pairs of
opposites, all dual states, including that of the differentiation of
subject and object, have then disappeared.
"When there is a duality, as it were, then one sees another;
one smells another; one tastes another; one speaks to another; one
hears another; one thinks of another; one touches another;
one understands another. But when everything has become just
one's own self, then whereby and whom would one see? whereby
and whom would one smell? whereby and whom would one taste?
2 1 The heavens and hells were regarded as the macrocosmic counterpart
of the realm that is entered in dream.

"Cf. suf>m, p. ~~o.
,. Cf. Home's index, under "sleep" (of>. <it., p. 554).
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whereby and to whom would one speak? whereby and whom
would one hear? whereby and ot whom would one think? whereby
and whom would one touch? whereby and whom would one understand? whereby would one understand him by means of whom
one understands this All? ... Lo, whereby would one understand
the undcrstander?
'That Self (Iitman) is not this, not that (neti, neti). It is unseizable, for it cannot be seized; indestructible, for it cannot be
destro}cd; unallached, for it docs uot attach itself; it is unbound,
it docs not trcn1ble, it is not injured." ~ 1
The Self is not easily known. It cannot he realized except by
the greatest effort. Every vestige of the normal waking attitude,
which is appropriate and necessary for the daily struggle for existcuce (artha), pleasure (kama), and the attainment of righteousness (dharma), must be abandoned. The really serious seeker of
the Self has to become an introvert, disinterested absolutely in
the pursuits of the world-disinterested even in the continuance
of his individual existence; for the Self is beyond the sphere of
the senses and intellect, beyond even the profundity of intuitive
awareness (budd hi), which is the sonrce of dreams and the fundamental support of the phenomenal pcrson;,lity. "The Creator,
the divine Being who is self-existent (svayam-bhil), drilled the
apertures of the senses, so that they should go outward in various
directions; that is why man perceives the external world and not
the Inner Self (antar-atman). The wise man, however, desirous of
the state of immortality, turning his eyes inward and backward
(pratyag, 'into the interior'), beholds the Self.""
The Metaphor of the Chariot
"The Self (iitman) is the owner of the chariot; the body (Sarira)
is the chariot; intuitive discernment and awareness (bnddhi) is
,. Brhadiira~yaka Upani$ad 4· 5· '5· (Home, op. cit., p. 147).
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the charioteer; the thinking function (manas) is the bridle; the
sense-forces (imlriya) are the horses; and the objects or spheres
of sem<·-perreption (vi1aya) are the ranging-ground (gocara: the
roads and pasturages of the animal). The individual in whom
the S<"lf, the sense-forces, and the mind are joined is called the
eater or cnjoycr (bhoktar)." ••
The seme-forccs of perception arc (in sequence from the finest,
or most subtle, to the most tangible and gross):
hearing, which is effected through the ear,
seeing, which is effected tlnough the eye,
3· smelling, which is effect<·d through the nose,
4· tasting, which is effected through the tongue,
5· touching, which is effected through the skin.
1.

2.

These are the five sense-forces o£ knowing {jtiiilletulriyiil)i), which
in living organisms make for the attitude of eater or enjoyer
(bhoktar). The bhoktar is "he who experiences pleasant and unpleasant sensations and feelings, because endowed with receptivity." We eat, as it were, our sense perceptions, and these then arc
assimilated by the organism as a kind of food. The eyes swallow
objects that are beautiful, the cars become drunk with music and
the nose with delicate perfumes. But the contrary principle, that
of activity or spontaneity (kartar), also is constantly in effect. Just
as the bhoktar functions through the receptive senses, so the
kartar through the forces of action (karmendriyiilli), which pro·
vide for:
speaking, which is effected through the organs of speech,
grasping, which is effected through the hands,
3· locomotion, which is effected through the feet,
4· evacuation, which is effected through the rectum,
5· generation, which is effected through the genitals.
1.

2.

•• lb. 3· 3-4·
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The bhoktar and kartar,lunctioning together, enable the healthy
organism to carry on the processes of life."
'"For one who is devoid of real insight and has not properly
and constantly yoked-and-tamed his mind [that is to say: for one
who has not disciplined and controlled both his conscious mental
faculty (mar~as) and the intuitive awareness (buddhi) which is a
manifestation of the irrational unconscious], the sense-forces become unmanageable, like the wicked horses of a charioteer. But
for him who is always full of intuitive awareness (vijiianavant)
and who has tamed-and-yoked his mind, the senses are subdued
like the good horses of a charioteer.
'"He who lacks the proper intuitive awareness, and is thoughtless and impure. does not reach That Place (pada: the state of
transcendental existence); he tips over into the whirlpool of death
and rebirth (samsara). But he who is full of intuitive awareness,
thoughtful and pure at all times, reaches That Place, whence
one is not reborn. The man who has for his charioteer intuitive
awareness. and for his bridle the mind, attains the end of his
journey-which is a great distance away. That goal is the supreme
abode of V~QU [the cosmic, all-pervading Self divine].""
Vi~Qu's celestial paradise, which is situated on the upper surface of the dome of the firmament and is known as his "third step'"
because it came into existence beneath his foot with the third of
his three gigantic, cosmic strides," symbolizes the state of that
one who, as an accomplished initiate, has become released from
bondage and has been made divine through the realization of his
own intrinsic spirituality. Once having broken through the
shrouding veils to the Self, by virtue of a conquest of the forces
of nature in his own organism. the chariot-rider is no longer in"Cf. m(Wa, p. 3'7·
Is Katha Upanisad S· s-g. Compare Plato's description of the Chariot in
the Phaedrus.
,. Supra, p. 350: cf. also, Zimmer, Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and
Civilization, pp. •s•·•sa.
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valved in worldly sufferings, pleasures, and pursuits, but has bermnc, now and forever, free .

..-1/man: lhc Conl1olll'r lVithin

The Sdf-"that thread by which this world and the other world
and all thing1) an: ti('d together"

:w~is

the timeless tontrolkr

withiu. "He dwells in the !neath, he is within the breath; the
breath, however, does not know him: the breath is his body, he
controls the breath from within. lie dwells in the mind, he is
within the tnind~ tht! tnind, however, docs not know him: the
mind is his body, he controls the mind from within.'' He is likewise within speech, the eye, the ear. tltc skin, the understanding,
and the semen. 1\Iorcover, in like marmer, he is within the ele-

ments of the macrocosm. "This Self dwells in the ekment earth
and controls it from within: the earth is his body"; yet the earth
is unaware of this principle inherent in its atoms. Earth is the
most tangible o1 the five clements; but in water, fire, and air, and

in ether (the most subtle of the fi\·e), the Self is equally unknown.
"The Self dwells in all beings, he is within all beings; the beings,
huwcvrr, do not know hi1n: all bcitJgs arc his body, he controls

all beings from within. He is unseen. yet seeing; unheard, yet
hearing; unthought-of, and yet 'th<' thinkl'r' (mrwtar). He is unknown,and yet the knower (vijiiiilar, the inner principle of awareness). There is no seer but him, no one to hrar but him, no one

thinking, no one aware hut him. He is the Self, the Ruler within,
the One Immortal."" The Self, that is to say, is the actual agent
of every sense and thinking proc<'SS, the organs merely serving
him as instruments.

"That gigantic divine Being is by nature inconceivable. It appears to be more subtle than the subtlest, much farther off than
the farthest, yet here, quite near-deposited right here, within
so Brhadiiranyaka Upanisad

3· 7·

1.

81 lb. g. 7· (cl. Humc, op. cit., pp. 111-117)·
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the cave [the inmost recess of the heart] of those who see." 11 The
inner experience of the Self, its visualization by virtue of a descent to the inmost cave, is proof enough that it exists everywhere,
as the true core indwelling every being. Indestructible and not
susceptible to change, it both transcends the universe and inheres
in every particle of it; yet in both aspects remains undisclosed.
"Not for the sake of the husband is the husband loved, but
for the sake of the Self is the husband loved. Not for the sake of
the wife is the wife loved, but for the sake of the Self is the wife
loved. Not for the sake of the sons arc the sons loved, but for
the sake of the Self arc the sons loved.... Not for the sake of all
is all lowd, but for the sake of the Self is all loved. The Self is
what is to be beheld, heard, reflected on, and meditated upon
with inner concentration. Verily, by beholding, hearing, reflect·
ing upon, and by the intimate knowledge (vijfUina) of, the Self,
all of the visible and tangible universe becomes known." n
"The One God is hidden within all beings. He is the allpervading, all-filling Inner Self (antar-iitman) of all beings; the
overseer of all activities [both the inward and the outward, both
the voluntary and the involuntary]; the inhabitant (adhiviisa) of
all beings. He is the witness [ever watching, uninvolved in what
is going on], the guardian (cetar), complete and alone (kevala),••
beyond the gut;tas.""
"The sole existing ruler is the Self in the interior of all transi12 Mundaln Upanisod 3· 1. 7·
u Brhadtira~yaka Upani$ad 2. 4· 5· This again
speaking, in conversation with his wife, Maitreyi
The lesson of the final stanza is that when the
everything is realized within, the various masks

is the sage Yiji'iavalkya
(d. supra, pp. g62·36g).
unique inner essence of
that it assumes become

translucent. All understanding, as well as all sympathy and love, is based
on the intrinsic identity of the Knower and the Known. Hatred arises
only from an illusion of diversity.
•• Cf. supra, pp. S05·S•4·
"§uet<l.lvatara Upani,ad 6. n. (cf. Hume, op. cit., p. 409) . For the
gunas, cf. supra, PP· •95.. 9'7•
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tory creatures; he makes manifold his one form. The wise behold
him standing in their own being; hence to them belongs everlasting happiness-and to no one else.
"He is the enduring amidst the non-enduring. He is the intelligence of the intelligent. Though One, he yet produces the desires of many. The wise behold him standing in their own being;
hence to them belongs everlasting peace-and to no one else...
Through fear of him the wind blows,
Through fear of him the sun rises,
Through fear of him Agni [tl1e god of fire],
Indra [the causer of rain and storm, king of the gods],
And Death, the fifth, all hurry
[to perform their respective tasks]."

"A plenitude is that yonder [the transcendental essence which
is the source and life of all); a plenitude is this which is here [the
visible, tangible world). Plenitude is scooped from plenitude
[the abundance of the world being drawn from the abundance
of the divine), and yet, though the plenitude of plenitude is
taken, plenitude remains." 88

Five Metaphors
"Just as the spider pours forth its thread from itself and takes
it back again; just as herbs grow on the earth and hairs from a
living man, even so the universe grows from the Imperishable.''••
"Katha Upani$ad 5· u-•!· (cf. Home, op. cit., pp. !57·358).
"Taittiriya Upani$ad •· 8. (cf. Hume, op. cit., p. 288). The meaning is

that by its mere being the Self keeps everything going.
Brhadaratlyaka Upanisad 5· J,
I. 7· (cf. Hume, op. cit., P· s67)·
Here the emphasis is laid on the contrast between the eternal (nitya)
and the transient (anitya). There is an actual transformation of the
eternal transcendental essence into i~ transitory manifestations. The Imperishable One is the only truly abiding essence, however, in contradistinction to its transient transformations, which ma'ke up the phenomenal
sa

"lb. '·

sphere.
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"Just as there shoot out hum a blazing fire sparks by the thousands, resembling the fire, so do the various beings (or states:
bhiiva) proceed from that Imperishable; and into It, verily, they
return.""u

"Like the butter hidden in milk, Pure Consciousness (vijiia''"""the state of Atman as Brahman, sheer bliss) resides in every
being. It is to be constantly churned, with the mind serving as
the churning-rod." "

The Metaj>hor of the Two Birds on One Tree
Vt~ii

>upan•ii sayujli sakhiiyii. samii.nam vr~1am pari1a-svajate
tayor anya(t pippa lam sr1adv atty anaJnann anyo abhiciikaJiti

'"Two birds of beautiful plumage, close friends and compani<.ns, reside in intimate fellowship on the selfsame tree. One of
them eats the sweet fruit of the tree; the other, without eating,
watcht's.''

The tree with the twin birds, the tree of life or of the human
personality, is a well-known motif in Oriental tapestries and carpets. The figure is interpreted and developed in the succeeding
Samiine vrJ,.se puru1o nimagno 'nUayii Jocati muhyamtinalz

j111(am yadii. pa.iyaty anyam iSam asya maltimii.nam iti vitasoka(l

"The individual life-monad (pur~a), being deluded, laments,
depres.•ed by a feeling of helplessness (ani.<iiyii.: of not being a
sovereign lord); but when he beholds on the same tree that other,
the Lord in whom the pious take delight (j~tam iSam), and comprehends His greatness, then his grief is gone";•• for he knows
that between himself and that other there is a fundamental
identity.
•• Mun(laka Upanilad •· 1. 1. (d. Hume, op. cit., p. 570).
4-1 Amrtabindu Upani$ad ao.
., Mun(laka Upanilad 5· •· l·t. (d. Hume, op. cit., p. 574)·
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The Two Kinds of Knowledge
"Two kinds of knowledge (vidyii) are to be known: that of the
Brahman-of-sounds (sabda-brahman) and that of the Highest
llrahman (param-brahman)." The Brahman-of-sounds is the aggregate of all the hymns, formulae, charms, inc_antations, prayers,
and exegetical commentaries that constitute the Vedic revelation.
This Brahman cannot be the Highest, however, because it is
endowed with name and form; names to assist the mind, and the
sound-forms of spt·<•ch. song, melody, and prose (niiman and
rilpa). "But anyone laved (niHliita) in ~bda-Brahman goes on
to the Highest Brahman. Having studied the books (grantha)
assiduously (abhyiisfl: this is the term for constant endeavor in
yogic practice), the wise, intent on knowledge solely, and on the
plenitude-of-knowledge (vij>iiiua), should discard books completely-just as a person trying to get at rice throws the husks
away.''"
The inferior, preliminary wisdom is like a raft-to be forsaken
once it has transported its voyager to his destination. Sacrificial
lore and the ethical rituals of life have to be left behind at the
brink of the higher realization."
"This is to be attained only by tmthfulness (safya) and asceti41Amrtabindu Upanisad •7-18.
J!ijnana ("the plenitude-of-knowledge''): the vi- here refers to Infinity,
which is all-comprehensive and leaves no margin whf"rein any unincluded,
second entity might exist. Vijfliina is therefore nondual (advaita) knowledge (jiitina), and as such synonymous with the state known to Vedinta as
Turiya~ the "Fourth!' This is beyond the thrre planes of waking consciousnesc;, dream consdousne'!ls, and deep sleep (cf. infra~ pp. g72-378).
Such would seem to be the meaning of the term vijii.O.na in the Bhagavad

Gitii also.
ff Throughout the later periods of the Hindu tradition the term "lower
wiMiom" (aparaTJidyO.) has been regarded as referring to wisdom committed
to writing: book lore is to be finally discardf'd. The injunction resembles
that of the European alchemists, ''rumpiti libros ne corda vestra rumbantur," but Jacks the touch of polemic aitidsm.
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cism(tapas), real insight(samyag-j•iaua) and unbroken continence
(brahmawryn). Consislingol divine light, resplendent, It resides
within the body. Ascetics behold It, who have annihilated their
defects.""
"This Self is not attained through teaching, intelligence, or
much learning. It is attained by him only whom It chooses. To
such a one this Self discloses Its proper nature (ta1dlm svam)."'"
"Verily, the Self that is in the three states of waking (jagrat),
dream (svapna), and dreamks. sleep (S11,11!/>Ii), is to he understood
as one and the same. For him who has transcended this triad of
states, there is no rebirth.
"Being verily one, the Self-of-all-beings-and-elements is present
in every being. It is beheld onefold and manifold simultaneously,
like the moon reflected in water.""
The Union of the Life-Monad with the Spirit'LUil-Self

"Just as a man fully embraced by his beloved wife does not
know anything at all, ril her external or internal, so docs this man
(fmru~a: the individual life-monad), embraced fully by the su·
premdy knowing Spit ituai-Sdf (pmjlitltman), not know an}thin~
at all, either external or internal. That is his form devoid of sorrows, in which all desires arc fulfilled; in which his only desire
is the Self [which he has now attained]; in which he is without
desire. In that state a father is no father, a mother no mother,
the worlds no worlds, the gods no gods, ... a thief no thief, an
ascetic no ascetic. Unattended by virtuous works, unattended by
"MumJaka Upanisad ~· 1. 5· (d. Hume, op. rit., p. !74)·
to lb. S· 2. g. (d. Humc, vp. dt .. p. 376). Compare the Christian doctrine
of Grace.

"' Amrtabindu Upnnisad 11-12.
There is but one moon in the nightly firmament, yet it is reflected in
numerous water jars standing in the moonlight. The jars, perishable clay,
are compared to individuals.
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evil works, he has crossed to the other shore, beyond the sorrows
of the heart.""
Turiya: "The Fourth"-and the Meani11g of the Syllable OM
The very short Mii!•l)ukya Upani~ad, which consists of but
twelve verses, has come to be regarded as the concentrated
extract and epitome of the teaching of the entire corpus of the
one hundred and eight Upani1ads. Its theme is the syllable OM,
which is written ail or -gp, and throug·h which the mystery of
Brahman is gathered to a point. The text first treats of 01\1 in
terms of the Upani-5adic doctrine o[ the three states of \"laking,
dream, and sleep, but then passes on to the "Fourth" (turiya),
thus transporting· us beyond the t}pictl llpani-5adic ~phcre into
that of the later, dassic. Ad\"aita \'eddnta.
We may well conclude the present chapter, and at the same
time prepare ourselves for the next development of the orthodox
tradition, by reviewing this extraordinary text in its entirety.
I. OM!- This imperishable sound is the whole of this visible
universe. Its explanation is as follows. What has become, what
is becoming, what will become-verily, all of this is the sound
OM. And what is beyond these three states of the world of time
-that too, verily, is the sound OM.
There are two spheres, that is to say, which are identical:
1. the phenomenal, visible sphere (that of change [jngat], the
Heraclitean flux), wherein the manifestations of time appear and
perish, and 2. the transcendent, timeless sphere, which is beyond
yet one with it (that of imperishable Being). Both of these are
symbolhed and present in the holy syllable OM.
2. All of this (with a sweeping gesture, pointing to the universe
round about) is Brahman. This Self (placing the hand on the
heart) also is Brahman.
Here again is the nondual doctrine. The essence of the numer., Brhad<ira1:1yaka Upanisad 4·

~· 21-22.
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ous phenomena of the macrocosm is one, and is identical, moreover, with the essence of the microcosm. The mystery of the
universe, with all its stratifications of the gross and subtle, life
in all its forms, matter in all its modifications, may be approached,
therefore, either from within or from without.
This Self (the verse continues) has four portior~s (pii.da: foot,
part, quarter-"like tlte four feet of a cow,"' states the commentary of Sarikara to this verse). We are about to embark on a review of the relationship o[ the lour states of the microcosm to
those of the macrocosm.
)· The first portion is Vaiwiinara, "The Common-to-all-men."
Its field is the waking state. Its consciousness is outward-turned
(through the g-.nes of the senses). It is seven limbed aud nineteen
mouthed. It er~joys (bhuj, "eats, or lives on") gross matter (sthiila).
This is the Self in the waking state, the phenomenal individual moving and living in the phenomenal world. The reference
of the number seven, however, is obscure. Sarikara, in his commentary, seeks to interpret it on the basis of Chiindogya Upani~ad
5· 12. 2., where the limbs o[ the universal Atman arc described
as 1. the head (heaven), 2. tlte eye (the sun), 3· breath (the wind),
4· the torso (space), 5· the kidneys (water) and 6. the feet (the
earth). In the same verse the sacrificial area is likened to the breast
of the universal Atman, the sacrificial grass to his hair, and the
three fires of the Agnihotra sacrifice to his hean,mind,andmouth.
Sarikara, therefore, to complete his catalogue of seven, selects the
last of these enumerated fires, and writes: 7· the mouth (the
Ahavaniya lire). One feels that the explanation is a bit contrived,
yet it vividly renders the basic idea-which is that Vai§vii.nara
is manifest equally in the physical universe and in the human
physique.
The nineteen mouths mentioned in the text are identified by
Sarikara as the live faculties of sense (jiiiinendriya), the live facul·
ties of action (karmendriya), the live vital airs (priit;~a), and the
four constituents of the inner organ; i.e., manas (the mind),
!17!1
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buddhi (the determinative faculty), ahankiira (egoity), and citta
(the "mind-stuff," of which all the other eighteen mouths are
but the various agents). Citla is that "mind-stuff" which it is the
function of Yoga lo bring to rcst.411
-1· The second jJortion (of the Sell) is Taijasa, "The Shining
One." Its field is the <h'cam slate. Its cowciousness is inward
turned.lt is seve11limbed and nineteen mouthed. It enjoys subtle
objects (pravivikta: "the choice; the exquisit1·; that which is set
apart").
This is the Self when it is dreaming, beholding the luminous,
subtle, magically fluid, and strangely enthralling objects of the
world behind the lids of the eyes. Taijasa feeds on the stored-up
dream memories, just as Vaib\'anara on the gross objects of the
world. His "limbs" and "mouths" are the subtle counterparts of
those of the en joyer of the field of waking consciousness.
5· But where a sleeper neither desires anythirzg desirable nor
beholds any dream, that is deef' sleej1 (susupta). Priijiin, "The
Knower," who has become undivided in this field of dreamless
.1leep, is the third jJOrtion of the Sdf. He is an undiffermtintf'd
mass (ghana: "a homogeneous lump") of consciousness, consistiug of bliss and feeding on l1liss (as the former two fed on the
gross and the subtle). His (only) mouth being spirit (cetomukha).
This verse is a climax. In the following the glory oE Prajfia,
"The Knower," the Lord of the field of dreamless sleep, is described.
6. This is the Lord of All (sarve8vara); the Omniscient (sarvajlia); the Indwelling Controller (antaryami); the Source (yoni:
the Generative Womb) of All. This is the beginning and End
of beings."
But now romes the supreme culmination of the series. The
., C£. supra, pp. 284-285.
11 ° Compare this with the vision of t'§vara, the Lord, in the eleventh
chapter of the Rhagavad Citli, where, having been arldressed by Arjuna,
his devotee, the divine incarnation, K~na, discloses himself in his ··uni-
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Real Self, which is to be finally known, is announced as that indescribable "fourth" portion of the Self, which is beyond the sphere
of the Lord of the field of dreamless sleep, i.e., beyond the Beginning and End of beings.
7- What is known as the fourth portion-neither inward- nor
outward-turned consciousness, nor the two together; not an undifferentiated mass of dormant omniscience; neither knowing
nor unknowing-becau.<e invijible, ineffable, intangible, devoid
of characteristics, inconceivable, undefinable, its sole eSjence being the asmra11ce of its o11•11 Srlf (eka-atma-pratyaya-saram); tht:
coming to peaceful rest of all differentiated, relative existence
(prapafica-upasamam); utte1·ly quiet ("intam); peaceful-blissful
(&ivam); without-a-second (advaitam): -this is Alman, the Self,
which is to be realized.
The four portions dissolved into each other as the process of
discernment moved from one to the next; nevertheless, all four
together constitute the whole of the "four-footed," "four-square,"
gradated, sole existence, which is the Self. Each quarter is on an
equal footing, somehow, with the others Gust as the Kali Yuga,
the worst of the four ages of the world, is no less a part of the
cycle of time than the best, the holy Krta Yuga-shorter in length
and of less perfect form, indeed, yet an equally indispensable
portion of the cycle). During the course of the spiritual adventure inward, the emphasis shifts from the outer world to the inner,
and finally from the manifest to the unmanifest, and there is a
prodigious increase in the powers gained; nevertheless, the inferior, as well as the superior, states remain as constituents of the
totality. They are, as &tikara pictures it, "like the four feet of
a cow."

The self-transforming change of emphasis becomes a wellknown and controllable experience for the skilled practitioner of
yoga. He can make the states come and go, their spheres appear
versal form" as VifJ.Iu, the omniscient regent of the maaocosm, the source,
11Upport. and end of all beings.
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and disappear, according to his will. Which leads him, as we
have said, to a philosophy of phenomenalism. Through his sov·
ereign yogic power the gross aspect of reality is, for him, devaluated; for he can produce the subtle, fluid forms of the inward
state of vision whenever he likes, fix them and retain them as
long as he requires, and after that, again according to his wish,
come temporarily back into touch with the exterior world. Such
a virtuoso is not subject and exposed helplessly to the waking
state, but enters into it only when and as he wishes-his real abode
or homestead, meanwhile, being the "fourth," at the opposite
end of the series. Yoga makes this deep zone the basis and bed·
rock of existence for him, from the standpoint of which the other
experiences and attitudes are completely reinterpreted and re·
evaluated. What normally is the sole possible waking attitude of
man becomes merely optional, an everyday mirage (lokayiitrii)
into which the master of consciousness enters by a gesture of
compliance with the world's course (just as the Supreme Being is
represented in mythology as complying with the course of the
universe hy descending, periodically. in an incarnation, "when·
ever there is a decline of dharma")."
The five final verses of thr Miir;t)ukya Upani~ad bring the analy·
sis of the four portions, feet, or stares of the Self into connection
with the syllable OM, which, as made known at the beginning,
is identical with the Self. In Sankrit the vowel o is constitution·
ally a diphthong, compounded of a u; hence OM can also be
written AUM. We read, consequently, in the text:
fl. This identical A tman, or Self, in the realm of sounds is the
.!yllable OM, the above-described four portions of the Self being
identical with the components of the syllable, and the components of the syllable being identical with the four portions of
the Self. The components of the syllable are A, U, M.••

+

" Bhagavad Glta 4· 7.
"As will immediately appear, the silence that follows and surrounds
the syllable is the fourth component. The identification of these three
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9· Vaiwiinara, "The Comuwn-lo-all-men," whose field is the
waking state, is the souud A, because this encompasses all, and
because it is the first." He who knows thus (ya evaril veda) encompasses all desirable obje<·ts; he becomes the first.
ro. Taijasa, "The Shiniug One," whose field is the dream state,
is the second sound, U, because this is an extract, and contains
the qualities, of the other two." He who knows thus, extracts
from the flow of knowledge and becomes equalized; in his family there will be born no one igtwrant of Brahman.
II. Priijfia, "The Knower," whose field is deep sleep, is the
third sound, M, because this is the measure, and that into which
all enteTs." He who knows thus, can measure all and pa.-takes
of all.
r2. The Fourth is soundless: wmtterable, a quieting down of
all the differentiated manifestations, blissful-peaceful, nondual.
Thus OM is Atma11, verily. He who knows thus merges his self
in the Self-yea, he who knows thus.
A the waking state, U the dream, M deep sleep, and the
SILENCE, Turiya, "The Fourth"; all four togethet· comprise
the totality o£ this manifestation of Atman-Bmhman as a syllable.
Just as the sound OM manifests itself, grows, becomes transletters and the silence with the four states or portions of the Self is to
be taken with the utmost lit<>ral scrioumcss; for alt things-sound and
as wdl as states of human consciousness-arc BrahmaJh.\.tman.
68 A is regarded as the primal sound, which is common to all the others.
Jt is produced at the back of the optm mouth, and is therefore said to
include, and to be included in, every other sound produced by the
human vocal organs. A is the first letter of the Sanskrit alphabet.
u The open mouth of A moves toward the closure of M. Between is U.
formed of the openness of A but shaped by the closing lips. So dream is
compounded of the consciou~ne•s of waking life shaped by the uncon&ciousness of sleep.
GG It is from the position of the cloRed mouth that all begins; the mouth
is opened to produce A. and in another way to produce U. The closed
mouth is thus the fundament from which all sound of speech takes its
measure. as well as the end back to which it devolves.
~ilc.•nce
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formed in its vocal quality, and finally subsides into the silence
that follows (and which must be regarded as forming part of its
sound in a latent, meaningful state of repose), so likewise the
four ">tatcs," or compom·nts, of being. They are transfonnations
ol the one existence which, taken together, constitute the totality
of its modes, whether regarded from the microcosmic or from the
macrocosmic point of view. The A and U arc as essential to the
;onnd as l\f, or as the SILENCE against which the sound appears.
Moreover, it would be a mistake to say that AU M did not exist
while the SILENCE reigned; for it would be still potential. The
actual manifestation of the syllable, on the other hand, is fleeting
and evanescent, whereas the SILENCE abides. The SILENCE,
indeed, is present elsewhere during a local pronunciation of
AUl\f-that is to say (by analogy), transcendentally during the
creal ion, manifc~talion, and dissolution of a universe.

3.
Bhagavad Gitii
IT wAS in the great paradoxes of the epoch-making Bhagavad
Gila"" that the non-Brahmanical, pre-Aryan thought of aboriginal India became fruitfully combined and harmonized with the
Vedic ideas of the Aryan invaders. In the eighteen brief chapters
was displayed a kaleidoscopic interworking of the two traditions
that for some ten centuries had been contending for the control
and mastery of the Indian mind.
ae The full title is $rimad-bhagavad-gitti-upam"sadas, "1 he teachings given
in the song of the Sublime Exalted One.''
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As we have seen, the non-Aryan systems Uainism, Gosala';
t~a<:hing, S<u"tkhya, and Yoga) were characterized by a resolute!)
logical, theoretical dichotomy, which insisted on a strict distinction between two spheres, that of the life-monad (jiva, puru$a)
and that of matter ( a-jiva, prakrti), the pure and crystal-like,
immaterial essence of the pristine individual and the polluting,
darkening principle of the material world. The process of life was
read as an effect of the imerpenctration of these polar principles
-an everlasting blending of two antagonistic forces, bringing to
pass a perpetual procreating and disintegrating of compound, unsubstantial forms. The conjunction was compared to the mingling of fire with iron in a red-hot iron hall; it was a result of
proximity and association, not proper to either principle per se.
And the two could be understood in their distinct, mutually eontrary, intrinsic natures only when separated and allowed to return
to their simple, primary states-the corollary of all this in practice being a doctrine of asceticism (or rather, a number of varying doctrines of asceticism) aiming at the separation of the two
incompatible principles. The process of life was to he halted.
Purification, sterilization, was to be the great idea I of human virtue; and the goal, the attainment of absolute motionlessness in
crystal purity-not the dynamism of th<· incessant processional of
life. For the processes of nature (generation, digestion, assimilation, elimination, the dissolution of the dead body as it begets
swarming tribes of worms and insects, metabolism, gestation) are
allundran. The will is to pmgr the whole thing away. Whether
in the microcosmic alchemiral retort of the individual, or in
the macrocosm of the universal laborawry. the unclean process
of elt'ments forever uniting, fnrewr sundering, is equally deplorable, a sort of general Orf,,'Y of indecencies from which the selfI'('Collerting spirit can only resign.
Contrast with this the vigorous, tumultuous. and joyous likaffirmative of the Vedic Hymn of Food." The new thing that the
"Supra, pp. M5·347·
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Brahmans brought to India was a jubilant, monistic emphasis
on the sanctity of life: a powerful and persistent assertion that
the One Thing is always present as two. "I am both," asserts the
Lord of Food; "I am the two: the li[e.force and the liie-material
-the two at once." The jejune disjunction of the world into
matter and spirit derives trom an abstraction of the intellect and
should not be projected hack upon reality; for it is of the nature
of the mind to establish difft•renccs, to make definitions and discritninatc. To dedaTe, .. There ate distinctions," is only to state
that there is an apprehending intellect at work. Perceived pairsof-opposites rellect the nature not of things but of the perceiving
mind. Hence thought, the inrdlcrt itsdl, must be transcended if
tru~ reality is to he attained. Logir is a help for preliminary
clarifiration, but an impeifecr, inad<·quatc instrument for the
final insight; its orderly notions, oppositions, and relationships
must be overcome if the searching mind is to attain to any direct
conception or realization of the transcendent truth. The One
Thing that is the first, last, and only reality (this is the basic
Brahman thesis) comprises all the pairs-ol-opposites (dvandva)
that proceed from it, whether physically, in the course of life's
evolution, or conceptually, as logical distinctions occurring to
the intellect coincident with thought.
Founded in this realization of an all-unifying, transcendent
principle, Brahmanical thought of the period of the Upani~ads
was well fitted to absorb not only the divine personalities of the
earlkr Vedic pantheon but also the much more sophisticated
philosophic and devotional formulae of the non-Aryan, aboriginal tradition. The Bhagavad Gilii is the classic document of the
first stages of this adjustment. Its teaching is styled an esoteric
doctrine, yet it has become the most popular, widely memorized
authoritative statement of the basic guiding principles of Indian
religious life. The text, an rpisode of eighteen brief chapters inserted in the Mahabharata at the point of epic action where the
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two great armies are about to join in battle," is by no means all
of a piece. Numerous contradictions have been pointed out by
the Western critics, yet to the Indian mind these contradictions
are precisely the value. For they represent the b<'ginning of the
great rapprochement and, besides, are readily resolved by a realization of the One in all.
The ranks of the warriors of the two rival armies of the
Mahiibhiirata had been drawn up against each other, and all was
prepared for the opening trumpet blast, when the leader of the
PaQ.r;lavas, Arjuna, desired to be driven by his charioteer into the
field between, so that he might review, at a glance, both his own
forces and those of his enemy cousins, the Kauravas. However,
the moment he beheld, in both ranks, his friends and teachers,
sons and grandfathers, nephews, uncks, and brothers, an emotion
of the greatest pity and regret assailed him. His spirit was unmanned, and he doubted whether he should permit the battle to
begin.
At this critical juncture his charioteer spoke and gave him
heart. And the words uttered under these heroic circumstances,
on the verge of the most tremendous battle of Indian epic history, are what have b<'en t~rmcd the Bhagavad Gila, "The Song
of the Blessed Lord"; for the charioteer was none other than the
god KnQ.a, an Incarnation of the Creator, Preserver, and Destroyer of the world. The revelation was given by a friend to a
friend, the young god to his companion, the prince Arjuna. It
was an exclusive, an aristocratic, doctrine; for the god KnQ.a,
this divine particle of the holy supramundane essence who had
descended to earth for the salvation of mankind, was himself a
slayer of demons, himself an epic hero, while the noble youth
to whom the words were addressed when he was in d~spair as to
what to do (impotent, at the critical moment of his career, to determine what would be for him dharma, correct behavior) was
the fairest flower of the epic period of Hindu chivalry. It had
ea Mah4bhdrata, book 6, Bhi,maparvan, section 6.
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been bec.tu>e of his sympathy fur this dispossessed young king
that the beautiful, dark Knr.ra had become his adviser in the
somewhat allcgoriral role of charioteer, when he was about to
enter battle for the recovery of his usurped throne and the winning of the sovereignty uf the land of India. K~t:ta wished not
only to play the part of spiritual ad\iscr to his friend, but also
to utilize this vivid moment to proclaim to all mankind his docnine of salvation in the world-which is known as the "Yoga of
Selfless Act ion·· (/"urna-~<>~11)-aud all that it entails in the way
of sdf-surrend<•r and dc\Otiuu (IJI111kli) to the Lord who is idt•ntical with the Sdt "·ithin all. The dol"trine is "ycry difficult to
grasp''; this is a fat t l'mpha~ized again and again. Fur cxamplt':
'''The innl'TlllO!'.t P' i1H iplt• or tnan':-, nature [the so-ra1led 'Owner
of the Organi\ln·: drhin .\mirin] is unmanifcst, unthinkable, unchangt·ahlc.... Orw person beholds this Self as a marvel. An·
other speaks of It as a marvel. Still another hears-and-learns of
It as a marvel [bring instructed in the sacred esoteric tradition
by a guru]. Yet, though having heard and learned, no one has
any real understanding of what It is.""
The circumstanct·s of the dialogue are described in vigorous,
simple terms.
"Arjuna said: 'Place my chariot, 0 Changeless One, between
the two armies, so that in this moment of impending battle I
may behold those standing eager for war, with whom I have to
fight . . . :
"Thus addressed, K~l)a drove the incomparable chariot between the two armies drawn up for battle, facing Bh~ma, DroQa,
and all the rulers of the earth. And he said: 'Behold, 0 son o[
Pfthii, the Kauravas here assembled!'
"Then Arjuna gazed upon the two peoples: fathers, grandfathers, teachers, matemal uncles, brothers, sons, grandsons, companions, fathers-in-law, and friends ...." And he was overcome
•• Bhagavad Gila •·
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with horror at the thought of the dreadful fratricidal fury that
was about to seize them all. On the one hand he was unwilling
to precipitate the battle that should annihilate "those," as he said,
''who arc my own people," while on the other he was bound by
the mde of chivalry to avenge the injuries that he and his brothers had sustained from their cousins, and to assist his brethren in
their just effort to recover their dominion. Not knowing what he
should do, mind whirling, unable to distinguish the right from
the wrong, Arjuna, in despair, turned to his friend and charioteer, KnQa; and as the divine words of God poured into his ears
and heart, he was set at case as to the mysteries of right and
wrong. 60
KnJ;~a's messag<' culminate> in th<' "supreme utterance," which
commences in Chapter X.
"Now give ear to my supreme uttetancc. Because thou art dear
to Me, I will proclaim it to thee for thy good. Neither the hosts
of the gods nor the great seers know My source. Altogether more
ancient than they am I. lie who knows Me as the Unborn, the
Beginningless, the Great Lord of the World, he among mortals,
free from delusion, is released from all his sins. From Me alone
arise the manifold states of mind of created beings: power of
judgment, knowledge, purity of spirit, forbearance, tme insight,
discipline, serenity, pleasure and pain, well-being and distress,
fear and reliance, compassion, equanimity, contentment, selfcontrol, benevolence, glory and infamy. Likewise, the seven great
~~is of old and the four Manus 81 arose from Me alone, generated
by My spirit; and from them d<'scend these creatures in the world.
He who knows in truth this manifestation of My might and My
creative power is armed with unshakable constancy. I am the
Source of all, from Me everything arises. Whosoever has insight,
AO /b, ), 21·47•
et J.lli: holy sage, inspired poet of Vedic hymns. Manu: the fint man at
the beginning of each new race of beings.
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knows this. And with this in•ight the wise worship Me, overwhelmed by awe. . . .62
"Time (kiila) am I, the Destroyer great and mighty, appearing
here to sweep all men away. Even without thee [and thine act of
leadership] none of these warriors here, in their ranks arrayed,
shall remain alive. Therefore, do thou arise, win glory, smite
the foe, enjoy in prosperity thy lordship. By Me, and Me alone,
have they long since been routed. BE THOU NOUGHT BUT
MY TOOL."••
This is applied bhakti. The bhakta, the devotee, brings into
realization in space and time, as the merely apparent cause, what
for the time-and-space-trans(·ending God is beyond the categories
of the uneventuated and eventuated, the "not yet" and the
"already done." The imperishable Self, the Owner of the perishable bodies, is the supreme director of the harrowing spectacle of Time." 'Having-an-end' are called these bodies of Him,
the Eternal, who is the 'Owner of Bodies' (.laririn), who is imperishable, boundless, and unfathomable.... Whoever thinks
Him to be he who kills, and whoever thinks Him to be he who
is killed-these two lack true insight; for He neither kills nor is
killed. He is not born, nor docs He die at any time; He did not
become in the past nor will He spring into existence again at a
future moment; He is unborn, eternal, everlasting-the 'Old
One' (puriit,~a); He is not killed when the body is killed. The
man who knows Him to be indestructible, eternal, without birth,
and immutable-how can he slay; or whom? Even as a man casts
off old and worn-out clothes and puts on others which are new, so
the 'Owner of the Body' (dehin) casts off worn-out bodies and
enters into others which are new." .. "As childhood, youth, and
old age in this present body are to Him Who Owns the Body
Bhagavad Gitii
lb. II. 32·33·
M lb. 2. 18-u.
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(dehin), so also is the attaining of another body. The Wise are
not disturbed by this." ••
The Self is not affected when its mask is changed from that of
childhood to that of youth, and then to that of age. The individ·
ual ego, the cherished personality, may [eel disturbed, and may
have difficulty adjusting itself to the changes and all the losses of
life-opportunity that the changes imply, but the Self is una!·
fected. And it is equally unconcerned when the mask is put
aside altogether at the time o£ death, and a new one assumed at
the next birth. There is no death, no real change, for Him.
Hence, whether the sequence be that of bodies or of the ages of
the body, it weighs no more on Him than do the solstices of the
seasons or the phases of the moon. There is no cause for grief.
"Weapons do not cut Him, fire does not burn Him, water wet
Him, or the wind dry Him away. He cannot be cut, He cannot
be burnt, He cannot be wet, He cannot be dried away. He is
changeless (11itya), all-per\'ading (sarvagata), stable (stha'QU),••
unshakable (acala)," and permanent (sanatana)."'"
The Owner of the Body is beyond event; and since it is He
who is the true essence of the individual, one must not pity the
perishable creatures for being such as they are. "Thou dost feel
pity," says Kt~l)a to the confused warrior, "where pity has no
place. Wise men feel no pity either for what dies or for what
lives. There never was a time when I and thou were not in
existence, and all these princes too. Nor will the day ever come,
hereafter, when all of us shall cease to be."" "There is no existence for nothingness; there is no destruction for that which is.
Be assured that the very tissue of this universe is the Imperish"lb. •· •S·
ee Standing motionless, like a pillar, like a rock, or like Siva, the perfect
yogi, in his meditation.
,., Like a finnly rooted mountain.
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able; it lies in no man's power to destroy it. Bodies come to an
l'nd, but 'He Who Is Clothed in the Body' (.laririn) is eternal,
indestructible, and infinite.-Fight then, 0 Bharatal" 70
Karma Yoga, the great ethical principle incorporated in this
metaphysically grounded realism of the Incarnate Divine Essence, requires that the individual should continue carrying on
i>is usual dmies and activities of life, hut with a new attitude of
detachment from their fruits, i.e., from the possible gains or
losses that they will entail. The world and its way of actualiza·
tion is not to he abandoned, but the will of the individual is to
be united in action with the universal ground, not with the
vicissitudes of the suffering body and nervous system. That is
the teaching of the Incarnate Creator and Sustainer. That is
the world-balancing <Tux of his supreme advice to man. "The
practice of worship through offerings (ynj>in), the giving of
alms (dana), and austerity (tapas) should not he abandoned.
Indeed, these works should he performed; for worship, charity,
and austerity are purifying to the wise. And yet even such selfless works as these are to he performed with a resignation of all
attachment to them and their fruits; 71 that is My best and unwavering conviction." " "Give thought to nothing but the act,
never to its fruits, and let not thyself be seduced by inaction.
For him who achieves inward detachment, neither good nor evil
exists any longer here below." 13 "Consider pleasure and pain,
wealth and poverty, victory and defeat, as of equal wonh. Prepare then for the combat. Acting in this way thou wilt not become stained by guilt." "
The God himself acts-both as a macrocosm, through the
Jb. I. 1&.18.
In this case the fruits are the promised heavenly rewards. or advan·
tages to he enjoyed in a time and birth to come.
TO
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events of the world, and as a microcosm, in the form of his Incarnation. That fact itself should serve as a salutary lesson.
"'There is naught in the Th> ee Worlds," declares Kr~l)a, "that I
have need to do, nor anything that I have not obtained and
that I might gain, yet I participate in action. If I did not do
so without relaxation, people would follow my example. These
worlds would perish if I did not go on performing works. I
should cause confusion [for men would relinquish the tasks and
activities assigned to them by birth]; I should be the ruin of all
these beings [for the gods, the celestial bodies, etc., would terminate their activities, followinv; the example set by the Highest] . .Just as ignorant people act, being attached to actions, even
so should the wise man (vidvii11. the comprehender) also act,
though unattached-with a view to the maintenance of order in
the world." "
The unfatigued activity of the Divine Being controlling the
universe is a matter of routine, a kind of ritual that does not
deeply concern Him. In the same way, the perfect man should
fulfill the duties of his life in a spirit of playful routine, so as
not to break the whole course of the play in which the role
(from which he has become deeply detached) involves him.
"For it is impossible," says Knl)a, "for any being endowed with
a body to give up activity·without-rest; but he who relinquishes
the fruits (phala: rewards, results) of his acts is called a man of
true renunciation (tyiigi11).""
To suppose that, being endowed with a body, one can avoid
involvement in the web of karma is a vain illusion. Nevertheless, it is possible to avoid increased involvement, and possible
even to disengage the mind, by disregarding the consequences
and apparent promises of one's unavoidable tasks and enterprises-that is to say, by an absolute self-sacrifice. One is to look
for no reward in the fulfillment of one's duties as a son or
"lb.!· 22-•5·
f&Jb. t8. 11.
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father, as a Brahman or as a warrior, in the performance of
the orthodox rituals, in dispensing charity, or in whatever else the
work. o! virtue may dtanc~ to be. "One should not give up the
anility to which one is born (sahajmi! karma: the duty incumbent on one through birth, caste, profession), even though
this should be attended by evil; tor all undertakings are enveloped by evil, as is tire by smoke." "
The earthly plane is the sphere of imperfection, by definition as it were. Perfection, stainless purity, is to be reached only
through disentanglement from the manifest sphere of the gu1,1as "
-a spiritual prot,'le;s that dissolve; the individual, the mask. of
the personality and all the torms of action that pertain to
it, in the undefiled, undifferentiated, anonymous, absolutely
changeless realm of the Self. Meanwhile, however, the duties
and obligations of the life into which one was born are those
that are to be clung to. "Better one's own life-task. and duty
(dharma), though worthless and destitute of qualities (vi-gu1;1a),
than the duty of another well-performed. He who performs the
activities (karma kurvau) dictated by his inborn nature [which
are identical with those of his place in society] incurs no stain." "
Even a person born into an unclean caste (a sweeper, an undertaker, for example) should hold to the inherited career. By
performing the work. as well .ts possible, in the ordained way,
he becomes a perfect, virtuous member of society; breaking
loose and intruding upon other people's duties, on the other
hand, he would become guilty of disturbing the sacred order.
Even the harlot, as we have seen,80 though indeed within the
hierarchy of society she is far below the state of the virtuous
housewife, nevertheless, if she fulfills to perfection the moral
code of her despicable profession, participates in the trans-in·
"lb . •a. 48.
•• For the gunas, cf. supra, pp. 295-297·
"Bhagavad Gita 18. 47·
•• Supra, pp. 161-16o.
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dividual, suprahuman Holy Power which is manifested in the
cosmos-and she can work miracles to baffie kings and saints."
KnJJa, the divine proclaimer of the doctrine of the Bhagavad
Gilti, offers himself not only as a teacher but also as a good ex·
ample. He represents the willing participation ot the Supreme
Deity itself in the mysterious joy and agony of the forms of the
manifested world-these bdng, finally, no less than Its Own re·
llection. "Though I am unborn, though my Sdf is changeless,
though I am the Divine Lord of all perishable beings, never·
thelcss, residing in my own material nature (pmltrlil. I become
a transitory being (sambhaviimi) through the magic divine power
of playful illusive transformation which produces all phenomena and belongs to my own Self (iilmamiiyll1'ii). Whcm·ver
there occurs a relaxation or weakening of the principle of duty
and a rise of unrighteonsness, then I pour Myself forth. For the
protection of the just and the destruction of the workers of
evil, for the confirmation of virtue and the divine moral order
of the universe, I become a transitory being among the perish·
able creatnres in every age of the world.""
According to the Hindu view, the entrance of God into the
strife of the universe is not a unique, astounding entrance of
the transcendental essence into the welter of mundane affairs
s1 "Let the scriptures be thine authority in a!ieertaining what ought to
be done and what should not be done. Knowing what is said in the

mdinanct" of the scriptures, thou shouldest act her<"'' (Rhagar1ad Gild 16.
ll.J)· But then, on the other hand: "For the Brahman who has gained the
highest knowledge (v;;anan), all the Vedas are o£ as much use as a
reservoir when there is a Rood everywhere" (ib. 2. 46). The scriptural
traditions contain the highest truth, but the experience of that truth
T<"nders them superftuous. He who Knows has entered the sphere or
transcendental reality, and no longer stands in need of guidance. Before
rhc moment of reali7ation. the scriptur('s and the sphere of social duty
..crve as the necessary guides; after realization, they are affirmed volun~
1arily in a spirit of sublime good will.
"lb. 4· 6-8.
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(as in Christianity, where the Incarnation is regarded as a singular and supreme sacrifice, ne\'er to be repeated), but a rhytluuical e\t'IH, conlonuing to the beat ot the world ages. The savior
descend; as a rouutc1weight to the forres of c\·il during the
course of every qdil decline ol mundane affairs, and his work
is accomplislll'd in a spirit ol impcrtmhablc indifference. The
periodic incarnation ol the Holy Power is a sort of solemn leitntotiv in the intenninahlt· opeta of the cosmic process, resounding from time to time hkc a majestic flourish of celestial
trun1pets, to silence tht.· dish:trmnnit·s and to ~tate again the triumphant themes of the mm al m cler. These should p1edominate
over, but not eradicate t•nU!ely. the numerous melodies and
dissona111 tones of the romplex pat tilion. 'The savior, the di\'ine hero (tht· !'!Uper-Lohc._·ngtin, Pa1silal, or Siegfried), having
set things aright by Mtbduing lill' demon forces-both in their

cosmic aspect and in their human gatb of wicked t)rants and
e\'il mcn-withd1aws frmn the phenomenal ,ph ere as calmly,
solemnly, and willingly as he dc;u·ndcd. He never becomes the
seeming temporary victim of the demon powers (as did Christ
nailed to the Cross) but is triumphant in his passage, from beginning to end. The Godhead, in its very aloofness, does not in
the least mind assuming temporarily an active role on the phenomenal plane of e\'er-activc Nature.
The deS< ent is represented in Indian mythology as the send·
iug forth of a minute particle (arilifl) of the infinite supramundane essence of the Godhead-that essence itself suffering
thereby no diminution; for the pulling forth of a savior, the
putting forth even of the mirage of the universe, no more
diminishes the plenitude of the transcendt•nt and finally unmanifested Brahman than the putting forth of a dream dimin·
ishes the substance of our own Unconscious. In fact, it may be
said (and now that our Western psychology has begun to search
these matters, this is becoming increasingly clear to us) that the
Hindu view and symbolism of the macrocosmic universal maya
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is based on millenniums of introspection, as a result of which
experience the creative processes of the human psyche have
been accepted as man's best clues to the powers, activities, and
attitudes of the world-creative supramundane Being. In the
process of evolving a dream world of dream scenery and dream
people-supplying also a heroic dream double of our own ego,
to endure and enjoy all sorts of strange adventures-we do not
suffer the least diminution, but on the contrary rcali1e an expansion of our personal substance. t 'nseen forces manifest themsdves in all these images and by so doing enjoy themselves,
n·alize themselves. It is likewise with God, when he pours forth
his creative maya-force. Nor is our psychic substance diminished
hy the sending forth of the sens<' forces through the gates of the
sense organs to grasp the sense obje<ts. swallow them, and present them to the mind; nor again is the mind diminished when
it shapes itself to the patterns thus offered hy the sense organs,
copying them exactly in its own subtle substance-which is claylike, soft and malleable." Such activities, whcthc·r in dream or
in waking. arc expansive, self-ddighting exercises of tnan's vital
essence. which is ready for and easily capable of the facile selftransfonnations. Man's work therein is a microcosmic counterpart of the creative principle o[ the univet se. God's maya
shapes the universe by taking shape it•clf, playing through all
the transitory figures and bewildering e,·ems, and therein it is
not the ll'ast diminished, hut on lht' contrary only magnified
and expanded.
The field of the mirromacrorosmir manilc·station was rharartcrized in the Siit\khya in terms of an unceasing interplay of
the three constituents or qualities of prakrti, the so-called
guJ.Ias.•• In the Bhagavad Gita, this idea is taken oYer hut completely assimilated into the Vedic Brahmanical ronception of
the one and only Self. "Whatever states there mav be of the
., C£. supra, pp. 284-•Bs and oBB·•Bg.
.. Supr•, PP· •gs-•97·
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qualities of clarity (•altvika), passion and violence (rajasa), and
darkness-inertia (tamasa), know verily that these proceed from
Me; yet I am not in them-they are in Me. This whole universe
of living beings is delud~d by these states compounded of the
three qualities; hence they do not know Me, Who am beyond
them and immutable. For this divin~ illusion (maya) of mine,
which is constituted of Land operates through] the gm;tas, is
exr~cdingly difficult to traverse. Those who devote themselves
exclusively to Me, however, tra\ersc it.""
The broad river of ignorance and passion is a dangerous torrent, yet the savior, the divine ferryman, can bring his devotees
safely to the other shore. This is an imag~ held in common by
all Indian traditions. The .Jaina sa\·iorsatt· termed Tirthatikaras,
"Crossing-Makets." The Buddha traverses a river by walking
on its waves, and his Wisdom is known as the ''Knowledge that
has Gone to the Other Shore" (/Jrajiiii-piiram-ita). In the same
spirit, the popular 1\Iahayfma sa\ior Avalokitdvara (Chinese:
Kwan-}in; .Japanese: Kwannon) is represented as a \\inged steed,
named "Cloud" (valahaka), who carries to the far-off bank of
~nlightcned freedom-in-extinction all who wish to go.
An amusing allegorical talc, in the Buddhist siitra known as
the Karar.ufavyiiha,'" reprcst•nts Cloud as manifesting himself
to a company of shipwrecked merchants who had set sail [or
the .Jewel Isle. Thcs~ had fallen in with cerL~in alluring women
on another enchanted island, who had seemed to receive them
hospitably and freely allowed them to make lov~. but finally
proved to be man-eating monsters only waiting to devour them.
K:i
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The full title of tl1is important Mahayana Buddhist siitra is AvaloltiteSvaragu7)akiirandauyii.ha, '"The C,lmpletc Description of Lhc Basket of
the Characteristics of A\·alokite§vara." Jt appears in two versions, an older
in prose and a later in verse. See M. Winternitz, Grsrhichte der indisrhen
Litteratur, Vol. II, pp. 238-2-jo, and L. de Ia Vall6c Poussin, "Avalokitcbara,"
in Hasting'!, Enrylopaedia of Religion and Ethics, Vol. II, pp. 259-26o.
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The seductresses had consumed many merchants before, who,
like those of the present party, had been washed onto their
beaches. At once alluring and devouring, they represent in the
Buddhist allegory the enticing, destructive character of the
sensual world. But over the island of these seductresses, the isle
of the life of man's involvement in the world, the figure of
"Cloud" (valahaka), the savior, is wont to appear, from time to
time, soaring through the sky. And he calls out: Ko paraga:
"Who is going to the other shore?" which is a familiar cry in
India; for it is the cry of the ferryman when his boat puts in.
The ferryman shouts it loudly, so that any travelers tarrying
in the village may know that they must hurry; and the voice of
Cloud rings loudly too. When the merchants hear it, those who
can bring themselves to forsake the perilous pleasures of the
island immediately mount the winged steed, and they are transported to the "other shore" of peace. But all who remain meet
in time a terrible death. Moreover those, once mounted on the
gigantic flying savior, who turn to look back for a last, fond
view, inadvertently fall to a sorry death in the pitiless sea below.
The inhabitant of the perishable body-the indestructible
life-monad (pur~a), which according to the Sailkhya doctrine
was to be regarded as the core and life-seed of each living individual-according to the composite system of the Bhagavad Gitii
is but a particle of the one supreme Divine Being, with which
it is in essence identical. Thus, with one bold stroke, the tran·
scendental monism of the Vedic Brahman doctrine of the Selt
is reconciled with the pluralistic life-monad doctrine of the
dualistic, atheistic Sliilkhya; and so the two teachings now are
understood in India as descriptions from two points of view of
the same reality. The nondual Atmavada presents the higher
truth, whereas the Sankhya is an empirical analysis of the logical
principles of the lower, rational sphere of the pairs-of-opposites
(dvandva). In the latter, antagonistic principles are in force, and
these constitute the basis, or termini, of all normal human ex-
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perience and rational thought. Nevertheless, it is a sign of nonknowing to suppose that because the dualistic argument is logical and accords with the facts of life, it is therefore consonant
with the final truth. Dualism belongs to the sphere of manifestation, the sphere of bewildering differentiation through the interaction of the gut_1as, atH.I is but a part of the brrt.•at cosmic play

of maya.
The sole \Vel! of Truth. speaking as Kr~!)a, declares: ""A part
of My very Self, ;m eternal one. becomes a life-monad (jival>hii.ta) in the realm of the life-monads (jiva-loka: i.e., in the
manifested sphere of creation, which is teeming with lifemonads). This draws to itself mind and the five sense forces,
which arc rooted, and which abide, in the matter of the universe. When this Divine Lord (i.lvara)" thus obtains a body,
and when again he steps out of it and departs, he carries these
six forces or functions along with him from their abode or receptacle [the heart], and goes his way; just as the wind carries
scents along with it from their abode. Ruling over the car, the
eye, touch, taste, and the sense of smdl, as well as the mind, he
experiences the objects of sense. People deluded by ignorance
fail to behold Him whether He steps out of the body or remains
within it united with the gul)as and experiencing the objects of
sense; those do behold Him, however, who possess the eye of
wisdom."

88

"The Lord (i.lvara) •• dwells in the region of the heart of all
perishable creatures and causes all beings to revolve (bhr!Jmayan) by His divine deluding power (m/Jy/J) as if they were
mounted on a machine ()>n11trarii.tJha: e.g. on a wheel provided
IT The life-monad is thus called, for it is a spark from the divine pure
light beyond. 1Juara means ..the potent, all·powerful, sovereign one.. :
fundamentaHy, the life-monad partakes of the omnipotence of the Divine

Essence.
Bhagattad Gitti •5· 7-10.
n Here the universal aspect receives emphasis.
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with buckets for the irrigation of a rice-field)." " "This Owner
of the Body, inhabiting the bodies of all, is eternally indestructible: therefore thou shouldest not grieve for any creature-'' "
As stated, the special doctrine of the Bhagava<l Gila is Karma
Yoga, the sellless performance of the earthly task to be done;
but this is not the only road to the freedom and soverci!,'llty ol
the divine Self. Kntp, the wan ior-incarnation of the Supreme
Being, recognizes many ways, correspondittg to the various propensities and capacities of the differing human types. "Some,"
declares the God, "by concentration, bent on inner visualizations, behold, through their self, in their self, the Self Divine; "
others [behold or realize ll] throu~h the yoga-technique related
to the Sankhya system of F.numcrati\'c Knowledge; " and still
others through the yoga of sellless action." Others again, however, not knowing [these esoteric ways of intro\'crt self-di;cipline
and transformation], worship 1\lc as they have been taught to
in terms of the orthodox ural tradition; yet even these cross beyond death, though de\'oted exclusively to the revelation as
communicated in the Vedas.""'
The ancient days of the Vedic, sacrificial, external routines
had long passed at the time of the proclamation of the Bhagava<l Gitii. The ceremonious priestly style of worshiping divine
beings was no longer dominant. Nevertheless the value of such
exercises for the reaching of the goal could still be acknowledged as a minor way. It long remained sanctified by tradition,
but was rather cumbersome and old-fashioned. People not up
to date in their philosophical ideas-the country cousins, the
paga11i-continued to practice these rather quaint routines, and
OOJb. 18. 61,
"lb .•.
112 This is the way of Dhy611a, ..contemplation."
"Patailjali's Ynga: cf. supra, pp. t84lf.

so.

,. The specific way of the BhagavtJd Gild.
•• BhagiiVII4 Gild 13. 14-15.
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of course experienced the usual, long-tested good effects; nevertheless the real adventurers and heroes of the supreme enterprise of the human spirit would follow the direct, much more
intense, rapid and dependable, interior, psychological way of
the new esoteric dispensation.
The Supreme Being, according to the Hindu view, is not
avid to draw every human creature into his supramundane
sphere immediately, through enlightenment, nor even to broadcast to everyone identical and correct notions concerning the
nature and function of his divinity. He is not a jealous God.
On the contrary, he permits and takes benign delight in all the
differing illusions that beset the beclouded mind of Homo
saj1ie11s. He welcomes and compn·hcnds every kind of faith and
creed. Though he is himself perfect lmc, and inclined to all
of his devotees, no matter what their plane of understanding,
he is also, and at the same time, supremely indifferent, absolutely unconcerned; for he is himself possessed of no ego. He is
not of the wrathful nature of the Yahweh of the Old Testament.
He makes no totalitarian claim, like the Allah of Mohammed's
coinage. Nor does he demand that sinful mankind should be
reconciled to him through Sll(:h an extreme payment as the
supreme sacriftce of the Redeemer-the God's own son, his alter
ego, Second Person of the Blessed Trinity, who, becoming incarnate as the sole adequate victim, the scapegoat branded as a
criminal, the Lamb that takes upon itself the sins of the world,
relieves unclean mankind of its merited death by shedding his
own precious blood, hanging on the cross as history's most conspicuous victim of judicial murder.
"Whatsoever devotee seeks to worship whatsoever divine
form (rupa) with fervent faith, J, verily, make that faith of
his unwavering. He, united to that form by that faith, keeps it
worshipfully in mind and thereby gains his desires-which, in
reality, are satisfied by Me alone. Finite, however, is the fruit
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of those of little understanding: the worshipers of the gods go
to the gods, but My devotees rome to Me.'" '"
Definite ideas, circunisrril)(·d notions anc.l fonns, the various
personalities of the numerous panthmn of diviniries, arc all regarded as so many aspects, or reflections, of the shades of man "s
not-knowing-better. They all conn·y •orne truth-approximately
and with varying shades of imperfection; yet they are them•clves parts and effects of l11c cosmic play of m;tya, representing
its operation in the sphere ot the intellectual and emotional organs. They share in the qualities of the gm.ms. For example,
mankind"s purer, more spiritual conceptions of the divinities
originare where there is a predominance of sam·a guJ.la (darit).
b'Oodness, purity); wrathful, irascible, emotional views of God
(where the deity displays an exle>s of activity) spring from the
impulses of rajas gu1.1a; while semidivine beings of malevolent
character-til<" gods of death, disease, and destruction -arc born
of the darkness of tamas guJ.la. The aspects and personifications
of the divine esS<·nre will seem to vary according to the prevalence of one or another of the gur;~as in the nature of the devotee; and thus it is that the deities of the various races, culture
periods, and levels of society conspicuously differ from each
other. The Supreme Being itself, in its absolute aloofne~• from
the interplay of the guJ.las-though itself their source-is far
from stooping to interfere with rhe particular propensities of
the differing human types, but rather encourages and fortifies
every pious inclination, of whatsoever kind, since of every human being it is itself the inner force.
"Whatsoever devotee seeks to worship whatsoever divine
form (rii.pa) with fervent faith . . . . " The "form'" (rft[m) is
rhe phenomenal manifestation of the transcendent divine
essence in the garb of a divine personality. a godly individuality, and this is worshipful because accommodated exactly
to the worshiping mind and !wart. It may be a divinity of the
••lb. 7· u·•5·
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most ancient orthodoxy (an Agni, Indra, VarW].a), of the later
Hindu piety (Si\a, ViHm. Kali). or of one of the still later, intrusive, missioni1.ing s~stems (Allah and Chri•t). Casting the
spell of ddusion upon every creature, displaying through the
acts of all his universal maya, the Supreme Being is C'Ver ready
to allow each man to go along his own particular way of ignorance, more or Jess bedimmed, which he and his circle take
for knowledge and wisdom. It is all perfectly all right so far as
the Divine Being is concerned if the fish in the deep sea cling
to their own two or three ideas about tlte world and life, if the
bit ds in the lofty air cherish different ones, and if the denizens
ot the forests and of the cities of mankind have patterns of their
own. The magnificent Tcmh Chapter of the Bltagt~vad Gitii.
tells that the Divine Being Himself exists in all. "Whatsoever
is the seed (bija) of all creatures, that am I. There is no creature,
whether moving or unmoving, that <·an exist without 1\fe. I am
the gambling of tl1c fraudulent, I am the power of the powerful. I am victory; I am ellort. I am the purity of the pure.""'
Earn is permitted and even encouraged to perpetrate his own
particular delusion as long as he can go on believing it to be
true. Once he realizes, however, that he is only trudging on a
treadmill, keeping the world-as-he-sees-it in motion through his
own activity, having to go on simply because he insists on going
on yet remaining ever in tlte same place-just as he would remain if he were doing nothing at all-then the spell is broken;
the desire, the need, for freedom comes; and the Divine Being
is equally willing now to open th<· hidden way to the sphere
beyond the round.
"The Blessed Lord declared:
" 'Threefold is the vehement faith or desire (sraddM) •• of
the dwellers in bodies, according to their various natures:
sittvic, rajasic, or tamasic. Hear thou the exposition of their
"Ib. 10. 59• 36.
88 Sraddhii means both "faith" and "desire." Cf. supra, p.
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kinds. The Araddha of each is in accordance with his natural
disposition, 0 Bhiirata; indeed the man consists of his §raddhii,
he is whatever his Araddhii is. Men in whom serene clarity or
goodness (sattva) prevails, worship gods; men in whom violent
activity and desire (rajas) prc·vail, worship yak~as and rak~asas; ••
men in whom darkness and inertia (tama.1) prevail serve evil
spirits, ghosts, and specters; 100 while those who store up vital
c·nergy or heat (tapas) by glowing, fierrc austerities, according to
procedures not prescribed by the sacred tradition, are possessed
with a demonic determination: they are full of hypocrisy and
selfishness; 101 they are full of unconquered sensual longings,
desires and passions and animalic strength (kama-raga-bala);
they pull and tear by violence not only the living elements and
beings that inhabit their bodies [in the guise of the functions
and organs of the life-process], hut even the divine Self, the
99 Yaksas are demigods of rkhcs and fertility, associated in mythology
wilh the local hills and the soil: r5:ksa~as are goblins or imps, devouring
monsters roaming at night. the ficnd11 that disturb and deflect the efficacy
of the orthodox sacrifices offered to the gods. Needless to say, one may
imagine that one is worshiping a god, whi1~ actually serving some ya\!Jia

or rftkc;asa. Examples in modern life are not far to seek.
t(lo Pretas and bhUtas: these arC' members of the ho'\t of minor demonic
being'\ presided over by ~iva, the god of demonic terror and cn'\mic
dt-struction. They represent the forces of night, death. violence, and
annihilation.
According to the view of the Rhagavad Gitii~ a petulent, jealous God,
making for himself an exclusive tota1itarian claim, or a god of utter mercy
and romp;p;sion with rf'!llpt>ct to his lost sheep, would not represent the
divine essence in its serene purity and aloofness. Such forms are but
cloudy and distorted rcflrctions, mirroring the minds of the devotees, who
fancy God to be like themselve5. The revengeful, aggressive God is symptomatic of a mixture of rajas and tamas, while the divine being who
sacrifices himself out of a superabundance of compassion is a reftex of the
mixture of sattva and rajas. The quality of the God speaks of the naturr
not of Reality, but of the devotee.
to1 POlling as self-detached saints, but being actually full of exacting
arroganC'e.
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godly principle [Kmta says simply "Me"], which dwells in the
int .. rior of the body: " '""
The gods that men worship, however, are not the only symptoms of their gul}as. "The food also that is liked by each of them
is threefold." '"'
The gul}as, being the constituents of the world substance as it
e\'Oives out of its primeval •tate of perfectly balanced undifferentiation, arc inherent in foods, as well as in everything else.
"1\Ii\d food, full of juice and taste, solid and pleasant, is beloved
by men in whom sattva prevails. Acrid, bitter, pungent, sour,
salty, sharp, harsh, and Vl'ry hot food, burning (vidiihin, like
HI:! Bluzgm•ad C..itti 17. 2-6.
ThL' p1~utiu-' of tap:tl<l belongs to the prc-J\ryan, non-Vedic heritage of
archaic Indian a~ccticism. It ir; among the mo~t andent non-Br3.hmanic
clement~ ol the old Indian yoga. It is a tcUmi<jllC for the winning of
complete ma~tcry over oneself through sustaining self-inflicted sufferings
to the utmost limit of imen:,ity and time; also, it is the way to conquer
the powers of the universe itself, the macroco!dll, by subduing completely
their rcOection in Lhc microco\m, one's own organism. What it represents
is an exprrc;~ion of an extreme will for power, a desire to conjure the unlimited hidden energies that are stored in the uncon!tcious vital part of
human nature.
The prac.ticc is termed dcmonk; for it belongs to the way of the anti):{ud!oo or titam. In Hindu mythology the titans arc "hown, time and time
again. practicing terrible austerities of this kinrl, for the purpose of gaining power enough to overthrow the gods and murp their scats of univenal
government. Tapas of this kind rt"pre..cntc; ambition, selfishness, and egotic;m, on a gigantic scale. It is full of violent activity (rajas) and the darkncsl! of ignorance (tamas), clinging with the utmost tenacity to the phenomf"nal ~phere of the ego.
This type of austerity is critici1cd ami rejected by Jainism (c£. supra,
pp. 196-19~)). as well as by the Bhagar1ad Gitti. The complaint that these
men "pull and tear by violence the living clements and beings that in·
habit their organisms,'" is a reflection of the Jaina fear of banning the
atoms of the clements (d. supra, pp. 278-279). Overdoing tapas is regarded
as a serious fault by both traditions.
1oa Bha~tavad Gitti 17. 7·
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hot curry) dishes, are preferred hy people in whom rajas prevails. This diet gives pain, distress, and diseases [whereas the
satLvic food gives long life, strength, force, comfort, delight, and
absmce of disease]. Food that is stale, ta'teless, and foul-smelling,
being overdue, left over [from other meals], and ritually unclean, is liked by people of tamasic disposition.""'
The attitude full of sattva asks for no reward (phala), and
carries out rituals according to prescription, the devotee simply
thinking "offerings must be made." ·when, however, the ceremonial is aimed at some reward or result, or carried out in a
manner of sanctimonious arrogance (dambha) in order to pose
as a perfect, saintly person, the attitude is that of rajas. Rajas
produces egotism and atnbition. \Vhereas ceremonials that do
not conform to orthodox prescriptions (i.e., whirh are not in·
eluded within the pale of the lk\hmanical tradition hut arc
addressed either to tnalignant demons or to beings foreign to
the accepted pantheon), or where the offered dishes are not
distributed, later on, to worthy recipients (priests or Brahmans,
as a rule; in brief, any ritual that i~nores the Bri'ihnums and
their costly help), show an attitude, according to this priestly
judgment, in which tamas prevails. 10 ~
The balances of sattva, rajas, and tamas can he measured in
every detail of human life and practice. F.\-cn in the rigorous
ascetic austerities (tapas) of the traditional hermit groves the
operations of all three can be readily discerned. For, as we read:
"Sattva prevails in tapas Lhat is performed for its own sake,
without an eye to any reward. Rajas prevails when tapas is
performed out of reverence [for a deity l and regard for
the purpose of worship, and out of sanctimonious arrogance
(dambha). Austerity of this kind is fickle and unstable. But
tamas dominates when the practices are undertaken for some
foolish, mistaken idea, with great pain and suffering to oneself,
10 ~

lb. 17. R-to.
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or with a view to annihilating someone else [i.e., in the service
of the destructive forces of death and darkness]." 106
Similarly thn·cfold are the attitudes toward charity (diina),
the giving of gifts. The giving is sattvic when the gifts are be·
stowed upon worthy people who can make no return (poor
people, orphans. widows, beggars, religious mendicants, saints,
etc.), at the correct time and plac<· and with the thought, simply,
that one has to make gilts. The charity is rajasic when it is dis·
pensed with an expectation of service in return, or for the sake
of some reward from the gods or destiny according to the law
of karma (fJhala111: fruit), or when the donation is made with
reluctance, or when the gift is in had condition, worn, or in
disrepair. Tamasic giving is that in which the gift is bestowed
at an inappropriate place or time, from improper, wicked mo·
tives, or with contempt."'
"Arjuna said:
" 'But under what coercion, 0 Kn;Qa, does a man~ even
against his will, commit sin, driven. as it were, by force?'
"The Blessed Lord replied:
" 'Desire (kiima), this furious, wrathful passion (krodha),
which is born of the gm,1a of violent action, is the great evil, the
great hunger. Know that in this world this is the foul fiend.'"
" 'As fire is enveloped by smoke, a mirror by dust, and an
unborn child in the womb by the integument that surrounds the
embryo, so is understanding by desire. The higher intelligence
(jiiii11a) of man-who is intrinsically endowed with perfect in·
sight (jiiii11in)-is enveloped by this eternal fiend Desire, which
106Jb,

17• J7·Ig.

lb. 1?. 10..22.
lOS Ktima, Desire, in the role of the foul fiend, the evil one, figures in
exactly the same sense in the legend of the Buddha. A beautiful youth,
carrying a lute, appears a., the tempter, the "Worst One'' (papiydn), to
seduce the Buddha·to-be, first through the alluring charm of his three
daughters and then through violence (cf. supr•, pp. J05·1o6).
l.O'i
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assumes all possible fonns at will and is an insatiable conflagration. The sense-forces (indriyiit•i), the mind (manas), and the
faculty of intuitive awareness (buddhi), arc all said to be its
abode. Through these it bewilders and confuses the Owner of
the Body, veiling his higher understanding. Therefore begin
by curbing the sense organs and slay this Evil One, the de·
stroycr of wisdom {jftiina) and realization (vijfiiina).'"' The senseforces arc superior [to the physical body]; the mind is superior
to the senses; intuitive understanding again is superior to the
mind; superior to intuitive understanding is He [sa: the Owner
of the Body, the Self]. Therclore, having awakened to the fact
that He is beyond and superior to the sphere of intuitive understanding, firmly stabilize the Self by the Self [or thyself through
the Self], and slay the fiend who has the form of desire [or who
takes whatever shapes he likes] and who is difficult to overcome.""

110

"Through contemplating senS<·-objects inwardly, visualizing
and brooding over them, one brings into existence attachment
to the objects; out of attachment comes desire; from desire, fury,
violent passion; from violent passion, bewilderment, confusion;
from bewilderment, loss of memory and of conscious self-control;
from this perturbation or ruin of self-control comes the disappearance of intuitive understanding; and from this ruin of intuitive understanding comes the ruin of man himself." 111

The technique of detachment taught hy the Blessed K~Qa
through the Gila is a sort of "middle path." On the one hand
his devotee is to avoid the extreme of clinging to the sphere of
action and its fruits (the selfish pmsnit of life for personal aims,
out of acquisitiveness and possessiveness), while on the other
toe Yijiidna: the suprt'IIIC discriminating insight which realizes the Self
as utterly distintt from the per!tonality with all of ib cravings, sufferings,
and attachments.
110 Bhagavad Gitti S· s6-4S·
"' lb. •· 6o·6s.
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hand the negative extrcn1c uf barren abstinence from every kind
and phase of action is to he shunned with equal care ...rhe first
IIJistakt· i~ that of the normal hehavior of the nai"vc worldly
heing, prone to act and ragn for the results. This only leads
to a continuation of the hell of the round of rebirths-our usual
headlong and unhelpful partiripalion in the unavoidable sufferiJJgs that go with being an ego. \Vhcrcas the opposite mistake
is that of neurotic abstention; the mistake of the absolute as(('tics-such men as the monks of the Jainas and Ajivikas~ 112
who indulge in the ''ain hope that one mav 1 id oneself of karmic
influxes simply hy mortifying the flesh, stopping all mental and
etnotional processes, and starving to death the bodily frame.
Against these the Bhagm,ad Gltii 1111 bringo; a more morlr-n1, more
spiritual, more psychological point of view. Act: for actually
yon act no matter which way )OU turn-but achieve detachment
ftom the fruits! Dissolve thns the self-conct'rn nf your ego, and
with that you will discover the Self! The Sell is unconcerned
with either the individuality within (jil'a, /"" u,1a) or the world
without (n-iiva, jimkrti).
This formula of Karma YoRa, howe\ r·r. is nnt the only means;
it ran he supported and supplementer! hy the traditional de\'ices of Rhakli Yog-a-tht' way of fervent devotion to some incarnation, image, natnc, or pl'rsonificatinn of one's cherished god.
Indeed, detachment from the fruits of unavoidable activities is
rrnrlercrl easier through such an ;~tlitwlt· of self-surrender to the
will of the Pcro;;onal Cod~- who. in turn, is but a reflex of the very
Self that dwell' within the heart of every being. "Whatever thou
dost do, whatever thou rlost eat, wh;Jtever thou dost offer in
sacrificial oblation, whatever thou rlost give away [in charity],
I1 2 cr. \Upra. PP· lf-!3-20.1. Though the Jainas I<·jected SU(h painful
amtcritie<> as thme a"criht>d, in the above recounted leg-end, to the titanic
adversaries of Pf\r~vanatha, their own a<;ceticism, as we have seen, was
de'>ign('rl to eliminate all the life-prore~o;e~. and so to culminate in death.
us As ah.o Buddhism; d. ir1[ra, pp. 46gff.
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whatever austerity thou dost practice, perform the work as an
offering to Me [the Divine Being)"; 114 i.e., resign it, hand it
over, together with its fruits. Everything that is done is to be
regarded as a willing offering to the Lord.
Thus it appears that there are two kinds of Karma Yoga, conclueing to the same goal: 1. a primarily mental discipline, conducted on the pattem and basis of the Sarikhya, whereby the
distinction between the gur.tas and the Self is realized, and 2. an
emotional, devotional discipline of surrender to the Lord
(Hvara). The latter is an elementary, more popular, preliminary stage, to be continued until one has realized the phenomenal
character of the Lord himself, as well as of the worshiping ego.
These two (the Lord and ego) are, as two, annihilated in Brahmarhi\tman, which is without form. name, personality, or the
gent]e movements of the heart.
"Resign mentally all of thine activities to Me. Taking Me as
the highest goal, resort to the yoga-practice of inner awareness
(buddhi-yoga),"' and keep the mind always fixed on Me.""'
"To all beings I am the same. To Me there is none either
hateful or dear. Yet those who devote [and assign] themselves
to Me with utter devotion (bhakti)-they are in Me, and I also
am in them." 117
The consoling, enlightening wisdom of K~~I)a is well summarized in the phrase mattal; sarvam pravartate, "from Me
1a Bhagavad Gitti g. 27.
The device of making an offering to God of all one's acttvttJes is
familiar to the Roman Catholic Church, where exercises of mental asceticism and spiritual love (Karma Yoga and Bhakti Yoga) play a prominent
role.
llfl Instead of rhe yoga of bodily penance, self-starvation, and mortification, of Jainism, or those demonic concentratiom of energ-y for the winning of universal power discussed .mpra. PP- 399-400.
llfl Bhagavad Gitti 18. 57·
ll7 lb. 9· 19-
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everything arises.""' All of man's feelings, worries, joys, calamHies, and successes come frmn God. Therefore, surrender them
to him again in thy mind, through bhakti, and attain to peace!
Compared with the enduring reality of the Divine Being, thy
joys and calamities are but passing shadows. "In Him alone
then take thy refuge with all thy being, and by His Grace shalt
thou attain Supreme Peace and the Everlasting Abode." "'
Thus in the Bhagavad Gitii the old Brahmanical way of the
Vedic ''path of sacrifice" (karma·rniirga) is left far behind. The
routines for gaining access to the Holy Power by virtue of
the magic of elaborate sacrificial rites and offerings are definitely
and explicitly discredited in favor of the purely mental and psy·
chic ritualism of the "path of knowledge" (jiiiina-rn.iirga). And the
redeeming strength of this knowledge is praised in the highest
terms. "The ritual of sacrifice that consists in knowledge is
superior to the sacrifice made of material offerings; 120 for all activity [as displayed in the elaborate rituals of traditional sacri·
fice] attains its consummation in knowledge." 121 "Even if thou
art the most sinful of all sinners, yet by the raft of knowledge
alone, thou shalt go across all wickedness. Just as a fire, come to
full blaze, reduces the fuel to ashes, so does the fire of know].
edge reduce all kinds of karma to ashes. For there exists here
[in this world) nothing so pu1 ifying as knowledge. When, in
good time, one attains to perfection in yoga, one discovers that
knowledge oneself, in one's Self." 122
This comes very close to the formula of the Yoga·siitras of
Patafijali. The master stroke of the Bhagavad Gitii, as we have
said, consists in its juxtaposition and co-ordination of all the
111

lb.

10.

8.

119 lb. IS. 62.

uo The offering of cakes, butter, mixed beverages (mantha), intoxicating
liquor (soma), etc.
Ul nhagavad Grta 4. 33·
"'lb. 4· g6-3B.
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basic disciplines of the complex religious inheritance of India.
The Sarikhya, a Brahmanized form of the old pre-)\ryan dualism of life and matter, was, in essence, something very different
from the all-affirming monism of the Vedic tradition, and yet
the latter, as matured and introverted by the contemplative
sages of the period of the Upani~ads, was also a way of jiiana.
Hence the two could be brought together; and in the Bltagavad
Gita the union is achieved-the Sarikhya idea of the pluralism
of the life-monads being accepted as a preliminary view, representing the standpoint of the manifested world. But the theism of the Vedas also remains-as a convenient support for the
mind during the earlier stages of its difficult progress toward
detachment: the way of bhakti is taught, consequently, though
no longer linked necessarily to the specific rituals of the earlier
cult of exterior, material sacrifice. It is developed rather in its
more personal and introverted, Tlintric form-as we shall observe in a later chapter. And fmally, since the goal of all these
disciplines is knowledge, the direct path of the absolutely introverted yogi is also accepted as an effective way. "Having in a
cleanly spot established his seat, firm, neither too high nor too
low, made of a cloth, a skin, and kusa-grass, arranged in the
proper way, there seated on that seat, making the mind onepointed and subduing the action of the imagining faculty and
the senses, kt him practice yoga for the purification of the heart.
Let him hold his body f1rmly, head and neck erect and still,
gazing at the tip of his nose and not looking around. With the
heart serene and fearless, firm in tbe vow of continence, with
the mind controlled and ever thinking of Me, let him sit, having Me as his supreme goal."' Thus always keeping the mind
121

Compare Patafijali: "By sacrificing all to nvara comes samadhi"

(Y oga-sUtras a. 44)· A primary aim of yoga, as we have seen. is to steady
the mind by withdrawing the senses from the outer sphere and thus putting them to rest. The mind can be concentrated on an inner object-
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steadfast, the yogi of subdued mind attains the peace residing
in Me-the peace that culminates in NirviiQa.""'
And as for the state on earth of the one who has attained:
"He who is the same to friend and foe, alike in facing honor
and dishonor, alike in heat and cold, in pleasure and pain, who
is free from all attachment [to the sphere of conflicting experiences and pairs-of-opposites], to whom censure and praise are
equal, and who remains silent and content with anything [good
or evil, just as it comes], he who is homeless, steady-minded, and
full of devout self-surrender-that man is dear to Me." '"
"He who sits as one unconcerned, and is not agitated by the
guQas; he who simply knows 'these gul).as are acting of themselves, they are whirling around,' and remains unmoved, not
swerving-is said to have gone beyond the gnl).as." 126
" 'Just as a lamp sheltered from the wind does not flicker... .'
Such is the simile employed to describe the yogi who has subdued his mind, yoking himself in the yoga exercise of concentration on the Self.'' "' "He who resigns his activities to the
Universal Self (brahman) by forsaking attachment to them and
their results, remains unstained by evil-just as the lotus leaf
remains unstained by water." "'-This also is a classic simile.
Just as the leaves of the lotus, which because of their smooth
oily surface are not affected by the water in which they grow
some formula or vision-and then kept fixed upon it until this object
becomes more or less permanent and remains of itself.
t"M.Bhagavad Gitti 6. 11-15.
uThe mind directed in acrordance with the roaming and rambling o[
the sem.cs in pursuit of their objects carries away man's discriminative
awareness and in~ight (prajifii), as a wind carries away a boat drifting on
the waters" (ib. •- 67.).
lH Jb. U, 18-tg.
l2R

Jb.

14, 23-25.
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and remain, so likewise the man established in the Self; the
waves of the world in which he dwells do not destroy him.
"He who sees the Lord Supreme abiding equaliy in all tran·
sitory beings, the Imperishable in the things that perish-he
truly sees. And when he beholds the manilold existences all
centered in that One, expanding from that One, he then becomes that Brahman." "'

4.
Vedanta
Tille St:u· of the Vedic Aryan tradition, the Universal Being,
dwells in the individual and is what gives him life. It transcends
both the gross organism of his body ami the subtle organism of
hi; psyche, has no sense organs of its own through which to act
and experience, and yet is the very life-force that enables him
to act at all. This paradoxical interrelationship between the
phenomenal creature and his anonymous, imperishable nucleus,
shrouded by the perishable sheaths. is expressed in riddles ancl
«.'nigmatical stan1as reminiscent of our own nursery rhymes.
The blind one found the jewel;
The one without fingers picked it up;
The one with no neck put it on;

And the one with no voice gave it praise.tao
The owner of the body has no eyes, no hands, no neck, no
voice, yet accomplishes everything through the instrument of
U9Jb, 13• 17,
1ao

so.
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the gross and subtle bodies that serve as its temporary abode
and vehicle. The blind one, without fingers, neck, or voice, car·
ries on the life-process of the self-conscious creature that is its
garb. It is the real actor of all tlte deeds, and yet, simultaneously,
remains unconcerned with whatever happens to the individual
in the way of either suffering or joy. What for the latter constitutes the reality of life-life with its numberless and exceedingly various visible and tangible features-for the anonymous
superindividual are simply "names," so many unsuhstamial
words.
Words (i.e., Names), words only, nothing hut words arc with me.
I am no-man, yet I am man and woman;

I am rooted in the soil, yet I move freely;
I am now performing sacrifices, I did perform sacrifices, and I shall
perform sacrifices.
The living beings, through me, perform sacrifices;
The living beings are my beasts of sacrifice;
And I am the beast of sacrifice, tied with the rope, filling the
entire world.lll
What this means is that the divine life-force that pervades the
universe and inhabits every creature, the anonymous faceless
essence behind the numberless masks, is our sole interior reality. Stones, hills, trees and other plants, are "rooted in the soil"
and devoid of motion; animals, men, and superhuman beings
"move freely" through space: the divine life-force in the form
of the life-monads dwells within and vivifies them all simultaneously. Nevertheless, whatever the forms that it puts on and
fills, it ever remains indifferent to them, unharmed in them,
and uninvolved.
The supreme orthodox religious duty of man with respect to
the gods and ancestors has always been to offer sacrifice. The
inhabitant of the body, presiding over the works of the inditltJb.

J.
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vidual, is the one who enacts this sacred office, as well as all the
other deeds of the creatures, whether present, past, or future.
The three phases of time are one and the same so far as this
inner principle is concerned; for it, there is no time; it is a titneless actor. Moreover, it is not only the perpetrator of sacrifice,
fundamentally it is inherent in all the utensils of the holy rite,
as well as in those used in the other activities of man. Also, it is
present in the "beast of sacrifice"-the victim roped to the sacrificial post and about to be slaughtered. That one being is the
offerer, the offering, and the implements of the offering-the
all-pervading, universally vivifying, omnipresent principle of
phenomenal existence. 182
For the Brahman priest-whose wisdom was that of the Vedic
sacrificial ritual-the process of the cosmos was a gigantic, ceaseless ceremony of sacrifice. The divine life-substance itself, as the
giant victim, filled-nay, constituted-the body of the selfimmolating, self-consuming world. The one transcendent essence
dwelt anonymously within all-within the officiating priest, the
victim offered, and the divinities that accepted the sacrifice, as
well as within the pure implements through which the sacrifice was rendered. These were but so many phenomenal forms
assumed by the divine force. That unique presence evolved into
the shapes of living creatures and dwelt in them as the core of
their being, the center of energy prompting them to act, suffer,
and partake alternately of the roles of sacrificer and victim in
the continuous, never-ending oblation which is the process of
the world. Regarded thus as the mere garbs of the one anonymity, the sacrificer and his victim. the feeder and his food, the
victor and his conquest, were the san1c: simultaneous roles or
masks of the one cosmic actor.
112 Cf. Bhagavad Gitti 4· 24: "The process of the offering is Brahman.
The offering is Brahman. The fire Ls Brahman. It is by Brahman that the
offering is made. He, verily, goes to Brahman, who beholds Brahman in
every act."'
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Such was the orthodox Vedic view of the divine life-force and
its unending play-obviously a vision that involves a depreciation of the individual. Any civilization so inspired would tend
to overlook d1e uniqu~ and personalizing features of the various
men and women who composed it; and indeed we find that die
holy wisdom of die Brahmans largely disregarded the development of the individual. Self-discovery and self-expression were
never studied as the means by which one should realize oneself
and prepare to make one's contribution to the world. In fact,
the whole idea of the Brahman civilization was precisely the
contrary. Fulfillment was sought through selt-oblit<"Tation; each
was all. The one essence inhahiting die colorfully differentiated
manifestations, outliving the changes, timeless and featureless,
was the only thing to be taken seriously. This, and this alone,
the perennial nucleus, was the inner refuge, the ever-waiting
homestead, to whidt each must he ever striving to return.
The early Vedic philosophy, as we have seen, represented the
Self as the paramoum controller of all the centers of phenomenal activity, and yet, simultaneously, as the unconcerned witness of it all. Between the all-pervading state of action and the
opposite state of supreme aloofness there was somehow an identity, most enigmatical and difficult to understand. The Self
participated in actions, and yet did not become involved in the
processes and consequences. It was all-pervading, and yet onentangled. In other words, it was precisely the counterpart ol
that Highest Being of the popular Indian mythologies, the LordCreator, Maintainer, and Destroyer of the World, who, out of
his own boundless transcendent essence evolved the perishable
universe and its creatures. Out of that changeless blissful divine
Being pour all the transfigurations in this sphere of changes.
That One, as the Lord of Maya, is continually transforming a
minute particle of his own immeasurableness into die teeming
crowds of beings that go flowing into and out of each oilier in
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tlti> terrible, wonderful cyde of rebirth-and yet, being Brahman, he is unconcerned.
The pre-Aryan philo>ophics of India, on the other hand (as
n·Arcted in Jainism and the kindred doctrines, and reinterpreted in Saitkhya and Yoga),"' assigned a completely passive
role to the Self, and moreover described the Self not as the force
anrl substance of the cosmos but as the individual life-monad.
'fhcre was no unique, all~inclusive divine Being ernanaLing energy and substance from a transcendental abyss. All action belonged to the world of matter (ajiva, prakrti). Each life-monad
(jiva,jmr~a) was an individual entity, a solitary stranger, dwelling. as in Jainism, or re!kcted, as in Saitkhya, in the whirlpool
of cosmic matter. And these monads !loatcd (or seemed to !loat),
innumerable, like corks, wmpletely passive, in the great !lowing river of the round of birth and death. They were not re·
Hrctions of the power of a divine, omnipotent and ubiquitom.
universal magician-sparks from his eternal flame, substantially
one both with him and with each other. Nor was it the aim of
the non-Aryan, non-Brahman yogis to become annihilated in
any One-or in anything else-but only to realize their own
intrinsic isolation. Each was concerned with disengaging himself from the matter in which he found himself embedded and
afloat, and thus attaining relea>e; which is obviously a very different aim from that of the Vedic hymns, the Upani~ads, and
the teachings of the cosmic song of the Bhagavad Gila.
And nevertheless (this is what is most remarkable) in the final
period of the Vedic, Brahrnanical development-that of the
post-Buddhistic teachings of the Vedanta-one finds that, though
the language of Indian orthodox philosophy is still that of the
nondnal. paradoxical, Aryan-Brahman tradition. the mood,
ideals, and point of view have become those of the worldrenouncing sounders of the rail to retreat. The earlier, buoyant,
exultant, world-affirmative inflation of the Vedic and Upanius Cf. supra, pp. 18t·332.
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ages has disappeared and a monkish, cold asceticism dominates the field; for the life-chilling theory of the ultimate and
absolute inactivity of the Self has come to prevail-only now,
instead of the individual life-monad (jiva, puru~a), the Universal Self (iilman-brnhman) is the inactive prindpk
The most important name in this surprising development is
that of the brilliant Satikara, the founder of the so-called "Nondualist" (advaita) school of Vedantic philosophy. Little is known
of his brief career, which is now supposed to have endured for
but thirty-two years. sornewhcte about Boo A.D. Legends credit
his conception to a mirack of the god siva, and state that the
child was at an early age a maslcr of all the sci<'nces; he is dedared to have caused a river 10 come closer to his mother's door
so that she should he saved the trouble of going to fetch water.
At an extremely early age he retired to the forest, where he met
the sage Govinda and became his pupil. And thereafter he wandered throughout India, engaging everywhere in victorious
arguments with the philosophers of the day. Satikara's commentaries on the BrahmiisiUra, Blwgavad Gitii, and Upani~ads, and
his original philosophical works (such as the Vivekacii.ljiimat~i,
"The Crown Jewel of Discrimination"), have exercised an incalculable influence on the history of philosophy throughout
the Far and Middle East.
Basing his reasoning on the Vedic formula, tat tvam asi,
"That art thou,"'" he developed with unwavering consistency
a systematic doctrine, taking the Self (iitman) as the sole reality
and regarding all else as the phantasmagoric production of nescience (avidyii). The cosmos is an effect of nescience, and so also
is that interior ego (ahankiirn) which is everywhere mistaken
for the Self. 1\laya, illusion, mocks the perceiving, cogitating,
and intuitive faculties at every turn. The Self is hidden deep.
But when the Self is known there is no nescience, no maya, no
avidya; i.e., no marrocosm or microcosm-no world.
"'Supra, PP· SSS-337·
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According to an introductory summary of this doctrine, conveniently presented in the Vediintasiira of the fifteenth-century
monk Sadananda,'"' the Self is concealed within five sheatl1s,
ftve superimposed psychosomatic layers. The first and most substantial is that known as anna-maya-k.osa, "the sheath (k.osa) made
(maya) of food (anna)," which is, of course, the gross body and
its world of gross matter. This corresponds to the plane of waking consciousness, as described in the Mm_u)nkya Upani~ad!"
The second sheath, prar_za-maya-kosa, "the sheath made of the
vital forces (priir_za)," "' and the third, mano-maya-kosa, "the
sheath made of mind (and the senses) (manas)," together with
the fourth, vijiiiina-rnaya-kosa, "the sheath made of understanding (vijiiiina)," compose the subtle body, which corresponds to
the plane of dream consciousness; while the fifth, iinanda-rnayakosa, "the sheath made of bliss (iinanda)," which corresponds to
the plane of deep sleep as described in the Ma~u_tnkya UjJani,,ad,
is what is known as the causal body. This is a dark, very deep
covering of ignorance (avidyii), which is the fundamental undersheath of the whole created world. Only when this has been
tom away can the Self be known-that serene Silence beyond
the syllable AUI\f, which from the point of view of Sankara's
"Nondualist" Vedanta is the sole actuality, the only really real.
"Enveloped by the five sheaths," Sankara writes in his Vivekacu(liimar_zi, "which are produced by its own power, the Self
does not shine forth-like water in a tank covered by unbroken
masses of sedge (which are produced by its own power). But
when the sedge is removed completely the clear water becomes
visible to man, allays the pangs of thirst, and bestows happiness
to the highest degree." "'
Nescience (avidyii), the "maker" (miiyii) of the sedge, is not
Cf. supra, pp. 51-56.
Sttpm, pp. 372·~7R.
J:n Supra. pp. 318-3'9·
us Sailkara, Vivekaciutamani 149·150.
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simply lack of insight, a merely negative principle, but also a
positive power (Jakti) "'which projects or brings forth the illusion of the world and the five sheaths. In its negative function
nt'srience hides the Self, "just as a small patch of cloud conceals
the sun";"' but in its !""itive capacity it givt's rise to the manifold of the cosmos-overwhelming all our faculties of judgment,
stirring our senses and mental powers, rousing our passions of
desire and loathing, fear, fulfillment, and despair, causing suffering, and fascinating our bewildered, fatuous consciousness
with transient nothings of delight.
As in the Sankhya, so i nthe Vedanta, only knowledge (vidyii)
effects release (mokfa) from the sheaths and bandages of nescience, and moreover this knowledge is not something to be ob·
taincd but is already present within, as the core and support of
our existence. The water is only screened by the sedge; it is
always there and always clear and pure; we do not have to
change it, but only to remove the obstruction. Or, as in the
story of the King's Son,"' release is but the realization of our
actual nature. This realization can he attained through critical
thought, as in the Satikhya, through the mind-amplifying practices of Yoga (applied here to illusionistic monism, as in the
Yoga-siltras to the dualistic view), or through any of the other
"ways" of the orthodox tradition, but in the end, when found,
it amounts to a miracle of Self-recollection-whereupon the
apparent creation of the world is immediately undone and the
sheathing structures of the body and soul are swept away.
The practice, however, of orthodox moral virtues is meanwhile insisted upon as a preparatory discipline to the final exercise of breaking through. Good works, even such as are merely
w' .~ohti. from the verbal root §alt.; ..to be able or potent to do some·
thing.. : d . .mprn. pp. 77·78, and Zimmer, Myths and Symbols in Indian
Art and Civilization, p. 25.
140 Yedtinta.siira 52.
,., Cf. supra, pp. !o8·!10-
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ceremonial, if performed for pure and proper mouves, without
attachment to the fruits, the aims and gains, and without desire for reward, afford an excellent preparation for the ultimate
enterprise of striving for supreme illumination. Yogic exercises
of intensive concentration are the main implement for the
realization of the truth communicated by the guru; but these
cannot be undertaken by anyone who has not already prepared
himself, by means of cleansing austerities and impeccable conduct, in a spirit o[ virtuous self-abnegation. The candidate for
instruction in Vedanta is therefore reg uired to have fulfilled
all the normal religious (i.e., social) duties of the Indian way of
life (dharma). He must he qualified by birth, must have studied
the four Vedas and their "limbs," must he able to discriminate
between things permanent and things transient, must possess
the so-called "six jewels," must have perfect faith, and must
have gained the assistance of a qualified spiritual teacher."'
"This is always to be taught to one," Sai1kara states, "who is o[
tranquil mind, who has subdued his sense-forces, who is free
from fau1ts, obedient, endowed with virtues, always submissive,
and avid for liberation."'
"The great theme of all Vedantic teaching," we read in the
Vediintasiira, "is the identity of the individual life-monad with
Brahman, which is of the nature of pure consciousness or spirituality.""' A state of homogeneity wherein all qualifying attributes are transcended, a state of intelligence beyond the
pairs-of-opposites, wherein all ideas of separation and variety arc
effaced, is what is represented by this realization. In other words,
the goal of the "Way of Devotion" (bhakti-miirga) has to be transcended by the student of Vedanta. The loving union of the
heart with its highest personal divinity is not enough. The subu2 AU of these requirements are discussed and explained, supra, pp.
51-56U-8 SaOkara, Upadefasahasri ,324.
tu Yeddntas4Y"a 27.
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lime experience of the devotee beholding the inner vision of
his God in concentrated absorption is only a prelude to the
final ineffable crisis of complete illumination, beyond the spheres
even of the divine form. For the attainment of this highest goal
the very last trace, the very seed, of "ignorance" (avidyii) must
be rooted out. Wherewith the bliss of the nondual Brahman
will be present automatically-the experience of this bliss itself
being the only direct proof in the world for the fact of the transcendental identity. Through thought and rational methods one
can establish indirectly, or suggest something of, the final non·
dual state; but the one purpose of Vedanta is not to suggest, but
to make known. This goal is expressed through the frequently
quotrd \'edic-Upani~adic aphorism, brahnULvid !Jrahmaiva bha·
vati: "He who realizes Brahman through knowing becomes
Brahman." 146

The basic paradox of the entire discipline is that, though the
identity of jiva and Brahman, which is the sole permanent real·
ity, is beyond change, nevertheless it must be realized and re·
established by means of a laborious process of temporal human
endeavor. The case is compared to that of a man who has forgotten the precious jewel he wears about his neck and so suffers
grief and anxiety, believing it to be lost. 'Vhen he meets someone who points it out to him, nothing is changed except his
ignorance-but this (at least to him) means a great deal.
The direct way to realization is through absorption in the
transcendental state beyond qualifications. For this the texts
and the teachings of the guru prepare the candidate by the indirect, preliminary, negative way of "the maxim or method
(nyaya) of the refutation (apaviida) of the erroneous imputations
or superimpositions (adhyaropa)." " 8 The verb adhy-ii-ruh, "to
place one thing on another," also "to cause, to produce, to bring
lMJ Mut~dnka llpanisad g.
uo Vedtintastira 31.

2.

g: cited in YetLinttutirt1 19.
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about," yields the noun, adhyiiropa: "the act of attributing some
state or quality to a thing falsely or through mistake; erroneous
knowledge." The term iiropa is often used to describe the fig·
urative, llattcring language of eulogy addressed by court poets
to their kings and by lovers to their mistresses. For example, the
poet praising a king for having conquered his enemies describes
how the subjugated neighbors bend their necks at his feet:
"The kin!>'"'•" goes the llatteriug figure, "carry on their head the
lotus llower that is thy foot. Its row of petals is composed of thy
rosy toes; its filamcllls are the rays of thy polished nails." w
Here the poet employs the device o[ superimposition (iirojJa)
as a technique of metaphor, cmnparing the kings prostrate at
the throne-steps of the King of kings to devotees placing on their
heads the sacred lotus-symbol of their god (Brahma, Vi~I;JU,
Lak~mi, or the Buddha)-in token of absolute submission and
service to the Lord. What the poet does intentionally to lend
charm and life to a description, mankind in general does unintentionally. The mind in its ignorance (avidyii) superimposes
a world of duality and plurality on the nondual. unique identity of jiva and Brahman-thus bringing into view, like a won·
derful mirage. a multitude of beings, interests, and conflicting
opposites. As a snake perceived in the twilight may prove to be
a rope (merely a harmless rope, yet it was taken for a snake and
inspired fear), or as a glimpse of desirable silver may dissolve
into a comparatively worthless piece of mother-of-pearl, even so
the world, which inspires both fear and desire, may be caused
to vanish into a neutral substratum. "Out of infinite compassion, the guru gives instruction to the pupil by the method of
refutation (apavuda) of the superimposition (adhyiiropa)." "'
uT This example is given in DaQ(lin•s KiivyizdarJa ("Mirror of Poetry"),
6g-7o. DaQdin explains: "The poet 'superimposes,' or ascribes to the
toes, etc., the nature of petals, etc., and to the foot the nature of a lotus
flower."
ua P'ecWntastlra !P•
2.
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"Superimposition (adhyiiropa) is the attribution of something
unreal to something real." "'
Having himself "become Brahman by knowing Brahman,"
the guru understands that there is actually no duality of pupil
and guru; in his teaching he is therefore living a double lift-.
But he condescends to this, conforming to the illusory sphere
of the manifold which surrounds him as a tefiex, out of compassion, accepting again the auittHle of duality because of the
urgent desire for instruction on the part of the pupil who has
come to him. The illumined tearher descends from the tranS< <·ndental state of being to our lower plane of empiriral pscudotcality for the benefit of the unenlightened. This is romparahk
to the gracious act of an Inrarnation in the mythology of llinrlui,m, wlwn the highest God descends in the form of an illusory manifestation (Vi~t.m. for example. as KnDa) For the sake
of th<· release of de\Otees, or in the III) thology o{ Mahayana
Buddhism when a supramundanc Buddha likewise descends.
By this act the guru ronforms to the dictum of the Vedic stanza:
"To that pupil who has approached him with due courtesy,
whose mind has become perfectly ralm, and who has control
o\'t'r his senses, the wise teacher should impart truly the knowl<·dgc of Brahman through which one knows the imperishable
:\[an (puru,<a), who is truly-and-eternally-existent." ""
The simple yet paradoxical truth conveyed through the
teachings of Vedanta is that Brahman, which is eternal being
l.1at), consciousness (cit), and bliss (iinanda), is absolutely "without-a-second" (advayam); which literally means that all these
ohjects of experience, as well as the creative ignorance that
hrings them forth, arc fundamentally devoid of substantialitylike the snake seen in the rope or the silver in the mother-ofpearl. Reality, in the absolute sense, is denied to them-cleniccl
to everything touched and S<'cn, heard, smell eel, tasted, thought
i49Jb.

3'·

uo Mundaha Upanisad 1. 2. 13: cited in the YedinttutiTa 31.
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about, recognized, or dclint>d, in the sphere of spare and tim('.
This is a verity rontrary to nmn's empirical cxperienc:.:c and common sense, and consequently, when represented and interpreted
in terms of rational thought and language, it cannot but seem
to be full of contradictions. i\evcrtheless, it can be grasped by

the Vtdanta-yogi. ·ro grasp it, moreover, means to participate
in pure, anonymous, and ne11ter consciousness devoid of qualifi-

cations, and thus to he beyond the individualized personality of
any so-called "Supreme Godhead" made manifest with such attributes as otnnipotenre and omniscience. Brahman, the Self, is

consciousness absolutely unqualified. But this is a truth that
can be known through experience alone.

Nevertheless the mind ran approach the truth; for example.
by reasoning that unless the Self were consciousness such a perception as "I atn the knower" could not arise in a phenomenal
mind. The seeming consciousness of phenomenal beings can be

described, approximately, as a reflection, or specification, of the
pure and primary consciousness of Brahman-somewhat as

rc~

llections of the moon on different surfaces of water all derive
from, and seem to limit, the one moon "without-a-second."
However, the reality of such phenomenal beings is indefinable.
One can describe it by neither of the two contradictory terms
"existence" or "non-existence." For man's ignorance cannot be
said to be a sheer "nothingness"; if it were, we should perceive
no phenomena at all. Ignorance and the material phenomena
that it beholds are, in fact, based on Brahman, which is real
(just as the illusory snake is based on the real rope); but how
(or what this magic is) not even the Knowers know.
The truth about ignorance cannot be known, because so long
as one remains within the hounds of ignorance, ignorance itself
constitutes the limiting horizon of one's thought. And the
Knowers cannot know the truth about ignorance, because as
soon as their consciousness becomes identical with Brahn1an,
ignorance (for them, at least) no longer exists. Hence ignorance
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-together with its world-somehow both is and is not, or perhaps, rather, neither is nor is not. In any case, it is more of an
enigma even than Brahman.
Ignorance (avidyii), because of which the seeming reality of
our empirical experience remains superimposed upon the ulti·
mate reality of Brahman, is thus absolutely inexplicable,
through its very nature. It cannot be demonstrated by reasoning. since reasoning itself can never stand apart from ignorance.
Analyzing ignorance by reasoning is like searching darkness
with the help of darkness. But neither can it be demonstrated
by knowledge; for with the awakening of knowledge no trace
of ignorance remains. Analyzing i~norance by knowledge is like
studying darkness with a blaling liAht. ·The very characteristic
of ignorance," declares the Vedantir philosopher Surdvara, "is
its sheer unintelligibility. It cannot hear any proof; if it could
it would he a real thing:·"' It is, on the contrary, a false impression (l>hrii11ti). "This false impression is without real support and is contradictory to all reasoning." the same authority
states in another text. "It cannot stand against reasoning any
more than darkness against the sun." a 2
The existence of ignorance, then, has to he accepted, even
though it is inexplicable in itself; othem·ise we should deny
the undeniable fact that the phenomenal world is <'Xperienced.
Brahman is experienced, and that experience is the sage's proof
of Brahman; but if experience counts in the one context it must
be allowed to count also in the other. Hence, i~norancc is described as "something" which may be said to have "the form
or appearance of a floating or transient reality" (bhiivanlf>a).'"
In common with the beings and experiences rooted in it, this
"something" has the "form of becoming" (also bhiivaritpa): it
is transient, perishable, conqnerahle. Having come into exist111
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ence at the beginning of time, as the very basis of world experience and ego consciousness, it can go out of existence again.
If it were truly existent (;at, "real beyond changes") it could
never be dispelled, and there would be no experience of AtmanBrahman as the sole reality; there would be no Vedanta. But
on the other hand, if ignorance were non-existent it would not
display all these effects. The only thing that can he found out
about it, therefore, is that this "something" is "antagonistic to
know ledge, incompatible with wisdom," '" for it vanishes, with
all its modifications, at the dawn of knowledge; and furthermore, that the gul).as are inhe1ent in it,u•r. for it cannot be separated from them any more than a substance from its attributes.
The proof of its existence, finally, is the simple awareness, "I
am ignorant."
Like all phenomena, ignorance can be viewed in either of
two ways: 1. C0111prehcnsivcly (.wml·a,r(y·abhifJrayena), as a whole;
or 2. analytically (vy·a,<ty·abliijmiyena), as composed of numer·
ous distinct units.lfi 0 The word sama.,~.ti means "an aggregate
made up of parts that constitute a collective unit," whereas
V)'ll.$!i specifies the units of an aggregate. For example, when a
number of trees are considered as an aggregate (samaJ.ti) they
are denoted as one, that is to say, as "a forest"; or a number of
drops of water may be called a "pond," "lake," or "reservoir,"
depending on the sile and natme of their aggregation. When
taken as units (vya,r,ti), however, they are so many trees or drops
(or gallons)."' In the same manner, "ignorance" (avidyii) can be
regarded either as an all-pervading, universal aggregate, or as a
multitude of separate occurrences. That is to say, the obvious
diversity of ignorance in distinct individuals can be viewed as
itself but an aspect of ignorance (which is like saying, "There
Hi4
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are no trees, there is only a forest"); or, on the contrary, one
can insist, just as well, that ignorance exists only in the many
(which is like declaring that there is no such thing as a forest,
but only so many trees). The end, in either case, however, is
ignorance, which, according to the n1odc of the observation, is
experienced as multifarious or as one.
The comprehensive, aggregate (sama,1_ti) aspect of ignorance
is attributed in myths to a personal divine being, who is revered
as the creator, ruler, and maintainer of the cosmos. He is supreme consciousness, Brahman, brought under the spell of a
personal role, and as such is a manifestation of the fmest, high·
est, most subtle and sublime aspect or level of ignorance and
self-delusion.'" This god-creator, maintainer, and dissolverthis supreme lord (isvnra), is the all-t-mbracing aspect of the lifeforce (which is ignorance) in its evolution and pervading of the
costnos. He is compared to a forest or an all-containing sea.
Vi~J)u, for cxamplr, who through his incantation in Kr1?r.Ia
became the revealer of the Bhagavad Gitii, is represented in
Hindu myth as the Milky Ocean of Immortal Life, out of which
the transient universe arises and bark into which it again dissolves. This ocean is personified as Adi-Se~a. the primordial
giant serpent of the abyss, who carries the unfolded universe
on his heads and is the life-giving dragon in the depth of space.
Meanwhile, in anthropomorphic form, Vi~1.1u is pictured as recumbent on this serpent. The serpent is hoth himself and his
living couch, and supports him on the surface of the Milky
Ocean, which again is himself in his elemental form. For this
divine being is the primary life-sap or substance, which evolve;
and nourishes all the shapes of all the living creatures in the
universe. The god is dreaming. From his navel, as from the
universal water, the lotus-calix grows on which Brahma is seated,
the first-horn of the universe, who is about to supervise the
cosmic process of creation. The shining lotus is the flower of
"'lb.
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the world, which is the dream of Vigm; and the god upon it,
Brahma, the "Creator," is an emanation from the world womb
of Vigm's cosmic sleep.
The meaning of all this is that when the pure, transcendental,
metaphysical essence (brahman), which is beyond all attributes
and personal masks, one-without~a~second, pure bliss, pure sentiency and conscionsness, sinks into the state in which, under
a personal mask, it fant:ics itself to be the Universal God, then
the clarity of pure spiritual being is clouded, and this cloud is
self-delusion on a cosmic scale: universal consciousness, forgetful of the true state and nature of Brahman. It imagines itself
to be possessed of a divine personality: this is the crucial mystery of creation. The highest Lord, under this illusion, acquires
the consciousness of being the highest Lord; fancies and feels
himself to be endowed lvith omniscience, omnipotence, universal sovereignty, and all the other similar supreme virtues.
The possession of these attributes, however (and they are ascribed generally to the Highest Being throughout the world,
in Islam and Christianity as well as in the popular cults of
India), is itself but a reflex of delusion. Impersonal, anonymous,
inactive-Brahman remains untouched, beyond these popular
veiling clouds, this supreme eclipse. Only apparently is the
universal substance implicated in this highest personal figure,
which has been born, as a magnificent superego, out of a sublime state of godly consciousness-in-ignorance.
The Vediintic adept comes to a point in the course of his
yogic progress where he becomes identified with this personal
creator of the world illusion. He feels that he is at one with the
Supreme Lord, partaking of His virtues of omniscience and
omnipotence. This, however, is a dangerous phase; for if he is
to go on to Brahman, the goal, he must realize that this inflation
is only a subtle form of self-delusion. The candidate must conquer it, press beyond it, so that the anonymity of sheer being
(sat), consciousness (cit), and bliss (ilnanda) may break upon
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him as the transpersonal essence of his actual Self. The £asci·
nating personality of the highest godhead will then dissolve and
disappear, as the last, most tenuous and tenacious, cosmic illu·
sion. The creator of the world will have been surpassed; and
with Him, the entire illusion of the existence of a world.
For the beginner, however, and the religious amateur, the
divine superego commonly called "God" is properly and ad·
viscdly the center of pious devotional exercises of self-surrender
(bhakti). By bringing this "God" to focus and making "Him"
the center of consciousness, onC' is l'nahled to get rid of on~·s
individual ego. This makes it possible to rise abow the status
of the individual who sees many trees hnt not the forest and
fancies himself to be a trc<'. One recogniz<"s the alJ.cmbracing
aspect of the forest, that is to say. the colkctive identity of all
beings in "God." This is a step toward th<' conquest of the
dualism of "I" anrl "Thou"-the strife with fellow creatures.
All arc experienced as one, subsuml'd in the one divine per·
sonality. All creatures, everywhere and at all times, are "His"
continuously changing manifestations.
But now as for the problem of the Supreme Being himself,
as "God," fancying himself to be what the theologians assert
him to be: Self-delusion, ignorance, avidya-the very basis of
the erroneous consciousness of God's existence-is of a more
subtle character in His vast, omniscient mind than in the grosser,
tightly circumscribed little spheres of mortal consciousness. The
aggregate of ignorance in God, since it is directly associated
with the pure spirituality of Brahman, has a preponderance of
sattva gul).a (purest clarity). It is devoid of rajas (uncontrolled
passionate activity), as well as tamas (inertia, dullness), which
are what preponderate in the spheres of the animals, minerals.
vegetables, and normal human beings. God's Ego, the ultimate
personal entity, is fundamentally as unreal as the human ego, as
much an illusion as the universe, no less unsubstantial than all
the other names and forms (niimarilpa) of the manifested
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world; for "God" is only the must subtle, most magnificent, most
flattering false impression of all, in this general spectacle of erroneous self-deceptions. Like the other forms of this floating,
transient reality, "God" exists only in association with the power
(Sakti, maya) of sel£-misrepn·scntation. Hence "God" is not real.
Furthermore, He is associated with his own sel£-misrepresenta·
tion only apparently-i.e., for us. In short, since he is Brahmanthe sole existing essence-he cannot be really lost in that ignorance which~ in its own turn, is neither "unreal" nor "real."
It is, then, merely to the unenlightened mind that God appears
to be real, endowed with such auriuutes as omniscience, omnipotence, and universal rule, and disposed to the atlitudes of he·
nib'Tlity and wrath. The pious preoccupations rcnt('ring around
God, the rites of the various religious communities. and the cogitations of their theologians lJelong to and !-.upporl an atmosphere
of the most suhtle and respectable kind of self-dcccil. They have,
of course, their priceless value as preliminary means. They supply a kind of ladder by which the utterly selfish individual may
climb from the dim dungeon of his own ego. But when he at·
tains the final rung, and is now at last capable of transcending
the convenient truth of a personal monotheism, the ladder must
he left behind.
The Highest Being, as "God," is phenomenal-a majestic, lordly
face painted on the sublime blank of Brahman, true being, which
is devoid of physiognomy as well as of all other attributes and
definitions. Brahman is not actually, but only seemingly, involved
in ignorance-and then only in the least dark, least active, most
serene state of ignorance, which is brilliant clarity (sattva). "God"
cannot be said to be taken in by his own illusory attitude of
paramount Super-Egoity, great with omniscience, omnipotence,
and lordly rule. When the Lord seems to be enacting his cosmic
role, he is not implicated in the net of the illusion he creates;
the pantomime of the divine part does not fool the actor. Therefore, if "God" is to be conceived of as unfolding, maintaining,
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and pervading the universe, and directing the mental propensities of finite beings through his universal, all-controlling power,
it must be understood that He is performing a sort of play for
which there is no spectator-like a child. "God" is the lonely
cosmic dancer whose gestures arc all beings and all the worlds.
These stream forth without end from his tireless, unremitting
flow of cosmic energy as he execntcs the rhythmic, endlessly repetitious gestures. siva, the dancing god, is not enthralled; and that
is the principal distinction between the Lord (Hvara) and the
life-monads (jiva) that are dancing also in this universal play.
We little beings are trapped in the illusion of all these phantasmagoric forms. We think, actually, that we are human beings,
that our individual ego is a reality, aud so cling to ourselves, as
well as to the false reality of the other attractive and repulsive
phenomena round about. \Vhereas God knows that his divine
personality is a mask, a false impression which he is always capable of removing by a simple return of emphasis to his undifferentiated substance, for us our own personalities are as gross and
durable as our ignorance itself, and the personality of God is the
great unknown. His nature is, for us in our state of ignorance,
unfathomable. And yet he is well called by us the"InnerGuide";
[or he can become the illuminator of the whole aggregate ot our
ignorance. Just as the sun lights the world and dispels darkness,
so that Divine Being, once known, lights ignorance and dissipates
its product, this phenomenal sphere and all its phenomenal individuals. The sun is never contaminated by darkness; nor is the
Divine Being by this world of ignorance in which his grace so
miraculously plays.
The pure Self-which is the only really existing entity, sheer
consciousness unlimited by any contents or qualifications, and
complete bliss-in a cosmic association with ignorance, which is
unaware of its own neither real nor unreal true nature, condescends to accept the personality and consciousness of the Lord of
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the Universe, the all-pervading, omnipotent Supreme One, who
is inherent in every particle of creation. And yet, though thus
associated with, he is not really subject to, delusion; ignorance
with him is wholly s:ittvic. lie is pervaded ever by the bliss ol
Brahman, the Self, yet indulges in a curious, childlike game of
being aware of the illuwry character of his own august personality and the universe, even while playfully bringing them
forth, supporting them, and then permitting them to disappear.
This is the way of ignorance in its collective, aggregate unawareness-the grandiose ignorance of the forest.
We, the self-centered indi\idual trees, on the other hand, are
circumscribed by the individual aspect of ignorance. We fancy
our>elves to be a ;..tr. X, or a l\h.s Z; we fancy that to be a dog,
and this a cat, di>tinct and separate from each other and from
ourselves. Whereas the Lord experiences ignorance in its grandeur, as one, with us the Self is broken into bits, and associated,
moreover, with a nt'scicnc.:c that is complex-not made up solely
of serenity (sativa), but compounded of clarity (sattva), violent
activity (rajas), and dull inertia, mute and dark(tarrws). The latter
two gut).as being predominant, the power of sattva is eclipsed,
and so the consciousness of an individual-whether man, tree,
bird, or fish-is a poor reflection indeed of the consciousness of
the Self. It is not omniscient and omnipotent, but of little knowledge and unlordly; yet it may be called prajna, "intelligence,""'
since it "illuminates" one individual mass of ignorance, one tree
in the forest. Such as it is. individual consciousness serves as a
light. It cannot dispel the darkness that beclouds the individual
completely-as would the snn the darkness of the world-but it
serves, nevertheless, as a candle in a house that would otherwise
be completely dark.
This darkness within us remains generally unremovable because of its mixed or unclean nature. It is "beset by unpellucid,
untransparent, or du11 and limiting adjuncts"; it is "not endowed
Hi9
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with an utterly brilliant sell-effulgence." 100 Nevertheless, the
consciousness of the all-comprising, all-pervading supreme Lord
of the Universe is an e•sence identiral with the sum total of the
consciousness of the mani!old ol individuals-as the space (iikasa)
enclosed by a forest is precisely the same as that enclosed by the
circumference of the crowns ot all th<· single uces, or as the one
and self-same sky reflected by the colkctive unity of the lakes and
ponds of a region is mirrored in earh separate lak<· or pond.'"'
That Highest Lord is sheer, unmitigated selt-cffulgence, like the
pure Self itself, in spite of the fa<t that a translun·nt nescience
(sattva-avidyii) mirrors him. The play of ignorance is hardly as
much as a thin veil for him; he see• through it and enacts his
role in it, like an adult in a children's gam~. And so he is identical, not with our ignorance (the limiting adjuncts that keep us
apart from each other and constitute 1he whole ditlerence between that omnipotent, omniscient highest prcsenn~ and our
troubled earthly seh·es), but \1 ith the consciousness, the bliss and
the pure being, the hrilliam spiritual space (iiha;a), that abides
within.
Nescience (avidyii, ajt1rina), we ha\e said, is possessed of a twofold power: 1. that of conc<'aling, and 2. that of projecting m
expanding.'"' Through the operation of the former it conceals
the true reality of Brahman-timeless existence, pure consciousness, and bliss illimited (sat-cit-iinanda)-that is to say, it conceals
our own Self from us, the kernel of our nature, while simultaneously through the second power a spectacle of illusory pbenom·
enal entities is produced that is taken for real-the mirage of
name-and-form (niima-n/f)(J), which distracts us from the quest
for the really existing entity of the Self.
We tend to resist with every kind of ar1-,rument the Vedantic
demonstration of the predicament we an· in; for at first it seems
Ino Vedlintasiira 44·
101
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unbelievable that unawareness (avidyii), if it is in itself neither
real nor unreal, should be capable of concealing the utterly real.
Until a direct apprehension of spirituality in its own pure form
has been achieved, therefore, the practice of exercises is indicated. These conduct the sincere candidate gradually through a
series of preparatory, preliminary states of understanding.
1. The first of these states is known as ,{ravaua: study, listening to the tc·acher, and thoroughly learning the revealed texts by
paying careful attention to what they say. The six characteristics and keys to the understanding of an Indian sacred text are
termed: i. upakrama ('"beginning'") and upasarhhii.ra ("conclusion"): the topic of each text lwing stated at its beginning and
restated at the end; ii. a!Jhyiisa ("repetition"): throughout the
course of the text the topic is dwelt upon in variations and repetitions; iii. apuroatii ("originality"): i.e., the topic cannot be studied elsewhere; iv. phala ("result"): the result of the study of the
topic is indicated in the text (the result being the knowledge of
Brahman): v. arthaviida ("eulogy"): the value of the study is
pointed out; and vi. 11 pafmtli ("demonstration"): the truth of
the teaching is demonstrated by logical arguments."'
2. The second state of spiritual progress is termed manana:
reflection, meditation, cogitation. 164 This is a continuous, uninterrupted, pondering on Brahman, the one-without-a-second,
which has already been heard about from the teacher along with
arguments consonant with the purport of Vedanta. Through a
sustained and resolute centering of the mind on the teaching
and its goal-absolutely undisturbed by extraneous matters of
thought, or concepts at variance with Vedanta-the pupil becomes
imbued with the spirit of what he has been taught. He thus saturates his being with the attitudes and ideas required for the attainment and realization of the Self.
~· Thr following .~t:He is nididhyiisanam: an intense focusinglna /fJ. t82+tgo.
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on a long-enduring, one-pointed inner vision; a fervent concentration. This step leads beyond the sphere of argument and cogitation. The restlessness of the mind is put at rest because all
of its energies have been brought to a single, stable point.
Nididhyii.!anam is defined as "a flow or stream of ideas which
are all of the same kind as those o[ the one-without-a-second; a
flow of ideas devoid of all such thoughts as those o[ a body, a
mind, an ego, the duality of subject-object, etc."'"' Having become saturated in tl1e second stage with the id<·as and attitudes
of Vedanta, to the complete exclusion of all else, the intellect
now is urged to dwell incessantly in the trutl1 of Vedanta and
concentrate its own spontaneous activities on centers conducing

to the goal. The goal, the one-without-a-second, is no longer
approached actively, through argument and cogitation, but as
though on the waters of a stream or river easily flowing of itself.
Consciousness takes the shape of Brahman spontaneously hy
merging into it.
4· The final state is typified by the classic image of the salt in
water. "Just as when salt has been dissolved in water the salt i•
no longer perceived separately and the water alone remains, so
likewise the mental state that has taken the form o[ Brahman,
the one-without-a-second, is no longer perceived, only the Self
remains.""' In this state the distinction between the onlooker
and thing looked upon (the subject and object) disappear. The
consciousness of the devotee has transformed itself into the substance of the Self. The state would seem to he identical with, m
at least closely akin to, deep dreamless sleep, wherein consciousness is totally lost, because in both states there is, to all appearance, no .. oscillation of consciousness." Neverthe1ess, there is in

fact a remarkable difference; for whereas there is really no such
oscillation in deep sleep, in the state of the merging of consciousness with the being of the Self (samar/hi) an oscillation is acutely
180
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present. Consciousness, though not perceived, yet exists; it has
taken the form of the Self (brahman); it is vastly alive. It is fixed
in a state of transcendent wakefulness-just as awake and fully
aware as it is aloof from the semiconsciousness of the body, the
mind, the t·go, and the power of intuitive discernment. In this
expctience (which corresponds to "the Fourth" of the Mii1){i.ukya
U pani$tul) "'' is actualized the meaning of the formula, tat tvam
asi.1e8
A strictly monastic, ascetic life is required of the Vedantic
tandidate seriously aspiring to pass through the first three states
to absorption (samadhi, "union, completion"). Numerous disci·
plincs are impressed upon him, and these have been classified.
eon\'eniently, under heads. 169
1. Yama: the "general discipline" comprises a host of com·
mandments designed to inculcate an unselfish, self-controlled,
unworldly habit of behavior. They resemble those of the Bud·
tlhist and other asretic Indian orders dedicated to release from
the round of birth and death. The Vrdiintasiira describes them
as follows: a) ahimsii, non-violence: renunciation of intent tc
injure other beings by thought, word, or deed (particularly em·
phatic is the prohibition against taking a creature's life); b) satya,
truthfulness, honesty, sincerity: the maintenance of identity be'"Supra, pp. 372-378.
'"Tat (that) Wam (thou) asi (art). Cf. supra, pp. 385·337·
Tat denotes Brahman. absolute and unlimited; tvam the individu~.
finite and variously limited; asi brings the two into apposition. But it is
iuconsistent with the direct connotations o£ the two tcnns to equate them;
tht identity of "'thou•• and ..that"" is not possible unless what is inconsistent
in the two terms be rejected and what is consistent in them retained.
Whar is inconsistent is, in the first place, the distinction between them,
and in the second place, all such differentiations as ''absolute and un·
limitt>J" vs. "finite and variously limited." What is consistent, on the other
lmnd, is ..spirituality, intelligence" (caitnnya). "Thou"' and ""that" are
itlf.ontical, thercrorc, because caitanya, the essence of "'thou.'' is the essence,
simultaneou~ly, of ""that.'' The rest is not essence but a mere illusion.
1ee Vedlinta.uira 200.2o8.
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tween thought, word, and deed; c) asteya, non-stealing; d) brahmacarya: a life of celibacy, like that required of the pupil in the
l;rst ol his four life-iisramas (bmhrnaciirin) when, as a child, he
dwelt with his teacher and hecame imbued with the magic holy
substance (brahman) of the revealed tradition of the Vedas;""
and e) aparigraha, non-acceptance, rejection, renunciation of all
possessions that tie one to the 1vorld and its ego and are likely to
stand in the way of meditation.
2. Niyama, the "particular discipline," which consists in a
wustant practice of (a) sauca, cleanliness of the body and purity
of the mind; (b) satllo,<a, contentment, satisfaction with what
comes of itself, equanimity with regard to comfort and discomfort and every kind of happening; (c) laj>as, austerity, indifference
to extremes of heat and cold, pleasure and pain, hunger and
thirst; needs, desires, and grievances of the body are to be overruled, so that they may no longer distract the introverted mind
from its difficult task of attaining tot he Self; (d) sviidhyilya, study,
learning by heart the sacred texts that communicate the principles of Vedanta, keeping them in mind by constant inner recitation, and meditating tirelessly on the meaning of holy formulae
and prayers-such, for example, as the mystical syllable OM;"'
(e) ifuara-prat;~idhiina, surrender to the Lord; the practice, that
ITO Cf. supra, PP- •ss-•s6If the magic process of turning a youth into a priest, magician, and
knower of the essence of the gods requires strict chastity and abstinence,
how much more so that of realizing the inner transr('ndent Sel£1 Sexual
life srts free the vital airs (priina), and animates the sense-faculties and
physical forces of the body. It subsi&ts upon, and strengthens in turn, the
outward sheaths of the layered organism, the hiTORS body (anna·maya·kofa).
the sheath of the vital breath (prti'l)a-maya-ko.la). and the sheath of the
senses and mind (mano-maya-ko.fa), i.e.. the very zones from which the
candidate is striving to withdraw his consciousness. In India this prohibi·
tion against sex is not based on the notion that a normal sex life is evil,
but on the belief that if energies are to be moved in one direction they
should not be sent flowing, at the same time, in another.
111 Cf. supra, pp- 372-378.
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is to say, ot bhakti, devotion to the personal aspect of the Divine
!king as the all-pervading ruler of the world and the "witness"
who dwells within every creature, the inner controller (antaryii.wiu) of every action, to whom the fruits (phala) of all activities
must be resigned.
3· Asaua, the particular postures o! body, hands. and feet, prescribed for all spiritual exercises and dt•scribed in detail in the
Yoga texts; for example, the '"lotus seat'' (/Hulmasaua), the "swastika seat" (svastikii.satw). Corrert postures are basic to every kind
of yogic exercise; they arc regarded as elementary physical prerequisites to all meditation, contemplation, and absorption.
4· Prritliiyiima, control and ordered development of the breathing. This is a highly developed technique in India, designed to
master and curb the vital air (prii(w) in its three primary states
of (a) "filling in" (piiraka), (b) "storing, or retention, as if the
body were a pot" (kumllhnka), and (c) "clearing out" (recaka),
according to various rhythms and quantities. This too is taught
in the Yoga texts.
r,. Pratyfihfirn, withdrawal of the sense functions from their
fields of objects to the interior, so that they may be put at rest."'
6. Dhiira(lii, roncelllration. firmly fixing the inner sensefaculty (ar~tar-indri)•a) on the One-without-a-second.
7· Dhyrma, meditation, an intermittent activity (vrtll) of the
inner sense after it has becom<· fixed on the One-without-a-second;
an oscillation that proce<·ds like a stream (pravaha) that temporarily ceases and flows on again. The Self is \'isualized, but then
lost again in spite of the concentration of the inner sense. This
preliminary realization of the Self is followed by the supreme
achievement:
8. Samadhi, absorption; which is of two kinds: a) savikalpa,
snmprajfUita, which is absorption with a full consciousness of the
1n "'When. like the tortoise withdrawing its limbs, one can completely
withdraw the SC'nses from their objects, then one's insight (prajFia) be·
comes steady" (Bhagat>ad Gita •· 58).
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duality of the perceiver and thing perceived, the subject and
object, the beholding inner sense and the beheld Self; and b)
ni1"VilwljJa, asampraj•iata, which is nondual absorption, absolutely devoid of any consciousness of a distinction between the
percei' er and the thing perceived.
In samadhi of the first type, the mental process, or oscillating
vitality of consciousness (citla·tortti), assumes the form of Brahman, the One-without-a-second. just as in the ordinary waking
state it assumes the form of objects apprehended by the sense
faculties, 118 and ~o comes to T(.'St in Brahman; yet it remains conscious of itself, aware of its own acti,•ity and attainment of the
presence, as well as of the blissful contact and union. Having
assumed the lorm of Brahman by virtue of its protean force of
transformation. it yet feels itM·If to he distinct from its object;
the <hasm between the two remains, while the subject en joys the
supreme ecstasy of a beatific vision. Numerous elated lyrical utterances of the Vedantic srhool express the rapture of this moment. ul am that," we rear1, for example, "the true nature of
which is to be the impa~•iw witne,., the paramount being, comparable to the formless. pull'. intangible ether that pervades the
universe, shining forth and tevealing itsc·lf: at once the Unborn,
the One, the Imperishable, the Untainted and the All-pervading,
Without-a-seronrl, the l'orcvrr-free-and-reka"·d." m By the very
form of the sentence-tit<' I identifying itself with the That-a
line is drawn here between the subject and all thr nouns of the
extended predicate. \Vhat we find expressed is an ex<Jnisite consciousness of the union of the two; a fully conscious state of absorption founded on an fl'Statir identification of two entities that
arc still felt to be distinct.
Nirvikalpa samadhi, on the other hand, absorption without
self-consciousness, is a mergence of the mental activity (cittavrtti) in the Self, to such a degree, or in such a way, that the dispp. 284-285.
"'Upaddasahrm-i 75·

m Cf. supra,
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tinction (vikalpa) of knower, act of knowing, and object known
becomes dissolved-as waves vanish in water, and as foam vanishes in the sea. Properly, savikalpa samadhi should deepen into
nirvikalpa. The consciousness of being a subject with certain
sublime predicates should dissolve, and the two terms of the vision
then deliquesce in each other-now truly One-without-a-second,
without predicates, without attributes, and ineffable. The only
possible grammar to render the experience and bliss of this degree of samadhi is silence.
Four states of mind stand as obstacles to the attainment of
nirvikalpa samadhi. The first is laya, the obstruction of deep
dreamless sleep. Instead of passing on to Turiya, the "Fourth,"
the mind lapses into unconsciousness, and the candidate mistakes
this melting (laya) for that of the mergence in the Self. Deep sleep
supervenes when the spontaneous activity of the introverted
mind (citta-vrittz) fails to grasp and hold to the changeless Total
Onc.l'lo
The second, and opposite, obstacle is vik~epa, distraction. The
oscillation of the mind cannot be brought to the single-pointedness that leads in the end to samiidhi. The mind persists in its
normal wakefulness, being distracted by sense-impressions, and
so is scattered. Images, ideas, and reminiscences take shape in it
through its elementary propensity to become transformed into
everything proffered either by the senses or by memory and intuition. Thus remaining a receptacle of transitory floating contents, the candidate is said to be "dispersed" (vik#pta). Vik~epa
is the attitude of the mind in daily life. Though urged to concentration, the faculties cannot be brought to rest. "' According
to the Yoga-siitras this involuntary state must be overcome by a
deliberate, relentless effort of concentration before any progress
whatsoever can be made along the way of yoga practice.
The third obstacle, blocking the way to the changeless Total
ua Yedi.ntastira
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Object after the two elementary hindrances (laya and vi/ciepa)
have been overcome, is called k~aya. 111 The word means "gum,
resin, extract or exudation from a tree''; used as an adjective it
is both "red, dark-red, or brown" and "fragrant, astringent; improper, dirty." Ka~tiya, again as a noun, denotes "astringent taste
or flavor"; also, "plastering, smearing. anointing; perfuming the
body with unguents (the basic material ol unguents being the
resinous extracts of certain trees); dirt, uncleanness." With referenl'e to the psyl'he its meaning ;. "attachment to worldly objects;
passion, emotion, dullness, stupidity." And so it may be said that
what lw~iiya denotes is something s1 ilk y, provided with a stroll!\
flavor and aroma, which darkens clarity.
This word is used in Vedanta to denote metaphorically a rigid
or hardened state of mind. The candidate is unable to apprehend
and come to rest in the Selt because the activity of his mind
(citta-vrtti) has bewme stiffened, ha1dencd, pa1alyzed, or b<·numbed by the latent predispositions or propensities (literally,
"fragrances, perfumes," kll!aya) of his own inclinations, passions.
likes and dislikes. These exude like resin from the unconsciom
hidden store of experiences-in-former-lives that account for all
the peculiar personal reactions of the individual to impressions
and events. Propensities-one's karmic heritage from earlier days
-manifest themselves as lurking desires for renewed gratification. They tinge the inner atmosphere like the fragrant smoke of
burnt resin or a perfume reminiscent of things long past, and
thus they block the way. They arouse attachments, thoughts of
worldly things that should have been left behind. They besmear
the field of inner vision like darkish unguents. And so the focus
of single-mindedness is dulled, the purpose of approach to th<·
innermost self L deflected, and the intellect stands spellbound in
alluring, pungent reminiscences, seductive memories of life, enjoying deep nostalgia. The candidate is unable to steel himself
for the effort of release,
111Jb. 212.
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The fourth and last obstacle on the way to nirvikalpa samadhi
is that of the bliss of the stage just preceding it-the enjoyment
of savikalpa samiidhi. The yogi refuses to give up himself and
his ecstasy by dissolving in the Self with which now, at last, he
is face to face. He remains steeped in the beatific vision, without
the will to abandon the duality of seer and s<·en. This obstruction is called Tasa-iisviida: "the tasting or enjoying (iisviida) of the
substantial sap or flavor (rasa) of the Self." It is as though some·
one tasting the most palatable food should prolong indefinitely
the act of holding it on the tongue. The spirit is caught in the
tasting-enjoyment of that celestial state where the Self is divided,
as it were, into itself and the consciousness enjoying it, "tasting
the juice" (rasa-iisviida), refusing to proceed to the ultimate assim·
ilation of the seer and seen in the state of the changeless Total
One. 178 This obstacle arises when the mind has not the strength
to give up the bliss of identifying itsel£ with the Self, its supreme
vision, and becoming annihilate-swallowing the taste down in
a process of unconscious merging, assimilation, and unification.
Nirvikalpa samadhi is known when the mind has pressed beyond the four obstacles. It then stands unmoved-like the flame
of a lamp protected from a wind."' Changeless and without event,
it abides in the "spirituality or consciousness" (caitanya) that is
"total" (akhar:uJ.a). Its oscillating ceases-like the flame of the lamp
not stirred by any wind. The normal eagerness of the subtle
matter of the mind to take the shape of every name, reminiscence, or sensation that comes to it is allayed, has found its rest;
it reposes now in its final assumption of the shape of the Changeless Total-a transformation that, owing to its nature, cannot be
undone.
The mind has become the Self, having gone beyond the spheres
of transiency and changing forms in which it was earlier at home.
"As a lamp sheltered from the wind, that does not flicker, so is
lTIIJb. 213.
1'1't]b. 114.
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a yogi's controlled mind."'" Th~ bliss before the final moment
was the last temptation to remain in the sphere of dual forms,
the realm of the phenomenal pairs-of-opposites (dvandva). That
was the final and finest snare, the most subtle nuance of the gen<Tal delusion that is maya. For by facing the Changeless Total
One without merging (even though the identity was fully realized) the candidate would have missed the meaning of the truth
that this Total One is the "Onc-withom-a-second"; that he who
beholds It-by beholding It-is maintaining himself as a delusory
superimposition upon its unique substance.'"
There has been given the following advice for the overcoming
of the obstacles. "When the activity of the mind melts away, dis·
solving into the unronsciousness of deep sleep, the yogi should
rouse and waken it; when it is dispersed and scattered, he should
quiet it down; when it becomes pen•adcd by the fragrance and
impurity of the inherited propensities (sa-k(l/iiya: the likes and
dislikes that arise from the karmic store of predispositions inherited by the individual from former lives), he should be per·
fectly aware of what is going on within him; when the mind
becomes possessed by calmness or steadiness, he should be careful
not to shake it up again into dispersion; and he should not linger
with the bliss of tasting the juice-going past that, he will be
withont any attachment whatsoever, enlightened in absolute
awareness." 111
laonhagatJad Gitti 6. 19; cited in Yediintastira 215.
181 Though in savikalpa samidhi the Self is realited as an anonymous
faceless being. identical with oneself. the attitude still has traits akin
to those of the preliminary state of the devotee in the stage of bhakti.

The latter worships an all-pervading Lord of the Universe (l.fvm-a), regard·
ing that Lord as identical with his. own Self and yet distinct from him.
Savikalpa samidhi is also comparable to the Christian idea of heaven: d.
supra, pp. 290-293. where the yogi is being tempted by Thme-in-bighplaces.
111 Gaudaptida-luirilui S· 44-45: cited in Vedtintastira 215.
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The characteristics of the liberated man, the one "released
while living" (jivall-rllukta), an· stated in many texts of the Vedantic school. They represent the supreme ideal of the "divine
man on earth" as envisioned in the penitential gro\'es-an image
of human majesty and serenity that has inspired India for centuries. One may compare and contrast it with the various ideals
for man that have served to shape in other lands the raw materials of life: the Hebrew patriarch, the Greek athlete-philosopher,
the Roman soldier-stoic, the knight of the chivalrous Middle
Ages, the eighteenth-century gentleman, the objective man of
science, the monk, the warrior, the king, or the Confucian
scholar-sage.
One who has experienced the Universal Self (brahman) as the
core and substance (iitman) of his own nature would be released
at once from the spheres of phenomenality, which are woven of
ignorance and shroud the Self in layered veils, were it not that
a momentum derived from past actions (both from the present
and from earlier lifetimes) carries him along. maintaining for a
time his phenomenal appearance as a body and its "individual."
This karmic momentum fades b'Tadually during the course of his
final years; its seeds turn into fruits, becoming the experiences
and happenings that affect what remains of the phenomenal individual; yet the released one's consciousness, abiding as it does
in the Self, remains unconcerned. Though still associated with a
body and its faculties, he is undisturbed by shadows of ignorance.
He continues to move among the shapes and events of time but
abides forever in peace. When the moment arrives for his ultimate liberation-his supreme isolation (kaivalya), his "bodiless
liberation" (videha-mukti)-and this vestigial shell of his earlier
false impression of himself drops away, nothing takes place in
the sphere of eternity in which he really dwells-and in which, if
we but knew, we all really dwell.
For Vedanta distinguishes three kinds of karma: 1. Saiicitakarma: the seeds of destiny already stored as a result of former
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acts, but which have not yet begun to germinate. Left alone, these
would generate in time a set of latent dispositions, which would
yield a biography, but they arc still in the seed-state; they have
not begun to sprout, mature, and transform themselves into the
harvest o[ a lite. 2. Agami-knrmn: the seeds that would normally
collect and be stored if one were to continue in the path of igno·
ranee Lask to the present biography; i.e., the destiny not yet contracted. 3· Prilrabdha-karma: the seeds collected and stored in
the past that havt· artually begun to grow; i.e., the kamJa bear·
ing fruit in the shape of actual events. These events are the incidents and elements of our present biography, as well as the
traits and dispositions of the personality producing and endur·
ing them; they will continue to shape the present existence until
its close.
Now the realization of the Sl'lf destroys immediately the latent
force of all saiicita-karma, while the detachment that follows
makes impossible the accumulatiou of agiimi-karma. Though the
perfect sage "released in life" may appear to be active in the
phenomenal sphere, he is not n·ally putting himself into his ac·
tions any longer; at root he is inactive, and so the first two types
of karma do not affect him any more. Nevertheless prarabdha·
karma, the germs of individual destiny that have been yielding
the harvest of his present biography, cannot be done away. These
produce the momentum of the continued phenomenal life of
the "man liberated-while-yet-alive," hut since they are not being
refreshed they will die away presently, and the man will dis·
appear."'
Meanwhile, the sage liberated-while-yet·alive, who has attained
183 "The work that fashioned this body prior to the dawn of knowledge
is not de!!.troyed by that knowledge until it yields its fruits-like an arrow
shot at an object. The arrow that is shot at an object with the idea that
it is a tiger does not~ when the object is perceived to be a cow, check
itself; it goes on and pierces the object with all its force" (Salilr.ara,
ViveluJcii(i<ima1,1i 451·451).
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the knowledge that the Changeless Total Universal Self is the
true form of his proper being, both knows and feels that his ego,
and the contents of his mind and senses, arc but delusory super·
impositions to be disregarded. Only through his earlier ignorance
of his own and their true nature did he become entangled and
identified with them; they are the realm, merely, of transitory
thoughts and pains, possessing no more than a phenomenal substantiality. "By dispelling that ignorance of the true Self he has
realized the Changeless Total U nivcrsal Self as his own trueform,
and tlnough thjs rcalilation jguorann: ha~ hecn destroyed, together with its products or cffl'ctS, its errors and mi~apprchen
sions." 181 He can n('ver be at fault ag,ain about the distinction

between the real nature ot himself and his phenomenality. With
his doubts allayed concerning the essence of the universe, and
with his srcds of s~uitita- and 5.gami-karma sterilized, he is without fulUT(', though riding still on the last momentum of the past.
Prarabdha-kanna goes on producing its effects; and yet his mind,
immovably identified with the Sel[, is not affected. "Free from
all the ties of bondage (in which he seems still to move), he is
standing firmly in the UniYersal Self. His state is that expressed
by the words of the Upani~ad: 'The knot of the heart is cut; all
doubts are dispelled; the karmas disappear when He \Vho is both
high and low (He who is both the cause and effect, the tran·
scendent and the all-pervading) has been beheld.' ""'
"Such a liberated man," the Vrdiwtasiira continues, "when his
mind is not absorbed in the Self but functioning in the usual
state of everyday awareness of the body and outer world, perceives through the hody, which is a mere receptacle of flesh and
hlood containing the impurities of the bowels; by means of the
'village of the sense-faculties,' which is a mere receptacle of
blindnrss, wraknC'ss, torpor, incapacity, and othrr deficiencies:
and through the inner organ, which is a mere receptacle of hun184

1sr.

Vediintastlra 217.
kfu'IJ.daka Upanisad 2. 2. 8; cited in Vedantasiira 217·218.
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ger and thirst, grief and delusion; the fruits, which are karma of
differing sorts brought imo dkct by predispositions deriving
from the remote and still remoter past. And he has to endure
these fruits inasmuch as they are the productions of the karma
that has begun to transform itself into the fruits of actual happenings, such karma not being checked by enlightening knowledge; nevertheless, though beholding these effects of karma taking
place in his own life and in the world about, fundamentally he
sees nothing whatsoever taking place, for they mean naught to
him, they are inconsequential. Ile behaves like a man assisting
at a magical perfonnance [where the juggler, through various
devices, creates the illusion of a conllagration or Hood, or of wild
animals about to assail the audience], knowing that all is a delusion of the senses wrought by the magic art. Even though he sees
something, he does not consider it to be real." "'
Fundamentally, such a seer does not see what is happening,
since he knows that there is nothing to be seen. The man
liberated-while-alive perceiws his individual frame to be at large
in the seemingly real world, yet fundamentally sees neither his
body nor his world, being aware that both are illusory, phenomenal tricks of the magic mirror of the mind. He experiences, as
an indifferent witness, both his own personality and everything
with which it comes in contact, never identifying himself with
himself or with anything he seems to see. "Though he has eyes,
he is as one without eyes; though he has ears, he is as one without ears." 1 "
"As has further been said," states the Vrdiintasiira," 'He who
sees nothing in the waking state, as though in dreamless sleep;
who, though perceiving duality, experiences it as nondual; who,
though engaged in work, is inactive: that one, and no one else,
knows the Self. This is the truth.' " 181
1ae Ve®nttJStira ~ug.
117/b. no.
1aa Upade§astiha.\ri 5; cited in Yedtintastira 211.
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"In the case of such a one, the only hidden propensities that
remain, in accordance with ingrained habitude, until they are
worn out, arc those that conduce to virtuous acts-just as the habits of eating, sleeping, and moving around remain as they were
before the dawn of knowledge. Or again, one may become entirely indifferent to all action, whether good or evil.""'
"Following the realization of the Self as the only truly real
essence, the qualities that were required as implements for the
attainment of this knowledge (humility, non-hatred, non-injury,
etc.) are kept, as so many ornaments,""" but the very being, the
pure Self, of the Enlightened One, stands beyond virtues and
qualities. Evil desires were destroyed by ascetic practices, as a
preliminary step to the attainment of knowledge, but the good,
which carried the Enlightened One to his goal, may remain visible, like jewels on his phenomenal form, before the eyes of the
world. They are not actually part of him, any more than jewels
are part of the body; and so we read: "Such virtues as non-hatred
arise and abide of themselves with one in whom the Awakening
of the Self has come to pass. In this case they are not of the nature of requirements or implements necessary to any task." 191
The man liberated-while-yet-alive experiences, then, only the
fruits of the karma that has already begun to yield effects, these
final vestiges of the illusion of the world being the only obstacles
to his immediate passing away. He experiences them as a terminal
chapter of his phenomenal biography-to be lived through, but
without identifying himself with the body, mind, and feelings
that support them. He observes his own unsubstantial history as
a witness unconcerned with what is going on in the phenomenal
personality-as one might let one's hair blow in the wind. Or his
attitude may be compared to the position of a lamp: the selfeffulgent Self illumines the whole psychosomatic system, for it
1se

Veddntasdra 211.

IOO[b, 114•
lfH

Nai.fknrmya,vitldhi 4· 6g: cited in P't"dfintn.vdra
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lights the inner organ, and this in turn sends forth its borrowed
light to the outer sheaths of the psychical and physical personality; but just as the lamp that lights a room remains unconcerned
with what is going on in it, so the witness of the n·maining biography of this house, this individual, this out·lived mask. His Self
enacts the role of lighting the phenomenal ex·personality solely
for the maintenance of the body, not for the pursuit of any good,
any gratification of the senses, or anr timely goal. The process
is simply permited to go on-until it runs down through the
exhaustion of prarabdha-karma. Enlightened-in-life, one moves
through the remaining effect' of karma, the karma that was generated by one's own will in former times. or by the will of some
other, or even against one's own will, knowing that tht'SC effects
do not concern one's esscncf..'.
"And then at last, when the remainder of prarabdha-karma has
been exhausted (through the conduding semblanrcs of physical
enjoyment and sufferiug) the lile-lncath (/Jriitw) dissolves into
the Highest Brahman, which is lnward Bliss."'"' Dcstroyccl is
ignorance with all its produrts, in the forms of the superimpositions of the outward layers of one's being; for since there is no
longer ignorance, there can no longer be a phenomenal body or
mind to weave delu!o~ion. Ffherc is no longer the 1Jasis ol an l'go.
The sense functions, conveying impressions of outer objects, of
a universe all around, no longer build the mirage of any such
pseudoentity, endowed with its illusion of inner awareness and
producing its pathetic world of visions and dreams; for they no
longer bring impressions of outer objects. There is no longer any
chance of anything happening in the spht>rc that used to be called
"outside," or in the one that was "the inner realm." Phenomenality is gone. The Self abides wholly in the Self. It has found
its "supreme isolation and integration" (f,arama-kaivalya), the
taste or sap of which is bliss, and which is devoid of the fallacious
1e2
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appearance of duality, since it h the whole. In this tenninal state
the Self forever abides. 198
The condition of him who has reached this goal, the goal of
Turiya, the "'Fourth,''"' is expressed, or suggested, in numerous
direct statements of accomplished adepts, in the younger Upani~ads, in certain so-called Vedfmta Gitii.! (Vedanta Songs, Hymns,
or Rhapsodies), and in many of the stanzas of Sarikara.
"'l'rom me everything is born; on me everything is supported;
into me everything is again dissolved (layarh yati: it melts into
me, as snow into water). I am this Brahman, One-without-a~ccond.

"I am smaller than the minutest atom, likewise greater than
greatest. I am the whole, the diversified-multicolored-lovely,uange (vicitra) universe. I am the Ancient One. I am Man
(jmru~a: the first and only, primordial cosmic being), the Lord. I
am the Being-of-Gold (hira!11naya: the golden genn out of which
the universe unfolds). 1 am the very state of divine beatitude.
"Without hands or feet am I; of inconceivable power am 1;
without eyes I see; without ears I hear; I know all with allpervading wisdom. By nature detached from all am I, and there
is none who knows me. Pure spiritual essence am I, forever." 180
This has the ring of some sort of holy megalomania, a schiroid
inflation of some kind, in which the rational individual consciousness has been swallowed completely by a divine Super-Ego.
Actually, however, these formulae are intended for the sober
purpose of meditation. They represent the perfect state, which
is to be attained, and they teach the candidate how to anticipate
its attitude. Through reciting. memorizing, and meditating on
such exalted utterances, contemplating what is expressed in them
and becoming identified with their purport, the candidate for
immortality is to become released from his phenomenal ego.
1he

191

lb.

"' Cf. supra, pp. 87•·878.
111 Kaival'ja Upani,ad 19-10.
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These Vedanta Gittls celebrate the bliss of the one who has
achieved self-divinization through remembering his identity with
the Self. They announce in aphoristic stanzas, magnificent outbursts of a kind of transcendental lyric ecstasy, the sovereign experience of the spirit that has found its home.
"I am never born, nor do I die; in me there is no activity,
neither holy nor sinlul. I am the all-pure divine essence
(brahman), devoid of all differentiating, limiting, and mutually
conflicting qualities (gutta). Then how should there be in me
anything like bondage or release?""'
The meaning here is that whoever clings to the polarized no·
tions of "bondage and release" has yet to pass beyond the mayasphere of the pairs-of-opposites (dva11dva). His mind still contains
differentiating notions, born of the mutually contending gul}as.
He does not feel, really, that the One-without-a-second, the
Advaita Brahman, is the sole reality. His balanced consciousnes.
has not been transfigured yet in the pure, spiritual, blissful being
of the Self.
For as long as a difference can be seen between bondage and
freedom, the horizon has nor hccn pa-.ed that separates the phenomenal sphere {woven of the display and intc·rplay of the gul}as)
from the unqualified (hcvond the gm.tas). Likewise, in the Buddhist Mahayana philosophy there is an unremitting insistence
that so long as one can see a distinction between nirval}a and the
sphere of birth and death, one is still in a state where distinctions
are made, and not a Bodhisattva, not yet a being "whose nature
is enlightenment." The seemingly nonsensical, paradoxical character of the words of the perfect saint is the proof (and the only
possible proof in the range of speech) of his experience of the
reality heyond all form and name. Man's thinking function revels
in particularities; hence all his rational notions and demands
finally are inconsistent with the truth of the divine essence, the
"' Avadhiita Gitil 1. 59· "The Song (gila) of the one who has cast off
ovorything (like dust from his feet or clothes) (avadhiita) .''
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reality of the Inner Self. Whatever can be said about this essenrc
must, by nature, come into collision with the cogitations of the
mind (manas) and the intuitions of the understanding (buddhi).
Wild words, therefore, and figures that break beyond the power•
of the imagination are the means by which the saint tells of the
reality beyond the reach of words.
"In what is night for all transient beings the yogi in perfect
control of himself is awake. And that in which the other beings
feel awake is night for the saint who really sees." •••
The truth about what the sage. "the mute one" (muni), really
sees can be expressed only by a monotony of paradoxical, pompous utterances, defying reason, challenging logic, and shocking
normal consciousness out of its complacency. These are intended,
on the one hand, to rouse the individual from the false security
of his non-awareness in maya, where he sits gratified by himself
and his reasonable mind, and on the other hand, as directed to
the initiate well on his way to the goal of the transcendent Self
(the true adept of Vedanta), to serve as forecasts of the state that
he is striving to attain. These illogical, grandiloquent expressions are intended, in his case, to shape and sharpen consciousness by pressing it toward the pure, translucent spirituality of the
Self. They cleanse the ready spirit of the fault of reason (which
always flatters itself with its quick perception of contradictions)
and thus heal the wound of the knowledge of good and evil, subject and object, true and false-those imperfections of intellectualism, which are the natural effects of the usual compound of
sattva and rajas.•••
"I am free from passion and similar taints. Suffering, a bodv,
and the other limiting peculiarities are not with me. I am the
,., Bhagavad Glta t. 69.
1ta Inasmuch as the intellectual attitude, the joy of reasoning, amounts
to a passion among intellectuals-philosophers, scientists, writen, etc.-the
truth in them is al-ys benL For a discussion of oattva and raju, cf.
supra, pp. 295-197, 398-402.
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Self, the Only-lonely-one (eka), which is comparable to the infinite sky." '"
If he were to look to lind his own nature, the one released
while living would have to ask himseH in vain: "Where is anything that has ever been? where anything that will ever come to
be in the future? where is what is existing at the present moment? where is space-location (dda), where indeed is the Eternal
Essence (nityam), when I abide in the glory of my own greatness?"' 200
Past, present, and future belong to transitory beings. Time is
a becoming and vanishing, the background and element of the
transient, the very frame and content of the floating processes of
the psyche and its changing, perishable objects of experience.
Under its three aspects ol past, pr~scnt, and future, which exclude and contradict each other, time pertains to the sphere of
the pairs-of-oppositt·s (dvm1dva) which is woven of the play of the
gut:ms; hence it cannot he regarded as of the nature of Eternity.
As with Kant in his Critique of Pure Reason, time is here seen
through and diagnosed as belonging to the phenomenal sphe1c,
the realm of our subjective-human experiences, not that of
"things as they are in and of themselves." This point is the one
from which Schopenhauer. in The World as Will and Representation, took his start when he sought to blend Kant's theoretical criticism with the transcendental wisdom of Indian
metaphysics.
The same secondary character must be assigned to the principle
of space-location (deJa), since this also is a field of contradictory
notions. Space for Kant too is one of the fundamental principles
of phenomenality. 2 " Space is the basic inspiration of our usual
logic of mutually exclusive statements, which supports the pasGitti 1. 67.
Alliivalcra Sarh1Jiti 19. !J.
'"' Cf. Kant, Critique of Pure RIMion, Part
11• AvadhUta

200

thetic.""
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sion or frenzy of pure thought, the limiting power of sattva. There
is always a "here" and a "not·here"; a "here" and "there."
But in the transcendent state the differentiations known to
thought vanish, so that not even the notion of a motionless and
unqualified, undynamic Eternal Essence can subsist. This great
idea was only meant to inspire the beginner and guide the advanced pupil on the road to the true, concept-shattering experience. In itself, in the end, it proves to be an impediment. Where
it stands, the initiate stands and is thus kept within the realm of
mnu·adictory pairs-of-opposites; for the notion of Eternity demands its opposite, that of the transient, the phenomenal, the
illusory world. And so the initiate who has found "Eternity" still
is entan~led in the devious net of maya. !lis remaining with such
ideas gives pmof that he has Mill a certain distance to go. If the
one who is finally enlightcnl'd ust·s "" h a tetm, it is only by way
of acmmmodation to the partly enlightened, more or kss beclouded mind of the pupil who '""come to him for help. The
t;uru uses the term out ol a mixture ol indifference and sublime
mmpassion, his own intrinsic and preferred attitude being silence, the silence of the Self.""
The one enlightem·d-whilc·living asks: "Where is the Self, or
where the non-Self, where what is fair. auspicious, and virtuous.
and where what is foul, inauspicious, and sinful, where is thinking-pondering-and-anxiety, and where is not-thinking, nonanxiety-for me who abide in my own glorious greatness?" •••
The prodigious feeling of relief that comes of getting rid of
the obsessing incubus o£ the phenomenal ego, together with its
world of thrilling and painful anxieties, must itself be transcended. It belongs still to the sphere of the qualified cunditioned states. It points back to the loacl of which one has just
become disburdened. Its thrill of unraveling is infinitely inzu2 Maunam (..si1encc"). the quality of the muni ('"saint").
A.,edvakra Safflhitd 19. 4·
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ferior to the motionless, changeless serenity of the Self abiding
with Itself-the deep-sea calm that is not to be stirred by any
breeze of thought or fl'eling.
"Where is dream (s<'aJma), where dreamless sleep (s~upti),
or where the waking state (jiigaratw), and where is the "Fourth"
(turiya); where even i• fl'ar for me who abide in my own glorious
greatnt'ss?" eoi

The analysis and experience of the '"four states of consciousness"-waking. dream. dreamless sleep. and the "Fourth"fonned the main line, the backbone, of the experimental psychology and self-analysis of the p<·riod of the Upani~ads. Outlining the way of introsp<·ctive )Oga·practire, '"the path of knowledge" (jtiii.na-miirga), whkh had superseded the earlier Vedic
way of magic ritualism (karma-mil.rga), the doctrine of the Four
States served as a kind of stairway by which the phenomenal
ego and its horizon of deluding illusionary experiences was to
be transcended, and the personality dissolved. But the moment
the goal is attained, the stairway, the instrument, the vehicle,
becomes meaningless and is di•pensable, nay it is actually nonexistent. 3011 There is no fear that thl"st· states, or any one of them,
should ever again lay a spell over the one who knows.
"Where is far, where near, where outside, where inside, and
where is there anything gru" !sth1ila), where is there anything
subtle (suk~ma)-for me who abide in my own glorious great·
ness?" 101
The horizon of sensual experience (sthula) and the domain
of inner spiritual event (silk$ma) have both been surpassed. The
perfected saint feels himself possessed of an illimited, far-reach·
ing, all-pervading insight, which amounts actually to a faculty of
20<Jb. '9· 5·
•• Compare the Buddhist experience of the unreality of the uraft"' or
._boat'" of the doctrine for the Enlightened One who has disembarked on
the "Other Shore of Tran•n·ndental Wisdom" (infra, pp. 477-478).
,., Allawkra Samhita '9· 6.
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omniscience; for it is indeed a potential omniscience-not a literal, cumbersome, encyclopedic knowledge about every theoretical, so-called scientific, detail of such a classified world
system as that, for exampk. nl the Jainas and i\jivikas, but an
infallible intuition about things as they occur in everyday situations, or as they arc brought to the attention of the saint, tht~
enlightening teacher, in the questions and problems posed to
him by the children of the world. This wonderful surety is the
most obvious worldly manifestation in him of the fact that he
is in perfect harmony with his own Self, unshaken b) the gales
of passions, uninhibited by the usual limiting qualifications,
not bound to any of the various panindar patt<'rns of n·action
that chara<·terize the different human types accmding to the preponderance in them of one or another of the gut:JaS. He does
not wear "besmeared," ro1ored sprctacles, like other beings"besmeared" by their own affections and imperfections. He
has become the perfect witness, the Knower of the Field, the
Self itself (alman), who observes everything with unwavering
gaze because uninvolved, while the world moves around him in
a continuous welter of changing phenomena.
"Where is death; where is life; where are the worlds; '" or
where is the realm of earthly entanglements and obligations>
Where is thr dissolution, the absorption, the melting away; •••
~" 7 I.oluis: both th(' higher celestial worlds, pre~ided over by phenomenal
divinities that arc themselves but anthropomorphic :,upcrimpositions on
the divine, neutral, faceless, impassive essence; and the underworlds,
peopled by suffering sinners and the terrifying henchmen of King Death.
All originate from the wishful-fearful thinking of deluded consciousness.
They are the involuntary projections of its passionate, beclouded dyna-

mism.
.,, Laya: the end of the whole many-storeyed universe of upper and
nether planes, together with the plane of earth, which is in their midst:
the vanishing of it all, as a phenomenal illusion, into the unqualified,
unin&ected essence of being, when this is experienced in oneself as the
Self. Where is the melting of the universe-like snow into the sea?
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or where is supreme absorption '"'-for me who abide in my
own glorious greatness?
"No more of this talk about the three ends of life;.,. no more
of this talk about yoga; no more of this talk about all-pervading
wisdom-for me who am n·po;ing in the Sel£1" "'
"\Vhere are the five clements; where is thL body;"' where are
the &cnse-facnltics; 2 " and wlwre is the mind? \Vhere is the supreme, transcendent \'oic!; where is the state beyond expectation-destitute both of hope and of wish; '"-where indeed,
when my true being is unstained, nntinged, by any pigment?"'
·'Where is the unfolding and scattering''" where is the concentrating of tny consciousnl·ss to one~pointedness; 217 where is
the awakening to transccn<kntal reality or where the •tate of
being an unenlightened fool; where is exultation, where <1<-jection-for me who am forever inacth•e?
:!u 9 .\'rmuidhi: the final !.tcp and cxpcrit"nce of yoga· l'goity and all that h
contained in it being di.,::.ohed into the infinite puuLy of the Self, as the
lig-ht of a uigllt·canrlle becomes merged in the bright, triumphant, da)light.
after dawn.
2 1 0 T'i~rtf'trga, "the Ttiad of \\1o1ldly Pro\'ince~": 1. artha: the pursuit of
mat('rial pm...c.,c,ions, W<'alth, success in policy, and po,ver; 2. ktlma: the
pur'iuit of pcrmnal happines.s through the gratiihation of the sen~c!.; and
3· dharma: the fulfillment of the religious and social obligations ordained
by the revealed, traditional system of law and order. Cf. supra, pp. 87-177·
:11 A11Dvakra Sarizhifii 19. 7-8.
212 'Which consisu of the five elements.
213 lndriyDni: composed of the subtle matter of the five elrmcnt.. and
apprehending their manifestation-1 in the outer world.
2 14 Nair-D.fya: the state transcending the pairs of oppo~ites that assail the
soul; the state to be devoutly sought.
:nr. Nir-afijane: untainted by any paint, any touch of impurity to bedim
its intrinsic, self.-cffulgent clarity.
218 VikJepa: the diffu<;ion of comdousness over the range o£ the five fields
•)f the sense experiences, or along with the flow of the inlf'rnal mental
processes.
211 Eluigryam: the concentrated state of the yogi, firmly focused and
abiding in the one inner object of meditation.
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"Where is instruction; whl're is the sacred textbook based
on revelation; where is the pupil, where the teacher; "' where is
the highest goal of man-for me who am without distinguishing
characteristics"" and full of bliss?" 220

•

•

•

Swami Brahmi'inanda, in his Spiritual Teachings,"' succinctly
summarizes the stages of the Advaita Vedanta patl1 to the re·
alization of Brahman. The beginning is puja (both external and
mental worship): the candidate dcYotcs himself to his "chosen
and beloved divinity" (i~Ja-devatii) both in thought and with
flowers, incense, and piidya (water fur washing the feet). Then
follows mcditatiun and memal japn (repetition of the holy
na111e without moving the lips). '"ln meditation," he writes,
"'you should think of the fonn of your i~!am as effulgent.
Imagine that everything is shining through its luster. Think of
this effulgence as non-material and possessed with intelligence.
This kind of meditation will later on develop into meditation
on the formless and infinite aspect of God. In the beginning the
aspirant has to take the help of imagination; later on, when he
develops his spiritual sense, he will feel the presence of the
Divine. Next, when he gets the highest spiritual vision, he will
rome face to face with Truth. He is then transported into a
different realm altogether, of which this world of matter appears
to be a mere shadow, and as such something unreal. The mind
is then lost in savikalpa samiidhi (superconscious vision with
thought). Next comes nirvikalpa samadhi (superconscious vision
without thought). There is then the realization of that which
21R Si.rya-guru: the most obvious pair-of-opposites
(dvandva) in the
course of the process of enlightenment.
Ia Nir-up4dhi, beyond upii.dhi, ••attribute, condition, limitation, peculiarity," beyond time, space, causality, masking fonns, etc.
zzo Asttivnkra Sa1hhit4 to. 1. g. 15.
221 Spiritual Teachings of Swiimi Brahmiinanda, translated from Conver:o.atimls and Letters in Bengali, Mylapore, Madras, 1932, pp. 11-n.
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is beyond thought and speech. In this state there is nothing to
be seen, nothing to be heard. Everything is lost in the Infinite."
The fundamental thought of Advaita Vedanta is that the lifemonad or embodi~d soul (jit•a) is in essence the Self (almtm),
which, being beyond the changing, transient, phenomenal apparitions of our empirical experience, is none other than Brahman, the sole and universal Eternal Reality, which is beyond
<·hange, self-effulgent and ewr free, and defined as "one-without-a-second" (a-dvitiya), "really existing" (sat). "purely spiritual" (cit) and "sheer bliss" (ananda). The life-monad is in
error about its own true character. It regards itself as bound.
But this error vanishes with the dawn of realization. The lifemonad (jiva) then disco\·ers that it is itself the Self (atman).
Bondage thereupon is non-existent. Indeed, with reference to
that which is always free such terms as bondage and liberation
arc inappropriate. They seem to have meaning only during the
preliminary stages of spiritual apprenticeship, when the pupil
has still to make the critical discovery. The term "liberation" is
used by the guru only in a preliminary sense, as addressed to
one in a state of bondage that exists only in his own imagination.
Or, as the ancient Gauc;lapada states the case in his celebrated
commentary to the Ma(t~iikya Upani$ad: "There is no dissolution, no beginning, no bondage, and no aspirant; there is
neither anyone avid for liberation nor a liberated soul. This is
the final truth.""'
"Only the one who has abandoned the notion that he has re:!:! 2 GrlUdapada-luirikii 2. 32. Gaudap3.da is supposed to have been the
t<.'arher of Govinda, who was the teacher of Sankara. A translation of hh.
commentary (Mrikti), together with Sankara's commentary on the comm£>ntary as wen as on the Upanisad, will be found in Swami Nikhilananda,
The Mtindizkyopanishad with Gaudapiida,s Ktirikti and SaiJkara's Commentary, Mysore, 1gg6, where the above quotation, Kfi.rikti. 1. g1, appears on
P· >~6.
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alilcd Brahman," we read in Sai1kara's Upaddasahasri, "is ,,
knower of the Self; and no one else." "'
Positing Brahman involves the positing of the experience of
liberation; positing liberation involves automatically the positing of bondage; and when this pair-of-opposit<·s is posited all
the other pairs-of-opposites are posited too. Illusion, ignorance,
and the world of birth and death become thus re-established
and nothing has been gained. The speculating mind has again
snared itself in its own subtle web of thought. But through the
force of paradox the logic of this tenuous web of the mind can
be broken, whereupon the great and glamorous tradition of
painstaking demonstration disappears-as the splendor of a rainbow into the purity of a translucent firmament. The final, paradoxical, self-annihilating formulae of Advaita Vedanta perfectly
harmoni7c with those of the transcendental "\Visdom of the
Other Shore'' of the Mahayana Buddhist texts and meditations."' All agree that the spiritual adventures, conquests, initiations. and experiences met with in pursuit of the goal of
liberation are purely phenomenal.
Thus, by the paradox, Indian thought owrcame at last its
own besetting passion for metaphysics and philosophizing. The
impact of the actual experience gained through yogic absorption carried the field against the logical arrangements of the
way of speculative knowledge (jnana-marga). Thought, the
mirror of reality, was shattered by the force of reality itself
when the truth was realized at the end of the path of introspection. Thought-with all its fine distinctions-was then recognized as only a more subtle horizon of ignorance, in fact the
most subtle of all the deluding devices of maya. For the temptation of thought is another invitation to yield to the fascination
of diversity (represented now through individual ideas tending
to cluster into pairs-of-opposites) instead of piercing the glitter.., 8atikara, Upatld.,ahtUri ••5·
'" Cf. infm, pp. 47811.
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ing, dynamic sphere of cogency and penetrating to the One-without-a-second.
The force of the conceptions and paradoxes of Advaita
Vedanta in the life and history of the Hindu consciousness, and
even today in the civilization of modem India, is simply immeasurable. As Richard Garbe states: "Nearly all educated
Hindus in modem India, except in so far as they have embraced
European id<·as, are adherents of the Veda.nta; and three
fourths of these accept Sankara's interpretation of the Brahmasiitras, while the rest are divided among the varying t·xplanations of the system offered by one or other of the remaining
commentators."

221

"Among the commentators who dissent from Satikara's interpretation of the Vedanta," Garbe proceeds to say, "and who
represent one or other of the philosophical and rdigious standpoints of various sects, the most renowned is Rarnanuja, who
lived in the 11th century after Christ. Ramanuja in his exposition ... introduces ... views which are nearly related to the
Christian standpoint, but are alien to the true Vedanta doctrine. In his view the individual souls are not identical with
the supreme soul, i.e., as he represeniS it, with (;nd, hm are
separate and distinct as in the Sankhya-Yoga."' The cause of
their earthly existence is not 'ignoranc<·.' but unbelief; and deliverance is union with God, to be gained not by 'knowledge.'
but by believing love (bhakti) towards God." "' Garbe points
out that this point of view approximates to that of the lower
knowledge and preliminary undnstanding described in the
Advaita Vedanta of &1nkara. It is also that of many of the popular forms of Buddhist worship and belief.
It is interesting to observe that Garbe compares the modified
tta Richard Garbe, "'Vedinta,"' in Hastings, Encyclop«dia of Religion

and Ethics, Vol. XII. p. 597·
,.. For a discussion of Siilkhya and Yoga, d. sufmJ, pp.
rn Garbe, loc. cit., p. 5g8,
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Vedanta of Ramanuja to the pluralistic-dualistic world-view of
Sa1ikhya and Yoga; for, in another sense, the Advaita Vedanta
ol salikara is also comparable to Salikltya and Yogd. The unconditioned, illimited state beyond the realm of opposites, as desciioed by Salikara in his "themy o[ illusory manifestation··
(vivarta-vada), reflects, though in a supremely spiritualiT.cd
form, the state of both the ancient Ja ina Kevalin and the absolutely uninvolved Puru~ of the Saiikhya view. As we have
heard, from Lhe singtr of tl1e A~Jii.vakra Gil1i: :.!:.!~ "\Vhere is
exultation, where dejection-for me who am forever inactive
(ni~kriya)?" Such an epithet as ni1kriya ("beyond all activities")
revives the whole n1eaning ol Lhe anLique, non·Aryan, non-

Brahman, non-Vedic, aboriginal Indian ideal-though now under the guise of a nondual formulation.
And so, we are moved to ask: lias the power of the land triumphed to such a degree that in the very doctrine that pretends,
with the most authority, to represent "the gist of the whole
meaning of the Vedas" (vediinla), the world-feeling not of the
Vedic singers but of the conquered folk whom they despised,
and whom they sought to shut out from their society of the
twice-born, is what has come into its own? Is the passivity of
the Self as represented in the Vedanta due to an influence of
the Jaina-Saiikhya conception of the absolutely passive jlvaPunt~a? lf so, this points to a most interesting, most ironical,
hidden chapter in the history of Indian philosophy and civiliza.
tion.
Also, it suggests a number of further questions for research.
For example, one should look again to see to what extent the
Self as "internal controller" (antaryiimin) is really active, ac·
cording to the Bhagavad Gitii and the earlier Vedic view. To
what extent is Atman the unconcerned, aloof spectator of the
individual's life-process, and to what extent an active all-controlling overseer? To what extent is Atman comparable to the
10 Supr•, p. 4!14·
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Great Self of the universe (i.lvara) who, though not partaking of
any suffering, yet holds all together and interferes with the cosmic dynamism periodically by descending into it-acting thus as
a kind of universal unconscious, a cosmic huddhi-mahat,'"
which not only witnesses but also participates in the lifeprocess? That is to say, had the Self more the function of buddhi
in ancient times; and was its perfect aloofness, its purification,
then effected through a systematic comparison with the JainaSMtkhya view? The Bhagavad Gila should be the starting point
for another investigation of the earlier, more active, ambiverted
concept of the Self, wherein participation is combined miraculously with unconcern."'
The shining Salikara, to whom we owe Advaita \'edanta-at
least in the form iu which it has stood for the past thousand
y~ars, and in whidt it pt·evails today as the typical and bestknown philosophy o£ India-was not only a supreme scholastic
thinker but a remarkable religious poet as well. His stanzas
praising the Goddess (sakti-l\layii-De,·i) "" are among the most
celebrated examples of Indian devotional verse. They reveal a
surpr i>ing aspect of his spiritnality; for though he dismisses
maya in his philosophical writings and goes relentlessly heyond to the ineffable transcendency of Brahman, the "OneCf. supra, pp. 319'"322.
no Editcnls tJOte: These queries were thrown into Dr. Zimmer's notes
together with a brief reference to Rlim3.nuja (who~c theory of the actual
"transformation" [parimima] of Brahman into the reality of the world,
though fonnulatt·d later than Saitkara's theory of "illusory manifc,tation"
[vivarta], is neverthcle11s based. Dr. Zimmer observes, on the works of
earlier teachers-Tanka, Dramida, Guhadeva, Kapardin, and BhRruciand may repr~ent a prc·Advaita point of view). Dr. Zimmer intended
these notations a!i !iuggestions Im further projects of re11earch, the present
section on Vedanta and those to foJlow on Buddhism and Tantra having
been left by him in a very rough, preliminary state.
229

"'For a study of the Goddess, d. Zimmer, Myths and Symboll in
ltldian Art and Civilization, pp. J8g-UI.
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without-a-second," here he give.s devout praise to the "second"
-Maya, Mother of the Wolid-ancl with all sincerity; expressing the mode o[ divine dualisti( cxpt'l it'll(C on 1hc plane of
Uhakti, where the devotee rcgatds and undcrstauds himself as
the creature and servant of the deity-in-human-form.
Thou who be;nc~t the manilold wotld of the visible and the invisible;
\Vho holdest the univci~l' in Thy \\'omh!
\Vho !)everest the thread oJ the play we play upon this earth!
\Vho lightest the 1amp uf whdom; who bringc&t joy to the heart
of Thy Lord, Siva!
() Thou, Qli('Cil .Em pre&~ of holy Bcnare.')! Divine Bestower of Food
Inexhaustible!
Be graLiouo;, mHo me aud grant me alms.23!!

Other poems of Saf1kara transport the spirit, however, beyond
the sphere of the Holy Name and Blessed F01m to the very
brink of the experience of N irgm,Ia Brahman. These were romposed to serve as meditations to press or dra\V the mind through
the final barrier of thought. The collection, "Morninp; 1\kditations" (jJriitab-smara~wm-Jtotram), opens with the lines:
"At dawn I call to mind the essence of the Self shining forth
self-effulgent in my heart, the Fourth (turiya), which is existenceeternal, pure spiritual consciousness, and bliss-the goal and
salvation of the 'Highest Swans.'"' The being that regards the
states of dream, waking, and deep sleep-that supreme essence
2UStanza from the "Hymn to Annnpurna" ("the one overflowing with
food"); translated hy Swami Nikhilfmanda, Self-Knowledge ( ..ftmalwdhfl), New York, 1946, p. 185.
~a:1 ParamahanHas: the Vcdantic ascC'tics, roaming through the world in
homeless freedom, are c.omparrd to wild swam, or gander.~; for thc!>c arc
at home in the trackless lofty sky a~ well as in the waters of the lakes of
the land, just as saints are at home in the formless sphere devoid of attributes as well as in the garb of the human individual, seemingly moving
among us in the phenomenal sphere of bonrlagt-.
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(brahma11) am I. It is indivisible, without parts; I am not a
combination of the live perishable elements. I am neither body,
the semes, nor what is in the body (anlar-ai1ga: i.e., the mind).
I am not the ego-function; I am not the group of the vital
breath-forces; I am not imuitive intelligence (buddhi). Far from
wife and son am I, tar fwm land and wealth and other notions
ol that kind. I am the Witness, the Eternal, the Inner Self, the
lllis;ful One (;ivu-'lwm: >uggesting also, 'I am Siva').""'"
"Owing to ignorance of the rope the rope appears to be a
snake; owing to ignoranre ol the Self the transient >Late arises of
the individualized, limited, phenomenal aspect of the Self. The
rope becomes a rope when the false impression disappears be<-ausc of the statement of some credible person; because of the
statemem of my teacher I am not an individual life-monad
(ji.l'o-nilham), I am tht' Blissful One (.\ivo-'/uun).:!:l:i
"I am not born; how can thcJc be either birth or death for
me?
"I am not the vital air; how can there be either hunger or
thirst for me?
"I am not the mind, the organ of thought and feeling; how
can there be either sorrow or del us ion for me?
"I am not the doer; how can there be either bondage or release for me?" '"
"Neither hatred and aversion nor passionate clinging have I;
neither cupidity nor delusion. I am possessed of neither egotism nor self-infatuation. No claim of the ritualistic code of the
duties of life (dharma), no worldly purpose (artha), no desire
for any kind of enjoyment (kama), no freedom attained or released to be sought (moi~Ja), pertains to me. 287 I am siva, whose
2u From the 1\fedjtation addressed to A.tman.
ua Sailkara, A tmapaficaka a.

u•Jb., conclusion.
"'I.e., .. the three ends of secular life (trivarga) mean nothing to me;
but the highest goal, releaae (moflla), whieh annihilates their meaning, ia
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being is spirituality and bliss. I am siva, the ever peaceful, perfect being.
"For me there is no death, no lear, no distinction of caste. I
have no father, mother, birth, relatives, or friends. For me there
is neither teacher nor pupil. I am siva ('the peaceful One'),
whose form (riif>a) is spirituality and bliss.""''
"'I am neither male nor female, nor am I sexless. I am the
Peaceful One, whose form is self-effulgent, powerful radiance.
I am neither a child, a young man, nor an ancient; nor am I of
any caste. I do not belong to one of the four life-stages."' I am
the Blessed-Peaceful One, who is the only Cause of the origin
and dissolution of the world.""'
The grandiose monotony of these stanzas (to be repeated
silently, relentlessly, in the solitary hours of meditation, as aids
to the serious intent to break past the barriers of judgment; not
to be read, sensitively, from some anthology) functions as a
conscious, intentional challenge, directed against skepticism and
worldly logic. Such a holy megalomania goes past the bounds of
sense. With Saitkara, the grandeur of the supreme human experience becomes intellectualized and reveals its inhuman sterility. The stanzas are to be memorized and meditated upon; one
is to become imbued with the attitude that they instill. Their
mind-destroying paradox, boldly stated, endlessly repeated, is
an instrument of guidance to the distant shore of transcendental
peace.
equally meaningless to me. Were this not so, I should still he entangled
in the dynamism of the process toward the goal, still far from the state
of perfect, static repose."
nR SaiJ.kara, NirviinaJatlctJ 5 and 5·
As we have said. while instructing a pupil the teacher temporarily
assumes the state of consciousness that still dwelL'i with the pairs-of-

opposites. When all the other opposites have lost their hold, this one
of teacher and pupil remains Jt is the last to go.
no Pupil, householder, hermit, wandering sage; d. supra, pp.
.., Sailkara, Nimi~:~ofiJIJIIjari.
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IV. BUDDHISM

1.

Bttddhahood
BuoomsM was the only religious and philosophical message
of India to spread far beyond the borders of its homeland. Conquering Asia to the north and east, it became in those vast
areas the creed of the masses and shaped the civilization for
centuries. This tends to conceal the fact that in essence Buddhism is meant only for the happy few. The philosophical doctrine at the root of the numerous fascinating popular features
is not the kind of teaching that one would have expected to see
made readily accessible to all. In fact, of the numerous answers
that have been offered, during the millenniums, in all quarters
of the world, as solutions to life's enigmas, this one must be
ranked as the most uncompromising, obscure, and paradoxical.
The Buddhist monks of Ceylon tell us how-according to
their tradition-the Order of the Buddha, the "Awakened One,"
was founded.' The great princely yogi, Gautama Sakyamuni,
departed in secret from the palace and kingdom of his father
1 A convenient rendition of the pertinent texts will be found in Henry
Clarke Warren, Buddhism in Tmnslations~ Harvard Oriental Series, Vol.

HI. Cambridg•. Ma... , 1911.
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and devoted himself to austerities for many years, until he arrived at the threshold of absolute Enlightenment. Sitting then
beneath the Bo Tt·ee, he was approached and tempted by the
god Kama-Mara ("Desire and Death"), the master magician of
the world illusion." Having overcome the tempter by remainino~
immovable in iutroversion, the prince experienced the Great
Awakening, since which time he has been known as the "Awakened One," the Buddha. Absorbed in the vast experience, he
remained beneath the Bo Tree, unmoved, untouched, for seven
days and seven nights, "expericnciug the bliss of the Awakening," then arose, as though to depart from that place, but could
not depart. He placed himself beneath a second tree, and there
again, for seven days and nights, remained merged in the stream
of the bliss of the awakening. A third time, under a third tree,
a spell of seven days and nights again absorbed him. Hemmed
hom tn·e to tree in this way for seven weeks, and during the
filth was protected by the hood of the serpent-king. l\luralinda.• Following the blessed period of forty-nine days, his
glorious glance opened again to the world. Then he understood
that what he had experienced was beyond speech; all endeavor
to talk about it would be vain. lie determined, consequently,
not to attempt to make it known.
lltu Brahma, the Universal Lord of the fleeting processes of
life,• in his eternal abode at the summit of tlw egg-shaped cosmos, looking down on the Awakened One, realized that the
derision had hcen made to withhold the teaching. Bralnna,
himself a creature, indeed the highest of all creatures, was perturbed to know that the sublime knowledge (knowledge un' Cf. supra, pp. 205-2o6.
3 Cf. su,pra, pp . .2o6-207.
4 Not Brahman, the anonymous tramccmknt, but Brahm3., the highest
("fCativc being, who supcrvi~cs the process of the unfolding of the flower
of the world; cf. supra, pp. 424-425, and ZimmtT, Myths arrd Symbob in
Indian Art and Civilization, index, under "'Brahm3.."
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known to Brahmii) was not to be revealed. He descended from
the zenith and with prayer implored the Buddha to become
the teacher of mankind, the teacher of the gods, the teacher of
the created world. All were enwrapped in the womb of sleep,
drt·aming a dream known as the waking life of created beings.
Brahmii implored that the truly Awake should open his path to
all. For there might he some, the god urged, some happy few
among these deluded beings, whose •·yes would not be blinded
by the dust of passion, and these would unclerstancl. As lotus
flowers arising !rom the clark waters of a lake are to be found in
various stages of maturity-some with buds still deep under
water, some nearing the surface, some already open. prepar<•d
to drink the rays of the sun-just so, there might he among man·
kind and the gods a few prepan·cl to hear.
The Buddha was mm ed, thus, to teach the path. Disciples
came, an Order assumed shape. and the Buddhist tradition was
brought into existence. Ne\ertheless, from the beginning, by
the natnre of the problem, the doctrine had been meant only
for those prepared to hear. It was ne\ cr intcndrd to interfere
with ..ither the life and habits of the multitude or the course of
civilization. In time it might even va11ish fron1 the world, becoming incompn·hensible and meaningless-for the lack of anyone capable of treading the path to understanding; and this.
too, would be right. In contrast, in other words, to the other
great teachers of mankind (Zarathustra preaching the religious
law of Persia; Confucius commenting on till' restored system of
early Chinese thought; Jesus announcing Salvation to the world)
Gamama, the prince of the royal Sakya clan, is known properly
as Sakya-muni: the "silent sage (mum) of the §akyas"; •• for in
spite of all that has been said and taught about him, the Buddha
remains the symbol of something beyond what <·an be said and
taught.
In the Buddhist texts there is no word that can he traced with
H.

Cf. supra, p. 451, note
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unquestionable authority to Gautama sakyamuni. W'e glimps~
only the enlightening shadow of his personality; yet this suffices
to merge us in a spiritual atmosphere that is unique. For though
India in his time, half a millennium before Christ, was a veri·
table treasure-house of magical-religious Iore-to our eyes a
jungle of mythological systems-the teaching of the Enlightened
One olfercd no mythological vision, either of the present world
or of a world beyond, and no tangible creed. It was presented
as a therapy, a treatment or cure, for those strong enough to
follow it-a method and a process of healing. App:uently Gau·
tama, at least in his terminology, broke from all the popular
modes and accepted methods of Indian religious and philosophical instruction. He offered his advice in the practical manner of
a spiritual physician, as though, through him, the art of Indian
medicine were entering the sphere of spiritual problems-that
grand old arena where, for centuries, magicians of every kind
had heen tapping powers by which they and their disciples
lifted themselves to the heights of divinity.
Following the procedure of the phjsician of his day inspecting
a patient, the Buddha makes four statements concerning the
rase of man. These arc the so-called "Four Noble Truths" which
constitute the heart and kernel of his doctrine. The first, All life
is sorrowful, announces that we members of the human race
are spiritually unhealthy, the symptom being that we carry
on our shoulders a burden of sorrow; the disease is emkmic.
No discussion of any question of guilt goes with this matter-offact diagnosis: for the Buddha indulged in no metaphysical or
mythological dis.ertations. He inquired into the cause on the
practical, psychological level, however, hence we have, as the
second of the "Four Noble Truths," The cawe of suffering is
ignorant cratJiug (tr~~a).
As in the teaching of the S:ilikhya, an involuntary state of
mind common to all creatures is indicated as the root of the
world-disease. The craving of nescience, not-knowin~-better
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(rruidyii). is the prohlt'Jll-Jiothiug less and notldng more. Such
ignorance is a natural function of the life·proccss, yet not neces!'~Jrily in(·tadi(ahle; no ntore ineradi(ahle thaH the innoccnrc
of a t.:hild. It is simply that we do not know that we are moving
in a world of mere conventions and that our feelings, thoughts,
and acts are determined h) these. \Ve imagine that our ideas
about things represent their ult imatc reality, and so we are
bound in by them as by the meshes of ,1 nrt. They arc roolcd in
our own consciousness and attit udcs: 1ncrc rreations oft he mind;
conventional, itnoluntary pattc1ns of sccin:~ tliillg~. jndgin~.
and ],ehaving: )Ct our ig-noralll<' accepts them i11 c\·cry detail,
,\·ithout question, regarding them and their contents as the facts
of existence. This-this mistale about til{' 1n1c ro;;srtH ('of real it,
-is the cause of a11t he suffc1 ings t h:tt con . . tilllte our Ii \t'<.,.
The Buddhist analysis gors on lo state that our other symptoms (the familiar indd<'nts and situations of our universal
condition of non-well being) arc ckrivali\'Cs, "'" and all, of the
primary fault. The tragedies and ronwdics in whkh we get ourselves in\'olved, which we bring forth ftonl ourselves and in
which we act, develop spontaneously from the impetus of our
innermost condition of non-knowing-. This sends us forth in the
world with restricted senses and conrcptions. Unconscious
wishes and expectations, emanating from us in the shape of subjectively determined decisions and a<ls, lranscrnd the limits of
the present; they precipitate for tiS the ftllurc, being themselves
determined from the past. lnhn ited from former births, they
cause future hirths, the cncllc·..,s stream o[ lilc in which we are
carried along being greater Jar than 1he hounds of individual
birth and deal h. In other words, the ills of the individual cannot be understood in terms of the individual's mistakes; they
are rooted in our human way of life, and the whole content of
this way of Ji[c is a paliwlogical hlend of unfulfilled craving<.
vexing longings, fears, regrets, and pains. Such a state of suffer468
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ing is something from which it would be only sensible to be
healed.
This radical statement about the prul.Jlcnts that tnost of us
lake lor granted a~ the natural (Oncomitants oi existenu.·. and

decide simply to endure, is balanced in the doctrine ot the
Buddha by the third and fourth of the "Four Noble Truths.''
I laving diagnosed the illness and determined its cause, the physi·

cian next inquires whether the disease can be cured. The Buddhist prognostication is that a cure is indeed possible; hence
we hear: The suppression of suffering can be achieved; and the
last of the Four Truths prescribes the way: Tlte way is the
Nolde Eightfold Path-Right View, Right Aspiration. Right
Speech, Right Conduct, Right Means of Livelihood. Right Endeamr, Right Mindfulness, and Right ContemplatiotJ.
The Buddha's thoroughgoing treatment is guaranteed to
eradicate the cause of the sickly spell and dream of ignorance,
and thus to make possible the attainment of a state of serene,
awakened perfection. No philosophical explanation of man or
the universe is required, only this spiritual physician's program
of psycho-dietetics. And yet the doctrine can hardly appeal to
the multitude; for these are not convinced that their lives are
as unwholesome as they obviously are. Only those few who
not only would like to try, but actually feel acutely a pressing
need to undertake some kind of thoroughgoing treatment, would
have the will and stamina to carry to the end such an arduous,
self-ordained discipline as that of the Buddhist cure.
The way of Gautama sakyamuni is called the "middle path";
for it avoids extremes. One pair of extremes is that of the out·
right pursuit of worldly desires, on the one hand, and the severe,
ascetic, bodily discipline of such contemporaries of the Buddha
as the Jainas, on the other, whose austerity was designed to culminate in annihilation of the physical frame. Another pair of
extremes is that of skepticism. deming the possibility of transcendental knowledge, and the argumentative assertion of un-
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demonstrable metaphysical doctrines. Buddhism eschews the
blind alleys lo either >ide and conduces to an attitude that will
of itself lead one to the transcendental experience. It rejects
explicitly all of the cnlllending formulae of the intellect, as inadequate either to lead to or to express the paradoxical truth.

which reposes far, far beyond the realm o[ cerebral conceptions.
A conversation of the Buddha, recorded among the so-called
"Long Dialogues," enun1crates an extended list of the prac-

tical and theoretical disciplines by which people master various
skills, crafts, and professions, or seek some understanding of
their own nature and the Ineaning of the universe. All are described and then dismisst·d without criticisnl, but with the for-

mula: ''Such knowledge and opinions, if thoroughly mastered,
will lead inevitably to ccnain ends and produce certain results

in one's life. The Enlightened One is aware of all these possible consequences, and also of what lies behind them. But he
does not attach nu1ch importance to this knowledge. For within
himself he fosters another knowledge-the knowledge of ccssa·
tion, of the discontinuance of worldly existence, of utter repose
by emancipation. He has perfect insight into the manner of the
springing into exi~tencc: of our sensations and feelings, and
into the manner of their vanishing again with all their sweet·

ness and bitterness, and into the way of escape from them altogether, and into the manner in which, by non-attachment to
them through right knowledge of their character, he has himself
won release from their spelL" '
Buddhism attaches no serious importance to such knowledge
as entangles men more tightly in the net of life, knowledge that
adds a comfortable material or interesting spiritual background
to existence and thereby only contrilmtes additional substance
to the maintenance of the personality. Buddhism teaches that
the value attributed to a thing is determined by the particular
pattern of life from which it is regarded and the personality
5
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concerned. The weight of a fact or idea varies with the unenlightenment of the observer-his spontaneous commitment to
certain spheres of phenomena and ranges of human value. The
atmosphere, nay the world, surrounding and overpowering him,
is continually being produced from his own unconscious nature,
and affects him in terms ol his commitment to his own imperfections. Its traits are the phenomenal projections of his inner
state of ignorance sent out into the realm of sense-perception
and there, as it were, discovered by an act of empirical experience. Hence Buddhism denies, finally, the force and validity of
everything that can he known.
A Tibetan author-a Buddhist Dalai-Lama-puts it this way:
The one substance, which fundamentally is devoid of qualities,
appears to be of various, completely differing flavors, according
to the kind of being who tastes it. The same beverage which for
the gods in their celestial realm will be the delightful drink ol
immortality, for men on earth will be mere water, and for the
tormented inmates of bell a vile, disgusting liquid which they
will be loath to swallow even though tortured with intolerable
pangs of thirst.• The three qualities of, or ways of experiencing,
the one substance are here nothing more than the normal effects
of three orders of karma. The senses themselves are conditioned
by the subjective forces that brought them into being and
hold them under strict control. The world without is no mere
illusion-it is not to be regarded as nonexistent; yet it derives
its enchanting or appalling features from the involuntary inner
attitude of the one who sees it. The alluring hues and frighten·
ing shadows that form its very tissue are projected reflexes of
the tendencies of the psyche.
One lives, in other words, enveloped by the impulses of the
various layers of one's own nature, woven in the spell of their
e Editor's note: I have not been able to locate the source of this passage.
Compare, however, Candrakirti, Pramnnapadd 1. 5<>-54· in Th. Stcherbatsky,
Tho Conception of Buddhist Ni11HJna, Leningrad, 1917, pp. ISJoiSS·
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specific atmosphere, to which one submits as to an outside
world. The goal of the techniques of the Buddhist therapy is
to bring this process of self-envelopment to a stop. The living
process is likened to a fire burning. Through the involuntary
activity of one's nature as it functions in contact with the outer
world, life as we know it goes on incessantly. The treatment
is the extinction (nirvii~1a) of the fire, and the Budda, the
Awake, is the one no longer kindled or enflamed. The Buddha
is far from having dissolved into non-being; it is not He who is
extinct but the life illusion-the passions, desires, and normal
dynamisms of the physique and psyche. No longer blinded, he
no longer feels himself to be mnditioned by the false ideas and
attendant desires that normally go on shaping individuals and
their spheres, life after life. The Buddha realizes himself to be
void of the characteristics that constitute an individual subject
to a destiny. Thus released from karma, the universal law, he
reposes beyond fate, no longer subject to the consequences of
personal limitations. What other people behold when they look
upon his physical presence is a sort of mirage; for he is intrinsically devoid of the attributes that they venerate and arc them·
selves striving to attain.
Buddhist art has attempted to render this paradoxical experience of the Enlightened One in certain curious works of sculpture, which represent the scene of the temptation of the Buddha.
The fierce hosts of Kama-Mara, the tempter, assail the medita·
tion of the one about to be enlightened as he sits beneath the
holy tree. They brandish weapons, fling uprooted trees and
prodigious rocks against him, and attempt by every means to
break the calm of his meditation. By threats they strive to
arouse in him some fear of death, the trace of an impulse of self·
preservation, a wish to cling to the perishable frame of the body,
which they are menacing with destruction. Simultaneously, the
charm of life-all its loveliness-in the guise of divine women,
is displayed before him; so that the allure of the senses should
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move him-not literally bring him from his place, but only provoke the least stir of a will to enjoy, which would amount to a
step back into the thralldom of life. But both temptations fail.
The powers work in vain to discover in his nature some flaw,
some last remainder of fear and desire. The menacing and the
enticing gestures equally fail to touch him; for he has vanished
from the sphere of the currents and cross-currents of delight
and despair, which constitute the warp and woof of life. In the
works of sculpture in question, tl1is unassailable state of the
"one who cannot be reached any more" is expressed by omit·
ting the Buddha-image from the composition. Amid the turmoil of the hosts and the captivating attitudes of the daughters
of the tempter, the holy seat beneath the Bo Tree is empty; the
Buddha is not to be seen (Plate IX).
The De-spirated One 1 is never depicted through visible or
tangible features in the early Buddhist monuments; for any·
thing tangible or visible would amount to a description of him
-either as a man or as a god. He would be endowed then with
such features as befit beings shaped by the influences of former
lives, beings brought by the law of karma into human or celestial forms. Any shape would by its nature communicate a wrong
notion of his essence. which is on a non-depictabk plane. A
shape would show him to be tied by the subtle bonds of karma
to the sphere of some set of limiting and transitory qualifications, whereas the whole sense of his being is that he is released
from such symptoms of ignorance and desire. In viewing these
<·arly works of Buddhist sculpture one is to think of the Buddim as truly there, on the throne of Enlightenment, hut as
though he were a bubble of emptiness. Footprints on the ground
and a slight hollowing of the cushion betray his presence, but
no visible trait muld possibly render the essence of his nature.
Visible traits (beauty and grandeur, for example, or the dazzling
T This is a term contrived by Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, a literal
rendering of nir-(de-)vtina (spirated), or "blown out."
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charm of a divinity) are the signs of ordinary beings, and reveal
their karma. But the Buddha is without karma and therefore
must be rendered without determinable form. That is the most
consistent, nay the only perfectly ad<·quate way to designate his
absolute emancipation hom the law that enjoins all to go on
assuming the \'arying transitory garbs of renewed existences.
The Buddha's dortrine is railed ya11a. The word means "a
vehicle," or, more to the point, "a ferryboat." The "ferryboat"
is the principal image employed in Buddhism to render th<·
sense and function of the doctrine. The idea persists through all
the differing and variously conflicting teachings of the numerous Buddhist sects that have evolved in many lands, during the
long course of the magniftcent history of the widely disseminated doctrine. Each sect describes the vehicle in its own way,
hut no n1attcr how

rle~;,crihed,

it remains always the fl·rry.

To appreciate the full force of this image, and to understand
the reason for its persistence, one must begin by realizing that
in everyday Hindu life the ferryboat plays an extremely prominent role. It is an indispensable means of transportation in a
continent traversed by many mighty rivers and where bridges
are practically nonexistent. To reach the goal of almost an~
journey one will requite a ferry, time and time again, the only
possible crossing of the broad and rapid streams being by boat
or by a ford. The Jainas called their way of salvation the ford
(lirtha), and the supreme Jaina teachers were, as we have seen.
Tirthankaras, "those making, or providing, a ford." In the
same sense, Buddhism, by its doctrine, provides a ferryboat
across the rushing river of satilsara to the distant bank of liberation. Through enlightenment (bodhi) the individual is transported.
The gist of Buddhism can be grasped more readily and adequately by fathoming the main metaphors through which it
appeals to our intuition than by a systematic study of the complicated superstructure, and the fine details of the developed
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teaching. For example, one need only think [or a moment
about the actual, evcryda y experience of the process o[ crossing
a river in a ferryboat, to come to the simple idea that iuspires
and underlies all of the various rationalized systematizations of
the doctrine. To enter the Buddhist vehicle-the boat of the
discipline-means to begin to cross the river of life, from the
shore of the common-sense experience of non-enlightenment,
the shore of spiritual ignorance (avidyii), desire (kama), and
death (mara), to the yonder bank of transcendental wisdom
(vidya), which is liberation (mok,m) from this general bondage.
Let us consider, briefly, the actual stages im·olved in any
crossing of a river by ferry, and see if we can experience the
passage as a kind of initiation-by-analogy into the purport of
the stages of the Buddhist pilgrin1's progTcss to his gual.

Standing on the nearer bank, this side the stream, waitin!\
for the boat to put in, one is a part of its life, sharing in its
dangers and opportunities and in whatever may rome to pass

on it. One feels the warmth or coolness of its breezes, hears the
rustle or its trees, experiences the character of its people, and
knows that its earth is underfoot. Meanwhile the other bank,
the far bank, is beyond reach-a mere optical image across the
broad, Oo\\'ing 'Waters that divide ns from its unknown world
or forms. We ha\'e really no idea what it will be like to stand in
that distant land. How this same scenery of the river and its
two shorelines will appear from the other side we cannot
imagine. How much of these houses will be visible among the
trees? \\'hat prospects up and down the river will unfold? Everything over here, so tangible and real to us at present-these real,
solid objects, these tangible forms-will be no more than remote, visual patches, inconsequential optical effects, without
power to touch us, either to help or to harm. This solid earth
itself will be a visual, horizontal line beheld from afar, one detail of an extensive scenic view, beyond our experience, and of
no more force for us than a mirage.
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The ferryboat arrhcs; and as it comes to the landing we regard it with a feeling of interest. It brings with it something ol
the air of that yonder lane! which will soon he our destination.
Yet when we are entering it we still feel like members of the
world from which we are departing, and there is still that feel·
ing of unreality about our destination. \Vhen we lift our eyes
from the boat and boatman, the far bank is still only a remote
image. no more substantial than it was before.
Softly the ferryboat pushes off and begins to glide across the
moving waters. Presently one realizes that an invisible line has
heen recently, imperceptibly passed, beyond which the bank
left behind is a.suming gradually the unsubstantiality of a mere
'isual impression, a kind of mirage, while the farther bank,
drawing slowly nearer, is beginning to turn into something 1eal.
Th<· former dim remoteness is becoming the new reality and
soon is solid ground, creaking under keel-real earth-the sand
and stone on which we tread in disembarking; whereas the
world left behind, recently so tangible, has been transmuted
into an optical n·Oex devoid of substance, out of rea< h and
mt"aningless, and has forfeited the spell that it laid upon m formerly-with all its features, all its people and events-when we
walked upon it and ourselves were a portion of its life. Moreover, the new reality, which now possesses us, provides an utterly
new view of the river, the valley, and the two shores, a view very
different from the other, and completely unanticipated.
Now while we were in the process of crossing the river in the
boat, with the shore left behind becoming gradually vaguer
and more meaningless-the streets and homes, the dangers and
pleasures, drawing steadily away-there was a period when the
shoreline ahead was still rather far off too; and during that time
the only tangible reality around us was the boat, contending
stoutly with the current and precariously floating on the rapid
waters. The only details of life that thl"n seemed quite substantial and that gr<·atly concerned us were the various elements and
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implements of the ferrryboat itself: the contours of the hull and
gunwaks, the rudder and the sail, the various ropes, and perhaps a smell of tar. The rest of existence, whether out ahead or
left lll·hind, signified no more than a hopeful prospect and a
fading recollection-two poles ol unrealistic sentimental association affiliated with certain clusters of optical effects far outof-hand.
In the Buddhist texts this situation of the people in a ferryboat is rompared to that of the good folk who have taken passal-\<" in the vehicle of the doctrine. The boat is the teaching of
1he llucldha, and the implements of the ferry arc the various
details of Buddhist discipline: meditation, yoga-exercises, the
tulcs of ascetic life. and the practice of self-abnegation. Thes<'
arc the only things that disciples in the vehicle can regard with
<lecp conviction; such people are engrossed in a fervent belief
in the Buddha as the ferryman and the Order as their boundint-(
gunwale (framing, protecting, and defining their perfect ascetic
life) and in the guiding power of the doctrine. The shoreline of
the world has been left behind but the distant one of release not
yet attained. The people in the boat, meanwhile, are involved
in a peculiar sort of middle prospect which is all their own.
Among the conversations of the Buddha known as the
"1\fcdium-length Dialogues," there appears a discourse on the
value of the vehicle of the doctrine. First the Buddha describes
a man who, like himself or any of his followers, becomes filled
with a loathing of the perils and delights of secular existence.
That man decides to quit the world and cross the stream of life
to the far land of spiritual safety. Collecting wood and reeds,
he builds a raft, and by this means succeeds in attaining the
other shore. The Buddha confronts his monks, then, with the
question.
"What would be your opinion of this man," asks the Buddha,
"would he be a clever man, if, out of gratitude for the raft that
has carried him across the stream to safety, he, having reached
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the other shore, should cling to it, rake it on his back, and walk
about with the weight of it?"
The monks reply. "No, certainly the man who would do that
would not be a clever man."
The Buddha goes on. "'Vould not the clever man be the
one who left the raft (of no use to him any longer) to the current of the stream, and walked ahead without turning back to
look at it? Is it not simply a tool to be cast away and forsaken
once it has served the purpose for which it was made?"
The disciples agree that this is the proper attitude to take toward the vehicle, once it has served its purpose.
The Buddha then concludes. "In the same way the vehicle
of the doctrine is to be cast away and forsaken, once the other
shore of Enlightenment (nirva7Ja) has been attained." •
The rules of the doctrine arc intended for beginners and advanced pupils, but become meaningless for the perfect. They
can be of no service to the truly enlightened, unless to serve
him, in his role of teacher, as a convenient medium by which
to communicate some suggestion of the truth to which he has
attained. It was by means of the doctrine that the Buddha
sought to express what he had realized beneath the tree as inexpressible. He could communicate with the world through his
doctrine and thus help his unprepared disciples when they
were at the start, or somewhere in the middle, of the way. Talking down to the level of relative or total ignorance, the doctrine
can move the still imperfect yet ardent mind; but it can say
nothing any more, nothing ultimately real, to the mind that
has cast away darkness. Like the raft, it must be left behind,
ther<'forc. once the goal has been attained; for it can thenceforth
be no more than an inappropriate burden.
Moreover, not the raft only, hut the stream too, becomes void
of reality for the one who has attained the other shore. When
such a one turns around to look again at the land left behind,
a A1aijhima-Niktiya !J· 1. u. I.!J5·
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what docs he see? What cn11 one see who has crossed the horizon
beyond which there is nu duality? He looks-and there is no
"other shore"; there is no torremial separating river; there is
no raft; there is no len yman; th<•t·e can have been no crossing
of the nonexistelll stt<·am. The whole scene of the two banks
and the river between is simply gone. There can be no such
thing for the eulightenc<l eye and mind, because to see or think
of anything as somethin!-\ ''other" (a distant reality, difh·rcnt from
one's own being) would mean that full Enlightenment had not
yet been attained. TheH· ran be an "other >hore" only for peo·
pie still in the sphcr<"s ol dualistic perception; those this side
the stream or still imide the boat and heading for the "other
shore"; those who have not yet disembarked and thrown away
the raft. Illumination means that the delusory distinction between the two shore• ol a worldly and a transcendental exist·
ence no longer holds. There iJ no stream of t ehirths flowing
between two separated shores: no satitsara and no nirvat.ta.
Thus the long pilgrimage to perfection through innumerable
existences, moti\'ated hy thr virtues of self~surrender and accom·
plished at the cost of tremendous sacrifices of ego, disappears
like a landscape of dreams when one awakes. The long-continued story of the heroic career, the many lives of increasing self-purification, the picture-book legend of detachment won
through the long passion, the saintly epic of the way to become
a savior-enlighten<'d and enlightening-vanishes like a rainbow. All becomes void; wh<"reas once, when the dream was
coming to pass step by step, with ev<'r-recurrent crises and decisions, the unending series of dramatic sacrifices held the soul
completely under its spell. The secret meaning of Enlightenment is that this titan-effort of pure soul-force, this ardent
struggle to reach the goal by acts, ever-renewed, of beautiful
self-surrender, this supTeme, long strife through ages of incarnations to attain release from the universal law of moral causation (karma)-is without reality. At the threshold of its own
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realization it dissolves, together with its background of selfentangled life, like a nightmare at the dawn of day.
For the Buddha, therefore, even the notion of nirva\la is with·
out meaning. It is bound to the pairs-of-opposites and can be
employed only in opposition to samsara-the vortex where the
life-force is spellbound in ignorance by its own polarized pas·
sions of fear and desire.

The Buddhist way of ascetic training is designed to conduce
to the understanding that there is no substantial ego-nor any
object anywhere-that lasts, but only spiritual processes, welling
and subsiding: sensations, feelings. visions. These can be sup·
pressed or set in motion and watched at will. The idea oi the
extinction of the fire of lust, ill will, and ignorance becomes

devoid of meaning when this psycltologkal power and point of
view has been attained; for the process of life is no longer ex-

perienced as a burning fire. To speak seriously, therefore, of
nin ;u_ta as a goal LO be attained is simply to betray the attitude
of one still remembering or experiencing the process as the
burning of the fire. The Buddha himself adopts such an att itudc
only for the teaching of those still suffering, who fed that they
would like to make the flames extinct. His famous Fire Sermon
is an accommodation, not by any means the final wnrcl of the
sage whose final word is silence. From the perspective of the
Awal.e, the Illumined One, such opposed vcrbalimtions as
nirvJ.I).a and sari1s~ira, enlightenment and ignorance, freedom
and bondage, are without reference, void of content. That is
why the Buddha refused to discuss nirvo11)a. The pointlessness
of the connotations that would inevitably seem to be intended
by his words would confuse those trying to follow his mysterious
way. They being still in the ferryboat framed of these conceptions and requiring them a.< devices of transport to the shore of
understanding, their teacher would not deny before them the
practical function of such convenient terms; and yet would not
give the terms weight, either, by discussion. Words like "en-
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lightenment," "ignorance," "freedom," and "entanglement" are
preliminary helps, referring to no ultimate reality, mere hints
or signposts for the traveler, which serve to point him to the
goal of an attitude beyond their own suggestions of a contrariety. The raft being finally left behind, and the vision lost of the
two banks and the separating river, then there is in truth
neither the realm of life and death nor that of release. Moreover, there is no Buddhism-no boat, since there are neither
shores nor waters between. There is no boat, and there is no
boatman-no Buddha.
The great paradox of Buddhism, therefore, is that no Buddha
has ever come into existence to enlighten the world with Buddhist teachings. Thr life and mission of Gautama ~akyamuni
is only a genetal misunderstanding by the unenlightened world,
helpful and necessary to guide the mind toward illumination,
but to be discarded when-and if-enlightenment is to be attained. Any monk failing to get rid of such ideas clings (by
clinging to them) to the general mundane delusion which he
imagines himself to be striving to leave behind. For, briefly, so
long as nirvaQa is looked upon as something different from
sathsara, the most elementary error about existence still has to
be overcome. These two ideas mirror contrary attitudes of the
semiconscious individual toward himself and the outer sphere
in which he lives; but beyond this subjective range they have
no substantiation.
Buddhism-this popular creed which has won the reverence
of all Eastern Asia-contains this boldest paradox at its very
root; the most startling reading of reality ever whispered into
human ear. All good Buddhists tend to avoid, therefore, statements about existence and non-existence. Their "Middle Path"
goes between by simply pointing out that the validity of a conception is always relative to one's position along the road of
progress from Ignorance to Buddhahood. Attitudes of assertion
and negation belong to worldly beings on the hither bank of
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ignorance, and to pious people making headway in the crowded
ferryboat of the doctrine. Such a conception as Voidness (.lunyatii)
can have meaning only for an ego clinging to the reality of
things; one who has lost the feeling that things are real can
make no sense of such a word. And yet words of this kind remain in all the texts and teachings. Indeed, the great practical
miracle of Buddhism is that terms of this kind, used successfully
as steppingstones, do not become rocks on which to found and
build a creed.
The greater portion of the Buddhist literature that has become available and familiar to us in translation is adjusted in
this way, pedagogically, to the general human attitude of partial
ignorance. It is intended for the teaching and guidance of disciples. It outlines and points the way along the path of the Buddhas (buddha-miirga), depicting the career of the hero "going to
enlightenment" (bodhicarya). Ils position, therefore, is comparable to that of the ferryman im·iting people on our hither bank
to enter his boat and cross the waters, or guiding his crew in
thdr handling of the craft during the passage. The yonder bank
is represented only in a preliminary, very sketchy way; only
hinted at and attractively suggested, for the captivation and
continued impiration of those still spellbound by the notions
o{ this dualistic shore-men and women trying to make up their
minds to leave, or else in the toilsome stages of crossing to an
absolutely contrary point of view, which they will perceive
presently to he utterly inconsistent with their expectation.
This pedagogical interest of Buddhism entails, unavoidably,
a screening of the ultimate essence of the doctrine. The introductory statements, graded as they are, lead right up to the
goal-but then have to be put behind, or the goal itself will
never be attained. Anyone wishing to gain some inkling of the
transformation of perspective intended will have to turn from
the great volumes of initiatory conversations, questions, analyses, and codifications to a somewhat less conspicuous, curious,
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special branch of Buddhist writings, in which an attempt is
made actually to state something of the supn·mc experience.
One may w<'ll marvel at the bold experiment-an effort to
represent the ultituate essence of an incomtnunicablc intuition
through words and tonccptions familiar to the usual philo·
sophical and pious understanding. llut, wonderful to relate, a
vivid sense of the iueffable reality known in "extinction"
(11irva(1a) is actually conveyed in this unexampled body of
strange, esoteric texts. Tht·y are nam<'d Praj>iii-fJiiramitii: "The
Accomplishment of Transcendental 'Wisdom," or "The Wisdom
(prajtia) Gone to the Other Shore (flaram-ita)." And they are a
series of the most curious dialogues, conducted in a sort of conversation-circle of Buddhas and Hodhisattvas-mostly legendary
heings, superhuman saviors, without a single merely human,
Mill half-bewildered aspirant-to-enlightenmcm among them.
The Illumined Ones behave in a way that should be rather
•hocking and confusing to any sound thinker, who, from hahit
and firm dctertnination, is resolved to keep his feet on the
ground. In a sort of mocking conversation, these Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas entertain themselves with cnigmati< al statements of the unstatable truth. They delight in declaring,
time and again, that there is no such thing as Buddhism, no
such thing as Enlightenment, nothing remotely resembling
the extinction of nirvar,ta, setting traps for each other and trying
to trick each other into assertions that might imply-even remotely-the reality of such conceptions. Then, most artfully,
they always elude the cleverly placed hazards and hidden pitfalls-and all engage in a glorious, transolympian laugh; for
the merest hint of a notion of nirvar,ta would have betrayed a
trace of the vestige of the opposite attitude, sarilsara, and the
clinging to individual existence.
For example, in one of the texts the Buddha makes the following declaration to his pupil Suhhilti. "Whosoever stands in
the ferryboat of the saviors-who-lead-to-the-far-bank shall bear
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in mind the rescue of all living beings, conducting them to release-and-extinction in the pure and perkctnirva1,1a. And when,
by virtue of this attitude, he has rescued all living beings, no
being whatsoever has been made to reach nirva1,1a."
Following this paradoxical remark, the Buddha supplies his
explanation. "Why, 0 Subhiiti, is this so? Because, if this savior
had the notion of the actual existence of any being, he could
not be called a perfect Enlightened One. If there could occur
to him the conn·ption of a living being donning the g-drb of
various bodies and migrating through numerous existences, or
the idea of an individual personality, then he could not be
called a Bodhisam a, 'a being whose essence is F.nlighwnment.'
And why is this so? Because there is no such thing as anything
or anybody standing in the vehicle of the Enlightened Ones." •
Another text states that on a certain day, when myriads of
gods had Hocked together to celebrate with a !\Teat feast the
solemn occasion of the Buddha's preaching of a sermon, they
were all saying joyfully: "Forsooth, this is the second time that
the whed of the true law has been set in motion on Indian
soil, let us go and watch!" But the Buddha, turning stealthily to
Subhiiti, whispered something that he would not tell the gods;
for it was beyond their power of understanding. "This is not
the second time that the wheel of the true law has been set in
motion; there is no setting in motion of anything, nor any stopping of the motion of anything. Knowing just that, is the perfection of wisdom (prajtia-pilramitii), which is •·haracteristic of the
beings whose essence is enlightenment." "
These bewildering texts, with their explicit teaching of the
Wisdom of the Far Bank (prajfia-paramitii), hdong to a later
period of the Buddhist tradition, the stage of the so-called
"Great Ferryboat," or Mahayana, which teaches that the secret
meaning and goal of the doctrine is the universal Buddhahood
1 Vajracchedikii 1 7.
to

AlttutihasTilui PrajiiiipDTam;lii 9·
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of all heings. This is in contrast to the ca11icr doctrine of the

'o-callcd "Little Ferryboat," the Jlinayana, where, though an
effective way to individual relf'(Jjt: .is disclo::.ed, the accomplishment of Bwldhalworl is rcganlcd as a goal attained only by very

kw throughout the cycling ages. The Praj1iii-j;aramita texts of
the J\1ah;i};ma wcrc intC"nded to counteract what their authors
regarded as a basic misunderstanding, in the Hinayana, of the

,-cry esscnn· of the wisdom of the Buddha, a misunderstanding
caused by thinking that th(' prdiminary teaching was an ex-

pression o[ th<' Bllddha's transcendental realization. The emphasis on the means, the path, the rules of the order, and the
('lhical di . . < iplincs

or

the fen}'-ridc was stifling the essence of

the tradition within the very fold of Buddhism itself. The
Mahayana way, on the other hand, was to reassert this essence

hy means of a hold and stunning paradox.
"The F.nlightc11cd One," we read, "sets forth in the Great
Fernhoat; bm tlten· is nothing from which he sets forth. He
stans ftom the tlllivrrse; but in truth he starts from nowhere.

!lis hoat is manned with all the perfections; and is manned by
no o11e. It will find its support on nothing whatsoever and will
find its support on the state of all-knowing, which will serve it
as a non-support. Moreover, no one has ever set forth in the
Great Ferryboat; nu one will ever set forth in it, and no one is

setting forth i11 it now. And why is this? Because neither the
one setting forth nor the goal for which he sets forth is to be
found: therefore, who should be setting forth, and whither?" 11
The conceptions that go to make up the communicated doctrine are, from the point of view of the Enlightened One, without corresponding ultimate realities. They are part of a raft,
which is good and helpful for the crossing of a stream of ignorance and indispensable for disciples on the way, but they are
drvoid of meaning for the finished master whose crossing is

ac~

complished. They mirror shapes of the transitory processes o!
11

lb.
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life, and so have no lasting substance. They lt·ad to enlighten·
ment, and yet are fallacious, broken reOcctions of its truth.
Indeed, they are differem from what is known to the enlight·
cned; just as the boat, or raft, is different from the farther
shore. Such helpful concepts emerge, together with all the rest
of these visible and thinkable things round about us, from an
infinitely pure reality, whkh is beyond conceptions, void of
limiting qualities, undifferentiated, and untouched by the dia·
lcctic of the pairs-of-opposites, of which it is the ground-just
as the heavens and the atmosphere, which are visible, stand as
apparitions on the fundamentally pnre void of ether.
"Just as, in the vast ethereal sphere, stars and darkness, light
and mirage, dew, foam, lightning and clouds emerge, become
visible, and vanish again, like the features of a dream-so everything endowed with an individual shape is to be regarded."
Thus we read in one of the most celebrated of these Mahayana
texts of meditation." From the intangible matter that pervades
the universe, tangible shapes emerge as its ephemeral transformations. But their breaking into existence and their vanishing away docs not affect the limpid, profound serenity of the
basic element, the space of which they fill for their short spell
of being. Comparably. the Enlightened Ones, with unruffled
self-composure, watch their own sensations, feelings, and other
experiences of the outer world and their inner life, remaining
untouched by them, beyond the changes continually coming to
pass in them, like the reposeful ether beyond the changes of the
forms within its infinite space.
So far as the Awakened One is concerned, the notion of
Awakening is at bottom as devoid of meaning as the notion
that there is a dreamlike state that precedes it (the state of ordinary life-our own attitude and atmosphere). It is unreal. It
docs not t·xist. It is the sail o[ the nonexistent raft. The Buddhist yogi i< taught, by means of the disciplines, to realize,
12
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within, such a peace as one perceives looking outward into the
vast ethen·al realm with its sublime display of transient forms.
He is taught to experience, gazing inward, through successive
stages of self-control and meditation, an ethereal essence of his
own-sheer voidness, unsullied by any process of the mind and
not lhanged Ly any effect ol the senses in their contact with
the outer world. By imbuing himself nuuplctely with an uucr
aloofness comparable to that ol the celestial atmosphere in relation to the various lun1inous and darkening phenomena that
pass through it, he realites the real meaning of the Buddhist
transcendental wisdom, the nature of the view frotn the yonder shore. He comes to know that fundamentally nothing whatsoever is happening to the true essence of his nature, nothing
to give cause for either distress or joy.
The disciple Snbhiiti said: "Profound, 0 Venerable One, is
Lhc pe1 kn Transccndcnla1 \Visdmn.''
Quoth the Venerable One: "Abysmally profound, like the
;pace of the universe, 0 Subhiiti, is tbe perfect Transcendental
Wisdom."
The disciple Subbiiti said again: "Diflicult to be attained
through Awakening is the perfect Transcendental \Visdom, 0
Venerable One."
Quoth the Venerable One: "That is the reason, 0 Subhiiti,
no one ever attains it through A\vakening." 13
And the two-we may imagine-roared with laughter. Here
is metaphysics as the intellect's greatest game.

whY

ts Asra.~aha.\rilui J>raj1iiijuiramilii 8.
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2.

The Great Buddhist Ki11gs
BY FAR the most original and daring traits of Buddhism are
the negative ones-what it has succeeded in omitting. 'There is
no display ol enqclOJ'l('dic omniscicm e such as we f1nd in tlu·
systems of the Jaina and A.jivika. There is no doctrine of a substantial Self in man or of a cosmic Self as the ultimate worldreality, such as we find, variously, in the S5.r;tkhya, in Veda and
Vedanta, and in the disciplines of Lhakti. There is no description or definition of any blissful state after release and deathin contrast to the rich delineations in the Upani~ads. And we
find no metaphysical inferences proposed, no ontological conclusions; for the Buddha's method was strictly psychological.
'I he tr,tditiona1 sclit'mcs (Jf macromicrocosmic comparison
(whereby the structures of tile universe and the human organi~m ·were aligned as parallel manifestations of divine cosmic
fmces). the Enlightened One ignored as not conducing to illumination, leaving behind him the entire load, or treasure, of
precious and intricate insights. In a land where debates and
endless hairsplitting discussions, mental tournaments, and metaphysica r demonstrations had been for centuries the very enlertainment of the educated classes, where the heroes even of the
populace were the wise, the doctors in theology and metaphysics
(who, incleed, were rewarded to such a degree that they had
become a little spoiled and duiJ with vain self-conceit), and
where a contest in the rhetorical stadium before an audience
of the learned was a delight to courtiers and townsfolk alike
(bring-ing considerable material wealth, incidentally, to the vic·
tor) Gautama Sakyamuni-when at last he had determined to
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announce what he had found, to the happy few mature enough
to grasp it-refused to make any statement about the classic
questions every teacher was supposed to solve.
His attitude, however, was so impressive and the teaching so
inspiring that he not only escaped contempt and obscurity, but
drew an ever increasing multitude of unsought followers. These
flocked to him from all rlasses and professions. Even in the beginning, Brfthmans ol the oldest families were conspicuous
among thl' mcmhets oJ the Order, while in later centuries
wealthy mcnchants (the capitalists of the post-feudal, late medieval age), as well as princes and kings, rivaled each other in
supporting tilt· Buddhist community with lavish gifts. 14
After all, to know many things is not so important; the great
thing is to know and practice the one thing that matters-which
is that one should forsake all to which one is attached. A way
is shown in Buddhism, and described with technical details, for
the al!ainmelll of such rclrase-along the Noble Eightfold Path.
And rnm rover the assurance is given that, in due time, progress
along this way will of itself bring the answers to all the questions treated by the popular rhetoricians.
In the course of the twenty-five centuries that have elapsed
since the Buddha taught in the parks and villages of northeastern India, many attempts have been made to reconcile his negath·e attitude with the unquenchable craving for metaphysical
philosophizing that characterizes the Hindu mind. The end has
a According to one disgruntled orthodox reaction: When the gods were
defeated in one of their innumerable cosmic battles with the titans, they
sought the protection of Visnu. and he, in anJ>wcr to their prayers, was
born under the delmivc form of the Buddha, by whom the titans were
then dccci\•cd; being induced to abandon the religion of the Vedas, they
lost aJI power as warriors. From that time, the faith of the Buddha has
flourished, and many, unfortunately, are the heretic.s who have forsaken
tlw sanccl ordinances of the Vedas.-Lt. Col. Vans Kennedy, Reseanhes
into the Nature and Affinity of Ancient and Hindu Mythology, London,
•8g1, p. 251.
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been achieved, as a rule, by extracting and developing the metaphysical principles implicit in the psychologiral teachings and
techniques. But tllOugh the later thinkers [ound it imperative
to conven Gautama's ungarnished practical advice into a fullblown theoretical system, they did not succeed in eliminating
the core-mystery; this remains beyond the reach of their cogent
thoughts. And so, wl1enevcr in the course of perusing their
grave attempts we come to a point where the rational theorizing
becomes highly paradoxical, or where a hold enigmatical formula dispenses suddenly with all that a rational mind might
have been expected to require, we should allow this to remind
us of the fundamental attitude of the Buddha with respect to
the possibility of convincing anyone, through talk and teachinp;,
of the truth that he himself gained through Enlightenment
alone.
Buddhist metaphysics and the verbal warfare of incipient
sects began to trouble the concentration of the disciples even
before the death, or parinirv1l1:m ("the final or perfect nirva1_1a"),
of their Master. That the as yet unilluminated followers should
have discussed among themselves questions that the Illumined
One refused to elucidate was inevitable; the canonical "Dialogues" abound in their finely pointed queries. And there was
trouble, also, as to the details of the monastic life. "There is one
thing in the world, 0 monks," the Buddha is said to have proclaimed, "which, in coming into existence, exists to the disadvantage and unhappiness of many people, gods as well as men."
"What is this one thing?" they asked. "Dissension in the Order,"
the Buddha replied. "For in an order that has been divided,
there are reciprocal quarrels as well as reciprocal abuses, reciprocal disagreement and desenion, and in such an order they are
discontented and enjoy no contentment, and there is diversity
of opinion even among those who arc content." 11
"lti-vutlalca 18. (Translated by Justin Hartley Moore, Sayings of the
Buddha, the lti-vutlaluJ, New Yorl:., 1go8, p. 31.)
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It is recorded that the following complicated report one day
was brought to the Buddha's cars:
"A certain monk, Lord, had committed an offence which he
considered as an offence, while the other monks considered that
offence as no offence. Afterwards he began to consider that offence as Ito offence, and the other monks began to consider that
offence as an offence . ... ·rhcn those monks pronounced expulsion against that monk for his refusal to sec that offence....
Then that monk got his companions and friends among the
monks on his side, and s<'nt a messenger to his companions and
friends among the monks of the whole country . . . . And the
partisans of the expelled monk persevered on the side of that
expelled monk and followed him."
The Buddha exclaimed piteously: "The Order is divided!
The Order is divided!" and delivered words of stern rebuke to
those that had taken it upon themselves to excommunicate their
fellow. "Do not think, 0 monks," he dedared, "that you are to
prononnre expulsion against a n1onk for this or that, saying,
·11 occurs to us to expt:l this rnonk:" 16
When the founder was no longer alive the party differences
grew; and yet, on the whole, we find in Buddhist history an
impressive tendency to tolerate minor and even major differences of practice and opinion-perhaps as a result of the warn·
ings of Gautama himself aRainst dissension. The Pali canon of
Ceylon records that immediately following his decease, a certain
monk named Subhaddha said to his companions: "Do not
grieve, do not lament I 'Ve are happily rid of the Great Ascetic.
We used to he annoyed hy being told, 'This beseems you, this
beseems you not'; but now we shall be able to do what we like,
and what we do not like we shall not have to do." " The great
monk Kasyapa, hearing of this disgraceful utterance, proposed
1e Mahavagga J o. 1.
11 Cullavogga 11. 1. (As summarized in H. Kern, Manual of Indian
Buddhism, 1Bg6, pp. 101-102.)
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that a council of the Brethren should be called for the purpose
of rehearsing and cstabliohing the precepts of their departed
!\Jaster. Five hundred arhats" assembled at Rajagrha (the an·
cient capital of Magadha) and in the course of a session that
lasted seven months fixed the l'iuaya ("Discipline") and Dhamma
(Skr. Dharma, "Law"). But when in conclusion they issued a
prm.lamation of their work, tht::rc canll' a cc.:l<.·btated monk

named Puriil;la ("The Old One"), with five hundred followers,
who refused to adhere to the resolutions of the Council. "Tht•
doctrine and the disciplinary rule have been well sung by the
Elders," he admitted courtt·ou•ly; "newrthele•s, even in such
manner as it has been heard hy me, and received by me from
the WI)' mouth of the Bles.cd One, in that manner will I bear
it in my memory." And neither the Elders nor the rewrders of
the episode pronounced a singlt• word of rebuke against this
manifestation of independence.'"
A second Buddhist t uuncil reported in the Pali canon is sup·
posed to have been a;semhkd one hundred (or one hundred
and ten) years following the parinin·ar.Ja of the Buddha, at
Vai4ali (modern Basarh, in the llajipur subdivision ol the
l\1 utaHarpur District ot Bihar l'rovinre),2° for the purpo•c of
wndemning ten heretical practices of the monks of that vi< in·
ity. The precise nature of the prartites cannot be determined
from the brief notices of them given in the record, where they
are described simply hy such designations as "two fingers,"
"another village," "dwelling-place," etc.,2 1 but they seem to
11

An arhat is a Buddhist monk who has attained enlightenment.

lQCullavagga 11. 11; as cited by L. de la Vall~e Pou111sin, ..Councils and

Synod> (Buddhist)," in Hastings, Encyrlopacdia of Religion and Ethics, Vol.
IV, p. 181.
20 Thi111 i111 the ancirnt city near which Vardhamlina Mah3.vira, the last of
the Jaina Tirthankarao, {cf. supra, pp. 221-:122). is supposed to have been

born.
21

Cullavagga u.
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have been of sufficient importance to split the community in
two. The Ceylonese Dipavamsa record~ that following their
wndemnation for heresy the rebuked monks retired and held
a council of their own. and this has been called, significantly enough, even in the orthodox texts of the group against
which it was directed, the 1\fahiisarigiti, the "Great Council."
The ntonks of the Great Council twi~>ted the teaching round.
They broke up the original &n iptures and made a new recension,
A rhaptcr put in one pla<.t:: tht>y put in another,
And distorted the sense and do< trine of the Five Nikayas.

Th<·'e monks-who knew ncith<'T what had heen spoken at length
Nor what had been spoken in aly.,tra( t, neither
\Vhat was the obviou& nor ,~~,·hat the higher meaningPut things referring to one matter a~ il the) referred to another,
And destroyed much of the >pirit by holding to the shadow of
the letter.
They partly rcjeocd the ~utta, and the \'inaya >o deep,
And made another ti\al Sutta and Vin.t)a ot their own.
The Parivara abstract, and the book of the Abhidhamma,
The Pa~isarnbhicla, the Nid<le;a, ami a portion of the Jiitaka,
So much they put a11idl', and made others in tlwir plalc.
They rejected the well-known rules o[ nouns and genders too,
Of composition atHl of litewry ~tki11, and put others in their place.22
Obviously, as T. W. Rhys Davids points out, the animus ol
this description is that of a b'l'Oup that regards itself as superior;
and yet they are compelled to call the council of their opponents the Great Council, "whirh seems to show that the num·
her of its adherents was not to bt' despised."" Each party possessed its own version of the commonly accepted books, and also,
za Dipavariua 5· g2ff.; as translated and cited by T. W. Rhys Davids,
Buddhism, Its History and Literature, New York and London, 1896, p. •93·
The various texts mentioned are portions of the orthodox Pi.li canon, as
preserved by the Buddhist community of Ceylon.
••I b.. pp. rgs·•94-
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apparently, its own notions concerning the essence of the doctrine. "The main point of difference," writes Dr. Radhakrishnan, "between the orthodox and the progressive sections seems
to have been on the question o[ the attainment of Buddhahood.
The Sthaviras [the "Elders," i.e., those who had summoned the
council of Vaisali] held that Buddhahood was a quality to be
acquired by a strict observance of the rules of the Vinaya [the
recorded Canon Law]. The progressives maintained that it was
a quality inborn in every human being, and that by adequate
development it was capable of raising its possessor to the rank
of a tathiigata." 24 But the whole <]UCstion of the early coun< ils
remains most obscure. It has even been argued that they are inventions of the later chroniclers, intended to give an air of
apostolic antiquity to the orthodox texts of the Pali canon-as
though these had been fixed immediately following the Buddha's death and confirmed in solemn council a century later."
Had they been invented out of whole cloth, howe\'er, would the
opposing council have been dignified with the title of the Great
Council? And would the detail of the intransigcncy of Purarp
and his group of fiye hundred dbsenters, following the recital
at Rajagrha, have been inventf'd and inserted, to make the
reader wonder whether t lw precious hnitagc o{ the Master may
not ha\'e been misrcmemhered aft<'r all?
We are on firmer ground in the period of King A4oka, the
grandson of that Candragnpta Maurya whose overthrow of
the Nanda dynasty (322 B.c.) and organization of the states of the
Gangetic plain was facilitated, as we have seen above!' by the
brilliant genius of Oir:Iakya Kautilya, author of the ArthaSiistra.
Candragupta Maurya ramc to power five years after the raid
2 • S. Radhakrishnan, Jnd;an Pldlnsnphy, London, 1923, Vol. I, p. 582.
For tathagata, d. supra, p. 133. note 49·

"R. 0. Franke, 'The Buddhist Councils of Rajagraha and Vesili,"
Journal of the Pali Text Society, 1go8, pp. •-8o.
,. Supra, p. 37·
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of Alexander the Great into the northwestern provinces of
the Indian subcontinent. Fixing his capital at Pa~aliputra
(modem Pama), he was so successful in his consolidation of
the states shattered by the romantic Macedonian, that when
Seleucus Nicator (the young Alexandrian general who founded
the Seleucid dynasty of Persia, immediately following the
death of Alexander in 323) attempted to recover the Greek
conquests in India, the native armies made such a convincing
showing that the invader, wing for peace and friendship, ceded
the Punjab and the Kabul valley in exchange for five hundred
elephants, ga\'e his daughter to Candragupta in marriage, and in
302 B.c. dispatched Megasthenes as an ambassador to the Mauryan COUrt.
Bindusara, Candragupta's son, succeeded him in 297 B.c., and
is supposed to have extended the empire southward to Madras.
Otherwise his rt•ign was peaceful, and, from the historical point
of view, without e,·em. His son, however, King Asoka (264-227
B.c.). was one of the greatest conquerors and religious teachers
of all time.
The conversion of King A8oka to the Buddhist faith ranks in
importance, for the Orient, with the conversion of Constantine
the Great to Christianity, for the West. His imperial patronage
lifted what had begun as a doctrine of exacting spiritual exercises to the position of a prosperous and popular, widely propagated religion. We are told that when King ASoka instituted, in
place of royal hunting-parties, the pious custom of state pilgrimages to the holy places of the Buddha legend, he let be summoned,
to serve as guide, the saint who had converted him to the faith.
"The great abbot, Upagupta, came from his forest retreat near
Mathuri, traveling by boat down the Jumna and Ganges with
eighteen thousand members of the Order as companions. At
Pa~liputra they joined the Emperor's suite, and with a splendid
military escort the imperial procession started for the Lumbini
Garden. There, as an inscribed standard erected by ASoka still
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records, Upagupta pointed to the Buddha's birthplace, saying,
'Here, Great King, the Venerable One was born. Here was the
first memorial consecrated to the Enlightened One; and here,
immediately alter His birth, the Holy One took seven steps upon
the ground.' Asoka then did reverence to the holy place, ordered
an imperial standard to be set up there, distributed largesse of
gold, and made the village free of state taxes for ever. Kapilavastu, the scene of the great Renunciation, was the next place
\isited, then the Bo Tree at Gaya under which the Sakya Prime
attained Ninar;ta. There Asoka built a shrine, probably similar
to the one which now exists at the place, and lavished alms upon
the crowds of mendicants-a hundred thousand gold pieces, so
the story goes. Then the great procession passed on to Samath,
the Deer Park or sacred grove in which the Buddha first pro·
claimed the Dharma, or 'turned the Wheel of the Law'; and next
to Sra\asti, the monastery where the Buddha lived and taught:
then to KuSinagara, where He passed away or reached the goal
of Pari-Nirvlir;ta. At Sravasti A5oka did reverence to the stiipas
[reliquary shrinesl of the Buddha's disciples. At the stiipa of
A.nanda, the most devoted and beloved, he gave, it is said, Jar·
gesse of a million pieces of gold, but at that of Vakkula only a
single copper coin, for Vakkula had not striven greatly in the
Eightfold Path nor had he done much to help his fellow crea·
tures.'' 11

King Asoka is said to have supported sixty-four thousand Buddhist monks: eighty thousand stiipas are credited to him, as well
as countless monasteries. He set up memorial columns through·
out the empire and engraved on them didactic edicts. Mission·
aries were sent forth "to the utmost limits of the barbarian
countries," to "intermingle among unbelievers" both within the
kingdom "and in foreign countri<"s. teaching better things."
Taking advantage of the connections with the West, which had
.. From E. B. Havel!, The History of Aryan Rule in India from the
Earliest Times to the Death of Albar, New York, no date, p. 97·
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been maintained since the coming of 1\fegasthenes to the court
of Candragupta, Asoka sent teachers of the Buddhist Dhanna to
Anriochus I1 of Syria, Ptolemy II of Egypt, Magas of Cyrene,
Antigonus Gonatas of Macedonia, and Alexander II of Epirus.••
The force of this Buddhist b""sture toward the West is difficult
lo estimat~,"• but in the Orient the missions of Asoka mark an
~pmh of decisive spiritual change.
Nor did the king confine his benefactions to the Buddhist community. "His Sacred and Gracious Majesty," we read in one of
his edicts devoted to the subject of tolerance, "docs reverence to
men of all sc<·ts, whether ascetics or householders, by gifts and
Yarious forn1s of reverence. His Sacred Majesty, however, cares

not so much for gifts or external reverence as that there should
be a growth of the essence of the matter in all sects. The growth
nf the essenre of the matter assumes various forms, but the root
of it is restraint of speech, to wit, a man must not do reverence
lo his own sect by disparaging that of another man without reaSOIL Depreciation should be for specific reasons only, because the
sects of other people deserve reverence for one reason or another .
. . . Concord, therefore, is meritorious, to wit, hearkening and
hearkening willingly to the law of piety as accepted by other people. For it is the desire of His Sacred Majesty that adherents of
all sects should hear much teaching and hold sound doctrine." ••
The king gave practical example of his piety toward living
beings by providing for his subjects a reign of peace that ap:!s The-.c arc rctorded in Atoka's Rock Edict XIII. Cf. Vincent A. Smith,
Thr Edicts of ASoka. London, 1909, p. 20. (This is an exceedingly rare book,
only 1oo copic!t having been printed. It revises the translations given by
the author in his earlier volume, A.toha, The Buddhist Emperor of India,

Oxford. Ig<>l.)
"Cf. .J. Kennedy, "Buddhist Gnosticism, the System of Basilides,'' Journal
of the Ro)'al Asiatic Society, 1901, pp. S77·415·
so King A!;oka's Rock Edict XII; Smith. op. cit., p. 17.
The rock-hewn cave sanctuary of the A.jivikas, which we had occasion to
note, supra, p. a64, bears a dcdiratory inscription of A&oka.
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proached the ideal of the world-ruling Cakravartin." His domain
comprised the greater part of India proper, as well as Afghanistan
south ol the Hindu Kush, Baluchistan, Sind, the valley of Kashmir, Nepal, and the lower Himalaya. Roads were maintained
throughout, with inns and protected wells at regular intervals.
One reads also of fruit gardens and planted avenues, public granaries, medical aid for animals as well as human beings, special
officers to prevent wrongful imprisonment and punishment, to
help parents with large families, and to give attention to the aged,
courts of justice open to all, and the zeal of the Emperor himself to attend at all times and in all places to the people's business, "whether I am dining or in the ladies' apartments, or in
my bedroom or in my closet, or in my carriage or in the palat'e
gardens." 32 Numerous edicts addressed to the populace inculcated devotion, parental and filial love, chatity, purity of thought.
sl"lf-control, generosity to friends, acquaintances, and relatiws,
and to the Brahmans as well as to Buddhist monks and nuns.
Regulations were instituted for the protection of animals and
birds: forests were not to he burnt, not even chaff "containing
living things." No animal food was served at the imperial tabk;
and the king himself, even whilt· go\'erning the greatest empire
of his time anywhere in the world, assumed and faithfully practiced the vows of a monk."
A§oka's most important mission was the one that carried the
Buddhist teaching to the largr southern island-kingdom of Cey·
ion. The proselytizing party was headt·d by Mahendra, the King's
younger brother (son, according to another version), who was
followed presently by the princess-nun SaQghamitta, the King's
daughter, who bore with her a branch of the Sacred Bo Tree,
which. being planted, grew, and is growing to this day in Anu·
radhapura.
"Cf. supra, pp. ••7-•35·

a2 Rock Edict VI; Smith, op. cit., p. u.
aa Cf. Havell, op. cit., pp. Sg-108, and Smith,
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In Ceylon, about 8o B.c., the early Buddhist canon was committed to writing. "Jnlormer times,'' the Ceylonese Mahavamsa
records, "the most learned monks handed down the text and commentary of the Three Pi1akas orally; but since they perceived
that the people were falling away from the orthodox teaching,
the monks convened; and so that the true doctrines might endure, they wrote them down in books."" This corpus of sa~Ted
litt•J ature-the often cited Pali canon-is preserved, prohahly
without much alteration, to the present; a comparison with the
quotations on King ASclka's rock-carved monuments reveals that
at least a ronsiderablc part is now just as it was in that century.
But this is not enough to support the orthodox claim that the
canon was fixed in its present form at the ''First Council" at
Riijagrha, just following the Buddha's death. "Some parts of the
texts," wrote Dr. Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, "almost certainly
go back to an earlier period, and rerord the sayings and doctrine
of Gamama as re-membered by his immediate disciples.... Howevn ... the Buddhist Bible, like the Christian, consists of books
compoSt·d at di!Icrrnt ages, and many or most of the books
arc compilations of materials by many hands and of various
periods.""
Ne-verthele-ss, in spirit the books of the Piili canon certainly
amedate the gre-at popular move-ment which we see in full development in Asoka's time. with its imperial patronage, pilgrimage-s,
vene-ration of relics. and lavishly sculptured religious monuments.
An arre-sting fact, speaking volumes for the gradual transformation of Buddhist religiosity during the almost unrecorded period
between the death of the Fnlightcned One and the conversion
of King Asoka, is the transfer of emphasis in the inscriptions of
the latter's rock-carved edicts from the ideal of nirvfi!Ja to that
of svarga-heavenly salvation as a reward for good behavior in
u

Mahiitmrilsa

3~·

u Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, Buddha and the GosfJel of Buddhism,
New York. Jgt6, p. a6:r.
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the present world: "Let all joy be in effort," states tht· king, "hecause that avails for both this world and the next."'" "The ceremonial ol piety is not temporal; lor even if it fails to attain the
dt·sired t..'nd in this world, it surdy begets ett•rnal tnerit in the
other world."" "And for what do I toil? I'or no other end than
this, that I may <liSt·harge my debt to animate beings, and that
while I make some happy here, they may in the next world gain
hean·n." :u~ "Even the ~mall ntan can, if he rl10ose, by exertion
win for himself much heavenly bliss." •• And again: "His MajeMy thinks nothing of much importance save what concerns the
next world." 40
This is the attitude of bhakti. and points to a profound change
at least in the styk of the tcncl1ing of the doctrin~. Buddhist art,
which suddenly appears in A;oka's time, depicts multitudes of
earth-didnities, gods and goddesses, serpent kings and queens.
tree nymphs, and pious animals, paying ob!'isam·e to the various
come< rated 'hrines of the Buddhist community, guarding them.
rejoicing in the Enlightenment of the Buddha. and otherwise
displaying themselves to the faithful in attitudes of devotion.
Stflpas, altars. sal·rt>cltrees, miraculous events, episodes from th<"
"earlier lives" of the Buddha, clerical processions, and all the
classic pat aphemalia of popular cult, are depicted in the vividly
rendered works of sculptm~. together with standing portraits of
the wealthv tlonors and thl'ir wives, reverently rq.,>arding their
own donations. The Enlightened One himself is never depicted
in these monuments; as we have observed," the place of his presence i• represented by vacuity; or it can be symbolized by the
Buddha's footprints, the Wheel of the Doctrine, the Bo Tree it-

op. cit ... p. 21.

"~r.

Rnc_k Edict XIII; Smith,

n;

Rnc k Edict IX; Smith, op. cit., p. 15.
Rock Edict VI; Smith. np. cit., p. u.

9 .11

so Minor Rock Edict I (Riipu3.th Text); Smith, op. rit., p. g.
411 Rock Edict XIII; Smith, op. cit., pp. 20..21.

" Cf. supra, pp. 47•·475·
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self, or some other familiar sign. Obviously, the attitude that has
come to prevail is one which it would be difficult indeed to draw
directly lrom the teachings of the Master as recorded iu the
canon. "Instead of the sound of the war-drum," we read in one of
the rock-cut inscriptions, "the sound of the drum of the Dharma
is heard, while heavenly spectacles of processional cars, elephants,
illuminations and the like, arc displayed to the people." "
And yet we are told that King Asoka, under whose imperial
patronage these patterns of secular devotion prospered, took
measures for the suppression of heresy and the settlement of
sectarian disputations. As the Mahavari.Sa records: "Heretics assumed the yellow robe in order to share in its advantages; whenever they had opinions of their own they gave them forth as
doctrines of the Buddha; they acted according to their own will,
and not according to what was right." " Asoka states that he decreed cxpulsion-"putting in white [i.e., layman'sl garments"against certain monks and nuns; " and there is a Buddhist tradition to the effect that he summoned a general council of the
Order at Pataliputra in thr eighteenth year of his reign, to dear
up disputed points of the doctrine, reinforce the rules of discipline among the monks, and defend the faith against the ravages
of heresy. We cannot conclude, apparently, that because the
way of ji'iana (the way of the monks) was now being supplemented
by the way of bhakti (the way of the lay community) the fundamental Buddhist principles were being permitted to disappear
from the view of those prepared to accept and understand them.
In fact, there is precedent for the growth and development of
a Buddhist lay community, devoted to the disciplines of secular
religion, in the sermons of the Buddha himself, where it is told
how the Enlightened One in former lives dwelt as a layman in
"Rock Edict IV; Smith, op. cit., p. g.
•• Mahtivaril.la sS-sg.
'' l.. de Ia Vall~e Poussin, "Councils and Synods (Buddhist)," in Hastings, Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethirs, Vol. IV, p. 184.
1\01
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the world, and how by charitable works one gains the traditional
heavenly rewards. "Now I, forsooth, 0 monks," said the Blessed
One, "became Sak!..ra (lndra), ruler of the gods, thirty-six times;
many hundreds of times was I a king, a Universal Monarch
(cakravarti11), a lawful king, victorious in the four quarters, maintaining the security of my dominions, possessed of the seven jewels. Now what was the doctrine of that region and kingdom?
This is what I thought of it, 0 monks: 'Of what deed of mine
is this the fruit? Of what deed is it the rt'>ult, whereby I now
have become of sudt great prosperity and such great might?
Truly it is the fruit of three deeds of mine, it is the result of
three deeds of mine, whereby I am at this time of such great
prosperity and of such great might, namely, the three deeds of
Charity (dana), of Self-command (<lama), and of Self-control
(saiiliatna).'
"To this effect spake the Blessed One, and hereupon said the
following:
"'One should learn virtue whkh is of extensive goal,
And which hath the faculty of Happiness;
And one >hould devote onself to Charity,
To tranquil behavior and to thoughts of Friendship.
Having devoted himse1f to the!ooe thr<'c virtues,

Which provide reason for happiness,
A wise man gained1 the world of happinessA world all free from distres..'
"Exactly to that effect was it spoken by the Blessed One, so
I have heard.'' "
King Aroka, during the first years of his reign, before his conVl'rsion to the faith, had conducted a rampaign of military conquc•t against the powerful neighboring kingdom of Kalinga.
One hundred thousand of the em·my were slain, fifty thousand
"lti-vutlaka

22.

(Translated by Justin Henry Moore, op. cit., pp.
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carried into captivity, and vast numbers perished from famine
and disease. In other words, the king was then just such a one as
we are used to reading about in the annals of Christendom and
heathenesse-one through whom the Matsya Nyaya, the Jaw of
the fishes,•• operates without suspension. Immediately following
his acceptance of the new faith, however, an edict unique in
human history was set up in stone; unique, not because of what
it says (for many kings have circulated pious proclamations), but
because throughout the remainder of this king's career the war
drum was no longer heard. "Subsequent to the annexation of
the Kalingas," it is declared, "His Sacred Majesty's zealous protection of the Dhamma began, his Jove of that Dhamma, and his
giving instruction therein. Thus arose His Sacred Majesty's remorse for having conquered the Kalingas, because the conquest
of a country previously unconquered involves the slaughter,
death, and carrying away captive of the people. Thus of all the
people who were then slain, done to death, or carried away cap·
tive in the Kalingas, if the hundredth or the thousandth part
were to suffer the same fate, it would now be matter of regret to
His Sacred Majesty. Moreover, should any one do him wrong
that too must be horne with by His Sacred Majesty, if it can
possibly be borne with .... His Sacred Majesty desires that all
animate beings should have security, self-control, peace of mind,
and joyousness.... And for this purpose has this pious edict
been written in order that my sons and grandsons, who may be,
should not regard it as their duty to conquer a new conquest. If,
perchance, they become engaged in a conquest by arms, they
should take pleasure in patience and gentleness and regard as
the only true conquest the conquest won by piety. That avails
for both this world and the next. Let all joy be in effort, because
that avails for both this world and the next.".,
The general laws of history, however, were not as yet undone;
.. Cf. supra. pp. 36 and 119.
•• Rock Edict XIII; as cited by Coomaraswamy, op. cit., p. 183.
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the empire of Asoka disintegrated shortly following his death.
Some fifty years after his passing, the last of his successors,
Bthadratha, was murdered by his own commander-in-chief on
the occasion of a review of the forces," and a new non-Buddhist
family, stemming from the region of Ujjain (which had just been
one of the Maurya dominions) assumed the throne. Pu~yamitra,
Brhadratha's mmclerrr and the founder of the new Hindu Suriga
dynasty, released a horse, in preparation for a classic Vt·dic horsesacrifice, to wander at will over the domain attended by a hun·
dred young and warlike princes. But somewhere midway to the
Punjab the challenge of the ranging symbolic steed was accepted
by a company of Greek cavalry." The Europeans were routed,
and the imperial Indian sacrifice was completed-but the presence of Greek raiders was enough to signify what was happening
toward the west. The regions recovered by Canclragupta from the
founder of the Hellenistic Seleucid dynasty of Persia had been
re-entered by the post-Alexandrian Greek provincial governors of
Bactria, and these-Demetrius, Eucratides, and their dynastieswere now battling among themselves. The coins they minted
preserve their portraits to the present: vigorous, Mediterranean
heads. And, apparently, they were taking generously to their
adopted homeland; for we hear of a Greek ambassador to the
Suilga court at VidHa, Heliodorns by name, who was a follower
of Vi~Q.u," while on the coins of Demetrius (a young king and
conqueror whose Indian empire for a moment was more extensive than that of Alexander) one sees the hardy visage crowned
by a royal cap in the shape of the head of an elephant. The in·
vaders identified Indra with their own Zeus, Siva with Dionysos.
KrsQ.a with IJerakles. and the goddess Padma ("Lotus") with
Artemis. Moreover, one of the most celebrated of the nonHarsacarita; cited in Cambridge History of India~ Vol. I. p. 518.
49 K5.Hdasa, Miilaviluignimitra; cited in Cambridge History of India,
Vol. I, p. 520. For a discussion of the horse sacrifice, cl. supra, pp. 154·155·
•• Cambridge Hi•tory "( India, Vol. I, p. 558.
• 14
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canonical Pali Buddhist scriptures is that called The Questions
of Milinda,n which recounts the religious conversations of a
Greek king named "Milinda" (Menander, c. 125 to c. 95 B.C.)
with the Buddhist monk Nagasena. Some of Menander's coins
(which are now collected in museums) bear the Buddhist Wheel
of the Law, while Plutarch's account of the distribution of his
ashes following his death, which echoes the legend of the distribution of the ashes of the Buddha, would seem to indicate that
if the Greek king was not himself actually a member of the Buddhist Order, he was at least so great a benefactor that the community looked upon him as one of their own.
But this promising idyl of the marriage of East and West was
not destined to endure; {or at the very mon1cnt of its beginning,
·when Demetrius was breaking into India, remote events were

already preparing the conditions ol its close. A group of Huns,
ranging the country between the southern reaches of the Great
Wall of China and the mountains of Nan Shan, dislodged and
launched on a long migration westward the people known to Chinese history as the Yueh-chi. This migration lasted some forty
years (c. 1<>:;·-125 B.c.), causing major shifts of population throughout the neighborhood of Sinkiang; new pressures were brought
against the borders of the Greek province of Bactria; the defenses
broke, and the wild tribesmen of Scythia, pressed from behind
by the Yueh-chi, came pouring through. First the Scythians
(Sanskrit, .~aka), then the Yueh-chi themselves, took over, one bv
one, the Greek provinces of Bactria, Afghanistan, Baluchistan,
the lower Indus, and the Punjab. During the brief moment of
their pause in Bactria the five tribes of the Yueh-chi had come
under the leadership of the most powerful of their number, the
so-called Ku1anas; hence it was that they entered India under
this appellation. The dominion of the Ku1anas presently pressed
eastward far beyond the bounds of Hellenistic India, traversing
"Milindapanha, Sacred Books of the East, Vols. XXXV-XXXVI.
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the whole length of the Gangetic plain and widening southward
to the Vindhya hills.
K.ani~l.a (c. 78-123 A.D.), the greatest of these K.u~ana kings,
was originally a follower of some non-Buddhist tradition (Brahmanism, perhaps, or Zoroastrianism), but like Awka became a
<onven to the GospeL Like Asoka, he was a generous patron of
the Order. And like Asoka, he concerned himself with the regularization of the texts. Something of the generous character of
his reign is made evident by the fact that under his protection
one of the earliest known schools of Buddhist art (the Gandhara
>chao!) arose and came to maturity-the craftsmen that produced
it being of Greek provenience; while the satraps of his southern
provinces were the descendants of those very Scythian (fiaha)
prince~ whose d(Hllinion 1he Ku-5:"mas had overthrowu.!'i 2 Kani-5ka's
conquests opened again the land routes to the Roman empire;
an embassy from India visited Tra jan after his entry into Rome,
A.D. 9!J- Also the northern roads to China (the caravan routes
through Turkestan) were kept clear for Indian commerce. Pivotal
to the whole civilized world in one of the mightiest periods of
history-Han China to the east and imperial Rome to the westthe Buddhist empire of the Ku$3na monan hs flourished for
a period paralleling that which we reckon in the West from
Caesar's crossing of the Rubicon to the beginning of the decline
of Rome under the military tyrants (1\bximinus and the rest).
'fhe Ku~anas were oYerthrown 2Jlfi A.D.
But within a century, a brilliant nati,·c dynasty arose in Mag-adha (the Gupta Dynasty, •:Jo-C. 530 A.n.)." ;md therewith the
Cambridge History of India, Vol. I, p. 585.
The penetration of the Huns into the northwestern provinces, ca. IJSO,
hrokc the peaceful spell of the Gupta reign. The dynasty retained its
throne until the beginning of the eighth century, but from the death
of B3.l3ditya, about .~3o, exercised no general influence. The center of
gravity nf Indian culture shifted southward for a time, where the great
period!'> foJlowcd of the CJ:luykas of the Deccan (55o-753) , and the Pallavas
of Cnnjceveram (c. 4oo-825).
112
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so-called golden age of Indian religious art, Buddhist as well as
Hindu (inspired by the profound psychological realizations of
the Tantra), came into being, in a fabulous world of peace, civilized sophistication, universal tolerance, and general prosperity.
Once again, the ideal of the Cakravartin seemed to have been
all hut attained.

3.
Hinayiina and Mahiiyiina
TnE VILLAGE LIFE of India was little modified by the rise and
fall of the dynasties. The conquerors-even the complacent
Greeks-soon rccogni7ed the virtues of the nath·c way of being
civilized. Alexander took to himself, as guru, the Jaina saint
Kalanos, whom he invited to fill the vacancy of his old boyhood
tutor Aristotle; while under the Ku~na warrior-kings both
Buddhist art and Buddhist philosophy moved into a new and
richly documented period. The Hellenistic Buddhist sculpture of Gandhara, as well as the more spiritual and vigorous contemporary nati1·e Jaina and Buddhist art of Mathura, gives ample
evidence that undt•r the protection of their foreign overlords the
Indian religious systems were continuing to evolve. And we have
the testimony of tradition for the statement that at the great
Buddhist council assembled by Kani~ka (the "Fourth Buddhist
Council," held according to some reports at Jalandhar in the
eastern Punjab, according to others at Km:u;lalavana in Kashmir).
the representatives of no less than eighteen Buddhist sects were
in attendance.
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The authenticity of the reports of this council has been questioned.'' Nevertheless it isolHions from many trains of evidence
that a critical shift of weight took place in Bnddhht teachings
about this time. The religious practices of bhakti, which w<·re
already e\·ident in the popular art and royal edicts of Asoka's
reign, began to receive the mature support of Buddhist philosophers. A canonical Buddhist literature in Samkrit (no longer
Pali, the language of the earlier canon treasured in Ceylon) dating
from the period of Kani~ka stands for the vit-w (already represented in Buddhist popular art) that the Buddha is to be reverenced as a divine being, and furthermore that numerous Buddhas
(Buddhas of the past, Buddhas of the future) assist the devotee
in his attempt to real he the Buddhahood latent within him. for
whereas the earlier orthodox \'iew had represented individual
enlightenment (arhatship) as the goal to he attained, and this only
by means of a literal imitation of the rigorous world-renunciation
of the historical princely monk, Gautama Sakyamuni, the newer
teaching was that Buddhahood (the status of a World Redeemer)
is man's proper end, and furthermore that since all thi>1gs in
reality are Buddha-things, all thiugs potentially and actually
are Saviors of the World.
"It is as if a certain man went away from his father and betook
himself to some other place. He lin·s there in foreign parts for
many years, twenty or thirty or forty or fifty. In the course of
time the father becomes a great man, hut the son is poor; seeking a livelihood, he roams in all directions." The father is unhappy, having no son, but one day. while sitting at the gate of
his palace transacting great affairs. he hehnlds his son, poor and
tattered. The son thinks: "Unexpectedly have I here fallen in
with a king or grandee. People like me have nothing to do here;
let me go; in the street of the poor I am likely to find food and
clothing without much difficulty. Let me no longer tarry in this
place, lest I should be taken to do forced lahor or should incur
l'i4

C:f. Ia VaJI(·e Pous.'iin, lnr. cit., p. 184.
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some other injury." The tather orders his son brought to him,
but, before revealing his birth to him, employs him for some
years at all kinds of work, first at the meanest kinds, and then
at the most important. The father treats his son with pat<·rnal
kindness, but the son, although he manages all his father's property, lives in a thatched cottage and believes himself to be poor.
At last, when his education is completed, he learns the truth.
In the same way we are the sons of the Buddha, and the Buddha says to us today, "You are my sons." But, like the poor man,
we had no idea of our dignity, no idea of our mission as future
Buddhas. Thus the Buddha has made us reflect on inferior doctrines. We have applied ourselves to them, seeking as payment
for om day's work only nirvaQa, am\ finding that it is already
ours. Meanwhile the Buddha has made us dispensers of the knowledge of the Buddhas, and wr have preached it without desiring
it for oursclws. At last, however, the T\nd<lha has revealed to us
that this knowledge is ours, and that we are Buddhas, like himself."
This is the doctrine that has heen termed, somewhat complacently. "The Big Ferryboat" (mahrzyiina). the ferry in which all
may ride. in contrast to "The Little Ferryhoat" (hinayiina), the
way of those lonely ones, "lights unto tll<'mseh·es," who steer the
difficult strait of individual release. The Big Ferryboat, with its
pantheons of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, prayer-wheels, incense,
gongs, and graven images, rosaries and muttered syllables, has
been disparaged generally by modern Occidental critics as a vulgar popularization of the Buddha's doctrine furthered by the advent into the northwestern provinces of harbaric peoples (not
the Greeks, of course, but the g,.kas and Yueh-chi), and yet, if
anything is clear it is that the entire meaning of the paradox
implicit in the very idea of Buddhahood has here rome to manifestation. Nagarjuna (c. 200 A.D.), the founder of the Madhya" Saddharmaf>undarika ("The Lotus of the True Law") 4· (Sacred Books
of the East, Vol. XXI, pp. g8ff.).
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mika school of Buddhist philosophy, which is the supreme statement of the Mahayfma view, was by no means a vulgarizer but
one of the subtlest metaphysicians the human race has yet produced. While Asanga and his brother Vasubandhu (c. 300 A.D.),
the developers of the Yogadira school of the Mahayana, likewise
merit the respect of whatever thinker sets himself the task of
really comprehending their rationalization of Nagarjuna's doctrine of the Void. And Asvagho~a. the haughty contemporary ol
Kani~ka (c. too A.n.), can have been no truckler to barbarians,
even though his epic of the life of the Buddha, Buddhacarita, is
graced with many unmonkish charms.
Fa Hian (c. 400 A.n.). a Chinese Buddhist pilgrim to whom we
owe much of our knowledge of the classic Gupta period, states
that he found four 13uddhist philosophic systems fully developc:·d
in India. Two of tht'Se, the l\fadhyamika and Yogacara, represented the Mahayana, while the others-Vaihha~ika and Sautriintika '"-were of the older Hinayiina school. Fa I !ian declan·s
that at Pataliputra. the ancient capital of King Asoka, the 1\lahayanists had one monastery and the Hinayanists another, with
some six or seven hundred monks between them. His account of
the cities further west reveals that at Mathurii the Bodhisattvas
Matijusri and Avalokitesvara received worship as divinitieswhich is a Mahayana feature. The texts that he brought home
with him were of both persuasions. And we learn, furthermore,
from a second Chinese pilgrim two centuries later, Yuan Chwang
(62g-64o), that the two schools were then still in combat with
each other. Relations between Buddhism and Hinduism were
peaceful, but betwc·eu the Mahayana and the Hinayana scholastic
debate and mutual abuse, on the verbal level, were at such a
pitch that the Buddha himself, had he returned, must certainly
5 " The Samr?lntik<J~ profc~~ to teach the sUt1·a-anta, that is, the "end,
gio,t, o;ecrct mf':ming" (autn) of the accounts of the original sermons and
dialoguf'S of the Uuddha (sUtras).
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have been compelled to cry out piteously, as eleven centuries
before: "The Order is divided! The Order is divided!""
The seeds of the conflict are in the words of the Buddha as rewrded in the canon. The unsystematized epistemological. met•physical, and psychological implications implicit in the program
of spiritnal therapy prescribed by him whose own one-pointedness had carried him beyond the sphere of simple ratiocination
rankled in the minds of those still caught in the nets of thought;
or one might say perhaps, in the minds of those who had been
originally Brahmans (rather than K~atriyas, like Gautama) and
were therefore more disposed than he to adhere to the ways of
thought, the ways of jiiana, the processes of thinking problems
through. Many, it is clear, attained Enlightenment; their formulae are not the vain scrimshaw of unreposeful intellects, but
profoundly inspired, original renditions in philosophical terms
of the realization promised by the Buddha's cure. Thus we find
that just as the Doctrine, when rendered according to the dispositions of the bhakta, yielded a Buddhist art of broad popular
appeal, so when appn·hended by the Brahman intellect, its implications opened into the most wonderfully subtle systems of
metaphysical philosophy. The Wheel of the Law indeed was turning-churning the whole nature of man to new fulfillment. The
Mahayana, the big ferryboat, and the Hinayana, the little,
whether side by side or far apart, have together carried the millions of the Orient through centuries of transformation, secure
17 EditoYs note: The above sections, from p. 490 to the present
point, have been developed from a single page of Dr. Zimmer's notes. a
page containing one line: "The councils of AIDka and Kani$ka." The
treatment is based on my recollrc-tion of conversations with Dr. Zimmer,
and on the authorities whom l have hf-en careful to cite in footnotes. Dr.
Zimmer"& papers from this point forward arc extremely sketchy, many
carrying simply jottings from text~ and critical studiers. I have developed
them (as brieRy as possible) by turning to the texts, and I cite in footnotes
tt II quoted authorities. Where such notices do not occur the passage b based
on the notes of Dr. Zimmer.
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in the understanding that the Buddha, somehow, in the most
intimate,dependable way-no matter what their path of approach
to him-was their indestructible, all-embracing Refuge.
"The ocean of tears shed uy ead1 I.Jeing, wandering through
life after life, without beginning," we arc told, "is vaster than
the Four Oceans together.
"The bones of the bodies that a man has worn in countless
births, when heaped together would form a hill far larger than
the lofty summits of the mountains that strike his eyes with
awe."''a
This is the beginning of the wisdom of release. All life is sorrowful-and there is no beginning or end to it in this vale of
tears; yet how substantial, how deep, how real, is this universal
sorrow?
A parable is given in the Piili Stanzas of the Sister Eld,.rs.
There was a mother, we read, who had lost six children; om·
remained, a daughter. But eventually this child too died, and
the mother was disconsolate. The Buddha came to her; and he
said: "Many hundreds of childn·n have we uuried, you and I.
hosts of kindred, in the times that are gone. Do not lament for
this dear little daughter; four and eighty thousand with the same
name have been burned on the funeral pyre by you before.
\Vhirh among them is the one for whom you mourn?""

s;

M Samyulla-nikiiya 15- J,
•5· 2. JO. (Cf. Mrs. Rhys Davido,, The /look
of th~ Kindred Sayings, Pali Text Society, 5 voh., Oxford, 1917?-•gso.

Part II. pp. uo, 125.)
" Therigathd 3'4·
Compare the idea recorded by Lucian o( Samosata (c. 125·180 A.D.) in
his biographical essay on the contemporary Cypriotic philosopher, De-

monax of Athens... He went to a man who was mourning the death of a
son and had shut him'ielf up in the dark, and told him that he was a
sorcerer and could raise the boy's shade for him if only he would name
three men who had never mourned for anyone. When the man hesitated
long and was perplexed-1 suppose he could not name a single oneDem.onax said: "You ridiculous fellow, do you think, then, that you alone
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Obviously, there is here implicit an ontological problem; for
in what sense can the woman with all the children, the man with
all the bones, or the being with all the tears be said to have Jived
through multitudes of lives, if we arc to accept as truth the
Buddha's fundamental teaching: "All things are without a self
(an-alta)"?
The philosophers of the Hinayana schools sought to solve the
difficulty by contending that the ego-process consists of a series
(santana, santati) of moments (~a7;1a) of transient entities
(dharmas). There is nothing that abides. Not only are all the
particles of being perishable (rmityn). hut their duration is in·
finitesimally short. "All things arc as brief as winks" (yat sat tat
k,ar;dkam ). Their springing into existence is almost their ceasing
to be. Yet they follow each other in chains of cause and effect
that are without beginning and will go on for eternity. These
chains, made up of momentary dharmas, are what appear to
others, and in some cases to thcmsel ves also, as individuals-gods,
animals, oceans, men, stones, and trees. Every phenomenal being
is to be regarded as such a flux of particles that are themselves
ephemeral. Throughout the transformations of binh, growth, old
age, death, and the endless chain of rebirths, the so-called indi·
vidual is no more than the vortex of such a causal sequencenever quite what it was a moment ago or what it is just about to
he, and yet not different either. The simile is given of the flame
of a lamp. During the first, the middle, and the last watches of
the night, the flame is neither the same flame nor a different
flame.
Or the simile is given of a bride who was bought from her
father by the payment of the bride price when she was a little
girl. The buyer thought that when she grew up she would become his wife, but he then went forth on a business voyage, and
sutler beyond endurance, when you see that nobody is unaC"quainted with
mourning?' •• (From Lucian, translated by A. M. Harmon (Loeb Classical
Library). Vol. I, "Demonax," p. '59·)
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was away for many years. The girl grew up, came to marriageable age and, according to Indian custom, had to be supplied
with a husband. The father, coming to a difficult decision, determined to accept a second bride price from a second suitor, and
this man then became the actual husband of the girl. Presently,
however, the first returned; and he demanded that the wife, now
a mature woman, should be returned to him. But the husband
replied: "This woman whom I have married is not your bride.
The little girl of long ago is not the same as this adult woman
who is today my wife."" And so it is indeed! Throughout the
series of our existences, bounded by death and birth, just as
through the differing stages of our present biography, we are
both identical with and not identical with ourselves.
The problem, that is to say, was resolved in the schools of the
Hinayiina by the assertion that what are usually taken to be permanent entities do not exist. All that can be said to exist-reallyare the dharmas: small and brief realities, which, when grouped
in aggregates and chains of cause and effect, create an impression
of pseudo-individuals. There is no thinker, there is only thought:
no one to feel, but only feelings: no actor, but only visible actions. This is a doctrine of phenomenalism, maintaining the non·
existence of substances and individuals while insisting on the
reality of infinitesimal units, of which the world illusion is said
to be compounded. The soul, the individual, is no more than
a complex of momentary entities; and these are the only reality. Nirval)a, the attainment of release, therefore, is simply the
cessation of the thought that all these phenomenal effects that
we behold and feel constitute the reality that they appear to
constitute. The extinction of that wrong idea-which is the
leading thought and error of our lives-breaks off the entrainment of falsely grounded hopes and anxieties, life-plans, desires,
and resentments. The arhat, the enlightened one, is simply
"" Milindapafiha ("The Questions of King Milinda")
Books of the Ea•t. Vol. XXXV, p. 74).
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a vortex no longer deluded about itself or about the phenomenality of other names and forms: in him knowledge concerning
the conditions of phenomenality has released what once regarded
itself as an entity from the consequences of the general delusion.
But as to what more might be said about nirval)a-this is something the Hinayana philosopher does not attempt to face. The
term nirva(la is hy him treated strictly as a negative; for as a positive it would fall immediately under the ban of his basic formula, yat sat tat k~at•ikam: whatever is, is momentary-like a
wink.
The once extremely widespread Hinayana group known as
Sarvastivadins, or ''realists.. (sarva, ''all''; asti, ''exist"'; viida, ''say~
ing"), distinguish seventy-five dharmas, or "categories," under
which, as they declare, every thought and fonn of being can be
comprised. All are "real with regard to their substance" (draT•ynlo snnli); i.e .. all exist as substance even though as ephemeral
manifestations they arc ever-changing and utterly perishable.
They exist in a continuous series of births, durations, and destructions, which terminates when true knowledge puts an end
to the restless movement of this contingent process, dissolving it
in the quietness of extinction (nirviit~a). This theory marked the
climax of the earlier Hinayana, and supplied the basis for the
speculations of the later IIinayana schools.
The question as to how suffering can be experienced in this
world when there are no egos in which the suffering comes to
pass, is answered by the thinkers of the later schools in different
ways. The Sautrantikas, for example, attempt to explain the situ·
ation in terms of their basic contention that our processes of
thought do not represent a direct picture of external reality but
follow eat·h other in a thought series of their own-under pressure, as it were, from without, but otherwise autonomously. On
the basis of our internal experiences it is to be infen-ed that external objects exist; yet this does not mean that those objects
correspond in character to the internal thoughts generated under
515
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their influence. There is no chain of causation from outside to
inside hy which the suflering is ptoduccd that is felt within. The
pains of hell, dcligl•ts ol heaven. and mixed ble;sings of the world,
are all equally thoughts, brought about by p•ercdent mental
causes, not by outer lacts, ca< h chain oL thouglus representing
rhe force-more or ic~s ewltuiug-ul a particular kind of ignorance or cnthrall!tu·nt. \VI1at imagjnes itsl·lf to he a suffering ego
is only the continuity ot the sutiering itself. The continuous
sequence of sitnilar tlll'Btal dharmas goes on simply as a retlcx
of its own imperfection.
l~he VaibhJ.~ikas, on the.: other hand, object to this doctrine as
"contradictory chatter" (vinHldilii bilii,lfl)."' They regard it as absurd to speak of inferenn·s about the outer world on the basis of
a thought series not in touth with it. For them, the world is open
to direct perception. 0" asionall) .cxtemal objects may be known
to exist by inference, but as a ndt: perception is what reveals to
us their existence. Ilcncr the ohjl'cts of experience arc of two
kinds: 1. sensible or pcncivcd and 2. cogitable or inferred. The
laws that govern the causal sequences in these two realms are dif·

ferent, and yet the two interact upon each other. Suffering, for
example, represents an actual impingement of the outer world
upon the world within, even though the normal inference that
an enduring individual is "hat is undergoing the ordeal is a
thought ldthout basis in fact. For whatever the mental stream
presents as external docs indeed exist without-though not in the
mode of substances and enduring entities, as is generally inferred.
According to both of these late Hinayana schools of reasoning,
the aggregates of experience-whether external or internal-are
ephemeral yet real. In the Mahayana, on the other hand, they
are not even real. A metaphysical substratum of all phenomenality is admitted, but the entire sphere of phenomenality itself
61 Their name, Vaibhiisika, is fancifully a.!>c.ribed to their habit of denouncing the Sautr.\intika doctrine of the mere inferability of the outer
world as uviruddhii bhii.$6,."
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(whether mental or physical, infer<'ntial or perceived, longenduring or of briefest moment) is regarded as without substance.
The philosopht-rs of the Mahayfma liken th<' universe to a magkat di•play, a mirage, a flash of lightning, or the ripple of waves
on the sea. The sc·a itself, the reality beyond and within the rippling forms, tannot be meaMITed in terms of the ripples. Comparably, th<' objects in the world are of one reality and in reality
therefore one; hut this reality is beyond description in terms of
phenomenality. This one reality, in its ontological aspect, can be
termed only l>hiita-tathata, "the suchness of beings, the essence
of existence." In its relation to knowledge it is known as bodhi
("wisdom") and niroii~ta.
That is to say, by treating positively the term and problem to
which the Hinayana philosophers accorded only a negative description, the Jllahayana schools transcended the comparatively
nai"w positivism of their associates and approached the nondual·
ism ol the contemporary Vedanta. The Hinayana thinkers, in
short. ll<'ver really faced the question of the degree or nature of
their so-called "reality." Precisely in what sense were their
dharmas and rhains nf causes and effects being declared to
"exist"? How mm·h was being said, after all, when it was insisted
that the dharmas were ultimately "real"? The Mahayana philosophers, turning their attmtion to this question, distinguished
three aspects in terms of which the reality of any object could
be considered: 1. quintessence, 2. attributes, 3· activities. The
quintessence of a jar is earth or clay; its attri/JIItrs, the coarseness or fineness, fragility or strength, beauty or ugliness, etc. of
the form; while its artit•ities are the receiving, holding, and discharging of water. Both attributes and activities are subject to
laws of change, hut quintessence is absolutely indestntctible. The
waves of the sea may be high or low, but the water itself neither
increases nor decreases. And so it is that though all things are
born to die-whether as long-lived individuals, or as infinitesimal
momentary particles-the quintessence of them all remains un517
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changed. The universe, the entire world of names and forms, has
both its phenomenal and its enduring aspect, but only the latter,
this substraLUm of all things, is what can he known as bhiilatathalti. the "suchness or essence of existen<·e."
According to the basic argument of this metaphysical philosophy (which takes its stand, so to say, in 11irvii!ta) every dharma
is pratitya-samutpanna, "dependent on others." It cannot be explained by reference either to itself or to something else, or by
bringing the two sets of references into a relationship. Every
system of notions terminates in inconsistencies and is therefore
simply void. And yet, to assert that all is "non-existent" (abhiiva)
would not he proper either; for that would be only another act
of dialectical reasoning, whereas true wisdom is neither an affirmation nor a negation. "Nothing is abandoned, nothing annihilated (na kasyacit prahiinam, niipi kasyacin nirodhal_l).''••
The only final tmth, then, is the void-an ineffable entity, the
state of "being thus" (tathata), which is reali1cd as opposed to
the ever-changing mirage of contingent notions. This, and this
alone, is the absolute that persists throughont all space and time
as the essence of things. Things in their fundamental nature
cannot he named or explained; they cannot be discussed; they
arc beyond the range of perception; they arc possessed of absolute sameness: they have no distinctive features; they arc subject
to neither transformation nor destruction. The realm of their
reality is that of "absolute truth" (paramartha-tattva), not of
"relative truth" (.<milvrti-taffva)-in other words, precisely what
in the Upani~ad' ;, known as brahman; though the negative as
opposed to the po•itive formulation here, in Buddhism, conduces to a different attitude and a different style of thought and
teaching.
Nagarjuna (2nd or 3rd century A.D.) is regarded as the great
u Compare CandTakirti, Prasannapadd 1, in Stcherbatsky, op. cit., pp.
83ff. The Pra.rnnnapadd is a commentary on the Akutobhayii of Ni.girjuna,
composed, apparently. in the sixth or seventh century A.D.
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master of this doctrine. He is described (in a biography that a
Hindu sage named Kumarajlva translated into Chinese about
405 A.D.) as a Brahman of southern India, who, while a mere
boy, studied the four Vedas and became adept in all sciences,
including those of magic. In his earliest youth he made himself
and three tricnds invisible so that they might slip into the royal
seraglio, hut the (our had hardly begun to take advantage of
their situation when they were apprehended. The friends were
condemned to die, but N ag-;irjnna was allowed to elect the other
death, namely, that of the monastic vow.
In ninety days he studied and mastered the whole of the
Buddhist !'ali canon. Then he pron·cdt·d northward, in quest
of further knowledge, until he came to the Himalayas, where a
monk of immense age committed to him the Mahayana siitras:
after which a serpent king (niigariija) disclosed an authentic
commentary on those pages. All these sacred writings had been
preserved in secret-so the story goes-for centuries. They were,
in fact, authentic revelations of the doctrine, which the Buddha
himseU had regarded as too profound for his contemporaries
and had therefore put into the keeping of competent guardians.
Mankind had required literally hundreds of years of preliminary training (the training of tl•e Hinayana) in preparation for
this higher law. But now that the world was ready, Nagarjuna
was permitted to spread the final Buddhist teaching of "The
Great Ferryboat" tl1roughout the land of India. And he did so
(so runs the legend) for three hundred years.
The foundation of the Mahayana is thus in legend ascribed
to Nagarjuna. The evidence, however, now seems to show that
the basic principles were formulated well before his century.
Though practically the whole of the so-called Prajfiii-paramitii
literature is attributed to him, it now appears that some of these
texts preceded, while others followed, his lifetime. And yet it
is certain, in spite of the fabulous details of his biography, that
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Nligarjuna was an actual character, and, moreover, a brilliant,
crystallizing, and energitiug philosophical spirit. Throughout
uorthcm India they still speak o£ him as "the Buddha with·
out his characteristic marks." And the works ascribed to him
are revered equally with "the siitras from the Buddha's own
mouth." aD
'Ve read in the fourteenth chapter of Nliglirjnna's Miidhyamika
Sii.lf>n ("The (;uidt•-Book of the School of thr l\liddlc Way"):

"The teaching of the Buddha relates to two kinds of tmth, the
relative, conditional truth, and the transcendent, absolute
truth"; "-the meaning of which basic pronouncement is clear
enough in the light of what we have already learned concerning
the mystt•ry of Enlightenment, as experienced and rlucidatcd
in tlw traditional schools o[ India. It is not a novel pronouncement, by any means. Nor is there anything surprising in Nagrnjuna's description of the ineffable nature o£ the supteme rxpt·riencc: "The eye does not see and the mind docs not think; this
is the highest truth, wherein men do not enter. The land
wherein the full vision ol all objects is obtained at once has
been termed by the Buddha tht· highest goal (pararmirtha),
the absolute, tbe truth that cannot be preached in words.".,
Which, as we have said, is nothing new. Nevertheless, in the
following verse appears the great key to Nagarjuna's particular
approach:
Jii.nyam iti na vaktavyam
aSiinyam iii vll bhavet,
ubhayam nobhaynm ceti;
fJrajliaj,tyartham tu kathyate.
113

Uunyiu Nanjio, A Short History of the Twelve japanese Buddhist

Set ts~ Tokyo, 1886, p. 48.
64 Mtidhyamika .(aJtra 14; cited by Radhakrishnan, op. cit .• Vol. I. p. Gs8.
"lb. 3; Radhakri>lman, op. dt., pp. 66•·663.
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"It cannot be called void or not void, or both or neither, but in
order to indicate it, it is called The Void," •• This n<"gativ<' designation of th(' transcendent ''highest goal," in <ontrast to the
positive which predominates in the Vedic tradition, is what
gives to the whole complex of doctrine associated with the name
and work of Nagarjuna its peculiar quality and force. The bold
consistency with which this manner of speech has been carried
through every phase of thought and feeling, to the very limit,
keeps a wonderful, really suhlimc wind of detachment blowing
through all the Mahayana discourses.
"A gift should not be given by a Bodhisattva," we read, for
example. in the Praj•iiipiirarnita sii.tra known as "The DiamondCutter" (Vajracchedikii), "so long as he believes in objects. A
gift should not be given by him, so long as he believes in anything. A gift should not be given by him, so long as he believes in
form; a gift should not he given by him, so long as he believes in
the special qualiti(•s of sound, smell, taste, and touch. Because, 0
Suhhftti, a gift should he given by a Bodhisattva only in order
that he should not believe even in the idea of cause. And why?
Because that Bodhisattva, 0 Subhilti, who gives a gift without
believing in anything, the measure of his stock of merit is not
f'asy to learn.".,
"There is a fundamental reality," states Dr. Radhakrishnan.
in his elucidation of the Madhyamika doctrine of the Void,
"without which things would not be what they are. §finyata is a
positive principle. Kumarajiva, commenting on Nagarjuna, observes: 'It is on account of §ilnyata (the Void) that everything
becomes possible, without it nothing in the world is possible.'
It is the basis of all. '0 Subhilti, all dharmas have mnyata for
their refuge; they do not alter that refuge' (Prajnaparamita).
1111 lb. 15. g (cf. Mii.lamadhyamahahririlul.f de Nigdrjuna, Bibliotheca Buddhica IV, St. Petersburg, 1913, p. 264, 11. g-1o); Radhakrisbnan, p. 66g.
"l'njracchedika 4· (Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XLIX. Part II,
P· 114).
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'Siinyata is the synonym of that which has no cause, that which
is beyond thought or conception, that which is not produced,
that which is not born, that which is without measure' (A~tasa
hasrikii Praj•iaparamita 18).... 'The absolute is neither existent
nor nonexistent, nor both existent and nonexistent, nor different [rom both nonexistence and existence' (Madhava, Saroadadanasangraha). To transfer the finite categories to the infinite would be like auempting to measure the heat of the sun
by the ordinary thermometer. From our point of view the ab·
solute is nothing. gunyam tattvam. We call it siinyam, since no
category used in relation to the conditions of the world is adequate to it. To call it being is wrong, because only concrete
things exist. To call it nonbeing is equally wrong. (Tatra astitii
t•ti nastitii. vii na vidyatr. nopalabhyate.) It is best to avoid all
descriptions." "
"What do you think then, 0 Subhiiti," said the Blessed One,
"does the Tathagata think in this wise: The Law has been
taught by me?"
Suhhiiti said: "No indeed, 0 Blessed One, the Tatbagata does
not think in this wise: The Law has been taught by me."
The Blessed One declared: "If a man should say that the Law
has been taught by the Tathagata, he would say what is not
true; he would slander me with some untruth that he has
learned. And why? Because, 0 Subhiiti, it is said, The teaching
of the Law, the teaching of the Law indeed! 0 Subhiiti, there
is nothing that can be perceived by the name of the teaching of
the Law."
"What then do you think, 0 Subhiiti, is there anything which
has be<>n known by the Tathagata in the form of the highest
perfect knowledge?"
The venerable Subhuti replied: "No indeed, 0 Blessed One;
there is nothing. 0 Blessed One, that has been known by the
Tathligata in the form of the highest knowledge,"
" Radhakrishnan, of>· cit., PP· 665-664·
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"So it is, Subhiiti," said the Blessed One, "so it is." ••
The term sunyatil, as applied to the metaphysical reality, in·
sists on the fact that reason and language apply to only d1e finite
world; nothing can be said of the infinite. llnt the term is applied also to all things of the phenomenal sph<·re-and here is
the great stroke of the Siinyavada. ''As applied to the world of
experience," writes Dr. Radhakrishnan, ">unyata means the
ever-changing state o[ the phenomenal world. In the dread
waste of endlessness man loses all hope, but the moment he
recognizes its unreality he transcends it and reaches after the
abiding principle. He knows that the whole is a passing dream,
where he may sit unroncerned with the issues, certain ol victory."

To

In other words, the mncept of emptiness, the void, vacuity,
has been employed in the Madhyamika teachiug as a convenient
and effective pedagogical instrument to bring thl' mind beyond
that sense of duality which infects all systems in which d1e absolute and dle world of relativity are described in contrasting, or
antagonistic terms. In the Vedanta Gitas, as we have seen," the
nonduality of nirvii1,1a and samsara, release and bondab"'• i,
made known and celebrated in rhapsodic verses; but in this
Buddhist formula, one word, ;a,.yata, bears the entire message,
and simultaneously projects the mind beyond any attempt to
conceive of a synthesis. Philosophically, as a m<·taphysical doctrine, the formula conduces to a thoroughgoing Docetism; the
world, the Buddha, and nirval)a itself become no more than the
figments of an absolutely empty dream. (This is the point that
has been attacked, always, in argument, and, of course, it is an
easy point to make seem absurd if one takes absolutely the usual
categories of reason.) But the circumstance to be borne in mind
•• Vajracchediko ••-••· (Sacred Books of the East, Vol. XLIX, Part 11.
PP· •37·•38).
To Radhakrishnan, op. cit.1 p. 66g.
"Supra, PP· 447"455·
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is that this Buddhist philosophy is not primarily au instrument
of reason but an instrunt<.'Dt to couvert reason into t·ealization;
one step beyond the term is the understanding ol what it really
means.'.! And as a devjce to dfect suth a transformation of
lmowledge-hist >tanding between all the contrarieties of "the
world" and "telcasc frmn the world," then standing between
the moment of preliminary wmprehension and that of realized
illumination-it would he dillicult indeed to find a more apt
and ellidcm term. This is why the doctrine is called Madhya·
mika, the "Middle Way." And actually, it brings, as far as possible, into systematic philosophical statement tlw whole implication of the ··Middle Doctrine" of the Buddha himself. For as
we read in the orthodox Pali "Ba•ket (pitaka) of the Discourses
of the Buddha": "That things have being. 0 Kacciina, <·onstitutes one extrcntc of doctrine; that things have no being is tht•
other extreme. These exuemes, 0 Kacdina, have been avoided
by the Tathiig.ua, and it is a middle doctrine that he teaches." "
The Buddha continually diverted the mind from its natural
tl'llclt·u<y to po>it an abiding essence beyond, or underlying. the
endless and meaningless dynamism ol the concatenation of
causes. And this is the effect also of Niigiirjuna's metaphysical
doctrine of the void.
Yet the mind will have its say. And so it did in the schools of
the Mahayana, just as in all other circles, throughout the world,
where men have sought to clarify to themselves the riddle of
existence. Scholars are undecided as to whether the Yogacara
school of the Mahayana preceded or followed the formulation
n••The mctaphy!!.io. of the Mahayana in the incoherence of it& systems
shows clearly enough the !.CC omlary interest attaching to it in the eyes
of the monks, who'loe main intercl'lt was t.onccntrated on the attainment of
release; the Mahayana no less than the Hinaylina is concerned vitally with
this practic-dl end, and iu philosophy is of value merely in so far as it
help!i men to attain their airn" (Arthur Berriedale Keith, Buddhist Phi-

losophy in India and Ceylon, Oxford, 192~, p. 27~).
"Samyutta-Nikiiya ••· go. 17 (Warren, op. cil., p. 166).
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of the Madhyamika theory of the void, but in either case the
logical relationship of the two Mahayana schools is evident.'·'
A foothold for thought is retained in the Yogacara-a last (oathold, but a foothold nevertheless; lor the void (\iinyatil) here is
identified with pure consciousness, pure thought, true wisdom
(prajna), as in Vedanta, and a system ol reasoning then is developed from this position.
The question is asked, for example, as to how this phenomenal world can have been produced olll of the void. If pure
thought creates the phantasulS called beings and things, which
are covered by the categories (dharmas), and i! pure thou)\ht
also (as in the experience of the sages) then realizes their voidness and reduces them as it 'vere to nothingness, how docs it
do this? The Yogacara thinkers addressed themselves to this
question with profound concern.
Their philosophy has hcen termed the nir-iilaml"ma-t•ilda,
the "doctrine (vada) of no (nir) support (alambana)," since it
denies that any external object exists, apart from our mental
processes, to give external support to the constructions of the
mind. The doctrine has been termed, also, vijniinaviida, "the
doctrine (vada) of ideation (vijniina)," since it regards mere
mental representations as the sole existence. It insists on the
logical primacy not of the created manifold but of the crrating
principle, pure thought; not the world, but thought, is treated
as the positive. Starting from that as the primary substance, the
philosophers then reason outward to the ephemeral variety of
things. And so they carry to a logical conclusion the idealistic
tendency of Buddhist reasoning as initiated by the 1-linayana
Sautrantikas," and moreover justify their own movement dogu Cf. infra, p. 526, note 77· "The genera! view plan•-; the ~fm,•avitda
earlier than the VijfUmav3.da [= Yogad.raJ teaching, though one can never
Lc sure of it. The two perhaps developed side by side" (Radhakridman,
op. cit., p. 645).
75 Cf. supra, pp. 515·516.
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matically hy giving emphasis to such formulae from the orthodox
Pali canon as: "Consciousness is luminous, but is defiled by ad\'entitious ddilcn1cnts.'' '~' 6
According to the Yogiiclira, then, the root of the cvermoving
san/tina ("extension": that flowing panorama of successive mental states which constitutes what appears to be, and feels itself
to be. an individual) is "ideation" (t•i jflii>w). Whatever seems to
nist is the tcsult of parikalj>a, "creation from within," i.e.,
"imagination." lint such magirally creative thought is possible
only because there exists a kind of eternal repository (iilaya,
"abode") from which can be drawn the substance of <'very possible image and idea. This is the so-called a/aya-vi jnana, "repository consciousness," whidt is thought in and by itself;
thought without the thing that is thought; thought therefore
that is "mid" (.iiln)'n). This is termed tathiltii, "the suchness,"
and is the positive aspect of the Void."
The iilaya-vijJ11wa is ),('yond all conception and imagination,
yet at the same time it is the potentiality of all pos.ible thought.
Every beheld or discoverable thing. every so-railed individual,
all the traits of the phenomenal world, arc productions of the
continuous flow of the imaginings {!>nrihalpas, "rreations from
within") which arise like waves from this ocean, only to vanish
again immediately in its infinity. The individual ceases to exist
upon contact with this "repository consciousness"; for the rippling mental states that constitute the self-awareness of the ego
dissolve in it. The term is practically synonymous, therefore,
Anguttara Niktiya
"If the Yogft<itra be lalcr than the Mildhyamika theory," writes I>r.
Radhakrio;hnan, "we <an <·ao;ily undrr\tarul the logic of the development.
An intellectual ac£.'0unt of Nligi'ujuna's ab<rolute will Jead us to the theory
of cilaya-vijntina . . . . ,.flrl)'a-vii1i0.na is spirituality, vijntina, objectifying
1a

rr

itself or expressing itself in the object world. The highest way in which
thought can envisage the absolute is by looking upon it as consciousness,
cit, vijiidna" (Radhakri!tlman, op. rit .. pp. ('65-666).
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with niroa7Ja, as well as with sunya-yet it suggests, always, a
positive statt•. Alaya-vijiilma is a kind of Buddhist brahman,
which is to be realized by pure mental yoga-absolutely pure
consciousness. lndecd, pure consciousness is itself identical with
the iilaya-TJij>iaua. And since everything else is but contingent
consciousness, this pure consciousness is the ultimate reality, the
abstract quintt·sst·ncc ol all that is.
"When the Budhisattvas arc possessed of four qualities, then
they arc practicing the Great Yoga," we read in the LankiivaUira.11itra, one of the principal texts of the Yogadira. 78 "These four
qualities arc as follows: 1. the rmlization that everything is but
a manifestation of our spirit, 2. freedom from the false idea that
there is any sorb thing as the growth, duration, or succession of
things, 3- the understanding that the sole characteristic of external objects is nonexistence, and 4- the understanding that the
Holy Knowledge is to be realized within ourselves." This fourfold mental yoga rescues the practitioner from the painful whirlpool of samsara, which is otherwise without end. Prajiia,
"wisdom," dissolves the veil that carries the figures of illusion,
shatters the restless display, and thus leads to the "potential universal consciousness in repose, containing all and manifesting
nothing" (alaya-vijiiana), which is ineffable. Yoga achieves this
end by a gradual process, step by step. Tracing the expansion of
thought in action (santana) backward through the continuous
flowing of the mental states, it conducts the mind, at last, to the
inexhaustible repository whence the expansion is perpetually
pouring. And tl1is then, this sheer abundance beyond the contingencies of the world illusion, is nirvliJ.la.
But the question remains-a classic problem ,of metaphysicsas to how the variegated transient processes can arise out of the
undisturbed peace of one inactive reservoir of Being. How can
18 Latiktivatira...nltra a. so. According to Mahiyina
termed Bodhisattvas. (Cf. infra, pp. 534ff.)
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a "continuous flow of mental states" (pravrtta) proceed from
pure thought, which abides in itself absolutely? This question
involves, of course, as a corollary, the perennial problem of the
origin of evil. How is the pure, absolutely pure, "repository
consciousness" perpetually stirred to render out of the quietness that is its nature and essence a phenomenal world both
caused and characteri7ed by imperfection (karma, sin), and
moreover tainted with every degree and kind of pain?
The enigma is encountered by a practicing yogi every time
his state of perfect absorption (samadh1) gives way to normal
consciousness, with its rational thinking, awareness of ego, and
sensations of an exterior world. The entire mirage o[ phenomenality then closes again around the yogi's consciousness,
and even rises from within. Whence does it come?
To suppose that avidya (nescience) and vasanas (imbued and
ingrained unconscious tendencies) exist ab aeterno as defilement in the alaya, and that these are the ultimate cause of the
world's becoming, would be to introduce a dualistic principlesuch as is recognized in the S:u'lkhya; which would mean that
there must be admitted two independent principles, both of
them without beginning or end, alaya and avidya, the former
passive, the latter active, the one motionless in its essence while
the other is the cause of perpetual movement and unrest. The
Sankhya, as we have seen, offers no explanation of the attraction
of the life-monads (purUJa) to nature (prakrtl). All that is said
is that the life-monads are sheer consciousness while prakrti is
mere matter, and the problem is left at that-unresolved. Likewise in the Yogacira the difficulty remains. No really satisfactory explanation of the relationship between the two principles
is proposed. The earlier Yogacara teaching simply carried
within it, in the form of this hidden, implicit dualism, the seeds
of its own refutation. But then by the later, classic masters of
the doctrine, the celebrated brothers Asaiiga and Vasubandhu
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(5th century A.D.), the philosophical impasse was dexterously
avoided."
Alaya they represent as the repository of the bad (kle$ita),
"'the distressed and impaired" as well as of the good (k..Sala),
"the happy and auspicious"'-thus bringing Buddhist meta·
physics directly into line with one of the main conceptions of
Hindu mythology and theology. For in Hinduism the Supreme
Being (whether under the mask of Siva, Vi,r.m, or the Goddess)
is always represented as the creator of demons as well as of
gods. He is the source of everything in the cosmos, whether
malevolent or benign, visible or invisible, and himself enacts
through them the roles and attitudes that they represent. As the
primordial substance from which creatures come, the Universal
Being is ambivalent-or rather, polyvalent. As creator and de·
stroyer, comforter and oppressor, teacher and trickster-and yet,
at the same time, transcendent, peaceful, and eternally unin·
volved-hc unites in his one presence all the pairs of opposites;
unites and infinitely surpasses them. The same principle appears
now again in the interpretation of the alaya by the classic mas·
iD A~anga and Vasubandhu were the first and second of three brothers,
of the young<'&l of whom. Virificivatsa, nothing is known. (According to
auothcr vcr!-.iou, Vasubandhu was the youngest and Virificivatsa the sec-

ond.) They came of a Brahman family in Gandhira and took orders in
lhC' Sarvfl!otiviida school ol the Hinayina (d. supra, p. 515). Asaflga was the
first to tran!lfcr his allegiance to the Mahayana. He converted his brother,
and thert'aftrr the two were distinguished representatives of their communion. They were clmcly associated with the Gupta court of Ayodhya
(the modern Oudh), where tltey were contemporaries of King Baladitya
and his lather Vikramiiditya (= Candragupta II?). Vasubandhu is credited
with some twenty-odd works, the two most celebrated and influential of
which are the Abhidharmahola ("Compendium of the Supreme Truth"),
dating from his Hinayina period, and the Vij,iaptimtitratti-trirh.tilui ("Treatise in Thirty Stanzas on the World as Mere Representation"), from his
later years. The most important of Asailga"s works are the Yogtictiryabhiimi ("Stages of the Yogicira") and Mahdyiina-samparigraha ("Mahiyi.na
Manual").
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ters o£ the Yogacara school. Obviously, Buddhist metaphysics
does not represent any really fundamental departure from Ihe
great principles and problems of orthodox Indian Brahmanic
thought. 80
The Buddha had begun as a Hindu. Moreover, the Hindu
gods had attended him (according to the Buddhist leb>'Cnd) at
every stage of his progress. He rema incd, in other words, within
the sphere of India's traditional philosophy, only approaching
its classic problem of rcleas< (mok,1a) from a fresh and revivifying point of view. The range of his interests and effort corresponded precisely to that of the contemporary Brahmanic
" 11

Editor's note: The Mahayana doctrine of the Trikiya, the Three

Bodies of the Huddha, !oohould bt: mentioned at tl1is point a~ approaching
the Hindu threefold com,•pt (d. supw. pp. 378··10!1) of 1. the tran·

srC'udcut principle (braltman-iilma11), 2. the Lord of the created univc·r&c
(itvarn), and 3· the hhtoritaJ intarnation (mmtiira). The Three Bodies o[
the Buddha arc 1. the Dhannaka}'a (Essence Body). whid1 i& identical with
the \'oid (.hinya), sudmC!>.'i (taltva), divine knowledge (jn·aj1iil), and wi&dom
(bodhz); 2. Sambhogak:tya (Hocly ol nli')~). whi<h i'! the Essence as made
manifc'it in hf'avcn (or in the ''ariou-; heavens, the "Buddha Field~"),
"determined by name and iorm, but omni~;cient, mnniprc!leut, and withiu
the Jaw of causality, omnipott•nL" (Coomara,wamy, Buddha and the GmjJrl
of Buddhism, p. 246); and :J. the' Nimlftnakaya (Body of Transformation),
which i~ the Essl·me made ruanife~;t on earth as a historical lluddha, emanated or projected from the Sambhogakiya.
We may note aiM>, at thi-; point, that in 11ome of the later phases of the
Mahayana the Dharmakfiya is prnonifit>d as the Adi-Ruddha (the Supreme
Buddha), whose consort or ~akti is Prajii3.-p3.ramit3 (the Wisdom of the
Yonder Shore); cf. Coomaraswamy, op. cit., pp. 239·241, 249, and Zimmer,
1\lyth.s and Symbols in indian Art and Ciuili%tllion, pp. g8-1o2, 146. The
symbolism of this figure and his consort in embrace (Yab·Yum, cf. infra,
pp. 552·5.'i9) is the Buddhi:,t counterpart of the Tantric Siva-Sakti (infra~

PP· 581·595).
l<'or a discussion o[ the Trikaya doctrint" as inflected in the various
Mahayana schools of China and Japan, d . .Junjiro Takakusu, The Essentials of Buddhist Philosophy, edited by W. T. Chan and Charles A. Moore,
2nd edition, Honolulu, T.H., 1949, pp. 47, 48, 5•· 79• 8•, 107, 141, 147,
172,
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thinkers. And so, in due time, the two systems came practically
together. Sharing ideas, prol.Jiems, and methods, their protago·
nists argued out the same questions in the same city and village
parks and courtly gardens, until. at last, the practical distinc·
tions between their two appwadws disappeared. \Vhether one
worshiped Vi~\IU or the Bodhisattva, siva or the Buddha,
whether one sought release in Brahman or in the all-containing
alaya, the methods to be followed were practically identical, the
attitudes toward the divine guru hardly di>tinguishahlc, and the
grounds for an honest funcl;nnental argument impossible to
find.
1'hc unin·nal "repositot y consdousness'' -pure thought, in
and of itsdf---is the wellspring of every possible rn·ativc idea.
and hence of the unending series ol transient thoughts through
which are realized both the life-process of each individual and
the panorama of the whole phenomenal world. The dynamism
of the mental processes is generated hy defilement-germs inherent in the alaya-and yet, fundamentally. the alaya transcends
the defilement. Through wisdom (J,rajliii), obtained in the experience of enlightenment, this truth is realized ancl understood. The alaya is tathata, sheer being-the absolute, fort"Vl"l"
hqond defilement-and as such is comparable to a jewel. A
jewel may he buried in the earth, hut when it is recovered,
rleaned, and polished, it again shines in its pristine splendor.
The moment "the cleansing or doing away'" (vyavadiina), is
dfected by the yogi-bodhisattva (as a consequence of his attHinment of transcendental wisdom) the hlazing splendor is beheld
in its motionless, absolutely intact purity. What was thought to
be a defilement has disappeared; for the beheld defilement was
only an effect of incomplete knowledge, no more than a reflex
of the conditions of all earthly cogitation.
Clearly, the problem has not been explained; the argument
has been revolving in circles. The defilement (kle.la) is an effect of
defilement (avidyii). The "cleansing away'" (vyavadiina) that dis531
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closes the blaze of the jewel is an effect of the discovery of the
blale of the jewel. The blaze, though absolutely pure, is experienced with dcftlement, the defilement being, somehow, an effect
of purity, a result o[ the bright essence, a reflex of the blaze itself.
The disc·ussion is riddled with paradox. Nevertheless its main
function is apparent enough; namely, to lift the mind from the

physical and rational sphere and transfer it, in its contemplation,
to t lil' metaphysical.
In the light of this metaphysical emphasis all the terms shared
with the Hinayana become transformed. Karma, for example,
can no longer be regarded as solely, or even primarily. a func-

tion of the life-ignorance of the individual, representin.c: the
continuity of one sper.ific causal chain, a santana: an individual
series, without beginning yet susceptible of termination; for
kanna now has assumed a cosmic aspect. Instead of an action
hcing a "seed'' (btja) which is to bear fruit, it it~df h the fruit
of a "seed" (IJ'ija) in the "tcpository consciou~ness." Karma is
this universal "seed" o[ whi< h all action is the fruit; an imaginary seed, fertilizing as it \\Tn~ the unstained immaculate womb
of the alaya-YijiiJna, causing it to bring forth imaginary individJJals, irnaginary universes-phcnom('nal phantasms, like the

figures of a dream. These live and suffer under the illusion that
they are living, suffering, and creating karma in the course of

time, whereas actually they are themselves the reflexes of imaginary universal ideas sown in eternity. Karma, the real factor in

all that we see, feel, experience, and hear, is the apparent cTeator of the phenomenal world. Its seeds unfold in an endless
harvest of individual consciousnesscs, which arise, again and

again, like grass from seed. The apparently separate chains of
consciousness constitute the variety of this world and of the
systems of worlds, yet all are rooted in the one repository. Hence
life is governed by common laws. There are many lamps yet
their light is one; many "streams of consciousness" (vijfiiinas)
flowing forth from the alaya and returning (through release),
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yet the totality of phenonll'nal existence, though manifold in its
tuanifcstations, in its constitution and process of continuous becoming, is one.
The world in its life is one; nevertheless, since "facts" are
never experienced in their reality hm only as recorded in variously limited individual systems of consciousuess, the character
of existence is experienced differently in the different spheres of
being. "A river appears to mau," writes one ol the commcnta·
tors on Vasubandhu, "as a mass of running water; to th<· infer·
nal creatures doomed to suffer the tonm·nts of hell it appears
as a stream of red-hot molten metal; while to the gods among
celestial delights, looking down from above, it appears as a necklace of pearls on the breast of the goddess Earth." " Each view
is conditioned subjectivdy, as a function of the peculiar nuance
of avidya of each variety of being; for what makes us feel that
the world exists at all is simply the magic of "i~::norance," and
this differs in its effects in each. Hence. all that we see is an
appropriate reflex of ourselves, whereas actually the whole context is non-existent. Hell is nothing but a notion of hell, inflicted on us by our peculiar style of imagination. There are no
infernal ministers, as Vasubandhu shows in his Vijnaptimiitratiivimsatikii.; "yet sinners, owing to their sins, fancy that they
see the infernal ministers and the thought arises in them: 'This
is hell; this is the place of hell; this is tl.e time of hell .... This
is an infernal minister. I am a sinner. .. .' As a consequence of
their bad karma, they fancy that tlll'y see and experience the
various infernal tortun·s."" The bad karma is rooted in the
pure alaya, and made manikst as tlw sclf-p<'rpetuating impurity
of an unreal individual, harassed by correlative unrealities that
are no more unreal than himself.
11 Editor's note:
Possibly Agotra. commenting on Vij11aptimritrattivhi1intilta s·S· Compare supm. p. 471. I havt" not been able to locate

llr. Zimmt>r's sources for these quotations.
•• Vasubandhu, Yijiiaptimtitratti-vimJatiM 4·
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Such is the paradoxical truth as cxprt·s.scd in the rationalizing
terms of the \'op,;acftra.s:.:u

4.
Tbe Way of the Bodhisattva
'T1u: GRl.AT ~..fah5.y~ma Bodhisattva Avalokitdvara is a personification of the highest ideal ol the Mahftyana Buddhist
career. His legend reromns dtat when, following a series of
entinently drtuous incarnations, he was about to entl'r into the
surcease of nirvfu~a, an uproar, like the sound of a general
thunder, rose in all the worlds. The great being knew that this
was a wail of lament uttered by all created things-the rocks and
stones as well as the trees, insects, gods, animals, demons, and
human beings of all the spheres of the universt-at the prospect
of his imminent departure hom the realms o[ birth. And so, in
his compassion, he renounced l()r himself the boon of nirviQ.a
until all beings withottl. exception should be prepared to enter
in before him-like the good shepherd who permits his flock to
pass first through the gate and then goes through himself, clos·
ing it behind him.
Whereas in the Hinayana the term bodhisattva denotes one
~2• Editor's note: Dr. Zimmer's notes on this subject break off at this
point. For further information concerning the doctrines of the Hinayiina
and Mahay:ma schools. ~ce Takakusu, op. cit .. pp. [,7-73 (Sarvastivada),
74-79 (Sautr3ntika), Ro-95 (Yogacftra). awl 9fi 107 (Madhyamika). See also
Daisetz Tcitaro Suzuki, Essays in Zen Buddhism, First Series, London, no
date, pp. 116-160.
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who is on the point of consecration into BuddhahoOd (for example, Gautama was a Bodhisattva prior to his awakening
under the Bo Ttee), in the Mahayfma tradition the tctm designates those sublimely indifferent, compassionate beings who
remain at the threshold of nirvftf.la for the comfort and salvation
of the world. Out of perfect indifference (egolessness) and pe1fect
compassion (which is also cgolessness) the Mahayana Bodhisattva
does not experience the "real or true enlightenment" (>nmyaksambodlzi) of the Buddha and then pass to final extinction
(parinirviltw), but stops at the brink-the brink of time and
eternity-and thus transcends that pair of opposites: for the
world will never end; the round o[ the cosmic eons will go on
and on without ceasing; the vow of the Bodhisattva, to rc·main
at the brink till all shall go in before him, amounts to a vow to
remain as he is forever. And this is the reason why his vow is
world-redemptive. Through it the truth is symbolized that time
and eternity, sarilsara and nirvaf.la, do not exist as pairs of opposites but are equally "emptiness" (.iiluyatti}. the void.
In popular worship the Bodhisattva is invoked because he is
possessed of an inexhaustible power to save. His potential perfection is being diffused all the time, in an everlasting act of
universal salvage, and he appears in hdpful forms-for example
as the legendary flying horse-of-rescue, Cloud ••-to deliver creatures from the darkness of their woeful lives-in-ignmance. He
is possessed of a boundless "treasury of virLUcs" (gm;a sam/Jhura),
which was accumulated by means of a prolonged and absolutely
faultless practice, through many lifetimes, of the "highest rectitude" (paramita). During eons, the Bodhisattva-in-the-making
progressed along a sublime path of the most csp<'dal. most
highly refined psychological austerities, cancelling always every
notion and emotion of ego. And this is what brought him into
possession of that inexhaustible "treasury," which. in the end,
as a result of his supreme act of timeless renunciation, became
11

Cl. supra, pp. 891·898·
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available forever to every suffering, striving creature in the
world.
The peculiar and especial path of the Mahayana Bodhisattva
represents the final spiritual refinement-the compassionate
counterpart, as it were-of the primordial Indian discipline of
tapas. This, as we have seen, was a technique for cultivating in
oneself a state of glowing psychophysical heat. The internal
energies, systematically controlled and retained, and stored
within the body, generated a condition of high temperature, com·
parable to a fever, and bestowed a certain sovereignty over the
forces of the macrocosm by virtue of the conquest of the parallel
forces in the microcosm; because it is a fact that every form of
asceticism results in its own type of freedom from the usual
needs and consequent laws of nature, and therefore affords its
own boon of independence. The glowing ascetic cannot be
crushed or frustrated by the forc.cs of his environment-nature,
the weather, animals, or society. Asserting his superior strength,
he defies them. He is fearless and cannot be intimidated; he is
in control of his own reactions and emotions.
The only peril that can touch such self-sufficiency is that of
being surprised or tricked into some involuntary reaction. This
could precipitate an unpremeditated outburst of the concentrated store of tyrannically repressed feeling. Indian epics and
romances abound in accounts of holy men who explode irritably
in this way at some slight annoyance. (They are, in fact, a standard device of the Oriental storyteller for complicating plots.)
The old fellows blast with the lightning of a curse any poor
innocent who chances to disturb them in their spiritual exercise,
letting go the full force of their extraordinary power and thus
forfeiting, in a single flash, their hard-won equilibrium. This
is a major catastrophe for the holy man as well as for his shattered, unfortunate, and unwitting-often charming-victim. Or
(as we also read), whenever Indra, the jealous king of the gods,
feels that his cosmic sovereignty is being jeopardized by the in536
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crease of some ascetic's spiritual power, he sends a heavenly
damsel, incredibly beautiful, to intoxicate the senses of the
spiritual athlete. If she succeeds, the saint, in a sublime night (or
even eon) of passion, pours away the whole charge of psychophysical force that he has spent his lifetime striving to accumulate. The consequence for the world, then, is the birth in due
time of a child of fabulous endowments, and for the holy man,
the wreckage of his power-project.
In the case of a Bodhisattva the requirements of his peculiar
spiritual attitude are, humanly speaking, so severe that were he
not established perfectly in his knowledge and his mode of being
the danger of his subversion would be practically universal.
Temptation is concealed in every incident of life, even the
slightest detail, yet for the fulfilled Bodhisattva the possibility
of relapse is nonexistent. Since he is the one who is truly without
ego. he feels no temptation whatsoever to assen the value of his
purely phenomenal personality-not even to the extent of a moment's pause for thought when confronted with an a1 duous decision. The legends of the Bodhisattvas show them sacrificing their
limbs, life, and even wives and children, to what would seem to
any normal intellect the most unwarranted demands. Possessions
that any ordinary man (prthag-jana) would regard as the most
precious and sacred in the world, the Bodhisattva immediately
surrenders to some inconsequential or completely indefensible
claim-for example, the plea of a troubled bird or tiger-cub, or
the command of some wicked, greedy, and lustful old Brahman.
The talc is told, for example, in the popular story of the
Children of King Vessantara," of how this pious monarch, who
was an earlier incarnation of the Buddha, took a vow never to
reh1se anything demanded of him: "My heart and eye, my flesh
and blood, my entire body-should anyone ask these of me, I
•• ]titda 547· (Also, ]titdam<i/8 9; J. S. Speyer, The ]titaham<i/8, Sacred
Boob of the Buddhists, Vol. I, London, 1895, pp. 7•-98! d. infra, p. 548·
note 9•·)
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would give tl)('m." \Vithout a second thought he gave away a
wonderful elephant on which the well-bdng of his kingdom
depended, and was consequently driven into exile by his indignant people, together with his loyal queen and two little
children. And when he was approached in the wilderness by an
ugly old Brahman who demanded the children as slaves, they
were given without a qualm; the queen was demanded, and she
too was given. But in the end, the Brahman revealed that he
was Indra, the king of the gods, and stated that he had de·
scended to test the saintly human king, and so all ended well.
In this case, the temptation of Indra having failed, the god was
gracious in defeat.
Even tl1e crudest, most ekmentary mind cannot but be
amazed and outraged by such demonstrations of saintly indifference to the normal valu<·s of human welfare-particularly
since nothing whatsoever is gained from them. For what does it
really matter if a single dove is preserved from the talons of a
hawk," a new born litter of tiger-kittens rescued from starvation," or a senile, nasty old llrahman gratified in his greed and
lust by tile enslavement of a little prince and princess? The
cruel course of nature is not altered. Indeed, the Bodhisattva's
absurd sacrifices often support and give voluntary corroboration
to the brutal laws that prevail where the struggle for life goes
on in its crude, unmitigated, animal-demonic form; while in the
case of the Brahman and the young prince and princess, the
first dictate of human morality would seem to have been vio·
Iated.
In terms, however, of the basic problem and task of the Bo
dhisattva, it is precisely the apparent senselessness, even inde·
cency, of the sacrifice that makes the difference; for to refuse a
paradoxical surrender would he to subscribe (if only by negaaa A~vaghosa, Sutriilari.k.iira 64. (A fine translation will be found in E. W.
Burlingame, Buddhi.d Parables, New Haven, 1922, pp. 3•4dl24.)

•• ]iitakamiilii •· (Speyer. op. cit., pp. 1-8.)
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tion) to the standards and world vision of the passion-bound,
ego-ridden, common individual who has presented the demand.
The supreme and especial test of the Bodhisattva is that of his
readiness and power to expand, time and time again, in boundless giving (diina). This requires of him a continuous abdication-or rather, noncxpcricnce-of ego. Any reaction of shrinking
back, even from a nonsensical sacrifice, would confinn and
harden a nucleus of ego-consciousness; whereas thr whole sense
of Bodhisattvahood is that the limited and limiting ego has
evaporated. To suppose that a Bodhisattva shoulfl give an absurd
demand his second thought-or be the least reluctant to ahandon
body, life, family, and possessious-would be to ask him to show
himself as one who subscribed to the intrinsic value and suhstantiality of things; and this would imply that on the transcendental
plane, which he represents. something of the rarth is admitted to
have a valuc-on(''s horly or possessions, kingly rank, queen, chil~
drcn, or honm·~whcreas, on that plane, all things are known to
be ephemeral, phenomenal, and so, in reality, nonexistent. Rc~
fusal or resistance would throw a randidate for Bodliisatvahood
hark into the sphere of the unessential and immediately cut him
off from true reality. He would no longer he an aspirant to en~
lightenment, one "whose essence (sativa) is (virtually) enlig-htenment (l>odlli)," hut, like the yogi transfixed by the allure of a
seductive heavenly damsel, would have been tempted, tricked.
and returned to the realm and multitucle of "ordinary beings"
(j,rthagfmw).

The aspirant to Bodhisattvahood must strive to behave as
though he were already cmnpletrly withont ego; just as a pnpil
in any art (the dance, for example) nn1st try to art as though he
were already a master of his skill. The nonexistence of all phenomenal values on the transcendental plane must be unremittingly anticipated in both thought and conduct, and the point
of view of absolute wisdom relentlessly exercised in numberless
acts through numberless lives. In this manner wisdom is incor539
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porated gradually in the candidate. It becomes, first, part and
parcel of his personality and then, at last, his whole essence and
only state of being. A ··superabundant store of forces or virtues" (gutu~->mn/Jiuira) is the natural corollary of such a supreme
ad1ievemcnt of indifference. By not caring for anything at all,
and thus completely transcending himself as man, the absolutely unconditioned being becomes elevated to, and established in, a spiritual sphere of universal omnipotence-and this
force thereafter radiates from him eternally, Hashing forth for
the benefit of all who ask.
The fierce will and the struggle for superhuman power of the
old ascetics of the hermit groves thus attain, in the Bodhisattva
ideal, to their most benign transfiguration. The infinitely powerful status of saviorship is the purified and perfected, nonegoistic counterpart of that <·arlier, supremely self-assertive effortthe whole discipline now being devoted to the universal, instead
of to the individual, benefit. In every phase, crisis, and realization along the path to perfection of Avalokitdvara, K,itigarbha
(Chinese: Ti-t sang: Japanese: .Ji7.0), Amitabha,and the multitude
of otlwr llotlhisama• of 1\laha,ana sacred cult and legend, we
read the l<·sson of this absolutely sublimated, omnipotently selfless state of realization.
The brief, extraordinarily compressed Mahayana Buddhist
text known as the Prniiiii-f>iirnmita-hrdaya-.,itra, "The Manual
of the Heart (i.e., the Secret) of the Perfection of the Wisdom of
the Other Shore,"" states that when a Bodhi•am·a engaging in
the deep practice of the Wisdom of the Oth<·r Shore considers
within himself, "There are the fiYe elements-of-existence," he
perceives immediately that they arc "void in their very nature." 118 "Here fom1," it is stated, "i~ emptiness, and emptiness
"1

Sacred Rook'i of the Eac;t, Vol. XLIX, Part II, pp. 147-149·

The five element!\ of exi!.tence arc: L 1'itpa (form), which comprehend'i the four clements of earth, water, fire, and air, as well as every
fonn that springs from them, i.e., all physical phenomena, 2. vedtlnti (sensa88
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iudeed is form. Emptiness is not different from form, form is
not different from emptiness. What is form that is emptiness,
what is emptiness that is form."
This is what the Bodhisattva perceives with respect to form.
I I is perceptions, then, with respect to ea,-h of the other elements
of existence-sensations, notions, predispositions, and knowledge-are the same. "All thinb'S bear the characteristic marks of
emptiness. They do not come into being, they do not cease to
h<·; they are not stainless, they are not stained; they do not bemme imperfect, they do not become perfect. Therefore, here
in this rmptiness there is no form, there arc no sensations, notions, or mental propensities; there is no cons<iousness; there
is no eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, or mind; no color, sound,
odor, taste, or object of touch; no constituent clement of vision
or of the other sense processes, no constituent element of the
mental processes. There is no knowledge, no nescience, no deslructiou of knowledge, no destruction of nescience. There is
no twdn·fold concatenation of causes and effects, ending in old
age and death.'• There is no destruction of old age and death;
there is neither any coming into existence nor any ceasing of
suffering; there is no path to the destruction of suffering. There
is no enlightenment, no attainment, no realization-since enlightenment does not exist."
No argument is offered in suppon of these fantastic observations. They arc simply presented as the statements of the Bodhisattva Avalokite§vara-ob\'iously to show that the paradoxical
t ion111, 'iC'me-pC'rrcptions. reelings), S· saifjiiti (all the notions that con~titutc
'irlr-cmH•< ious imcU('('tion), 4· sari11krira (predispmitions, inclinations. mental motel,). and 5· r1;;nana (consciousness, disCTimination, knowledge). Tiu·
group 2-5 composes the sphef(' of niiman (namc:-). or mental phf"nomena.
'u' Th<' tw<'1vl'fo1d concatenation of causes and efff"cts (pratit')'n- 1mmfltptida) is represented in Buddhism as fo1Iows: 1. ignorance, 2. action, 5·
consciousness, 4· name and £orm, 5· the sensf's, 6. contact, 7· sensation,

8. craving, g. attachment, to. becoming.

1 J.

and death. Cf. Tak.ak.usu, op. cit., pp- og-36.
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truth of the Wisdom of the Other Shore lies beyond the range
of tlte vision of this bank. The nature of such a truth may be
suggested verbally. hut it resists the analysis and arguments ol
rca!-!on. Following, therefore, this suggestion of what is to be

known, comes a description of the perfected state itself; and this
is the due to tht' curious "way of action" of the candidate for

1\odhisattvahood:
"Thne arc no obstacles of thought for the Bodhisattva who
<kaYes to the 'Visdom of the Other Shore. Because there are no
ohstaclcs of thought. he has no fear; he has transcended all
wrong notions; he abides in enduring uirval).a. All the Buddhas
of the pa.,r. present, and fulurc,''" dt·a\·ing to the 'Visdom of the
Other Shore, have awa'kt·tlcd to the highest, perfect, comp\ctc
a·wakrning.
"Therefore one should know"-and the text now proceeds to
its most mysterious and most helpful, culminating statetnent:

"The Wisdom of the Other Shore is the great magic formula
(mantra). the magic formula of great ·wisdom, the most exccl1cnt
ma,e,ic formula, the peerless magic formula, capable of allaying
every suffering. It is truth because it is not falsehood. A magic

formula has been ;.>;iven in the 'Visclom of the Other Shore. It
sounds as follows:
"'0 THOU WHO ART GO:"! E. WHO ART GONE, WHO
ART (;ONE TO THE OTHER SIJORE. WHO HAST
LANDED 0;\/ THE OTHER SHORE, 0 THOU ENLIGHTEN~IENT, IIAJL!'
"Here endeth the l\lanual of the !I cart of the \Visdom of the
Other Shore."
The first requirement of the spiritual pupil in India, as we
have seen, is the great virtue of faith (.iraddhii), tmst in the
teacher and his words. Th<' faith will he corroborated hy the
pupiJ's own experience in the course of his spiritual progress,
flO According to the Mahayana there have been, there are, and there will
he numbcrks" Buddhas: cf. supra, p. r,o8.
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but meanwhile he cannot presume to argue with his guru in
callow criticism of the paradoxical doctrin\:. lie must undergo,
first, a transformation; that, nut criticism, will be the means of
his understanding. l-Ie must be brought by a pro(e~s o£ evolution to a spiritual level from which to expcJiencc the meaning
of the enigmatical teaching. And meanwhile, the process ol his
sublimation will he facilitated by tneditation on the tnagic formula, which is the '"Heart of the 'Visdurn of the Oth<T Shore,"
and which he is to regard as an expression of his O\\'H supreme
belief, designed to concemrate and intensify his Jaith. Though
temporarily unintelligible to him, it is Hl'VtT!.hclcss his credo,
to be repeated in constant recitation, as an invocation bidding
the Wisdom of the Other Shore to come to him. And the wonder is that this magic formula aLtually can function as an cffec·
tive alchemical dtan11, lacilitating the transmutation that duly
yields, of itself, the gold of enlightenment.
For meditation on this curious stt ing of words is not the sole
means by which the neophyte, filled with faith. is to attempt to
bring to pass the all·imponant transformation in his under·
standing. The performance of certain characteristic acts is also
required, and these, together with the experience of their results,
make the forrnula more meaningful in the course of time, while,
in reciprocal effect, the formula, constantly held in mind, serves
to extract and bring to a point the lesson of the faithful performance of the necessary acts.
The sense, for example, of the 1\lahayanist rercnderings of
certain tales from the .Jataka, in the sixth-century collection
known as the ]iitakarniila, "The Garland of Tales from the
Earlier Lives of the Buddha,"" is that one has to assume pecuDI The ]Qtaka17Uilii is a work in Sanskrit attributed to a certain Aryasflra
(for translation, see supm, p. 537· note 84), which contains 34 Jfltakas,
or exemplary tales of the earlier lives of the Buddha, adapted, for the most
paTt. from the much earlier, Pali compendium of more than five hundred
.Jfttakas. The latter is one of the great portions of the orthodox Hinay3.na
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liar attitudes, exhibit uncommon reactions in crucial situations,
and accomplish very special deeds, if one is ever to come to a
new outlook upon life and on oneself. Practice precedes insight;
knowledge is the reward of action: therefore, try! That is the
thought. For it is by doing things that one becomes translormed.
Executing a symbolical gesture, actually living through, to the
very limit, a particular role, one comes to realize the truth inhen·nt in the role. Suffering its consequences, one fathoms and
exhausts its contents. Knowledge is to be attained, in odter
words, not through inaction (as in the Jaina and the classic
Yoga disciplines) but through a bold and advertent living ol
life.
This is an idea radit·ally diffcrem in its implications from
that of the penitential groves, and yet completely consistent
with the ancient Indian concept of karma." One attracts the
bright karmic substance that cleans away and replaces tamas ••
by sacrificing oneself wholeheartedly, in a spirit of humility
and self-effacement, p<·rforming virtuous deeds while suppressing rdclltlessly every impulse to self-aggrandizement and display. The Buddha-in-the-making gradually imbues himself with
karmic luminosity by cultivating in action the "highest virtues
or perfections" (fJaramitas), until there is finally no space left
within him for any darker, inauspicious karmic force. People
who cling to their ego [avor instinctively the deceits of the phenomenal illusion, and so bind themselves the more, with every
canon ('f. Thr fiitaka, or Stories of the Buddha's Formt!t' Births, translated
from the P3.Ji by variou'i hands under the editorship of E. It Cowell,
6 vols.. C:tmbriclge, F.nglaud, t895-1907)·
0 2 Editor's note: The final goal and emphasis-as ever in India-is knowl·

edge, not work; but work, or action, is indicated as the means. Dr. Zimmer's manu!lcript carries a brief note, indicating his intention to compare
this approach with that of the Karma Yoga taught in tht" Rhagavad Gild,
but the paragraph seems not to have been written.
"Tamas gul)a: for a discussion of the gui)U. cf. supra, pp. 295-297,
598·401.
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act, to the passionate forces of the life-instinct that clings only
to itself; but the candidate for the Wisdom of the Other Shore
behaves consistently as though he had already left behind the
delusion of the world display. In every act of his daily Jiving
he makes a decision in favor of the self-transcending alternative, until at last, as a consequence of infinitely numerous deedexperiences of this kind, he does actually transcend the delusions of his phenomenal psychology: thenceforward he behaves
instinctively as though his ego, with its false impressions, did not
exist. This transmutation is the very sense and essence of the
Wisdom of the Other Shore.
Actual acts, meanwhile, are the only things that can set us
free. Virtuous, egoless acts release the mind, in the end, from
the bondage of its ingrained, normal human attitudes and propensities, which are based on not knowing better. But such
egoless, apparently dangerous acts require a faith in the as yet
unknown, a humble courage, and a generous willingness to take
a blind jump into the dark. Then, as a reward, they open to us
a new outlook. A magical change of scenery is produced-a new
order of values emerges. Because it is a fact: one is transformed
by one's deeds, either for better or for worse: ignorance and
knowledge are but the intellectual aspects of the changes
wrought upon us by our manner of life.
The manner of life of the Bodhisattva is well summarized in
the formula: "A guard I would be to them who have no protection, a guide to the voyager, a ship, a well, a spring, a bridge
for the seeker of the Other Shore." "
To see the potential Buddhahood in all, the criminal and the
animal as well as the virtuous and the human, is the most just
approach possible to the beings of the world. All beings, all
men, whether virtuous or wicked, as well as inferior creatures
even down to the ants, are to be regarded, respected, and treated
"Cf. Louis de Ia Vall~e Poussin, Bouddhisme,
p. !05, and Keith, op. cit., p. ago.
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as potential Buddhas. This is a view at once democratic and
aristocratic-basically the same view as that of the ancient Jaina
system and the doctrine of Gosala. Indeed, in all of the later
Indian philosophic disciplines dedicated to the realization ol
the hidden truth through an attainment of individual perfection, this view is reflected, one way or another. Its main principle is, that perfection is not something added or acquired from
without, but rather, the very thing that is already potemial
within, as the basic actuality of the individual. The proper
metaphor, therefore, for the Indian view of the process of fulfillment is not that of progress, growth, evolution, or expansion
into greater external spheres, but Self-recollection. The effort
of the pupil is to bring into consciousness what already reposes
in a hidden state, dormant and quiescent, as the timeless reality
of his being.
This is the basic Indian concept of the way-a fundamentally
static view of the "march to enlightenment" (bodhicaryii). In
the Yoga-stUras the goal is represented as the attainment of
"isolation-integration" (kaivalya). in the Sarikhya as the achievement of "discriminating insight" (viveka), in Vedanta as the
realization of the "Transcendental Self" (iitman-brahman), and
in Buddhism as "Enlightenment" (/Jodhi); hut in essence these
goals are one. Something that was stained, impaired, temporarily inactive and out of contact, polluted, obscured, not shining forth in its supreme light, not manifesting its boundless
strength and prodigious faculties, becomes reinstated, restored
to its native glory, cleansed, awake, and pristine. The process is
compared to that of the polishing of a crystal, or the cleaning
of a mirror that has somehow become besmeared and soiled ....
The purification of the gross body is properly the first step,
and this is best effected through the physical exercises and processes of Hatha Yoga: a cleansin~~: of the intestinal canal through
11•• Editor'1 note: Nigirjuna's doctrine of the Void rendered this image
archaic; nevertheless, it continued to serve as a respected metaphor until
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the practices called basti and ueti., and of the bodily channels
containing and carrying vital wind (jJTrl~1a) through the classic
exercises of control of the breath (jJYii(ziiy!mw). Such disciplines
cleanse and rebuild the ncnous and glandular systcms. 95
Meanwhile the systematic pmilication of the subtle body is
also undertaken. According to the yogic method of Patafljali,
this is effected by a gradual t ransforn1at.ion of t:i.tnasir and rajasic
qualities and forces into silttYic, 9 t~ whiJc according to the more
ancient, less psychological, more materialistic approach of the
Jaina disciplines, it is to be brought about by an inhibiting of
the physical influx of darkening karmic color into the crystal of
the monad. In either rase, the sum and substance of the teach·
ing ls the same: not simply that we are tneant to he crystal pure
and perfect, but that in essence we really are. The psycho·
physical system is defiled, obscured, and disordered by obstructing matter of some kind, which clogs the channels and vessels
of life and consciousness on e\'ery le\ cl. Af ala, "din, refuse. impurity," fills us; we are "uesmeared." Whereas the trur and
Hui-JH:ng (638-7 13 A.n.) wrote

hi~

cckbrated vt'rse 011 the "all of the

Yellow Plum Monastery:
"There is neither Bo Tree
Nor any mirror bright;

Since Siinyata is alJ.
Whereon can what dust alight?"
Hui-ncng became the Sixth Patriarch of the Ch'au Uapanesc: Zen) school
of Far Eastern Buddhi!.m. (Cf. Sumki, ojJ. cit., p- 205; Alan W. Watts, The

Spirit of Zen, Tlte Wisdom of the East Series, London, If)j6. p. 40; and
Sokei-an, "The Transmission of the Lamp,'' in Cat's Yawn, published by
the First Zen Institute of Amrrira, New York, 19-17· p. 26.)
aon Editor's note: This paragraph is followed in Dr. Zimmer's papers by
a brief note indicating his intention to build it out. Ha~ha Yoga is a system
of physical exercises for the cultivation of pcrJcct health and supernormal
bodily powers. Properly, it is a preJiminary to other yoga disciplines. but it
may be practiced also as an end in itse1f.
ee For a discussion of the guna.s (tarnas gm;ta, rajas gul)a, sattva
gu!)a), c£. supra, pp. 295·•97. 398-4o2.
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highest state is nir-anjana: "without besmearing." Brahman is
uir-tdija11a. The Buddha is uir-anja11a. We ourselves become
wholly Brahman. wholly Enlightened, wholly what we are, only
by getting rid of the soiling matter (/JTakrti) which afflicts us
from without, pmging both the physique and the psyche by
rne:ms of a cominuous and radical cleansing diet.
That is to sal: inste,td of a mncept of growth, expansion,
evolution, and acquisition, India's thought is that of a draining,
S<·ouring, and purification, directed to a restiwtio in integrum:
an integral restitution ot the ptimal state-such as it was before
the enigmatic mmuent or tnotion that set in action the universe
and its microcosmic wunterpart, the clouded wit of man. The
Self, when cleansed, •hines lmth ol itself, and at this moment
our Enlightenment is no longer potential, but a fact. The cornparable procedure in Hindu medit inc is that of the regimen of
preliminary purgath t•s, enemas. and emetics, to be followed by
a light and wholesome, restorative. salt\'ic diet.•oa
~<o• Editor's note: "The dillcn·mc o[ m<:thod between the Indian and
the Chint>'!tC [Buddhist tea{.hcrs] often r.tised the question as to the difff'rencc, if there be [any]. hetwel'U thf' 'Ta1hf1gata Dhyaua' and the 'Patriarchal Dhyana.' For in!lt<lll((', when lhiang-)cn ~howed his song of poverty
to Yang-shan, the Janer o,aid. 'You undt>r'>land the Tathftgata Dhyana bu1
not yC't the Patriarchal Dhy3.na.' \Vhcn ao;.kcd about the difference, Mu-chou
replied, 'The green mountains arr grC'en momuains, and the white cloudo;,
are white douds' " (Su7Uki, op. cil., pp. 224-225). The difference of
method here noted doeo;. not mC'an that the l'ar Eastl'rn Buddhbt goal i!t
not the same as the lmlian, namely. a re.llitutio in iutegrum. "When the
monk Ming came to Hui-neng and a~krd (or instruttion, Hui-ncng said.
'Show me your original face before you were born' " (ih., p. 224}. The
"Tathltgata Dhyina" to which Dr. Suzuki refers was the mode of "cnntC'mplation" (Sam.krit, dhyil11a: Chinrse, rh'an; .Japanc!tC, %t!'n) taught by
Gautama Sakyamuni (the Tathigata); the "Patriarchal Dhyana" was thai
introduced into China in 520 A.D. by the Indian Buddhist Patriarch UocJ.
hidharma and dt'\'t·lopcd by Hui-n('ng: it is continued to this day in the
Zen schools nf .Japan. For an exposition of this technique- of restitution,
the reader is referred to Tak.akusu, op. cit., pp.
and to the volumes
cited supra, p. 546, note 94a.
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l)hilosophic theory, relig·iuus belie!, and intuitive experience
support each other in India in the basic insight that, fundamentally, all is well. A supreme optimism prevails everywhere,
in spite of the unromantic recognition that the universe of man's
affairs is in the rnost imperlen state i111aginablc, one amounting
practically to chaos. The wurld-wot, the secret veiled reality,
is ot an indestructible diamond-hardness, ncn though we-our
f<'clings, minds, and senses-can be in the wrong, and indeed
mostly are. Mentally, bodily, and morally, we are far from pcrf<'ctiou; hence we are incapable of mirroring truth aud becmning aware of our basic serenity. That wry truth, however, the
highest reality, is ever and universally present, whether our consciousness gets in touch with it or not. Furthermore, even
though in the realm of the perishable, in the passage between
birth and death, in the sphere of suffering and delight, everything
changes, above or beyond all these disturbing changes there remains the possibility of that nne, supreme, composing change,
which is unique and sui gell('ris: the change in our own nature
that puts an end to the derangements of change-through know I·
edge of the Unchangeable, which is the fundament of our own
intrinsic, never-changing being.
That abiding presence is compared to th(' sun obscured from
us by the cloud of the mind's unknmvinA". Suffering. pain, and
the disorders of the world do not represent the true state of
things, but arc the reflexes of our own wrong perspective, and
yet they seem to us to he very real, until the obstruction is dissoh·ed and the mind beholds the source of its own light. The
cloud between is small. yet it can cover with its little, perishable
form the blazing presence. This cloud being blown away, the
transcendent light is beheld immediately, of its own power, and
yet even while obscured ftom ns-un looked upon, unrealized,
unrevealed-it is ever there in its enduring splendor. And not
only is it always there, it is the source and sustenance of everything that is here.
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As we have stated many times, and now, for the last time,
must state al,'<lin, the .Jaims represented the crystal of the lifemonad (jiva) as defiled by a physical karmic coloring substance
(ldya), which, on entering it, darkened its intrinsic light. This
subtle physical influx (tlsrrma) had to be literally stopped, and
the darkening matter then alhm,.cd to e::\·aporatc or burn away
by becoming converted into experience, biography, suffering,
and destiny-which was a comparatively simpk, materialistic
reading of the problem. The btcr Indian \'iew, as represented
in the classic, semimatcrialistic systems of the Sati.khya, Yoga,
and Upani~ads, then regarded the life-monad (S<irikhya and
Yoga: jnnu5a), or the Self (Upanisads: iitman), as forever ulldefilcd, like the sun; only the soul-farnltics clustering around
it were in darkness-and this was a darkness, furthermore, rather
of ignorance than of literal in,•olw·ment. No longer was karntic
matter pouring into the k<'rnel of our being, as in the formula
of the Jainas, but a \'ril of ignorant·e was cutting- off the light.
And we had merely to dissolve this cloud hy bringing· to bear
upon it the power of its opposite: vh1tka (discrimination), vidJ•ii
(knowledge)- The nnn·solved question remained, however, as
to the nature of the cloud, and this, as we have seen, furnished
a theine for inexhaustible debate. One way or another, no matter how the philosophers turned the problem, a secmul sphere
of forces (however defined, however rationali7ed, however devaluated by unfavorable descriptions) had to be admitted into
the system as a counter to the ,pherc of "That \Vhich Truly
Is." And the two had then to he co-ordinated in some kind of
not quite satisfying, unrelated relationship.
The mind, for example, is part of the bodily system, though
it mirrors, usually imperfectly, the light of the spirit. The mind
is not uninvolved. It is not an absolutely unconcerned visitor
from a higher realm. On the contrary, most of it is colored,
tinged and biased, limited and supported, by the nature and
material of the individual body, on and in which it grows, and
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which it is meant to direct and follow. The mental faculty, in
all its operations, is but a function of this bodily whole, prejudiced by the peculiar quality of the gross physical substance that
enwraps it, as well as by the subtle substance of which it is
itsd[ constituted. The mind is a mirror, but obscured by its
own darkness; a pond ruflled by the gales ol its own passions,
by the winds of the transient emotions, the restlessness of ''Him
'Vho Blows." If it were only like a lovely mountain lake, she!·
tcred against the ruffling lm·ath by hill barriers on every side,
crystal clear, unaffected by any turbid affiucnts to stain its clar·
ity and give a ripple to its surface, fed by only an underground
source in its own depth-then it might he capable of mirroring,
without distortion, the form of truth. And yet, even then, there
would remain this dualistic problem (at least so far as meta·
physical arguments and explanations arc concerned) of the two·
fold context of the mirror and the light.
The Buddhist approach to the difficulty was based on a for·
mula of ncg:~:ting rather than arfirming an abiding essence beyond or beneath the veilin;>; cloud. The Buddha himself initi·
atcd this attitude with his fundamental dictum, "All is without
a sdf," and though his followers, in spite of their Master's repeated refusal to engage in metaphysical discourse, soon enough
became involved in discussion, both among themselves and with
the Brahmans, and in the end were practically back in the
Hindu fold," their basic tendency to nep;ate was nevertheless
carried, in the classic, culminatinp; period of the Mahayana, to
its own, truly wondrous, theoretical consummation in the "Doc~
trine of the Void." The principle of the paradox here was
brought from the meditation grove into the very camp of reason, the academy of philosophical verbalization, where the mind
then dismembered itself systematically in a series of thoroughgoing demonstrations, dissolving, one by one, its own supports
and !raving the consciousness-beyond-cerebration alone in the
117

Cf. supra, PP· 529·531.
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void. And in the same spirit of trust in the transcendent, the
way of the Bodhisattva was devclopt•d as an ethical application
of the principle of unwavering faith in the metaphysically
grounded Doctrine of the Buddha. In diametric contrast to the
way of the .Jaina ''Crossing-Maker;· whose spiritual passage to
the Yonder Shore was achieved by an extreme technique of
immobilization, the Bodhisattva. inspired by the immanence on
this shore of the transcendency of that, established himself and
his wmld in nondual understanding by the way of truth-revealing arts. The doctrine of the nondual void was applied courageously to the void of life. All things, Buddhas and arhats as
well as "momentary particles" (dharmas), are void, even unto
"nothingness" (abhavadhatu).

5.
The Great Delight
IN THE MATURE Mahayana the mystery of creation is interpreted in terms of the Bodhisattva idea. When Avalokite§vara
refused nirval)a, so that he should remain the savior of all
created things, he was filled with the quality known as karut~ii:
"compassion." This pure compassion is of the essence of the
Bodhisattva and is identical with his right perception of the
void; or, as one might say, it is the primary reflex of the void.
Because of wmpassion (knrrmii) the Bodhisattva assumes the
various forms in which he app<·ars for the salvation of beings
in the phenomenal realm. He assumes, for example, the divine
forms of ViHlll for those who worship Vi~Qu and of §iva for
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those who worship siva. Also, it is by virtue of the compassion
of the Bodhisattva that the Buddhas come into the world-which
belief represents an important shift and transformation of Buddhist emphasis. "In the excellent Akani~!ha heaven, which is
beyond the Suddhaviisa heaven," we read in santatak~ita's Tattr'ajafJgraha} "the Bodhisattva attains omnis< icnce, and (under
his influence) a Buddha is born in this world." 08
Within the hearts of all creatures emu passion is present as the
sign of their potential Bodhisattvahood; for all things are siinyata, the void-and the pure reflex of this void (which is their
essential being) is compassion. Compassion (kanu_1ii), indeed is
the force that holds things in manifestation-just as it withholds the Bodhisattva from nirva!)a. The whole universe, therefore, is karUI)ii, Compassion, which is also known as siinyata,
the void.
To a certain extent, this world-supporting condescension of
the Bodhisattva is comparable to that of Kr~l.Ja, as represented in
the Bhagavad Gitii,08' and of the Lord of Creation, as revealed
in the Vediintasiira.O'" It is an act of voluntary ignorance; a loving
descent or "spiritual sacrifice" (tltma-yajiia), such a' in the Christian tradition is celebrated in the mystery of the Incarnation.
However, in spirit and practice it tak('s us one step further, since
it calls for an unqualified affirmation of "ignorance" (avidya) as
in essence identical with "enlightmment" (bodhi)-which renders archaic the ancient Sarikhya-Vediinta-Hinayana modes of
monkish rejection or acceptance that we have been discussing
through hundreds of pages. "Ignorance" (avidyii) is still what
the Buddha declared it to be, namely the cause of suffering, the
cause of the bondage of all beings within the vortex of birth,
o"' Siintaraksita, Tattvasailgraha, as cited by Bcnoyto!\h Hhattacharyp.
An Introduction to Buddhist Esotrrism, Oxford, 1932, p. 99·
'" Supra, pp. 389-392.
Supra, pp. 4•4·4•9·
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old age, and death. It is still the benighting affliction of those
who live in desire and fear, in hope, despair, disgust, and sorrow.
But the one whose mind is deamc<l, whose "soul," whose seHhood, has become annihilatt' in the void, is conscious of an enjoy-

able wonder, like a dream. or like a display set up by magic. with
which, as the void. he is identical. The beings who, in their
ignorance, experience themselves as engulfed in a sea of pain are
themselves non-heings, void and unchanging; only their ignor·
ance makes them feel that they arc in pain. Mingled with the
compassion of the Bodhisattva is a quality, therefore, of "great
delight" (mahii-.luldw); for where others behold pain, disaster.
change, po\·erty, vice, or, on the other hand, honor, pleasure,
attainment, luxury, or virtue, the .. highc..·st knowledge" (jJrtljiui)

reveals the void: nameless, absolute, unchanging, stainless, with·
out beginning or end. like the sky. Hence the Bodhisattva wanders everywhere, boundless, fearless, like a lion, roaring the
lion-roar of Bodhisattvahood. These three worlds have been
created, as it were, for-by-and of-the enjoyment of this im·
mortal: they are his lila, his "play."
Since the candidate for such knowledge must behave like one
who has already attained, a programmatic, saLTamcn tal breaking
of the bounds that normally stand as the limits of virtue was
carefully undertaken in certain schools of the Mahayana. "By
those identical actions hy which mortals rot in hell for hundreds
of crores of cycles, the yogi" we read in one of the celebraterl
texts, "is liberated."" In spite of all the scandal that has been
spread concerning this phase of Buddhist worship, the majority
of the sacramental breaches (in a society hedged on every side
by the most meticulous taboos) were not such as would give
99 ]fianasiddhi 1. (In Two Vajrayiina Works, edited with an introduttion by Henoytosh Bhauacharyya. Gaekwad's Oriental Series, No. XLIV,
Baroda, 1929, p. xix.)
A aore is ten miJJion.
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the slig-lltcst pause to the usual modern Christian gentleman or
lady. They consiste-d in partaking of such forbidden foods as
fish, meat, spicy dishes, and wine, and engaging in sexual intercourse. The sole novelty was that these acts were to be undertaken not in sensual eagerness or sated boredom, but without
cgoity and under the direction of a religious teacher, being regarded as concotnitants of a diHic.:ult and dangerous yet abso-

hn ely indispensable spiritual exercise. The Bodhisattva is beyond desire and fear; moreover, all things are Buddha-things
and \'Oid.
In the sexual act it is possih1e to recognize a pre-eminent rendition and profound human experience of the metaphysical
mystery o[ the nondual entity whi(h is made manifest as two.

The embrace of the male and female I" inciplcs, and their delight thereby, denote their intrinsic unity, their n1eLaphysiral
identity. Regarded from the standpoint of logic in the world
of space and time, the male and female are two. But in their
intuition of their identity (which is the seed of love) the thought
of twoness is transcended, while from the mystery of their phys·
ical union (their enactment and experience in time of their
real and secret nonduality) a new being is produced-as though
the corporeal imitation of the transcorporcal, nondua] truth
had magically touched the inexhaustible spring from which the
phenomena of the cosmos arise. Tlnough the sexual act, that is
to say, creatures of the visible world actually come into touch,
in experience, with the metaphysical sphere of the nondual
source. The latter is not absolutely apart and unrelated. It is,
rather, their own very esscncr, which they experience in every
impulse of compassion-but supremely in that supreme human
realization of compassion which is known in the enactment of
the mystery play of the sexes.
sunyatiibodhito bijam bijiit bimbnm pmjayate
bimbe ca nyii.mvinyiisa tasmiit sarvam pratityajam
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"From the right perception of siinyata ('the void') comes bija
('the seed'). From bija the conception of an icon is developed,
and from that conception is derived the external representation
ol the icfm."wo
"So the <·ntiH· iconography of tht· Buddhist," comments Dr.
Benoytosh Bhatta< haryya to this tt·xt, "proceeds from a correct
understanding of the doctrine of 8Unyat3.." 101 Moreover, one
might add, this creation of an icon is an act of the same order
as the creation of the world: ars imitatur natu.-am in sua opera·
tione. 10 .!
Through the contemplation of an icon one's mind is united
with the "seed" (bija), and through this seed then returned to
the void. The external reprcselllation, which is simply the pre·
Iiminary support of this realization, may he of stone, wood,
bronze, or any other lifeless suhstance, hut also, a living being
-for example, the guru, or even the devotee himself in some
symbolic role; the symbol most appropriately associated with
the Mahayana dotttinc of mahiwdtha, "the great delight," being
tht· divine mak aiiCI kmak (Tibetan: Yab-Yunz) in embrace.
The primitive idea behind this icon is that of the female as
the acthating principle. Through her allure she stirs the dor·
mant male clement from its quiet; through her embrace she
integrates the male enerb'Y· In India, as we have seen,'" the
too An alternate rendering: "The void brings forth the seed; this deveJops into the mental representation; this concretizes externally. and
from it o,pring., all that i11 conditioncd.in-exi'ltenc,~." MahiisukhapraWa
("The Expo~oition of the Doctrine of the Great Delight"), fol. 32. This is
a twelfth-century work b) a Bengali C'\.pn&itor, Advayavajra.
Wl Benoytosh Bhattacharyya, The Indian Buddhist Iconography, Oxford,
1924, p. xiii.
1 n2 "For the East, ao;; Cor St. Thomas [Aquina:, ], ars irnilatur naturam in
sua. operatione" (Anancla K. Coomaraswamy, The Tramformation of
Natu.e in ATI, Cambridge, Mass., '984• p. 15).
101 Supra, p. 551.
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ever-renewed cosmogony of the coming into existence of the
universe and its disappearance again is understood, on the basis
of yoga experience, as a grandiose psychogeny: the yogi, returning from the transcendental realization of samadhi, enters again
into the world of forms presented to consciousness by his inner
and outer senses, these phenomenal forms being but functions
of the activated sense organs themselves. In the Mahayana Buddhist school of the Great Delight (rnalziisukha) such a process ot
concentrated meditation on the appearance and disappearance
of mental representations is facilitated and given direction by a
female form, and the ritual sexual act becomes a kind of Jlia
crucis whereby the individual experiences the mystery of the
cosmogenic manifestation of compassion. llis right perception
of &i"myata enables him to reali7c a complete self-identification
with it, "knower and known, seer and ;een, meet in an act transcending distinction," and the initiate thus becom~s himself an
angel: the angel with two backs-man-woman: the anthropomorphic form of the compassionate void.
This Yab-Yum icon is to be read two ways. On the one hand,
the candidate is to meditate on the female portion as the S.kti
or dynamic aspect of eternity and the male as the quiescent but
activated. Then, on the other hand, the male is to be regarded
as the principle of the path, the way, the method (upiiya), and
the female, with which it merges, as the transcendent goal; she
is then the fountainhead into which the dynamism of enlightenment returns in its state of full and permanent incandescence.
And finally, the very fact that the dual symbol of the united
couple is to be read in the two ways (with either the male or
the female representing transcendent truth) signifies that the
two aspects or functions of reality are of perfectly equal rank:
there is no difference between sarilsara and nirvat;~a, either as to
dignity or as to substance. Tathata, the sheer "suchness," is
made manifest both ways, and for true enlightenment the apparent difference is nonexistent.
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Yab-Yum symbolism thus insists on the dignity of the phenomenal universe. Its genial recognition of the metaphysical
implications of the corporeal spirituality of the sexual totality
(wherein the tensions and impulses of opposit~s are at rest, balancing, fulfilling, and nullifying each other) is very different in
spirit from the woman-disdaining, world-disdaining arrogance
of the mountain sages-whether .Jaina, Vedantic, or HinayiinaBuddhist. Apparently, this world-allirmativt' method of spiritual
guidance was a contribution from the aristocratic K~atriya caste;
perhaps a development of that andent, profoundly mystical
love-lore which became thinned out and practically lost in the
late, classic, Brahmanic Kamasiltra."" The origins of the movement are obscure, but there is a tradition that places them in
the court circle of a certain Indrabhiiti, king of U(l<,liyana in the
seventh or eightll century A.D. This royal personage is the reputed author of the ]niinasiddhi, a basic work in which the YabYum initiation is described."' The precise location of his kingdom, however, is a matter of scholarly conjecture, some placing
it in the Swat Valley of the Nonh-West Frontier Province,
others in Orissa, not far from the homeland of the Buddha.
We are told that lndrabhiiti's gifted daughter, the princess
Lak~miilkara Devi, was the moving spirit of this courtly cult of
love.106
One thinks immediately of Eleanor of Aquitaine and the
Provent;al courts of love, four centuries later, when the aristocratic circles of the Occid~nt were being touched by the magic
of the Orient, in the period of the Crusades. Simultaneously, in
Mahayana-Buddhist Japan, the lords and ladies of the Imperial
court of Miyako were enacting their poetic romance of the
10" Cf. supra, pp. 14G-150.
1o1 The Sanskrit text is puhli~~ohed in Gaekwad's Oriental Series, No.
XLIV (cf. supra, p ..•54· note gg); a summary of the contents will be
found in Bhattacharyya, Introduction to Buddhist Esoterism, pp. 38ff.
10' Cf. Bhattacbaryya, The Indian Buddhist Iconography, p. xxvi, note.
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"Cloud Gallants" and "Flower Maidens," while Persia was singing the songs of Omar, N izami, and the Sufi poets. A line of
Hafiz might be taken as the motto of the movement: "Love's
slave am I and from both worlds free." '"' From the castles of
Portugal to those of Japan, the civilized world, for some five
centuries, resounded to this song; and the echoes are still to be
heard in the cloisters of Tibet. The basic Indian doctrine-the
doctrine of transcendental monism, which merges opposite
principles in timeless union-finds 110 more striking symbolization anywhere than in the lama;ery cult of the icon of the holy
bliss (mahiisukha) of the united couple.
'" Hafiz, Ghazel ("Odes") 155·
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1.

Who Seelu Nirvii11a?
THE I.ATER Buddhist change of attitude toward the final goal
is paralleled exactly by the contemporary Hindu development. As we have seen,' in Hinayana usage the term bodhisatt11a
denoted a great being on the point of becoming a Buddha and
so passing from time to nirva1_1a. an archetype of the Buddhist
lay-initiate escaping from the world, whereas in the Mahayana
the concept was translatt·d into a time-reaffirming symbol o[
universal saviorship. Through renouncing Buddhahood the
Bodhisattva made it clear that the task of mok,a, "release, liberation, redemption from the vicissitudes of time," was not the
highest good; in fact, that mok,a is finally meaningless, sathsara
and nirva1_1a being equally of the nature of siinyata, "emptiness,
the void." In the same spirit the Hindu Tantric initiate exclaims: "Who seeks nirva1_1a?" "What is gained by mok,a?"
"Water mingles with water."
This point of view is rendered in many of the conversations
of Sri Ramakrishna with his lay disciples.
"Once upon a time," he told them one evening, "a sannyasin
1

Supra, PP- 554-535-
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entered the temple of Jagganath. As he looked at the holy image
he debated within himself whether God had a fonn or was formless. He passed his staff from left to right to feel whether it
touched the image. The staff touched nothing. He understood
that there was no image before him; he concluded that God
was formless. Next he passed the staff from right to left. It
touched the imag<·. The sannyiisin understood that God had
form. Thus he realized that God has form and, again, is form·
less."

2

"What is vi jiiana?'" he said on another occasion. "It is knowing God in a special way. The awareness and conviction that
fire exists in wood is jiiana, knowledge. But to cook rice on that
fire, eat the rice, and get nourishment from it is vijiiana. To
know by one's inner experience that God exists is jfiana. But to
talk to Him, to enjoy Him as Child, as Friend, as Master, as
Beloved, is vijiiiina. The realization that God alone has become
the universe and all Jiving beings is vijiiana.'' •
And with respect to the ideal of becoming annihilate in
Brahman, he would som<·times say, quoting the poet Ramprasiid, ''I love to eat sugar, I do not want to become sugar.'' s.
The Mahayana Bodhisattva tastes unending saviorship by
devoting himself with absolute selflessness to his teaching task
in the vortex of the world; in the same spirit, the Hindu Tlin·
tric initiate, by persevering in the dualistic attitude of devotion
(bhaktz), enjoys without cease the beatitude of the knowledge
of the omnipresence of the Goddess.
"The Divine Mother revealed to me in the Kali temple that
it was She who had become everything," §ri Ramakrishna
told his friends. "She showed me that everything was full of
Consciousness. The Image was Consciousness, the altar was
2 Tlr~ Go.~pel of Sri Ramakrishna, translated with an introduction by
Sw11mi Nikhiliinanda, New York, •94•· p. 858.
3 /b., p. o88.
aa Contrast supra, p. 459·
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Consciousness, the water-vessels were Consciousness, the doorsill was Consciousness, the marble floor was Consciousnessall was Consciousness. I found everything inside the room
soaked, as it were, in llJiss-the Bliss of Satdd~inanda. 4 I saw a
wicked man in front of the Kali temple; hut in him also I saw
the Power o[ the Divine Mother vibrating. That was why I fed a
cat with the food that was to be offered to the Divine Mother." '
"The jiiani, sticking to the path of knowledge," he explained
again, "always reasons about the Reality, saying, 'Not this, not
this.' Brahrnan is neither 'this' nor 'that'; lL is neither the universe nor its living beings. Rl'asoning in this way, the mind becomes steady. Then it disappears and the aspirant goes into
samadhi. This is the Knowledge of Brahman. It is the unwavering conviction of the jiiJ.ni that Hrahman alone is real and
the world illusory, like a dream. What Brahman is cannot be
described. One cannot even say that Brahman is a Person. This
is tl1e opinion of the jiianis, the lollowcrs of Vedanta philosophy.
"But the bhaktas accept all the states of consciousness. They
take the waking state to he real also. They don't think the
world to be illusory, like a dream. They say that the universe
is a manifestation of God's power and glory. God has created all
these-sky, stars, moon, sun, mountains, ocean, men, animals.
They constitute His glory. He is within us, in our hearts. Again,
He is outside. The most advanced devotees say that He Himself
has become all this-the twenty·four cosmic principles, the universe, and all living beings. The devotee of God wants to eat
sugar, not to become sugar. (All laugh.)
"Do you know how the lover of God feels?" Ramakrishna
continued. "His attitude is '0 God, Thou art the Master, and I
am Thy servant. Thou art the Mother, and I am Thy child.'
• Brahman as Being (sat), Consciousness (cit), and Bliss (6nanda). CL
supra, P· 4•5·
' The Gospel of Sri Ramakrishna, pp. S45·S46.
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Or again: 'Thou art my Father and Mother. Thou art the
Whole, and I am a part.' He doesn't like to say, 'I am Brahman.'
"The yogi seeks to realize the Paramiitman, the Supreme
Soul. His idea is the union of the embodied soul and the Supreme Soul. He withdraws his mind from sense-objects and tries
to concentrate it on the Paramatman. Therefore, during the
first stage of his spiritual discipline, he retires into solitude and
with undivided attention practices meditation in a fixed pos·
ture.

"But the Reality is one and the same. The difference is only
in name. He who is Brahman is verily Atman, and again, He is

the Bhagavan, the Blessed Lord. He is Brahman to the followers
of the path of knowledge, Paramfttman to the yogis, and Bhagaviin to the lovers of God.
"The jiianis, who adhere to the nonclnalistic philosophy of
Vedanta, say that the acts of creation, pn:servation, and destruc~
tion, the universe itself and all its living beings, are the maniff'stations of Sakti, the Divine Powcr. 0 If you reason it out, you
will realize that all these are as illusory as a dream. Brahman
alone is the Reality, and all else is unreal. Even this very Sakti
is unsubstantial, like a dream.
"But though you reason all your life, unless you are established in samadhi, you cannot go beyond the jurisdiction of
Sakti. Even when you say, 'I am meditating.' or 'I am contemplating,' still you arc moving in the realm of liakti, within Its
power.
"Thus Brahman and sakti are identical. If you accept the
one, you must accept the other. It is like fire and its power to
burn. If you see the fire, you must recognize its power to burn
also. You cannot think of fire without its power to burn, nor
can you think of the power to burn without fire. You cannot
6

Known as maya in the Vedanta: cf. supra~ pp. 425-427. Sakti is Yum

of the Yab-Yum icon; cf. supra~ PP· 556-559·
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conceive of the sun's rays without the sun, nor can you conceive of the sun without its rays.
"What is milk like? Oh, you s.~y. it is something white. You
cannot think of the milk without the whiteness, and again, you
cannot think of the whiteness without the milk.
"Tims nne cannot think of Brahman without Sakti, or of
Sakti without Brahman. One cannot think of the Absolute without the Relative, or of the Relative without the Absolute.
"The Primordial Power is ever at play.' She is creating, preserving, and destroying in play, as it were. This Power is called
Ka!L Kali is verily Brahman, and Brahman is verily Kali:. It is
one and the same Reality. When we think of It as inactive, that
is to say, not engaged in the acts of rreation, preservation, and
destruction, then we call It Brahman. But when It engages in
these activities, then we call It Kali: or Sakti. The Reality is on(•
and the same; the difference is in name and form." 8
This introductory exposition of the Tantric point of view was
given on the deck of a little excursion-steamer, sailing up and
down the Ganges, one beautiful autumn afternoon in t882Kcshab Chandra Sen (1838-St). the distinguished leader of
the semi-I Iindu, semi-Christian Rrahmo Samaj,9 had come, with
a number of his following, to visit liri Ramakrishna at Dakshineswar, a suburb of the modern city of Calcutta, where the
saintly teacher was serving a~ priest in a temple dedicated to the
Rlack Gorldess, Kali. Keshab was a modern, occidentalized
Hindu gentleman, with a cosmopolitan outlook, and a slittvic,
7 This idea of the play (lila) of the Godhead in the form• of the world
i'i fundamental to the T3.ntric view and is the Hindu counterpart of the
Mahayana-Buddhist Maha•ukha (mpra, p. 554)·
• The Go•pel of Sri Rii11Uikrishna, pp. 188-155• For an account of the ideals and history of the Brihmo Samij
(founded in 1828 by Raja Rammohan Roy), see Swimi Nikhilinanda's
introduction to The GoJpel of §ri RO.makrislma, pp. 40-42. A distinguished figure in the movement was Devendranath Tagnre (tRt7-tgo,r,),
lather of the Nobel Prize poet, Sir llabindranatb (t86I-194•).
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humanistic, progressive religious philosophy-not unlike that
of his New .England contemporary, the Transcendentalist (and
student of the Bhagavad Gitii), Ralph Waldo Emerson. lUmakrishna, on the other hand, was a thorough llindu-intentionally ignorant of .English, nurtured in the traditions of his
motherland, long-practiced in the techniques of introverted
contemplation, and filled with the experience of God. The
coming together of these two religious leaders was a meeting of
the modern, timely India and the timeless-the modern consciousness of India with the half-forgotten divine symbols of its
own unconscious. Noteworthy, moreover, is the fact that on this
occasion the teacher was not the Western-educated, tailored
gentleman, who had been entertained in London by the Queen.
but the yogi in his loincloth, speaking of the traditional Indian
Gods out of his own direct experience.
KESHAB (with a smile): "Describe to us, sir, in how many ways
Kftli, the Divine Mother, sports in this world."
SRi RAMAKRISHNA (also with a smile): "Oh, She plays in
different ways. It is She alone who is known as Maha-Kali ["The
Great Black One"], Nitya-Kiili ["The Everlasting Black One"],
Smasiina-Kiili ["Kall of the Cremation Ground"], Rak~ii-Kiili
["Goblin Kali"], and syiima-Kiill ["Dark Kali"]. Maha-Kall and
Nitya-Kali are mentioned in the Tantra Philosophy. When
there were neither the creation, nor the sun, the moon, the
planets, and the earth, and when darkness was enveloped in
darkness, then the Mother, the Formless One, Maha-Kiili, the
Great Power, was one with Mahii-Kiila [this is the masculine
form of the same name], the Absolute.
"syama-Kiili has a somewhat tender aspect and is worshiped
in the Hindu households. She is the Dispenser of boons and the
Dispeller of fear. People worship Rak~a-Kali, the Protectress,
in times of epidemic, famine, earthquake, drought, and flood.
smasana-Kali is the embodiment of the power of destruction.
She resides in the cremation ground, surrounded by corpses,
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jackals, and terrible female spirits. From Her mouth flows a
stream of blood, from Her neck hangs a garland of human
heads, and around Her waist is a girdle made of human hands .
..After the destruction of the uni\'ersc, at the end of a great
cycle, the Divine ]\!other garners the seeds for the next creation.
She is like the elderly misliT" of the house, who has a hotchpotch-pot in which she keeps different articles for the household use. (All laugh.) Oh, yes! Housewives have pots like that.
where they keep sea-foam, blue pills, small bundles of seeds of
tucumber, pumpkin, and gourd. and so on. They take them
out when they want them. In the same way, after the destruction of the universe, my Divine Mother, the Embodiment ol
Brahman, gathers together the seeds for the next creation. After
the creation the Primal Power dwells in the universe itself. She
brings forth this phenomenal world and then pervades it. In the
Vedas creation is likened to the spider and its weh. The spider
brings the web out of itself and then remains in it. God is the
container of the universe and also what is contained in it.
"Is Kali, my Divine Mother, of a black complexion? She appears black because She is viewed from a distance; but when
intimately known She is no longer so. The sky appears blue at
a distance; but look at air close by and you will find that it has
no color. The water of the ocean looks blue at a distance, but
when you go near and take it in your hand, you find that it is
colorless."
Sri Ramakrishna. filled with love for the Goddess, then sangto her two songs of the Bengali devotee and yogi Ramprasii.d.
after which he resumed his talk.
"The Divine Mother is always sportive and playful. This universe is Her play. She is self-willed and must always have her
own way. She is full of bliss. She gives freedom to one out of a
hundred thousand."
A BRA.HMO DEVOTEE: "But, sir, if She likes She can give freedom to all. Why, then, has She kept us bound to the world?"
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SRi RAMAKRISHNA: "That is Her will. She wants to continue
playing with Her created beings. In a game of hide-and-seek
the running about soon stops if in the beginning all the players
touch the 'granny.' If all touch her, then how c.an the game go
on? That displeases her. Her pleasure is in continuing the game.
"It is as if the Divine Mother said to the human mimi in
confidence, with a sign from Her eye, 'Go and enjoy the world.'
How can one blame the mind? The mind can disentangle itself
from worldliness if, through her grace, She makes it turn to·
ward Herself.''
Singing again the songs of Ramprasad, Sri Ramakrishna intemlpted his discourse, but then continued. "Bondage is of the
mind, and freedom is also of the mind. A man is free if he con·
stantly thinks: 'I am a free soul. How can I be bound, whether
I live in the world or in the forest? I am a child of (;od, the
King of Kings. Who can bind me?' If bitten by a snake. a man
may get rid of its venom hy saying emphatically, 'There is no
poison in me.' In the same way, by repeating with p;rit and
determination, 'I am not hound, I am free,' one really becomes
so-one really becomes free.
"Once someone gave me a book of the Christians. I asked
him to read it to me. It talked about nothing but sin. (To
Keshab Chandra Srn:) Sin is the only thing one hears of at your
Brihmo Samaj, too. The wretch who constantly says, 'I am
bound, I am bound,' only succeeds in hring bonmt He who
says day and night, 'I am a sinner. Tam a sinner.' really becomes
a sinner.
"One should have such burning faith in God that one can
say: 'What? I have repeated the name of God, and can sin still
cling to me? How can I be a sinner any more? How can I be in
bondage any more?'
"If a man repeats the name of God, his body, mind, and
everything become pure. Why should one talk about sin and
hell. and such things? Say but once, '0 Lord, I have undoubt567
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edly done wicked things, but I won't repeat them.' And have
faith in his name."
Sri Ramakrishna sang:
If only I can pass away repeating Durgii's name;

How canst Thou then, 0 Blessed One,
Withhold from me deliverance,
Wrettbed though I may be? . . .
Then he said: "To my Divine Mother I prayed only for pure
love, I offered flowers at Her Lotus Feet and prayed to Her:
'Mother, here is Thy virtue, here is Thy vice. Take them both
and grant me only pure love for Thee. Here is Thy knowledge,
here is Thy ignorance. Take them both and b'Tant me only pure
love for Thee. Here is Thy purity, here is Thy impurity. Take
them both, Mother, and grant me only pure love for Thee.
Here is Thy dharma, here is Thy adharma. Take them both,
Mother, and grant me only pure Jove for Thee." 10
In Tantra the theistic attitude practically obliterates the abstract ideal of the Formless Brahman (nirgu1.1a brahman) in
favor of Brahman-in-the-Gm;ms (saguf.la brahman)-the Lord
(iJvara), the personal God; and the latter is represented by the
Tantrics preferably in the female aspect, since in this the nature of Maya-Sakti is most immediately affirmed." The Tantric
development supported the return to power in popular Hinduism of the figure of the Mother Goddess of the innumerable
lb., pp. •35-•39 (with a few brief omissions).
n The Agamas (Tintric writings) are divided into five main groups according to the personification celebratf"d: Siirya (the sun god), Gaue§a
("'Lord of the Hosts," the elephant-headed son of Siva, who is the Indian
counterpart of Hennes, breaker of the way and guide of the soul), gakti,
~iva, and Visnu, the last three being today by far the most important.
10

Tintric principles and practices have been applied also to. the worship

of the Mahayana Buddhas and Bodhisattvas; the Yab-Yum symbolism is
Tintric.
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names-Devi, Durgii, Kiill, Parvati, Umii, Sati, Padmii, Candi,
Tripura-sundari, etc.-whose cult, rooted in the Neolithic past,
had been overshadowed for a period of about a thousand years
by the male divinities of the patriarchal Aryan pantheon. The
Goddess began to reassert herself in the period of the later
Upani~ads." She is today the chief divinity again. All the consorts of the various gods are her manifestations, and. as the Sakti
or "power" of their husbands, represent the energy that has
brought the latter into manifestation. Moreover, as Mahftmaya,
the Goddess personifies the World Illusion, within the bounds
and thralldom of which exist all forms whatsoever, whether
gross or subtle, earthly or angelic, even those of the highest gods.
She is the primary embodiment of the transcendent principle,
and as such the mother of all names and fonns. "God Himself,"
states Ramakrishna, "is Mahamayii, who deludes the world with
Her illusion and conjures up the magic of creation, preservation, and destruction. She has spread this veil of ignorance before our eyes. We can go into the inner chamber only when She
lets us pass through the door." 18 It is entirely possible that in
this reinstatement of the Goddess, both in the popular cults
and in the deep philosophy of the Tantra, we have another sign
of the resurgence of the religiosity of the non-)\.ryan, pre-Aryan,
matriarchal tradition of Dravidian times.
The Tantric movement differs [rom .Jainism and Buddhism,
however, inasmuch as it adheres to the authority of the Vedas,
seeking rather to assimilate and adjust itself to the orthodox
tradition than to exclude and refute it. ln this it parallels the
pattern of popular Hinduism. Indeed, the mixture of Tantric
and Vedantic traits in modern Hindu life, ritual, and thought
12 For a discussion both of this development and of the symbolism of
the Goddess, cf. Zimmer, Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and Civilization, pp. go-102 and 18gff; also The King and the Corpse, Part II, "'The

Romance of the Goddess."
1s The Go.fpel of Ari Ramakrishna, p.
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is so intimate that they present themselves as an organic whole.
The Tiintrics speak of their texts as 'The Fifth Veda," "The
Veda for This Iron Age:· '"For the first of the four world ages,
sruti (Veda) was given; for the second, smrti (the teachings of
the sages, Dharma5astra, etc.), for tllC third, purii(ta (the epics,
etc.), and for the fourth, iigama (the Tantric texts)." ••
As has been pointed out by Sir John Woodroffc, whose studies
are the most important examinations of the Tantra published
in modern times: '"The sakta followers of the .Agama claim that
its Tantras [i.e., "books"] contain the very core of the Veda....
As men have no longer the capacity, longevity and moral
strength required to carry out the Vaidika Karma-kiii.><;Ia (the
ritual section of the Veda]. the Tantra Sastra prescribes a
Sadhana [religious discipline] of its own for the attainment of
the common end of all siistra, that is, a happy life on earth,
Heaven thereafter, and at length Liberation." "
Both the Tantra and popular Hinduism accept the truth of
Advaita Vedanta but shift the accent to the positive aspect of
maya. The world is the unending manifestation of the dynamic
aspect of the divine, and as sue h •houhl not be devaluated and
discarded as suffering and imperfection, but celebrated, pene·
trated by enlightening insight, and experienced with under·
standing. The hair of the Goddess is dishevelled in her frantic,
self-maddened dance which produces the mirage of satilsiira, but
the perfect devotee is not thereby dismayed. "Though the
mother beat him," says Rimprasad, "the child cries 'Mother! 0
Mother!' and clings still tighter to her garment." " The Vedan·
tic yogi nevc·r tires of stating that ltaivalya, "isolation-intt'gration," can be attained only by turning away from the distractu Kultirnava Tantra 1 cited by Sir John Woodroffe, Shakti anrl Slrfzkla,
3rd edition, Madras and London, 1929. p. 7·
10 lb., p. 8. For the term JQstra, cf. su.pm, p. 36.
t• Dinesh Chandra Sen, History of Bengali Language and Literature,
Calcutta, 1gu. p. 714.
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ing allure of the world and worshiping with single-pointed
attention the formless Brahman-Atman; to th<· Tantric, however-as to the normal child of the world-this notion seems
pathological, the wiong-hcadcd t'lfeu of a certain malady of intellect. By the true lover of the (;oddess, not merely the seeking
of liberation but even its attainment h not desired. For what is
the usc of salvation if it means absorption? "I like eating sugar,"
as Ramprasad said, "but I ha\'C no desire to become sugar.""
Let those who suffer from the toils of sarhsftra seek release: the
perfect devotee does not su£fc1; for he can both visualize and
experience life and the universe as the revelation of that Supreme Divine Force (sakll) with which he is in love, the allcomprehensive Divine Being in its cosmic aspect of playful,
aimless display (lila)-which precipitates pain as well as joy,
hut in its bliss transcends them both. He is filled with the holy
madness of that "ecstatic love" (prema) which transmutes the
world.
This very world is a mansion o( mirth;

Here I ran cat, here drink and make merry. 18
Artha (prosperity), kama (the fulfillment of sensual desires),
dharma (the enactment of the religious and moral rituals of
everyday life, with an acceptance of the burden of all the
duties), and mok~a (release from it all) arc one. The polarity
of mok~ and the trivarga" is transcended and dissolved not
in introverted realization alone, but in living feeling as well.
By virtue of his talent of love for the merciful Goddess, the
true devotee discovers that the fourfold fruit of artha, kama,
dharma, and mok~ falls into the palm of his hand.
"S!lj>m, p. 561: cf. E. J. Thompwn. "A Poet of the People," Th'
l.ondon Quarterly l!eview, CXXX, Fifth Scrios, XVI Quly-Octobcr, 1918).

P· 7 1 •

IR The Go.~pel of 8ri R4makn'shna, p. l!J9·
" Cf. supra, p. 41.
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"Come, let us go for a walk, 0 mind, to Kali, the Wish-fulfilling Tree," wrote Rlimprasad; "And there beneath It gather
the four fruits of life." '""The mind ever seeks the Dark Beautiful One."' he states again. "Do as you wish. Who wants NirvaJ.la?"
Tantrism, as a matter of course, insists on the holiness and
purity of all things; hence, the ''five forbidden things" ("'the
five M's," as they are called) constitute the substance of the
sacramental fare in certain Tantric rites: wine (madya), meat
(miirilsa), fish (malsya), parched grain (mudrii)," and sexual intercourse (maithuna). As in tlte parallel Mahayana initiations,"
the nondualist reali1.ation makes all the world one-one, holy,
and pun·. All beings and things are members of a single mystic
"family" (kula). There is therefore no thought of caste within
the Tamric holy "circles" (cakra). !liidras, outra•tcs, and Brah·
mans alike arc elegible for initiation-if spiritually competent.
The aspirant must only he intelligent, with his senses controlled,
one who abstains from injuring any being, ever doing good to
all. pure, a believer in the Veda, and a nondualist, whose faith
and refuge are in Brahman: "Such a one is competent for this
scripture; otherwise he is no adept.""
One's secular social standing is of no consequence whatso·
ever within the sphere of the truly spiritual hierarchy. Moreovt'r, women as well as men an· eligible not only to ren·ive the
highest initiation but also to confer it in the role of guru. "Initiation by a woman is efficacious; that by the mother is eightfold
'" The Grupe! of Sn Ramakrishna, p. •59·
' 1 Mudra also denotes Lhc mystic hand postures that play such an im·
portant role in Indian ritual and art. This is the only meaning of the
word given in the Sanskrit dictionaries. We read, however. in the Yoginf
Tantra (Ch. VI): "Fried paddy and the like-in fact all such [cereals] as are
chewed-are ralled Mudra" (cited by Woodrolfe, op. cit., p. 571).
"Cf. supra, PP· 554·559·
" Gandharva Tantra o; Woodrolfe, op. cit., p. 538.
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so," we read in the Yogini Tantra." In striking contrast to the
Vedic texts, wherein even the hearing of the Veda is forbidden
to a Siidra, and wherein women are consigned to a S<"nmdary
(though highly praised and sentimentalized) sphere of spiritual
competency and aspiration, the Tantras transcend the limits ol
social and biological differentiation.
However, it must not be supposed that this indifference to the
rules of caste implies any idea of revolution within the social
sphere, as distinguished from the sphere of spiritual progress.
The initiate returns to his post in society; for there to•, is the
manifestation of Sakti. The world is affirmed, just as it is-neither renounced, as by an ascetic, nor corrected, as by a social
reformer. The prerequisite to the initiation being an actual
superiority to fear and desire, and the rite itself a confirmation
of the understanding that all is divine, the true lover of the
Goddess remains content with what She has bestowed, not finding fault with the various traditional proprieties of time and
place, but beholding the Divine Power, with whom he is himself identical in essence, within all arrangements.
For the idea of dharma is intrinsic to Indian thought. The
sacrament of the "five forbidden things" does not open a way to
either libertinism or revolution. On the plane of ego-consciousness, where one operates as an individual member of society,
the dharma of one's caste and asrama " still prevails, the height
beyond dharma and adharma being ascended only by one in
whom the mind has been transcended-in which superior state
there can be no question of a desire to enjoy the benefits of illegal practices. The Tantric ritual of wine, meat, fish, parched
grain, and sexual intercourse is accomplished not as a lawbreaking revel, but under the cautious supervision of a guru, in
a controlled state of "nondualist" (advaitic) realization. and as
the culminating festival of a long sequence of spiritual disci,. Yop;ini Tantra 1; Woodroffe, op. cit., p. 495·
•• For the term tltrama, d. supra, pp. 155·16o.
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plines, through many li,·es. The spiritual emotion of the adept
is prema: ecstatic, egolcss, beatific bliss in the realization of
transcendent identity.
Coming down again from this sublime height of form-annihilating realization to the kingdom of phenomenality, differentiation is seen hut there i!l no estrangement; there is no tendency
then to dcprcc ate-for there is no guilt, there has been no Fall.
The world does not require to he reformed; nor are its laws to
be disregarded. All of the various planc·s of manifestation of the
absolnte can he beheld in a dispassionate spirit. The solid, the
liquid, and the gaseous states of the one substance, under differing conditions, producing differing effects, arc accepted without
moral or emotional preference. For the whole spectacle of the
world, without exception, is generated by the dynamism of
:0.-liiya-sakti. the power of the cosmic dance (lilii) of the darl..
and terrible, sublime, all~nourishing and -consuming .Mother of
the World. The beings of the world, and all the ranges of experience, are but waves and strata in a single, ever-flowing,
universal stream of life.
Obviously, this is the view that we have already encountered
many times in our present examination of the philosophies of
India. The hymn from the Tailliriya llriihmm.w, celebrating the
substance and energy of the world as food," was based on a
nondualism of just this kind. The released-reborn celebrates himself as food-and-eater; for thongh the gross outer sheath of the
organism, the "sheath of food" (annamayakosa), is not the whole
of the divine manifestation (there being, in the subtle sphere of
the several inner sheaths, more subtle formations and incarnations o[ the Supreme Essence), nevertheless "food is not to be
despised." The reality of Brahman was realized in the orthodox
Vedic Brahman tradition progressively, under various manifestations: as the life-matter of the material world, in the Hymn
of Food; or as the sun, "he who yonder glows," in a multi" Taittiriya Brtihmana

2.

8. 8; cf. supra. pp. M4Ji-'147·
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tude of other Brahmanic songs of celebration; or again, as the
macrocosmic life-breath (viiyu), "he who blows," which is the
counterpart of the microcosmic prat!a.
Throughout the history of Hriilunan thought there has been
a reiterated assertion-either violent and passionate, or vigorously controlled-that the "One is both at once," and in this
respe<L Tantrism continues the orthodox Vedic line. Everything
proceeds from the same supernal source. All beings are members of a single holy family, proceeding from the one and only
divine substance. And this view involves, as we have ,!,Cen, on
the one hand a devaluation of the peculiarly personal nuances
of individuality, hut on the other a hold aflirmation of all that
may ever come to he. Maya, the world illusion, is not to be rejt•cted but embraced. The lyricism uf the Vedanta-(;itas" gave
t·xpression to this world-allirmatil e. The Tantra dues so again.
And it is reflected today through the whole range of the popular
Hindu theologies.
But there is a peculiar and e•sential trait ol the Tantrir Yea
whirh distinguishes it from the earlier philosophies-or at least
these as they appear in the orthodox texts and commentaries;
for the ideal of Tantrism is to achieve illumination precisely
by means of those very objects which the ca!lier sages sought to
banish from their consciousness. The ancient Vedic cult was
world-affirmative, but its rites were primarily those of the vast
popular and royal ceremonials in honor of the gods of the
matrocosm; they did not invite one to fathom the deep resources
of the microcosm. The forest philosophers, on the other handdevoted to the introvert techniques of .Jainism, Yoga, Sankhya,
Vedanta, and the Hinayana-strove to repress thdr personal
biological impulses by subjecting themselves to a spiritual reducing diet for the conquering of rajas, Lamas, and the vasanas
(the vessels of memory and desire); and when this transferred
them finally to a plane beyond sin and virtue-they remained
"Cf. supra, pp. 447-455·
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virtuous. Indeed, they had had to cast away the capacity for
sinning at the very start, as the first prerequisite of their approach to a guru." But in the Tantra, whereas the goal is that
of the meditating yogi (not worldly power, such as was sought
by the ancient Brahman conjurers of the forces of the universe,
but enlightenment, absolute consciousness, and the beatitude
of transcendental being), the manner of approach is that, not of
Nay, but of Yea. That is to say, the world-attitude is affirmative,
as in the Veda, but the gods are now addressed as dwelling
within the microcosm.
Thus it may be said that if the Vedanta seems to represent
the conquest o£ the monistic Aryan Brahman heritage by the
dualist ideology of the pre-Aryan seekers of integration-isolation
(kaivalya);• in the Tantra we are, perhaps. justified in recognil.ing just the opposite influence: a rerendering of the preAryan problem of psychophysical transubstantiation in terms
of the nondual philosophy of the all-affirmative Brahmanic point
of view. Here the candidate for wisdom does not seek a detour
by which to circumvent the sphere of the passions-crushing
them within himself and shutting his eyes to their manifestations without, until, made clean as an angel, he may safely
open his eyes again to regard the cyclone of sarilsara with the
untroubled ga1e of a disembodied apparition. Quite the contrary: the Tantric hero (vira) goes directly through the sphere
of greatest danger.
It is an essential principle of the Tiintric idea that man, in
general, must rise through and by means of nature, not by the
rejection of nature. "As one falls onto the ground," the K ularnava Tantra states, "so one must lift oneself by the aid of the
ground." " The pleasure of Jove, the pleasure of human feeling,
is the bliss of the Goddess in her world-productive dance, the
~'1
29
1

Cf. mpra. p. 52.
Cf. iupra, p. 459·

°Cited by Woodroffe, op. cit., p. 59,.
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bliss of Siva and his Sakti in their eternal realization of identity; only as known in the in[crior mode of ego-consciousness.
The creature of passion has only to wash away his sense of ego,
and then the same act that former! y was an obstruction becomes
the tide that bears him to the realization of the absolute as
bliss (imanda). Moreover, this tide of passion itself may become
the baptizing water by which the taint of ego-consciousness is
washed away. Following the Tantric method, the hero (vira)
floats beyond himself on the roused but canalized current. This
is what has discredited the method in the eyes of the community. Its heroic acceptance, without quibble, of the full impact
and implication of the nondual celebration of the world as
Brahman has seemed far too bold, and too sensational, to those
whose view of saintliness embraces the Lord's transcendent repose but omits the detail of His mystery play (lila) of continuous
creation.
A right method cannot exclude the body; for the body is
devatii., the visible form of Brahman as jiva. "The Sadhaka [the
Tantric student]," writes Sir John 'Voodroffe, "is taught not to
think that we are one with the Divine in Liberation only, but
here and now, in every act we do. For in truth all such is
Sakti. It is Siva who as Sakti is acting in and throug-h the
Sadhaka.... When this is realized in every natural function,
then, each exercise thereof ceases to be a mere animal act and
becomes a religious rite-a Yaji\a. Every function is a part of
the Divine Action (sakti) in Nature. Thus, when taking drink
in the form of wine the Vira knows it to be Tara Dravamayi,
that is, 'the Saviour Herself in liquid form.' How (it is said) can
he who truly sees in it the Saviour Mother receive from it harm?
... When the Vira eats, drinks or has sexual intercourse, he
does so not with the thought of himself as a separate individual
satisfying his own peculiar limited wants, an animal filching as
it were from nature the enjoyment he has, but thinking of him-
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self in such enjoyment as Siva, saying 'Si\'O'ham,' 'Bhairavo'ham'
('I am Siva')." 81
Sex, in Tantrism, has a high symbolic role. The holy fear of
the uncontrollable forces in human nature and the consequent
strict resistance to the animal instincts and energies, which
characterize the common history of man from the earliest taboo
to the latest moral tract, can be explained as the result and
residue of devastating exp<•rienccs in the past of the race and
the by-product of the successful, historical struggle for independence of a higher, "purer,'' spiritual principle. The primi1 ive forces, out of the depths of which this principle arose, like
the victorious sun, Sol Invictus, climbing the heavens out of the
stormy sea (the turbulent abode of the monsters of the deep),
had to be checked, held at hay and tied back, like the Greek
Titans imprisoned under volcanic Aetna, or like the great
Dragon of the Revelation of St. John. The very real peril of an
elementary upheaval and rocking outburst led to the construction of protective dichotomic systems, such as those, not only of
Jainism and the Salikhya, but also of the Persian Zoroastrian
dhical religion, the Gnosis of the Near East, Christianity, Manichaeism, and the usual codes of manners of primitive and civilized mankind. In India, in the ancient world, and among
most of the peoples known to anthropologists and historians.
there ha~ been, however, an institutionalized system of festivals
-festivals of the gods and genii of vegetation-whereby, without
danger to the community, the conventional fiction of good and
evil could be suspended for a moment and an experience permitted of the mighty titan-powers of the deep. Carnival, the
day of masks, revealing all the odd forms that dwell in the profundities of the soul, spills forth its symbols, and for one dreamlike, nightmarish. sacred day, the ordered, timid consciousness
freely revels in a sacramentally canalized experience of its own
destruction.
"Woodroffe. of>. cit., pp. 587-588.
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The masks are dreamlike. Dreamlike also are the carnival
events. Indeed, the world of sleep into which we descend every
night, when the tensions of consciousness are relaxed, is precisely that from which the demons, elves, divine and devilish
figures of the world mythologies have all been derived. All the
gods dwell within us, willing to support us, and capable of sup·
porting us, but they require the submission of consciousness, an
abdication of sovereignty on the part of our conscious wills. In
so far, however, as the little ego regards its own plans as the
best, it resists rigorously the forces of its divine substratum. The
gods thereupon become dangerous for it, and the individual
becomcs his own hell. The ancient peoples made peace with the
excluded forces by holding them in worship and allowing them
their daemonic carnival-even while cultivating, simultaneously,
under the forms of sacrifices to the higher gods, a fruitful relationship with the forces implicated in the social system. And by
this means they won the pt•rmission, so to speak, of their own
unconscious to continue in the l"Onvcntional consrious attitude
of profitable virtue.
But the Tantric siidhaka is not interested in conventional
snn·ival so much as in the fathoming of life and the diswvering
of its timeless secret. lienee the makeshift of carnival is not
enough; for this only supports the general illusion. His goal is
to incorporate the excluded forces as well as those accepted
gcnerally, and experience by this means the esscntial nonexistence of the antagonistic polarity-its vanishing away, its nirva!)a;
i.e .. the intrinsic purity and innotcncc of the seeming-ly dark
and dangerous sphere. In this way he breaks within himself the
tension of the "forbidden," and rcsoll'es everything in light;
recognizing in everything the one Sakti which is the general
support of the world, macrocosmk as well as microcosmic, the
mother of the gods and elves, the weaver of the moon-dream of
history. Therewith comes release from the world-illnsion-release through its full enjoyment or realization.
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Hence the great Tantric formula (so different from that of
the earlier Hindu yogic disciplines}: yoga (the yoking of empirical consciousness to transcendental consciousness) and
bhoga ("enjoyment," the experience of life's joy and suffering)
are the same. Bhoga itself can be made a way of yoga.
Bnt it requires a hero (vira} to confront and assimilate, in
perfect equanimity, the whole wonder of the World Creatrixto make love, without hysterical reactions, to the Life-force,
which is the 8akti of his own entirety. The "five good things"
(paiicatattva), which arc the "forbidden things" of the ordinary
men and women of the herd, serve as sacramental fare for one
who not only knows but kels that the World Force (sakti) is in
('ssence himself. In Tantra, the worship of the World Creatrix in her own terms is rendered possible; for cohabitation
(maithuna), her own supreme holy rit(', is realized not in the
spirit of the pa.iu ("cattle"; the human animal of the herd, desiring, fearing, and enjoying in the usnal animal-human way},
bnt of the vira ("hero"} who knows himself to be identical with
Siva. "Om," he prays (and knows); "into the Fire which is Spirit
(iitma11) brightened by the pouring on of the ghee of merit and
demerit, I, by the path of yoga (s!~Um!Jii), ever sacrifice the
functions of the senses, using the mind as the ladle of the offering. Hallelujah!""
The fruit of the rite then is release from illusion, which is
the highest gift of Kali, the dark and beautiful Goddess-Dancer
of the Cremation Ground.
II

Om
Dhafl114dharrna·havi'rdipte titmtignan manasli sructi
Susumniivartmantinityam aksavrttiT juhomyaham: Sviilui.

(Tanlrosiiro 6q8; Woodroffe, op. cit., p. 559·)
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2.

The Lamb, the llr•·o, and the Man-God
"'No ONE who is not himseU divine may (succ<·ssfully) worship
the divinity (11iidevo de11am arcayet)."" "Having !~<·rome the
deity, one should offer sacrifice to it (devam bhiilva devam
yajet)." " The idcmity of the hidden nature of the worshiper
with the god wor;hipecl is the first principle of the Tfmtri<
philosophy of devotion. The gods are reflexes in spare (which
i. itself the work of May;i-sakti) of that sole reality, Brahman,
whidt is the sal.ti of th<' devott'e. Knowing his own Sdf, then.
to be his object of devotion, the Tantric sadhaka approaches the
Goddess in worship (/1iijii), through the meditative muttering of
prayers (jafJa: the recitation of the litany of her names), the unrelt-nting verbal repetition (again japa) of sacred formulae
(ma11tra: word-sounds which contain her essence), the making of
mental and external offerings (homa), and one-pointed meditation on her inner vision (rlhyana). He could never hope to experience the final identity if he were not already convinced and
aware of it from the first. Meanwhile, to support his preliminary
approach, he sets before his eyes and mind an image (pratika,
pratimii) of the deity. This may be a statue, painting, symbol of
some kind, or yantra; 35 in special rases it may be a living
•• Gamlhan1a Tanlra.
84Jb.
Editm·'! uotf": I have not been able to procure copies of some of the T3nrric text~ cited in this chaptt"r, hC'nrc cannot give for thrm precise references.
u A yantra is a geometrical diagram. For a description of its preparation and use, cf. Zimmer. Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and Civilization, pp. •4o-148.
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being, for example, a virgin (kumiiripiijii), or the worshiper's
wife.
The first act of devotion consists in contemplating inwardly
the mental image of the deity and then projecting the spiritual
energy (tejas) of that inner subtle form into the gross outer
image. This consecration is known as pratwprnti$!1tiJ., "the consignment (prati$Jha) of the vital breath (11rin;a)." It is to be undone again at the conclusion of the period of worship by a
"dismissal" (visarjana) of the holy presence, following which the
image is no longer the scat o[ a deity (pitlw), and may be thrown
away. The worshiper sends forth and tal.es back again the shining fonn, just as the Creator sends forth and takes back again
into his infinite substance the manifold of the cosmos-and by
virtue of the same infinitude (brahmau-iitman) within, as well
as the same miracle of maya. Later, when the initiate learns to
recognize and spontaneously respond to the presence of the divinity everywhere, in all things, he no longer requires the pedagogical assistance of this ritual, but meanwhile his mind and
sentiments must be given help. The little miracle of transubstantiation, however, is rather a microcosmic than a macrocosmic crisis. Divinity itself cannot be said to have been actually
summoned and dismissed; rather, the 1calization of divinity has
been facilitated. For, whrn·as the adept in the condition of perfect realization beholds and reveres the whole world as an icon
or seat (pi.tlta) of the Universal Presence, the usual member of
the human herd (fJa$u) requires all the assistance of religion to
bring his mind from the common, animal, economic-political
mode of considering things, to the contemplative attitude of a
luminous intuition.
The rites performed in the presence of a consecrated image
are the counterparts of the secular rituals of daily life. The god
is welcomed as a guest, with flowers, obeisance, washing of the
feet, food, water for bathing, cloth for garments, jewels, per-
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furne, incense, offerings of various kinds, praise, and (Ollvt·rsa·
lion.•• These redound, in turn, to the sanctification of daily life;
for a guest is welcomed with the same ceremonial; a parent is
honored as a god, and a child attended as a god. The sanctity of
the Presence thus perceptibly pervades the social sphere. Ritual
gestures (mudra) also are employed in the worship, and these,
like words, are the expressions and supports of spiritual resolve.
These gestures, or mud1·iis, are identical with those represented
in Indian images and utilized in the art of the Indian dance.
They constitute a veritable language of the hands, making possible the most subtle amplifications of expression. For example,
when presenting, in offering, the vessel of water, the fish gesture (matsya mudra) is made. "This is done as the expression of
the wish and intention that the vessel which contains water may
he regarded as an ocean with fish and all other aquatic animals.
The sadhaka says to the Devata of his worship, 'this is but a
small offering of water in fact, but so far as my desire to honor
you is concerned, regard it as if I were offering you an ocean.' " "
Or a!,'llin, when the Goddess is invited to take her place, before
the moment of worship, the yoni mudra is made, since the yoni,
the £<-male 01 gan, is l1er pi~ha or yantra. The yoni can never
be regarded by a Tantrie adept othenvise than as an altar.
Therefore, when the siidhaka has attained to perfection in this
ae According to Woodtoffc (op. cit., p. 511), the materials used and
things done are called ujmriira (from upa-car, "to approach; to approach
with the intention of serving; to assist, wait on, attend; to nune a patient;
to undertake, to begin"). The common number of these is sixteen: 1,
.Asana (seating the image), 2. Szlflgata (we1coming the divinity), g. PO.dya
(water for washing the feet), 4· Arglrya (offerings). presented in 5· the
vessel, 6. Acamana (water for sipping and cleaning the lips-offered twice),
7· Madhuparlta (honey, gh.e, milk and curd), 8. Sniina (water for bathing),
H· Va.,ana (doth for a garment), 10 . .Abharana (jewels), 11. Gandha (perfume), 12. Puspa (Bowers), •S· Dhupa (incense), 14. Dipa (lights), •5·
Naivedya (food), and 16. Vadana or Namaskriyii (prayer).

"lb., P· 5•5·
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discipline he can proceed to the most appropriate and congenial
form of paying worship to the (;oddcss, in maithuna.
Bhiita.Suddhi, or "the cleansing (Suddhi) of the (live) elements
of which the body is composed (bhii.ta)," is an indispensable
preliminary to every Tantric rite. The devotee imagines the
divine power (sakti) as being asleep within him, withdrawn from
operation in his gross physique, coiled away like a sleeping ser·
pent (k!i(t(lalini) at the root of his spine, in the deep pla<·e
known as the miiliidhiira, "the root (mula) base (adhiira)." The
sodhaka then pronounces mantra to arouse her, while control·
ling carefully his inhalations, breathing deeply first through one
nostril then the other (pra(>iiyiima), to clear the way for her
through the spiritual channel (su,W11l(lil) that is supposed to run
through the interior of the spine. lie is then to think o[ her as
aroused. She lifts her head and begins to move up the SU!Unll)a,
LOuching in her passage a number of "centers" or ''lotuses''
(caluas.Jmdmas), which are regarded as the seats of the elements
of the body. The muHidhara is the seat of "earth"; it is pictured
as a crimson lotus of four petals. The next center above, called
Sll<idhi,<,lhiina (.<akti's "own abode"), is at the level of the genitals
and is the scat of the element "water"; it is pictured as a ver·
mil ion lotus of six petals. The next, at the level of the navel, is
known as ma(lipura, "the city (pii.ra) of the lustrous gem
(ma(li)," so called because it is the seat of the element "fire."
It is pictured as a blue-black lotus of ten petals. According to
the psychology of this system of lotuses: miilodhara, svftdhi·
-5thana, and m<n)ipfua arc 1hc Cf'ntcrs from which the Jives of

most people are governed, while the superior centers represent
higher modes of experience. The fourth, at the level of the heart,
is the lotus in which the first realization of the divinity of the
world is experienced. Here, it is said, the god reaches down to
touch his devotee. Or again, here the sages hear the sound
(.iabda) of Brahman. Sounds heard by the outer ear are pro·
duced by "two things striking together," whereas the sound of
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Brahman is anfJhata sabda, "the sound (sabda) which comes
without the striking of any two things together (anahata)." 88
This sound is OM; not the OM pronounced by the lips, which
is but a mnemonic suggestion produced by the striking of the
wind from the lungs upon the organs of the mouth, but the
fundamental OM of creation, which is the Goddess herself as
sound. Because this is heard in the lotus of the heart, that center
is called anahata; it is pictured as a ruddy lotus of twelve petals,
and is the seat of the element "air."
"Ether," the fifth and ultimate element, is centered in the
cakra of a smoky purple hue and of sixteen petals at the level
of the throat. This is the ViSuddha Cakra, "the completely purified." Beyond, at the point between the eyebrows, is the Lotus
of Command (ajiiii), white as the moon, possessing two petals,
shining with the glory of perfected meditation, wherein the
mind, beyond the zones veiled by the five elements and thus
completely free of the limitations of the senses, beholds immediately the seed-form of the Vedas. This is the seat of the Form
of forms, where the devotee beholds the Lord-as in the Christian heaven. Beyond is the center beyond duality, Sahasrara,
the varicolored lotus of a thousand petals at the crown of the
head. Here Sakti-who is to be thought of as having ascended
through all the lotuses of the su~uml}a, waking each lotus to full
blossom in passing-is joined to Siva in a union that is simulta·
neously the fulfillment and dissolution of the worlds of sound,
form, and contemplation.
The Tantric worshiper is supposed to imagine himself as having purified his body by suffusing all the lotuses with the awak·
ened Sakti in this way (only a perfected yogi being capable of
making the km:u,ialini actually rise). Meditation (dhyfma), the
recitation of charms filled with the power of the Goddess in the
form of sound (mantra), eloquent postures of the hands and
"C£. Arthur Avalon (Sir John Woodrolfe), The SIT/Jenl Power, srd
revised edition, Madras and London, 1931, p. uo.
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body (mudra), and the meditative placing of the tips of the fin·
gers and palm of the right hand on various parts of the body,
arcompanied by mantra (nyasa)," assist him in this process, as
well as in that of welcoming the god into the image or yantra.
The two processes are reciprocal, and constitute the whole mystery of ritualistic transubstantiation. Hence we read, in the
Gandharva Tantra: "A man should worship a divinity (devata)
by becoming a divinity himself. One should not worship a di·
vinity without oneself becoming a divinity. If a person worships
a divinity without becoming himself a divinity, he will not reap
the fruits of that worship." •• And again, in the Vii.li~tha Riimii·
ya~1a: ''If a man worships Vi~l)u without himself becoming
Vi~l)u, he will not reap the fruits of that worship. If he wor·
•• An example of nyti.sa in Christian worship is the making of the sign
of the cro:,,, toud1ing first the forehead (..in the name of the Father"),

then the bre.-t ("and of the Son"), the left shoulder ("and of the Holy·"),
right shoulder ("-Ghost..), and finally brinbring the palms together in the
position of salutation known to the Hindus as aiijali~ which is the classic
Chri'ilian mudrf1 o£ prayer ('"Amen..).

The authors of The Principles of Tantra (edited by Arthur Avalon,
2 vols., London, 1914-1916), have aptly cited (pp. lxxi-lxxii) the following statement from the Council of Trent: ..The Catholic Church, rich
with the experience of the ages and clothed with their splendor, has iow
traduced mystic benediction (mantra), incense (dhilpa). water (ticamana}
padya, etc.), lights (dipa), bells (ghantti), flowers (PU~Pa), vestments, and
all the magnificence of its ceremonies in order to excite the spirit of religion to the contemplation of the profound mysteries which they reveal.
As are its faithful, the Church is composed of both body (deha) and soul
(Iitman). It therefore renders to the Lord (i.lvara) a double worship, exterior
(vah,a-puja) and interior (mtiruzsa-pujti), the latter being the prayer
(vadana) of the faithful. the breviary of its priest. and the voice of Him
ever interceding in our favor, and the former the outward motions of the

liturgy." (Interpolations by authors of The Principles of Tantra.)
As to the historical relation.ship of the Christian to the Ti.ntric service,
that is a delicate matter yet to be investigated.
"Cited by Arthur Avalon, The Ckeat Liberalitm, Madras, 1917, p. tog,
note.
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ships Vifl_lU by becoming himself V~1_1u, an initiate (siidhaka)
will hewmc Great Vi~1_1u (Mahiiviwu, i.e., the Being that is heyond the personal aspect of the god)." " And once again, this
time in the Bhavi~ya Puriit•a: "A man should not meditate on
Rudra without himself becoming Rudra," nor take the name
ol Rudra (by muttering the "garland" of the god's nam~s) without becoming Rudra; nor will he attain Rudra withoUL becoming Rudra.""
The act of worship is meant w lacilitate a direct, immediate
experience of what the sadhaka already knows theoretically,
namely, that jiva and iSvara (the latter preferably in the feminine form of sakti) are in essence om·, being the complementary
forms through which Brahman het·omes manifest in the field of
the pairs-of-opposites, the created world. The sadhaka confronts
his devata, which is rcpresemcd in the form either of an extetnal image or of an interior vision, on the plane and in the stat('
ol dualism, yet he knows that what appears as two is actually
one. The activity of sdf-surrender then leads to the perfect realization of this mystery. Surrender of the illusory sovereign nature of the individual transforms him into a servant (diisa) ot
the divinity, and this state, when brought to pcrf<.>ction, then
reveals to him his own fundamental sovereignty as the deity
itself. The fervor of daily worship through bhakti yoga thus
awakens the hidden divine nature in man, and divine ecstatic
beatitude (prema) supervenes following the moment of perfect
participation. Similarly, the son of the wealthy man, in the
above-dted parable of the Mahayana-Buddhist Saddharmaput~tf.arika, without knowing it, served his father as a servant,
gradually was advanced in his estate, and eventually came to
realize that he was himself the son and heir of the master, en41
42

J!Miltha Rtlmtiyana (Yoga-vaJi,tha, dted ib.).
Rudra is the violent, world-destructive aspect of aiva.

"' Bhavi.f'Va Purtina. (Avalon cites, in The Great Liberation, some'"'·hat
closely, Agni Purtina.)
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titled to all his possessions; indeed, himself the rich man, the
alter-ego of his lord."
But the rites and grades of service are governed by the spiritual character of the devotee. This is a basic principle of all
Indian psychological training. The personality endowed with
rajas (the quality of vigor and action) will require a different
~ulhana hom unc steeped in tamas, while the godlike tnan ol
brilliant sattva will be ftt tor still another way. In the Tantric
vocabulary these three types are known, respectively, as vira, the
hero, pa.lu, the dark-w;tted animal o[ the herd, and divya, the
godlike, luminous sai.. t.
It is noteworthy, and perhaps a symptom of K~atriya provenience, that in the classic T3.ntric Agamas the en1phasis is given
to the vira, the man of ra jasic disposition. According to the
ideal and way of the Vedanta, rajas was to be subdued by sattva,
all the disciplines being lounded on the principle of the perfect
mirror-pond, but in the classic Tantric realization the victory
was achieved by way of the passions themselves: they were challenged, directly faced, and ridden as a mettlesome stallion by a
knight. The "five good things," which for the pasu, the pedestrian, the man of the herd, represent only danger, became the
pre-eminent vehicles of attainment. "The five essential elements
in the worship of Sakti," the Mahiinirvii1Ja Tantra states, "ha'-e
been prescribed to be wine, meat, fish, parched grain, and the
union of man with \Voman. The worship of Sakti without these
five elements is but the practice of evil magic (abhiciira: a ritnal
that injures or destroys); the power that is the object of the discipline is never attained thereby, and obstacles are encountered
at every step. As seed sown on barren rocks does not germinate,
so worship (pii.jii) without these five elements is fruitless." "
These statements are quoted in the text as the words of siva to
44

Saddharma.punr;larika 4; cf. supra, pp. soS-sog.
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Mahimirvii:t;a Tantra 5· 22-24. (Translation by Avalon, The Great
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his Sakti, pronounced in the inner chamber of their divinely
blissful abode, on the summit of the sacred mountain Kai!asa.
Neither the saintly nor the gentlemanly Hindu of today, however, favors the boldness of this h~roic view. Instead, the atti·
tude formerly assigned to the pasu is recommended for all, that
namely of worshiping tlte life force (.lakti) not as the Bride but
as the Mother, and thus submitting, like a child, to a son or
sacramental castration. "The attitude of a 'hero,' " said Ramakrishna to one of the most worldly of his devotees, Girish Chandra Ghosh, a successful dramatist and the director of the Calcutta
"Star Theatre": "The attitude of a 'hero' is not good. Some
people cherish it. They regard themselws as Puru~a and woman
as Prakrti; they want to propitiate woman through their intercourse with her. But this method often causes disaster."
GtRISH: "At one time I too cherished that idea."
St i Ramakrishna gazed at Girish pensively, in silence.
GtRISH: "I still have that twist in my mind. Tell me what I
should do."
RAMAKRISHNA (following a moment of silent consideration):
"Give God your power of attorney. Let Him do whatever He
likes."
Abruptly, the conversation was then turned to a discussion of
Ramakrishna's younger devotees.
RAMAKRISHNA (to Girish and the rest): "In meditation I see
the inner traits of these youngsters. They have no thought of
acquiring house and property. They do not crave sex pleasure.
Those of the youngsters who are married do not sleep with
their wives. The truth is that unless a man has got rid of rajas
and has acquired sattva, he cannot steadily dwell in God; he
cannot love God and realize Him."
GtRtsn: "You have blessed me."
RAMAKRISHNA: "How is that? I said that you would succeed
if you were sincere."
Before Girish could respond, Sri Ramakrishna cried, with a
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shout of joy, "A.nandamayil" and the company saw him-as
they had beheld him many times before-pass abruptly [rom
normal consciousness to the trance state of divine absorption
(samiidhi). He remained abstracted for some time, but presently
moved, and soon was hack again, vivaciously participating in
the conversation. "8

One of his "youngsters" had inquired, on a former occasion:
"Isn't it true that the Tantra prescribes spiritual discipline in
the company of women?"
"That," the Master had replied, "is not desirable. It is a very
difficult path and often causes the aspirant's downfall. There are
three such kinds of discipline. One may regard woman as one's
mistress or look on oneself as her handmaid, or as her child.
I look on woman as my mother. To look on oneself as her hand·
maid is also good; but it is extremely difficult to practice spirit·
ual discipline looking on woman as one's mistress. To regard
oneself as her child is a very pure attitude." .,
And on another occasion: "sakti alone is the root of the uni·
verse. That Primal Energy has two aspects: vidya and avidya.
Avidya deludes. Avidya conjures up 'woman and gold,' which
casts the spell. Vidya begets devotion, kindness, wisdom, and
love, which lead one to God. This avidya must be propitiated,
and that is the purpose o£ the rites of Sakti worship.
"The devotee assumes various attitudes toward Sakti in order
to propitiate Her: the attitude of a handmaid, a 'hero,' or a
child. A hero's attitude is to please Her even as a man pleases a
woman through intercourse.
"The worship of !lakti is extremely difficult. It is no joke. I
passed two years as the handmaid and companion of the Divine
Mother. But my natural attitude has always been that of a child
toward its mother. I regard the breasts of any woman as those
•11 The Gospel of Sri Rcimakrishna, p. 682 .
.r lb., p. 125.
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of my own mother. Women are, all of them, the veritable im·
ages of Sakti." ••
In the classic Tantric Agamas three varieties of sadhana are
prescribed for the various temperaments. That of the "five good
thinb"·" as we have described them, is for the vira. But for the
pasu, these are still the "five forbidden things." And so the term
"wine" (madya) is interpreted in his case to mean coconut
water, milk, or some other indicated "substitutional substance"
(anukaljJatattva). Similarly, instead of "meat" (miiriua), he partakes of wheat-beans, ginger, sesamum, salt, or garlic, and instead of "fish" (matsya), of red radish, red sesamum, masur (a
kind of grain), the white brinjal vegetable, and paniphala (an
aquatic plant). "Parched grain" (mudrii) in the form of rice,
wheat, paddy, etc., is permitted, but instead of maithuna, childlike submission is recommended before the Divine Mother's
Lotus Feet-40
The divya, the god-man of purest sattva, on the other band,
is far. far beyond both the "substitutional," safe-and-sane sadhana of the pious lamb, but also beyond the fearless, chivalric
experiences of the hero. For him no external image or sacrament whatsoever is required. Hence, in the rereading of the
"five good things" as prescribed for the divya, " 'wine' (madya)
is not any liquid, but that intoxicating knowledge acquired by
yoga of the Parabrahman which renders the worshiper senseless
as regards the external world. 'Meat' (miimsa) is not any fleshly
thing, but the act whereby the sadhaka consigns all his acts to
'Me' (miim), that is, the Lord (this, of course, is a pun). 'Fish'
(matsya) is that s5.ttvic knowledge by which through the sense
of 'mineness' (a play upon the word matsya) the worshiper sympathizes with the pleasure and pain of all beings. Mudra is the
act of relinquishing all association with evil which results in
bondage. While 'coition' (maithuna) is the union of the Sakti
P· J 16.
"' Wcmdroffc, Shakti and Shiihta, pp. 56g-57o.
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KuQr}alini, the 'Inner woman' and World-force in the lowest
center (mii.liidhiira cakra) of the sadhaka's own body with the
Supreme Siva in the highest center (sahasriira) in his upper
brain." •o
For, whereas the pa.Su or vira devotee practicing bhiitduddhi
(the ritual purification of the elements of the body in preparation for an act of dualistic worship) " has to imagine the purifying ascent of the KuQ~Ialini through the centers or lotuses
(cakras, padmas) of the su~uml)a, till' divya, adept in the exercises
of the Tantric KuQr}alini Yoga, actually brings this psydwsomatic miracle to pass. Asana and mudra (proper seat and pos·
turc), praQayama (control of the breath), dhyana and mantra
(interior visualization and the concentrated recitation of certain
"seed" sounds and formulae), following a long and severe preliminary training in physical and emotional self-purification,
lead actually to a physical effect which is described as the channeling of all the energies of the body into a subtle channel up
the interior of the spine (su~um'f)a). In this case, the rise of the
"Serpent Power" (ku'f)(lalini) and awakening of the lotuses
(padmas) docs not have to be imagined, it actually comes to pass.
And when the sixth center is attained-the "Lotus of Command" (iijiiii) between the eyebrows-the Lord (i.lvara) is actually seen, not simply imagined, and the beholder is completely
lost in savikalpa samadhi-communion with the Brahman "with
limitations" (sauikalpa), where the distinction between the subject and the personal God is retained." Whereas the moment
the rising force then enters the ultimate thousand-petalled
lotus at the crown of the head {the sahasrara), where siva and
Sakti are one, the knowledge of duality is in sheer experience
"Nllamani Mukhyopadhyiya, Pancatattva-victlra, p. 85: Woodrolfe,
Shakti and Shtlkta, p. 567. Other oublimatod readings of the pailcatattva
appear in other texts: d. Woodroffe, pp. 495-500, 568-56g.
" Cf. supra, pp. 584·585 .
., Cl. ·'"pra, pp. 455·456.
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transcended, and the state of the yogi becomes that of nirvikalpa
samiidhi: reali7.ation of the identity of Atman with the Brahman "beyond all limitations" (nirvikalpa), where both the subject and its highest object are annihilate."
"There is one simple test whether the &kti ( ku(l(lalini) is
actually aroused," writes Sir John Woodroffe. "When she is
aroused intense heat is felt at that spot, but when she leaves a
particular center the part so left becomes as cold and apparently
lifeless as a corpse. The progress upwards may thus be externally
verified by others. \\'hen the &kti (Power) has reached the upper
brain (sahasrara) the whole body is cold and corpselike; except
the top of the skull, where some warmth is felt, this being the
place where the static and kinetic aspects of Consciousness
unite." 11•
"Sometimes the Spiritual Current rises through the spine,
crawling like an ant," Ramakrishna told a circle of his intimate
friends. "Sometimes, in samadhi, the soul swims joyfully in the
ocean of divine ecstasy, like a fish. Sometimes, when I lie down
on my side, I feel the Spiritual Current pushing me like a monkey and playing with me joyfully. I remain still. That Current,
like a monkey, suddenly with one jump reaches the Sahasrara.
That is why you see me jump up with a start.
"Sometimes, again, the Spiritual Current rises like a bird hopping from 011e branch to another. The place where it rests feels
like fire. It may hop from Miiladhara to Svadhi~thana, from
Svadhi~~hana to the hean, and thus gradually to the bead. Sometimes the Spiritual Current moves up like a snake. Going in a
zigzag way, at last it reaches the head and I go into samadhi.
"A man's spritual consciousness is not awakened unless his
Km:u;lalini is aroused. The KuJ:I(ialini dwells in the Miiladbara.
When it is aroused, it passes along the Su$nmQa nerve, goes
through the centers of Svadinhlina, Mal)ipiira, and so on, and at

=

" Cl. mpra, pp. 436-437 ·
•• Avalon, The Snpent Power~ pp.

11-11.
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last reaches the head. This is called the movement of the Mahii·
viiyu, the Spiritual Current. It culminates in samiidhi.
"One's spiritual consciousness is not awakened by the mere
reading of books. One should pray to God. The Km:u;lalini is
aroused if the aspirant feels restless for God. To talk of know!·
edge from mere study and hearsay! What will that accomplish?
"Just before my attaining this state of mind, it had been re·
vealed to me how the Km:u.Jalini is aroused, how the lotuses of
the different centers blossom forth, and bow all this culminates
in samadhi. This is a very secret experience. I saw a boy twenty·
two or twenty-three years old, exactly resembling me, enter the
SufUmQa nerve and commune with the lotuses, touching them
with his tongue. He began with the center at the anus and
passed through the ccmers of the sexual organs, navel, and so
on. The different lotuses of those centers-four-petalled, sixpetalled, and so forth-had been drooping. At his touch they
stood erect.
"When he reached the heart-I distinctly remember it-and
communed with the lotus there, touching it with his tongue,
the twelve-petalled lotus, which was hanging head down, stood
erect and opened its petals. Then he came to the sixteen-petalled
lotus in the throat and the two-petalled lotus in the forehead.
And last of all, the thousand-petalled lotus in the head blossomed. Since then I have been in this state." "
"Waken, 0 Mother!" wrote Rlimprasad, "0 Km:u;lalini, whose
nature is Bliss Etemall Thou art the serpent coiled in sleep,
in the lotus of the Miiladhiiral" ••
"In dense darkness, 0 Mother," runs another wonderful song,
"Thy formless beauty sparkles":
In dense darkness, 0 Mother, Thy formless beauty sparkles;
Therefore the yogis meditate in a dark mountain cave.
" The Go.rpe! of Sri Rtimshrishna, pp. 81g-8so.
"lb., P· s6s.
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In the lap of boundless dark, on Mahanirvar_ta's waves upborne,
Peace Oows serene and inexhaustible.
Taking the form of the Void, in the robe of darkness wrapped,
Who art Thou, Mother, seated alone in the shrine of samadhi?
From the Lotus of Thy fear-scattering Feet flash Thy love's
lightnings;
Thy Spirit-Fa<e shines forth with laughter terrible and loud.••

3.
All the Gods within Us
IN THE Jaina and kindred teachings, matter is described as o(
an inert and lifeless (ajl11a) character. The ruthless asceticism
of the "naked philosophers" (the "gymnosophists" who astounded
Alexander's Greeks) followed logically from their resolution to
be sterilized of this dead material and thus rendered pristinepure, luminous, and perfect. Like balloons leaving the earth
below-the earth, its atmosphere, and even the ultimate stratospheric envelope-their life-monads were leaving beneath them,
trait by trait, the universal bondages of lifeless "life." As we
have seen, the force in lndia of that pre-Aryan, dualistic, yogic
point of view was so great that even the exuberant monism of
the Brahmans finally submitted to its life-searing influence.
Gradually, the vigorous world-affirmation of the Vedic period
underwent a strangely contradictory change, until, in what is
generally regarded as the supreme nondualistic designation of
Brahman as sat, cit, ananda ("pure being, consciousness, and
11 '

lb., p. 6g2.
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bliss," absolutely uninvolved in the bondage, ignorance, and
misery of the world illusion) the yogic principle won its most
impressive triumph. For although it is true that instead of the
pre-Aryan, Jaina. and Yoga ideal of the "iliOlation-integration··
(kaivalya) of separate life-monads (jivas, punqas) the new goal
was that of reunion with the one Saccidananda Brahman, "onewithout-a-second."" nevertheless this nondual reunion, this
rrcognition ol an identity which in reality had never been forfeited, was understood as being synonymous with a refutation of
the false notion nl the existence of a cosmos: a dissolution of the
"superimposition"' due to "ib'llorance." "That which is untouched by the sixfold wave [of decay and death, hunger and
thirst, grief and delusion J, meditated upon by the yogi's heart
but not grasped by the sense-organs. which the faculty of intuition (lmddhi) cannot know, and which is faultless (anavadyam):
that Brahman art thou-meditate upon this in thy mind.""
The same, basic ascetic attitude of rejection as that which in the
pre-Aryan past has sundered human ex peri en< c into the spheres
of ajiva and jiva, was now discriminating between saritsara and
nirvlil).a, while striving for identification ("without remainder")
with the unimplicated term.
And yet, on the other hand, there flourishes in India, side by
side with this attitude of negation, a vigorous affirmation of the
world of flux and time, which is just as fearless and absolute, in
its own way, as the unflinching self-transcendence of the yogis.
In that land the great human effort, looking either way, seems
always to have been to break the all-too-human limitations of
the mind by means of "inhuman" techniques. The ideals and
disciplines of the castes are "inhuman"-humanistically speaking; and in a sense, every Indian, one way or another, is a yogi;
for bhakti, the popular Hindu "path of devotion," is itself yoga:
an internal "yoking" of the mind to a divine principle. Wherever bhakti is carried to an ultimate statement, as for instance
a• Sailkara, Yivekacu(llimtJfJ.i 256.
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in the Bhagavad Gitii and the sacraments of the Tantric "live
good things" (pancatattva), the secular initiate is inspired to a
challenge and assimilation ol the immam:nt aspect of absolute
Being, which is no less audacious than the corresponding effort,
in the penitential groves, to assimilate the tran.<cendent.
The Brahman mind, in other words, did 11ot capitulate unconditionally to the principle of world-rejection. The psychophysical problems posed by the Vedic monist philosophy that
matured during the period of the Upani~ads are as open to
world-assertive as to negating replies. The more amply documented Indian philosophical tendency, and the one first encountered by the Western scholars, was that represented in the
schools of the Vedanta and Hinayana, but in recent years the
power and profundity of the Tiintric system have begun to be
appreciated, and therewith has been facilitated a new understanding of Indian life and art. Indeed, one could only have
been amazed had it been found that in the most durable civilization known to history the sole intellectual response to such a
dictum as "All Is Brahman" had been that of a monastic renunciation of the manifest for the unmanifest aspect of the metaphysical equation. Had we not learned what we now know of
the philosophy of the Tiintric A.gamas, we should have had to
posit some such tradition; for as the Indian centuries open their
secrets to us we become more and more aware of the power of
something very different from the sublimated melancholy of the
monks, in the life-loving Hindu contemplation of the delicacies
of the world of name and form. In the majestic sculptural rendering of Siva Trimiirti at Elephanta,•• in the now well-known
South-Indian bronzes of the Dancing siva,•• in the phantasmagoric "foam and mist" style of the great masterpieces of Bhiijii,
"Cl. Zimmer, Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and Civilization, pp.
148-•5•• and fig. 55·
"lb., pp. •5•-•75• and fig. 38.
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Mamallapuram, and Eliira,•• as well as in the Indian aesthetic
phenomenon which I have elsewhere described as that of "expanding form," "' a stupendous dionysian affirmation of the
dynamism of the phenomenal spectacle is rendered, which at
once affirms and transcends the apprehended traits of the individual and his cosmos. Prakrti herself (11atura naturans, not
the merely visible surface of thinb>"S) is here portrayed-with no
resistance to her charm-as She gives birth to the oceans of the
worlds. Individuals-mere wa\ es, mere moments, in the rapidly
flowing, unending torrent of ephemeral fonns-are tangibly
preseut; bllt thl'ir tangibility itself is simply a gesture, an affectionate flash of expression on the otherwise invisible countenance of the Goddess Mother whose play (lila) is the universe
of her own beauty. In this dionysian vision the individual is at
once devaluated and rendered divine, majestic with the majesty
of Nature herself and mystically sheltered in the very maelstrom
of the world.
Such a view, obviously, is not fit for all. It can appeal to only
certain types and tastes: the aristocratic, for example, or the
artistic, and the ecstatic. An ime!lectual temperament, though
perhaps appreciative of the torrential magnitude of such a vi·
sion, will remain, necessarily. somewhat cool, refusing to respond to it with the whole pe~><mality. That is why this viewthough rertainly perennial in India-is less well documented in
literaturc, theolob'Y· and philosophy than in the works of art.
The texts are from the hands of intellectuals, by nature endowed for the abstract rcali1.ations of the way of disembodied
thought (jf1iiua-yoga); but the art works have poured from the
hands of craftsmen commissioned by wealthy merchants and
aristocrats-all the children, the servants, or the willing heroes
of the Goddess; perhaps profoundly respectful of her more
thoughtful sons, yet intimately aware, all the time, that there
"lb., pp. 53·54· 117·121, I87-188, and figs. 1, 27, o8, 55· 59· and &o.
IIIIJb., PP· 130·tgfi.
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are riches, boons, and wondrous paradoxical insights that She
holds in store only for those who truly dote on Her, and which
the haughty discriminators, dedicated to the transcendental
One-without-a-second, can never share.
Throughout the known history of India these two points of
view have operated in a dialectic process of antagonistic cooperation to bring to pass the majestic evolution of art, philosophy, ritual and religion, political, social, economic, and literary
forms, which we know today as the miracle of Indian civilization. By and large, it can be said that the nondual world-affirmation of the Vedic Brahmans, with its wider swing and greater
depth, has been the dominant and victorious contributor to the
development. To the pluralistic-realistic, idealistic dualism of
Jaina-Silikhya stamp we can ascribe only a preliminary and
provocative role. By virtue of a bold and vigorous technique of
philosophizing in paradoxes, continually establishing the essential unity of terms and spheres that would logically appear to be
antagonistic, the fertile thought of Brahmanism unfailingly
brought together, fused, and transcended the pairs-of-opposites,
which were then allowed to proceed again from each other in a
brilliant dialectical play; Brahmanic thought being the philosophic counterpart and expression of the life-process itself, a
reflection in conceptual terms of the paradoxology of life's unceasing dynamism.
Food, flesh, and blood become transformed in a living body
into impulses, emotions, feelings, thought, and inspiration.
These in tum condition and move the bodily frame. Then the
decomposition of the same body after death converts it into the
teeming life of worms and vegetation, which again is food.
There is a continuous circuit of metabolism, an unending transfom'lation of opposites into each other. And this reality of becoming is what is mirrored in the Brahmanic monist conception
of miiyi. The perpetual motion of things turning into each
other is the reality denoted by the icon of the Goddess. The
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female conceives by the male and transfonns his seed into their
common offspring, a new formation of their substance. Such is
the miracle of the enigma, Maya-Sakti. Hers, therefore, is an
erotic life-philosophy, precisely the opposite and exact compliment of the sterilizing, stem, sublime, ascetic thinking of the
.Jaina-Siirikhya schools.
The concern of the latter is to divide, to cleanse of each other,
and finally to separate forever, the life-principle, which is incorporeal, and the principle of both gross and subtle matter,
which is Ji[e-ronditioning, life-staining and -obscuring. In th<"
long course of Indian thought, this stem ascetic attitude has
been able to celebrate its moments of victory, and these moments have contributed immeasurably to the recoloring and
renovation of Indian life. But that life itself, in accordance with
its own innate dialectic principle of transformation, has then
inevitably brought to pass a new miracle of absorption, assimilation, and restatement: time and time again, great, vigorous,
tropical India has adopted the sublime way of sterilization, the
way supremely represented in the teachings of the Buddha and
in Sarikara's Vedanta; but always the power and wisdom of the
erotic-paradoxical monism of life-and of the Brahman understanding-has again successfully reasserted its force.
Brahman, sakti, the force-substance of Indian nondual philosophy, is the principle that enters, pervades, and animates the
panorama and evolutions of nature, but as the same time is the
animated and pervaded, entered field or matter of nature itself
(prakrti, natura naturans); thus it both inhabits and is the manifested universe and all its fonns. As the unceasing dynamism of
the transitory sphere of becoming and withering away, it lives
in all the changes of birth, growth, and dissolution.
But, simultaneously, it is remote from this sphere of change;
for in its quiescent, dormant, transcendent aspect it knows no
phases and is detached from both the living and the dead. The
names ascribed to it are concessions to the human mind. This
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mind, however, being itself of the essence of the unutterable,
may be touched to Self-recollection by properly hearing one or
another of the finally inadt;quate names. The name Brahman,
Saccidananda Brahman, is misleading; for it suggests that the
transcendent is. The name Vacuity, Siinyata, the Void, is misleading also; for it suggests that the transcendent is not. Perhaps,
though, the latter is the less misleading and therefore the better
term; for it does suggest transcendence, rather than definable
existence. Nevertheless, the difference is not seriously worth an
argument. As a clue either term will serve, whereas if not properly understood neither means a thing.
Brahman philosophy produced its last synthesizing statement
in the courageous esotericism of the Tantras and in the Tantric
Mahayana (the latter surviving today in the snow-clad summits
and high dales of Tibet), where the old Aryan frenzy for nondualism and the paradox, forever assening the unity of incompatibles, fruitfully combined with its own incompatible-the
archaic matrilineal world-feeling of the aboriginal civilization of
India. What the Vedic sages had recognized in the heavens of the
manocosm, the Tantric adept felt dwelling bodily within himself, in the microcosm, and he named it, also, "God." Hence,
whereas the members of the Brahman caste in Vedic times had
conjured the holy power (brahman) by means of public sacrifices, the Tantric devotee, of whatever caste, by means of the
simple, essentially personal rituals of the circles of Tantric in·
itiates, sacrificed his own ego and thereby conjured the holy
power (sakti) of his own phenomenality into manifestation in
his life. The gods served by the Brahmans had been those of the
community; the god worshiped by the Tantrist was his own,
his ~!a-devata, his chosen beloved-which yet was identical in
essence with whatever deity was anywhere adored; for "It is
only a fool," states the Sammohana Tantra, "who sees any difference between Rama and Siva." •• The eligibility of the Brah•• S..mmohono Tontro g; Woodrolfe, Shalti and Shdkto, p. 58·
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man to serve and conjure the gods of the community had rested
in the high rank of his caste in that community, whereas the
eligibility of the Tantric devotee reposed in the ripeness of his
mind and power of experienc~. "The Brahman who is a descendent of a ~~i. or holy sage," wc n·ad in the Satapatha Brahmm;ta, "is all the gods." " "I am the Devi and none other,"
thinks the Tantric devotee. "I am Brahman who is beyond all
grief. I am a form of Saccidananda whose true nature is eternal
Liberation." ••
The idea of the godhood of the individual is thus democra·
tized in the Tantra, because understood psychologically instead
of sociopolitically. As a result, the entire context of the public
Indian faith has heen reinterpreted. The rites and religiosity
of contemporary India exhibit in every trait the profound influence of this Tantric view; indeed, they have been for centuries more Tantric than Vedic. In spite of vestigial remains of
the archaic snobbism of caste, native Indian life is shot through
with the radiance of a realization of universal divinity. In contrast to the attitude of Job who cried out to Yahweh: "What is
man, that thou shouldcst magnify him?" the Indian, by shattering his ego, equates himself with God, transcends God, and is at
peace in the knowledge of himself as Brahman. "The Mother is
present in every house," writes Rrunprasad. "Need I break the
news as one breaks an earthen pot on the floor?"
o,t

Rli

$atapatha Briihma1)a J 2. 4· 4· 6.
WoodrofEe, Shakti and SM.kta, p. 81.
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APPENDIX A: THE SIX SYSTEMS
Siinkhya and Yoga, Mimarhsa and Vedanta, Vaisc,ika and
Nyaya, the six classic systems, philosophies, or more literally
"points of view" (dar;anas; from the root drs, "to see"), are regarded as the six aspects of a single onhodox tradition. Though
apparently and even ovt·rtly contradictory, they are understood
to be complementary projections of the one truth on various
planes of consciousness, valid intuitions from differing points of
view-like the experit·nces of the seven blind men feeling th<elephant, in the popular Buddhist fable. The founders, actual
or supposcd-Kapila, Patafijali, Jaimini, Vyiisa, Gautama, and
Kal)iida-should probably be regarded rather as scl10ols than as
individuals. Nothing is known of them but their names. Their
siitras stand at the beginning of a copious literature of commentators, yet are themselves but the last terms of a long foregoing
period of discussion, each of them including arguments against
all the others. Moreover, without the commentaries the texts
would be unintelligible: they are not the self-sufficient works of
independent thinkers, but mnemonic "threads" (siltras) for th<'
guidance of oral teaching in tl1e ancient Indian style of the guru
and his adhikarin. 1
SA.NKIIYA and YoGA have been discussed supra, pp. 280-332They treat of the hierarchy of the principles (tattvas) that proceed from the effects of puru,a in prakrti and support the experiences of dream and waking consciousness.
' CL

supra, pp-

48-49-
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The MiMAAtsA and VEDANTA likewise belong together, both
repr<'sellling the point of view of the "Fourth" (turiya), that
transcendent nondual prinl"ipl<' (brahman) which is beyond the
province of the world-supporting duad (jJuru$a-prakrti). The
Vedanta has been discussed, ;upra, pp. 409-463, as the final truth
or "end" (a11ta) of the Vedas; the Mimathsa is concerned with a
clarification of the liturgical aspect of the same sacred books.
Indeed, the term mimlirhsli-meaning, literally, "deep thought,
consideration, reflection, exposition," and when applied to philosophy, "reflection on, or exposition of, the Vedas"-properly
is applied to both of these philosophies: respectively, as 1.
purva-mimiimsa ("the first reflection; exposition of the first part
[of the Vedas)") or karma-mimamsa ("the study of [ritual] action") and 2. uttara-mimamsa ("the second reflection; exposition
of the second part [of the Vedas)") or brahma-mimiimsii ("the
contemplation of Brahman").
Piirva-mimarilsa, Karma-mimarilsii, or more usually simply
the Mimamsa, is a kind of scholastic, priestly science, which defines the orthodox patterns of Brahmanic liturgical life. These
inherited patterns are not always clearly designated in the Vedas
themselves; hence already in the later Brahmal}as • the term
mimiimsii occurs, where it already denotes a discussion of some
point of ritual practice. During the following centuries, with the
proliferation of variant priestly readings, the demand for this
science of definitive reasoning must have increased. Somewhere
between 200 and 450 A.D.-that is to say, about the time of the
crystallization of the Vedanta-its findings were summarized in
the Purvamimiimsii-sutra of Jaimini; but this basic textbook presupposes a long history of argument. "There is evidence," states
A. B. Keith, "that the science was in full vogue as early as the
middle of the third century B.c." 8
• Cf. supra, p. 8, Editor's note.
1 Arthur Berriedale Keith. The Karma-Mimarhsli, The Heritage of India
Series, London and Calcutta, 1911, pp. •·5·
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The method of the Purvamimiimsii-siltra resembles somewhat
that of Thomas Aquinas' scholastic Summa Th,ologica. Its elementary unit, or subdivision, is the adhikaraQ.a ("heading"),
which falls into five parts: first, a proposition is formulated; next,
the doubt as to its correctness is refuted; third, the erroneous
methods of treating it are exhibited; fourth, these are refuted;
and finally, the true solution is presented as the inevitable conclusion of the entire discussion.• For example, in Siitra I, two
propositions are presented: 1- that Vedic study is obligatory for
the upper castes; and 2- that Dharma is a proper subject for
study. The first proposition is found to be self-evident in the
Vedic precepts, "One should study the Veda" and "One should
perform the ritual of the final bath after studying the Veda." A
doubt arises, however, with respect to the second proposition,
since it may be asked whether one should perform the ritual of
the bath immediately after learning the Vedas, and so tenninate
one's period of studentship. The prima facie view is that the
bath should immediately follow the learning of the Veda. The
reply is that the real study of the Veda is not satisfied by a mere
reading of the text. The true conclusion, consequently, is that
the final bath should be postponed until a study of Dharma has
brought the student's understanding of the Veda to a state of
perfection . .Jaimini's volume contains some nine hundred and
fifteen of these adhikara1_1as, organized in twelve books.•
The Mimathsa dar5ana supports a theory of the infallibility of
the Vedas and a theory of meaning as inherent in sound: Sanskrit, the holy language of the Vedas, that is to say, is not a historical tongue based on convention, but an emanation of Being
(sat) in sound (sabda); hence the power of the sacred mantras and
of the Vedic hymns to touch the quick of truth and so to work
magic. It is from this potency that the effects of the sacrifice are
• R. Garbe, "'Mimithsi," in Hastings, Encyclopaedia of lleligion and

Ethics, Vol. VIII, p. 648.
• Keith, op. cit., pp. 4-5.
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derived, not from divine intervention; for though the offerings
are addressed to deities, the deities are themselves supported by
the power of the sacrifice. "The Mimaritsa," writes Garbe, "does
not recogni1e the existence of God. Nevertheless this fact interferes as little here as in the Sankhya and the other systems with
the belief in the supernatural beings of the popular Indian
faith." 8 Also rejected is the idea of the periodic creation and
dissolution of all things. There is a constant process of becoming
and passing away, but no ground for the systematization of this
process in terms of cy< les of evolution and involution.' Moreover,
arguing specifically against the Siinyavada of the Mahayana, the
Mimaritsa doctrine of knowledge affirms the world as real.8 This
dar8ana stands in 'lose relationship to Indian law, since its chief
object is "to detennine injunctions, which are distinct from
those of civil Jaw mainly in the fact that they deal with sacrificial
rather than civil obligations, and are enforced by spiritual rather
than temporal penalties." 0
VAI~~IKA and NYAYA, cosmology and logic, the remaining
brace of the six philosophies, treat of the data of waking con·
sciousness from the point of view of waking consciousness itself,
and are consequently closer in spirit and character than the
other Indian darianas to the academic tradition of the West.
The legendary founder of the Vaise~ika, Ka1,1ada (also known as
K31,1abhak~a and Ka1,1abhuj, all three names meaning "atom
eater"), is supposed to have flourished c. 20o-4oo A.D. 10 His textbook, the Vaiie#ka-siUra ("the siitras, or precepts, showing the
differences, distinctive characteristics, or manifest nature, of
individual things"), distinguishes in nature five categories (padii.ra Garbe. lac. cit.
7 Keith, op. cit.~ p. 61. This doctrine is held in opposition to the
Vaitesika and Nyaya view. Cf. infra.
• lb .. C.hapters II, III.
'lb., P· 97·

"Garbe.

"Vai~ika,"

in Hastings,

op. cit., Vol. XII, p. 569.
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substance (dravya), comprising earth, water, fire, air,
ether, time, space, soul (iitman)," and mind (mano.s); 2. quality
(gu~a), comprising color, taste, smell, touch (with temperature),
number, extension, individuality, connection, separation, pri·
ority, posterity, knowledge, joy, pain, desire, aversion, and
will; 12 3· movement and action (karma); 4· association (siimiinya);
5· difference (viSe~a); and 6. inherence (samaviiya). 11 The Vai5e$ika derives its name from category 5· viSe1a, "difference," because it is an atomistic doctrine (whence the nicknames of its
legendary founder). The atoms of the several substances have no
extension, yet in combination become extensive and visible.
During the periods of world dissolution between the cosmogonic
cycles, they are not combined; hence there is then no visible
world. The souls, nevertheless, retain their merit and demerit,
and in consequence unite, presently, with the various atoms.
This renews the movement of the atoms and begins a new
cycle of creation. The continuous wanderings and activities of
the souls in the manifest world ultimately fatigue them, and so
a night, a cosmic night of dissolution, is necessary for their refreshment. The unions of the atoms dissolve, and the universe
disappears.
"Both souls and the organ of thought are eternal substances,"
writes Garbe, describing the psychology peculiar to this system;
"but the soul is all-pervading, i.e., not bound down to time and
space, while the organ of thought is an atom. The latter is the
tho.s):

1.

u I am using the translation ..soul .. to accord with the quotations (infra)
from Garbe. See, however, Dr. Zimmer's note, supra, p. 324. The term
titman here denotes the life-monad (as jiva in Jainism, punqa in the
Silikbya) and should not be confused with the Iitman of the Upanqads,
Bhagavad Gitli, and Vedanta.
"Contrast the term gu~a as employed in the Siuil:.hya and Bhagavad
Gitti.
u Samaviiya.: ''the intimate relationship that unites the substance with
its attributes and is itself an attn"bute of the substance" (Ren~ Gu~non,
lnl'roduction gllnllralr 4 rhuu des doclrin,. hindow, Paris, 1930, p. 137).
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intermediary between the soul and the senses, since urged by
the soul it betakes itself on each occasion to that sense through
which the soul desires to perceive or to act. . . . If it rests motionless in the soul, the union of the latter with the senses ends,
and no perception or act or experience is possible. . . . If the
organ of thought were omnipresent like the soul, or if the soul
could enter into immediate relation with the objects of knowledge, all objects would be simultaneously perceived. As the organ of thought, on the one hand, imparts the quickening power
to the soul, so, on the other, it acts as a kind of check by preventing the soul from exercising more than one function at the
same time." u
Nyaya, logic, the sixth of the classical systems, is attributed
to a shadowy figure, Gautama-nicknamed A4apada, "the footeyed," that is to say, "with his eyes fixed on his feet"-whose
textbook, the Nyiiya-sutra, composed perhaps as early as 150
B.C.,'" but more probably between 200 and 450 A.n.,'6 parallels
the Vaije~ika in its atomic doctrine, cosmology, and psychology,
but is devoted principally to the science of logic. Four sources of
true knowledge are recognized: 1. perception (pratya~a), 2. inference (anumiina), 3· analogy (upamiina), and 4· credible testimony (.labda). Inference, the sole reliable means to philosophical knowledge, is of three kinds: 1. inference from cause to effect
(purvavat), 2. inference from effect to cause (se~avat), and 3· reasoning from perception to abstract principle (siimiinyato dr~Ja).
Three kinds of cause are recognized: 1. the material or inhering
cause (upiidiina-kiiral',la, samaviiyi-kiira1,1a), e.g., in the case of a
carpet, its threads; 2. the noninhering or formal cause (asamaviiyi-kiiral',la), in the case of the carpet, the arrangement and
knotting of its threads; and 3· the effective or instrumental cause
(nimitta-kiira1Ja): the weaver's tools. The syllogism of the Nyaya
14 Carbe, ..Vai~esika," p. 570.
"Garbe, "Nyiiya," in H:utings, op. cit., Vol. IX, p. 4•B·
to A. B. Keith, Indian Logic and Atomism, Oxford, 1911, p. 14.
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dadana comprises five members: t. the proposition (pratijiiii),
e.g., there is a fire on the mountain; 2. the cause (hetu), for the
mountain smokes; 3· the exemplification (dr~tilnta), wherever
there is smoke there is fire, as, for example, on the hearth in
the kitchen; 4· the recapitulation of the cause (upanaya), the
mountain smokes; and 5· the conclusion (nigamaua), therefore
there is fire on the mountain. ''The conception," writes Garbe,
''on which the theory of the syllogism of the Nyaya rests bears the
name of 'invariable association' (vyaptl). Instead of starting as
we do witl1 an affirmative proposition, universally valid-'All
smoke presumes the existence of fire' -the Nyaya philosophy
asserts the 'invariable association' of smoke with lire. The sign
observed (linga)-in this instance the smoke-is 'invariably asso·
ciatcd' (vyiipya); the vehicle of the sign which is to be inferred
(li•igin)-in this instance the lire-is the 'invariable associate'
(vyiipaka)." 17 Rene Guenon points out, however, that abridged
forms of this syllogism are used, in which either the first three
terms or the last three may appear alone, and that the latter
abridgment resembles the syllogism of Aristotle. 18
Book I of the Nyiiya·siltra defines the topics, or categories, to
be discussed in the volume; Book II deals with doubt, the four
means of proof and their validity, and shows that there are no
other valid means of demonstration; Book III discusses the self,
the body, the senses and their objects, cognition, and the mind;
Book IV disposes of volition, fault, transmigration, the good and
evil fruits of human action, pain, and final liberation; then passes
to the theory of error and of the whole and its parts; Book V
deals with unreal objections (jati) and occasions for the rebuke
of an opponent (nigrahasthiina). 19
"When," observes Garbe, "the Vai5e~ika and Nyaya systems
came to be blended together, the combined school adopted the·
" Garbe, "Nyiya," p. 4•S·
ts Guc!non, op. cit., pp. ta&-117·
n Keith, Indian Logic and Atomism, p. 19-
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istic views, but never saw in the personal God, whom they assumed, the creator of matter. Their theology is set forth in the
Kusumaiijali of Udayana [c. 950 A.D.],20 and in various later
works which discuss the two systems in common. According to
the view which they hold in harmony with the doctrine of the
Yoga, God is a distinct soul like the other individual souls, and
these are equally with Him eternal. He is, however, distinguished from them hy the fact that He alone possesses the attributes of omnisci~nce and omnipotence, which qualify Him
for the government of the universe; and that, on the other hand,
He lacks those attributes which resnlt in the entanglement of all
other souls in the cycle of existenc~." 21
The ideal of liberation presented in Gautama's Nyii:ya-siltra,
Book IV, is that of ascetic detachment, culminating in a condition of absolute unconsciou;ness. similar to that of the Siilikhya,
as described supra, pp. 329-330. This suggests that in these apparently later doctrines we may have another vestige of the
archaic pre-Aryan science represented in .Jainism and the doctrine of Gosala (sufJra, pp. 263-279). Indeed, in a late Jaina text
(the AvaJyaka), the Vai8c~ika is attributed to a Jaina schismatic
named Rabagutta. 22
The "six systems" arc considered to be orthodox because they
recognize the authority of the Vedas; their co-ordination, however, is not particularly old. Vii.caspati-misra, c. 841 A.D., composed commentaries on the Salikhya, Yoga, Mimatilsa, Vedanta,
and Nyaya systems, while Udayana, about a century later, combined the views of the Nyiiya and Vaise~ika in his proof of the
existence of God. The culmination of the tendency to syncretize
appears in Sivaditya (date uncertain, but probably later than
zo Garbe gives 1300 A.D., but this is certainly too late, since one of
Udayana's works is dated 984 A.D. Cf. Wintemitz, Geschichte der indischen

p. 466.
" Garbe, "Nyiya," P· 4•4·
Kt"ith, Indian Logic 4nd A.tomi.rm, p. 14.

l.itl<'fatur, Vol. III,
22
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Udayana), who, though perhaps not the first to amalgamate the
dar8anas in exposition, must be reckoned tbe earliest of the authorities of the joint school. 28
The "six systems," how<·ver, never attained the position of
an exclusive, dogmatic orthodoxy. The Saroadarsanasiddhantasangraha ("Epitome of the [)octrines of All the Darsanas"), a
tenth- or eleventh-century textbook from the school of Sailkara,
delineates, with adequate objectivity, the views of the Lokayatikas (materialists),•·• Jainas, Buddhists (Miidhyamikas, Yogariiras, Sautrantikas, and Vaibha1ikas), Vaise~ika, Nyaya, Pilrva"lb., PP· '9· 3'· 37·
24 LokO.yata, literally, "belonging to the world of sense," is the name
given to a materiali!!Lic system said to h.avc been founded by the sophist
C3.rv3.ka (date, of coun.c, unknown). "There arc dear indications," states
Garbe, "of the pre . . ctJCC in India, as early as pre-Uuddhistic times, of
teachers of a pure matf'riali.,m; and undoubtedly these theories have had
numerous adherents in India from that period onwards to the present
day . . . . The Lokayata allows only pen.cption as a means of knowledge,
and rejects infcrem.e. It recognize~ as the ~ole reality the four clements,
i.e., matter, and teaches that, when a body is formed by the combination
of the elements, the spirit also comes into existence, ju!.t like the intoxicating quality with the mixture of special materia!.... With the destruction
of the body the spirit returns again into nothingness. . . . The postoperative force of merit and demerit, which, according to the belief of aU
the other Indian schools, detenuines the lot of each individual down to
the smallest details, has no existence for the Lokayatika, because this conception is reached only by inference. . . . On the practical side this system
exhibits itself as the crudest Eudaemonism; for it represents the gratification of the senses as the sole desirable good . . . . The Vedas are declared
to be the idle prating of knaves, characterized by the three faults of untruthfulness, internal contradiction, and useless rrpetition. , •. The ritual
of the Brahmans is a fraud, and the costly and laborious sacrifices are
useful only for providing with a livelihood the cunning fe1lows who carry
them out" (Garbe. "Lokayata," in Hastings, op. cit., Vol. VIII, p. 138).
None of the writings of this school are extant; all that we know of them
has been gathered from the writings of their opponents. Cf. F. Max Miiller,
Six Systems of Indian Philosophy, London, 18gg, pp. 86, 94ff.
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mimarilsa (in two schools: that of Prabhakara and that of Kumiirila),20 Siilikhya, and Yu!,>a. the philosophy of Vedavyasa,••
and the Vedanta of Satikara. 27 Madhava, an eminent fourteenthcentury Vl'dantist of the school of Salikara, delineates likewise
in his Sarvadarsanasaf1graha ("Epitome of All Systems") 28 sixteen philosophies, adding to the above the Vedanta of Riimiinuja, the doctrines of a number of Sivaite sects, and Pal).ini's
treatment of the laws of the metaphysical, eternal, and magic·al
language of the Vedas in his Sanskrit Grammar.••
In the final analysis, the orthodoxy of India has never been
grounded in a college or academy. Neither can it be defined by
any numbering of views. For its life is in the mok~a of the actual
sages: such, for example, as Ramakrishna (1836-86) in the nineteenth century and Ramal).a (1879-1950) in our own.•• These
"wild geese" (harhsas), teaching numerously in every part of the
land of the Bhiiratas, have renewed the ineffable message perennially, in variable terms, which philosophers classify and adhikarins transcend.

J.C.
A sharp divergence in the unity of the Mimirilsi-dadana begins with
the appearance of these two scholastics, c. 700 A.D. C£. Keith, The Karma.·
Mlmiimsii, p. g.
ze I.e., the philosophy of the Mahiibhiirata.
21 Wintcmitz, op. cit., Vol. lll, pp. 419-410.
"'Translated by E. B. Cowell and A. E. Gough, ond edition, Calcutta,
•894·
211 Wintemitz, op. cit.1 p. 410.
21

ao Sri Ramana Maharsi ("'the Great )J.si'") of Tiruvannamalai (an ancient
holy city in the south of India) taught no lonna! doctrine, but with the
piercing question "Who are you?'' drove his disciples to the Self. Cf.
Heinrich Zimmer. Der Weg zum Selbst: Lrhre und !..eben des indischen
Heiligen Shri Ramana Mahatshi aus Tiruvannamalai, edited by C. G.
Jung, Zurich, 1944; cf. also B. V. Narasimha Swami, Self-Realization, Life
and Teachings of Ramana Maharshi, Tiruvannamalai. 1936. and Sri
Ramana Maharshi, Who Am n (translated by Ramana Dasa S. Seshu Jyer),
Tiruvannamalai, •9S7·

APPENDIX B: HISTORICAL SUMMARY
B.c.•

B.c.

B.C.

c. ssoo-•soo Dravidian Civilization
(Indus Valley Ruins)

c. 55D0-1450 Minoan Civilization
(Crete)
c.

1000-1000

Hellenic Invasions of

Greece

c. •sao?

Moses

c. 950

Solomon

Boo Be alter

The Prophet,
Homer

<.775

I

Prehistoric Jaina
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c. 2ooo-tooo A11·an Invasions of

N. India
c. •soo-Soo

Vedas
Brdhmanas

Boo &:after

c. 872-772
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Savior)

1
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d. c. 526
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Early Hero Epics (lost)

Hesiod

c. 64<>-546
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Anaximandet
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I
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1
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264-146
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I
I

I
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c. So
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Hinayana Buddhism

I
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1
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(Dhyina: Zen)
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centuries
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Indian Art
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Mohammed

Kaniska

Medieval Hinduism+- Tantr.1~ .1\Iahayina Buddhism
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I
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Charlemagne
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First Crusade
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A.D.
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Vedanta)

"The Six Systems"
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Ramanuja

1

End of Buddhism in
India
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Rousseau
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GENERAL INDEX
Cross--references are given as an aid but do not necessarily indicate exact
correspondences. Literary works are printed in italic type. Plate references
pertain to the descriptive matter in the List of Plates, pp. xiii-xv, as well as
to the pictures. For meanings of Sanskrit terms, see the Sanskrit Index,
beginning on the page oppo5ite and running concurrently on the lower
part of the pages following.

A
Abel and Cain, legend of, 186n
Abhidhormoko.lo(Vasubandhu),519n
Abhinandana, 4th Jaina savior, 115
abhiniviia, see life instinct
aboorption (samidbi): dual (oavikalpa), 455-56, 4400, 455· 591; nondual (nirvikalpa), 456, 457-40 (obstacles), 455; in Tantra, 561, 590.
591-95; in Yoga, 407n
A.bii, Mount, Jaina temples at, 115n,

PI- VII
Achaeans. gn
Achaemenida,

1 u;

actions. see karma (actions:
manism)
Adam, "first man,"' 62n, 141
adhik3.rin, see pupil

Adi-Buddha, 55on
Aditi, Vedic goddess, wn
Advaita Vedinta, see Sankara; Vedanta
Advayavajra, Buddhist teacher, 556n
affirmation: of Vedic Brahmanism,

545-47· 549-5'· 579-80, 4•5-•4· 575;
o£ Mahayana Buddhism, 558; of
Tantra, 575• 595· 596, 598
Afghanistan, 154, 498, 505: an of,

see also Darius I

AchiUes, Homeric hero, 154
Acrisius, king of Argos, 511
act of troth (satya), t6o-6g; parables,
161-61 (courtesan), 165-66 (queen
and sage), 167-69 (Yalifiadata)
action, facolties of (USUillly kannendriya), 55• 118; Bribmanism, 564,
573; Buddhism, 5410; SailkhyaYoga, 118, 517, 518, 517: Vedanta,
118

nrah-

1 san;

see also Gandh3.ra

alterworld, see heaven/hell

Agomos, 570, 588, 597: divisions,
s68n; ai.dhani in, 591: aee also
Tantf'tu
ages of the world, Indian theory of,
1o6n
Agni, Vedic god, 8, g, 7•• 104, 544•
568, 5g8: -Vailvinara, 559-40
Agnibntra sacrifice, 575
Agotra, Buddhist teacher, 5550
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SANSKRIT INDEX
This index (running on the lower part of the pages following) lists, in
English alphabetical order, all the Sanskrit and the occasional Pali terms
used in the text. Cited are those occurrences, one or several, which help
to explain meaning and shades of meaning. Where meaning varies in
different philosophical schools, variant citations are marked. The following
abbreviations are used:
llr
Bu

Brahmanism

Buddhism
Jain ism

1

Mlmarhsa

M
N

Nyaya

A
abharaoa, 583n
abhava, 518
abhirnana, 319
abhinive5a, 295
abhyasa, 370, 431
acala, 385
acamana, 583n
adharrna, 271
adhidaivarn, 10n
adhikarin, 51· 56
adhi!!hatar, 286
adhivasa, 367
adhyaropa, 418
adhyatrnan-adhidaivam, 10n
adhyavasaya, 320
adipuruja, 3o8
advaita, 375, 414, 456
advaya, 420
advitlya, 456

m

I'
SY

Skr
T

v

. Pali
Sankhya-Yoga
Sanskrit
Tantra
. Vaise1ika

agami-karma, 442
agata, 133n
aghati-karrna, 273
aham ajfia, 25
ahankara, 228, 3'9· 327, 374
ahi1itsa, 171, 250, 433
ajiva, 270 (J)
ajiva, 263
ajivika, 263, 264n
ajfiiina, 430
akasa. 270, 430
akhanda, 439
Aksapada, 610
alayavijfiana, 526
aloka, 270
arnbara, 210
aril!a, 390
arnutra, 54
anahata iabda, 585
ananda, 415, 425, 456, 5620
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aggression (daJJ.9a), in politics, u

J,

128

Agrippina the younger, Roman ID<ltron, 12tin
ahankara, see ego
Ahi, Vedic god, 20911
ahirnsa, sf'e non-\'iolence
r\.hura-Mazda, Pcr!liau god, ~)7• 20911
aims of life, Hindu, 3!1·.J2
.1itareya llriihmana, 69-74 ("Dying
round tlte Holy l,ower.. )
.lilareya UpaniJad, JO-lt
Ajant:t, att of, Pl. Ill
J\jata.Satru, Magadl!an prim-e, ~po
Ajita, 2nd Jaina ~avior, 213
Ajivika, Gos:ila and hi~ dm.trinc of.
262 68, ·19711. r, . J.fi, fil2, (iJ5; analog-y
to sankhya. 330: a~<.eti<.i<,m in, 2fij(J8, 401, 153: <o<,molOf,']', 2fi:=i. :?fir1•
278, 331, 488; duali.-.m, !l:li• ~i~J:
a<> "h(·mpcn garmt'nt" (Buddha),
2fi1-65; pcr... on<~lity in, 2<i8-fi9
Akanistha, Huddhist heaven, 553
.\ksapf1da, see Gautama
Akutobhuyii (Nagarjuna), 518n
alab;uitcr, Jaina :.tatucs prdcrably
of, 209- w, Pl. VII
akhrmy. 81, 353 ("nature\"), 37on,
!:i43
Alexander VI. pope. 117
Alexander IJ. king of F.pirm, 497
Alexander the Great, kin):!; of Man·don, 91· :l3,1· (h6; in India, :l7·
210n, 351, 495· r,o7 • .'l9.~
Alexander J, czar of R u~sia, 117

r1namlamayakoSa, 415
An;-~nga. 141
an;tpana-Jufma, 277
anaua (P; =Skr. anatrnan) !)13 (Hu)
an~ira, 76n
anirvaC'aniya, 24
aniSaya, 369
anna, 415

SANSKRIT INDEX

Alexander, king of Yugmlavia, 113
Alexandria, philosophers of, 32
Allah, 3!)6, 398; see also Moslems
alm~. J a ina karmas affecting ad\'Cr~cly, 273; see also charity
Amaravati, art of, 131, t33n, Pl. IX
Amaterasu, Japanese goddess, wHn
America, see United States of America
Amit~tbha, Bodhi ..attva. 5·10

:lmiliiyur-dhyiina Siam, 627
.lYflTlabitldU upanisad, see Upaui$adJ
analytic.al psychology. see p~ydl<l
analy~is/psyrholl)gy

.\nanda, Huddhi..,t pupil, 1:H~
Auandakumilra, incarnation of ParSva, 193·9·1· :u6-Ij
A11angamnga,

150

:\naJJtil, qth Jaina savior, 21:l. 22G
.\naxagoras, Greek philosopher, 30,
278. 342, 3!)6
Auaximander, Greek plli]m(lphcr,
zg, 615
Awlhra dynasty, 133n; art of, Pl. II.

IX
Angiras, Vedic family. 76
.\ngkor Wat, art of, l 1 l. IV
Anguttara Nikaya. 265n. ,72fin
.hmajmmii, Hymn to (Sankara),
·1filll

.\nojj:1, Mah~tvira's daughter, 221
Autigonu:. Gonatas, king of Macedonia, 497

.tllllalllOJYakoSa, 415
antahkarana, 2fl7
anl;lr-an~a, 162
imtarindl-iya, 318
antaratman, 363
antar3.ya-karma, 273
antarik$a, 340
antary.iimin, 374, 459
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tonn" in, 598; golden age of Indian, soG-7, 6I7; Greek, 214; Helkni~tit., 132n, 506, 507; HinduJaina c.outrast, 215; ludo-Aryan,
13::n; Jaina, l,32ll, .20!)-17, 225-27,
25~} . .r,o7, I'L V, VJa, VII, VIII;
uakcdness in, 214; serpent motif,
186n, 205·9, 1'1. Ill-VII; stllpas,
1,31-32, 133n, 196, Pl. II, IX; Titntri<., 507, 597-99, Pl. XI, XII; treeof-life mtltif, 369; twin-bird motif,

\:11 i11t hus

II, king of Syria, 497
,\nurlldhapura, 4!)8
anu~vara, pronunciation oi, xvi
Apastamba, Brfthman teacher, 40
i\ polio, Greek god, 1011
apsaras, ltj2, 537; in art, Pl. XII
Aquinas, St. Thomas, Italian :-.chola:-.tic philosopher, ~8. 30, ssllu, Go7,
6>8

Ara, 18th Jaina s~JVior, 213, 226
Aravinda, Dravidian (Jaina) kinr;,
186, J88-8g
archetypal roles, in India, 1 73
Archytas of Tarentum, Greek philosopher, 47
arhatship, in Buddhi~m. 492, 508,
552
Aristanemi, Bhagavan (Neminatlla),
2:md Jaina savior, 183, 213, 21fi,
22.j-.j6; in art, Pl. VIJ; Indo-Aryan
links, 218, 220, 225; putative date,
226

Aristotle, Greek philosopher, 9n, 22,
30, 32· 33· 38. 6!). 342, iitl, 6Jfi
Arjtma, Hindu hero, I on; in nhagavad Gitii, 3740, j81-83, 402
Armenia, ~wBn
arrows: of K3ma, qo, 141; Sankara's
metaphor, 44211
art: affirmative, 5~7-98; Breughcl':-.,
matsyanyaya in, 1 •g: Buddhist,
132n, 205, 208, 472-73, !)00, !)06,
507, PL 1-IV, IX, X; BuddhistJaina parallels, :w5-8; "expanding-

antevasin, 44
anu, .51:29
anubhava, 25
anuvyafi jana, 13n
anukalpatattva ..IJ!P
a numana, 61 o
aparimapat, 340
apana, 318

aparavidya, 37on

3()9

an, by fJ/ares and dyna.1tie.c of Afghaui!.o.tan, 13211, sofi, 507; of
Ajarn:t, Pl. 111; of Amaravat'i, 131,
•:tpt, Pl. JX; Andhra, PL II. lX;
ol Ang-kor "\\'at, Pl. IV; of Hehi<otun, 97; of Hhaja, 597; of Rundelkhand, Pl. XI; Cambodian, Pl.
IV; of Elcphanta, 597; of EIUra,
215, 59R; of Gandhara, Ij211, 5of.,
507; of Gujar:tt, 21511; Gupta, fi17,
Pl. Ill, X; of Jaggayapcta, t;\1-32,
13311, Pl. II; of Kankali Tilii, Pl.
V; of Karkala, 21311; Khmer, Pl.
IV; of Magadha, 506; of Mamallapuram, r,9f\; o[ Mathura, 132n,
507, Pl. V, X; Maurya, 97. Pl. I;
1\lcsopotamian, 208, Pl. VIc; of
Mysorc, 1'1. VIII, XII; of Ori:-.sa.
215; of Palampct, Pl. XII; of
P3litlina, 215n; Persian, 186n, 208,
Pl. Vlb; of Punjab, 132n: of Rijputima, 617, Pl. VII; of Sarnath,

aparigraha, 434
apavada, 418
apavarga, 41
~1psaras, 142
apurvati1. 431
arghya, 583n
arhat, 4920
Aristanemi, 2t5
3TOpa, 419
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Pl. I; of Sikhara, 1150; of SravaQa
Be)goja, 212·18, Pl. Vlll; of
Tejahpala, 215n: of Vakkula, 496;
Western, ug, 214
Artemis, Greek goddess, 504
artha, concept of material success,
ss·s8. B.a. 156, 571; see aLfo arthasastra; Lokayata
arthatitstra, doctrine of, aS, 35·58, 87·
189· 346: "Dying round the Holy
Power," 67-74: in Indian politio,
105-8, 112, 114·15, t.!J5·.!J6; lion,
mou!tC, and rat fable, 1 o8-g: in
Persian politic.s, 94·96, 97• 112; in
Western politia, 87, go-gJ, 102-4,

••1-1

4, 116-JB, 11 9, 122-25, 136-~m:
wildcat and mou!le parable, 87-go;
.fee also Kautilya

Artha.tlistra (Kautilya), 28, 36-38, 95•
1150, 1190,

125·28, 170·71, .!JIO,

49·f.· 622; debcribcd, 57; in West,
92"98· '87· 189
Arthurian legend, 81
Aruucya, .fee Svetaketu
Aruni (Uddfllaka-),Bri.hman teacher,
149· 2!)2: lesson on B.tman, 535-37•
360
Ariipa-loka, Buddhist supernatural
realm, J.f3
Aryan peoples, 8n-9n. 58-6o, 67n-6gn.
74· ws-6, 1~4-35· J84n, 2J4n, 225,
252· 275· 281, 3~8·.15· 576, ~78:
invasion of India, 8n, 59• 67n, 6gn,
134, 218, 220, 615; in PCI"!Iia, •8sn86n; see also Brihmanas; Brihmanism/Hinduism; caste; PurtifJas; Yt>das; for pre- and non-

artha, 85·s6. 4540
arthaWtra, g6
arthavi.da, 431
as, 166
asamaviyi-kirana, 610
aaamprajfiita, 436

A ryan factor, see Dravidian factor; Indus Valley civilization
Aryan-Dravidian synthesis. 6:m, 6?n68n, ngn, 184n, 2lg, 228n, ugn,
245· 251, '52, •6g, 281, 814•15, 878·
So, 4o6-8, 413·14, 458-59, 569-70,
576, 595"99· 601, 612
A.ryasiira, 548"
Asanga, Buddhist teacher. 510, 52829, 5'9"· 6t7
asceticism (usually tapas), 5•·58· 67,
tS8·8g, •62.fig, 379, 4000, 4610,
573; according to gunas, 401-2;
A.jivika, 267.fi8, 404; archetypal
(.Siva), 141; Brahmanism, 37G-7J40J>402, 408'4, 414, 488·85: Bud·
dhism, 469, 480, 536-38; Chris·
tjanity, 352; female (in suttee),
166-67; Jainism, 187, I<XJ-IO, 250·
5'• 25.j-56, 275· •78·79· 404, 46g.
595· 6oo; longevity and, •Ssn;
Ny3.ya, 612; Siilkhya-Yoga, 301·1,
329·30, 6n; extreme kind, 197,
203, !S.!Jl, 399· 4000, 404· 405"·
46g, 540, 6oo
At.ola, Maurya ling, 97• 311, 616;
Buddhism under, 494-503, 508, Pl.
I; and courtesan's dharma, 161-6a;
military exploits,502·3: rock edicts,
I.!J5· 16411, 497"· 4g8n, 499• r;oonsom, SO.!Jn, 508
A1okiivadana, 311 n
a'rama, see life-stages
asrava, see inftux
Astasdhasrilui Prajiiiiptiramitii, 484n.
485n, 487n, 522

A$1iivakra Gild (Sarhhitii), u. 175,

asana, 485 (SY·Br), 583n (f)
asafijiiin, 2.19
asat, 14, 167, 170
asmiti, 195
iliama, 44
i.srava, 151, 174
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4500, 4510, 45'"· 454"· 455"· 459·
6•7

a!ltroJogy, JOID·JO,!IDo I!JO
A'vaghosa, Buddhist teacher, 510,
538n, 6•7
a§vamedha, see horse-sacrifice
Aivapati, King, legend of, 154
A~vasena,

King, in Jaina legend, 184,

195
Atar, Persian god, aogn
Ataturk, Kemal, Turkish stateliman,

"3

Atharoa-Yeda, see Yedas
atheism: Jainism, 182 ("'transtheism"); Lokiyata, 61gn; Siu'lkl1ya,
a8t, 291, 351, 393: see also deitic!!
(prestige undermined)
3tman, see life-monad; Self
Atmapancaka (Sailk.ara), 462n
atoms: Ajivika, 265; Jainhm, 271,
277-78, 279: Vaiie~ika, 6og; see abo
elements; monads
Augustine, St., Christian philosopher, 4, 28, 617
Augustus, Roman emperor, u6n

AUM,seeOM
Aurangzeb, Mughul emperor of Hindustan, 511
austerities, see asceticism
Au'Stria, 1o6, ng-14, 116, 117, us
autumn, Indian and American, .eg6n

a>teya, 434
asura, 76
alvada, 439
aivamedha, 134
a~varatna, 1 go

3tmamiyayi., g8g
itmao, 5· 75• 534· 366, 4'4• 441, 456
(Br), 185 (SY), 6o9 (V); see also

At1adhilta Gitli, 448n, 45on
Avalnk.itLivara, Uuddhist savior, gg2,
,!)1 o, 534• 540, 551; as Cloud, horse
manifestation, ,392-9!• 5S5
Avalon, Arthur, 585n, sBbn, 587n,
588n, 593"• 63o; see also Woodrolfe, Sir John
A ~m.tyaka~ 61 t
a vidyi, see nescience
awakening, Buddhist concept of,
186-87
Ayodhya (Oudh), 193
Azhdahak, Anncnian god, ao8n
A1.hi Dahika, Penian god, t86n,
:wSn, 2()(Jn, Pl. VIa
ll
Ba(Oil, Frands, Englhah philosopher,

32
Bactria, 13211, 504, 505
Badami, ~(u)pture of, 215
Bahiibali, tJee Gommata
Bhliditya, king of Ayodhyi, so6n,
5290
Bali, Hinduism o(, 6gn
Baluchistan, 498, 505
Banyan Tree, bliss of Buddha
under, ao6

baptism, Christian. g25n
Uar3bar caves, 164n
a\·adhiita, 44Sn
ivarana, 271
avasarpini, 1240
nvidya. •4· 295. 468
i.yatana, .!JI6
ayus. 228
iyus-kanna, 171

anatti.
itmayajfia, 553
aum, 376; see also 372
avacara, 143

R

b3hyendriya,

bala, 71, u8

6gg
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gum\~ in, 231 n,
4o8; Karma Yoga
111, 5411. ;:JH2, jHii, Ml5· •Jil1·[,. 5-Hn;
ma:.tl'r strok<' ol, 1oG-7; Sankhya-

Bii1lu.~JHttya

382-409 pa.uim;

H;:~:trh,

~!11·!)2. ~mH-·to::.

Arthruli.\t1a, 37
sr·e VaiS;tli

Baudelaire, Pit'rtt' Cha1k~. J.'rcnch
poet, 16
Baudhayana, Brahman tcadter, 10
lb)aziJ I I. ~ullan of Ottoman Empire, 117
h('a'!ll labl<', 5-K, 1'\6. 8j-K9. !J!!, 101.
108-g. flo5; M'c aL\O In hie~, etc., fm
ll~t

Jkthardas, Shr::n;tk l'andit, 18111
Jain<J rr,pc<t lor, 27~1
lwrf., Hindu lou· ol, 32211
B('ctho\'t'll, Ludwig- \"an. German

Yog., in,

ht'dhug~.

<omlw~t·r.

6o; see nho

:P4·

~l:Jil

21311

Bh:umi. Hri"1hman teacher, 4Gon
Bh:Jttachar) a, J. N .. 623
J)hattadJaryya,
Benoytmh, 55:~11,
:J51ll, :;:,tl, :,r;8n, GzR, fi2~)
Hhavade\'a.,fni, J{llin, 18111, 20111

101

heg-gar,liJt'-~tagc

:.!80, :.!81, 302,

Bllagavan, Jet' Ari:.tancmi
Bhag-avan, in Tantra, 563
Bhi•jii, att ot, 5H7
hhakti . .H:t• worship
Hh.tkti Yoga. -1cq, 405n, 587
Bh;uata, Judian mythical king, 21 :.:.

ol (hhik~u) . .J·l· •:/;·

mona~tici.,m

bh{·cta. ue di ..<;(~nsion
hhik<;u, .l'f'l' hcg~ar, lif(·-stngc of
Hhil ... 187, l!J2·!13

lkhi~tun, lar,·in~.,

at. ~lj
Belgium, 11H, II!J
Iknart'~. 19J-!l5
Ht•nedi(tine momt\tic.i'>m. fi17
Jk'.,;mt, Anuit•, 62!)
hc\'t'l":l~t?\: iutoxitatill).;", 4ofin;
rd1o milk; wine
Blladrahi!hU, Jaina tcach(T, 211 n

Hhadra ..ena, Hindu king, 12:1
/Jhagmrad Gltii, 11, 6!-l.n, 78. 10on.

Bhi,ma, lcgt'JHlary guru, 12jn. 3R2
hhflla~uddhi. Tantric ritual. 581-85,
:,92
Bih/r, (i~m. 1_r,Rn, 172JJ, 17411, 17611,
1/7"· d~fin, :w8. 232,243. 39n. fio2,
fi1G

-HOil, 1 J!jll, -1!)!)-ho, !"iS~· r,li!J. fio!JTI,

Bihar, 22 t, 4q2
hija. Jee "!>C'C'd''
Himhi ..ara, king of 1\fap;adha, f'I!O
Bindnm:lll. lourtt•.,an. ~tory of, 1fiJ-

616, 625, fi26; hhal-ti in, ;~R!!, ~)Ht.
104·7, !J!l7; chief (li.,cm .. ion of. ;~7B
409: content of. ~Ho Rt; c'tf:t( h.

Himht-;fn:t, 1\fauryau king, 495
hink Briihmani< metaphor of, 36u

'76, 21·Jrl. 218, 212, ~(011, :~7Jll.
37fin. 11 rn .•p ~- 4 q. ,pq. 4!{r,n.

!Jandha, 274, 28o

l,hakta, 3R4
hflakti, jO.Il', 382, 458, 5fi1
hhakti-marga, ~5:1
hh5.va, 3fi9
bh:J\.•arlipa, 2S. 422
hheda, 122
hhik~u.

44

hhoga, 54
bhogftntarftya-karma, 273

fi2. ~~88-R!J

hhoktar, 317, 361
hhrfimayau, 3!H
hlnanti, 422

hlmj, 373
hhltta. 399"· 584
hhl1t::t~uddhi,

584

hhiHa-tathatii, 517
hija, 398
hodhi, 539

bodhicarya, 482, 546
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JJriihmanas, gn, 68, 6gn, 78n, 135.
6o6, 615, 6:z;); Aitareya, 69-74
("Dying round the Holy Power");
.~atafmlha, 1220, 2120, 3oon, 602,
625: Taittiriya, 345-49 (Hymn of
Food), 571
Hr5.hmanism/Hinduism (exteptTantra and Vcd:lnta), 8-12, 34-42, 56(i~. 66-8~~· 33:s--1og; distinction between Brahmanism and Hinduism,
77n-78n: action, faculties of (kar·
mcndriyUni), 55· 3fi1-6!J, 373; affmnation ot, ~45·47• 31!1-51, 379·
8o, 4•3-•4· r,7!J; arterworlds (lokas)
in. 112-13. 237-:1B. 362, 153n: art
ol, l!'l:.tn, 215, Pl. 111, XI, XU;
a~< <·tici~m. li7, 370·7 1, :179• 4fl0·404;
Huddhi~>m, paral1ds tn, 219, gog,
·104, 448, 457• 4!JH. !J29·31, !J6o;
Buddhi~m. relations with. 48911,
!) 10: ca~tc in, 40, 59· 76, 104, 105,
l!)l·52, ~2511, 573· 596. Go2, 6o7:
<harity in, 386; and Christianity
(Brithmo Samaj). 564, 5fl7: con~Liomuc~s (states of) in, 330, 361fi2, 3(i9, :17011, 372·78, 10311, 452;
conclation in, tO-Il, 3·11·42, 344;
<o~>mic play in. 27111; wsmology.
2.f2·43· 27&-76, 283, 300-1, 333· 3·11·
347-48, 356-57. 373· 111, 453n. 465:
death in, fig-73· 253; dualism in,
:~on;
"Dying round the Holv
Power," 66-74, 220, !Ji·1·7f}: ego irl,
~~74· 404; elements in, 359· 454:
facuilics (indriyas), 364-65, 373-7-1:
family-cult in, 145·18: father-cult
in, 253: Food, Hymn of, 345·50,
360, 397~80, 57-1; food !.acrificc,
401, 4o6n; "Fourth" (Turiya), ggo,

Hla<..k Goddess, Kali as, 561
Blake, William, English poet, 174
Bloomfield, Maurice, ton, tStn,
20111, 62,3. 62.~
lllyth, R. H., 629
Bo Tree, Buddha under, 143. 205-6,
1G5, ·172·73· 'I~J6, 198, 5oo, 535
Borlhidarma, Buddhist patriarch,
518n, 617
Bodhi.~attva, 4R3. 4R4, r,•o. 5:)1. r:,:H!)2, 5fio, 5fiRu; four qualitie~. f:i27:
a~ ~avior (r~..:noun<-ing nirvana).
17fin, 5:-lJ-35· 552-54· !Jfio; M:e also
A valokit<~~y;ua; Ksiti-garhha
body. acc<'ptcd in Tantra, 577-7R
lH>hmc, Jakob, German mystic, 4
Rolland, G. J. P. J., Dutch philo~opher, 64
bondage: Bnddhi~m. 5~3: Jaina doctrine of, 218·!):.!, 274-75; Rimakrishna on, 567; Sii1lkhya. 2Ro, 285,
315; Vedanta, 456, 457; ser a/10
karma
book lore, should be di~<.udcd, .!J7u,
38gn
how and arrow, of K~nna, qo
Brahm a, Hindu god, J20·:.t 1, 15.1,
419, 124; and Buddha, 4fi!)-66
brahmacii.rin, see pupil
hrahmacarya, see celiOacy
Bmhmajiilsuttanta, 33211
Brahm3-loka, supernatural realm,

'4•

brahman, see holy power; lifemonad;
One-without-a-second;
Sell
Brilhman caste, 40, 59· 76, 91, 104,
105, 150· 171,511

Hrahmi'manda, Swami, 455·56

br"h· 77
brahmacarya, 155
Orahma-mim~uilsi,

6o6

3i 0 "· 3i•· 37;-78. 433· 452: goal

brahman, 75· 77
brahman, 40
brahmanal_l parimarab, 75
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of, ~54• ~So; gods in, see under
deities; gu~as in, 367, 388, 391,
ggS-402, 405, 4o8; holy power
(brahman), 74-So, 158, 161, t66,
171, 334· 337· 352; integrationisolation, 362; intuition in, 363,
365, 374• 403, 405; and Jain ism,
244; karma (actions), 54• 66, 70,
75• 387, 406, 544; Karma Yoga in.
382, 386-Sg, 395· 404-6; knowledge,
(jfiima:) 73· 3~8, ~41, 344• 37011,
402, 406, 407, (vidya:) 475; lifebreaths (prana), 243,361, 3i3; lifemonad, (iSvara:) 3!J.1• 405, (pufll$a:} 242. 3fig, 37'; lifc-!>lagcs in,
44, w(i, l!J2. 155·6o, '71: Lord
(iSvara), .~94-95· ;l!)B, 405, 407n;
magic in, Sn, 57· 67-74, 76, 78-79•
146-49. 340-41; maya (illusion), 27,
339· 349· 39o-g1, 394· 397, 412;
"midd}c path:' 403-4; mind
(manas), faculty of, 364, 365, 373•
403; monasticism, '.IJB, 262-6.~;
monism in, 242-44, 337-38, 362,
367, 367n, g68n, 370n, 380, 393·
407, 529, 574· 576, 595·97· 599· 6oo,
6ot; offering/sacrifice, (fire:) 71,
339·41, 395· 399"· 406, 111, (food:)
401, .jo6n, (horse:) 134-35.275. 282,
504; 01\f (AUM) in, 361; Onewithout-a-second (brahman). 244·
306, gog; opposites, pairs of, 38o;
orthodoxy of, I8n-Ign. 59-60, 61n62n, 77n, 217, 219, 242, 251, 252,
2590, 281, 31 4· 333-34, 409, 413,
4Rgn, 569. 574-75; pedagogy of, 6t,
335-37, 360, 6o7; phenomenality
(n3ma-rflpa) in, 24, 75, 351, 370,
397-gB; primal being, (brahman:)
411n, 412-13, (purusa:) 213. 275,
447; release (mok~a) in, 41, 4.~·45•
82-83, g6, 1 77; sacred books, 8n-9n,
61n-62n; sacred thread in, 155,
325fl; sarils3.ra in, 365; sankhya

and, 68n, 281, ~14-15• 393-94. 395;
secrecy of, 5g-6o, 252-53; Self, see
that heading; Sf'nse, faculties of,
364, 373. 394• 403; sin in, 352, ~96,
402; "supreme and characteristic
achievement," 3; "Thou Art That"
fommJa, 149,309,336-37, g6o, 361,
4q; trammigration in, 252; Vedic,
8-tt, 58-59· 66-74, 74-So, t84n, 252S4· 2Ht, 3.~3-55· 378, 38o, 406, 407,
4"9· 412, 413-14, 574-75, 597· 5!19·
Go1; wor..,hip (bhakti), !)20-53"·
30:?, ~31511, 343, 355· 382, 384, 398401, 405-7: yoga in, 54n, 374. 376,
382, ~1R6-89, 395· 404-6, 405n; see
aho Aryan peoples; Bhagavad
Gitii; llriihmatwt; Tantra; Tri\'arga; Upam:.mds; Vedfmta; Vedas
lJrahmiisUtras) 414,458,627
Hrahmo Samaj, Hindu-Christian
lllO\'('Jnf'tlt, [ 16.1, 5£J7
hrl'alhing technique, 31S-1g, 435·
5,111-47
bn:aths, .H'e ]ife-breaths
llrcu~hcl, Pictcr, Flemish painter,
119

Brhadaranyaka Upanisad,see Upanismb
lhharliirtmyaka-viirtikii

(Surdvara),

12~n

Brhadratha, Maurya king, 504
Hrhasp<Hi, Vedic god, 8, 37• 76, So,
Jfi6
bribery (diina), in politics, 121-22
bride, gakti as, 589: see also marriage;

wile
Briha.fpati Siltra, 622
brothers, motif of opposing, 185·88,

208, Pl. VI
Brown. W. Norman, 623
Briinnhi1de, Wagnerian goddess, 234
Bruno, Giordano, I tal ian philosopher, 30, 3'
bubble, Jaina metaphor of, 258·59
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Buddha, Gautama (S3.kyamuni; Siddhartha; Tath3gata), 8, go, 6on,
67n, 68n, 185, 89'• 508, 531, 55'•
616; in art, 50o-501, Pl. I, IV, IX,
X; and bereaved mother, tale of,
512-13; as Bodhisattva, 535; as
Cakravartin, 13o-~J4. 502; "Dcspiratcd One," 473: discourse on
vehicle, 477-78; Fire Sermon, 48o;
and founding of order, 464-67,490.
92; on Gosala, 264-65 ("hempen
shirt"), 266; Hindu origin of, 511
(K$alriya), 530; incarnations, 48911
(Visnu), 501 (layman), 502 (lndra),
537-38 (King Vcssantara); inspiring teaching of, 488-Sg, Goo; Jaina
saviors, parallels to, 205·8, 221-24;
and Kama-Mara (Bo Tree), 14344. 205-6. 402n, 4fi4-65, 47•·73·
535: Mah3.vira, contemporary of,
6on, 182, 221-22, 252, 26S (and
Gosiila), 282: on men worthy of
stiipa, 133-.!H: and Mucalinda, 2068; nonexistence: great paradox,
481; rejected Vedas, 18n, 6on;
Sakyamuni, meaning of, 466; symbols, 419 (lotus), !)Oo-1; as Tath5.gata, 133, 548n; "Three Bodies,"
doctrine of, 53on
Buddhacarita (Asvagho1a), 510, 627
Buddhas, multiplicity of, 420, 483,
508, 542n, 545•46, 558· 568n
buddhi, see intellect
Buddhism, 9'• 96, 464-559. 613, 61fi18; action, faculties of, 541 n; afterworlds of, •43· 237-38, 53on, 55~;
art of, l~pn, 132n, 205,208.472-73.
500, 506, 507, Pl. I-IV, IX, X;
asceticism, 469, 480, 5~6-38: awakbrahmavid brahmaiva bhavati, 418
brh, 77
Brhaspati, 76
bphhayati, 77

cning, 486-87; bondage, 523; Brahmanism, parallels to, ••g. gog, 404,
448, 457• 458, 529·31, 56o; Brahmanism, relations with, ~8~)11, 510;
Cak.ravartin in, ug-g4; causation
(karma), 47'· 478· 479• 528, 532;
Ch'an school, 547n; charity, 496gB, 502, 539; consciousness (alayavijliana), 525-27,531-32,541, 510il41n;cosrnology, 517·t8;councils of,
4!)1·94· 507-8; death, 448, 54w: defilement, 531-32; Dhyana Buddhism, 395"· 54 Bn, 6 17; diffusion of,
18n, 464; dissension, 490-91; dualism, 21!).52B;ego,480,513,515,528,
539; Enlightenment (nirviQa) in,
448, 47•·73· 47311, 478-So, 483, 499·
500, 514-15, 528, 5'7· 535· 55'· 557·
s6o; existence, five elements of,
540-41; faculties, 541; faith, 542·
43; ferryboat metaphor, 18, 392,
54'"· 474-85, 509· 5''· 542·43· 552;
fire and-life analogy, 472; found·
in~ of, 461-67, 489; "Four Noble
Truths," 467·6g; guiJas, 535· 544;
Hellenistic. 505, 507 (see al.so
Gandh3ra); heresy, 49D-93· 501;
l1eterodoxy of. 18n, sg..6o, 6on,
12!Jil, 217, sng, 252, 26g, 569;
Hindu ~ods in, 143-44, 1B4n. 20_1)6, 331, 4Bgn, 502, 530-31, 552-53;
imnography,
472-74,
:,oo-501
(Buddha), 555-.18 (Yab-Yum): intel1ection (saiijfia), 54m; Jaini!im,
parallels to, 205·8, 221-24. 266;
Jainism, view of, 223-25: kin~s
(Asoka et a/.), '35· 494-507;
knowledge, 470, 475• 500,501,527,
53on, 53'· 54'· 514• 554; law
bnhhita. 77
buddha, 464; see also 320
huddha-marga, 482
buddhi, 228, 317, 310, 363
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(dharma), 49~. 49(i, 497• 501, 503,
1'1. I; Madhyamika school, 509-10,
521-24,525. 5311l, 613, 617; Mahftsukha school, 552-59, 617; as middle path, 1_fi!.J. 481; mind, 55<}-51;
missionaries of, 496-97; monks,
158, 23U· 255· 263, 477· 490-Lj02;
IH'science (avidya), 1_67-68, 475•
480, 4M2, 528, 531, 533· 511. 55354; "Noble Eightfold Path," 469.
489; non-violence, 498; oppmite~.
pairs of, 48o: paradox, 481, 490;
oral tradition, (iBn; phcnomenality, 512-J!:;, 52~, !)28, !);J2·~t}• [)jOII4111; prayer, 509; psychology. !145;
release (mok~a), 175· 523, 530, s6o;
rcstitutjon, technique of, 51811;
sarh<;ara, 479-8o, 483, 523. 527.
535· 557· s6o; sankhya, parallel<;
to, 331-32> sankhya, view of,
33:m; Sautr3ntika school, ,t)to,
515, 525, 534n, 613; schism of,
509-12, 548n; Self, 488; seme, faculties of, 541; sin, .1)28, !i~3· sorrow, endemic, 467-68; Sl.myav~1da
school, 52511, 6oB; as therapy. 4fi7,
469, ~~ 11; training for, 478, 480,
1_82-83, 486-87, son, 523, 512-44·
545• 555; transient entities (dharma), 513·14, 515,518, 552; vchidc~.
the two, t8n, r,og-w, 54Rn; Vijfiav3.da school, 525n; Vinaya, fixing
of, 492, 494; work, as means of
attaining knowJcdge, 500, 5440;
worship. fiOO·!jOl, soB; Yaiiiiadata,
talc of (Act of Truth), 1 67-68; yoga
in, 143, 255. 282-83. 527-28, 546-47:

lmclh, :120

Yog3d.ra school, 510, 524-34,
534_n, 613, 617; Zen school, 534n,
547n, 548n, 617; see also Bodhisattva;
Buddha; Hinay3na
Buddl1ism; Mahayana Buddhi~m;
Pflli texts
llilhkr, G., 40n, 264n, 623
bull, in .Jaiua statue, 211, Pl. VII
Bunddkhand, art of, }ll. Xl
Burckhardt, Jakob, Swiss art his"
torian, 13~
Burlingame, Eugene \Vabon. 16211,
t{i(in. 1G9n, 53Bn, 627
Burma, Buddhism in, 1811
Bmn i<·r, Raym(md, 621
buun: Jaina statue anoint(>d with,
212; offering of, 406n; Upanisadic
m('taphor of. 369
Hytantium. 107. 1 J 2; H'e also Turkey

c
Cac~ar,

Gaim Julius, Roman leader,

!)Ofi, 616

Cain and Abel, le-gend of. 186n
<akra, ~ee wheel
Cakr.avartin, 97, 128-139· 275, 507;
in <lrt, Pl. II; ASoka as, 1~15· 498;
Hh:uata as, 212; Buddha a~>, 130·
~1· so~; in Kapila myth, 282; marks
aml !'>)'mLols of, 13o-31, 192; PfnSva
(Vajran~lbha) a<;, 191-93· 205, 216
CaJcutta, Star Theatre of, .?89
Ca1dcr0n de Ia Barca, Pedro, Spani!lh dramatist, gogn
caJukya dynasties, 68n, 506n; art of,
617

cakravartin, 128

c
(aitanya, 285, 433n
caitya, 125
cakra, uS; also 25911, 584 (T)

<ak~urindriya, 277

dmdriyana, 52n
cetana, 285
<<'tar, 367
<"<"tornukha. 374
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CamLodi;J, b8n; att of, l'l. JV
Camby~c,., Jl, king of Pet~>ia, !11
ChmuJ.u.hn·aya, Ganga ~tatc.<.man,
~12-l:i, ()18

C01natla, 114
Camli, Gocldc~.., a~. 5G9
Candragupta J\lamya, founder of
Maurya cmpi1c, .:17• 93· 91"· w:;,

Chan, W. T., 53on
Ch'au .<.c.hool oJ Buddhism, 54711; see
tJl.w Zen Buddhi.<.m
C!umdugya VjHmh.ad, sec upaniHuil
c...haliot, Up.llli-;adic metaphor ol,
~('3"hG

218, 194·9:,. !)04, !)l{j
Candragupta lJ, Maurya king (i'),
5290
Candrakirti, Buddhist teacher, 47111,
51811
Candraprabha, 8th Jaina savior, 213
c_arnival, phenoownnu in human
nature, 578-79
t:astc, 40, 59· 76, 104, 105, J_r)1-52, 210,
;:!2511, 5 I ), 573· 588, sgG. lio2. fio7;
.Jaina karma of, 273; no r<.:..,trktion
in non-Vcdk relig-ions, MJ·Iio, (ion.
203, 596, fio2; no rest.riaion in
Tantra, 62n, 572; see also life
stages
categories (pad::i.rthas), in Vai~c.<.ika,
6o8-g
Catholicism, see Roman Catholic ism
cattle, o£ Aryan tribes, 58, 131,220
(attsation, w:e karma
cause, in Nyaya, fiw
causes and efft:'cts, twelvefold (Oncatenation of, in Uuddhism. !111 n
celibacy (brahmacarya), 155. 4~11·
:,89; ritual breach of, ser coition
Celtic literature, 6gn
Ceylon, 213: Buddhism in, 1Rn,
ugn, 464, 4fll, 498, 4!)9: .w'f' also
Pali texts
Chakravarti, 1\. ppa!>vami, fi23
Chamfort, Sebastien R. N., French
litteratcur-p'lychologi'it, 40

(_harity (wually {Euw), I,!P; accordwg lo gUJ.Ja<;, 402; Bri"thmani:o.m,
~ftHi; Huddhi~m ..Jg6 98, .')112, !'i::m:
Jaini!>lll, 1~1fm, 2i9: \N' al.1o alms;
hrihery
Charle111agnc, Franki~h king and empt'ror ol the \Vest, 61H
Charle~ VIU, king o( Fram.c, 117
Chark~ V, Holy Roman emperor,
JJIJ, 117
Chade!> .\ugustm, Duke of SaxcV\'cimar, 102
chatm, 120. 1.18; .H"e al\o magic
Ch:npr·ulicr, Jatl, 202n
tha<,Lity, in Jaini!>m. l!J6n; see aho
tdib:uy
<hc~!>. 1 :~!1· 2H7
China, 2R-29. fi!). fh, !17• 104-, LJO, 219,
so:,. 5ofi; Buddhism of, 18n, 510,
53011, 540, :, 17n, 5·18n; Confucianism of, 4fifl; modern, 90
Chri,o,t, Sf'(' Jc~us
Chri~ti.mity, 99· 1030, 116, 117, 127,
137. 1~8-39. 20gn,235·3fi,211·32511,
:-111 n, 125, ·195· 553,578, 617; aflerlifc, mncC'pt of. 188, 23fl, 2fig. t11on;
;mnlogy to Hindu ritual, 586n;
1\r:'.Jnno Sama.j, 564, 567; deflation
of. 1:\-J4. li3; divinizalion of man,
2:l2-~~4; philosophy, 30, 233n, 236;
R~nnilnuja, rclatc;"d views of, 158,
scc also Bible; Jesus; Roman Cathlllici'im; Swcdcnborg
cirta, ~l'f" thoug-ht

dnt, 3U
cintamani. 131
cit, 285, 321, 425, 456. 562n

citi, 285
citta, ,1'),1), 374; Jf'r. also .:121
citta-vrtti, -13G
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Claudius J, Roman emperor, u6n
dothin~. Jaina monks', question of,
158,210-11, :non-•Jn, 222-2zs. 223n
Cloud, see Avalokitdvara
togit:Hion, .ll~e mimi
coin~. Hcllcui~tH..

psyd10logy (modern analytical);
\Vest
Coornara~wamy,

3:111.

504, :JO!J

Ananda K.,

1320-

:!Ifill,

218n, 473• 499· 503n,

f>:~on, 55Gn,

621, 622,623, 625,626,

£127

coition, as ritual brca(_h of taboo, in
Buddhism, 554-57; in Tanlla

(maithuna), 572-73, 577-Sn. 588,
sBg, 591-92, 597• Pl. XI; see also
celibacy; love; marriage; ~ex; YabYum

Cola dynasty, 6Sn; art o£. 617
Colcbrooke, H. T., 624
colors, karmic, in Jainism (lc~yUs),
ug-go, 241, 248-so. 256, 257, 550
commands, Kama's, 141
communism, 65. 91, 112
compassion (karun3.), of Bodhi.,attva,
552-54
Comte, Auguste, Fr<"nch philo~opher, 32
conciliation (saman), in politin, 12021

Confucius, Chinese philmophcr, 28,
65, 441, 466
Conjeeveram, so6n
consciousness, 3, 19, 353-54; in Buddhism (3.layavijfi3.na), 52!J·27, !'l31·
32, .IJ40D-410, 511; "Pure" (Jh-;tll
manism: vijfi3.na), 369,37011, 40311;
in Sfulkhya-Yoga, 330-31; states of
(Brahmanism: phases of Self), 330,
361-62, 370n, 372-78, 452; in Tantra, 561-62; in Vai~csika-Nyaya,
6o8; in Vedanta, 415, 4~2-~3. 452
Constantine the Great, Byzantine
emperor, 495· 617
contemporary implications, 1-3. tg14, 31-34, 15·17· 63, 65-66, 82. 87,
gt, 95-96,111-12, 118, 122, 136·.'i7·
'39· 169, •7•-77. 239-40, 397-98,
428-29, 578·79. 598-gg. 6o2; see also
politics (Western); psychoanalysis/

( oJ rt'I.Jtion, in Vedic llrahmanhm,
1011, :s-11-42, 344
wsmic. ww. dance, egg, man, marria~c. ocean, serpent, see 1111der
tlu: nouns
co:m10gonic lore, J0-11, 62n, 120,24243· 275. 276. g26, 331, 350, 354·
365, 412-13, 424-25, 447· 562, 564;
sec also Puninas
co~mology: Buddhist, 517·18; Brahman, 242-43, 275-76, 283, 300-1,
333. 341, 347-4B, 3.1)fl·57· 373, 4II,
15311, 405: Jaina, 1.!27·3•· 250-52,
259-(io, 27o-78; of Nyaya, 610;
Sankhya-Yoga, 281, 306, 315·16,
323; scientific, 334; Swedenborgian, 211·48; of VaiSe~ika, 6oB-g;
see abo awms; elements; matter
wurtcsan: corpse, story of, 216-17;
dharma, story of, 161-62, 388-Sg;
tutelary divinity of, 154; see also

Kiimasittra
(OUrtly love, 558-59
row: (cosmic) great spotted, 346-47;
~ankara's simile of, 373, 375
Cowell, E. B., 5440,6140,627,630
Crete, 615
Ct imean War, ll4
Croce, Benedetto, Italian philosopher, 65
Cromwell, Oliver, Lord protector of
England, rog, 136
rrorc (ten million), 5540
cros'i, sign of, as nyisa, 586n
Cro'ising-Makers, see Tirthailkaras
Crmadcs, 618
Cullavagga, 4910, 4920
Cupid, Roman god, g8
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ideal type of, 193, 198-gg, 204, 216·
•7• 222, 257, 404; persona in, 2lJ4·
37: in Vedic Brahmanism, 69-73
(charm to rause), 155; see alsu
Mara; nirvana

curry, sattvic character of, 40D-401
Cyrene, Buddh~m in, 497
Cyrus the Great, king of Persia, 94
Czechoslovakia, 112, 113, 118

d<"reit,

D

daughters, Vedic attitude toward,
1 46, 1 47
Davids, Caroline Augusta Foley
(Mrs. Rhys Davids), 129n, 133n,

51211, 628

Davids, Thomas William Rhys. 12gn,
1ggn, 1fi5n, 332n, 493· 627, 618
death: in Buddhism, 418, 541n; .Jaina

D
daivam, too-tot
dama, 54-55 (Br), 501 (Bu)
dambha, 401
dina, 121, 386 (Br), 501 (Bu)
danantari.ya-karma. 175

st't>

maya (illusion)

dcfilt>mcnt. in Buddhism, 5St-gt; see

Dabhoi, temple at, 2150
Qabbak, Persian deity, 186, 208, Pl.
Vlb
Daksa, Vedic deity, 167
Dakshincswar, 564
dana, see alms; bribery; charity
Danae, in Greek legend, 311
dance, Hindu, 39· 274n, 583, Pl.
XII; cosmic, 478, 574; see also play
dal)c;la, see aggression
Dandin, Vedantio;t teacher, 4190
DaniClou, Alain, 622, 624
Dante, Italian poet, 235, 137
Darius 1, king of Persia, 94· 97
Darius IJI, king of Persia, 94
..dark brother" motif, 185, 186n, 18788, 208
Darwin. Charles Robert, English naturalist, 618
Dasaratha, Maurya king, 264n
Dalarupa (Dhanamjaya), 621
Dasgupta, Surendra Nath, 622, 624

alw hindrances

l)(·lremery, G., 1110
deities: anti-gods (titans), 76, gg, 111,
142, 233. 297, 4oon, 489; Annenian,
208n; Buddhism, Vf•dicfHindu
deitie'i in, 143-44• 184n, 205-6, ggt,
1R9n, 502, 529·31, 552·53 (Bodhisattva as Visnu, etc.), PI. IV:
Dravidian vs. Aryan view of, 184n;
Germanic, 81, 233-35. 390; gndalion!t or, 3t4: Greek-Hindu partt1lrh. gn, IOU, 58, 81, 140, 1840,210,
237. 3 11, 312, 333· 35'· 504, 568n:
Hindu, M:t> Vedic/Hindu below;
Jaini!om, VedicfHindu deities in,
181·8•. ,s~. 193 • 191. 19s-99 • 200,
202, 203, 21.'i• 21R, 257, 261, so6,
1'1. V·Vll; origin of (in "food"),
348: Persian, 97· t86, 2o9n. Pl.
Vlh; Polynesian, 81; pr('stige undermined, 13. 26, 30, 31, 334• 342,
~r,6; Roman-Hindu parallels, ton,
g8; royaJ descent from, 1o6n:
Siiitkhya-Voga, VedicjHindu deities ("those in high places"') in,t8I,
291·92, 297, 306, 33'• 41on; of
spring. I.:jo; in Tantra, 561-62,56467 ..;nS-69. 57 s. 5s •• 5s6·B7. 601-2,
Pl. XI, XII; tutelary, 52, 71, 142,
•54-55· oo7.S, 262, 399· 455; Vedic/
danda, UJ, 262
dandin, 263
dariana, 181. 605
darianivarana-kanna, 171
dohin, 382, g84
de!a, 450
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lhndu, K, !Jn. 1011, !)-10, 37• 71, 76,
78, So, !l!)·Jon, 12:1, qu-43• 15·1•
156, 18411, 2115-(i, 21!). 254,281, 333"
M· 33!1"4U, 312. 311· 348, !1!)0·51,
355· 356-57• 3Ru, 397-gS, 399-400,

48gn, 502, 529-31, 552-53. 561-62,
r,fi8n, 5ft8-6!l· r,7!i· 58h·H7, 601-2,
Pl. 111-V, TX. XI, Xll (\t't" alm
Aditi; Agni; Ahi; Brahma; J\rlm'lo
pati; Daksa; Dyam; Ganelm; Goddess; Himalaya; Jndra; lndriini;
Kflma; Knna: Kul.x•ra; M;ua:
Maruts; Mitra; n:1ga\; Namuci;
Srtvitri; ll('rpcnh,; ~iva: Senna;
Siirya; Vanma; Va,:mt<~: Vio;nu;
Vi~vakatman; Vrtra: yaksa ..); ser
alfO Christianity; mythc)logy
Delhi, 311
D('metriu"i, ling n£ llactri:t, r1oj. r;o5
Dcmorritm, GrC'ck philo..ophcr. ~ j2,
356
flemonax, GJ('(_•k philo<oopb('r, 512n
demons, 3'19· 4oon, 401; ~re alw
titano;; \'aksas
D('nm:u

k:

ll

j

n('..(:trtc......

RcnC, FTC'TI(h philn<oophcr, 30, 32, fitS
d<"..potism. 3fi, 93·97· IUI·4· 10,513, 123-27, 13fl-,~R, !)O!!'~.J: set' n/w
C.akravartin
Dcusscn, Paul, German '1£hnlar, 28,
626
D<'vf'ndra, Jaina teacher, 202n
T>cvi. Godclf'so; ao;. 460, !Jfifl. 602
dt>votion, uc worship
Dhammapatla, (j2S
Dhnnamjaya, Hindu dramaturgio;l,

r

INDEX

Dharana, Dharancndra, see serpent,
cosmiC"
dh<~rnm: duty/order concept: Brahmanism, 4o-41, 5411, 82, 106, 127,
•37· I!J2·53· 157· 163. '7'· •77· ass,
417, 571, 573· f)()7 (srt' nlm dharmaiistra); law: Buddhi..m (somrtimrs dlmmtna), 492, 4~J6, 497, r,ot,
!'•03, Pl. 1: transient en[iti<•s: Buddhi"im, 513-14, 515, .Jil8, 552; metlmm of movement in Jaina uniI>hanna. 15th Jaina "iavior. 213, 2:6
dhannaSfllltta, doctrinl' of, ,Jo 41, 82,
np-77: in Bhagallad Gtiti, 388;
dhanna or courtesan, talc of, 160h2, 388-Sg; Gandhi'~ ~atyflgraha,
1 ()!)·72; life-stages and £a!'l.tC according to, 41• 152·58; qut·£·n and sage-,
talco£, 163-6fi; MJttce, 166-67; srr
also ca~tc: <lh.uma: duty/order
wnccpt; Jill -.tages
/J/umnafiifiMs, Book.. of the L:tw.
JU, !)!), 57U

IJ/uu manihas, 40
clhyana, sre meditation
nhyium Buddhi-,m. ~mr,n. 518n, fi17:
f('f' al~o

Zl;'n Budclhil\m

diaiNtk, o( Rrdhmanic thought, 352·
!H: M'r alw Aryan Dravidian synthesis; dualimt; oppo~ites, pairs o£
diet, :,211, 5 48: ac.cording to one's
~una,4u0-401; of monk.!t and sage.!>,
Gr,-fi6, 254-55, 263: of Jaina householder, I!J6n; .fee also food; vegctariani~m

Digmnbar:t. Jain:t 3C<.t ("clothed in

622'

dhamma (P). sre dhanna (Bu)
dh:tranfl. 4 35
dhanna. 10 2, 163, (Br), 271 (J), 492,
49fi, 503 (Bu), also 513 (Bu)
dhi, !J21

clhira, 78n
dhiipa. 583n
dhy3.na, 395"• 435· 581
digambara, 210
dipa, s83n
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space.. ; nude), 158, sno, 2ton-un,
214, 222, 2230

Diglra-nilc4ya1 12yn, 13311, !HJ2n, 470

Dilthey, Wilhelm, Gennan philowphcr, o8, 64
Dimitri (Pseudo-), Rus!lian usurper,
112
Dinc~Jh Chandra Sen, 57(m
Dionysos, identified with Siva, 35'•
504
Dipavam.fa, 493
Dirac, Paul Adrien Maurice, Englio,h
physici~t. 32
dis.o,cn!-.ion: in the order, Buddha's
warnirtg against, -1!}0·91: in politic.,
(hheda), 122; see also hcrc-,y
"di1:idc and conquer," in politic.,,
1 ..

divya, Tantric saint, r,88, 59'· 592
Docctism, in Buddhism. 52~
Doni, Anton Fran<.C!.w, Italian
writer, 920
drama: Gl"f"ek-Roman, 236 (persona),
333: Hindu, 39·10, 2740, .r;8~)
Drami(la, Brahman tCiJrher, 46on
Dravidian factor, 5g-6o, 6on, 6~n.
105-6. 106n, 129-~o, ugn, 181n.
18§n. 1g6n, 217-21, 228n, 2.p, 242,
151, 252, 25S· 259, 25gn. 26!1· 281.
go6, 311-15, 33"· 378·79· :J8o,1oon,
4"7· 413, 159· !;6g, :,76. 5!15· 612,
615; see also Buddhism; hetcrc,_
doxy; Indus Valley rivili1.ation:
Jainism; Sii.iikhya(-Yoga)
Dravidian-Aryan synthesis, see AryanDravidian synthesis
Drdhanemi, legendary Buddhist
hero, t2gn
dream, Brahmanic phase of Self, sso,
353· g62, 374· 377· 4 15· 45•

divya, 588
dravya, 6og
dravyato santi, 515

Dro~a. legendary Hindu ruler, 382
dualim1: Ajivika, 337, 379: in Bhagavad Gitti, 219, 407; Brahmanism,
guo; nuddhism, 219, 528; "contrary
brother.!.," 185n-8(in, 185-88; Jainism, IBr;n. 208, :ug, 241-42, 330,
337· 37!1· 576, 578, 59f>·g6, 599:
Judco-Chri~ttian, 24·1• 578; Sankhya-Yoga, 219, 242, 281,285, 3o6-7,
:P1· 326, 330, 337· 379· 393· 1"7·
11h, !;28, 576, 578, 595·g6, r,gg:
'1 antra, 592; Vedanta, 219, 419;
z,,roa~ttrianhm,
1H5n-86n, 208,
,r,7R; Jt'e rlllo heterodoxy; moni!tm;
oppo .. iles, pairs uf
l>unbar, Sir GC'otge, 930, 13511, 621
lhnga. Godde.!os as, 569
llurgaprao,.ida, Pandit, 622
Uult, 1\lamnatha Nath, 37u, 6u
duty, philo~ophy of, 152-77: see also
dharma: duty ronc(•pt; dharma~3s
tra
'handva. M:e opposites, pairs of
Dy;:~uo;, pre-Vedic god, 311
"Dying round the Holy Power," 66·
74' 220, 574·7!i

E

Et.khart, Meistc·r, German theoloAian, 1• 28, 31• 618
l'ddington, Sir Arthur Stanley, Eng·
li1>h astronomer, 32
t').,>g. cosmic, uo, 275· 331, 465
Eggcling, .J., 625
ego (u.mally ahailkara), 55· 79· 028,
128: Brahmanism, 374• 4o4; Dud<ll1i!!lll. 480, 513, 515· 528, 539'
Saiikhya-Yoga, 228, 317, 318, 319,
dntflnta, 61 1
ch·andva, 55
dve.-;a, 295
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320, 322, 3g7, 331; Vedanta, uS,
4'4· 45 1
Egypt: ancient, 104, 1060, 186n;
Buddhi~m in, 497; modern, 112
Eiustein, Albert, German-American

physicist, 32,618
Eleanor, duchess of Aquitainc, 558

clements: nrahmani~ru. 359· 454:
Jainism, 277; S3.nkhya-Yoga. 327n28n; see aLw atoms; matter

f
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Esau and Jacob, legend of, 186n
eternity: and Kama, 143: Siva as,
6~m; in Vedanta, 451
ether: fir~t·born element, in Brah.
manhm, 35y; in Sankhya-Yoga,
3281\
ethics, see dharma: duty con<.ept;
dhaima!ia~tra

elephant: in art, Pl. Vll; on coins,
504; DJ\·inc White, of Cakravartin,
130; Par~va inrarnalion, 188-Sg;
and pupil. talc of, :W-22; h1 Siinkara anhdot(', IC)·!!O; see al.1o
Ganelia
Elephanta, art of, 5!J7

Ethiopia, 123
l<.ucralide!., Baltrian leader, 504
Eudacmonism, of Lokayata, 613t1
Eurydirc, in Greek legend, 81
Evan~-Wcutz, W. Y., 629
Fvc, "first woman," 62n
c'istcnrl', five dements of, in lluddhi~m. 5·J0·1l, 5,1on-41 n
"expanding form," in Indian art,

EIU.ra, art of, :o5, 598
Emerson, Ralph Waldo, American

extinction, see nirvana

5g8

philo~opher,

56,1;
Empedoclcs, Greek philosopher, 1·
23· ~1· li!li
enemy: dmrm agaimt, 66-7-1: means
(upay.1) of approach to, I20·21F
see aL10 artha~istra

energy, sre Sakti
England, sa Great Britain
enlightenment, see nirvana
epic, see Homeric age/epic; Mahiibharata; Riimiiyana
Epicum~. Grerk philosopher, 4, 616
Epirus, Buddhi~m in, 1Y7
Eratosthenes, Greek astronomer, 32
El rurt, COllh'Tt'SS of, 102
Erigl'na. Johannes Srotus, medieval
philmophcr, 34
Eros. Greek god, qo
erotic element, see love; Kiimasufra;
~akli; sex

E
eka, 450
ekitmapratyayas3ra, 375

F
Fa Hian, Buddhist pilgrim, 510
lahle, India as home nf, 5; see also
bea~t fable; fables, myth~. parables, etc.; jiitakas: Mahiibhiirata;
Paficata11tra
fables, myth~. parables, etc.: ASok.a
and courtesan's dharma, 161-62;
bride·pricc, 513·11; Buddha and
b('rcavcd mother, 512-13; Ruddha
under Ro Tree, '43· 205-7; cat and
mou~e, 87-89: rhildren of King
Vessantara, !137·38; Cloud and

shipwrecked merchants, ~92-93;
courtesan's rnrp~e. 216-17; creation out of Milky Ocean, 424.-25;
fig and salt, Aruni's parable, 335·
37• 360; Kilma and Siva, 141;
King's Son, 3o8-1o, 508-g; lion,

ekadandin, 262

ekagrya, 454"
ckendriya, 277
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mouse, and cat, 108-g; P3.rSva,lives

of, 184·2o4; prajapati, goo; pupil
and elephant, 20-u; queen, sage,
and king, 163-66; Sankara and elephant, 19·20; sanny3.sin in Jagganath temple, 560-61; tiger cub
raised among goats, 5-8; Y3.jtiavalka and Janaka, 357-59; Yafifiadatta snakebitten, t6J-68
faculties (usually indriyas), 55, So;
Brahmanism, 364-65, 373-71: Buddhism, 541; Jainism, uS, 277-78;
Sankhya-Yoga ("working outward": bahyendriya), 317, 318,
322; see also action; sense; thought
Faddegon, Barend, 623. 63o

faith (iraddha), 48-50, 5'· 55· '55·
398-99: in Buddhism, 542-43
"Family Books" of ].lg-Veda, 58
family, Vedic cult of, 145-48

Farquhar, J. N., 621
fascism, 65, 91,

111-12

fasting, 520, 166, 405n; in Jainism,
tBg, 192, 1g6n, 201; set: also vegetarianism
fatalism, 98, 9g-104; of Gosala, 267
father: rivalry with sons, 310-12;
Vedic cult of, 153
Fausboll, V., 628
female organ (yoni), in Tantra, 58~
female principle, see Goddess;
Mother; iakti
ferryboat, Buddhist metaphor of, t8,
392, 450n, 474-85, 509, 511, 54243• 552
fertility: fish as symbol of, I!JI, 144:
gods (yakl!as), •4•· 207, 399n:
Vedic charms for, 147
festivals, seasonal, 578-79
feudal India, 38, 93-97. 105-6, ••4'5· 140, 578-8•: see also Mahii.bhtirata

finance: ideal minister of, I!Jt; dishonesty in, u6-27

Firdausi, Persian poet, 2o8, PI. Vlb
fire, 204, 373; in Vedic household,
71, 3;m-1o; Budtlhi .. t aJtaltl).',V 111
life and, 472; see also Agni; "Five
Fires"

first man, Jaina concept of, 241-48
fish: Buddhist fertility symbol, 131;
emblem of Kama, 144; ritual partaking of, in Buddhism, 555: do.,
in Tantra, 572,577,588, 591; T3.ntric gesture of, 583

Fish, Law of the (Matsyanyitya), 3fi.
ug-20, 127; in West, 136, 138-39·
5°5
"Five Fires," penance of, 197
five forbidden/good things, of Tantra, 572-73, 577-80, 588, 591-92, 597
Flaubert, Gustave, French man of
letters, 49-.?0
Fleet, D- J- F., 125n
flowers, in worship, 455• 586n
folklore, 5• 6gn, 186n; philosophical
use of, 26; see also beast fable;
]ii.takas: mythology; Paficatantra
food: of Jaina saviors, .209; sacrifice,
401, 406n, 562, 583n; Vedic hymn
of, 345-50, 3flo, 397-80, 574: forbidden, ritual partaking of, in
Buddhism, 555; do., in Tantra,
572. 577-80, 588, 59': see also diet;
vegetarianism
forest, life-stage of (vanaprastha), 44·
1 57· 1 59
form, .H!e phcnomenality
fortune, see fatalism; luck
"Four Noble Truths" of Buddhism,
467-69
Four States, Ved~mtic doctrine of,
542; see also consciousness;
"Fourth""
"Fourth" (Turiya). the, 350, 37on,
372, 577-78, 433· 437· 447• 452: in
Mim3.ril.sii, 6o6; see also silence
France, 33,go, 102-3, 11 t, IJ3-14, u6,
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117, ••g, •s6, •s8; literature of,
39-40; man~ala alliances of, 1 17-•8
Francis I, king of France, 116, 117
Franke, R. 0., 494"
Frederick the Great, Prussian king,
11~

French Revolution, 33· 103, 117, 136
G
Galilco, Italian astronomer, 3•· 32
Gandhflra, 52911; art o£, 132n, 5o6,

507
Gandhi, 1\fahiltma, Indian leader,
65-66, 62,3; and saty3graha, 169-72

Ganda, Hindu god, 568n
Ganga dyna'ity. 212, 215n
Garbe, Ridmrd, 282n, 32·Jil, 458-59·
6o7n. 6o8-1o, 611-12, 61311, 62-J.
626, 030
Gaudapada, Vcdanti<tl teacher, 44011,
456, 626
Gau<fapada-karika, 410, 456

Gautama (Aksapfula). Nyaya teacher,
40, 59"• 605, filo
Germany. 90-91, !)6, 113-14• 116, ll7,
119, 138; Na7i, 87, !)t, 111-12, 116,
118, 123

gestures, in Tantra (mudra), 572n,
M'f' (1/HJ pn.,.
tures
giants, of early Jaini&m, 226-27
Gibbon, Edward, English hi&torian,
112, gu

r;R3. !)Rj Rf1, Pl. XII:

Gilgamcsh, Mesopotamian hero, 81
Girish Chandra Ghosh, Hindu dramatist, 589
Glascnapp. Helmuth von, aogn,
2130, 624. 6~0
Gnosticism, 578
God, see Self; supreme being
Godde.!os, 276, 46u-61, 529; in Neolithic Age, 259, 569; as P3.rvati,
t.p, 5(ig; as Prakrti, 589, 598, 6oo;
as ~akti-Maya~Devi, 46o; as Sati,
166-67,569: in Tantra, 561·74, 577·
85, 588·95· 598-6oo; see also Kali;
Mother
god&, see deities
Goduuov, Boris Fedorovich, czar of
Ru'isia, 112
Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, German mnn of letters, 853
Goldt'n Fleece, legend of, 81
Gommata (Bahiibali), Jaina saint,
rolossal image of, 212, 2t:Jn, 618,
1'1. VIII
Gosala, Ma~karin, see Ajivika
Gough, A. E., 6140, 630
Govardhan, Mount, 218
Govinda, Brahman teacher, 414,
,,560
gracr, Christian doctrine o£, S7In
Grail, Holy, see Holy Grail
grain, parched, ritual partaking of,
!\72, sBS, 59'
Grand Man, of Swedenborg, 046-48
Graves, Robert, u6n

ghHti kanna, 17g
ghranendriya, 277
gocara, g64
gotra-karma, 27~
graiveyaka, 259n
grft.ma, 44
grantha, S70
grhapati, 151
grhastha, 41
65~
4

G

ganadhara, 222
gandha, 58~n
gandharva, 142
garbha-kalyiina, •95
garuda, 141
gehapati, 1 S 1
ghana, ~74
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Great Britain, go-g1, 103, 104, 106,
ug, 136, t(ig-72; man4ala alliances of, 113-14
"Great Delight," see Mahftsukha
Greek clements: Achaean migratiom
into ancient Greece, 8n-gn, 615;
art, nakedness in, 214 (see aha
Hellenistic art); conquc!>t in India
and Afghanistan, 132, 13211, 2100,
495· 504, 505·6, 507, 595; drama,
333; epic hero's personality, 23-135: father-son rivalry, 312; modern Greece, J 12, 113; mythology,
decline of, 26, go, 31, 331• 342, 356;
mythology, paraJlels whh Hindu,
gu. Ion, 58, 81, 140, 184n. 2.:w, 237.
311,312, 333· 351,504, 568n; natural science, 29-33; philosophy, 4•
gu, 22, 23, 25-26. 2fJTI (parallels to
Indian: Misch). 29·34, 38 (Artha~tistra compared to), 47• ti;:s-64, 65,
232, 2.13· 26g, 278,312, 333·31· 34•·
356, 365,372,441, !)l2n·l,3n. fill
b'Thastha, see householder, life-stage

ligious typt:s, 397• 399-402, 426,
429; Buddhhm, 535, 544: Tantra.
56B, 588; VaiScsika, 6og
guupowder, invention of, 140
C:upta dyna!>ty, 6711, 135, 136, y>fi·7·
510, 52911; ~rt of, 617, Pl. III, X
guru, 17. 21-22, 11, !)2, 55· 155, 335-37
(Aruni). 6o5; female, in Tantra,
572-73: as l!ou.. c-pric::.t, jfi, 156;
qualification~. 4·5, 48"4~1: iu Ve"
danta, 41 j-2o; Jee nlso pcdagobry;
pupil
gymnosophists, 21 on, 595
H

Griffith. R. T. H., 625
GuCnon, RenC, 6o~)n, 611, 630, 631
GuCrinot, Armand Albert, 624
Guhadeva, Brahman teacher, 46on
Gujar3.t, temples at, :nsn
guQ.as (sattva, rajas, tamas), natural
qualities: S3.i:tkhya-Yoga and Brfth~
manism, 22gn-3on, 281,2930, 301,
315·16, 367,388, 391, 398·402, 405,
408, 423, 449· 450, 547• 575; description, 295-97: and diet, 4oo401; in equilibrium, 326; and
faculty-types, 318-19, 322; Jaina
correspondences, 229-go; and re-

Haas, George, C. 0., 622
I hhz, Persian poet, r,:,g
hairs, Bralnnanic. metaphor of. 3Ci8
1-Iajipur, 492, see aho VaiSUli
halo, ancient background o(, 2310
Hamilton, C. H .• 621, 628
Hamlet (Shakespeare). 139
harhsas, see swans
Han dynasty, 506
Hapsburg dynasty, 1 13, 116, 119
hara·kiri, 173
Hare, E. M., 628
Hargovinddas, Shravak Pandit, t8tn
H ari clan, 218, 220
Harisena, Gupta poet, 135
Harmon, A. J\.1., 51 3"
Harsacarila~ 504n
Hastings, James, 621; .tee also Garbe:
Jacobi; MacdoneB
Hatha Yoga, 2590,546-47
H awll. E. B.. 496n, 498n, 621
heavenjhell, 187·88, 227, 231·38;

grhyasiitra, 6an
guna, 229, 2ggn (SY), 535 (Bu),
6og M
guru, 17, 21, 48

harilsa, 158
h:lo;tiratna, 130
hetu, 611

of

H
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Brilunanism (lokas), 142-43• 562n,
453n; Buddhism, 143, •87·s8.
sson, 553; Chri.!ltiaujGreck., 134·
55· 2.37, 44011, 585; wuntcrparts ol
dream, s6tn; Jainism. 187·104
passim 1 258-,'i9· 270; multiplicity
of, 184n; and samadhi, 4400
Hebrews, 59; religion of, see Judaillm

Hegel, Georg 'Wilhelm FriedriLh,
German philosopher, u-23, ~g. fi4·
6&. 618
Heisenberg, Werner, German physi·
cist, 32
Heliodorus, Greek writer, 504
hell, see heavcnjhcll
Hellenistic art: of Gandhara, 1s2n.
506, 507; of India, 132n
Hellenistic Buddhism, 505. 507: see
also Gandhara; Milindapaiiha
hempen shirt. Buddha's metaphor of
Ajivika doctrine as, 264-65

heterodoxy in Indian philosophy,

IBn, sg-fio, 6on, 6an, ugn, ••7·
••9· 242, 251, 252·&8• •&4· 26g.
314-15· 401, 407, 418•14, 459· 595·
599, 6oo; ser aho Buddhism: Dra\'idian facLor; dualism; Jainism;
Sankhya(-Yoga)
Himalaya, Vedic god, 141
Hinayana Buddhism, 519, 525, 52gn,
534n, 543"· 597· 616; Bodhisattva
in, 534-35, 560; diflusion, 18n;
dualism in, sug, 528; essence, 18n,
485, &09·11, 513·17; negation, 558·
558, 575: see also Buddhism
hi11drauces (klcla), in Sitrikhya-Yoga,
292'99· 301, sos. 307

Hesiod, Greek poet, 140, 615

Hinduism, see Br3hmanism/Hinduism; Bhagavad Gitii; Tantra; Vedanta
Hine-nui-le-po, Polynesian deity, 82
U ippolytm, in Greek legend. ,311
Hitler, Adolf, German dictator, g•.
128
llitopade!a, 37, 108-9
Hobbes, Thomas, English philosopher, t8, 38
Holy Grail, 81, 233
holy power (brahman), in Brihmanism, 74-80, 158, 161, 166, 171,
~84· 887· 352
Homeric agejepic, gn, 58, 284-55·
6r5: see also Greek clements
hone, treasure of Cakravartin, 1 s<>
31; see also Avalokiteivara; horsesacrifice
horse-sacrifice (alvamedha), of Aryans, 134-35· 275, 281, 504
householder, life-stage of (grhastha).
44, 156; see tJlso marriage
Hoy§ala dynasty, 68n; an of, 617

hirilsi, 150
hinay3na, t8n, 509
hiranmaya, 447

hiranyagarbba, 175
hila, 37
Hi10padeta, 37

Heraclitus, Greek philosopher, u,
28, 84· 872, 616
Herakles, Greek hero, 81; identified
with Krsna, 504
herbs, Bri.hmanic metaphor of, g68
herd-member (pa.lu), in Tanrra, 58o,
582, 588, ss9. 591
heresy: Buddhist, 49o-9g, 501; Christian, •ss-34; Lokiiyata, 613n
Hennes, Greek god, identified with
Gane§a, 568n
hermit, life-stage of, see forest, lifestage of
hero, 81-82, to2n, 176, •34-35· ggo,
441: in Tantra (vira), 576-77. 580,
588, 590· 591; see also Bodhisattva:
Cakravartin; Kl'$t;la; savior; T"llthailkara
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Al)all iu\a~ion, 8n, 5!J• 6711, G!JII.
•::H- 21K, .220; \'('die age, Kn·!Jil,

Jhiang--ycn, HudU.hi't teacher, 518n
Hni·ll('ll~. (;hillt'!>C nuddhi!ot patriaHh. ! 1 1711, fi48D

humau ht'ing, Judian

[lH hn, hjll.
YS.

We~tern

~~g;

\,du.ttion of, 231-31
llum(•, R<1bcrt Ernt'~t, 1111, 3130,

:-tr;n, j41n,

:~1:.:u,

71• !lfi,

IOJj·ll, l.jo. !U:i•

Hwldha, 8, !Jil, 464-£i6; GJccL.

lOIHJlU'\l, 1:~2, 1:\.::!11, 21011, ·195•
:Ju t·i· 595: 1\taurya dyna..,ty, 37•
!Jtn. H'i· 1~211, •3r•• 1(i1, •71, ::nS.
•HJ4·t,nl: Kusftna dyu;t.,ty, •::~u.
t 1Uf1 ';:
(;upta dyna ..ty. h7n-tiHn,
1:1:'.;-l',li. r,nh-7. !JIO, [,2!)n: Mn.. Icm
invao.,iu11, GSu, qo, 2100, ::! l!Jn,
~·u-11; 1\fughul dynasty, 311; mod-

34:;u, :: 1-tll,

j 1[1U, 31i211. 363n, ,3fi6n, ~IJjll,
:shHn, 3(i9n. 37111, 37211, fi26
Hum, 505, 5o6n
hybi'ib, ::!33
Hymn of l•ood, su food

(.Briti!th and Gandhi). fi:;-fi6,
114, JIJ!)·j2, 6o2; !.ee alw <ttthaSftsand the llislorical Summary~

t'fll

tJd;

ibn-llatuta, Arabian trave1t;"r, •••n,
310·11
ium, in Bmlt.lhi~ru, 555-59
imnogi<~phy:

iccha. 143
iha, 54-

!)II,:~~

Buddhi'>t, 472-74, 5()(1-

!)0I (Buddha), 555·58 (Yab-Yum);
207·16; ~ee also art
ideal man, in East and \Ve:-.t, 441;
ue also hero
ignorance, sec nescience
Jk&\·aku famiJy. ·~JlS• 218
Jl;atl (Homer), 6gn
illusion, .\N' m3y3
images: Jaina, 205-16, 219; worship
of (istadcvatas), 52H-5311, 455, 58182, 583n, fiot; SCf' al.w iconography
impairments, see hindrances
jncarnation. ur Krsna; reincarnation; samsflra
incemc, in won.hip, -155· r;og. 5R6n
Indian history /politics (chronologically): Indus Valley civiliza.tion,
6on, 132n: Dravidians. :;g-6o,
Wfi-6. 1o6n, 184n, snB-19. 378;

J aina,

fil!J~I8

Jndo-China, srt> C;nnbodia
lndo-Eurnp<•an fami1y of 1angu:tg(•s,
Judra, Vl•dic god., 8. !I· w, 37· 76, 78,
122, 141, 156, 200, 203, 21H, 257.
:111· 368, 398, f);;fi: 1\uddha ;u,, 502;
JdC'ntificd with Zcuo;, _r:.u.J: P3rSva
a ... 183. 1!13· •!1J
,
lndrahhUti, l..ing of Uddiyfma, 558
lndriini, VediC' goddC'i'i, 7R
indriya. srr facuJtic!l
Indus Valley ('iviliLation (MohenjoDaro), (ion, 132n, 615
iufcren(.c, in Nyaya, 610
inflation, I'"Y<"hological. 172-73· 578;
in Tantra, fi77·j8. 586-R7
influ\. (3.srava): in Jaini!lm, 2,31, 248·
r, 1, ;,r,o; in Swcdcnborgianism.

217--18
insight. di:-.criminative (\ ivcka), in
Sfttikhya. 2Rj-88. 301·5· 309, 32223. :~29. !J.Jfi, !)50

ih:unuu arthaphalabhogavir3gal;l. 54
ik.waku. 21H
indraj;tla, 123
indriya, 277. 364, 454"
isatpriigbhftra, 258
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integration-isolation (kaivalya):
Brahmanism, 362,441,446, s7o-71,
576; Jainism, 221, 253-54, 257"5!),
268, 331, 459· 576, 596; one experiencing (kevala, -in), 182, 221,
•7•· •76-n. 286, 305· 312, 33'· 459:
Sailkhya-Yoga, 28o, 286, 293, 304,
3o5 • 307, 312, 33o-31, 362, 5 46, 59 u;
see also release
intellect (usually buddhi), 55· 228;
Brahmanism ("intuition"), 363,

365, 374 ("determinative faculty"),
405, 596; Buddhi!.m (''intellection": safijiia), 54ln; sankhyaYoga ("intuition, judgment"), .228,
317• 3•8, 319·22. 327. Mit: Vedfwta, 22R; see abo con!.ciousncss;
mind; thought
intellectuals, always distort tnuh,
·14911
it•ternational co-operation, 1 ~6·37
intuition, see intellect
"invariable association," in Nyaya,
40;~.

6!1

Iran, see Persia
hlam, 425, 617; see also Allah; Mos1f'tnS
i~olation-integration,

see- integration-isolation
Israel, see Hebrew~
istadcvata, ser image
i~vara, see life-monad; Lord
J~varakrsna, sankhya teacher, 282,
374 11
Italy. g6, 112, 12~. 137-38; see also

Romans
Iti-vutlakrz, 490, r,o2, 628

istadeva6, s~n. 155
iAvara, 394· 405. 4 24

jada, 3240
jagat, :J72

Iycr, Ramana

IN!l~X

Da~a

S. Seshu, 6140

Jacob and Esau, legend of, 186n
Jacobi, Hermann, 21111, 222ll, 225n,
6:?4
stiipa at, 131-32, 1330,
1'1. 11
Jah:m, Shah, Mughul emperor, 311
Jaimini. teacher of Mimfuhsft, 6o5,
6o6, 607, 617
Jaini, Jagmandar Lal, 1gfin, 624
Jainism, 181-234, 240-62, 268-79:
afterworlds, 184n, 187-204 passim~
22 7, 238, 257. 258-59 , 27o, 27 2;
antiquity of, 6on, g6, 217, 25!h 281;
art of. 132n, 205-17, 225-27, 2r,g,
507, Pl. V, VIa, VIJ, VIIJ; ascetici!:!m, 183n (longevity and). 1R7,
2oa-1o, 25o-5 1, 2s4·s6. 27 5 • 278-79,
331, 404, 4050, 46g, 595. 6oo; <ISceticism, extreme, condemned,
196-99• 203, 4oon, 401n; atoms in,
271, 277-78, 279: bondage. doctrine
of, 248-52, 274-75; and Brahmanism, 244; Buddhism, paralle]s to,
205-8, 221-24, 266; Buddhist view
of, 223-25; cakravartin in, 12n. 1!)1!13· 205, 216; ca~tc no restriction
in, 59·60, 6on, 203, 273 (kanna),
596, 6o2; charity, 196n, 279 (bedbugs); chao;tity, 196n; da~sic tradition, prefigurement of. 228n, 22gn;
clothing of monks (Digambara/
Svet5mhara), 158, 210-II, 210nJaggayape~a.

jav,r:tt, 371
Jaina. 210
jambha, 141
Janma-kalyana, 196
japa. 4.05· _o81
jati, •s•: al.w 611 (N)
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lln, 222-23, 22311, 595; cmmi<.
man, 241-48, 2!)g-tio, 270, 275-7!i;
cosmology, 227-31,245, 25o-52. 2!)!){io, 270.78, 453· 488; death, ideal

monistic clcwlllllll, !l41, 244; mythology, 182, ~n~-11· 225-26 (.1cr
Hindu god ..,, above; Tirthankara!.); name, ml';nJiug ol. 2w;

u/10

type of, 193, 198-99· 204, 216-17,

JH..'gation in, 558, 575 (1r.t· a/.HJ as-

222,

257, 404; dharma (medium ol
movement), 271; diet in, 19Gn. :wg,

cctit.i~rn

and intcgt atiou-i~olation

rrhrme);

ninana in, 183, 21 7; noll-

:..!:)4-55; duali!.m oi, 1Hr,n. 2o8, 219.

'iokll(t (ahitn<;a). ~so. 2,:'14-!Jf>. 27S-

241-42, 330, 337• 379• 57(i, 578, r,~J!J
599; clement!. in, 277; lat.ultic~

/~J- •10011; }H'v-.imi,lll,

~16,

:.!.27. :qH: po~

tuic~ i11. :!.o!J-IU, !.!JJ, 21.1. :!l!J"2o;
!JiliHlpln (ta!l\'<1~). 27·1·7fJ; rcint.tllJalitHl, 1H:, :?tJu jw111111, 227,
:!'j2·7~1· lt.ka~c puoksa). :.!OJ. :.![12li:.!, 275: and S:inkhya-Yo!!,<~. 2:.!K'-'!1· 2.fll. 2j'OIJ, 2H 1, 2Rf) Sh, 2!JB, ::of:i.

in, 22B·2!J, 277-78; fa<.,ting in, I8!1·
l~J2, Iy6n, 201; lcnyhoat metaphm
in, 392, 474• 552 (we al.HJ Tiahankara); and Gmala (Ajhika doc-

u ine), 264, 26G, 2fiH-h!l· 27H, 3:-P;
ami Grech, 2IOII·lln, 507 (Ait'x-

~{:;o; <.,,tvim~. l('f' Tl!lh;mkat'<l:O., ni.Hi

<mdct'~

Jain a glllu), 5!15; guna,,
C"orrc:-.pondenrP.'> to, 22!)·;>,n: hctl'rod(JXY of, 5!J-ho, (ion, 12~)11, 217,
21~). 251. 252. 2hf). 281, :Jo6. 3;{o,
~:li- 37!1· 413,569. (lt2; Hindu god!.
in. 18dh!, 18111, I!H· 198~g!). ~o~.
204, 21!), 218, 257. 26:t . .306; housc>holder~· tw('J\,(' vow-;, 196n; hum;oJ

.\1 i~t.uu mi, :!\lah:n It a, Pi"uS\'a{natha): <.,('n-..e, iatu\tie.., o\, 221'.-29,
21Jo, !!.7j-j8; .,i11 i11, 181: SwedenhoJgi.Jlli:.m, p.n.tlk]., 10, 244.-48,
2:J!JII; t(·mpln, 21511; timc-(plc in,
~2 Jll ~511, 2:.:G-27; time, con~tituCJJt
ol univer~c>, 271; Tirthai1karas, see
that titft>; and V<'dfmta, 'l.r,!l; vege-

ht.•ing and pcn,nmllity in, 231~32,
2r1o. 2G8-7o, 272-73, 54.6; iconog·
raphy, 207-•fi; inw~cs, 205·16, 219;

tarianiMn, 251, 254-55· 279; yoga
in, 20!J-IO, 217, 40511 (~ee nlw a~cctici"m nbovr)

inllux (3.srava), 230·31, 24R-51, 550;
int<·gration-i!.olation
(kaivalya),
182, 221, 253-54, 257-59, 268, 272,
276-77,305,331. 459· 544,552,576,
sg6; karma (actions), 1B3n, 203,204,
229-31 (colors), 241, 248-52 (bond·
age doctrine), 256, 257·58, 271-74
(types), 306, ~P.?· 547, 550; life-

Jalandhara, Ruddhi~t Counc-il purportcdly at, 507
falullta, Hindu king. u6
.Janaka, l'mpcror of Videha, 357-59
Japan, 173; Buddhism of, IBn, sgon,
!)~lfll. S·JO, 5'1711, 54811, 5.~,8; Mik.
ado, wt, 10fin, 219; modern, go,
111,114. 116~J7, 122,123
Jason. Greek hero, 81
]iitnka~ 69n, t67-fl9, 205-6, 537-38,

monad (jiva), 227-31, 24_1-42, 24951, 256-6o, 270-71, 274-77• 2B6, 2gB,

306, 307, 3'5· 337- 379· 404, 4'3·
459,547,550, 59fi, 6ogn; longevity,

ideal of, 183n: matter (ajiva), 241,
244, 27o-7•· 271, 28fi, ogB, 337· 379·
404, 413, 595: mind, faculty of,
228-2g; monasticism, 158, 2~9. 25·1·
55· •s6-57, 263. 264n, •78·79· 404;

511' 1•

"'7

T(italwmiilii, 537n, 538n, [113-41· 51~~n.
fi2R

Java. uSn
.T('hovah (Yahwc·h), 241, 396; uc alw
Judaism
Jesuits, 65, 103
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Jesus Christ, 176, 2ogn, 390, gg6, 398,
466, 617; Judas' brother, 187; "second man," 241; lee also Christianity
jewel, of Cakravartin, 1 g1
Jews, see Hebrews; Judaism
.J ina, see Mahivira
jiva, see life-monad; Self
Jivanmukta, lt:e liberated man

141; Ramakrishna on aspects of,
5G5-G7; see aZ..o Goddess; Mother
Kali Yuga, present world age. 62n,
106, 875
Khlidasa, Hindu dramatist. 212n,

Kailil<iia, Mount, 589
k.aivalya, see integration-isolation
Kaivalya Upani$ad, 4470
Ktilakacaryakathti, 6ag
Kalanos, Jaina saint, 507
Killi, 398, 561, 564, 5Bo; -Durgi-Satl,

5040
Kalingas, 502-3
Kalpasii.tra, 625
Kalyanas, celebrations for rflrthanlara, J 95-96, 200, 204
lcima, pleasure concept, g8-4o, 82,
145-49· 156, 402, 475• 571: see also
Kama (god); kiimaiistra
Kama (-deva). Hindu god, gB, 14o-4••
•-12. •54; (Kama-Mara) and Buddha, '13• 205-6, 402n, 465, 472-73;
as Namuci, 113--14: and Siva, 141
Kamaloka, supernatural realm, 14243
Kamandaki, Hindu publicist. 37
kf\ma~astra, doctrines of, s8-4o, 82,
140-50, 154· 558
Ktlmasiltra (Vlttsyiyana), gB-39• 146,
'49·50, 558, 620
Kamatha, Jaina legendary adversary, t86-87, 190
Kanabhaksa, Ka11abbuj,
Ka11iida
Kanada, Vai~esika teacher, 6o5, 6oS
Kanauj, kingdom of, 68n
Kaniska, Ku$i.na emperor, 132D,
5of>7, 508, 617
Katik8li TIIi, art of, Pl. V

Jina, 210
jlva, 229, 270 U), 359· 428, 462 (Br)
jh·abhiita, 394
jivaloka, 394
jivan·mukta, 441
jna, 75
jii3.na, 73, 561
jii3.nftvarana-karma, 271
jfii.na-marga, 78
jfianendriya, gt8, g64
justam Uam, g69

kaivalya, 257, 280, 305
kala, 99· •7•
kalyana, '95
kama, gB, '45· 475
kftmaloka, 142
kamariigabala, 399
Kiimasiitra, 149
kantaka, 108
kapota, u9

Jizo, see Ksitigarbha
jiii.na, see knowledge
]ntlnasiddhi (Indrabhiiti?), 554n, 558

jfiinendriya. see sense, faculties of
Jfiita clan, 221
Jfiitaputra, see Mah3.vira
Job, Biblical hero, 602
John of Capua, Italian translator,
92n
Jove, Roman god, 1on; see also Zeus
Judai51D, 2o8, 241,
sg6, 44'
Judas, as brother of Jesus, 187-88
judgment, see intellect
Jung, C. G., 614n, 6go
Justin, St. ("Martyr"), •ssn

•«·

K

.-e

K
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Kant, Immanuel, German philosopher, 1gn, 355; dif>CUssed, 32, 450
Kapardin, Brahman teacher, 46on

KapHa, Sirikhya legendary founder,
6on, 281·8•, 314, 3320, 6o5, 615
Kapilavastu, 6on, 496
Kliran(lavyiiha, !J92·9.!J
Karilui (Gaudapiida), see Gauda·
pada-luirika

K.irk.ala, Jaina &tatuc at, 21.!Jn
karma: action: Siilkhya-Yoga, .!JI7,
524; actions: Brahmanism, 54, 66,
70, 75• 387, 406, 441·42 (kinds).
443-46 (and liberated man), 544;
bondage-causing factor: Jainism,
203, 204, .. 9-31 (colors), 241, 248·
52 (hondage doctrine), 256, 257-58,
271-74 (types), 306, 315, 547, 55o;

causation: Buddhism, 471, 475·
479. 528, 532; movcmcntjaction:
Vaile1ika, 6og
karma miirga (way of ritual), 70, 406
KaTma-MimiiriuQ, 6o6-8, 631
Karma Yoga, 5411: analogy to Roman

Catholicism, 405n; in Bhagavad
Gila, 382, 38fi·89, 895· 404·6; sug·
gested Buddhist analogy, 5440;
two kinds, 405
karmendriya, .fee action, faculties of

karuni, see compassion
Karrua, Hindu king, 125
Kashmir, 4g8, 507
KMiri.ja. Hindu \.ing, 125
Kiilyapa, Buddhist monk, 491-92

karma, 54. 75• 441 (Br), 271 U),
552 (Bu), 6og (V)
karma kurvan, 588
karma-miirga, 70, 4o6
kanna-mimiJhsfl, 6o6
karma-yoga, 582
karmendriya, 818, 564
kartar, 517, 564
~. 551

Katha Upani,ad, see Upani1Qds
Kityayana, Hindu grammarian, 28s
Kauravas, 381
Kautiliya Artha.ftistra, see ArthaJfis.
tm (Kau!ilya)
Kautilya. Cil11akya, Hindu (Maurya)
political theorist, 37, 74"· 92-93•
930•940, 95• 97• 125, 139• 17G-71o
310, !P 1, 494, 617, 622
KavyadarJa (Daudin), 41911
Keith, Arthur Berriedale, 6gn, 75• 78,
524n, 5450, 606, 607, 6o8n, 610n,
61 m, 6un, 6t4n, 624, 625, 6a6,
628, 681
Keilogg-Briand Pact, 137
Kemal Ataturk, Turkish statesman,

118
Kennedy.]., 497n
Kennedy, Lt. Col. Vans, 489n
Kern, H., •!HJn, 491n, 628
Keshab Chandra Sen, Briihmo-Samiij
leader, 564-67

Kcsi. Jaina teacher,

222

Ketkar, Mrs. S., 621
kcvala, -in, see integration-isolation
Khajuriiho, temples at, 2150, Pl. Xl
Khmer art, Pl. IV

kings: debasement in Kali Yuga,
105·7: fate and, 101-4; great Buddhist, 494·507; see also Cakravartin; despotism
King's son, parable and metaphor of,
soB·n, 416, 508·g, 587-88
klcla, see hindrances
kal;aya, 458
kiiyabala, u8
kiiyotsarga, uo
kevala, 181, 111 U), 186, 505 (SY)
kevalin, 505
khakkhara, o65

khyiiti, s••
kleta, 192, 194
kletita, 5•9
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knowledge,
12·1 ~;
Brahmanism:
jfi3na, 78· 338, 341, 344· 37on, 402,
406, 407; vidya, .s7o-71, 55o; llmldlusm: jfiana, 501; praj1ia [Jll7·
53un, r,~p. 55-4: vidya, 475 alw
470, (dc\•aluation of:), 500 541,
544; Nyiiya. fiw; Sankhya: prajilii,
321; vivd.a. ~87-88, 304, 309, 3222,:S, 3~9. 546, 55u: Tantra: jft<i.na,
561; vidya. 590; Vedimta: jil5.na.
452, 457. 562: vidya. 24. 57· 416,

550
Kuhn, H., Ci22
Korc•a, Huddhi.,m of.

ko!.a, see

sheath~

21 9

of Sel(

Kramrisch, Stella, b21
K rnnos, G1 <'l'lt. god, 312
Kr .. na, .llindu a\atat, 1oo, 21311-14n.
420; in Bhagavad Gild, 68n, 3741175"· ss1-8g. 394-409, 424, sr;s;
Hcraklcs identified with, 504:
non-orthodox auociations, lU8"·
uS, 220, 225; ue abo Visnu
K:rta Yuga, world age, .375
Ksatriya raste, 40, 59· 104, 105, 218,
221, 5 11, 55 s. 5 ss
Ksemalik.ara, Jaina hcnnit, 191
Ksitigarbh11 (Ti-tsang; Jizo). Buddhist savior, 263, 540
Kubera, Vedic god, 142, 194
Kum3.rajiva, Hindu sage, ,1)19, 521
Kum3rila school of MimH.m\3., 614
Kunala, Maurya prince, 1P 1
Kunclagrima, 221
klit;ta. 294

kn p8raga, 893
kob, 4'5
k.rodha, 401
kro;na, 229
k$ana, 513
k .. atriya, 40
l..umftripiija, 582
J..umhhaka, 435

I
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Kundakundacirya.

Jaina

teacher,

6:t3

h.uncla1avana, Buddhist wuncil at,
5°7
1\..undalini Yoga, in Tantra, 2590,

584-85, 592-9!
1\..unthu, 17th jaina savior, ug, u6
Kuruk.o;ctra. Ggn
huru~u. Saburo, Japanese diplomat,
I 11, 122

Kmfma dyna.,ty, 132n, 505-7
Kmmfu:uli. Hindu-jaina deity, 213
K!Mttmiifijali (Udayana). 612
Kwannon, Kwan-yin, 392; see also
A valok.itelivara

L
La Bruyere. Jean de, French litt~ra
teur-p~ychologist, 40
La Fontaine, Jean de, French fabulist, 92
Laks~i. Hindu godde~. g8, 419; as
Padmavati, 199
I.aksmiilkari. Devi, Mah3&uk.ha lcadC'r, 5.1)8, 617
l..ak~mivati, Queen, in jaina legend,

192
Lam.lirc!oSC, E., 623
Lamai~m. see Tibet
lamp. Brahman metaphor of, 4o8
lan~uagc: of classic philosophy. 4143; Indo-European family of, gn;
nature of Vedic, 75-78; note on
kumbhD.nda, 141
kundalini, 584

ku!ala, 519
kUtastha. 286

L
liibha, 173
labhiintari.ya-karma, 175
laya, 4!7• 455n
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pronunciation, xvi; philosophic
limitations of, 23-24; (~peech) and
water!., 154 (godde&s ol), 243; see
also Pali texts of Uuddhi!tm; San!Jkrit; and tlte Samk1·it Index,
which cite.f many word-analyses
Lanktivatara-sUtra, 5R7, 619
Lanman, Charles Rockwell, 14fin,
625
Lao-tse, Chinese Taoist philosopher,
•8
La Rocheioucauld. Fram;ois de,

37!1· 404, 4'3· 459· 547· 550, 596,
hngn; puru~a~ "ralun.anh.m, 242,
~(i~). 371; Sankhya-Yoga, 242, 27on,
:.:81, :.:~ 5 -ss. 3o3, ~o5 - 9 • 3 1t;, 3 22-23.
326, 32M, 337·3M, 379• 393· 404, 4'3•
1!1!.1o 528, 550, 596, 6o5, 6o9n
lilc-stages (Mrama), according to
Hindu dharma, 44, 106, 152, 155tio, •74· 434· 463, 573
lilf1, .<ee play
Lithuania, 113
liturgical life, and MimamSa, 6o6

French littCratcur-psy<..hologist, 40

I ,i, ia Dru!.iUa, Ruman empress, 12lin

Ja ValiCe Poussin, Louis de, gg2n,
4920, 501n, ,;o8n, 545"· (i28
law, Hindu litcmture of, 4o-41; see
aho dharma: law
League of Nations, 137
I.eibuitz, Gotdricd Wilhelm von,
German philosopher, 32
Lenin, Vladimir llich, Russian revo-

Lod.. t•, John, .Engli.,h

logo.,, 213

l.ohl·ngrin, Wagnerian hero, !J90
lol..ao;, supf'rnatuwl tcalm"', J.12··J::.

lutionist, fi5

45311
Lnkf1yata, 61311

lc~ya, .\ee

colors
liberated man (jivan-mukta), 176n,
441-18
libtTdtion, see release

longf'\lt',. Jaiua ideal of. tH:lH
Lord (iS\'ara), in Hinduhm. 39·1!15· :ms. 4ns. 407n. 425, 428-~o.

life imtinct (abhiniviSa), 29.fJ· 299-300

·t1on
lntm: p<'rsunificd (Pachnll). 50 t: po.,turc, 220, 4:S5; !lymbol, 2::6, 27fi.

life-brcath(s) (prima): Brahmanism,
••8. 243 (life energy), 361, 373·
435· 575; Siiilkhya-Yoga, 228, 3•8'9· 546-47; Tantra, 582; see also
breathing technique
life-monad: fltman: Sfli:tkhya-Yoga,
285, 308; VaiAe$ika, 6ogn: iivara:
nrahmanism, 39-4• 405; jiva: Aji·
vika, 26g-68; Brihmanism, 142,
428,456, 462, 577; Jainism, ••7-3'·
141-42, 149-5'· 156-6o, 27D-71, •7477- 186, 298, 3o6, 307, 315, 337,
laymh y3.ti, 447
lelyii., 219

philo!~ophcr,

JO.j

logic in Nyi'1ya, 1Ju8, 61o; philo
..ophic inatf(•quaq of, 2;1-24, 25,
:sRu

408, 419, 424, •t66: in Tanlla. 581·
R;, 592, 594
l.oni'i XI, king of Franrt•, l!t8
l.ouiot X IV, king of Fmnn:, 113, 116,
117, lj6

lo\'e, 14o-5o: in Atharoa-T'rda, 14548: courtly, 558·5!): ao; dialf'ctic example, 352-53; in Kiimn.riitra 1 g83!J• I.f6, 149; see also Kama; marriag~:

sex

lingin, 611 (N)
loka, 142, 45~11 (Dr), 270 (J)
lokflyata, 61gn
okayfttri., 376

Ina, 554. 57'
liitga, 611 (N)
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Lucian, Greek satirist, sun·tsn

Mahamaya, Goddess as, 569

Lucifer (Satan), 247
luck., concept of, 102-3; see also fatalism

AlahO.parinibbti.na-sutlanta~ 2:11 n

Lucretius, Roman philosopher, 33

M
Macdonell, A. D., 625
Mau_·<.lonia, Buddhi~m in, 497
M( Govern, William, 629
~\fachiavdli, Niccoli>, italian !>talesman and political philo..,ophcr, 2~.
~s.

137-38, 618

1\.fackay, Erne.\t, (ion, 621
Madhava, Vcd3.utist teacher, 522;
disCUS!.Cd, ()14

.1\tadha\·ilnanda, swami, 626

Madhyagraivcyaka, Jaina lwavetl,
1 93

MQ.dhyamika

Siistra

(Nagarjuna).

52o-:n

M3dhyamika school o[ Huddhi.,m,
50!)·10, 521·24, 525, 531ll, 613, 6•7

Madras. 213n
Magadha, 251, 492. 506
Magas of Cyrenc, 497
magic, 1fio, 272, 278, 357• 467, 588,
607; love-, 145-49; Vedic, Bn. 57·
67-71· 76, 78·79· qfi-49· 310-41. 45'
Mahiibhiirata, 38, 73. 74, g8, 105,
llgn, 212, 214n, 218, 225, 282, 283,
gSo-81, 616; beast fable from, 8789: literary hi~tory, 67n-6gn; maxims from, no-n, 112, 121, 123-25,
127, 171; philosophy of, 6t.j: see

mah3.puru~a. see superman
l\·lah5.!<ailgiti, Buddhist council at,
493
Mahasukha ("Great Delight") school
of J~uddhism, fi[j2·59· 617
MahiisukhapmkiiSa
(Advayavajra),

!j:Jlill

1\Ethavagga, 207, 491
,Hahdtmmsa, 499• 501

1\rahavira, Vardham3.na, 24th (last)
Jaina savior, 6on, 182, 210, 252,
282, 615; in art, PI. VII; Buddhists
on, 223-25: emblem, 214., 22;,n;
and Gosala, 263-(i4; life, 220-:.1:.!,
492n; tt'achings and rcfonns, ~:!2·
•3· 26g, •78
l\fHh5.yana Buddhism, 18, 24. tifin.
3!J2-93· 448, 157· 516-31. 552-r1!l·
560, 617; affinnation of, 558: Bodhisattvas in, 527, 531-45• 552-59
diffusion of, 18n; Docetism, :,z)l
C~.'tCllCC Of, 180, 484-86, 50!}-11
founding of, 519-20; icon in, 55fJ·
r,8; monism in. 517, 523,552, 555·
559: mythology of ("Buddhao."),
420, soB, 5·12n, 516, 553. r,68n; and

Nftg3.rjuna.s 1g-2o: Prajfiiij1aramitii
literature, 18n, 483-87,519. 521-2;~.
540, 6q, 627: reality, aspc<t., of,
.zp6-17; sacramental breaches, 55457; "sudmess" (tathata), 133n. 517,
518, 526, 53<m. 5~1, !i57·5B: Tantra, paralle1s with, 62n, 560, 5fi8n,
572, 587, 601; Trikaya doctrine,

also Bhagavad Gitli
M
rnadhuparka, 583n
roadhyagraiveyaka, 193
madhyama-parimat:~a.

madya, 591
mahan, 320
maharaja, 135

!J 18

mahftsukha, 554
rnahat, ~pg
mahatma, 40, 66
rnahavakya, 149
mahavira, 210
mah3vyafijana, 130
mahayana, 18n, 509
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53,on; truth, two kinds of, 520;
Vedanta, parallel with, 517; Void
(Siinyat:i), doctrine of, 482, 510,
518, 521·16, 5300, 535· 546Il·47"·
55'· 553· 554· 555-56, 557· 56o, 601;

··wisdom of the l'ar Shore," 18,
39•· 457· 483-87, 540-45 (>ee also

PrajiiiiparamitO. literature); YahYum, concept of, 530n, 55G, 5lJ7•
558, 56gn, 568n; see also Buddhism
Mahiiyiina SUtras, 627
Mahiiyana-samparigraha (Asaiiga),
5290
Mahendra, Buddhist missionary, 498

Mahip:ila, Jaina legendary adversary, 1g6-2ot
maithuna, see coition
Maitreyi, Brahman matron, 362,
g67n
Majjhima-Nikiiya, 477-78
Mailri Upani$ad, 610, g6tn
Miilavikiignimitra (K.alidasa), 504n
male principle, 62n, 154, 1ti7; sec
afsv Siva (-Sakti); Yab-Yum
l\falli, 1gth Jaina ~avior, 213, 226
Miima11apuram, art of, 598
man, cosmic: in Jainism, 241-48, 259·
6o, 270, 275; puru$3 as, 360, 420;
in Swedenborgianism, 244-48;
Visnu as, 276, 350
roanas, see mind, faculty of
11-ftinava Dharmaliistra (Laws of
Manu). 40, 52n, 121, 6t6
Manchuria, 123

maithuna, 572
mala, 547
mam, 591
m3rhsa, 591
manabpary3.ya, 201
manana, 431
manas, 228, !P7• 364, 6og; also 321
mar:u.lala, 114

maQipUra, 584

SANSKRIT INDEX

mau<)ala, political concept of. 11318, 1.28; figure, 115
Mihu,lukya Upani$ad, see Upanisads
1\Ianichacism, 578
Mafiju~ri, Bodhhattva, 510
mantra (sacred fonnulae), 580, 581.
585, 586, 6o7; in Roman Catholicism, s86n
Mantra-Shiistra, 630
Manu, 40, 121, 383; laws of, see
Mtinava DharmaSristra
I\ tara, Hindu-Buddhi~t god of death,
144, 475; assault on Buddha, 2o_r;-6,
465, 472-73, Pl. IX; see also Kama
l\fara!Jhliti, Piirlva as, t86-8g
Marcus Aurelius, Roman philosopher, 617
marks and symbols of Cakravartin,
130·31, 1!)2
Marlborough. Charles Spencer, duke
of, English soldier, 113
marriage, ttj5·48, 153; in Atharvaveda, 145-48; co!)micjsacred, 150,
275, 276; as dialectic exampl<>.
352-53; and grhastha life-stage,
156; in Ktimasiltra, 39; see also
celibacy; coition; love
Marshall, Sir John, 621
Maruts, Vedic wind-gods, 344
Marx, Karl, Gcnnan political philosopher, 65
Mary (the Virgin), •ogn
mask of personality, see persona
Maspero, Sir Gaston, t86n
manohala, 277
manomayako~a.

mantar, g66
mantha, 406n
mantra, 581
mara, 144, 475
maskara, 262
mat, g21
mlitra, ~27n
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11\,lll'liali~m:
{tl\0

meditation (dhyana): in Vedimta,
.Jw,. ·I 17· 455; in Tantra, 5~1, ,r,8r,
1\kga:-.thcm·~. Sclcucid diplomat, 4!15
.'\lq~ham:tlin, see Sa1ilvara
l!H'liHJry. ~cr: thought
~lcltaJJdcr (''.1\lilinda"), Greco-Batu i<Hl king. 505
1\lt•:-.npotamia, 81; art of, 208, Pl. Vlt;
.If'(' al.\u Sumcr

ol Lok.ayat<L, G1311; sa

artha
5w: art of, 13211, !J07, Pl.

~fathura,

v,x

:\Jat~).tll}:lya, see .Fhh, Law ol the
mawr: aji\a: Jaiui ...m, 241, 2.J1· 2707 I. 27·1· 28G, 29B, 3:17. :'179· -10 I· IJl ;;.
;,%; prakrti: Bralunani~m. 23011.
:! 12, 589. 5~18, Goo; SiitlhFt Yo~a.

metemp>~ychosis,

2 J2, 27011. 2B1, 285, 287, ;{0:\. :~o;,.

3'5·111, 32.:!-2j, 32,r,-~li, 3:!7,
:1:17. 379· 391, 404, 413. fJ:!t~,. bor,:
pudgala: Jainism, 2jt; M'C al.w
Ltttna (bondage causing f.u lot;

"middle path":

J;lini~ru)

1\fanrya dyna-.ty, :n. ~J:;. 91"· 97·
13211, '3!i· 161, 17'· :!!R; art of.
!'7· Pl. 1: Huddhi.,t kin.~., of, 491·

Milindapmiha, 161·62, 505, 513·11.
fi:-!7

miJk, Rridnnan divine, 346-47
J\lilky Ocean f'l Jmmortal Life.
Hindu myth t I 424-2!1
1\f ill, John Stu.til, Engli~h philmophcr, 32
1\Jim:um;i, ~y.,t<'m of, fio5. Gofi-8, Gt ~.

!'10.1; H'r· a/1o Camhagupt<t
1\LP.imu'> (Tiu.r-.:), emperor of Rome.

:,oG
m~-ty:l: :t~

medicine: da-;sic Iliudu, 7G. 77· 148,
t,r,fi, 1G7-fi8, 517-.fH: under A4oka,
498; Buddhi~m a~. 4fi7, 469, 51 1;
\\1(''>l{'rn, fb; \er aLHJ mag-ic: yoga:
po;ythoana ly'>i'>lp<;y( l1ology

matsya, ;sfi, 591
matsya mudra, 5Rj
mat~yan}·:iya.

36
mattah sanam pravartc, 405

maunam, 45111

Brahmanism (o[

/Jhagavad Gitti), 403-4; Buddhism,
4fi9·70, .-j8t-82, 524
"1\filinda'' (Menander), Creco-Bactl ian king. 505; see also M ilindapm1hn

l\Jaui. l'olyncs.ian hero, 81

illmion, 1~,. ~7. 1 11 ·13, 122,
~t~O. ;'\!)(), ~\!)l• ~!)7 •. p2, 4''1• 427,
44°· 1!i'· 45i· -tGo. 570, :,7!J· !)8~.
:,~)t): p('n.onifi<:'d (Goddco.;s), 4fio-fi1;
in politics, tn-13, 122; -Sakti, 568,
57·1· :JHL Goo; ~cH-tramnmtation,
3.'"19· 349; Tautra, :,GS, 570, 571-75·
sfh, r,H2, Goo; Ved~lllta, I!Jil, 4'1·
·127· 4·10, 451. 1!l7· 4fJo G1. 563n
mco:tt, see vegetarianism

see reincarnation;

.,a111~i'na

~:oG,

Ill :~
mind, laculty of (umally mana'>). 5S·
2!?8, 28.1·85: Brfthmani~m. ~G1, 3h5,
:n3. 403; Buddhism, 550-.r, 1; Jainism. 228-2g; s:mkhya-Yoga, 228,
288-uo: 317, 318, 321, 322, 327,
3~P: Vagcsika, 6og; Vedanta, 228,
45·1; ,\ee also consciousness; intellect; thought
!\ling, Buddhist monk, 518n
Minoan civilintion, 615
Misd1, Grorg, German philosopher,

2!)11

maya, 415
maya. tgn, 122. 3 39
mimamsa. 6o6
moha, 141

mqhanagrha, 125
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mi ..~ionaries: <.:hriotian, 235n: Buddhi;t, 496-97
Mitra, v,:dk god, 8
Miyak.o, 558
Mohammed, sg6, 617; see also hlam;
Mo.t>lems
Mohammcdaui~>m, ,\ce blam; Mol!.lcms
Mnlwnjo-Daro, see Indus Vallf:'y
LivilizaLion
mulu.a, ~ee rclca~
monastitism, 1!)9. 5!)7; nrahman.
1!)8. 262-(i3: nuddhht. 1!)8, 23!J·
255. !di3, ,wo-smr: Chri1otiau, (it7;
Jaina. 239· 251·55• 25fi-57, 2li3,
404; M:e ai\(J abtC.'tic hm; cdihat y;
dnthing, .Jaina monks'; "bwam"
MongoJians, l:i2n; su al.w Ku~~ma
dyna.,ty; Mughul dyna,.ry
monism (nondualism): Brahmanism,
•1•·-11· ss7-3K, 362, 367, sfi7n,
3!i8n, 37on, g8o, 893· 407, 5'9· 574•
576, 595·97• 5!J9• fion, 601; Jainism,
211, 144; Mahayana Buddhism,
517, 523, 552, 555· 559; Tantra,
573, 576-77; Vedanta. ''9· 242, go6,
3"'J· 8'4· 330, 37011, 4'8· 4'4· 416,
4'9· 435-sr.. 16•-fig. 5'7· 5•s. r,6g,
fJofi; :see abo duali&m; orthodoxy
monks. ~ee monastkh.m

i\Jomc, ju&LIII Hartley, •JtJOil, 5UlUJ,
(i.l!!8

l\.Joscs, H<"hrew lawgi\'cr, fn5

1\loslcm&: in Imlia, fiKn, qo, !i!lOn,
21!)11, 310-1 1; in Ncar Jt:ast, 112.
JJ(i, 117: .wea/.wAih•h; hldm
1\fnthcr, lTnivc·u,al, 153, 259, 275,
27h, 4(11, sfir, !)fi5·70, 574· !177· 589~JI, [,!J.-1:~15• [1!J8·!J!.I> tiu2: M'l' also
Godd<.·&!o; Kali
1\fm.alinda, ftCl pt·nt Ling, owd Uuddha, :wit 8, 4fi5, Pl. IV
l\Iu-dJOu, Uuddhi.\t H·adH'I. 54811
.Uud1a1iikMNl (ViS:tl.hadatta), 9411,
1211.1

1\lug,hul dymthty, 311
,\Juir,

J., 621

:\Julcrjl, D. G., fi2:;
J\lukhyopadhyit)3. N'il,uuaui, 59211
Alillamtt~lh)'fl111allaha1·iluh
(N3gftr·
juna), .r,:nn
1\fidlcr, F. 1\Jax. 61311, fi25, 627, 6~8.
fi!P

l\fun(laka Upanimd,~cc Upanisads
1\funilh Pau, 112
mmic: am.l Kam:t, 11B; in llr~thman·
ic;m, 120, :~70
Mu~lims, .H'C 1\lm,Jems
1\lm.solini, UC'nito, Italian c.lktator,

"3

sadic m(>taphnr of, 371
1\fnorc, Charles A., 53on

Muura, 13211; see aim Matlmra
1\.ful'affarpur, 492
My11orc, (iSn, 212, 213n; art of, Pl.
VIII, XII
my~tid..,m. We..,lcrn, 4
mythology: decline of, ~6. 30, ~Jl·
.334· 3·1~· 356; Uuddhi11t (innumrr·
;thle deified nuddhac;), ·120, !)08,

mohaniya-kanna, 272
moksa, 41 (Br), 275 (J), 28o (SY),
475 (Bu)
moksa-icchi, 51
mok,a-kalyioa, .104

mudra, u6 ("11eal"), 572n, 583
("hand postmc"), 5!1' ("parched
grain")
nmladhara, 584
mumuksutva, 52

Monte Cassino, 617
Monteoquicu, Uaron de La Bri-de ct
de, French lawy('r, political philosopher, 104

moon: in Brahmanic charm, 70-71:
royal descent from, 1o6n; Upani-
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Nritya.5ristraJ, :m-4o

542ll, 54fi, 553· s68n; philosophical
use ol, 25-27, 342-43; see al.HJ cosmogonic lore; deities; fables,
myths, etc.; folklore

nati~m.

ue fa~dsm; Germany
negation, 596; see also asceticism; integration-isolation
Neminiuha, see Aristanemi
Neolithic period, 259, 569
J\'('oplatonism, 4• 23; ,~ee alJo Plotinus

N
Nagarjuna, Buddhist tca<-hcr, 509·10,

!\'epal, 498
ne ...dencc (avidya): Buddhism, 467GH, 475· 480, 482,528, 5:P. 533· 54'·
553-54 (affirmation of); sankhya,
295, 297-g8, 304, 3'7• 41G; Tantra,
r,go; Vedanta, 24-25, 306, 414· 415,
418, 4'9· 421·24, 430, 457

51K-2t, 524. 52Gn, 54Gn, G17

Nagil.rjuna Hill cave:,, 261
n~tgas

(serpent

water-~och). Lj2,

207,

519; in art, Pl. Ill-VII
Nagascna, Buddhist monk, 505
Nai$karmyaszddhi (SureSvara), 422,
4·15

N('therlands, 113-14
Newton, Sir Isaac, English natural
philosopher, 32
Nicholas II, czar of Russia, 112

nakednt><;S, in art, 214
nftma-rilpa. st•e phcuomcnality
Nami, 21st Jaina :-,avior, 2Ij, 226

Namud, Vedic demon, 1.13-11

N ietzschc, Friedrich Wilhelm, German philosopher, 13, 138
Nikhil3.nanda, Swami, sn, 5111,156n,
46tn, s6t-6g passim, 571ll·72n,
590n-gm, 5940-950, 626, 627, 630

Nanda dynasty, 37• !).1Il, g6, 491
Nandivardhana, Jaina legendary

prince,

221

Nanjio, Bunyiu. 52011, 629
Napoleon I, French emperor, 102·4·
I '4, 117
Narasimha Swami, B. V., 6qn

nirv;ma (enlightcnmcntjextinction):
in Bhagavad Gi"tti, 408; in Bud-

nature: ac-cepted in Tantra, 576-77:

dhism, 448, 472-73. 473n, 478-Bo,
183, 499-500 (ASoka's de-empha~i:..),
514-15, 523, 527; in Jaini~m. 183,

considered unclean in non-Aryan
view, 379

nididhyasanam, 431

muni, 449, 15m, 466
N

n3ga, 142
nagaraja, 5'9
nair-3.Sya, 4540
naivedya, 5830
nama-karma, 272
naman, 24, 75· 272, 5410

niimarfipa, 24
namask.riya. 583n
Namuci, 1440
neti neti, 343
ni, S7D

nidrii, 288

uigamana, 611
n igrahasth3na, 611
nila, 229
nimitta·kiirana, 610
niralambanav3da, 525
nirafijana, 4540, 548
N_irg:rantha, 223
mrguna, 520
nirjara, 274

nirodha, 316
nirup3dhi, 4550

nirvana, 18gn,
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217; refused by Bodhisattva, 5S5·
552, 557• 56o; in Tautra, 596; see
also release
NiroO..,amafljarl (Sailkara), 465
Niroa'(ldatka (Sanikava). 462-65
nirvikalpa samidhi, ste abwrption
niti, see policy
Nitisiim (Kiunandaki), 37-38, 622
Nityaswariipinanda, swami, I J II, 627
Nivedita, Sister, uSn
Nizami, Persian poet, 559
Noble, Rev. Samuel, 244n
"Noble Eightfold Path" of lluddhism, 469. 4a9
Nomura, Kichisaburo, Japanese diplomat, 111
non-Aryan factor, see Dravidian factor; dualism; heterodoxy
nondualism, see monism
non-violence (usually ahith'\3.), t7172: Buddhism, 4g8 (Aioka); Ghandi"s satyi.graha, 171; Jainism, 250,
•M-55· •78-79. 4oon: Vedanta, 433
North, Sir Thomas, English translator, g2n
Nonh-West Frontier Province. 558
Norway, 111
Nyiya, system of, 6o5, 6o8, 610·••·
6•5
Nyilya-mlra (Gautama), 610-12

0
Occident, see West
'"Ocean," Cakravartin, 28sz
ocean, cosmic, 2811
nirvikalpa, 456
nirv:rtti, 41
ni~;kriya, 459
ni$t:~ita, 570
niti, 57"· uS
nitis3ra, 57n
nitya, 5a5

Oedipus, Greek legendary king, 510
offering/sacrifice, 71, 386, 41o-11;
abolition of human, fign; CatholicT~mtric analogy, 586n; food, 401,
106n, 562, 58gn; horse (ahamedha), •34-35· •75· .a•. 504; Sankhya indifference, ss•; Tantric,
562, 5th, 582-83, 6ot; Vedic, involving fire, 71, S8!1'4'· 595• 599n,
106, 411; set: (J lso karma marga
Oldcnberg, H., 625
OM (AUM), llrahmanic ritual syllable, g6t, 1'5· 434· 5ao; detailed
meaning (A-U-M), 372-7a; in
Tantra, 585
Omar Khayyam, Persian poet, 559
One-without-a-second (brahman), in
llrahmanism,
806, 509· 4•5·
447• 456, 46o-61; see abo Self (cosmic, eternal): brahman
opposites, pairs of (ufually dvandva),
Brahmaniom, 55• gSo, 440, 448,
450, 45'· 457· s•g-go; lluddhism,
48o; Siu\khya-Yoga, 3'8· 5•6
optimi~om, in Indian philosophy, 549;
ue also affirmation
oral tndition, in Indian teaching,
68n
order, Sf'f' dharma
Origen, Greek Christian writer, t5gn
Oris.'ia, 558: temples at, 2150
Orpheus, Greek god, a,
orthodoxy in Indian philosophy,
18n-1gn, 59-60, 610-62n, 77n-7an,
117·18, 219, 121, 141, 251, 252-55,
•54· •s9n, •8•. go6, 5•4-•5· 355-54o

•44·

nityinityavastuviveka, 54
nivrtti, 41
niyama, 454
nyiiya, 56, 418; also 610 (N)

0
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40(J, 413-•4· 41i911· !Jh!l· !•71·7.?· 57ti,
595· 59!1. 6o.:;, lm(J, ba.J: ll't' al.w
Aryan people~; Ht.thmani..,m/H indubm: muni'ltll; Vcd:mta
Otulh, Ut' .t\ yodh:l
Out.IIIO!I, GH:t·L. god, 1011

Pmimtanha, 36-37. g2, 617; in West,
9211

0\\t!in. 1\.rthUli.m ht·rn, Rt

Pimdava.,, g8 1

I'

padartha.,, M'f' l.tlt.•g,orie.,
P.uhu,tpl.tblm, fith Jalll<l :.ct\iot, 21;~
Pmhuit(\'ali), :102; Goddc~s a!o, 5fi!J;
ull•ntiflt·ll \\ith .\Jit•mi.,, !JflJ;
1 .al..,mi ,,.,, 1~1!1
l'aduluiptlticalw, h;;n
P.d.t art. h1j
Palampt•t, ,u t ol. PI. X II
Paleolnhil pt'l iod. 25!1
Pali tl''\.l'i ol Buddhi~om: canonical
(1Jrlli ca1um). ugn, 3:\20, 491, 492,
4!)jll, 494· [,12, 5'9· 524, !)26,
51311, li16; de'lcription, 18n. 1!J9·
r1oo; non-canonical, s<·e At;/i,dapafllm
J•~tlit3.na.

temple., al. :n5n
Pall:na dyna'ily, 68n. :,ofin. 617
Pallio;, Mateo, 629

Palitftda\i,

32711·28u

P.liinl'>fnaka. I[Jfl
Pa;icUstiktiya,lha (Ku•ldakundacarya), fi23

I'

pada, 365
pftda,
373
padartha. 6o8
pmlma, 229, 584

••8.

pac.Imasana, 4!'15

pidya, 4fi5• 583n
Paficasayaka, 140
11ailcatantra, g6·s7
paiicalattva, 597

p3.JJ:i, uS

paficatattva, see five forbidden/
good thing~
PtJ1icatatlua-llirrira (Mukhyopadhyftya), 59•·9•

Panini, Hindu grammarian, 28!1, 61.1
papacy, political role of, 117
Pareto, Villredo, Italian philosoplwr, r.:,
Parjanya, manifestation of lndra, 10
Parmcuides. Greek philosopher, 54·
fiiG
J'ar~ifal,
Germanic (WaE,'ltcrian)
hcru, 81, 2~3. 390
l'ftrtva(n3tha), 23rd Jaina savior, 181,
182-!J~h 222, ags. 404n: Buddha.
parallels with, 205-ll: and "dark
hrntbcr" motif, 185-88; historicity
of, 182, 194, 210, 214-26; incarnations, 186-87 (Marubhiiti), 18g-go
(Vajragho,.), 190 (Sa!i-prabha and
,\grivcga), 191·!13 (Vajranabha).
193-94. 216-217 (Anandakumiira ).
193 (Aham-Indra), 194 (Indra);
~nake emblem, 205, ao8, 213;
c;tatues of, 205, 208, 2J!l-t5, trg,
Pl. V, VIa, VII; Tirthankara,
probable nrC"cr as, 182~85, 195-99.
200·201
piJpa:-.r.~.va, 230

p:1piyin, 144, 402n
paramaharilsa, 461n
paramimu. 271, 517
paramiirtha, 41. 518

param-brahman, 570
paramesthjn, 189
paritpara, g6o
parikalpa. s•6
parinama, 46on
parinima-nityatva, !132
parina.yala, 1 51
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PQrlvaniitha Caritra (Bh3.vadevasUri),
t66n, 181n, 201n
Pflrvati, Goddess as, 141, 569

pcs!limism, 219; of Ajivika, 265-fi8;
ol Jainism, 227. 218
J'hacdra, Greek legl·ndary heroine,

Pa:,ul, Blaise, French phiiOMlphcr,
28

311
phcnotncuality (usually nima-riipa),
12, 19·2U, 21. 75· 2-J2, 272,351, S70,

pa~u.

see herd-member

Pitaliputra, 4~J4• 510; Buddhi~ot
counc.::il at, 501
l)ataiijali, Hindu grammarian, 283
PatailjaJi, Yoga tead1er, 269, 284,
2RRn, 290, 395, 4o6, 4o7n, 50611,
.547• 6o5, 616; discussed, 282-83,
2!)3·302; see also Yoga-siltras
p:Hriddc, 111, ~po-11
Paul 111, pope, u 7
pt·acock, gesture o(, Pl. XII
P('atl Harbor, auack on, 111, 122
pedagogy, in Indian philoc.ophy, 4-8,
tfl·•7· 19, 48-r,o, !)t·s6, 6o-61, f1o5,
611: Buddhism, 478, 48o, 48•-83,
186-87. 500, 523, 555: non-Aryan
tradition, ,r;g-6o; S3.tlkha-Yoga, got2: Tantra, 577-78, 579; tiger cub,
fable of, 5-8; Vedanta, 45,1)·56,
1Jfi3llo 417·10, 425·26, 431•3!J• 419•
46sn: Vedic Brfthmani&m. 61, 33537• g6o, 6o7: .<ee also guru; pupil

PclaNgian dynasties, 312
1 14
perception, see sense
Persia, anci(>nt: art o£, 186n, 2o8,
Pl. V!b; courtly love in, 559: despotism in, 94-95, 97, 110: Greeks
in, 495· 504; see also Zoroastrian·
ism
penona (mask of personality), 157.
234·40, •5•· •68, 2f>g, 284, 299·
gog-10, 325, 342-43

Peninsular War,

parinirvina, 490
parisankhyina, 526
pitla, 141
palu, 588
piiyu, uS

397·!)8, 13<>: lluddhi..m, 510-18,
5:!3, 528, 532 33· 5-1011·410; jf!f!
aim matter; maya
Phodms (Apollo), idcntif1ed with
Sitrya, Ion
Piggott, Stuart, fhll
Pih.uchki, J 61et, Poli.!oh &tatc.!oman,
Jll, l l j

Planck, Max Karl Ern&t Ludwig,
German phy!!idst, 32
plant-totemi!<.m, 218
Plain, Greek philosopher, 1· !Jll, 22,
2~. 33· 3B. ·17• 63-64, 140,312, )Jhf>U,
(itfi

pJ.ty,

lOMlliC (filii), 274n, 554• 571,
5!1H; ~~·r rdw chmcc
plea\urC, .v·e kama: kama~ftstra
plenitude (nt knowledge), 3(i8,
S7(m; M'e a/!J.o "Fourth"
Plotiuus, Roman philo.,ophcr, 4• 2j.
2R. 31· fj17
pluralism, :u:c duali~tm
Plutarch, Grt•ck. bingrapf1CT, 2j. 5o:;
poi~oning, of kings, 125-26
Poland, 111-12, 117, 118

:,n.

pnlkc state, 10!)·13
po1ky (niti). in potitits, 37n, 11H-27,
136
politks. 83. 87-•:m: Gandhi. Jfi•1-72;
Hindu Jitt>raturt' on. g6. 67. C)I-!)2.
toS; mandala aJiianccs, 11~-Jf~.
uS: mC'ans and df'\'icrs, 12t.)·27:
phala, 51· 4~P
pitaka (P), ;124

pitha,

215

pitrloka, 5~
prahhilsa, 2Rr,
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Persian, 94-97; Western, 65, 87, gog I, g6, 102-4, w6, 111·14, u6-J8,
119, J2!H!'3, 136-gg, 169-72; see also

Indian history/politics
Porada, Edith, Pl. VIc
Portugal, 113-14, 559
posture: Jainism, 2og-w, 211, 214.
219-sm; Tantra, 592; Vedanta, 435;
srP also gestures
Potanapura, 213n
power, see Sakli
Prabhakara, school of Mimin'hs~L. 614
Praj:.tpati, Hindu creator, 300
Praji1a, phase of Self, 374. 377; sn
also !.lccp
pra jf1;1, see knmvledgc
Prajfuipiiramitti literature, d~n. 48387, 519, 521-23, 5·1o, 617, 627; see
aLw "\'Vi..,tlom oJ: the Far Shore"
Prakrit. 3:!5
prakrti, see matter
prana: "bodily power," in .Jainism,
228n; see also life-brc>ath(s)
Prasannapadii (Candrakirti), 4 7m,
5180

Pratt, James Bio;sett, 629
Pratyeka Buddha, 133
Pravarana-siira (Kundakundacarya),
623
prayer:

Rrflhmanism,

pmdda, 270
prajiHl, 321
pr3jfia, 371· 429
prajf1~ma-santati,

321

prajiHtpftramita, 392, 483
prajfiiitman, 371
prakrta, 32_1j
prakrti, 230n, 242, 281
pramiina, 288
pr3.na, 228n, 243, g18
pr3.namayakoSa, 415
pranaprati~tha, 582
pranayama, 435· 584-

370;

Rud-

dhism, 509; Tantra, 581, 586n; see
also wor!)hip
pre-Aryan factor, see Dravidian fac·
tor
primal being: adipurusa: sankhya·
Yoga, 308-9; brahman: Brahmanism, 41111, 412-13; purusa: Brahmanism, 243, 275, 447
principles (tattvas}: Jainism, 274-75;
Sankhya-Yoga, 326-28
Provence, 558
Prtha, Hindu legendary king, 382
Prussia, 113·14, 117
Pr7yluski, J.. ~p tn
psydtoanalysisjpsychology, 4, 49·
15fi, 172-73· 6o2; Buddhist, 54r);
dassic Hindu, 55· 228; Jaina, 228,
241-42; of love, Jee kama; modern
analytical (psychoanalysi!)), 4G.
6::m, 79· 148, tfig, 310-12, 390;
sankhya. 228, 2fig, 314-32, 327-28
(diagram); Vai~e~ika, 6og-10; sre
abo comciou.'.ness; mind; per'>OII:t
Ptolemy II, king: of Egypt, 497
Punic Wars, 616
Punjab, 505, 507; art of, 1320
pupil of Indian philosophy (adhikitrin), 4-5, 11, 56, 542-43, 6os:
HTflhmanic, 61, 335·37• 3fio, 6o7;
Buddhist, 478; and elephant. taJe
pr;midhana, 434
prapaficopaf.ama, 375
priirabdha-kanna, 442
prrttah-smaranam-stotram, 461
prati jiHi, 6 t 1
pratika, 581
pratima, 581
pratityasamutp3.da, 5410
pratftyasamutpanna, 518
pratyag, g63
praty3.h3.ra, 4S5
pratyak~a. 610
pravaha, 435
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Raison, E. J ., 621
Rahagutta, .Jaina schismatic, 612
RD.jagrha, Buddhi11t council at, 492.

of, •g-u; life-stage of, 44, •55-56,
454; non-Aryan tradition, 59-60;
requirements for, •7· 48-so. s•-sfi:
Timtrist (SiJdhaka), 577-'JB, 579;

499

Rajamalla, Ganga king, au

Vedantic, s•-s6. 4•7-zo, 42s-e6,
431·55· 449· 463n; see also guru;
pedagogy
Purana, Buddhist monk, 492, 494
Purtinas, 6Jn, 67n-6gn, 78n, 129, 570,
617: Agni, 587n: Bhavi$Ya. 587: see
also Mahdbhii'rata; 1-limiiyana
purges, in Hindu medicine, 548

purusa, see life-monad;
being; Self
Pilf'Vamimtiriuti-sUtra

primal

0 aimini),

6o6-

7• 6•7
Pusyamitra, Sunga king. 504
Pythagoras, Greek philosopher, 4•
•5· 55· 54· 47· 6J6

Q
qualities, see gunas
queen, ideal, of Cakravartin, 151

R
Radhakriilinan, S., 494• 520n, 521·
2,5. 525"· sz6n, 6u, 626

pravivikta, 874
prema, 57•
preta, 142. sggn
prthagjana, 587
pudgala, 271
piijii. 455· 581
puma, 285
punarmrtyu, 155
puny3.srava, 150
piiralr.a, 485
purina, 6tn
pul'UfO, 141, 285 (SY), 888,
410, 447 (Br)
piina·mimirilsi, 6o6
piinravat, 610

rajas, see gun as
R3jputana, 68n, 2150; art of, 617,
Pl. Vll; .fee also Abii, Mount
riksasa'O, Sf't: demons
Rama, Hindu avatar, 218. 220
Ramakri:,hna, Sri, Tantrist teacher.
614,618, 63o; on bondage, 567; on
brahman and 'ak.ti, 563·64; and
Girish Chandra Ghosh, 589; on
God and form, .IJ6o-6t; on the Goddes~. 56t-62. 565-67, 568~ on bhakti
vs. ji'i.ina, 562-63; and Keshab
Chandra Sen, 564-67; on Kun·
dalini, 593·94; on Mah5.miyi, 569;
on m3yft (pupil and elephant), 21·
22; in samitdhi, 590: on sami.dhi,
593-94; on sin, 567; teachings in
u.s.. sn: on transfonnation (tigercub), s-8: on vijii5.na, 561
Ramana Maharsi, Sri, contemporary
Hindu teacher, 614, 618
Riimiinuja, Vcdintist teacher, aS,
458-6o, 614, 618, 627

puspa, 585n
Puspabiina, 140
R

s6g. 57'•

raga, og6
rahasyam, 61
rija, 295
rij3dhirija, 155
rftjaputra, soB
rajas, ago, ag6
·rajasa, .592
rijasiiya, aoo
riiksasa, 141
rakta, 296
rafij, 196
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Utim{lvana, (•jtt-(i~n. 218, G t(i
Rauunobau Roy, R~tja, Hrabmn
Samiij founder. sfqn
Rampras:tcl. lantti~t poN. !JGL, 5G6,
!/'7· 570, t;jt. :172, :,!J·l· 6o2, 618
R;utk, Oun, Jl!.!!l
R;q).d]o 'J JTaty, 118
Ra~na\;.lna dyna'>t\, hH11; art ol, fi17
R.lli. HttJdu goddt·ss, qo, 141
Uilliull/{l\1'(1. 1!10

R:-tnm.t, Jaina d('llton,
R~•ya (htta~tr,

tea!it\,

.\t'C

21

Roman Catholicbm, 49·!)0, 65, 103,
117, 352, 617; aualngy to Hindu
ritual. 405n, 5~Hin: .H~e also Augu~tine
Roman elcmcnb, 107, 112.312,506,
{Jii; a~trolngy. 10211-311; cmpcrorp()r~ouing
(R. Graves), 1 :!f'in;
mythology, parallels with Hindu,
1011, 3H; philo~ophy, 4· 23, ::8, 33·
~ 1: lt'e alw Greek dements
Romania. IIi, 118
touud of being:. sre reincarnation;
,<,amsiira
Rou,<,~r.:au, jt'an Jacques, French philo,<,oplH'r, 104. 618
~~~:~bha(n:ttha)
fir..,t Jain:~ ,<,;wior,
19!l· :n::, 21~; in art, Pl. VII, ::oS·

:l

G8n

pJtt'IIOJli{:JJ,Ility

rt'd<'mption,

\rt' H k:t~t'

t('ittUilllation. ~ :\. LJ2, 18.111. 1R:,.
:.:;1X. !.!_)2-:J~· 2~J!I· ~p j. ;,:q. r1 ~j: in

Ajlvika,

!.!(is:

in Jainism,

185-~wo

227: sn· n/HJ s:um;ira

fu/.I'Ht/1,

a·lca~f' (mol-~a): Buddhi~m.

17!1·

(J, 211

R.,·i~. holy "agt:"~. ~·13"· g8~

!)!.!~,

Rmira, .(;i\'a as, 5fl7
Ru~~ia. 90 !II, w2, 112, 113-14, 117;
ue al.1o Union of Soviet Sociali~t
Rqmblics
Russian Revolution, 22, 65

:.:Jo, ;,l1o: (hid of Four 1\im~. 4'·
-n·tr)· H:.: H::. !)h. IJl. •;, 9. Iii· 18;~.
[1JI, fir j; Jaini~Il\, !!OJ, 2!)2·6..:, 275:
N\;1)'<1, 612; S~mkhya-Yoga, 28o;
VC'danta, 52·5G, 41 b, 4fi2. 4fi:m-6~p1;
alw
integration-isolation;

nin<wa
rc'ltitution, in Ruddhism, 5-18n
rnoluriom, political, !'I;F w·e n/.10
FtciHh Revolution; Ru..,-;ian Revolution
rhetork, Indian ddi~ht itl. 488
Rh,·~ Davids, Sr"f' Davids
Riehl. Alnis. German philmopher,
04

Saccid5nanda (.'>at-cit·3nanda) Brahman, 125, 430, 456, 562, 595·96,
6o1, 6o2
Mtuamenlal breaches: in Budrfhism,
r,;ir,: in Tantra, see five forbidden/
good thin~s; see al.w coition
~;tcrcd thread, Brahmanic, 1.1)5, 325n
~acrificc, see offering/~acrific.e
S.tdananda, Vcdfmtist teacher, 510,
4'5· 627; see also Veddntastim

rasa, 274n

ri•pa, 24 (Br), 272, 54on

Rr:;-Veda,

stT

J't>daJ

l~h('a, Grt'ck goddc~s. Jon

rasasv~da, 4~9

rasendriya, 277
TC, rg, 76
rccaka, 435

sa, 403
!abda, 584 (T), 6w (N)

J~"ahhanatha, 21'
r~i ..~8~

~;tbda-brahrnan, 370
saaid;manda, see sat-dt·inanda
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Saddharmapur.:uJ,arika~

508-g, 587-88,

628
s:idhaka, see pupil
Sitdhana. ot Tantra $3.stra, 570, 591
Si'tgaradatta, Jaina sage, 193
Sakas, see Scythians
Sakkra, Buddha a<;, 502; see alw
Jndra
~akti(cnergy),62, (J:m, 77-78, 242,416,
427, 557. 577· 584. 5B5, 593· 6o"
in art, PJ. XI; -Mliya-Dcvi, 4fio;
pcr,<,onified (Goddes,.,). fi:m, 56Mn,
188-gt; of Savitar-Brahma,
1!)1; in Tantra, 563-64, m1, 573,
577· 584, 585, 588-gt, 593· fiot;
wife as husband's, 153-.~4. 167. :,fig;
!iCC also Mity3-Sakti; Siva-Sakti

sn. [

.f;n/wutala (K3.lidli!.a), 2120
~akyamuui, see Buddha
sait in water, Brahman metaphor of,
336-37· 132
sami:tdhi, see absorption
sftman, see conciliation

<;aci,

78

,<,i"tdhaka, 577
sa~ara,

190

.,Hguna, 5211

sahajarlt karma, 388
sahasr3.ra, 585
saka~aya,
~akra.

440

78

bkta, 78
~akti, 62n, 77· 416n, 563
~ama. 54
sam3.dhiina, 55
samadhi, 433, 435· 454"
s5.man, 120
sam:ina, ~P9
samanya, 6og
samanyato drsta, 610
samasti. 42~
samastyabhiprayena, 423
samavasarana, 2'0!J
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Sambhava, 3rd Jaina savior, 213
Sammcda Hill, 204
satmara, 53, 174; Brahmani11m, 365;
Buddhism, 479-80, 483, 523, 527,
535· 557, 560; Siilkhya·Yoga, 28J:
Tantra, 570, 576, 596; see also re·
ittLarnation
SamucJ.ragupta, Gupta king, 135

Samudravijaya,

Jaina

legendary

king, 225
Satitvara (Meghamalin), Jaina legen·
dary ;:ulven.ary, 20I·3· 205
Sam)'utfa·Nikiiya, 512, 524
Sand.racottus, see Candragupta Mau·
rya
Sanghamitta, Buddhist nun, 498
Sanguineni, U. R., 11 n
Sankara, Vcd3ntist teacher, 17, t8n·
19n, 28, I,?8n, 4•5· 417,4420, 447•
4.1J6n, 457· 458-63, fioo, 613, 614,
618; elephant anecdote, 19-20; life,
414; on Afiin(lUkya Upani$ad, 373·
375· 626, 627
samavaya, 6og
1oamavayi-karana. fito
.~amaya, 277
sarnhh3.ra, 535
sambhavami, gBg
samodbhava, 121
samprajanan, 255
!>amprajiHtta, 435
samsira, 53· 281
sarhskftra, 2go. 324, .1)41 n
sariJskr, 324
samvara, 274
sariwrti-tattva, 518
samyag-ji'iana. 371
samyak-samhodhi, !135
satityoga-viScsa, 287
sanitana, 385
sai'idta-karma, 441
saii.jii.ii, 541n
~mijiiin,
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Saiikhya(-Yoga), 280-332; auion,laLultic!-1 of. 228,317,318, 327; antiquily of, 281; a~(etidsm, 3UI-2,
~29-30, 331, li1.2; and Btihmanism,
68n, 281,314-15, 393-94, 395; bondage in, 280, 285, 315; Buddhi!>m,
parallels with, 331-32, 467; Buddhist view of, 3320; caste no restriction in, 59-60, 6on: commutuality of sankhya and Yoga, 28o,
285, 317, 395· 416; consriou~ness,
330-31; cosmology, 13, 281, go6,
315-16, 323; dating of, 281-83: defined, 2Ho; diagram of evolution
of tattvas, 327-28; discriminati\c
insight (viveka), 287-88, 304-5. 3U!I·
322-23, 329, 516, 55o; dualism oL
2Ig, 242, 281, 285, 306-7, 3'1· 32fi,
330, 337· 379· 393· 407, 416, 528,
576, 578, 59s-g6, sgg; ego in, 228.
~P7· ,318, ~pg, 320, 322, 327, 331;
elements in, 327n-28n; ether in,
328n; faculties "working outward"
(bahycndriya), 317, 318, 322; goal
of, 280, 330, 362, 546; god.!. ("thmc
in high places") in, 281, 291-92,
297. 2gB, 3oG, 3~1, 44011; g:una!>
(natural qualitie!!), 2.29-30, .281,
293n, 295-97 (described), 301, 31516, 318-19 (and faculty-type!>), 32.2,
391, 405, 57r,; heaven in, 291;
heterodoxy of, 59-60, 6on, 12!JU,
217, 219, 2MJn, 26g, 281, 306, 314,
330, 337· 379· 407, 413; hindrances
(ltlda), .292-gg, 301, 303, 307; integration-isolation (kaivalya), .280,
286, 293· 304, 305, 307,312,330-,31,
362, 546, 596; intuition (buddhi),
2.28, 317,318,319-22,327. 331; and
.Jainism, u8-.2g, .251, 270n, 28l,
28s-86, 298, 306, 330, 331; karma
sailkhya, 280
saiiiiama (P), 502
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iu, 317, 324; kingly palace, simile
o(. ;{17-19; "Kin~\ Son" i:.imile,
~oH-12; knowledge (ptajfta), 321
(.'.ee al.w di&criminativc in&ight
above); liie-Ureath (priliJa), 228,
318-19, 54li-47; life-monad, (atman:) 285, 308, (purusa:) 242,
27on, 281. 28;,-SH, 303. 305·9, :;di,
!J22-23, 320, 328, 337-38, 379· ~93·
404, 413, 4!.i9• 4RR, _r,28, 550, !1!-JG,
6u;,, (io!Jn; mattn (ptak.rti), 242,
2/011, 281, 285, 287, 303, 305, 30fi,
31!)-J(i, 322-23, 325-26, 327, 337·
37!h 391. 101, 4 13; metempsychosi~
in. 324; mind, faLulty of (mana:.),
228, 2R8 go (five spontaneous activities), 317.318, s:n, 322,327, 331;
negation in. 553· 575: ncM.ience
(avidya), 295. 297-gS, 304,317, 416;
offering. indifference to, 331; opposit('S, pairs of, !P3· 316, 393;
orthodoxy in, 314-t.ri· fio5; pedagogy of, 301-2; primal being (adipurusa) in, 308-g; principles (tattva~) in, ~26-2R; psychology, 228,
2fi!J· 314-1 G. 317-20 (psychic structun~). 321-25, 327-28 (diagram),
3!.P; relea!>e (moksa) in, 28o; sarhsara in, 281; science in, 331; sense,
faculties of, 228, ~p 7-18, 327; in
Six Systems, 6os. 6u, 613; and
sleep, .288, 2go, 330; Swedenborgianism, paraiiel to, 284n, 317n;
thought (citta) in, 321-22; and
Vedanta, 29011, 314-15, 330, 416,

458-Go; see also Kapila; Patafijali;
yoga

Siirihhya-kiirikt.i (l§varak{ll)a), 282,
624
sankhyapravacanabhytlla (Vijiiftnabhiksu), 2go-gm
sannyasa, 184
sannyasa-kalyana, 200
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Stinkhyas6Ta (Vijiiinabhiksu), .agon

Satyavan, Hindu legendary prince,

Stinkhya-~Utras

(Kapila), 282, go8n
in jagganatb temple,
Ritmakri'>hna's parable of, 5fio-

banuya~oin

61
Sanskrit, gn, 7611, 283; claMOic language, 1811, 42-41· 75·78, 32.1), soB;
Mimatm.a theory, 6o7; prouum.iatinn, X\'i-xvii, 377n; see also Satlskri£ l11dex
Sitntaraksita, 553
Santi, t6th jaina aavior, 213, 226

Sarasvati Vac, Hindu goddob, 154
S3rn3.th, art of, I,l. I
SarvadarJa'!a.sangraha
(Miidha\'3),
522. 614, 6go
Saroadarfana.nddhtitila.\angraha
(~ankara s(.hool), 613
Sarvft&tividin .!.Lhool o[ Buddhi ..m,

5 1rl. fl34"

SaUprabha, Pflriva as, 190
Satan, :zo8, 2ugn, 247
Satapatha Briillmana, &ec Briillmanaf
~at-cakra-ni1iipana~ 6so
Sat-cit-3nanda, see Sauidflnanda
Sati, Goddess as, 1fl6-67, 569
sattva, ue gunas
satya, see act of trnth
satyagraha, Gandhi's program of,

'54

Sautrimtika ~~ochool oi Buddhima,
510,515,525, 531"· Gts
Sauvira, Hindu king, 125
~~oavik.alpa b31113tlhi, ~ee absorption
savior, 176·77, 38g-go, 392, 466, 419·
483, s6o; see also Bodhisattva;
hero; Jesus Christ; Tirthailbras
S•..l\itar-Brahma, 154
Savitri, Vedic godde~~os, 154
S;1xony, It.!J
"i< hmidt, R., (i23
Sd10penhaucr, Arthur, Gcnnan philosopher, 4• 28, 138, 450
!.uence: Indian, 5211, !)8. 270-75, 27778, 33•· 33940, 347· 354· 453· 6u;
political, .fU I)Olitks; Western, 14tfi, tgn, x6, 30-34,46-47, 50, 58, 63,
82, 140, 175. 334· 341, 8411:; see aho
akhemy; co~~omology; magic; medicine; psychoanalysis/psychology
S(ythians (Sakas), 13211,505, 5o6, 509
!l<'trct polit.e, 109-10
"<eed" (bija): in Bhagavad Gittl, 3!JB:
in Buddhism, 532, 555-56
S(·gur, Louis Philippe, Comte de,
French statesman, 102
Sdcucus Nicator, Persian ruler, 495·

•69·7•

504

------- - - - - - - - --------!intam, 375
santana, 513, 526
santati, 513
santosa, 434
iarada, 2g6
!arira, 79
laririn, 382, sil4
siriipya, a8g
sarvagata, 385
sarvajna, 374

sarvistividin, 515
sarvdvara, 374
Wtra, 61n

.

------

sat, 24
sat-cit-iinanda (pTope,.ly,
nanda), 425, 456, 562
sali, 166
sattva, t.!JO, 295• 589
sD.ttvika, 592
satya, 167, 435
satyigraha, 16g
satyaloka, 55
satyasya satyam, 61
lauca, 454
~~oavikalpa, 455
scnipati, 287
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Self (cosmic, eternal, transcendental;
"God"; divine essence): contrasted to Western "soul," 79-So;
in llrithmanism of Bhagavad Gitii,
s82, 384-85, gBB, 395· 403-6, 4o8; in
Buddhism, 488; as Creator, JO·tl;
dialectic of (macromicrocosm),
~'153-54; as Food, 345-47: four
phases (waking, dream, sleep,
"Fourth"), in OM, 372-78, 415; inactivity, in V('danta, 414; in preAryan philosophies, 413; prime
concept in Jndian thought, 3-4, 8,
12, 254. j;q; quest for, 79-82, 157fio; in Ramana's teaching, 61.10;
~heaths of. 415·16, 1.Hn. 452, 574;
unchanging, 385; in Upanisadic
Bri.i.hmani~m. 358-6o, 363-66 (chariot). ~}6fi-fi8 ("Controller Within"),
3fi8-fi9 (five metaphors), 369 (two
binh), ?,70·71 (two kinds of
knO'wkdgc), 371-72 (union with
life-monad), .372-78 (OM and
"Fourth"); in Vedanta, S3· 242.
286, 409, 414·16, 42.~. 428-2g, 442·
43· 488, 546; in Vedic Brahmanism, ~34-37, 315-47• 353-54; worship
via istadcvata, 5211·5311; see also
lif~-monad; supreme being
Self, by Sanskrit terms: atman:
Brahmanism, g. w, 11, 12, 53· 54"·
7.?· 79· So, '57·s8. 16o, 242, :z.r,.1.
•86, .1:11. 336-37· 35•· 354· 358, :Jfis71 (Upanisadic metaphors, etc.),
373· 4°5· 4'1· 44'· 453· 156. 546.
550, 5fi3, 593· 6ogn: brahman:
Brahmanism, ssm-sgn, 54· 81, 166,
242, 309, 315· 354· 370 (B--ofsounds and Highest B.), 372, 405,
408-g, 4110, 4UH3, 417·33• 4,36,
446, 456-57. 518, 5•7· 546, 548;
Tantra, 561, 562-63, 568, 574.
577• 581, 593, 595; jiva: Brahmanism, 359· 394; purusa: Bri!hman-

hm, 159 ("Ab~olute Man"), g6o,
420; Tantra, 589
sense (perception), faculties of (usually ji'iiinendriya), 11, 55· 79-Bo,
228; Ajivika, ~65; Brahmanism,
3fi4. 373. 394· 403; Buddhism, 541;
Jainism, 228-29, 26o, 277-78; Lokayata, fit~pt; Nyaya, (J•o. (i11;
Sitnkhya-Yoga, 228, 317·18, 327:
Tantra, 596; Vedanta, 228, 435·
4-1(i, 4fl4
ScJhi<~, 117
~crpent(~): cosmic (Dharana, Dharant'ndra, Sesa), tgB, 202, 208, 283,
12,1, Pl. V; in Garden of Eden,
209n; Jaina-Buddhist parallel.,,
~o!.o: in Jaina time-cycle, 22-jll-2511;
in myth of Par~va, t8g-9o, 191,197
R, :.!02, 213; and rope, Vedanta
metaphor of, 419.121, 462; sprin!-\ing from shoulders o[ PiirSva et
a/., 18Gn, 208, 11 1. VI; in art, 2o_r;-g,
Pl. II I-VII; see alw KunQalini:
l\fucaliuda; n3gas
t;e~a, .IN' ~eipcnt(!>) cosmic ( )
Seven Yc;u1.' War, 113
~ex, 143; in Atharoa-veda, 145-48; in
Kii.mmiltra, 39· 150; see abo cdihaLv· coition· K~nna· love
Shiil;r;iimah d·irdausi), 208, }l). Vlb
Shama-.astry, R., 37H, 1250, 622
!!lJ;-~rk<;, .lf'r Fisl1, Law of the
Sharvananda, Swiimi, 626
>heaths of Self (ko!a), 415-16, 431"·
1[)2, 571
Shih Huall~. C.hitH''>C hero, 81
Siam, Buddhism in, 18n
Siddhartha, Jaina king, 221
Siddha-~iHi,
Jaina
supernatural
rcaJm, 204
Siegfrie-d, Wagn('rian hero, 390
Sikhara temples, 21511
silcJHe, Upanisadic phase of Self.
375-78, 415, 451; see also ..Fourth"
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Simon Magus, Samaritan sorcerer,
233fl
sin, 52, 175·76, 352, 396, 402; Buddhism, 528, 533; and Partva, 181;
Ramakrishna on, 567; see allo
colors, karmic; karma
Sind, AAoka in, 498; see also Indus
Valley civilization
Sinha, Nandalal, 624
Sinkiang, 505
Sitala, 10th Jaina savior, 213
Siva, 142, 38.0n, 398, 399n, 414, 46162, 529, 531, 552, 578, 614; cosmic

dance or play of, 274n, 351, 428,
597; identified with Dionysos, 501;
identified with Hennes, s6Bn; and
Kama, 141; and Parvati, J,p; as

Rudra, 587; -Sakti, 62, 167, 5300,
577. 581-95; and Sati, 1 GG-Ii7;
-Trimurti, 597
Sivaditya, Nyaya-VaiSesika teacher,
612-q~
Jewel~)."

Vcdiin-

tic discipline, 54-56, 4 17
Upanisadic pha~e
of Self, 330, 362, 374-75. 377, ·115•
432, 452; obstacle to samadhi, 437;
in Silnkhya-Yoga, 288, 290, 330
Smerdis Wseudo-), Persian usurprr,

~Jeep, 353-54. 579;

97

Smith, Vincent, A., 31 tn, 497"· 498n,
soon, 501 n, 621
Smrti, 6tn, 570; see also Dharma-

Atistras
~e~avat,

6to

li$ya, 44
Sivam, 375

liivo-'ham, 461
smni, 6tn; also 511
sm:rtimant samprajanan, 155
snana, 583n

!!nakc, see serpent
sobriety, quality of kevalin, 272
~oc.ial security, under A~oka, 498
Socrates, Greek philosopher, 31, 334·
616

Sokei-an, 5470, 629
solar element, see sun
Solomon, Hebrew king, 615
Soma, Vedic god, 341
scuna, ritual drink, 4ofin
sons: trea\ht'ry of. 3 1 o-1 2; Vedk
charms to beget, 146, 147
Sophists, 26, ~34, 342
sorrow, Buddhist view that it is endemic. 467-68
soul, Western concept of, 79-80,
321"· 328

sound (Sabda), in Mim3.rhs3 doctrine,

(io7
Soviet Union, see Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics
space, in Vedanta. 450-51
Spain, 113-14, 116, 1 J~)

"Six Systems," 228n, 6o5-14, 618

"Six Treasures (or

f SANSKRIT INDEX

Spanish Succession, 'Var of the. 113
sparks. Rr3.hmanic metaphor of, 369
Spencer, Herbert, Englhh philosopher. 32

Speyer, .J. S., 537n. 538n, 543n. 628
!'>pidcr, Upanisadic metaphor of, gG8

spine. "spiritual channel" (susumna)
of, in Tantra, 584-86, 592-94
Spino7a, Baruch (or Benedict),
Dutch philosopher, .2,3, .32
spring, god of, 140
Sraddha, see faith
Srauta·siltras ("Sruti"), 61n, 135, 570
soma, 406n
sparlendtiya, 177
sraddhii, 48, 398
135n

~rauta,

~raval).a, 4~P

~ravanendriya,

hi, 1051
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Sraval).a BelgoJa, Jaina figure at, 212-

13, Pl. VIII
~reyamsa,

11th Jaina savior, 213

Sruti, see ~rauta-stltrai
staff, of monks, 262-63
Star Theatre of Calcutta, 589
stars, in astrology, w:.:n
Stcherbatsky, Th., 47111. 5t8n, fi28
Stevenson, Mrs. S .. 623, G24
Sthaviras. Budclhht elders. 494
Stoics, Greek philosophers. 4
strategy (indrajila). in politics, I 2.3
stU.pa: at Amaritvati, 131, Pl. IX:
Alioka's reverence ac 496; Buddha
on men worthy of, 133-34; at
Jaggayapcta, 131-32. Pl. II; at
Vakkula, 496
Subhadda, :Buddhist monk. 4~P
SubhU.ti, pupil of Buddha, 483-87,
.!)21-23
"suchncss" (tathata), in Buddhism,
1~311, 517, 518, !)!:6, [13011, 531,

557-58
Sudassana, Buddhist legendary king.
12911

Suddhavasa, Buddhist heavl:'n, 553
Sudharma-Gautama, Jaina teadwr,
222

Siidra caste, 40, 59· 572, 573
Suetonius, Roman historian, 112,
u6n, 312
Sufi poets, of Persia, 559
sugar. Ramprasad's epigram about,
561, 562, 571

huti,6m
stambha, 141
sthftnu, 385
.,thUJa, 271, 327,

,!)Uicidc: in Japan, 173; see also suttee
Sukluivati-vyii.has, 627
Suleiman (the Magnificent), Turkish
~ultan, 117
Sumati, 5th Jaina savior, 213
Sumer, 103n, to6n, 241; see al~o
Mesopotamia
Sumeru, Mount, LJ2
sun, 129, 1,36, 3li1; as Agni, 340;
Aristanemi's name, 225; dyna,!)ty
spruug from, wfin, 218, 220; horscsacrific.e and, 134: in Kapila's
name, 282; a~ Sltrya, g; in Vedic
chann, 71; Visnu symbol, 135
Sun Yat-sen, Chinese leader, 65
SunaMepa, Brahman hero, 6gn
Suitga dynasty, 504
Siinyata, see Void
SU:nyavada S(_hool of Bu<ldhbm,
525n, fioR; see also Madhyamika
Supitr~va, 7th Jaina savior, 213
superimposition, Vedimtic device of,
419-20
superman (mahapurusa), 128, 13on;
Sf'e also Cakravartin; hero
,!)Upteme being ("God"): anthropomorphic, 241, 244-46 (Swedenborgian);
BrahmanismjHinduism,
,38g-gt, 396-98, 39911, 404·6, 412,
424-29. 529, 601-2; Christian, 2,
390, 396, 425; Nyiiya-Vai§~ika,
611-12; Siva as, 462-63; Tantra,
56t-71, 589, 592, 601-2; Vi~r;tu as,
2, 262, 276, 424, 586-87; see also
Goddess; Lord; monism; Self
~udar~ana,

~7~

135

l;fuha, 40
Sukla, 229
stiksma, 271

~thfda-bhli.tftni, ~27

~iiksma-t:arira,

sthiila-§arira, 79
striratna, t !P
stU.pa. 151

~iinyata,

§iinya. 526
~mru,a,
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SurcSvara, Vcdantic philo!:>ophcr, 42.2
SU.rya, Vedic god, y, wo, [lbSn
sm.umna, see spine
Sutriilarikiira {ASvaghosa), 538n
Sutta-Niptita, 628
suttee, 167
Suvidhi, gth Jaiua savior, 213
Suvrata, 20th Jaina savior, 213, 226
Suzuki, Daisetz Teitaro, 534"• 547"•
548n, 629
Svayamblm, Jaina apmtlc, :w3
Svctakctu
(Aruneya),
Brihman
teacher, 252; le~ ...on on atmau,
385·37• 36o
Svetambara, Jaina sect ("clothed it1
white"), 158n, 21o-11, 222, 223n
Svetti.Svatara Upanifad, Gm, 3670
"swans," (ham!!a~). Hindu ascetics,
158. 2fl2, 4610, liJ1
swastika !:>eat, 135
Swat, 558
Sweden, 113
Swedenborg, Emanuel. Swedi~h philosopher, beliefs of: parallel to
Jainism, 244·48. zr,gn; to sankhyaYoga, 284n, 317n
syllogism, in Nyaya, 610-11
synthesis of Aryan and pre-Aryan
elements, sec Aryan-Dravidian
synthesis
su~umnii, 584
susupti, 353
sihra, g8n
siitriinta, 510n
nadharma, 153
sv3.dhi~t.h3.na, 584
svlidhyaya, 434
svagata, 5830
svamin, 286
svapna, 371
svarga, 499
svariipa, 285
b3socchv3.sabala, 228

f
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Syria: Huddhihlll in, 497: art of,
1'L VIc

taboo, 151; ritual breach of, in Buddhism, 554-57: do., in Tantra,

57•-n 577-So, sss, 59•-g•. 597;
~ee also caste; diet
Tacitus, Roman hi1>torian, 112,

u~6n,

312

Tagorc, Devendranath, Brihmo
Samaj leader. 564n
Tagore, Sir Rabindranath, Indian
poet, 564n
Taijasa, phase of Self, 353· 374• 377;
.v·e abo dream
Taittiri)'a Aranyaka, 409-10
Taitti1iya Brtihmar:ta, see Briihma7J-as
Talltirlya Vpani$ad, see Upani$ads
Taj Mahal, 311
Tabkusu, Junjiro, 53011, 53411,
541Il, 5480, 627, 62g
lamas, ~ce gunas
Talika, Briihman teacher, 46on
Tantra, 6dl2, 7811, 407, 56o-Go2,
Gq, 617, 630; affinnation, 349,
351, 575-76, 596; in art, 507, 59799· Pl. XI, XII; bhiita~uddhi, 58485. 592-94; caste no stricture, 573·
588, 596, 6oo; five forbidden/good
Sviisocchvisa-pr3.Q.a, 277
!!vastikasana, 435
svasvariipa, 309
svayambhii, ~63
Svctambara, 158n, 210

T
taijasa, 353
Lamas, 2,30, 297
tamasa, 392
tanm3.tra, 327
tantra, 6tn
tanlim svam, 371
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things, 57•·73· 577·80, s88, 59•"9•·
597; Goddess, s•. 62n, s6•·74· 577·
85, 588-95• 598-6o2; Kama's commands, 141; monism in, 573·
576-77; sakti, 563-64, 57'· 573·
577· sB4. 5ss. 588-g•, 593· 601;
sow·ion.hip. r,OO, 577~ "KX, !)'jS {see
also five forbidden/good thing!<.):
Siva-Sakti, 53on, 577• 581-95; a!l
synthesis, 62n, 68n, 219, sfig, 576.

Thales, Greek philosopher, gn, 29,
3•· 278, 534· 6•5
theism: Tantra, 568; VailcsikaNyilya, 611·12; see also deities;
Lord; bUpreme being
'l'heophrastus, Greek. philosopher,
30, 32,6\6
"J'hcosophists, 2!JID
thciapy, see medicine; psychoanaly~isjpsychology; yoga

599· 6o 1: thei11m, r;68-6g, 6o2 (set"
also Goddess); worship. a81-88,
589-94; see also Ramakril.hna;
Tm1tras
Ta11tras (T3ntric texts). 61-63, ti2n:
Gandharva, 572, 581, 586; Kularnava, 576; A1ahO.nirvdna, sSS,

Theravada Buddhism, see Hinay3.na
Buddhism
Thetis, Greek goc.Idesb, 312
ThilJ:mt, G., 627
Thomas Aquinas, St., sr.e Aquina<t

(}~o;

Sammoha'la, 601;
573; see aho Agnmas
Tantrruiira. 58on

Yogit~i,

Thomas, E.

512

J., 628

Thoma<;, f'Jc-derick William, 3711,
li22

tapa:,, see abc(·tici!lm

Tara

1'herigiithii~

Dravamayi, T3.ntric concept.

Thompson, E. J., 57 m
"Thou An That" ("Tat tvam a"i").
Hriihman formula, 149, gog, gg6-

Tath3.gata Dhyana, 548n; see alto
Dhy3na Buddhic;m; Zen Buddhism
tathara, see ..suchness..
Tattvirthidhigama Siitra, 1g6n, 275,
624
tattvas, see principles
Tattvasangraha (Simtaraksita), 55!1i
teacher, teaching, see guru; pcda·
gogy; pupil
Tejahpiila temple, 21511
temple-s, 561·62: Jaina, :1nsn: see also
stUpas
Tertullian, Roman (Carthaginian)
ecclesiastical writer, 2!1;3"

~7- g6o. ~61, 414, 435
thought (usually citta), 55; Brahm:mio;m ("mind-stuff"), 374; S.iinkhya-Yoga, 321-22: Vedanta, 457;
see abo consciousness; intellect;
mind
thread, sacred Brahmanic, 155, g25n
Tib,•t, Buddhism in, 18n, 219, 471,
556, 559· 601
t'ien (Chin~e, "heaven ..), gS
tiger rub raised among goats, fable
of, 5-8, 48, 30!J• 3J2
time: constituent of Jaina universe,
271; .Jaina cycle of, 224D-2§n,
226-27; Kali Yuga, period of. 62n.
106, 375: and K.ima, 145: Sak.ti as,
62n; in Vedi.nta, 450
Timma Rija, Jaina king, ugn

tapas, 256, 87•· 484
tathiigata, 1 ggn
1athi.tit, 526

tattva, •74 (J), s•6 (SY)
tat tvam asi, 149
•rjas, 229 U), sB• (T)

.177

..Tat tvam a"'i," se~ "Thou Art That"
Tathagata, 133: see abo Buddha
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Tirthankaras Uaiua saviots: "Crossing-Mahrs"), tSt-82, 233, 392,
474; ance~try and line of, 213-14•
218, :.t24·26, 2H 1; in art, Pl. V,
VIa, VII; birth c.clcbratiun, 195y6; "cut ofi," 215, 219-20, 261-62,
305-6, 307, 552: images, 207-17,
219-20; omui~cience, 231n, 330;

"Twelve Meditations," 200; see
also Ari~tanemi; Mahftvira; ParSva
Tiruvannamalai, 61411
titans (anti-gods), 76, gg, 122, 142,
233· 297· 4000, 489
Ti-tsang, see K~itigarbha
Torrireiii, Evangelista, Italian physicist, 32
Trajan, emperor o£ Rome, 506, 617
Transcendentalism, New England,
565

transfereiH..e, in Indian tearhing, 49
transient partkles, in Buddhism, .w•e
dharma
transmigration, :.ee reincarnation;
sarilsiira

transubstantiation, in Tantra, 582,

Tughlal, Shah Ghiyas-ud-din, king
ol Delhi, r,to-11
l'uriya, see "Fourth"
Turke.!>tan, 506
Turkey, 113, u4, 116,117
tutt~lary gods, 52, 71, 112, t 54·5r)'
!w7-8, 2G2, 399· 455
"Twelve Meditations" of Jaina
savior, 200
tyJauny, see dc'ipotism
Tzetzcs, John, Byzantine scholar,
47ll

u
lldayana,

Ny:iya-VaiSc~ika

teacher,

lil2

Udlblaka-Aruni, see Aruoi
tTcldiy:ma, 5r,8
lljjain, r,n4
Ukrainf', J 12
lliHgh Kh~m. king of Delhi, !P 1
lllys.~('.!>, Homeric hero, 231· 235, 2.17
lh11a, Gvddcs<; a-., :,(jo
umbrella of Cakravartin, in an, Pl.
II

586-87
tree of life, in Oriental art, 369
trees and forest, Vedantic metaphor
of, 423
Trikaya doctrine of Buddhism, 5~on
Tripura~sundari, Goddess as, stig
Tri&ala, in Jaina legend, 221
Trivarga, 35-41, 82, 87-177, 283-84,
4540, 462, 571; see also artha&astra; dharma~astra; k3.ma5astra
truth, two kinds, in Buddhism, 520;
see also act of truth; Fmu Noble
Truths

United States of America, JIJ, 122;
Hinduism in, 511
universe, see cosmology
university, afflicted with Jahha-anlari•ya-karma, 273

tirthankara, 181, 474
titiqa, 55
trivarga, 41
ttl~·· 467
turiya, 872

urlima. 319
upahhoga, 273
ll!labhog3ntaraya-karma, 273

under~landing,

ser intelleo

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics,
87, ~)1, Il!l, 118, 123; see aljo

Russia
United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, see Great
Britain

u
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Vairantya, Hindu legendary king,

Upaddasahasri (Sankara), 417, 436,
444· 457
Upagupta, Buddhist saint, 495-96
Upan;jads, 8, gn, 10, fit, t!Kn, fig, 74•
78n,

l!)OD, 219,

125
Vai1tiHi (Ba ..arh), 221: Hucldhisl wun(il at, 492·93. ·I!H
Vai~t'bika, ~<oy&tcm of, huJ. 6o8-1o, 612,

242.254. 281, 31!)11,

339• 54•• 4I4, 45-1!, 188. 518, :;:;o,
5h9, 597· 615; Brithmani&m of, 35578; Aitareya, IU·ll; Ar(lrtabindu,
359n, ,3fign, 37<m, 37m; Brhadtiranyaka, 6m, 30<m, 35811, g6gn,
366n, 367n, 3b8n, 3720; Chan-

dogya, 610, 149. 2520, 3370, 3Hon,
373: Kaivalya, 447n; Katha, ,36gn,
361"· sfisn. s68n; 1\faitri, (im,
g6m;Mandukya,s7•-17 (lull text),
415, 4'9"• 433· 456; Mundaka,
g6on, g67n, g6gn, 371n, 42on,
443n; $vetalvatara, 6m, 36711;
Taittiriya, fi!JH. 3130, 3·12, 341_n,
g68n
Uttartidhyayana Sidra, 202n, 222,
.. gn, 623

v
Vahagn, Armenian god, 20911
Vaibhi.sika school of Buddhism, 510,
516, 6tg
Vaidika Karma-k3.nc;la, Tintrist, 570

upad.ra, s83n
upidina-liraQa, 610
upade!a, 37
upidhis, 286
upakrama, 431
upamina, 610
upanaya, 611
upapatti, 431
uparati, 55
upasaxilhira, 4S 1
upastha, uS

upiya, uo
upeqi, lU
utsiha, t66
utsarpini, 11411

hi~

J'ni.{~\ihfHiltra (KaniU..t). 6o8-g
\'ai&\'anara,

pha~e

of Sdf. 340, 373·

,j7J; lt'r al.w waking (cunsdou\-

ncss)
VaiSya caste, -10-59

l"ajJacchedika, go9u, 484, 486, 521,
522·23- fi27

Vajraghosa, P3r~va as, 18g-go
Vajrauibha, Pflriva a~o, I!J•·ml
Vajra"irya, Jaina legendary king,
192
Vakkula, stiipa of, 496
Valery, Paul, 3· 261
V3.mii., jaina legendary <JUf'('ll, I8j.
1 95

vanaprastha, see forest, life-stage of
Vanur, 2130
VaJdhamana, ue Mahivira
Varttika (Kityayana), 283
VaruQ.a, Vedic god, 8, 10, 314, 3~1R
Vasanta, Vedic god, 140
uttara-mimirhsi, 6o6

v
viic, 228, 243
vacanabala, 228, 177
vadana, 583n
vaibh3.sika. 516
vaiAC$ika, 6oS

vai!vanara, 340. 353· 37S
vai&ya, 40
valahaka, S93
vana, 44
vanaprastha, 44• 157
varna, 152
vartin. 129
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v as#lh• Rtimtiy•~•. 586-87
Va!!ubandhu,
Yog3citra
teacher,
!)290, 533• !)I 0, 5~8-~9
Va&udeva, Hiudu legendary king.
218, 220. 225
V~upfijya, 12th

Jaina savior, 215
Vatsyiiyana, Hindu teacher, 38, 146,
'49· 622
Vauvcnargucs, Marquis de, French
littl:ratcur-psyLhologist, 40
Vedanta, 1311, 7811, 91, 372, 4.09-63,
525, 597. 6oo, 618, 62(i-27; Advaita
school, 414-•,r,. 4&5-.fJ6 (sre alw

Sanltara); basic paradox, 418, 420,
457: Brahman, stages in path to
realizing, 455-56; com.ciousne~.
four states of, 447, 452; cosmic Self
(3.tman, Brahman) as ultimate
reality, 53· 242, 286, (flalnm 40963; note:) 40!1·114·16,1•5·1•8-•g.
44•·43· 488, 546; di;ciplinc of. 51·
56, 417-18, 425, 133-40; diSiliCIItCrs
from Sailkara, 458-59: faculties
and qualities, u8-2g, 429; .. final
truth of Vedas," 6o6; "fundamental thought," 456; "gnal" of, 546;
ignorance (avidya) in, 24-25, 3nti,
414-16, 418-24, 430; jii3nh (knowers) of, 562, 563; karma, types of,
441·42; liberated man (jivanmukta), 441-51: maya in, 19, tgn,
414, 4•7· 410, 451, 457· 400.61,
s6gn, 570; monism in, 2tg, 241, so67· 509• 314, 330, 370n, 413,414-416,
419, 43s-36. 46•-63. 517, s•s. s6s.
6o6: sacred text, six keys to under..
standing, 431; and Siilkhya, agon,
459; sheaths of Self, 415; in Six
Systems, 6o5, ~o6. 6u, 614: supervaAa, 141
vasana, 58gn
vasana, 824

vedana, 54on

imposition,418-tg; Supreme Being
in, 424-29, 4400, 5&3: as synthesis,
Ci8u, 413, 459, 576; and Tantra,
57u; undcr~tanding. :,tates of, 4!P33; world-renouncing, 4J 3-•4· 553·
558, 575; see also Saccidinanda
Brahman; Sa.Ji.kara; "Thou Art
That"; VediintasO:ra
Vedanta Gillis, 447·48, 523, 575; sec
also A~tauak'fa Sarhhitti
Vcdimta SU.tra, 627
Vediinttutira {Sailimanda), 31411,618,
627; doctrine of consciousness in,
4•!1·3~; of liberated man, 443-47;
o! Lord of Creation, 424-29, 553,;
of ;arnadhi (absorption), 435·40;
of Sell, 115-24; pupil's right alii·
tude in, 51-56; his disciplines,
·133 JO
r-r.cia>, 52, 77·78, 78n, 105, 135• 243•
354· 3!J5· 459· 6o6, Gts, 625; ca."te
rco;trictions, 59· 573, 6o7; language,
911. 325, 6n7, 614; literary history,
8n-9n, 58-59, 6tn, 67n, uo, 333;
rt'jectcd by heterodoxy, t8n, 129,
217, 281, 569, fi13n (Loldiyatika);
"sacred marriage" theme, 275-76;
in Tantra, 5fi9-7o, 572; Alharoa,
9-10, 145. 146-48, 24Bn, 625; ~g.
08, 6g, 76, 120, 338, 625; Yajur,
345; see also Brihma'Qas; Upanisads
Vedavyasa, Hindu teacher, 614
vcgrtarianism: Jainism, 251, 254-55•
279; ritual breach of, in Buddhism, 498, 555; do., in Tantra,
57•• 577·8o, 588, 59'
vehicle, see ferryboat
Verdun, Battle o{, 118
vedanga, 5.3
vcdaniya-kanna, 172
vedinta, 19n
Vedantasira, 51
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Vcrgil, Roman poet, tit6
Versailles. Treaty of, ti6, 118
Vcssantara, King, tale of the children of, 537-38
VidiSa, ancient Indian city, 504
ViUUratha. Hindu king, 126
vidya, .~ee knowledge
Vijayanagar, 68n
viji1itna, see consciousness
Vijiiftnabhiksu. 3I4; discussed, ~gongut
Viji-I:tnaviida school of Buddhism,
525n; Jt'(' al~o Yogitdtra
f'i]11aptimdtratti·triti!Sikii (Vasubaiidhu), ;pgn
V ijliapt imdl1alti-vhiiJatikii (Va~uhau
dhu), 5.l'l
\'ikr:1mfHiirya, king of Ayodhya,
;,291\

\'imala, 13th laina savior, ~n3, 226
Vimala Sha, Jaina king, 2l!)Il
\'inaya. fixing of. in Buddhi.!.m, 492,
4!).1
Vipularnati, Jaina sage, sn6-17
vira, see hero (in Tanlra)

Virapii.IQya, Kanarcse prince, 21311
VireSwatinanda, Swami, 627
virgin, as worshipped image in Tantra, 582
Viriiicivatsa, brother of AsaOga and
Vacnbandhu, 529n
Vi!iakhadatta, Hindu dramatist, 94"·
J21n
visarga, pronunciation of, xvi
Visnu, Hindu god, 2, 68n, 135. 262,
27(;, 282, 350, 365, 375"· 398, 412,
419, 420, 424, 504, 529, 531, 552,
568n, 586-87; Buddha as incarnation, 48gn; sre also Krsna; Rama
Vi~vabhUti, Jaina legendary statesman, 186
Vi~vakarman, Vedic god, 154
ViwkacU,(!iimani (Saiikara), 414,415,
41211. 59Gn, G2G
Vivck~lllanda,

Swami,
Vcdintic
tea(,hcr, 511
Vogd, J. Jl}L, 13211
Void (SUnyata), Buddhist doctrine
of the, 482,510, st8, 521-26,53011,
5~5· 51611-47"· 55•· 553· 554· 555"
56, :1:17• r;6o, Got

vicitra, 447
\ idithin, 400

vira, 7·1· 21o (Br), 588 (T)
vir3gah. 54

videha-mukti, 441
vidvan. 387
vidya. 24, 475
viguna, ,388
vijrifma, gfig, 37on, 1c
vijfiinamayako\a, 415
vijfifmavada, 525
vijf1~mavant, 365
vijfifltar, g66
vikalpa, 288
vikftra, 12, 337
viksepa. 437, 15·1"
viksipta, 437
vinaya (P), 492
viparyaya, 288

viruddha bhaja, 516
virya, 99• 266
viry~ntaraya-kanna,
vi~ftrada,

spn, 561

273

2g6

visarjana, _?82
Yisaya, 364
viScsa, hog
viveka, 287, 304
vrtti, 435

vyana, 319
vyapti, 611
vyapya, 611
vyasti, 423
vya$tyabhipr3.yena, 423
vyavad3.na, 531
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Voldemaras, AUb'llstinas, Lithuanian
dictator, 113
Voltaire, French man of letters, 104
V:na. Vedic god, 20!)n
Vy3.sa, Hindu legendary poet, 283,
6o5

w
Wagner, Richard, German composer
and librettist, 233-34: see ab.o
Briinnhilde; Parsifal; Siegfried
waking (comciousness), 353-54• 436;
Brahmanic phase of Self, 330, 3G 1,
377· 415, 433· 452: Tantra,
562; VaiSe$ika-Nyaya, 6oS
War of the Spanish Succe~sion, 113
Warren, Henry Clarke, 206n, 2070,
464n, 524n, 628
Watts, Alan W., 547n, 629
West, 1-47• 58, 82, 174; astrology,
102n-gn; attitude toward philol'lophy, 14-16, 42·43, 45·47; Buddhi'm
in, 496-97; courtly love, 558-sg:
Hinduism in, 5n; historical parallels (chronological summary). 6Js·
t8; ideal man in, 441; Indian
scholarship in, 14, 27-29, 2gn, 9298· 92n (Pancatantra), g8t, 597
(also see Bibliography, 621·31);
philosophic plight of, 1·4, 13·14,
139; politics, 65, 87, 90-91, 96,
102-4, 106, Jll-14, uG-18, ng,
u ... g. tg6·S9· 169·70: "psycho!·
ogy of heart.. literature, 39-40; see
also Christianity; contemporary
implications; Greek elements;
psychoanalysis/psychology;
Roman elements; Western philosophy
Western philosophy, 12-23, .28-34,
63-65, 138·39· gu, 615·18; contrasted to Indian, 4, 28-29, 42-47,
49·5o, 6g·6s, 278, 441, 450. 6oS;
Hegelian tradition, 64-65: secular-

3n.
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izcd, 4· 30-33. 45-47. 63, 175; see
alw Christianity; science; West
wheel (wually cakra): irrigating.
Br~il1manic metaphor of, 394·9!):
Jaina epithet, 225; of law, in Bud~
dhism, 484, 496, soo, 505. Pl. 1;
~acrcd (of world), H?8-2g, 130, 135,
192 (see also Cakravartin); of time,
J4::!, 22411-2511

\Vhitc Contemplation of Pariva,
202-~

\IVhitney, \Villiam Dwight, 14Gn, 625
wile: dharma of, 153-54; Vedic
channs involving, 147-48; as wor~hippc·d image in Tantra, 582; see
also bride; marriage
\Vil~on, Hora(c Hayman, 91"· 624
wind, in Brahmanic charm, 70-71
wine, ritual partaking of: in Buddhi,m, 555; iu Tantra, 572, 577•
:,91
'\Vinternitz, Moriz, 38n, 67n, 3920,
fii2ll, fi2!.!

"\'\'i.<.dom of the Far Shore" (Prajiiaparamita), in Buddhism, 18, 392,

457· 483·87, 540-45; personified,
53on; .<.ce also Prajiiiiptiramitti literature
\Vith, Karl, Pl. VII

woman: T~mtric attitudes toward,
572-73, 589-go; Vedic charms to
win, etc., J47-48; Vedic statu<;;, 573:
see also celibacy: daughters; Goddess; Mother, Unjversal; wife
Woodroffe, Sir John, 57on, 572n,
573n, 576n·78n, 58on, 583n, 585n,
5910, 5920, 593· 6om, 6o2n, 63o;
see also Avalon, Arthur
Woods, James Houghton, 293n,
29111, 2!)9"· ,3000, 625
Woodward, F. L., 628
work: as means of attaining knowledge, in Buddhism, 544n; A§oka's
<'diet on, 500
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World Illusion, Goddess as, 569
World \Var: fin.t, go, 114,117,137,
t(i9-7o; second, 87,

~)1. 111·12,

uS,

122
"World Yea," see affirmation
World's Parliament of Religions, 5"
worship (bhakti), 302, :pr,n; according to gun as, 398-401; Brahmanism, 3·13· :Fd· 382, 3H4. 405-7· 417,
435· 44on, 158, 4tl1; Buddhism,
suo-sot, soB; of image, 5211-53"·
455· 581-82, 583n; Tantra, 561,
562, 5st-s 4• 587-ss, 59 fi- 97

Wotan, Germanic god, 235

y
Yab-Yum, Buddhi~t concept of, 53on,
556, 557, 558, 563n, 568n; see also
Siva(-Sakti)
Yahweh, 5ee Jehovah
Yiijiiavalkya, Upanisadic teacher,
~4~n. 357·59· 362, 367n
Yaiur-Veda, 345
yaksas (fertility-gods), q2, 207, 399·
Pl. VII
Yang-shan, Buddhist teacher, 548n
Yaiiiiadatta, talc of snakebite and
act of truth. 167-69
yantra, diagram, 581
Ya~oda, in Jaina legend, 221
Ya~odhara, 623
Yemu, 213n
yoga: Bhakti Yoga, 404, 4o;n, 587;
absorption (sarnadhi) in, 4o7n; in
Brahmanism, 374, 376, 416, 435·
437-40, 454 (see also Bhakti Yoga

y
yajiia, 386
yak~a. 142
yaroa, 433
yina, 474

and Karma Yoga); in Buddhism,
'43· 255· 282-83. 527·28, 546·47·
557; defined, 28o, 284, 316; "demonic" tapas in, 4ooo, 401; goal
of, 28o, 293n, 2g6, 546; Ha~a
Yoga, 25gn, 546-47; in Jainism,
SW9-IO, S!l7, 405n; Kanna Yoga,
54"· 382, 386-89. ~95· 404-6, 405n
(and Roman Catholicism), 544n;
Kundalini Yoga, 259n, 584-85,59293: mind, quieting the, 284-85,
374. 407n; practice of, 8, 238,2590,
284-85 (lour types of yogi), 292-94.
299. 3o1-3 (three ways of discipline), 303·5, ~07, 318-19 (breathing), 322, 328, ~30, 374, ~76, 395·
400, 405-8, 435 (postures). 437-10,
451· 457· 544· 546-47,557.563, sSo,
584-85, 592, 596; "reduction diet,"
303; of selfless action, see Kanna
Yoga above; Siva lord of, 62n: in
Tantra, 563, ;So (bhoga), 584-85,
592; see also Patafijali; S3.ilkhya
(-Yoga)
Yoga-bhya.rya (Vyasa), 28~
Yogacara school of Buddhism, 510,
524·34· 534"· 613, 617
Yogticiirya-bhiimi (AsaDga), 5290
YogasOra-sa'ligraha (Vijii3.nabhiksu),
290fl

Yoga-sittras (Patafijali), 282-83, 284,
288, 2gon, 29<>-9'• 29~-94, 294-302,
306-7, 406-7, 4070, 416, 437· 546
Yoga-vlirttika (Vijfi3.nabhik.!~u), 2gon
Yoga-va.!~tha, 587
yoni, see female organ
yantrarii.<).ha, 394
yat sat tat k.~aQikam, 51S
yo evam veda. 67
yoga. 280
yoni, 374
yoni mudri, 583
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Yuan Chwang, Buddhist pilgrim, 510
Yudhi~thirc1,
Brihman legendary
hero, 1230
Yueh-chi, 132D, 505, 509
Yugoslavia, 113, 118

z
Zarathustra, 466; see also Zoroastrianism
Zen Buddhism, 5340, 54711, 548n,

6•7
Zeno, Greek philosopher, fi16
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Zeus. Gtc(•k god, 1011, 184n, 312,342,
!JOJ
Zimru('t, Hf'iurich, 1gn, 6on, 1~pn,
141 n, 1fi7n, 207n, 2,34n, 262n,
275n, 35m, .3fi5n, 416n, 46on,
46sn. 53011, s6gn, 58111, 597"·
59811, 6140, 63on; editorial comment on, 6on, 6tn, 12!)0, 15on,
tBID, 185n-8f-.in, 210-JJD, 22311.
uSn, 229D-3on, 2410, 46ou. ,5110,
5.33"· 5.34"· 54-40, 54711, fio!Jil, fi3n
Znroa ..triani'>nt,. t8sn-86n, to8, 4f16,
so6, 578

